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College Calendar 
1945 - 1946 
1945 FALL QUARTER 
September 18, Tuesday, 7:30 P.M. 
September 18, Tuesday, 1 :00-5 :00 P.M. 
September 20, 21, Thursday and Friday 
September 19-24, Wednesday, 9:00 A.M. to 
Monday, 5 :00 P.M. 
September 24, Monday, 8:00 A.M.-4:30 P.M. 
September 25, Tuesday, 8:00 A.M. 
October 3, Wednesday, 4:00-6:00 P.M. 
October 31, Wednesday, 11 :00 A.M. 
November 1, Thursday 
November 7, Wednesday 
November 21-26, Wednesday, 11 :00 A.M. to 
Monday, 8:00 A.M. 
December 20, Thursday, 10:00 A.M. 
December 20, Thursday, 10.30 A.M. 
Opening Faculty Convocation 
Entrance Examinations 
Examinations in Back Work 
Freshman Days 
Registration-Classification 
Class Work Be~'! 
Senior English mination 
Fall Honors Convocation 
Mid-Quarter Res><>rts Due 
Final Date for Filing Diploma Slips for 
Fall Quarter 
Thank!;giving Vacation 
Class Work Closes 
Graduation Exercises 
1946 WINTER QUARTER 
January 2, Wednesday 
January 3, Thursday, 8:00 A.M -4:30 P.:M. 
January 4, Friday, 8:00 A.M. 
January 16, Wednesday, 4·00-6:00 P.M. 
February 7, Thursday 
February 7, Thursday 
March 22, Friday, 10:00 A.M. 
March 22, Friday, 10.30 A.M. 
Entrance Examinations and Examinations in 
Back Work 
Registration-Classification 
Class Work Begins 
Senior English Examination 
Final Date for Filing Diploma Slips for 
Winter ()uarter 
Mid-Quarter Reports Due 
Class Work Closes 
Graduation Exercises 
1946 SPRING QUARTER 
March 26, Tuesday, 8:00 A. M. 
March 27, Wednesday, 8:00 A.M.-4:30 P.M. 
March 28, Thtrsday, 8:00 A.M. 
April 10, Wednesday, 4:00-6:00 P. M. 
l\Iay 2, Thursday 
May 2, Thursday 
May 
J
~ie 
une 
une 
une 
une 
une 
23, Thursday, 11 :00 A.M. 
30, Thursday 
9, Sunday, 10:30 A.M. 
11, Tuesday, 5·oo P.M. 
14, Friday, 3 :00 P.M. 
14, Friday, .3:00 P.M. 
14, Friday, 8:00 P.M. 
1 S, Saturday 
Entrance Examinations and Examinations in 
Back Work 
Registration-Classification 
Class Work Begins 
Senior English Examination 
Mid-Quarter Reports Due 
Final Date for Filing Diploma Slips for 
Spring Quarter 
Spring Honors Convocation 
Memorial Day Holiday 
Baccalaureate Semion 
Senior Work Closes 
Class Work Closes 
President's Reception 
Commencement 
Alumni Day .. 
1946 SUMMER QUARTER 
First Term 
~
nr 17; Monday, 8:00 A.M.-4:30 P.M. 
ne 18, Tuesday, 8:00 A.M. 
ly 24, Wednesday, 5 :00 P.M. 
Registration-Classification 
Class Work Begins 
First Term Closes 
Second Term 
July 24, Wednesday, 8:00 A.M.-4 :30 P.M. Registration-Classification 
July 25, Thursday, 8:00 A.M. Class Work Begins 
August 30, Friday, 12 :00 M. Second Term Closes 
... 
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-
Officers of Administration 
. 
CHARI.Es EDWIN FRILEY, B.S., A.M., LL.D., Sc.D. President of the College 
President Emeritus RAYMOND MOLLYNEAUX HUGHES, M.S., LL.D. 
DEANS AND DIRECTORS 
ROBERT EARLE BUCHANAN, Ph.D. . . . Dean of the Graduate College, 
Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station 
HENRY llERBEJ!T KlLDEE, M.S., ·D.A~r. Dean of the Division of Agriculture 
T. R. Aoo, B.S., C.E. • • Dean of the Division of Engineering, 
, Director of the Engineering Experiment Station 
P. MABEL NELSON, Ph.D. Dean of the Division of Home Economics 
HAROLD V. GASXILL, Ph.D. . . • Dean of the Division of Science, 
Director of the Industrial Science Research Institute 
HENRY D. BERGMAN, D.V.M. Dean df the Division of Veterinaty Medicine, 
MA11RlCE D. llELsER, M.S. 
RALPH KENNETH BLISS, B.S.A. 
~ 
DANIEL C. FABER, B.S., E.E. 
] AMES R. SAGE, M.S. 
*ERNEST w. LINDSTROM, Ph.D. 
Director of the Veterinary Research Institute 
Dean of the Junior College, Director of Personnel 
Director of the Agricultural and 
Home Economics Extension Service 
. .. . 
Director of the Engineering Extension Service 
Registrar, Vice-Dean of the ] unfor College 
Vice-Dean of the Graduate College 
CHARI.Es FRANKLIN CURTISS, M.S.A., D.S. 
ANSON MARsroN, C.E., D.Engr. · 
Dean of the Division of 
Agriculture, Emeritus 
Dean of the Division of 
Engineering, Emeritus 
OFFICE OF THE lij.J_,SINESS MANAGER 
tHuoH CARLETON GREGG, A.M. . r. . Busiriess Manager and Secretary 
;tBoYNE H. PLA'IT, B.S. . . • . Business Manager and Secretary 
HA1u.AN S. Kmx, B.A. Purchasing Agent and A!Wstant Business Manager 
]. F. HAr.r. • • Chief Accountant 
fF'REDA AUIU:LIA BRUNS Office Manager 
PHYSICAL PLANT 
BEN w. SCHAEFER, B.S. ·superintendent 
OFFICE OF THE TREASURER 
• • • Treasurer C. B. MURRAY 
ESTHER R. BOWEN 
VERA .ANI>gasoN 
• Assistant to the Treasurer 
• • 
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR . 
] AMES R. SAGE, M.S. 
* J. A. GREENLEE, Ph.D, 
ESTHER L. RAWSON . 
Mn.DRED P. GREEN. B.Ed. 
•Absent on leave. 
tResigned June ·1, 1945. 
tAppointed June 1, 1945. 
• 
5 
• Cashier 
• • Registrar 
~istant Registrar 
Recorder 
Examiner 
6 OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION 
PERSONNEL SERVICE 
MAURICE D. HELSER, M~S. . 
MRs. MADGE I. McGLADE, M.S. 
JANE FAY, B.S. . . 
JoHN L. Hou.as, M.A .. 
Director of Personnel 
. . Director of Residence 
Assistant Director of Personnel 
Assistant Director of Personnel 
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE 
JOHN GRAY GRANT, M.D. 
]AMES F. EDWARDS, M.D. 
GAIL A. McCLURE, M.D. 
SARAH KALAR, M.D. • . 
FERN A. GOULDING, R.N., M.S. 
ANNE REDMAN • 
ARDIS G. HUBBS, B.S. 
LIBRARY STAFF 
. . . Director 
Medical Advisor for Men 
Medical Advisor for Women 
Medical Advisor for Women 
Health Education for Women 
Supervisor of Nurses 
Dietitian 
CHARLES HARVEY BROWN, M.A., B.L.S., Litt.D., Librarian, 1922 
ROBERT Wu.LIAM ORR, M.S., Assistant Librarian, 1943, 1930 
ELEANOR FRANCES WARNER, M.A., B.L.S., Serials Librarian, 1923 
*LAWRENCE SIDNEY THOMPSON, Ph.D., Assistant to the Librarian, 1940 
GRACE M. 0BERHEIM, M.S., Loan Librarian, 1923 
HELEN CRAWFORD, B .A., B.S., Classifie~931 
AGNES OLEA GRIMSRUD, B.A., Order ~ibrarian, 1938 
EVELYN WIMERSBURGER, M.S., Head, Catalog Department, 1924 
RuTH MA#J;ARET SPRECHER, A.B., B.SL.S., Assistant Reference Librarian, 1943 
KATHRYN }.(osALYN RENFRO, A.B., Cataloger, 1943 
HELEN MARIE GERBER, B.A., B.SL.S., Cataloger, 1943 
HELEN MARIE HURLBUTT, M.S., Cataloger, 1932 
VICTORIA ELIZABETH HARGRAVE, B.A., Extension Librarian, 1938 
MYRTLE MARY HAUGHN, A.B., Assistant Loan Librarian, 1943 
*DOROTHY 'LOUISE MoTT, B.A., B.S.L.S., Assistant Loan Librarian, Instructor, 1944 
GERTRUDE ELIZABETH VOELKER, A.B., B.S.L.S., Exchange Librarian, 1939 
*RALPH GORDON MORITZ, B.S., B.S.L.S., Cataloger, 1940 
JEAN OLIVIA COOK, A.A., A.B., B.S.L.S., Cataloger, 1943 
DOROTHY MARcINE LARSON, A.A., B.A., Assistant Serials Librarian, 1943 ·-
LUCILLE M. ~ZAHN, A.B., Library Specialist, Economics, 1943 
IDA FORBES ROBERTSON, B.A., B.S., Cataloger, 1943 
LEONA AYRES, A.B., M.A., Instructor, 1943 
CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS 
RAY c. CUNNINGHAM, B.S. . . 
MRS. JOSEPHINE ARNQUIST BAKKE, B.S. 
•Absent on leave. 
Secretary of the Y .M.C .A. 
Secretary of the Y.W.CA. 
Officers of Instruction 1 
CHARLES EDWIN FRILEY, President, 1936, 19322 
B.S., Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 1919; A.M., Columbia University 
1923; Ll...D., Simmons University, 1929; LL.D., Agricultural and Mechanical College ol 
Texas, 1940; Sc.D., Cornell College, 1942 
PROFESSORS AND HE~·OF DEPARTMENTS 
T. R. Aoo, Dean of the Division of ~eering, Director of the Engineering 
Experiment Station, 1932, 1913 
B.S. (E.E.), Iowa State College, 1905; C.E., Ibid., 1914 
EDWARD SWITZER Au.EN, Professor of Mathematics, 1943, 1921 
A.B., Harvard University, 1909; A.M., ibid., 1910; Ph.D., Ibid., 1914 
DAVID LEHR ARM, Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Head of the Depart-
ment, 1942, 1941 
B.S., Lafayette College, 1930; M.E., ibid:, 1930; M.S., Ibid., 1937 
*JoHN VINCENT ATANASOFF, Professor of Mathematics and Physics, 1942, 1925 
B.S. (E.E.), University of Florida, 1925; M. S., Iowa State College, 1926; Ph.D., Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, 1930 
GRACE M. AUGUSTINE, Professor of Institution Management and Head of the 
Department, 1944 
B.S., Columbia University, 1929~ A.M., Ibid., 1930; Ph.D., ibid., 1935 
EDGAR LEE BARGER, Professor of Agricultural Engineering, 1 'l42 · 
B.S., Kansas State College of Agriculture and Applied Science, '1929; M.S., Ibid., 1934 
*ELERY R. BECKER, Professor of Protozoology, 1935, 1925 
A.B., University of Colorado, 1920; D.Sc., Johns Hopkins University, 1923 
EDWARD .ANTONY BENBROOK, Professor of Veterinary Pathology and ltead of the 
Department, 1919, 1918 
V.M.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1914 
HENRY DALE BERGMAN, Dean of the Division of Veterinary Medicine, Director of 
the Veterinary Research Institute, Professor of Veterinary Physiology and 
Pharmacology and Head of the Department, 1943, 1910 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1910 
RALPH KENNETH BLISS, Director of the Agricultural and Home Economics Exten-
sion Service, 1914 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1905 
IVA L. BRANDT, Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 1920, 1912 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1905; M.S., Simmons College, 1925 
CHARLES HARVEY BROWN, Professor of Library Science and Librarian 1922 
B.A., Wesleyan Universlty1 1897.t M.A., ibid., 1899; B.L.S., New York State Library School, 1923; Litt.D., Wes1eyan university, 1937 
FRANK EMERSON BROWN, Professor of Chemistry, 1923, 1917 
A.B., Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia, 1911; S.B., University of Chicago, 1913; 
Ph.D., ibid., 1918 . ----
1The General Faculty consists of the President, Deans, Business Manager, Registrar, Personnel 
Director, all Professors and Associate Professors, Librarian, Director of AgrfcUltural &tension 
Service, Director of Engineering Extension Service and such other members of the College staff 
as the President may designate. 
2First date after the name indicates date of appointment to present positlonf· the second date. 
when the first fails to do so, indicates the date of first appolnt01ent fn the col ege. 
•Absent on leave. 
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8 OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION 
RoB.ERT EARLE BUCHANAN, Dean of the Graduate College, Professor of Bacteriology 
and Head of the Jlepartment, Director of the Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tio.n, 1919, 1904 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1904; M.S., ibid., 1906; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1908 
Al.FRED B. CAINE, Professor of Animal Husbandry, 1936, 1916 
B.S., Utah State Agricultural College, 1914; M.S., Iowa State College, 1917 
CLA wsoN Y. CANNON, Professor of Dairy Husbandry, 1930 
B.S., Utah State Agricultural College, 1913; M.S., Iowa State College, 1924; Ph.D., ibid., 
1927 
PERCY HAMILTON CARR, Professor of Physics, 1940, 1930 
D.S., Furman University, 1925; M.S., University of North Carolina, 1926; Ph.D., 
Cornell University, 1930 
WALLACE LEw1s CASSELL, Professor of Electrical Engineering, 1941, 1939 
B.S. (E.E.), University of Colorado, 1922: E.E., ibid., 1928 
ROBERT ANDREW CAUGHEY, Professor of Structural Engineering, 1930, 1919 
B.S. (C.E.), Pennsylvania State Colfege, 1907; C.E., ibid., 1916 
HEsn:R CHADDERDON, Professor of Home Economics Education, 1943, 1929 
D.S., University of Nebraska, 1924; M.A., University of Chicago, 1928i Ph.D., Ohio 
State University, 1938 
GERTRUDE E. CmT.rENDEN, Professor of Child Development and Head of the De-
partment, 1943, 1936 
D.S., University of Nebraska, 1931; M.S., ibid., 1936; Ph.D., State University of Iowa, 
1941 
}4ARx PERKINS CLEGHORN, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1921, 1902 
D.S. (E.E.), Iowa State College, 1902: M.E., ibid., 1907 
*WILLIAM GEM.MELL COCHRAN, Professor of Mathematical Statisties, 1939 
M.A., Glasgow University (Scotland), 1931; D.A., Cambridge Universit,y (England), 
1933 i M.A., ibid., 1938 
MERVIN S. CooVER, Professor of Electrical Engineering and Head of the Depart-
ment, 1935 
E.E., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 1914 
WINFRED FORREST COOVER, Professor of Chemistry, 1913, 1904 
A.D., Otterbein College, 1900; A.M., Ohio State University, 1903; D.Sc., Otterbein 
College, 1935 
CLARENCE HARTLEY CovAULT, Professor of Veterinary Medicine and Head of the 
Department, Director of Veterinary Clinics, 1929, 1917 
D.V.M., Ohio State University, 1911 
CHARLES CALV!.N CULBERTSON, Professor of Animal Husbandry, 1934, 1919 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1918; M.S., ibid., 1925 
CHARLES FRANKLIN CURTISS, Dean of the Division of Agriculture, Emeritus, 
1937 1891 
D.S.A.1 Iowa State College, 1887; M.S.A., ibid., 1892; D.S. in Agriculture, Michigan Agricwtural Colltge, 1907 
FOREST CHARLES DANA, Professor of Generar Engineering, 1926, 1923 
D.S. (C.E.), University of Washington, 1914; C. E., Iowa State College, 1924 
J. BROWNLEE DAVIDSON, Professor of Agricultural Engineering and Head of the 
Department, 1907 1905 
D.S.M.E., Univ;.dty of Nebraska, 1904; A.E., ibid., 1914; D. Engr., ibid., 1931 
LOUIS DEVRIES, Professor of Modem Languages and Head of the Department, 
Q 1921, 1913 
A.B., Central Wesleyan College, 1907; M.S., Northwestern University, 1908,· Ph.D., 
ibid., 1918 .... 
S. M. DIETZ, -Professor_ of Botany, 1934, 1925 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1917; M.S., ibid., 1918; Ph.D., ibid., 1924 
CHARLES M. Dooo, Professor of Ceramic Engineering and Head of the Department, 
1939 
D.Cer.E., Ohio State University, 1927; Cer.E., ibid., 1933 
JoBN S. Dooos, Professor of Civil Engineering, 1934, 1912 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1912; C.E., ibid., 1917 ----
•Absent on leave. 
PROFESSORS 0 
CARL JoBN DRAKE, Professor of Entomology and Head of the Department of 
Zoology and Entomology, 1922 
B.Sc., B.Ped., Baldwin-Wallace College, 1912; M.A., Ohio State University, 1914; 
Ph.D., ibid., 1921 . 
].AMES FRANKLIN EowARDs, Professor of Hygiene, 1921 
A.B., Grove City College, 1894; A.M., ihld., 1896; M.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1898 
PHILLIP HOMER ELWOOD, Professor of Landscape Architecture and Head of the 
Department, 1923 
B.S.A., Cornell University, 1910 
MACx ALLEN EMMERSON, Professor of Veterinary Obstetrics and Head of the 
Department, 1944, 1925 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1925; M.S., lbid., 1928; Dr.Med.Vet., University of Zurich, 
1930 
ERCEL SHERMAN EPPRIGHT, Professor of Food's and Nutrition ana Head of the 
Department, 1945 
B.S., University of Missouri, 1923; M.S., University of Texas, 1930; Ph.D., Yale Uni· 
versity, 1936 -
]oHN ELLIS EvANs, Professor of Psychology and Head of the Department, 1922, 
1921 
A.B., Indiana University, 1910; M.A., ibid., 1911; Ph.D., Columbia University, 1916 
DANIEL C. FABER, Director of the Engineering Extension Service, 1918, 1914 
B.S., University of Dlinois, 1908; E.E., ibid., 1911 
FLORENCE A. FALLGATTER, Professor of Home Economics Education and Head of 
the Department, 1938 ---
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1917; M.A., Columbia University, 1~7 
]ACX FINEGAN, Professor of Religious Education and Head of the Department, 
1939, 1936 
B.A., Drake University, 1928; M.A., ibld.1 _1929; B.D., lbld., 1930; B.D., The Colgate-Rochester Divinity School, 1931; M.Th., ib1a., 1932; Lie. theol., University of Berlin, 1934 
BRUCE JUDSON FIRKINS, Professor of Soils, 1937, 1918 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1917; M.S., ibid., 1918 
FRED ALAN FISH, Professor of Electrical Engineering, 1909, 1905 
M.E. (E.E.), Ohio State University, 1898 
HARRY LEWIS FousT, Professor of Veterinary Anatomy and Head of the Depart-
ment, 1927 
D.V.M., Ohio State University, 1914 
GEORGE R. FOWLER, Professor of Veterinary Surgery and Head of the Department, 
1932, 1928 
B.S., Washington State College, 1925; D.V.M., lbid., 1925 
•GERALD WILLIS Fox, Professor of Physics, 1934, 1930 
A.B., University of Michigan, 1923; A.M., ;bid., 1924; Ph.D., ibid., 1926 
MARTIN FREDERICK FRITZ, Professor of Psychology, 1944, 1927 
B.S., Kansas State College, 1924; M.S., lbld., 1925; Ph.D., University or Chicago, 1931 
ALMON HOMER FULLER, Professor of Civil Engineering, 1920 
C.E., Lafayette College, 1897; M.S., ibid., 1900; M.C.E., Cornell University, 1898; 
Sc.D., Lafayette College, 1936 
ELLIS INGHAM FULMER, Professor of Chemistry, 1923, 1919 
B.A., Nebraska Wesl_gan University 1912; M.A., University or Nebraska, 1913; 
Ph.D., University oJ Toronto, 1919; b.Sc., Nebraska Wesleyan Univemlty, 1944 
HARow V. GASXILL, Dean of the Division of Science, Director of the Industrial 
Science Research Institute, 1938, 1930 
B.A., Ohio State University, 1926; M.A., lbid., 1927; Ph.D., ibid., 1930 
HENRY GIESE, Professor of Agricultural Engineering, 1930 1914 
B.S. (Arch.E.), Iowa State College, 1919; M.S. (A.E.), lbi'J., 1927; Arcb.E., Ibid., 1930 
HERBERT }AMES OILKEY, Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics and 
Head of the Department, 1931 
B.S. (C.E.), Oregon State College, 1911; S.B. (C.E.), Massachusetts Institute or Tech· 
nology, 1916; B.S. (C.E.), Harvard University, 1916; M.S. CT.&A.M.), University of 
Dlinols, 1923; Sc.D., 'Buena Vista College, 1939 
HENRY GILMAN, Professor of Chemistry, 1923, 1919 
B.S., Harvard University, 1915; M.S., ibid., 1917; Ph.D., ibid., 1918 ----
.Absent on leave. 
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JOSEPH C. GILMAN, Professor of Botany, 1934, 1918 
B.S., University of Wisconsin, 1912; M.S., ibid., 1914; Ph.D., Washington University, 1915 
JOHN W. GOWEN, Professor of Genetics, 1937 
D.S., University of Maine, 1914; M:S., ibid., 1915; Ph.D., Columbia University, 1917 
JOHN GRAY GRANT, Professor of Hygiene and Head of the Department, Director 
of Hospital, 1936, 1930 
B.A., McMaster University, Toronto, 1919; M.D., University of Manitoba, 1924 
HUGH CARLETON GREGG, Business Manager and Secretary, 1933 
Ph.B., University of Chicago, 1921; A.M., ibid., 1923 
GERMAINE GLADYS~UIOT, Professor of Physical Education for Women and Head 
of the Department, 1941, 1940 
B.S., University of Michigan, 1922; M.S., ibid., 1933; Ed.D., New York University, 1940 
ERNEST SmAIGN HABER, Professor of Horticulture, 1941, 1920 
B.S., Ohio State University, 1918; M.S., Iowa State College, 1922; Ph.D., ibid., 1928 
JOANNE M. HANSEN, Professor of Applied Art, 1920, 1915 
Diploma, Pratt Institute, 1905; B.A., Iowa State Teachers College, 1917; Certificate, 
Supervisor of Art, Columbia University, 1924; M.A., ibid., 1924 
HALBERT MAR!oN HARRIS1 Professor of Zoology, 1942, 1923 B.S:t MlssisslpP.i. Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1923; M.S., Iowa State College, 
192:>; Ph.D., 1b1d, 1928 
*ALBERT G. HART, Professor of Economics, 1942, 1939 
B.A., Harvard, 1930; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1936 
MAURICE D. HELSER, Dean of the Junior College and Director of Personnel, 
1933, 1915 
B.S.A., Ohio State University, 1914; M.S., Iowa State College, 1916 
EARL ALDON HEWITT, Professor of Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology, 1943, 
1915 
A.B., Des Moines College, 1914; B.S., Iowa State College, 1915; D.V.M., ibid., 1918; 
M.S., University of Minnesota, 1929; Ph.D., ibid., 1931 
THOMAS AUGUST ll.IPPAKA, Professor of Industrial Education, Executive Secretary 
of Teacher Placement, 1940, 1939 
B.S., University of Wisconsin, 1927; M.S., ibid,· 1929; Ph.D., ibid., 1938 
RALPH MALCOLM HrxoN, Professor of Chemistry and Head of the Department, 
1944, 1923 . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1917; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1921 
PEARL HOGREFE, Professor of English, 1944, 1931 
B.A., Southwestern College (Kansas), 1910; M.A., University of Kansas, 1913; Ph.D., 
University of Chicago, 1927 
D10 LEWIS HOLL, Professor of Mathematics, 1934, 1925 / 
A.B., Manchester College, 1917; A.M., Qbio State University, 1920; Ph.D., University 
of Chicago, 1925 
*JoHN A. HOPKINS, JR., Professor of Economics, 1943, 1921 
B.S., Delaware College, 1917; M.A., Harvard University, 1921; Ph.D., ibid., 1924 
ELIZABETH ELus HovT, Professor of Economics and Home Management, 1927, 1925 
A.B., Boston University, 1913; A.M., Radcliffe College, 1924; Ph.D., ibid., 1925 
HAROLD DEMOTT HUGHES, Professor of Farm Crops, 1910 
B.S., University of Dlinols, 1907; M.S.A., University of Missouri, 1908 
RAYMOND Mo;t.LYNEAUX HUGHES, 'President Emeritus, 1936, 1~7 
A.B., Miami University, 1893; M.S., Ohio State University, 1897; LL.D., Miami 
University, 1927; LL.D., Coe College, 1928; LL.D., Iowa State College, 1936 
CARROLD A. IVERSON, Professor of Dairy Industry and Head of the Department, 
1938, 1916 
B.S. (Dairying), South Dakota State College, 1915; M.S., Iowa State College, 1917 
IVER J. J QHNSON, Professor of Farm Crops, 1940 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1928; M.S., ibid., 1929; Ph.D., ibid~1931 
LEO MEYER JONES, Professor of Veterinary Physiology, 1944, 1 5 
A.B., DePauw University, 1935; M.S., Iowa State College, 1939; D. . ., ibid., 1939 
W. PAUL JONES, Professor of English, 1932, 1931 
A.B., Wabash College, 1913; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1925 ~ 
F'RANx KEREKES, Professor of Structural Engineering, 1931, i920 { 
B.S., College of the City of New York, 1917; C.E., Columbia University, 1920 ----
.Absent on leave. 
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B.S.A., lt>wa State College, 1908; M.S., ibid., 1917i D.Agr., North Dakota Agricultural 
College, 1940 h 
lIERDERT KILDEE, Dean of the Division of Agriculture, 1933, 1908 
HOLMES KIMBALL, Professor of Architectural Engineering and Head of 
e Department, 1914 
B.L. (Arch.), University of California, 1910; S.B. (Arch.), Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, 1911; S.M. (Arch.), ibid., 1912 
HARRY H. KNIGHT, Professor of Entomology, 1934, 1924 
B.S., Cornell University, 1914; Ph.D., ibid., 1920 
WILLIAM F. LAGRANGE, Professor of Animal Husbandry, 1920, 1917 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1917; M.S., ibid., 1928 
Wn.LIAM H. LANCELOT, Professor of Vocational Education, 1923, 1918 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1919; D.Ed., Miami University, 1932 
ALVAH R. LAUER, Professor of Psychology, 1941r 1925 
B.A., McPherson CoilegeJ.1922; M.A., -State University of Iowa, 1925; M.S., Iowa State 
College, 1928; Ph.D., Onio State University, 1929 
*MAx LEvnra, Professor of Bacteriology, 1933, 1913 
S.B., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1912; Ph.D., State University of Iowa, 1922 
*ERNEST W. LINDSTROM, Professor of Genetics and Head of the Department, Vice-
Dean of Graduate College, 1936, 1922 
A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1914; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1917 
*JOHN TIPTON LONSDALE, Professor of Geology and Head of the Department, 1935 
A.B., State University of Iowa, 1917; M.S., ibid., 1921; Ph.D., University of VirgiQla, 1924 
WALTER EARL LOOMIS, Professor of Botany, 1943, 1927 
B.S., University of Illinois, 1921; M.S., Cornell University, 1922; Ph.D., ibid., 1927 
FRED W. LORCH, Professor of English and Head of the Department of English 
and Speech, 1942, 1921 
B.A., Knox College, 1918; M.A., State University of Iowa, 1928; Ph.D., ibid., 1936 
BELLE LOWE, Professor of Foods and Nutrition, 1936, 1918 
Ph.B., University of Chicago, 1917; M.S., ibid., 1934 
}AY LAURENCE LusH, Professor of Animal Husbandry, 1930 
B.S., Kansas State Agricultural College, 1916; M.S., ibid., 1918; Ph.D., University of 
Wisconsin, 1922 
MARY STEWART LYLE, Professor of Home Economics Education, 1943.,. 1930 
B.S.1 Purdue University, 1921; M.S., Iowa State College, 1924; Ph.D., Ohio State Uni· vers1ty, 1942 
}oHN BARNHART McCLELLAND, Professor of Agricultural Education, 1943, 1939 
B.S., Ohio State University, 1921; M.S., ibid., 1927; Ph.D., ibid., 1940 
JosEPH VANCE MCKELVEY, Professor of Mathematics, 1934, 1919 
A.B., Westminster College, 1902; A.B., Cornell University, 1906; Ph.D., ibid., 1909 
Gn.MOUR BEYERS MAcDoNALD, Professor of Forestry and in Charge of the De-
partinent, 1913, 1910 
B.S.F., University of Nebraska, 1907; M.F., ibid., 1914 
TOLBERT MAcRAE, Professor of Music and Head of the Department, 1921, 1920 
Grad., Drake University, 1906 
A.NsoN MARSTON, Dean of the Division of Engineering, Emeritus, Research Engineer, 
Engineering Experiment Station, 1937, 1892 
C.E., Cornell University, 1889; D.Engr., University of Nebraska, 1925; D.Engr., Mich· 
igan State College, 1927 
]oHN NATHAN MARTIN, Professor of Botany, 1917, 1911 
• A.B., Indiana University, 1907; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1913 
KENNETH R. MARVIN, Professor of Technical Journalism and Acting Head of the 
Department, 1943 1923 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1923; M.S., ibid., 1938 
WARREN H. MEEKER, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1934, 1891 
M.E., Cornell University, 1891 
IRVING E. MELHUS, Professor of Botany and Head of the Department, 1930, 1916 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1906; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1912 
lvAL ARTHUR MERCHANT, Professor of Veterinary Hygiene and Head of the De-
partlnent, 1943, 1925 
D.V.M., Colorado State College, 1924; M.S., Iowa State College, 1928; Ph.D., ibid., 1933; 
C.P.H., Yale University, 1934 
----
*Absent on leave. 
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BARTON MORGAN, Professor of Vocational Education and Head of the Department, 
Director of Teacher Education, 1936, 1923 
B.S:.r.. Northeast Missouri State Teachers College, 1919; M.S., Iowa State College, 1922; 
Ph.u., State University of Iowa, 1934 
MARTIN MORTENSEN, Professor of Dairy Industry, 1909 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1909; LL.D., Kansas State College, 1934 
GLENN MURPHY, ProfC$0r of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1941, 1932 
B.S., Univ~ty of Colorad'?.r. 192~~ M.S.t ibid., 1930; University of minois, 1932; Ph.D., 
Iowa State College, 1935; l,;.E., university of Colorado, 1937 
WILLIAM GORDON MURRAY, Professor of Economics and Head of Department 
of Economics and Sociology, 1944, 1925 
B.A., Coe College, 1924; :M.A., Harvard University, 1925; Ph.D., University of Min-
nesota, 1932 
F. EUGENE NELSON, Professor of Dairy Industry, 1943, 1934 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1932; M.S., ibid., 1934; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1936 
P. MABEL NELSON Dean of the Division of Home Economics, 1944, 1923 
B.S., Unive~ty of California, 1915; M.A., ibid., 1916; Ph.D., Yale University, 1923 
WILBUR C. NELSON, Professor of Aeronautical Engineering and Head of the 
Department, 1942 1940 
B.S., University of Michigan, 1935; M.S., ibid., 1937 
PAULENA NICKELL, Professor of Home Management and Head of the Department, 
1936 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1923; M.A., CoJumb~niversity, 1927; Ph.D., Univer· 
sity of Minnesota, 1932 
•ARTHUR GEOFFREY NORMAN, Professor of Soils, 193 7 
B.5.£~ 'University of Birminsdiam (England), 1925; Ph.D., ibid., 1928; M.S., University 
of WISCOnsin, 1932; D.Sc., University of London, 1933 
HERBERT R. ODELL, Professor of Military Science and Tactics and Head of the 
Department, 1941, 1934 
B.S., United States Military Academy, 1910; Col. F.A. 
OscAR ANTON OLSON, Professor of Engineering Drawing and Head of the Depart-
ment, 1938, 1913 
B.M.E., Iowa State College, 1908; M.E., ibid., 1914 
LouISl; JENISON PEET, Professor of Household Equipment and Head of the De-
partment, 1931, 1928 
B.A., Wellesley College, 1908: M.A., ibid., 1911 ; Ph .. D., Iowa State College, 1929 
ROBERT E. PmLLIPS, Professor of Poultry Husbandry and Acting Head of the 
Department, 1944, 1938 
B.S., Kansas State College, 1935; M.S., ibid., 1936; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1941 
BETHEL STEWART PICKETT, Professor of Horticuiture and Head of the Department 
of Horticulture and Forestry, 1923 
B.S.A., Toronto University, 1904; M.S., University of Illinois, 1906 
W. H. PIERRE, Professor of Soils and Head of the Department of Agronomy, 1938 
B.S., University of Wisconsin, 1921; M.S., lbld., 1923; Ph.D., ibid., 1925 
R. HowARD PORTER, Professor of Botany and Agronomy, 1941, 1919 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1918; M.S., ibid., 1920; Ph.D., ibid., 1930 
ROSALIE VIRGINIA RATHBONE, Professor of Textiles and Clothing and Head of the 
Departm~nt, 1931 
B.S., Teachers College, Columbia University, 1918; M.A., ibid., 1928 
WILLIAM RANDOLPH RAYMOND, Professor of English, 1921, 1907 
A.B., Grinnell College, 1894 
CHARLES HowARD RICHARDSON, Professor of Entomology, 1931, 1928 
A.B., Stanford University, 1912; M.S., Harvard University, 1913; Ph.D., Columbia 
University, 1921 
HARRY WYATT RICHEY, Professor of Horticulture, 1921, 1914 
B.Sc.A., University of Nebraska, 1914 
FRANK RoeoTXA, Professor of Economics, 1937, 1920 
B.S., University of Wisconsin, 191 S; M .S., University of Minnesota, 1921 ----
.Absent on leave. 
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*CHARLES E. ROGERS, Professor of Technical Journalism and Head of the Depart-
ment, 1939 
D.A., University of Oklahoma, 1914; M.S., Kansas State College, 1926; M.A., Stanford 
University, 1932 
EARLE DUDLEY Ross, Professor of History, 1943, 1923 
Ph.D., Syracuse University, 1909; Ph.M., ibid., 1910; A.M., Cornell University, 1912; 
Ph.D., ibid., 1915 
BURRELL FRANKLIN RUTH ProfessoJ: of Chemical Engineering, 1942, 1938 
B.S., Michigan State College, 1923; M.S., ibid., 1925; Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 
1931 
JOHN DouGLAS RYDER, Professor of Electrical Engineering, 1944, 1941 
B.E.E., Ohio State University, 1928; M.S., ibid., 1929; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1944 
JA:MES R. SAGE, Registrar, Vice-Dean of the Junior College, 1920, 1915 
D.A., Ohio State University, 1912; M.S., Rose Polytechnic Institute, 1915 
*JULIAN CLAUD ScHILLETrER, Professor of Horticulture, 1944, 1922 
D.S., Clemson College, 1922; M.S., Iowa State College, 1923; Ph.S., ibid., 1930 
LouIS BERNARD SCHMIDT, Professor of History and Head of the Department of 
History and Government, 1930, 1906 
Ph.D., Comell College, 1901; A.M., ibid., 1906; Lltt.D., ibid., 1934 
FREDRICA VAN TRICE SHATTUCK, Professor of Speech, 1916, 1907 
D.A., University of Wisconsin, 1905 
PHINEAS STEVENS SHEARER, Professor of Allimal Husbandry and Head of the 
Department, 1935, 1912 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1912; M.S., ibid., 1928 . 
GEOFFREY SEDDON SHEPHERD, Professor of Economics, 1943, 1927 . 
B.S.A., University of Saskatchewan, 1924; M.S., Iowa State College, 1925; Ph.D., Harvard 
University, 1932 
EowIN RAYMOND SMITH, Professor of Mathematics and Head of the Department, 
1921 
A.~':I University of Illinois, 1905; A.M., University of Wisconsin, 1908; Ph.D., University 
of Munich, 1911 
GEORGE WADDEL SNEDECOR, Professor of Statistics and Director of the Statistical 
Laboratory, 1933, 1913 
B.S., University of Alabama, 1905; M.A., University of Michigan, 1912 
*FR.ANK HAROLD SPEDDING Professor of Chemistry, 1941, 1937 
B.S., University of Mlcbigan, 1925; M.S., ibid., 1926; Ph.D., University of California, 
1929 
LOUIS BEVIER SPINNEY, Professor of Physics, 1897, 1893 
D.M.E., Iowa State College, 1892; B.S. (E.E.), Ibid., 1893 
]AMES ABEL STARR.AX., Professor of Vocational Education, 1.938, 1920 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1921; M.S., ibid., 1922; D.Ed., Boston University, 1932 
WILLIAM HENRY STEVENSON, Vice-Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station, 
1913, 1902 
A.D., IDinols College, 1893; M.S.A., Iowa State College, 1905; D.Sc., IDlnols College, 1923 
GEORGE FRANXLIN STEWART, Professor of Poultry Husbandry, 1942, 1938 
B.S., University of Chicago, 1930; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1933 
LoWELL 0. STEWART, Professor of Civil Engineering and Head of the Department, 
1938 1924 
D.S. (C.E.), Michigan State College, 1917; M.S. (C.E.), Iowa State College, 1927; 
C.E., ibid., 1928 
HERMAN J. STOEVER, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1943, 1938 
D.S., Purdue University, 1928; M.S., University of Dlinols, 1930; Ph.D., ibid., 1934 
•Absent on leave. 
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LENORE MARGARET SULLIVAN, Professor of Institution Management, 1943, 1938 
B.S., Montana State College, 1927; M.S., Iowa Stall! College, 1929 
LYDIA VICTORIA SwANsoN, Professor of Child Development, 1943, 1924 
B.Sc., University o( Nebraska, 1923; M.S., Iowa State College, 1931 
PEARL P. SWANSON, Professor of Foods and Nutrition, 1936, 1930 
D.S., Carlton College, 1916; M.S., University of Minnesota, 1924; Ph.D., Yale Univer-
sity, 1930 
ORLAND RUSSELL SWEENEY, Professor of Chemical Engineering and Head of the 
Department of Chemical and Mining Engineering, 1920 
Sc.B. (Chem.E), Ohio State University, 1909; M.S., ibid., 1910; Ph.D., University 
of Pennsylvania, 1916; Ch.E., Ohio State University, 1935 
BYRON HENRY THOMAS, Professor of Animal Husbandry, 1931 
B.S., University of California, 1922; M.S., University of Wisconsin, 1924; Ph.D., ibid., 
1929 
THOMAS FRANKLIN VANCE, Professor of Psychology and Child Development, 1927, 
1914 
A.B., Coe College, 1909; M.A., State University of Iowa, 1911; Ph.D., ibid., 1913 
GEORGE F. VEENXER, Professor of Physical Education for Men and Head of the 
Department, 1931 
A.B., Hope College, 1916 
EMn. CONRAD Vox.z, Professor of Horticulture, 1928, 1914 
B.S., Michigan Agricultural College, 1914; M.S.A., Cornell University, 1918 
RAYE. WAKELEY, Professor of Sociology, 1944, 1930 
B.S., Pennsylvania State College, 191'; M.S., University of Wisconsin, 1924; Ph.D., 
Cornell University, 1928 
ALBERT LYELL WALKER, Professor of English, 1942, 1935 
B.A., Park College (Missouri), 1929; M.A., State University of Iowa, 1930; Ph.D., ibid .• 
1936 
-
JOSEPH KENNETH WALKUP, Professor of General Engineering and Head of the 
Department, 1942 
A.B., Ohio State University, 1932; B.M.E., ibid., 1932; I.E., ibid., 1941 
HENRY ALBERT WEBBER, Professor of Chemical Engineering, 1941, 1923 
B.S., University of Colorado, 1923; M.S., Iowa State College, 1925; Ph.D., ibid., 1929 
WALTER H. WELLHOUSE, Professor of Zoology, 1934, 1921 
B.A., University of KanMS, 1913; M.A., ibid., 1917; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1920 
CHESTER HAMLIN WERKMAN, Professor of Bacteriology and in Charge of the 
Department, 1942, 1921 
D.S., Purdue University, 1919; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1923; D.Sc., Purdue University, 
1944 
]AMES EDWIN WERT, Professor of Vocational Education, 1939 
A.B., Adrian College, 1915: M.A., Ohio State University, 1933; Ph.D., ihid., 1934 
•HARoLo-lr.-Wrr..cxE, Professor of Poultry Husbandry, 1936, 1929 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1927; M.S., ibid •• 1932; Ph.D., ibid., 1935 
]OHN ANDERSON WILKINSON, Professor of Chemistry, 1919, 1913 
B.Sc., Ohio State University, 1903; Ph.D., Camell University, 1909 
JAY WALTER WOODROW, Professor of Physics and Head of the Department 1930, 
1921 , 
B.A., Drake University, 1907; B.A., Oxford University (England), 1910· Ph.D Yale 
University, 1913; LL.D., Drake University, 1931 • ., 
W ALI.ACE WRIGHT, Professor of Economics, 1938, 1930 
A.B., Dartmouth College, 1919; M.A., Stanfotd University, 1924; Ph.D., ihid., 1930 ----
.Absent on leave. 
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ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 
ROBERT AHLQUIST, Associate Professor of Electrical Engin~ring, 1943, 1939 
B.S., Missouri School of Mines, 1924; M.S., University of Pittsburgh, 1935 
JoHN M. AIKMAN, Associate Professor of Botany, 1930, 1927 
15 
A.B., Nebraska Wesleyan University, 1917; A.M., ibid., 1921; Ph.D., University of 
NC!braska, 1928 
EDWARD D. ALLEN, Associate Professor of Economics, 1944, 1937 
B.A., Grinnell College, 1930; M.A., University of Minnesota, 1934; Ph.D., ibid., 1937 
*ARTHUR LAWRENCE ANDERSON, Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry, 1922, 
1920 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1916; M.S., Iowa State College, 1922 
ERNEST WILLARD ANDERSON, Associate Professor of ~athematics, 1943, 1926 
B.S., North Dakota Agricultural College, 1926; M.S., Iowa State College, 1928; Ph.D .. 
ibid., 1933 
I. W. ARTHUR, Associate Professor of Economics, 1940, 1927 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1916; M.S., ibid., 1927; Ph.D., University of ?.!!nnesota, 1939 
*QUINCY CLAUDE AYRES, Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineering, and 
Secretary of the Iowa State College Research Foundation, 1921, 1920 
B.S., University of Mississippi, 1912; B.E., Ibid., 1912; C.E., ibid., 1920 
*RICHARD W. BECKMAN, Associate Professor of Technical Journalism, 1940, 1931 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1925 
EMERSON W. BIRD, Associate Professor of Dairy Industry and Chemistry, 1937. 
1923 
B.S., Pennsylvania State College, 1923; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1929 
WARREN B. BOAST, Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering, 1943, 1934 
B.S. (E.E.), University of Kansas, 1933; M.S. (E.E.), ibid., 1934; Ph.D., Iowa State 
College, 1936 
KENNETH E. BOULDING, Associate Professor of Economics, 1943 
B.A., New College, Oxford, 1931; M.A., Ibid., 1937 
ELFRIEDE FREDERICK BROWN, Associate Professor of Foods and Nutrition and 
Acting Head of the Department 1940 
B.S., Utah State Agricultural College, 1923; M.S., University of Utah, 1924; Ph.D., 
University of California, 1936 
*LYNN T. BROWN, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1930, 1927 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926 
STEPHEN J. CHAMBERLIN, Associate Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 
1943, 1929 
B.S., University of Dlinois, 1928; M.S., Iowa State College, 1931 
NORMAN ASHWELL CLARKE, Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1927, 1921 
B.S.A., University of Alberta, 1918; M.A., University of Toronto, 1919; Ph.D., ibid., 1921 
HERBERT CLARE Coox, Associate Professor of Government, 1930, 1928 
B.A., Iowa State Teachers College, 1922; M.A., State University of Iowa, 1925; Ph.D., 
ibid., 1926 
ESTHER L. CoOPER; Associate Professor of English, 1916, 1909 
Ph.B., State University of Iowa, 1903; M.A., University of Chicago, 1925 
ELISABETH ARMOUR CURTISS, Associate Professor of Economics, 1944 
B.A., Wellesley College, 1928; M.A., Columbia University, 1930; Ph.D., University of 
Chicago, 1942 
HARVEY CLARENCE DIEHL, }R., Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1942, 1939 
B.S., University of Michigan, 1932; Ph.D., ibid., 1936 
*RAY 0. DoNELS. Associate Professor of Physical Education for Men, 1941, 1938 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1929; M.A., State University of Iowa, 1937 
CHARI.Es S. DORCHESTER, Associate Professor of Farm Crops, 1937, 1913 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1913; M.S., University of Minnesota, 1923; Ph.D., Iowa 
State College, 1935 
ALVIN R. EooAR, Associate Professor of Music, 1941, 1934 
B.A., Upper Iowa University, 1924; M.A., State University of Iowa, 1935 
RACHEL HARTMAN EDGAR, Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1928, 1924 
B.A., Ohio State University, 1917; B.S., ibid., 1918; M.S., Ibid., 1920; Ph.D., ibid., 1925 
]oHN C. ELDREDGE, Associate Professor of Farm Crops, 19~7, 1921 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1915; M.S., Ibid., 1925; Ph.D., Ibid., 1933 
----
.Absent on leave. 
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GLADYS JUNE EVERSON, Associate Professor of Foods and Nutrition, 1944 
B.S.1. University of Wisconsin, 1931; M.S., State University of Iowa, 1933; Ph.D., Uni-
versity of WisConsin, 1942 
MABEL C. FISHER, Associate Professor of Applied Art, 1925, 1923 
Diploma, Pratt Institute, 1923 • 
REGINA JOSEPHINE FRIANT, Associate Professor of Home Economics Education, 
1924, 1923 
Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1916; M.A., ibid., 1922 
*WILLIAM EDWARD GALLIGAN, Associate Professor of Sanitary Engineering, 1939, 
1926 
B.S., University of Missouri, 1925; M.S., Iowa State College, 1930; Major, C.E. 
WILLIAM: EDWARD GALLIGAN, Associate Professor of Military Science and Tactics, 
1944, 1926 
CHARLES M. GENAUX, Associate Professor of Forestry, 1935 
B.S. (For.), Pennsylvania State Forest School, 1924; M.S. (For.), University of 
Idaho, 1929 
KATHERINE GOEPPINGER, Associate Professor of Technical Journalism, 1943, 1935 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1924 
GEORGE ]ONES GooDMAN, Associate Professor of Botany, 1944, 1935 
A.B., University of Wyoming, 1929; M.S., Washington University, 1930; Ph.D., ibid., 1933 
ALLEN WRIGHT GOODSPEED, Associate Professor of Forestry, 1938 
B.S., University of Maine, 1928; M. F., Yale School of Forestry, 1929 
EMERY Fox Goss, Associate Professor of Dairy Industry, 1919 
B.S. (Dairying), Iowa State College, 1915; M.S., ibid., 1916 
CORNELIUS GouWENS, Associate Professor of Mathematics, 1926, 1920 
B.S .• Northwestern University, 1910; A.M., University of Illinois, 1911; Ph.D., University 
of Chicago, 1924 
CHARLES SUMNER GWYNNE, Associate Professor of Geology and Acting Head of 
the Department, 1931, 1927 
A.B., Cornell University, 1907; M.S., Syracuse University, 1925; Ph.D., Cornell Univer· 
sity, 1927 
ELMER NEIL HANSEN, Associate Professor of Dairy Husbandry, 1929, 1924 
B.SC., University of Minnesota, 1923; M.S., Iowa State College, 1925 
GEORGE BERNHARDT HARTMAN, Associate Professor of Forestry, 1943, 1935 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1917; M.S., ibid., 1941 
RUTH M. HASSINGER, Associate Professor of Physical Education for Women, 1944, 
1935 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1927 
•LEWIS M. HEADLEY, Associate Professor of Machine Design, 1936 
B.M.E., Ohio State University, 1924; M.S., University of Michigan, 1941 
•JEAN CHARLES HEMPSTEAD, Associate Professor of General Engineering, 1936, 1930 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926; M.A., University of Pennsylvania, 1930 
GERTRUDE A. HERR, Associate Professor of Mathematics, 1924, 1913 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1907; M.S., ibid., 1917 
REUBEN Hn.L, Associate Professor of Sociology, 1945 
B.S., Utah State Agricultural College, 1935; Ph.M., University of Wisconsin, 1936; 
Ph.D., ibid., 1938 
JoHN ]AMES LUE'IT HINRICHSEN, Associate Professor of Mathematics, 1940, 1929 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1925; M.A., Harvard University, 1927; Ph.D., ibid., 1929 
*]. C. HOLBERT, Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry, 1942, 1923 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1923; M.S., ibid., 1925 
JoHN Mn.TON HOLCOMB, Associate Professor of Agriculture, 1944 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1935 
JESSE GREENVD.LE HUMMEL, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1910, 
1903 
B.S. (M.E.), Iowa State College, 1902; M.E., ibid., 1914 
KE1m GIBSON HUNTRESS, Associate Professor of English, 1944, 1941 
B.A.1• ~esleyan University (Connecticut). 1935; M.A., ibid., 1936; Ph.D., University O( D lDOlS, 1942 
*IRAL BROWN JOHNS, JR., Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1937, 1926 
B.S., Knox College, 1924; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1930 
A.B., Depauw University, 1935; D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1939; M.S., ibid., 1939 ----
*Absent on leave. 
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L. MEYER }0NES1 Associate Professor of Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology, 
1944, 1935 
ALFRED P. KEHLENBECX, Associate Professor of Modem Languages, 1941, 1935 
B.A., State University of Iowa, 1927; M.A., ibid., 1928; Ph.D., University of Wis-
consin, 1934 
GEORGE CLARENCE KENT, Associate Professor of Botany, 1944, 1933 
B.A., Oxford University, 1933; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1936 
WALTER BERNARD KING, Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1944, 1923 
B.S., University of IDlnols, 1923; M.S., Iowa State College, 1924; Ph.D., ibid., 1930 
WILLIAM KUNERTH, Associate Professor of Physics, 1916, 1907 
A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1904; M.A., ibid., 1910; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1921 
PAULUS LANGE, Associate Professor of English, 1932, 1920 
A.B., Augustana College, 1918; M.A., University of Dlinois, 1920 
*FRANK .E. LIGHTBURN, Associate Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 
1940, 1931 
B.S. (E.E.), University of Colorado, 1931; M.S., Iowa State College, 1935 
]AMES PERCIVAL McKEAN, Associate Professor of General Engineering, 1944, 1928 
B.S. (C.E.), The Rice Institute, 1924; M.S., Iowa State College, 1929; LL.B., Des 
Moines College of Law, 1942 
EDWARD DUNCAN MALLAM, Associate Professor of English, 1943 1939 
B.S., University of Buffalo, 1926; M.A., ibid., 1927; Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1939 
LouIS EDMOND MENZE, Associate Professor of Physical Education for Men, 1931, 
1928 
B.S., Central Missouri State Teachers College, 1924 
AUGUST MICHAEL MICHALSXE, Associate Professor of Physical Education for Men, 
1944, 1942 
A.B., Pennsylvania State College, 1929 
FRANK CLIFFORD MILLER, Associate Professor of Engineering Drawing, 1938, 1920 
B.E. (M.E.), James Millikin University, 1909; M.S., Iowa State College, 1935 
V. ALTON MooDY, Associate Professor of History, 1930, 1925 
A.B., Meridian College, 1912; M.A .. Tulane University, 1913: Ph.D., University of 
Michigan, 1923 
RALPH ALTON MOYER, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering, 1933, 1921 
B.S. (C.E.), Lafayette College, 1920; M.S., Iowa State College, 1925; C.E., ibid., 1934 
NELLIE MAY NAYLOR, Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1928, 1909 
B.A., State University of Iowa, 1908; M.S., Iowa State .College, 1918; Ph.D., Columbia 
University, 1923 
HARRY E. NICHOLS, Associate Professor of Horticulture, 1935, 1918 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1917; M.S., ibid., 1931 
WILLIAM HoRD NICHOLLS, Associate Professor of Economics, 1943, 1938 
A.B., University of Kentucky, 1934; M.A., Hiu-vard University, 1937; Ph.D .. ibid., 1941 
EDNA O'BRYAN, Associate Professor of ·Applied Art and Acting Head of the 
Department 19351 1925 · 
Graduate of Pratt Institute, 1918; B.A., Central Missouri State Teachers College, 1930 
RoeERT WILLIAM ORR, Associate Professor of Library Science, Assistant Librarian, 
1943, 1930 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930; M.S., Columbia Univtrsity, 1939 
*Huoo OTOPALIK, Associate Professor of Physical Education for Men, 1931, 1920 
A.B •• University of Nebraska, 1918 
0. WALLACE PARK, Associate Professor of Apiculture, 1925, 1918 
B.S., Kansas State College, 1917; M.S., Iowa State College, 1920; Ph.D., ibid., 1924 
MATTIE PA'ITISON, Associate Professor of Home Economics Education, 1944, 1940 
B.S., Washington State College, 1919; M.A., University of Chicago, 1931 
RAYMOND GEORGE PAUSTIAN, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering, 1944, 1930 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1929; M.S., ibid., 1931: C.E., ibid., 1934 
CHRISTIAN PETERSEN, Associate Professor of Applied Arts, 1944, 193 7 
}oHN BooTH PETERSON, Associate Professor of Agronomy, 1943, 1928 
B.S., Oregon State College, 1928; M.S., Iowa State College, 1929; Ph.D., Ibid., 1936 
S. DALE PHILLIPS, Associate Professor of Architectural Engineering, 194~1 1928 
Graduate in Art, Minneapolis School of Art, 1927; A.B., San Jose State Couege, 1940 ----
.Absent on leave. 
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HERBERT Jomi PLAGGE, Associate Professor of Physics, 1918, 1909 
B.S., Northwestern University, 1906; M.A., University of Wisconsin, 1910 
FANNIE POTGIETER, Associate Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 1944, 1931 
B.A., State University of Iowa, 1922; M.A., State University of Washington, 1928 
PIERRE G. ROBINSON, Associate Professor of Mathematics, 1930, 1922 
B.S., University of Chicago, 1914; M.S., ibid., 1922; Ph.D., ibid., 1925 
RALPH RuooLPH RoTHACKER, Associate Professor of Landscape Architecture, 1938. 
1922 
B.S., Ohio State University, 1918; M.5., Iowa State College, 1924 
Ro'y E. ROUDEBUSH, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1925, 1909 
A.B., Indiana University, 1903; M.E., Cornell University, 1907 
MORELL B. RUSSELL, Associate Professor of Physics, 1943, 1936 
B.S., Michigan State College, 1936; M.S., Iowa State College, 1937; Ph.D., ibid., 1939 
JOHN EUGENE SASS, Associate Professor of Botany, 1944, 1928 
B.S., University of Michigan, 1924; M.S., ibid .• 1925; Ph.D., ibid., 1929 
•RAINER WOLFGANG Scmcx::ELE, Associate Professor of Economics, 1943, 1935 
"Diploma-Landwirt", Berlin College of Agriculture, 1929; Ph.D., ibid., 1931 
HARRY J. SCHMIDT, Associate Professor of Physical Education for Men, 1941, 1926 
B.S., Iowa State College, 192 S; M.A., State University of Iowa, 1939 
WILLIAM H. SCHRAMPFER, Associate Professor of Economics, 1942, 1933 
B.A., State University of Iowa, 1926; J.D., Ibid., 1928 
EvERE1T MORRILL SCHRECK, Associate Professor of Speech, 1943, 1938 
B.S., Kansas Wesleran University, 1923; M.S., Kansas State College, 1925; M.F.A., Val~ 
University, 1932; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1942 
ROBERT RmGELY SEALOCK, Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1945 
B.S., Eureka College, 1930; M.S., University of Illinois, 1932; Ph.D., George Wash-
ington University, 1935 
0. SETTLES, Associate Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 1924, 1923 
B.S., Columbia University, 1920 
THEODORE E. SEXAUER, Associate Professor of Agricultural Education, 1929, 1928 
B.S. (Agr,), Iowa State College, 19®..; B.S. (Ag. Ed.), M.S., ibid., 1918; M.A., Columbia 
Univeisfty, 1926; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1928 
DWIGHT ALBERT SMITH, Associate Professor of Veterinary Medicine, 1943, 1936 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1932 
*ERMA SMITH, Associate Professor of Physiology, 1927, 1926 
A.B., University of Kansas, 1920; M.A., Vassar College, 1922; Ph.D., University of 
Chicago, 1926; M.D., Rush Medical College, 1931 
HILTON ATMORE SMITH, Associate Professor of Veterinary Pathology, 1943 
D.V.M., Colorado State College, 1928; M.S., University of Michigan, 1935 
•MERLIN G. SPANGLER. Associate Professor of Soils Engineering, 1939, 1924 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1919; C.E., ibid., 1926; M.S., Ibid., 1928 
ARWARD STARBUCK, Associate Professor of English, 1924, 1913 
A.B., University of Arkansas, 1908; A.M., University of Chicago, 1922 
How ARD JAMES STEPHENS, Associate Professor of General Engineering, 1944, 1943 
B.S., University of Pittsburgh, 1931; I.E., ibid., 1944 
MARIE STEPHENS, Associate Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 1926, 1920 
B.S. CH.Ee.), Iowa State College, 1911 
HAROLD STILES, Associate Professor of Physics, 1915, 1914 
Ph.B., Kenyon College, 1896; A.M., Harvard University, 1904; Ph.D., Northwestern 
Univefsity, 1909 
EDITH M. SUNDERLIN, Associate Professor of Child Development, 1944, 1934 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1924; M.A., State University of Iowa, 1931 
OSCAR ERNST TAUBER, Associate Professor of Zoology, 1942, 1936 
B.S., James MDlikin University, 1930; M.S., Iowa State College, 1932; Ph.D., ibid., 1935 
HENRY PETER THIELMAN, Associate Professor of Mathematics, 1943, 1942 
B.A., Bluffton College (Ohio), 1926; M.A., Ohio State University, 1927; Ph.D., ibld., 1930 
*GERHARD TlNTNER, Associate Professor of Economics and Mathematics, 1939, 1937 
Ph.D., UnivetSity of Vienna, 1929 ' 
MARCIA E. TuRNER, Associate Professor of ~ome Economics Education, 1922, 1919 
B.S., Kansas State College, 1917; M.A., Umversity of Chicago, 1919 ----.Absent OD leave. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 
*LELAND .ALnEo UNDERKOFLER, Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1944, 1928 
A.B., Nebraska Wesleyan University, 1928; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1934 
19 
RusSELL MANNING VIFQuAIN, Director of Short Courses and Personnel Officer of 
the Division of Agriculture, 1920 -
A.B., Nebraska Wesl~_yan University, 1915; M.S., University of Missouri, 1917; 
B.A. (Ed.), Nebraska Wesleyan University, 1927 
RICJIARD GOODWIN WENDELL, Associate Professor of English, 1936 
B.S., Massachusetts State Colleae, 1923; A.M., Harvard University, 1925; Ph.D., ibid, 
1931 
HARLEY A. WILHELM, Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1944, 1927 
A.B., Drake University, 1923; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1931 
*ROBLEY WINFREY, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering, 1939, 1922 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1922; M.S., i/Jld., 1926 
LEONARD WoLF, Associate Professor of Architectural Engineering, 1944, 1937 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930; M.S., ibid., 1932 
ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 
WILTON ROBERT ABBOTT, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering, 1943, 1940 
B.S. (E.E.), University of California, 1937; M.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
lIARRmT ADAMS, Assistant Professor of Applied Arts, 1944 
B. of Design, University of Kansas, 1930; M.A., Western Reserve University, 1934 
FLORENCE LOUISE AooLPH, Assistant Professor of Home Economics Education, 1938 
B.S., Rockford College, 1928; M.A., Columbia University, 1931 
FORREST EUGENE ALLEN, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1943, 1939 
B.S., Michigan State College, 1936; M.S., University of Michigan, 1939 
*C. ARNOLD .ANDERSON, Assistant Professor of Sociology, 1936 
B.A., University of Minnesota, 1927; M.A., ibid., 1928; Ph.D., ibid., 1932 
CLIFFORD OLIVER ANDERSON, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1942 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1932 
*MERLE PORTER BAKER, Assistant Professor of Dairy Industry, 1926, 1922 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1921; M.S., ibid., 1923; Ph.D., ibid., 1931 
THEODORE ALroNso BANCROFT, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1944 1941 
A.B., University of Florida, 1927; A.M., University of Michigan, 1934; Ph.D., Iowa 
State College, 1943 
*ROBERT W. BEAL, Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1941, 
1936 
B.S., Oregon State Agricultural College, 1936; M.S., Iowa State College, 19J7 
HowARD FosTER BEARDMORE, Assistant Professor of Veterinary Pathology, 1942 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1941 
CHARLES GREENLEAF BEI1r.PA;f~tant Professor of English, 1944, 1940 
B.S., University of V 1936; B.A., Oxford University (England), 1938; B.Lltt., 
ibid., 1939 
FRED A. BRANDNER, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1943, 1922 
B.S., Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia, 1921; M.S., University of Chicago, 1923 
ROBERT W. BREcltENIUDGE, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1941, 
1929 
B.S. (I.A.), Iowa State College, 1932; M.S., i/Jld., 1934; B.S. (M.E.), Ibid., 1938 
GEORGE STUART BRETNALL, Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men, 
1937 
A.B., Cornell College, 1921 
*DAVID KINCAID BRUNER, Assistant Professor of English 1943, 1941 
A.B., Washington University (St. Louis), 1933; A.M., ibid., 1934; Ph.D., University of 
Illinois, 1941 
IRENE HAYNES BUCHANAN, Assistant Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 1943, 1937 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1923; M.S., i/Jid., 1938 
*LEE WRIGHT BUTLER, Assistant Professor of Physics, 1921, 1919 
A.D., Simpson College, 1914 
LOWELL L. CARVER, Assistant Professor of Industrial Education, 1941, 1939 
D.S._. Iowa State Teachers College, 1930; M.S., Iowa State College, 1937 ----
.Absent on leave. 
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CAROLYN CASON, Assistant Professor of Institution Management, 1943, 1940 
D.S., The University of Tens, 1934; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University, 1939 
WILBER JoHN CAULFIELD, Assistant Professor of Dairy Industry, 1944 
D.S., University of Minnesota, 1924; M.S., PCDDSYlvania State College, 1926 
WALTER ILuuus CHIVERS, Assistant Professor of Veterinary Clinics, 1939 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1928 
]OBN MICHAEL CoAN, JR., Assistant Professor of Aeronautical Engineering, 1942 
. D.E., Johns Hi>pklns University, 1935; M.E., ibid., 1938 
THOMAS L. Coox, Assistant Professor of Economics, 1936, 1926 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926; M.S., ibid., 1927 
MARIAN ELIZABETH DANIELLS, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1919, 1914 
A.B., Kalamazoo College, 1908; A.B., University of Chicago, 1908; M.S., Iowa State 
College, 1919 
ARTHUR WILLIAM DAVIS, Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 
1944, 1930 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1929; M.S., ibid., 1931; Ph.D., ibid., 1939 
RUSSELL EDWARD DICKINSON, Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men. 
1943 
B.A., Iowa State Teachers College, 1922; M.A., State University of Iowa, 1938 
LESTER THOMAS EARLS, Assistant" Professor of Physics, 1938 
A.B., University of Wisconsin, 1927; M.S., ibid., 1929; Ph.D., University of Michigan, 
1934 
DWIGHT LEONARD ESPE, Assistant Professor of Dairy Husbandry, 1930, 1925 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1922; M.S., Cornell University, 1928; Ph.D., ibid., 1930 
ANNIE WU.SON FLEMING, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1915, 1900 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1894; M.S., University of California, 1921 
SIDNEY W. Fox, Assistant Professor of Chemistry, 1943 
B.A., University of California at Los Angeles, 1933; Ph.D., California Institute of Tech-
nology, 1940 
ELIZABETH GENEVIEVE FULLER, Assistant Professor of English, 1931, 1916 
A.B., University of Illinois, 1916; A.M., University of Michigan, 1922 
ROBERT GETTY, Assistant Professor of Veterinary Anatomy, 1943, 1941 
D.V.M., Ohio State University, 1940 
CHARLES THERON GRACE, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1942 
D.S., University of Colorado, 1936; M.S., University of Illinois, 1941 
A. MAURICE HANSON, Assistant Professor of Landscape Architecture, 1934 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1928 
*ALFRED H. HAUSRATH, JR., Assistant Professor of Agricultural Education, 1936, 
1927 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1922; M.S., ibid., 1929 
AoA HAYDEN, Assistant Professor of Bot?.Dy, 1918, 1910 
B.S., Iowa State Colle~e1 1908; M.S., Washington University, 1910; M.S., Iowa State College, 1911; Ph.D., ibid., 1918 
THEODORE ISAAC lhDRicx, Assistant Professor of Dairy Industry, 1943, 1942 
B.S., Montana State College, 1935; M.S., ibid., 1937; Ph.D.; Iowa State College, 1941 
GEORGE OscAR llENDRICXSON, Assistant Professor of Zoofogy, 1930, 1925 
B.A., Iowa State Teachers College, 1921: M.S., Iowa State College, 1926; Ph.D., ibid .• 
1929 
•ARCHIE HIGDON, Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1938, 
1928 
D.S., South Dakota State College, 1928; M.S., Iowa State College, 1930; Ph.D., ibid., 1936 
LAWRENCE ROBERTSON Hlr.LYARD, Assistant Professor of General Engineering, 
1942, 1936 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1932; M.S., ibid., 1936 
JoHN ALEXANDER Hooo Assistant Professor of Chemistry, 1945, 1941 
B.S., Grove City ~ege (Pennsylvania), 1937; M.S., Pennsylvania State College, 1940; 
Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1944 
PAUL G. HOMEYER, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1944, 1937 
D.S., Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 1934; M.S., ibid., 1936 
*LYNN FRANKLIN HU?a!laL, Assistant Professor of General Engineering, 1938 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930 ----•.'J>sent on leave. 
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WILLIAM: Ttnuu:NTINE ]AcxsoN, Assistant Professor of History, 1943, 1941 
B.A., Texas 'College of Mines, 1935; M.A., The University of Texas, l936; Ph.D., ibid •• 
1940 
ERUNG N. JENSEN, Assistant Professor of Physics, 1943 
A.B., Drake University, 1932; A.M., Columbia University, 1933 
SARA BLAINE KALAR, .Assistant Professor of Hygiene, 1942, 1930 
M.D., Keokuk Medical College, 1903 
JosEPH WHEELER KELLY, Assistant Professor of Poultry: Husbandry, 1942, 1939 
B.S., North Carolina State College of Agriculture and Engineering, 1932; M.S., ibid., 
1934; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1942 
LESTER GRANDVILLE KELSO, Assistant Professor of Aeronautical Engineering, 1944, 
1942 
B.S. (Aero.E.), University of Washington, 1939 
•DouGI.Ass KERR, Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men, 1941 
A.B., University of Michigan, 1929 
EMMA G. KnT, Assistant Professor of Applied Art, 1940, 1927 
Diploma, Chicago School of Art Institute, 1926 
LESTER ORVILLE KRAMPJTZ, Assistant Professor of Bacteriology, 1944, 1938 
A.B., Macalester College, 1931; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1942 
JULIUS A. LARSEN, Assistant Professor of Forestry, 1924 
B.A., Yale, 1908; M.F., ibid., 1910; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1936 
MARION C. LEPLEY, Assistant Professor of Applied Arts, 1944, 1926 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1922; M.S., ib~d., 1931 
RUDOLPH JoBN LuBsEN, Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 
1943 1941 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930; M.S., ibid., 1932 
BUFORD RONALD McCLURG, Assistant Professor of Animal Husbandry, 1942, 1939 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939; M.S., ibid., 1940 
*ANDREW LocAN McCOMB, Assistant Professor of Forestry, 1939, 1932 
B.S., Pennsylvania State College, 1932; M.S., Iowa State College, 1933; Ph.D., ibid., 1941 
FAITH M. MADDEN, Assistant Professor of Household Equipment, 1943, 1936 
B.S., Nebraska Wesleyan, 1926; M.S., Iowa State Colleae, 1936 
TRUMAN WEST MANNING, Assistant Professor of Economics, 1930, 1924 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1911; M.S., ibid., 1928 
J oHN Roy MASHEK, Assistant Professor of Government, 1943 
A.J!..i University of Minnesota, 1925; A.M., Columbia University, 1933; Ph.D., University 
of .Minnesota, 1939 
CLARENCE HoVEY MATTERSON, Assistant Professor of History, 1942, 1939 
A.B., Amherst College, 1929; A.M., Harvard University, 1931; Ph.D., ibid., 1936 
RALPH A. MtcXEN, Assistant Professor of Speech, 1944 
A.B.,, Intennountaln Union College, 1929; M.A., Montana State University, 1936 
MADGE MILLER, Assistant Professor of Foods and Nutrition, 1942, 1941 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939; M.S., ibid., 1941 
BARRISs MILLS, Assistant Professor of English, 1944, 193 7 
A.B., Dartmouth College, 1934; M.A., University of Chicago, 1936; Ph.D., Unlvertlty 
of Wisconsin, 1942 
VIRGINIA GROVE MooMAw, Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Women, 
1944, 1939 
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1935 
VILAS JAY MoRFQRD, Assistant Professor of Agricultural E~gineering, 1944 
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1925; M.S., ibid., 1933 
*CHARLES HARow NORBY, Assistant Professor of History, 1939, 1936 
B.A., Luther College, 1930; M.A., State University of Iowa, 1931: Ph.D., ibid., 1935 
*] oBN A. NORDIN, Assistant Professor of Economics, 1941 
B.A., University of Minnesota, 1935; M.A., lhid., 1937; Ph.D., ihld., 1941 
GRACE MYRTLE 0BERHEIM, Assistant Professor of Library Science, Loan Librarian, 
1930, 1923 
A.B., University of W°1SC0nsin, 1920; M.S., Columbia University, 1941 
EDWARD HENRY Om.sEN, Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. 
1943, 1936 • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926; C.E., ibid., 1936 
----
.Absent on leave. 
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ROBERT B. 0RLOVICH, Assistant Professor of English, 1941, 1940 
D.A., University of Dlinois, 1929; M.A., ibid., 1930; Ph.D., ibid., 1941 
R. ALLEN PACKER, Assistant Professor of Veterinary Hygiene, 1943, 1940 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1940; D.V.M., ibid., 1940 
Al.DOR CoRNELIUs PETERSON, Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Me-
chanics, 1943, 1938 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1926; M.S., ibid., 1941 
Louis ERWIN PINNEY, Assistant Professor of Physics, 1942, 1930 
A.D., University of Missouri, 1925; A.M., ibid., 1927; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1942 
FRED ROBERTSON, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, 1943, 1927 
A.D., Indiana University, 1923; A.M., ibid., 1927 
*CHARLES GILBERT RoWE, Assistant Professor of Modern Languages, 1938 
B. A., Vanderbilt University, 1928; M.A., Indiana University, 1929; Ph.D., University 
of Dlinois, 193 6 
ROBERT EUGENE RUNDLE, Assistant Professor of Chemistry, 1941 
B.SC., University of Nebraska, 1937; . M.Sc., ibid., 1938; Ph.D., California Institute of 
Technology, 1941 
MABLE RussELL, Assistant Professor of Applied Art, 1919, 1916 
Df1>loma, Pratt Institute, 1915; Ph.B., University of Chicago, 1925; M.S., Iowa State 
College, 1933 
*BRYCE RYAN, Assistant Professor of Sociology, 1941, 1937 
A.B., University of Washington, 1932; M.A., University of Texas, 1933; M.A., Harvard 
University, 1938; Ph.D., ibid., 1940 
IRA SCHROEDER, Assistant Professor of Music, 1944, 1931 
B.Mu., Bush Conservatory of Music, 1927 
*WILLIAM J. SHANNON Assistant Professor of Chemistry, 1941, 1940 
B.A., University oi Dlinois, 1936; M.S., ihi~., 1938; Ph.D., ibid., 1940 
IDA MAY SHITJ ING, Assistant Professor of Foods and Nutrition, 1923 
D.S., Ohio State University, 1910; M.S., University of Chicago, 1923 
MARGARET W. Swss, Assistant Professor of V~terinary Pathology, 1943, 1923 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1923; M.S., ibid., 1932; D.V.M., ibid., 1938 
ROGER KENDRICK SMITH, Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1944, 1938 
D.S. (M.E.), University of Wisconsin, 1935; M.S., Iowa State College, 1943 
*LAUREN KEPmT SoTH, Assistant Professor of Technical Journalism, 1939, 1932 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1932; M.S., ibid., 1938 
LORENZ E. ST. CLAIR, Assistant Professor of Veterinary Anatomy, 1937 
D.V.M., Colorado State College, 1935; M.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
•DoNALD S. STEVENS, Engineering Personnel Officer, 1938, 1934 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1931; M.S., ibid.,· 1933 
WILLIAM B. STILES, Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 
1940 1934 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1932; M.S., ibiJ., 193 7 
CLAYTON Sunn:RLAND, Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men, 1941 
B.A., Coe College, 1923 
ANNE HAGER TAUBER, Assistant Professor of Zoology, 1943, 1932 
B.S., Iowa State Colle'ge, 1932; M.S., ibid., 1934; Ph.D., ibid., 1939 
*LEROY C. TIMM:, Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men, 1937, 1934 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1931; M.A., New York University, 1933 
HERBERT ORDELL USTRUJ>, Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 
1944 1940 
Bl, South Dakota State College, 1937; M.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
*WALTER G. VENZKE, Assistant Professor of Veterinary Anatomy, 1941, 1937 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1935; M.S., University of WlSCOnsin, 1937; Ph.D., Iowa 
State Colle&e, 1942 
ELEANOR FlwlCES WARNER, Assistant Professor of Library Science, Serials Librarian, 
1930, 1923 
B.A., Ohio Wesleyan University, 1912; M.A., ibid., 1913; B.L.S., University of IDinois, 
1919 
WILLIAM STANLEY WATTS, Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics, 1943 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1933; Captain, F.A. ----
•Absent on leave. 
INSTRUCTORS 
ALICE HELEN WAUGH, Assistant Professor of Applied Art,· 1943, 1927 
B.S., University of Missouri, 1916 
*BENJAMIN WHISLER, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, 1940, 1931 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930; M.S., ibid., 1932; D.Sc., Harvard University, 1936 
23 
BENJAMIN SunoN WILLIS, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering, 1927, 1924 
B.S. (E.E.), University of Minnesota, 1917; E.E., Iowa State College, 1926; M.S., ibid., 
1929 
LAWRENCE HERRICK WILLSON, Assistant Professor of Physics, 1920, 1919 
A.B., Valparaiso University, 1913; B.S., University of Chicago, 1914 
INSTRUCTORS 
IIARRIE'IT Au.EN, Applied Art, 1940, 1938 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1925; M.S., ibid., 1939 
MABEL ANDERSON, Institution Management, 1932, 1926 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1919 
KARLYNE ALICE ANSPACH, Textiles and Clothin~, 1941 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1936; M.A., Columbia University, 1941 
*JoHN WILLIAM ATHERTON, English, 1940 
A.B., Amherst College, 1939; M.A., University of Chicago, 1940 
LEONA BERTHA ANNA AYRES, Library Science, 1943 
A.B., McKendree College, 1935; M.A., University of Illinois, 1938 
BARBARA CUPP BARKMAN, Household Equipment, 1944 
B.S., Iowa State College, 193 7 
MARY BEATRICE BARNHART, Foods and Nutrition, 1942, 1940 
A.B., University of Illinois, 1940; M.S., Iowa State College. 1942 
MILDRED BARR, Chemistry, 1941 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1928; M.5., ibid., 1931; Ph.D., ibid., 1936 
JAMES WILSON BEACH, Mathematics, 1942 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1931; M.S., ibid., 1936 
ELUO'IT V. BEAMER, Veterinary Clinics, 1942, 1940 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1940 
*HARRY JOHN. BE~KEMEYER, Ceramic En~eering, 1939 
B.S., Un1vers1ty of Illinois, 1938; M.S., •bid., 1939 
•How ARD j. BERKEL, Civil Engineering, 1939, 1935 
B.S. (C.E.), Michigan State COilege, 1931; M.S. (C.E.&Ec.), lbid., 1933 
HARALD ALFORD BmKNESS, Gener~ Engineering, 1941 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
CARL CURTISS BLiCKENSTAFF, Zoology and Entomology, 1943 
B.S.A., Purdue University, 1943 
GUSTAV H. BLIESNER, Physics, 1943 
B.S., Washington State College, 1933; M.S., ibid., 1934; Agricultural Engineering, ibid., 
1939 -
FRANK EDw ARD BORTLE, Mathematics, 1942 
B.S., Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1931; M.S., ibid., 1932 
HENRY SHANNON BoYD, Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1944, 1942 
B.Ed., Western Illinois State Teachers College, 1932 ;. B.S., University of Wyoming, 1939 
LOWELL W. BoYER, Physics, 1944 
B.A., Cornell College, 1939 
BERNICE BROWN, Mathematics, 1944, 1943 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1925; M.S., ibid., 1932 
CLARENCE EVERETT BUNDY, Agricultural Education, 1938 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1929; M.S., ibid., 1934 
GAYEL GLAYDON CARNES, Aeronautical Engineering, 1944, 1943 
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1930; A.B., University of Missouri, 1933 
•HowARD CHASE, Music, 1936 
BETTY MORTON CHRISTIAN, Child Development, 1944, 1943 
B.S., University of Manitoba, 1942; M.S., Iowa State College, 1943 
----
*Absent on leave. 
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FRANCIS CHARLES Cl.ATTERBAUGH, Electrical Engineering, 1944, 1942 
D.S. (E.E.), Iowa State College, 1939 
] EAN EtIZABEra CoNN, Bacteriology, 1944 
A.D., Cornell University, 1938; M.S., ibid., 1942 
JEAN OLIVIA Coox, Library Science, 1943 
A.D., Syracuse University, 1938; D.S., University of Dlinois, 1943 
*FRANCIS W. Cox, Engineering Drawing, 1941 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
HELEN MAXINE CRAMER, Home Management, 1944 
D.S., University of Missouri, 1932: M.A., Columbia University, 1943 
HELEN CRAWFORD, Library, 1939, 1931 
D.A., University of North Dakota, 1928; B.S., Simmons College, 1931 
Ross CUR'f!S_, Chemistry, 1943, 1942 
D.S., McPherson College, 1930 
JoBN ELLIS DEAN, Electrical Engineering, 1942 
D.S., Michigan State College, 1930; E.E., Michigan State College, 1939 
MERCEDES DE LA HUNT, Chemistry, 1942, 1920 
D.S., Iowa State Coltege, 1920 
] OHN A. DEWn.o, Electrical Engineering, 1944 
D.S. (E.E.), Iowa State College, 1938 
BEATRICE DONALDSON, Institution Management, 1942 
D.S., University of Nebraska, 1933; M.A., Columbia University, 1942 
C. R. GRAFLY DOUGHERTY, Engineering Drawing, 1938 
D.S., University of Pennsylvania, 1937 
PHYLLIS BRYAN ELLIO'IT, Household Equipment, 1944 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
MARSHALL PIERSON EVANS, Agronomy, 1943, 1942 
D.S., University of Minnesota, 1942 
ERMA H. FERGUSON, Child Development, Foods and Nutrition, 1944 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1936; M.S., State University of Iowa, 1937 
Wn.LIAM CHESTER FITCH, Engineering Drawing, 1939 
D.S., Montana State College, 1938; M.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
MABEL ALICE FLEMING, English, 1912 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1911 
EDNA M. FOWLER, Bacteriology, 1944 
D.S., University of Washington, 1922; M.S., ibid., 1925 
ERIC BEAUMONT FOWLER Bacteriology, 1944 
D.S., Kansas State Cohege, 1942; M.S., ibid., 1944 
•RODNEY Fox, Technical Journalism, 1936 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930; M.S., Northwestern University, 1941 
CLARENCE 0. FREDRICKSON, Electrical Engineering, 1944 
D.S. (E.E.), Iowa State College, 1934 
*RICHARD K. FREVERT, Agricultural Engineering, 193 7 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1937; M.S., ;b;d., 1940 
ALFRED GASKELL Engineering Drawing, 1941 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1932; M.S., ibid., 1933 
HELEN MARIE GERBER, Library Science, 1943 
B.A., College of St. Scholastica, Duluth, Minnesota, 1931; C.S., College of St. Catherine. 
St. Paul, 1941 
*CARL C. GESSER, Foundry, Mechanical Engineering, 1922 
ELEANOR W. GILJE, Chemistry, 1943, 1931 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1927; M.S., Iowa State College, 1932 
llWA CAMP GRAFF, Applied Art, 1944, 1920 
Diploma, Wesleyan College (Georgia), 1918; Diploma, New York School of Fine and 
Applied Arts, 1920 
MARVIN EARL Gouw, Mechanical Engineering, 1943 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1937 
AGNES Or.EA GRIM.SRUD, Library Science, 1941, 1938 
B.A., Concordia College. 1929 ----.Absent on leave. 
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NoEL liAm>EN GRoss, Bacteriology 1942, 1939 
D.S., Oregon State College, 1935; M.S., UJid., 1937; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1944 
*LINTON HAINER Mechanical Engineering, 193 7 
D.S., Stout ~titute, 1932; M.A., University of Minnesota, 1936 
AVERILL J. ILuw:ER, Chemistry, 1944, 1925 
B.S., Parsons College, 1924; M.S., Iowa State College, 1928 
VICTORIA ELIZABETH HARGRAVE, Library Science, 1939, 1938 
D.A., Ripon College, 1934 
DOROTHY LUCILE HAiuusoN, Foods and Nutrition, 1943 
D.S., Dakota Wesleyan University, 1938; M.S., Iowa State College, 1943 
MARJIE HORNER HAWTHORNE, Music, 1944 
D.M., Oberlin College, 1944 
EARL 0. HEADY, Economics and Sociology, 1940 
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1938; M.S., ibid., 1940 
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*LYLE KENNETH HENRY, Psychology 1936, 1931 
D.S., Des Moines University, 1926; M.A., State University of Iowa, 1931: Ph.D., ibid., 
1933 
EDITH HEWITT, Foods and Nutrition, 1943 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1934 . 
*CLIFFORD HILDRETH, Economics, 1941, 1939 
A.B., University of KanS8.9, 1939; M.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
*JoHN EUGENE Hn.uooss, Music, 1941 
B.M., University of Colorado, 1939 
DORIS JUNE H.rrn.E, Institution Management, 1942 
D.A., State University of Iowa, 1933: M.A., Columbia University, 1940 
NoRMA R. HoLLEN, Textiles and Clothing, 1942, 1941 
B.A., State University of Iowa, 1934; M.S., Iowa State College, 1943 
ARDIS GWENDOLYN HUBBS, Foods and Nutrition, 1944, 1943 
D.S., University of Illinois, 1939 
HELEN MARIE HURLBUTT, Library Science, 1941, 1932 
D.A., State University of Iowa, 1930; B.S., (L.S.), Columbia University, 1932 
ALICE lLsLEY, Music, 1943 
D.M., Oberlin College, 1932; M.M., Northwestern University, 1941 
INA ADELE ]AHR, Hygiene, 1945 
B.A., Wartburg College, 1937; M.N., Western Reserve University, 1941 
JoHN HENRY JENSEN, JR., Chemical Engineering, 1940, 1939 
D.S., South Dakota School of Mines, 1939; M.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
*BERTRAM CHARLES JOHNSON, Engineering Drawing, 1941 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
KENNETH LEROY ] OHNSON, Zoology and Entomology, 1944 
B.S., Bethany College (Kansas), 1934; M.S., University of Southern CalifornJa, 1940 
ENNIS E. JONES, Electrical Engineering, 1944, 1939 
D.S. (E.E.), Purdue University, 1938; M.S., ibid., 1939 
*DONALD R. K.ALooR; Economics and Sociology, 1942, 1939 
B.S., North Dakota State College, 1938; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1939; Ph.D., 
Iowa State College, 1942 
LENA S. KELLEY, Physical Education for Women, 1944 
D.S., University of Wisconsin, 1939 
DARRELL FRANCIS KETELSEN, Electrical Engineering, 1944, 1942 
B.S. (E.E.), Iowa State College, 1940 
ANITA KEzER Child Development, 1944 
B.S., Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1942'; M.A., University of Ntbrasb. 
1944 
*DAVID H. KING, General Engineering, 1940, 1939 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1938; M.S., ibid., 1940 
JOHANNA C. FEDSON Knuo.IAN, English, 1918 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1906; M.S., ibid., 1928 
JEAN VIETH KLAs, Household Equipment, 1944 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1939 ----
•Absent on leave. 
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MARY ANN Kom.1, Physical Education for Women, 1944 
D.S., University of Wisconsin, 1944 
AGNES ELIZABETH Kownz, Home Economics Education, 11944, 1943 
D.S., Northwest Missouri State Teachers' College, 1941 
S.ut LEGVOLD, Mathematics, Physics, 1942, 1935 
A.B., Luther College, 1935; M.S., Iowa State College, 1936 
KATHERINE LOUISE LEY, Physical Education for Women, 1943 
D.S., University of Wisconsin, 1941 
JEAN LINDEMAN, Child Development, Home Management, 1944, 1942 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940; M.S., ibid., 1944 
ELVIRA TREoDORA LINDQUIST, Textiles and Clothing, 1942 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1931; M.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
CHARLES BUELL LIPA, English, 1940 / 
A.D., Cornell University, 1927; A.M., ibid., 1928; Ph.D., ibid., 1940 
ARNOLD RUFUS LIVINGSTON, Engineering Drawing, 1942 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1926 
CLIFFORD B. LoWE, Physics, 1943 
A.B., Drake University, 1934; M.A., ibid., 1938 
GERTRUDE LUCKHARDT, Zoology and Entomology, J944 
D.A., Mount Holyoke College, 1944 
WILIAM ROBERT LuoXA, Chemical Engineering, 1942 
D.S., Michigan College of Mining and Technology, 1941; M.S., University of Wisconsin, 
1942 
RICHARD LLOYD LUNDVALL, Veterinary Surgery, 1944 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1944 
*JAMES ROBERT LYo~ Gcne~ngineering, 1941 
B.S., Iowa State (.;ollege, 1938 
-.!}ACX MILLER McGUIRE, Physical Education for Men, 1941 
B.S., State University of Iowa, 1933 
HARRIET TILDEN Mc}IMSEY, Textiles and Clothing, 1944 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1923; M.A., Columbia University, 1931 
JESSE ALFRED McK.EEN, Chemistry, 1943, 1909 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1909; M.S., University of California, 1911 
HARRY FRANCIS MABBITT, Engineering Drawing, 1943 
B.S,. Iowa State College, 1929 
ANDREW MAITLAND, Machine Shop, Mechanical Engineering, 1920 
*MARTIN J. MALONEY, English and Speech, 1940 
B.A., University of Kansas, 1936: M.A., ibid., 1938; Ph.D., Northwestern University, 1941 
LUCILLE MARIE MARZ.AHN, Librarr. Specialist, Economics, 1943 
A.B., Daltota Wesleyan University, 1940 
GLADYS HULTZ MEADS, Chemistry, 1942, 1918 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1917 
ll Russ:&L D. Mn.I.ER, Physics, 1921 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1921; M.S., ibid., 1928 
ANDREW HARRISON MONTGOMERY, Chemistry, 1942, 1941 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
ETHEL CESSNA MORGAN, Economics and Sociology, 1943 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1904; M.S., ibid., 1928 
*RALPH GoRDON MORITZ, Library Science, 1941, 1940 
B.S., Iowa State Teachers College, 1938; B.S. (L.S.), University of Denver, 1940 
MARY LOUISE MoRR, Foods and Nutrition, 1943 
B.A., University of Dubuque, 1937; M.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
•Absent OD leave. 
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DoROTHY LoursE Morr, Library, 1944 
B.A., State University of Iowa, 1942; B.S.L.S., Columbia University, 1944 
EDNA ELINOR MUNDT, Home Economics Education, 1943, 1941 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1935 
VERNER HENRY NIELSEN, Dairy Industry, 1932 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1943 
ILZA NIEMACK, Music, 1935 
Graduate, Chicago Musical College, 1919 
RUTH CECELIA O'DAY, Applied Art, 1943 
B.A.E., Chicago Art Institute, 1942 
EUGENE FRANKLIN 0AKBERG, Genetics, 1944, 1942 
B.S., Monmouth College, 1940; M.S., Kansas State College, 1942 
MARVIN N. OLsEN, Physics, 1942 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1929 
*RICHARD TuoM:As 0THMER, Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1942, 1939 
B.S., South Dakota State College, 1938 
/ 
*WILLIAM ABBOT!' OWENS, }R., Psychology, 1940 
B.E., Winona State Teachers College, 1935; Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1940 
LOYAL COBB PAYNE, Veterinary Physiology, 1942 
D.V.M., Kansas State College, 1942 
CARLYLE WILHELM PETERSON, Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1939 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
*CLARENCE PHILBROOK, Economics, 1941 
A.B., University of Chicago, 1936 
GREG RIAL RAPs, Veterinary Anatomy, 1943, 1938 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1937; D.V.M., ibid., 1940 
H. DARWIN REESE, Chemistry, 1944, 1940 
A.B., Brigham Young University, 1940 
KATHRYN RosALYN RENFRO, Library Science, 1943 
A.B., University of Denver, 1939 
*DONALD L. R.INNER, Animal Husbandry, 1941 
B.A., Iowa State College, 1939 
IDA FORBES ROBERTSON, Library Science, 1943 
A.B., Drake University, 1942; B.S., Columbia University, 1943 
WILLARD LEWIS ROGERS, Mechanical Engineering, 1942 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
MILTON LANDER ROGNESS, Engineering Drawing, 1940 
B. of Int. Arch., University of Minnesota, 1938 
L. ] ANE SADDLER, Textiles and Clothing, 1944 
B.Ed., Illinois State Normal University, 1933 
*]oHN FREDERICK SANDFORT, Mechanical Engineering, 1939 
B.M.E., Ohio State University, 1933; B.I.E., ibid., 1934 
DALE HERBERT ScoTT, Engineering Drawing, 1942 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
}ULIA CORONA SHAFFER, Modem Languages, 1943 
ROBERT E. SHAFFER, Mechanical Engineering, 1942 
B.A., State University of Iowa, 1936; B.S., New Mexico School of Mines, 1938; M.S. 
University of Idaho, 1939 
*ROBERT SPENCER SHERWOOD, Mechanical Engineering, 1939 
B.S., Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, J936; M.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
HELEN FLORENE SMITH, Mathematics, 1907 
A.B., Cornell University, 1902; M.S., Iowa State College, 1921 
•Absent on leave. 
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Rum MARGARET SPRECHER, Library Science 1943 
A.B., University of Oregon, 1942; B.S., Untversity of Denver, 1943 
JosEPH ]AMES STICHA, Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, 1942 
B.S., Lewis Institute, 1940 
FRANK JOSEPH SzczEPANIAX, Chemistry, 1942, 1941 
B.S., University of Dlinofs, 1941 
*BERYL SHENK TAYLOR, Physical Education for Men, 1937 
B.S., University of Dlinois, 1932; M.S., Ibid., 1933 
ISABELLE RosE THOMAS, Foods and Ntttrition, 1942 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1929; M.S., University of Minnesota, 1942 
*LAWRENCE SIDNEY THOMPSON, Library, 1942, 1940 
A.B., Unlverslty of North Carolina, 1934; M.A.1 University_ of Chicago, 1935; University of North Carolina, 1938; A.B.L.S., University of Michigan, 1940 
Ph.D., 
WILLIAM H. THOMPSON Economics and Sociology, 1944, 1942 
B.S., Pennsylvania State Teachers College, 1934; M.S., Syracuse University, 1939 
HELEN PHYLLIS TOWNE. Child Development, Psychology, 1944, 1942 
B.S., University of Vermont, 1940; M.S., Iowa State College, 1944 
WILLIAM J. TuooR, Economics, 1941, 1940 
B.S., Ohio State University, 1933; M.S., ibid., 1936 
CHARLES WILSON TuRNER, History and Government, 1944 
B.A., Richmond College, 1937; M.A., University of North Carolina, 1940 
LEONARD DAI.E TuTHILL, Zoology, 1937 1935 
A.B., University of Kansas, 1929; M.A., ibid., 1930; Ph.D .. Iowa State College, 1941 
SHIRLEY BRAGG TUTHILL, Bacteriology, 1943, 1939 
D.S., University of Chicago, 1938; M.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
MERTON F. UTTER, Bacteriology, 1943, 1939 
B.A., Simpson College, 1938; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1942 
RAYMOND A. VELINE, Electrical Engineering, 1944, 1943 
D.S. (G,E.), Iowa State College, 1936 
•EMMANUEL Loms Vmra, Animal Husbandry, 1939 
B.S., Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1939; M.S., ibid., 1939 
GERTRUDE ELIZABETH VOELKER, Library Science, 1941, 1939 
A.B., Wartburg College, 1936; B.S. (L.S.), University of Denver, 1939 
EUNICE CHAMBERLIN WALDE, Chemistry, 1944, 1929 
D.A., Ohio Wesleyan University, 1929; :~wa State College, 1934; Ph.D., ibid., 1935 
EDWARD P. W~GENER, English and ~...P~~ , 1943 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1938 
DONALD HENRY WHITE, Chemical and Mining Engineering, 1941, 1940 
D.Ch.E., Ohio State University, 1940 
] ESSIE THOMAS WIEVEL, Child Developm~nt, 1943, 1942 
B.S., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, 1942; M.S., 'Iowa State College, 1944 
EVELYN GEORGINA Wn.n:RSBERGER, Library Science, 1941, 1924 
A.D., Bates College, 1922; B.S., Simmons College, 1924; M.S., Columbia University, 1939 
OscAR G. WoooY, Architectural Engineering, 1930 
D.S. (Arch.), Kansas State College, 1925; M.S. (Arch.), University of Michigan, 1937 
MARION H. YERKES, Foods and Nutrition, 1944, 1943 
D.S., Drexel Institute of Technology, 1939 
ASSISTANTS 
]oHN BERNE HERRICK, Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology, 1944 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
JESSIE ANDERSON MAcARTHUR, Critic Reader in English, 1937 
B.A., State University of Iowa, 1910; M.A., ibid., 1911 
Rov N. MAssoN, Veterinary Hygiene, 1944 
D.S., South Dakota State College, 1940 ----.Absent on leave. 
\ 
SENIOR FELLOWS 
SENIOR FELLOWS , 
MARY Amous, Child Development, 1944 
B.SC., University of Manitoba, 1944 
J OBN A. BEEL, Chemistry, 1944, 1942 
B.S., Montana State College, 1942 
CEFERINO ANGEL BELt.AGAMBA, Veterinary Hygiene, 1944 
Dr., Facultacf Veterinaria (De Montevideo), 1939 
RAUL BRIQUET, Animal Husbandry, Genetics, 1944 
Agronomist, Minas Gerafs State College of Agriculture (Brazil), 1939 
H. S:MITB BROADBENT, Chemistry, 1944, 1942 
B.S., Brigham Young University, 1942 
MIRIAM KELLY BRUSH, Foods and Nutrition, 1943 
A.B., Mt. Holyoke College, 1937; A.M., Oberlin College, 1939 
29 
MARIAM. CAMINONG, Foods and Nutrition, 1943, 1942 
B.S.E., °the Philippine Women's University, 1928; B.S.H.E., ;bid., 1930; M.A., Ibid., 1934 
ROBERT VERNON CHRISTIAN, Chemistry, 1944, 1940 
B.S., University of Wichita, 1940 
HARVEY ALBERT DUBE, Chemistry, 1944, 1943 
B.S., Niagara University, 1941: M.S., University of Detroit, 1943 
MARGUERITE Fr.me, Chemistry, 1944, 1942 
A.B., Hunter College, 1941 
MANUELA RITA FONSECA, Foods and Nutrition, 1944 
Dr. Pedagogia, Havana University, 1929; M.A., Columbia University, 1942 
GoRDON CLEMENTS GAINER, Chemistry, 1944, 1942 
B.Sc., University of Alberta, 1942 
LORNA GASSETr, Home Management, 1943 
B.S., Upper Iowa University, 1939 
JEAN J. GLABAIS, Foods and Nutrition, 1944 
B.S., Acadia University, 1944 
ROBERT FRANKLJN HOLDREN, Chemistry, 1944, 1943 
B.S., Pennsylvania State College, 1939 
BERNICE BRooxs KENNEDY, Institution Management, 1944 
B.S., Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1927 
]oHN FRANCIS NOBIS, Chemistry, 1944 1942 
B.S., College of St. Thomas, St. Pa;;/, Minnesota, 1942 
]uLm1TE MARIE PEROTTI, Mathematics, 1944, 1942 
B.A., Hunter College, 1941; M.S •• Iowa State College. 1943 
ALICE MARTHA RUNGE, Chemistry, 1944 
\ -U.S.. Michigan College of Mining and Technology, 1942 
NATALm HARRIET SAARI, Home Management, 1944 
B.S., University of Minnesota. 1944 . 
VERNA SwAIN1 Home Management, 1943 B.S., Dlinois State Normal University, 1943 
CHARLENE ELEANOR TRm.mo, Child Development, 1944 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
ELI.ZABETll FOLGER Tur.r.ER, Chemistry' 1944, 1942 
B.A., Kalamaroo College. 1940; M.S., Ohio University, 1942 
MARY JANE WARD, Chemistry, 1944 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1943 
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FELLOWS AND SCHOLARS 
EUGENIA CRAWFORD, Technical Journalism, 1944 
B.S., University of Arkansas, 1943 
MARIAN CECILIA DELLERS, Botany, 1943 
B.S., Marquette University, 1942 
THELMA ESTEVEZ, Home Economics Education, 1943 
EDWIN I. HUGH, Animal Husbandry, 1944 
B.SC., McGill University, 1944 
JosE GUZMAN IRIARTE, Chemistry, 1944 
Degree, Unlvenldad Nadonal De Mateo, 1944 
CARL ERIC LAGENHOP, Mathematics, 1944 
B.A., University of Louisville, 1943 
EDNA JEAN LEARNED, Economics and Sociology, 1943 
B.S., Michigan State College, 1942 
EDSON P. MAoALHAEs, Economics and Sociology, 1944 
Agronomo, Escola Superior De Agricultura (Vicosa), 1938 
HORACE WILLIS MELVIN, Chemistry, 1944 
A.B., Fisk University, 1936; A.M., ibid., 1938 
ANTONIO BERRIOS MENooZA, Agronomy, 1944 
Agronomist, Escuela Superior Para Estudios Agronomlcos, 1941 
FRANCISCO MENDEZ PARAMO, Agricultural Engineering, 1944 
lngeniero Agronomo, Escuela Naclonal De Agricultura, 1944 
MARY ALYS PLUNKE1T, Chemistry, 1943 
A.B., Lynchburg College, 1941; M.A., Vassar College, 1943 
MANUELA ZALDUONDO QUINONES, Home Economics Education, 1944 
B.S., University of Puerto Rico, 193 7 
FRANx KENNETH RAMSEY, Veterinary Pathology, 1943 
B.S., Northern State Teachers College, South Dakota, 1936; M.A., University of Mon-
tana, 1940 
ANN KLEIN Ross, Economics and Sociology, 1944 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1943 
RODRIGO ARGUELLO SALMERON, Dairy Industry, 1943 
Agric. Tech. and Exp. In Cattle, Escuela Nadonal De Agricultura, 1936 
JEAN VERNA, Animal Husbandry, 1944 
B.S., Unlversite De Montreal, 1944 
JANE ELIZABEm WERDEN, Textiles and Clothing, 1944 
B.S., Kent State University, 1935; M.S., Ohio University, 1943 
BERTHA S. WmTSON, Economics and Sociology, 1944, 1942 
B.S., Simpson College, 1942 
• 
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ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD 
31 
PRESIDENT CHARI.Es E. FRILEY, chairman; Aoo, BERGMAN, R. E. BUCHANAN, 
GASm, HELSER, Kn.nu, P. MABEL NELSON, BLISS, C. H. BR.OWN, GRANT, 
GREGG, McGLADE, PLATT; SAGE, secretary 
COUNCILS 
Advisory to the President-IVERSON, chairman; BERGMAN, FALLGA'lTER, M. S. 
COOVER, ILuuus. 
Athletics-HELSER, chairman; VEENXER, secretary; BENBROOJC, BERGMAN, FIR-
KINS, MoYER, E. R. SMITH; student member: ALVIN R. SmomEBN; alumni 
· members: DAN CRAIG, D. A. NOBLE, CHARLES SHIRLEY; ex-officio: C. B. 
MUJmAY, treasurer . 
Music-MAcRAE, chairman; DODDS, ELwooD, GmoT, Vou; one member each from 
the senior and junior classes. 
Research-*LINDSTROM, chairman; BIESTER, CASSELL, HoLL, NICB'.ELL, PIERRE, 
(acting chairman), R. H. PORTER, (temporary), WERKMAN; ex-officio: R. E. 
BUCHANAN. 
STANDING COMJ.ll'ITEES 
Advanced Standing, Substitutions and Entrance Requirements-SAGE, chairman; 
CASSELL, FRIANT, SHEARER, E. R. SMITH. 
Advanced Study for County Extension Directors and Teachers of Agriculture-
KlLDEE, chairman; Buss, R. E. BUCHANAN, H. T. HALL, McCLELLAND, MURL 
McDONALD, MORGAN, J. H. BARTLETT, M. F. GROSSCUP, PAUL BARGER, c. M. 
HARDIE, H. J. MONTGOMERY' GEORGE ROSENFELD. 
Art-FISHER, chairman; E. S. ALLEN, ELWOOD, PETERSEN, *S. D. PHILLIPS. 
Civilian War Activities-C. H. BROWN, chairman; FABER, GASXILL, GRIFFITH, 
MARVIN, MATTERSON,. NICKELL, SCHILLETTER, TAFF, WAXELEY; HUNTRESS, 
secretary. 
Commencement-SAGE, chairman; BARRON, FISHER, *GREENLEE, LAGRANGE, 
McGLADE, MAcRAE, MERCHANT, PAUSTIAN, PLATT, H.J. SCBJ.ODT, VOLZ. 
Cuniculum-L. O. STEWART, chairman; CHAnDERDON, FousT, HELSER, *JoBNs, 
MORGAN, W ALXER (temporary) ; SAGE, secretary. 
Dates of Events-HELSER, chairman; BARRON, MURL McDONALD, McGLADE, 
SCHIT.LETTER, VIFQuAIN; FAY, secretary. 
Forei.gn Students-R. H. PORTER, chairman; C. H. BROWN, *HOPKINS, McGLADE; 
student members: RUBEN AROSEMENA, THELMA ESTEVEZ, BEATRIZ CASTRO MAR, 
s. T. CHAO, GoRDON GAINER. 
Fraternities-L. 0. STEWART, chairman; CAINE, HoLL, C. D. LEE; student members: 
two each from the junior and senior classes. 
Freshman Days-V.IFQUAIN, chairman; DANA, EvANs, FAY, GASJtILL, GRANT, 
GREGO, HELSER, J. L. HOLMES, MAcRAE, MERCHANT, R. E. ROUDEBUSH, SAGE, 
STAllllAX, LYDIA SWANSON. 
•Absent on leave. 
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. 
Govemment-HETaa, chairman; Aoo, BERGKAN, GASKILL, Kn.Du, P. MABEL 
NELSON. 
Graduate Study-R. E. BUCHANAN, chairman; BIESTER, H. Gn.MAN, HINRICHSEN, 
*LINDSTROM, MELHus, MORGAN, GLENN MURPHY, W. G. MURRAY, PEARL 
SWANSON, RICHARDSON, SAGE, L. 0. STEWART. 
History of the College-E. D. Ross, chairman; BARRON, C. H. BROWN, L. B. 
$CHMil)T. 
Honors Day--SAGE, chairman; FousT, LoRCH, LYLE, McKEAN. 
Lectures-MATTERSON, chairman; ARM, HIPPAKA, HUNTRESS, NICKEL. 
Library-C. H. BROWN, chairman; CAINE, CAUGHEY, FousT, H. GILMAN, J. C. 
GD.MAN, LoWE. 
Memorial Day-FINEGAN, chairman; MAcRAE, ODELL, VoLZ. 
Patents-Ace, chairman; R. E. BUCHANAN, GASKD..L, SWEENEY, *AYREs, secretary; 
BARRON, acting secretary. 
Personnel and Placement-HELSER., chairman; BERGMAN, DODD, FAY, PATTISON, 
GASXD..L, GRANT, J. L. HOLMES, SAGE, H.J. SCHMIDT, VIFQUAIN. 
Public Healt°h-GRANT, chairman; EDWARDS, *GALLIGAN, MERCHANT, WERXMAN. 
Scholarship-SAGE, chairman; *A. L. ANDERSON, CovAULT, DODD, GRANT, Ho1.L, 
W. B. KING, McGLADE, SATER, STARBUCK; llEtSER, secretary. 
Short Cowses-VIFQuAIN, chairman; *BECKMAN, ELDER, FABER, KNIGHT, LoUISE 
ROSENFELD, P. c. TAFF, WILKINS. 
Sororities-FAY, chairman; McGLADE; student members: BARBARA Mn.Es, MARY 
JEAN UECXE. 
Student Employment-]. L. HOLMES, chairman; HELsER, McGLADE, PLATT, 
Scmu ETTER. 
Sttuknt Housing-McGLADE, chairman; DODDS, FISHER, HERR, MERCHANT, W. G. 
MmmAY, PLA'IT. 
Traffic-PI.An, chairman; LAUER, MOYER, RoTHACKER, WALKUP. 
Visiting Delegations-CAINE, chairman; Fmxms, AucusTINE, Goss, GRIFFim. 
LAGRANGE, MERCHANT, w. c. NELSON. 
•Absent on leave. 
Experiment Stations 
In those cases where data relative to date of appointment and scholastic preparation nre not 
given in the following list the information will be found in the "Offices of Instruction" roster 
beginning on page 7 or in the "Extension" roster beginning on page 46. 
AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
STATION STAFFl 
CB'.ARI.Es EDWIN FRILEY, A.M., LL.D., Sc.D., President 
ROBERT EARLE BUCHANAN, Ph.D., Director 
W. H. STEVENSON, M.S.A., D.Sc., Vice-Director 
IVER J. JoBSoN, Ph.D., Secretary of Project Committee 
C. B. MURRAY, Treasurer 
CHARI.Es HARVEY BROWN, MA., B.L.S., Litt.D., Librarian 
CHARLES FRANKLIN CURTISS, M.S.A., D.S., Dean of the Division of Agriculture, 
Emeritus 
PEARL P. SWANSON, Ph.D., Assistant Director in Charge of Home Economics 
Research ~ 
:l:HENRY HERBERT KlLoEE, M.S., D.Agr., Dean of the Division of Agriculture 
HENRY DALE BERGMAN, D.V.M., Dean of the Division of Veterinary Medicine and 
Director of the Veterinary Research 
:t:T. R. Aoo, B.S., C.E., Dean of the Division of Engineering and Director of 
Engineering Experiment Station 
:t:HARoLD V. GASKILL, Ph.D., Dean of the Division of Science, Director of the 
Industrial Science Research Institute 
:l:R.ALPH KENNETH Buss, B.S.A., Director of Agricultural Extension Service 
:j:PAUL C. TAFF, B.S., Assistant Director of Agricultural Extension Service 
:f:MURL McDONALD, B.SA., Assistant Director of Agricultural Extension Service 
:t:P. MABEL NELSON, Ph.D., Dean of Home Economics 
RESEARCH PROFESSORS 
A. L. BAKKE, Research Professor of Botany and Plant Pathology, 1925, 1910 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1909; M.S., Ibid., 1911; Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1917 
EDGAR LEE BARGER, M.S., Research Professor of Agricultural Engineering 
*~LERY RONALD BECKER, D.Sc., Research Professor of Protozoology 
:f:EDWARD ANTONY BENBROOK, V .M.D., Research Professor of Veterinary Pathology 
ELFRIEDA BROWN, Ph.D., Research Professor of Foods and Nutrition and Acting 
Head of the Section 
ROBERT EARLE BUCHANAN, Ph.D., Research Professor of Bacteriology and Head 
of the Section 
L. C. BURNETT, Research Professor of Fann Crops, 1916, 19.06 
D.S., University 0£- Nebraska, 1903; M.S.A., Iowa State College, 1906 ----
lThe Agricultural Experiment Station staff consists of the presiden~1 director, vice-director, treasurer, business mana~r librarian the staff of the Bulletin Office, tne beads of all sections 
and subsections, and all mdividuals who are included in the personnel of approved active projects; 
and 8$ ex-officio members, the director and assistant directors of the Agricultural Extension SCrvice 
and the deans of divisions administering departments which are represented as sections fn the 
station, or which are actively co-operatiJlg with the station. A co-operator is a person listed fn 
the approved personnel of an active Experiment Station project wllosc salary fS paid, at least 
in part, by Iowa State College, but no part is paid by the Agricultural Experiment Station. A 
collaborator is a person listed in the approved personnel of an active Experiment Station project 
whose salary is paid directly by some agency other than the Iowa State College. 
•Absent on leave. 
iCo-operator. 
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AI..i'RED B. CAJNE; M.S., Research Professor of Animal Production 
CLAWSON Y. CANNON, Ph.D., Research Professor of Dairy Husbandry and Head 
of the Subsection 
HESTER CHADDERDON, Ph.D., Research Professor of Vocational Education 
WILLIAM GEMMELL CocHRAN, MA., Research Professor of Mathematical Statistics 
E. V. COLLINS, Research Professor of Agricultural Engineering, 1926, 1918 
B.S. in Agr. Engr., Iown State College; 1914; B.S. in Agronomy, ibid., 1914 
, CHARLES CALVIN CULBERTSON, M.S., Research Professor of Animal Production 
and Head of the Subsection 
J.C. CUNNINGHAM, Research Professor of Library Bibliography, 1934, 1911 
B.S., Kansas State College, 1905 • 
J. BROWNLEE DAVIDSON, B.S., D.Engr, Research Professor of Agricultural En-
gineering and Head of the Section 
S. M. DIETZ, Ph.D., Research Professor of Botany 
CARL JoHN DRAKE, Ph.D., Research Professor of Entomology and Economic 
Zoology and Head of the Section 
ARTHUR THOMAS ERWIN, Research Pro{essor of Vegetable Crops, 1917, 1900 
B.S., University of Arkansas, 1900; M.S., Iowa State College, 1902 
:!:FLORENCE F ALI.GATrER, M.A., Research Professor of Home Economics Education 
BRUCE JUDSON FIRKINS, M.S., Research Professor of Soils 
:l:CHARLEs LUTHER FITCH, M.A., Research Professor of Vegetable Crops 
llENRY GIESE, M.S., (A.E.), (Arch.E.), Research Professor of Agricultural 
Engineering 
JOSEPH CHARLES GILMAN, Ph.D., Research Professor of Botany 
JoBN W. GoWEN, Ph.D., Research Professor of Genetics 
:J:Jmm GRAY GRANT, M.D., Research Professor of Hygiene 
ERNEST STRAIGN HABER, Ph.D., Research Professor of Vegetable Crops and Head 
of the Subsection 
HALBERT MARION HARRIS, Ph.D., Research Professor of Entomology and Economic 
Zoology 
:l:EARL ALDON HEWITT, Ph.D., Research Professor of Veterinary Physiology 
RALPH MALCOLM HlxoN, Ph.D., Research Professor of Chemistry and Plant 
Chemistry and Head of the Section and Subsection 
*JOHN ABEL HoPXms, Ph.D., Research Professor of Agricultural Economi<:S 
:l:ELIZABETH ELus HOYT, Ph.D., Research Professor of Economics 
HAROLD DEMorr HUGHES, M.S.A., Research Professor of Farm Crops and Head 
of the Subsection 
CARRoU> A. IVERSON, M.S., Research Professor of Dairy Industry and Head of 
the Section 
IVER J. JOHNSON, Ph.D., Research Professor of Farm Crops 
~YD JOHNSTON, B.S.A., Research Professor of Agricultural Economics 
*;MAx LEVINE, Ph.D., Research Professor of Bacteriology 
ElurasT W. LINDSTROM, Ph.D., Research Professor of Genetics and Head of the 
Section 
WALTER EARL LooMIS, Ph.D., Research Professor of Botany and Plant Pathology 
BELLE LoWE, M.S., Research Professor of Foods and Nutrition 
]AY LAURENCE L'USH, Ph.D., Research Professor of Animal Breeding and Head 
of the Subsection 
MARY S. LUSH, Ph.D., Research Professor of Vocational Education 
•Absent on leave. 
tCo-operator. 
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GILMOUR BEYERS MAcDoNALD, M.F ., Research Professor of Forestry and Head 
of the Section 
}oHN BARNHART McCLELLAND, Ph.D., Research Professor of Vocational Education 
:l:SAMUEL H. McNun, D.V .M., Research Professor of Veterinary Research 
T. ]. MANEY, Research Professor of Pomology and Head of the Subsection, 1917, 
1912 
B.S., Iowa State CQllege, 1912 
JOHN NATHAN MARTIN, Ph.D., Research Professor of Botany and Plant Pathology 
IRVING E. MELBUS, Ph.D., Research Professor of Botany and Plant Pathology and 
Head of the Section 
BARTON MORGAN, Ph.D., Research Professor of Vocational Education and Head of 
the Section 
MARTIN MORTENSEN, B.S.A., LL.D., Research Professor of Dairy Industry 
WILLIAM GORDON MURRAY, Ph.D., Research Professor of Agricultural Economics 
and Head of Section 
F. EUGENE NELSON, Ph.D., Research Professor of Dairy Industry 
PAULENA NICKELL, Ph.D., Research Professor of Home Management and Head 
of the Section 
•A. G. NORMAN, D.Sc., Research Professor of Soils 
:J:FLovo B. PADDOCK, M.S., Research Professor of Zoology and Entomology 
LOUISE JENISON PEET, Ph.D., Research Professor of Household Equipment and 
· Head of the Section 
ROBERT EMMETT PHILLIPS, Ph.D., Research Professor of Poultry Husbandry and 
Acting Head of the Section 
BETHEL STEWART PICKETT, M.S., Research Professor of Horticulture and Head 
of the Section 
W. H. PIERRE, Ph.D., Research Professor of Agronomy and Head of the Section 
R. HowARD PORTER, Ph.D., Research Professor of Fann Crops and Co-operator 
in Botany 
RosALIE VmGINIA RATHBONE, M.A., Research Professor of Textiles and Clothing 
and Head of the Section 
CHARLES HOWARD RICHARDSON, Ph.D., Research Professor of Entomology and 
Economic Zoology 
FRANK RoeoTKA, M.S., Research Professor of Agricultural Economics 
*CHARLES E. RoGERs, M.A., Research Professor and Head of Bulletin Office 
:l:EARLE D. Ross, Ph.D., Research Professor of History 
:j:ARTHUR W. RUDNICK, B.S., Research Professor of Dairy Industry 
PHINEAS STEVENS SHEARER, M.S., Research Professor of Animal Husbandry and 
Head of the Section 
GEOFFREY SEDDON SHEPHERD, Ph.D., Research Professor of Agricultural Economics 
GEORGE WADDELL SNEDECOR, M.A., Research Professor of Statistics and Head of 
the Section 
:j:FRANK HAROLD SPEDDINC, Ph.D., Research Professor of Chemistry 
JAMES ABEL STARRAK, M.S., Research Professor of Vocational Education 
GEORGE FRANKLIN STEWART, Ph.D., Research Professor of Poultry Husbandry 
PEARL P. SWANSON, Ph.D., Research Professor of Foods and Nutrition 
:l:ORLAND RUSSELL SWEENEY, Ph.D., Research Professor of Chemical Engineering 
BYRON HENRY THOMAS, Ph.D., Research Professor of Animal Chemistry and 
Nutrition and Head of the Subsection 
S. H. THOMPSON, Pb D .. Re$earch Professor of Agricultural Economics 
•Absent on lcav~ 
iCo-operator. 
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:l:GEORGE VEENKER, A.B., Research Professor of Physical Education for Men 
EMIL CONRAD VoLZ, M.S.A., Research Professor of Floriculture and Head of 
the Subsection 
Roy E. WAKELEY, Ph.D., Research Professor of Sociology and Head of the 
Subsection 
CHESTER HAMLIN WERKMAN, Ph.D., Research Professor of Bacteriology and in 
Charge of the Section 
JAMES EDWIN WERT, Ph.D., Research Professor of Vocational Education 
•HAROLD L. Wrr.CKE, Ph.D., Research Professor of Poultry Husbandry and Head 
of the Subsection 
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 
tJoHN M. AIKMAN, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Botany 
*ARTHUR LAWRENCE ANDERSON, M.S., Research Associate Professor of Animal 
Production 
;LIONEL K. ARNOLD, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering 
EMERSON W. BIRD, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Dairy Industry 
:l:CHARLES S. DORCHESTER, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Farm Crops, 1943 
RACHEL HARTMAN EDGAR, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Chemistry 
JOHN C. ELDREDGE, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Farm Crops 
PAUL L. ERRINGTON, Research Associate Professor of Entomolgy and Economic 
Zoology, 1938, 1932 
B.S., South Dakota State College, 1930; P~.D., University of Wisconsin, 1932 
GLADYS EVERSON, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Foods and Nutrition 
FRED E. FERGUSON, Research Associate Professor, Bulletin Editor, 1931, 1924 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1922 
:l:MARTIN FREDERICK FRITZ, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Psychology 
W. G. GAES~Rz. Research Associate Prof~or of Plant Chemistry, 1932, 1911 
B.S., Ohio :state University, 1911; M.S., sbid., 1929 
:l:FANNIE ALICE GANNON, B .S., Research Associate Professor of Consumption 
Economics 
WILLIAM H. GEMMILL, B.S., Research Associate Professor, Bulletin Office 
:l:CHARLES M. GENAUX, M.S., Research Associate Professor of Forestry 
ALLEN WRIGHT GOODSPEED, M.F., Research Associate Professor of Forestry 
:l:EooAR F. GRAFF, M.S., Reseai:_ch Associate Professor (District Extension Agent) 
:l:HARoLD GUNDERSON, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Zoology and Ento-
mology 
ELMER NEIL HANSEN, M.S., Research Associate Professor of Dairy Husbandry 
:l:GEORGE BERNHARDT HARTMAN, M.S., Research Associate Professor of Forestry 
:l:EARI. ALnoN HEWITT, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Veterinary Physiology 
•tJ. C. HOLBERT, M.S., Research Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry 
iIRAL BROWN JoHNs, Ja., Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Chemistry 
GEORGE CLARENCE KENT, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Botany and 
Plant Pathology . 
:l:CHESTER D. LEE, M.S., Research Associate Professor of Veterinary Research 
JuLIA S. LEE, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Poultry Husbandry 
CLAIR W. McDONALD, M.S., Research Associate Professor, Director's Office 
:l:CARI. MAI.om, B. S., Research Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics 
•Absept on leave. 
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;NELLIE MAY NAYLOR, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Chemistry 
WILLIAM HORD NICHOLLS, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Agricultural 
Economics 
O. WALLACE PARK, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Entomology and 
Economic Zoology 
JoHN BooTH PETERSON, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Soils 
C. S. REDDY, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Botany and Plant Pathology 
FRANK F. RmcKEN, Research Associate Professor of Soils, 1942 
B.S., University of Saskatchewan, 1930; M.S., ibid., 1934; Ph.D., University of Dllnols, 
1941 
JosEPH L. ROBINSON, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Farm Crops 
RALPH RUDOLPH RoTHACXER, M.S., Research Associate Professor, Director's Office 
MORELL B. RussELL, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Agronomy 
JoHN EuoENE SAss, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Botany and Plant 
Pathology 
*RAINER WOLFGANG Scmcn:LE, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Agricultural 
Economics 
:f:LoUIS H. ScHWARTE, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Veterinary Research 
*:f:ERMA SMITH, PhD., MD., Research Associate Professor of Physiology 
OscAR ERNST TAUBER, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Zoology 
GERHARD TlNTNER, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics 
GUSTAV M. WATKINS, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Botany and Plant 
Pathology 
C. P. WILSIE, Research Associate Professor of Farm Crops, 1937 
B.S., University of Wisconsin, 1926; Ph.D., Michigan State College, 1931 
ALDEN R. WINTER, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Poultry Husbandry 
RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 
C. ARNOLD ANDERSON, Ph.D., Research Assistant Professor of Sociology 
FRED J. BABEL, Ph.D., Research Assistant Professor of Dairy Industry 
MERLE PORTER BAKER, Ph.D., Research Assistant Professor of Dairy Industry 
CHARLES A. BLAcx, Research Assistant Professor of Soils, 1943 
B.S., Colorado State College, 1937; M.S., Iowa State College, 1938; Ph.D., Ibid., 1942 
CHARLES A. BoWER, Research Assistant Professor of Agronomy, 1942 
B.S. Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1936; Ph.D., University of Wis-
consin, 1941 
:j:HoRACE B. CHENEY, Research Assistant Professor of _Agronomy, 1942, 1937 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1935; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1942 
*:f:RoBERT CROWTHERS CLARK, M.S., Research Assistant Professor of Rural Educa-
tion 
:j:EowARD SAMUEL DYAS, Research Assistant Professor of Agronomy, F~rm Crop 
Subsection, 1943 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1920 
A. J. ENGELHORN, Research Assistant Professor of Soils, 1930, 1925 
B.S., South Dakota State College, 1923; M.S., Iowa State College, 1925 
DWIGHT LEONARD ESPE, Ph.D., Research Assistant Professor of Dairy Husbandry 
SIDNEY W. Fox, Ph.D., Research Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
ADA HAYDEN, Ph.D., Research Assistant Professor of Botany and Plant Pathology 
:j:GEORGE OscAR HENDRICKSON, Ph.D., Research Assistant Professor of Zoology 
PAUL G. HOMEYER, M.S., Research AssiStant Professor of Statistics 
•Absent on leave. 
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*SIDNEY HoRN, Research Assistant Professor, Staff Artist, Bulletin Office, 1936 
JosEPJl WHEELER KELLY, Ph.D., Research Assistant Professor of Poultry Husbandry 
FRANCIS KUTISH, B.S., Research Assistant Professor of Economics and Sociology 
H. L. LANTZ, Research Assistant Professor of Pomology, 1928, 1916 
D.S., Oregon State College, 1916; M.S., Iowa State College, 1918 
:l:JULIUs A. LARSEN, Ph.D., Research Assistant Professor of Forestry 
TB'.ows S. LEITH, Research Assistant Professor of Animal Production, 1941, 1916 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1914 
BUFORD RONALD McCLURG, M.S., Research Assistant Professor of Animal Hus-
bandry 
HowARD ROBERT MELDRUM, B.S., Research Assistant Professor of Soils 
ALVAN DEAN ODERXIRK, M.S., Research Assistant Professor of Agricultural 
Economics · 
H. H. PLAGGE, Research Assistant Professor of Pomology, 1932, 1918 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1916; M.S., ibid., 1919; Ph.D., ibid., 1932 
ROBERT EUGENE RmmLE, Ph.D., Research Assistant Professor of Plant Chemistry 
BRYCE4RYAN, Ph.D., Research Assistant Professor of Sociology · 
J. A. ScH11LZ, M.S., Research Assistant Professor of Animal Chemistry and Nu-
trition, 1931, 1921 
D.S., University of Dllnois, 1917; M.S., Iowa State College, 1927 
CLIFFORD M. SD4'.oN, B.S., Research Assistant Professor, Assistant Bulletin Editor, 
1937 
*LAUREN KEPHART SOTH, M.S., Research Assistant Professor of Economics and 
Sociology and Assistant Bulletin Editor 
]AMES JACKSON WALLACE;Research Assistant Professor, Director's Office, 1943, 1925 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1916 
:l:WILLIAM RussELL WmTFIELD, B.S., Research Assistant Professor of Poultry 
Husbandry 
LESTER YODER, Research Assistant Professor of Animal Chemistry and Nutrition, 
1932 1917 
B.S.A., Purdue University, 1916; M.S., ibid., 1917 
RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
CHARLES CURTIS BLICKENSTAFF, Zoology and Entomology., 1943 
B.S.A., Purdue University, 1943 
LESTER BLUM, Economics and Sociology, 1944 
:l:LEONARD BODENSTEINER, B.S., District Farm Management Agent 
CAROL BoLLENBACKLPlant Chemistry, 1944, 1943 
B.S., PhDadelpma College of Pharmacy and Science, 1942 
BERNADJNE BRIMHALL, Plant Chemistry, 1943, 1938 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1938; Ph.D •• ibid., 1942 
BERNICE ARLINE BROWN, Statistics, 1943 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1925; M.S., ibid., 1932 
FARWELL Tlu>EN BROWN, Economics and Sociology, 1943 
B.S.. Iowa State College, 1934 
OswALD HARVEY BROWNLEE, Agricultural Economics, 1939 
B.S., Montana State College, 1938; M.S., University of Wisconsin, 1939 
ELMA CRAIN, Foods and Nutrition 1944 
D.S •• Purdue University, 1932; M.S., Iowa State College, 1938 
SAMUEL LEE CRUMP, Statistics, 1942 
D.S., Cornell University, 1942 
NoRVAL H. CURRY, Agricultural Engineering, 1944 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
*Absent on leave. 
tCo-operalor. 
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*ELWIN R. DUNCAN, Agronomy, 1942, 1940 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
DOROTHY ANN EHMKE, Foods and Nutrition, 1942, 1941 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
CUNTON EMANS, Botany and Plant Pathology, 1943, 1942 
A.B., Findlay College, Ohio, 1942 
MARSHALL PIERSON EvANs, Farm Crops, 1943 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1942 
39 
WALLACE H. FULLER, Soils, 1942, 1940 
B.S., Washington State College, 1938; M.S., ibid., 1939; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1942 
]OHN M. GREEN, Farm Crops, 1944 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941: M.S., Montana State College, 1943 
]AMES F. HARRINGTON, Vegetable Crops, 1944 
B.S., Ohio State University, 1939; M.S., ibid., 1940; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1944 
DOROTHY L. HARRISON, M.S., Foods and Nutrition, 1944, 1943 
EARL 0. HEADY, Agricultural Economics, 1942, 1940 
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1939; M.A., ibid., 1940 
ROBERT H. HEIDEL, Soils, 1944, 1943 
B.E., Mankato State Teachers College, 1939; M.A., University of Minnesota, 1942 
S. MILTON HENDERSON, Agricultural Engineering, 1943 
B.A., Simpson College, 1932; B. S., Iowa State College, 1939; M.S., ibid., 1942 
*CLIFFORD HILDRETH, A.B., Agricultural Economics 
VICTOR E. HOLLAR, Horticulture, 1943, 1941 
B.S., Colorado State College, 1940 
WILLIAM J. HooKER, Botany and Plant Pathology, 1944 
B.E., Northern Illinois State Teachers College, 19"7; M.S., Purdue University, 1939; 
Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1942 
HELEN V. JOHNSON, Household Equipment, 1944 
B.S., South Dakota State College, 1928; M.S., Iowa Stale College, 1942 
*DONALD R. KALOOR, Agricultural Economics 
CHARLES M. KmcAID, Animal Husbandry, 1943 
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1925; M.S., ibid., 193 7 
BEITY KLOTH, Poultry Husbandry, 1944 
B.A., Our Lady of Cincinnati College, 1939 
KmxPATRICK LAWTON, Agronomy, 1943 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1939 
FRANCIS MAR, B.S., Farm Crops 
MARGARET L. MCKEEGAN, Poultry Husbandry, 1944 
B.S., Iowa State College 
DARRELL D. MOREY, F3l1D Crops, 1944 
B.S., Kansas State College, 193 7; M.S., Texas Technological College, 1938 
*RICHARD L. D. MoRsE, Director's Office, 1942, 1939 
B.A., University of Wisconsin, 1938; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1942 
MARGARET REBA MURLEY, Botany and Plant Pathology, 1943, 1942 
B.A., Iowa State Teachers College, 1932: M.S., Northwestern University, 1934 
CHRISTINE NEWARK, Consumption Economics, 1944, 1941 
B.S., Michigan State College of Agriculture and Applied Science, 1930; M.A., Columbia 
University, 1937 
EUGENE FRANKLIN OAKBERG, Genetics, 1944, 1942 
B.S., Monmouth College, 1940; M.S., Kansas State College, 1942 
CARLTON E. PARMELEE, Dairy Industry, 1943, 1940 
B.S., Michigan State College, 1940; M.S., Iowa .State College, 1942 
*GEORGE A. PARSONS, Director's Office 
MAURICE L. PETERSON, Fann Crops, 1943 
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1938; M.S., Kansas State College, 1940 
FRANCIS E. REISS, Agronomy, 1942, 1940 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940 ----
*Absent on leave. 
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WILLIAK N. RICE, Botany and Plant Pathology, 1943, 1937 
D.A., Slous Falls College, 1936; M.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
HAluuEn ROBERTS, Foods and Nutrition, 1943, 1942 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
MAY ELoISE ROWLAND, B.S., Zoology and Entomology 
iDoaoTHY FREDRICA SIMMONS, B.S., Home Management 
JANICE STADLER, Genetics, 1942, 1941 
D.A., University of Montana, 1934; M.A., University of Wisconsin, 1938 
ABIGAIL STONE, Statistics, 1943 
D.S., Massachusetts State College, 1942 
WILLIAM J. Tuooa, M.S., Sociology 
•EnwARD L. WAI.DEE, Botany and Plant Pathology, 1942, 1937 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1937; Ph.D., ibid., 1942 
*GAYLORD PURCELL WmTLOcK, Dairy Industry, 1943 
B.E.D., Southern Dlinois State Normal University, 1939; M.S., Pennsylvania State 
Colleie, 1941; Ph.D., ibid., 1942 
•RoBERT W. WILCOX, Agricultural Economics, 1942, 1938 
B.S., Oregon State Agricultural College, 1938; M.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
•WANDAjUANJTA WILLMAN, Foods and Nutrition, 1943 
B ., Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1942; M.S., ibid., 1943 
WILBUR 0. WILSON, Poultry Husbandry, 1944 
B.S~ Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1932; M.S., Kansas State College, 
193.5 
RESEARCH SENIOR FELLOWS 
ARDATH ANDERS, Foods and Nutrition, 1942 
B.S., Earlham College, 1941 
MARIA CA.MINONG, Foods and Nutrition 
HELEN EDITH CLARx, Foods and Nutrition, 1944, 1943 
D.S., University of Saskatchewan, 1939 
MARGARET M. HAucx, Foods and Nutrition, 1944 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1943 
•CHARLES HusroN KINGSOLVER Botany and Plant Pathology, 1940, 1938 
A.D., Peru State Teachers Coilege, 1935; M.S., Iowa State College, 1939; Ph.D., ibid., 
1943 
LollRAINE ANNE MERo, Textiles and Clothing, 1944, 1941 
B.S., University of North Dakota, 1940; M.S., ibid., 1941 
CoRA MILLER, Foods and Nutrition, 1944, 1943 
B.S., University of Chicago, 1939; M.S., ibid., 1940 
ALBERT EooAR PowuL, Agricultural Engineering, 1943 
B.S., The Pennsylvania State College, 1941; M.S., Purdue University, 1943 
ROBERT R. SHRODE, Animal Husbandry, 1943 
B.S., Colorado State College, 1943 
•BRYCE N. WADLEY, Botany and Plant Pathology, 1941 
B.S., Brigham Young University, 1936 
RENA WILLS, Foods and Nutrition, 1944 
D.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
RESEARCH FELLOWS 
GLADYS J. BABcocx, Foods and Nutrition, 1944 
*FRANCIS EVDElT BROADBENT, Agronomy, 1942 
*PARDON CoRNELL, Floriculture, 1941 
D.S., Cornell Unlvenlty, 1940 
LELAND 0. DREW, Agricultural Engineering, 1944 
D.S., Cemsou Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1943 ----•Absent on leave. 
tCo-operator. 
STAFF 
*ROBERT SAMUEL FAIRCHILD, Botany and Plant Patholo~, 1941, 1938 
B.Ed., Eastem Illinois State Teachers College, 1938 
HELEN L. HANsoN, Poultry Husbandry, 1943, 1939 
B.A., University of California at Los Angeles, 1939; M.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
Tnm YAO HSUEH, Bacteriology, 1944 
B.S., National Shantung University, Tsingtao, China, 1937 
WENDELL HENRY KYLE, Genetics, 1943 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1943 
ANNE PEDERSON, Foods and Nutrition, 1944 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1944 
MILDRED RIEDESEL, Foods and Nutrition, 1944 
B.S., Iowa State Teachers College, 1939 
LEROY SCHAFFNER, Agricultural Economics, 1944 
B.S., North Dakota Agricultural College, 1944 
KATHERINE MlLLER SzczEPANIAx, Botany and Plant Pathology, 1943 
B.A., Mary Hardin Baylor, 1942 
*Roy ALTON YOUNG, Botany and Plant Pathology, 1942, 1941 
B.S., New Mexico Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1942 
RESIDENT COLLABORATORS 
41 
*D. F. ATxINs, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
L. J. BARTHELL, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, U.S.D.A. 
G. M. BROWNING, Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A. 
W. A. CRAFT, Bureau of Animal Industry, U.S.D.A. 
GORDON E. DICXERSON, Bureau of Animal Industry, U.S.D.A. 
ED ELLISON, Agricultural Adjustment Administration, U .S.D.A. 
W. D. FARWELL, Bureau of the j::ensus, U.S.D.C. 
L. J. FLETCHER, Weather Bureau, U.S.D.C. 
GEORGE W. FRENCH, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
]OHN M. GREEN, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
A. H. HAGGE, Bureau of J~;a.t9mology and Plant Quarantine, U.S.D.A. 
w. E. HAMMOND, Bureau of Animal Industry, U.S.D.A. 
ROBERT G. HAYES, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, U.S.D.A. 
M. E. HEATH, Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A. 
H. V. HuxILL, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
R. J. }ESSEN, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U.S.D.A. 
MARGARET KAcARICE, Household Equipment, U.S.D.A. 
ROBERT R. K.ALroN, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and A..KPC\\lt.ural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
*C. F. KELLEY, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. -
A. J. KINc, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U .S.D.A. 
RALPH W. KLINE!,' Armour and Company 
M. V. LINDQUIST, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U.S.D.A 
RUTHE. MAcXLEY, Household Equipment, U:S.D.A. 
BEATRICE MAR, Household Equipment, U.S.D.A. 
F. H. MENDELL, Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A. 
•Absent on leave. 
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E. M. Mn:.LER, Bureau of the-Census, U.S.D.C. 
*ARTHUR E. MoLLN, Bureau of Animal Industry, U.S.D.A. 
H. C. MURPHY, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.SD.A. 
R. A. NORTON, Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A. 
J. E. NuQUIST, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U.SD.A. 
EDWARD H. OBERHOLTZER, Bureau of the Census, U.S.D.C. 
H. M. PEERS, Bureau of the Census, U.S.D.C. 
LouIS PERSB, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, u .SD .A. 
*CLYDE RosENP'IELD, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
*THOMAS G. ScolT, Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S.D.I. 
C. K. SHEDD, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.SD.A. 
J. L. SCHMIDT, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
GEORGE F. SPRAGUE, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.SD.A. 
JosEPB STEINBERG, Bureau of the Census, U.S.D.C. 
R. E. STRASZHEIM, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U .S.D.A. 
•Lovn ALLEN TATUM, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
GLEN VERGERANT, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U.S.D.A. 
ANTON J. VESSEL, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering, 
U.S.D.A. 
}ACK WALLEN, North Iowa Agricultural Experiment Association 
ELMER L. WILSON, Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, U.S.D.A. 
H. A. WnsoN, Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A. 
D. L. WINGER, Soil Conservation Service, U.S.D.A. 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
CHARLES EDWIN FRILEY, A.M., LLD., Sc.D., President 
T. R. Aoo, B.S., C.E., Director 
W. J. SCHLICK, Research Prof cssor of Civil Engineering and Assistant Director, 
1939, 1914 
B.C.E., Iowa State College, 1909; C.E., ibid., 1914 
RESEARCH PROFESSORS 
MERVIN S. COOVER, E.E., Research Professor of Electrical Engineering and Chief 
of the Section 
J. BROWNLEE DAVIDSON, M.E., A.E., D.Engr., Research Professor of Agricultural 
Engineering and Chief of the Section 
CHilLEs M. Dono, B.Cer.E., Cer.E., Research Professor of Ceramic Engineering 
and Chief of the Section 
HERBERT JAMES GILKEY, M.S., Sc.D., Research Professor of Theoretical and 
Applied Mechanics and Chief of the Section 
D10 LEWIS Hor.r., PhD., Research Professor of Applied Mathematics 
•Absent on leave. 
STAFF 
ALVHH R. LAUER, PhD., Research Professor of Highway Safety 
*MAx LEVINE, Ph.D., Research Professor of Sanitary Bacteriology 
ANSON MARST.ON, C.E., D.Engr., Research Professor of Civil Engineering 
43 
LOWELL 0. STEWART, M.S., C.E., Research Professor of Civil Engineering and 
Chief of the Section 
ORLAND RussELL SWE~Y, Ph.D., Ch.E., Research Professor of Chemical Engineer-
ing and Chief of the Section 
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 
LIONEL K. ARNOLD, Research Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering, 1939, 
1925 
A.B., Ellsworth College, 1920; B.S., Iowa State College, 1921; M.S., ibid., 1926; Ph.D., 
ibid., 1930 
*QUINCY CLAUDE AYRES, B.S., C.E., Research Associate Professor and Secretary 
of the Iowa State College Research Foundation 
]AMES P. McKEAN, M.S., LL.B., Research Associate Professor of Engineering 
Valuation 
RALPH ALTON MOYER, M.S., C.E., Research Associate Professor of Highway 
Engineering 
*MElu.IN G. SPANGLER, M.S., C.E., Research Associate Professor of Soils Engineering 
*ROBLEY WINFREY, M.S., C.E., Research Associate Professor of Engineering 
Valuation 
RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 
*JoHN A. NORDIN, PhD., Research Assistant Professor of Industrial Economics 
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE 
MELVIN HENRY BROWN, B.S., Chemical Engineering, 1943, 1942 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
RESEARCH ASSISTANT 
EUGENE GRAHAM Hou.owELL, Chemical Engineering, 1942, 1941 
B.Ch.E., North Carolina State College, 1941; M.S., Iowa State College, 1943 
INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH INSTITUTE1 
CHARLES EDWIN FRILEY, A.M., LL.D., Sc.D., President 
HAROLD V. GASXII.L, Ph.D., Director 
RESEARCH PROFESSORS 
*ELERY RONALD BECKER, D.Sc., Research Professor of Zoology 
FRANK EMERSON BROWN, PhD., Research Professor of Chemistry 
ELLIS INGHAM FULMER, Ph.D., Research Professor of Chemistry 
HENRY GILMAN, Ph.D., Research Professor of Chemistry 
*ALBERT G. HART, PhD., Research Professor of Economics 
RALPH MALCOLM HlxoN, Ph.D., Research Professor of Chemistry 
D10 LEWIS HoLL, Ph.D., Research Professor of Mathematics 
IRVING E. MELHus, Ph.D., Research Professor of Botany 
RAYMOND EARL WAKELEY, Ph.D., Research Professor of Economics and Sodology 
CHESTER HAMLlN WERK.MAN, Ph.D., Research Professor of Bacteriology 
11n those cases where data relative to date of appointment and scholastic preparation are not 
given in the following list, the information will be found in "Officers of Instruction" roster begin. 
ning on page 7. 
•Absent on leave. 
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RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 
EdwARD D. ALLEN, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Economics 
*KENNETH M. BOULDING, M.A., Research Associate Professor of Economics 
HARVEY DIEHL, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Chemistry 
IRAL BROWN JoHNs, JR., Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Chemistry 
NELLIE MAY .NAYLOR, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Chemistry 
*LELAND ALFRED UNDERKOFLER, Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Chemistry 
RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 
SmNEY WALTER Fox, Ph.D., Research Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
GEORGE OSCAR HENDRICKSON, Ph·.D., Research Assistant Professor of Zoology 
LESTER ORVILLE KRA:MPITZ, Ph.D., Research Assistant Professor of Bacteriology, 
1944, 1938 
RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
JACOB PETER ANDERSON, Assistant Curator of Herbarium, 1941 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1913; M.S., ibid., 1916; D.Sc., University of Alaska, 1940 
FRANx EDWARD BORTLE, M.S., Mathematics, 1942 
WENDELL HUGBELL BRAGONIER, Assistant to the Director, 1942, 1939 
B.A., Iowa State Teachers College, 1933; M.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
RESEARCH ASSISTANT 
EARL R. Koo1, Chemistry, 1942, 1939 
B.A., Central College (Iowa), 1939 
RESEARCH FELLOWS AND SCHOLARS 
LOUIS FORRESTER CASON, Chemistry, 1942 
B.A., Fisk University, 1938; M.A., ibid., 1940 
LAWRENCE FuLLHART, JR., Chemistry, 1942 
A.B., William Jewell College, 1942 
MARTHA RUTH HowARD, Chemistry, 1944 
A.B., Kansas State Teachers' College, 1943 
ROBERT HENRY KYLE, Chemistry, 1944 
B.S. in Ch.E., The Rice Institute, 1943 
ELEANOR SHARPE WARING, Bacteriology, 1943 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1934 
ALAN G. C. WHITE, Bacteriology, 1943 
B.S., Rhode Island State College, 1938; M.S., Pennsylvania State College, 1940 
}AMES FRANKLIN Wn.soN, Bacteriology, 1944 
B.S. In Ed., Southern Dlinois Normal University, 1944 
STATISTICAL LABORATORY 
RESEARCH PROFESSORS 
GEORGE WADDEL SNEDECOR, M.A., Research Professor and Director of the Sta-
tistical Laboratory, 1933, 1913 
WILLL\K GEVVELt. CoCBMN, M.A., Research Professor, 1939 
Aux.umn McFARLANE Moon, Research Professor, 1945 
B.A., University of Texas, 1934; Ph.D., Princeton University, 1940 ----.Absent on leave. 
STAFF 
RESEARCH AS8ISTANT PROFESSOR 
PAUL G. HOMEYER, M.S., Research Assistant Professor, 1944, 1937 
RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
BERNICE BROWN, M.S., 1943 
DOROTHY ST. JOHN COOKE, 1944, 1938 
Ph.B., University of Chicago, 1938 
SAMUEL LEE CRUMP, 1942 
B.S., Cornell University, 1942 
ABIGAIL MARIE STONE, 1943 
B.S., Massachusetts State College, 1942 
RESIDENT COLLABORATORS 
WALTER T. FEDERER, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U.S.D.A. 
RAYMOND J. JESSEN, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U.S.D.A. 
ARNOLD J. KING, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U.S.D.A. 
HERBERT C. S. TuoM, Weather Bureau, U.S.D.C. 
VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE1 
CHARLES EDWIN FRILEY, A.M., LL.D., Sc.D., President 
HENRY DALE BERGMAN, D.V .M., Director 
RESEARCH PROFESSORS 
HARRY E. BIESTER, Chairman of Staff, 1944, 1920 
V.M.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1919 
45 
LEO MEYER JONES, 1944, 1935 
A.B., DePauw University, 1935; M.S., Iowa State College, 1939; D.V.M., ibid., 1939 
S. H. McNuTr, 1943, 1917 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1917 
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 
CHESTER D. LEE, 1934, 1927 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1927; M.S., ibid., 1932 
LouIS H. ScHWARTE, 1934, 1929 
B.S:.t Cornell University, 1918; M.S., Ibid., 1920: D.V.M., Iowa State College, 192"8; 
Ph.v., ibid., 1934 
RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 
•T. WESLEY STEARNS, 1940 
B.S., University of Florida, 1934; M.S., ibid., 193 7: Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1940 ----
lln those cases where data relative to date of appointment and scholastic preparation are not 
given in the following list, the information will be found in "Officers of Instruction" roster begin-
ning on page 7. 
•Absent on leave. 
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Extension Services 
EXTENSION IN AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CHARLES EDWIN FRILEY, A. M., LL.D., Sc.D., President 
RALPH KENNETH BLISS, B.S.A., Director, 1914, 1906 
*LELAN.P GIRARD ALLBAUGH, Associate Director, 1942, 1918 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1919; M.S., ibid., 1928 
P. C. TAFF, Assistant Director, 1917, 1908 
B.S. (Agron.), Iowa State College, 1913 
MuRL McDONALD, Assistant Director for Agriculture, 1943, 1910 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1911 
W. L. HARPER, Secretary, 1920, 1911 
EXTENSION PROFESSORS 
REX BERESFORD, Extension Professor of Animal Husbandry, 1916 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1911 
CHARLES LUTHER FITCH, Extension Professor of Horticulture, 1924, 1912 
M.A., Grinnell College, 1913 
FLOYD JOHNSTON, Extension Professor of Dairy Husbandry, 1944, 1928 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1924 
TOLBERT MAcRAE, Extension Professor of Music, 1921, 1920 
W. G. MumY, Ph.D., Extension Professor of Agricultural Economics, 1944, 1925 
FI.OYD B. PADDOCK, Extension Professor of Zoology and Entomology (State 
Apiarist), 1939, 1919 
B.S.E., Colorado State College, 1911; M.S., Ohio State University, 1915 
R. HOWARD PORTER, Ph.D., Extension Professor and Director of Seed Laboratory, 
1941, 1919 
FRANK RoeOTKA, M.S., Extension Professor of Agricultural Economics and Sociol-
ogy, 1937, 1920 
LOUISE MARIE ROSENFELD, Acting Assistant Director of Home Economics 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1928 
ARTHUR W. RUDNICK, Extension Professor of Dairy Industry, 1920, 1913 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1910 
KIRK WHITNEY STOUDER, Extension Professor of Veterinary Medicine, 1913 
D.V.M., Iowa State College, 1905 
SAM 11. THOMPSON, Extension Professor of Agricultural Economics and Sociology, 
1921 1914 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1914; M.S., Iowa State College, 1923; Ph.D., University 
of Minnesota, 1938 
CLAUDE H. VAN VLAcx, Extension Professor of Agricultural Engineering, 1934 
B.S., Iowa. State <;allege, 1929; M.S., Colorado State College, 1936 
EXTENSION ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 
I. W. ARTHUR, Extension Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics and So-
ciology, 1940, 1925 
EDITH P. BARKER, State Girls' 4-H Club Leader, 1936, 1918 
RONALD CHARLES BENTLEY, Extension Associate Professor of Agricultural Econom-
ics and Sociology, 1944, 1925 
B.S., North Dakota Agricultural College, 1923; M.S., ibid., 1924 
FRED F. CLARK, District Extension Supervisor, 1928, 1916 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1916 ----
.Absent on leave. 
STAFF 
HENRY L. EICHLING, Field Office Procedures Supervisor, 1943,. 1911 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1911 
FRED E. FERGUSON, Extension Associate Professor, BuIIetin Office, 1939, 1924 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1922 
47 
J o.HN ROBERT FITZSIMMONS, Extension Associate Professor of Landscape Archi-
tecture, 1943, 1924 
B.S., Colorado Agricultural College, 1921; M.L.A., Harvard University, 1924 
FANNIE ALICE GANNON, Extension Associate Professor of Home Management, 
1939, 1919 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1921 
WILLIAM H. GEMMILL, B.S., Extension Associate Professor of Technical Journalism, 
Assistant Publications Distribution, 1943, 1937 
EDGAR F. GRAFF, District Extension Supervisor, 1920, 1917 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1917; M.S., ibid., 1937 
WALTER IRVING GRIFFITH, Extension Associate Professor (Director of Radio 
Station), 1938, 1925 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1899; M.Di., Iowa State Teachers College, 1905 
HAROLD GUNDERSON, Extension Associate Professor of Zoology and Entomology. 
1943, 1935 
B.S., Montana State College, 1934; M.S., ibid., 1935; Ph.D., Iowa State College, 1939 
ALMA H. Jo:NEs, Extension Associate Professor of Child Development, 1939, 1922 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1922; M.S., Columbia University, 1925 
CLAIR W. McDONALD, Extension Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry, 1919 
B.S., Pennsylvania State College, 1917; M.S., ibid., 1919 
CARL MALONE, Extension Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics and 
. Sociology, 1944, 1930 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1923 
JAY W. MERRILL, District Extension Supervisor, 1924, 1909 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1909 
HARRY ESMOND NxcHOLS, Extension Associate Professor of Horticulture, 1942, 
1918 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1917; M.S., ibid., 1931 
LEET. NUTTY, District Extension Supervisor, 1929, 1917 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1917 
ARTHUR R. PORTER, Extension Associate Professor of Dairy Husbandry, 1943, 1935 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1931; M.S., University of Minnesota, 1939 
ELVIN L. QuAIFE, Extension Associate Professor of Animal Husbandry, 1917 
- B.S., Iowa State College, 1911 
JOHNS. QUIST, County Extension Director at Large, Farm Labor, 1943, 1917 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1917 
C. S. REDDY, Extension Associate Professor of Botany and Plant Pathology, 1932, 
1927 
B.S., University of Wisconsin, 1915; M.S., ibid., 1916; Ph.D., ibid., 1922 
]OE LEE ROBINSON, Extension Associate Professor of Agronomy, 1938, 1920 
B.S., Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1916; M.S., Iowa State College, 
1918; Ph.D., ibid., 1933 
WILLIAM H. STACY, Extension Associate Professor of Economics and Sociology, 
1922, 1917 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1917; M.S., Cornell University, 1922; Ph.D., CoJumbta Uni· 
versity, 1935 
EXTENSION ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 
*GLADYS HELEN ADAMS, Extension Assistant PrQfessor of Textiles and Clothing, 
1943, 1929 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1928; M.S., ibid., 1937 
RALPH L. BAKER, Extension Assistant Professor of Economics and Sociology, 
1944. 1940 
B.S .• Ohio State University, 1938; M,S., ibid., 1940 
-----
.Absent on leave. 
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HAROLD HUXFORD BEATY, Extension Assistant Professor ·of Agricultural Engineering, 
1942, 1936 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1928; M.S., ibid., 1942 
CHARLES H. BOYNTON, Extension Assistant Professor of Dairy Husbandry, 1944, 
1939 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1934; M.S., ibid., 1940 
MARIE ALVERTA BUDOLFSON, Extension Assistant Professor of Home Management, 
1944, 1942 
:a.s., Iowa State College, 193 2; M.S., ibid., 1943 
HORACE BELLATTI CHENEY, B.S., Extension Assistant Professor of Agronomy, 1942, 
1937 
LESTER EARL CLAPP, Extension Soil Conservationist, 1938, 1931 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1923 
•RoBERT CROWTHERS CLARK, Extension Assistant Professor (Rural Youth Work), 
1938 
B.S., Ohio State University, 1936; M.S., ibid., 1938 
EDWARD SAMUEL DYAS, Extension Assistant Professor of Agronomy, 1923, 1916 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1920 
CLARENCE RICHARD ELDER, Extension Assistant Professor, Extension Editor, 1943, 
1941 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1929 
LARRY C. GROVE, Extension Assistant Professor of Horticulture, 1943, 1932 
B.S., Purdue University, 1932; M.S., Iowa State College, 1933; Ph.D., ibid., 1937 
LORA V. Hn.YARD, Extension A~tant Professor of Textiles and Clothing, 1944, 1943 
B.S., .Kansas State College, 1930; M.A., Columbia University, 1943 
•SmNEY HonN, Extension Assistant Professor, Bulletin Office, 1939 
R1cnARD B. HULL, Extension Assistant Professor (Production Manager WOI), 
1941, 1935 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1938 
NORTON .C. IVES, Extension Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics and 
Sociology, 1944 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1938; M.S., ibid., 1939 
HEROLD LANG KOOSER, Extension Assistant Professor of Visual Instruction, 1932, 
1924 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1923 
FRANCIS Kt:TISH, Extension Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics and 
Sociology, 1944, 1936 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1938; M.S., ibid., 1941 
WILLIAM T. MAAKESTAD, Extension Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics 
and Sociology, 1944, 1926 
B.S. (A1p;onomy), Iowa State College, 1916; B.S. (Agricultural Education), ibid., 1918; 
M.S., ibid., 1941 
HowARD ROBERT MELDRUM, Extension Assistant Professor of Agronomy, 1931 
1921 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1921 
ALVAN DEAN ODERKIRK, Extension Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics, 
1936, 1927 
B.S., North Dakota Agricultural College, 1926; M.S., Iowa State College, 1928 
ELIZABETH WINIFRED PETERSON, Extension Assistant Professor of Textiles and 
Clothing, 1939, 1928 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1925 
DoRomY FREDRICA SIMMONS, District Home Economics Supervisor, 1942, 1934 
B.S .• Iowa State College, 1931; M.S., ibid., 1939 
CLIYFORD M. Sn.roN, Extension Assistant Professor of Technical J oumalism 
(Assistant Bulletin Editor) , 193 7 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1932 
CARL SMITH, District Extension Supervisor, 1943, 1931 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1931 
•Absent on leave. 
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*LAUREN KEPHART SoTH, M.S., Extension Assistant Professor of Agricultural 
Economics (Economic Information), 1939, 1932 
MAURICE SouLTS, District Extension Supervisor, 1943, 1933 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930 
}AMES JACKSON WALLACE, B.S., Extension Assistant Professor, Manager Co-op. 
Farms, 1943, 1925 
WILLIAM RussELL WHITFIELD, Extension Assistant Professor of Poultry Hus-
bandry, 1927 
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1927 
ELEANOR S. WILKINS, Extension Assistant Professor, Radio Women's Editor, 1943. 
1936 
B.S., Oregon State College, 1919 
NoRA WORKMAN, Extension Assistant Professor of Applied Art, 1925, 1918 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1916 
EXTENSION ASSOCIATES 
*MARVIN A. ANDERSON, Agronomy, 1942, 1939 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
*THOMAS SEBREE BASKEIT, Zoology and Entomology, 1941, 1938 
A.B., Central College (Mo.), 1937; M.S., University of Oklahoma, 1939 
LESTER BLUM, Economics and Sociology, 1944, 1943 
B.S., Michigan State College, 1942; M.S., Iowa State College, 1944 
LEONARD BODENSTEINER, District Farm Management Agent, 1930, 103 7 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1936 
MARY ALICE BURNHAM, Assistant Extension Editor, Information Service, 1942 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
BETTY ANN BRADY, Assistant Extension Editor, 1944, 1943 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
*HOWARD RANDOLPH CHASE, Radio Music Editor, 1943, 1936 
*Wn.LIAM H. COLLINS, Horticulture, 1940 
B.S., Iowa St6te College, 1938 
*Wn.LIAM JOSEPH CONOVER, District Farm Management Agent, 1941 
B.S., Kansas State College, 1932 
PEARL CONVERSE, Drama, 1943 
A.B., Earlham College, 1915 
*EL WIN R. DUNCAN, Agronomy, 1940 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
*MARIAN ELIZABETH EowARDs, District Home Economics Supervisor, 1939, 1937 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930 
FLORENCE FORBES, Applied Art, 1942, 1924 
B.S., Iowa State College, 192 S 
BERNICE ] . GRoss, Home Management 1944, 1943 
B.S., Oregon State College, 193 7; M.S., Iowa State College, 194 2 
*ELLIS ARDEN HICKS, Zoology and Entomology, 1939, 1938 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1938 
VICTOR E. HOLLAR, B.S., Horticulture, 1943, 1941 
:j:HERBERT B. HOWELL, Agricultural Economics and Sociology, 1942, 1934 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1934 
DUANE IsELY, Seed Laboratory, 1944 
B.S., University of Arkansas, 1938; M.S., ibid., 1939; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1942 
*:j:HARALD RUDOLF JENSEN, Economics and Sociology, 1942 
B.A., Buena Vista College, 1938; M.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
Au.AN T. LEFFLER, Agronomy, 1944 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1935 
GERALD A. LINEWEAVER, Assistant State Boys' 4-H Club Leader, 1943, 1936 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1929 
----
.Absent on leave. 
iCo-operator. 
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DEE MAIER, District Home Economics Supervisor, 1943 
S.B., Ohio State University, 1921; M.A., University of Chicago, 1931 
FRANCIS MAR, Seed Laboratory, 1943 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
WINIFRED B. MARTIN, Music, 1943 
B.S., Drake University, 1941 
RonERT C. MULHALL, Assistant News Editor WOI, 1944 
B.A., Loras College, 1943 
MARGARET R. MURLEY, Seed Analyst 
*WALLACE ELMER OcG, Agricultural Economics and Sociology, 1942, 1935 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1931 
MAt'RICE L. PETERSON, Agronomy, 1943 
B.S., University of Nebraska, 1938; l\l.S., Kansas State College, 1940 
MADEL PmPPS, District Home Economics Supervisor, 1939, 1935 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1919 
WILLIAM N. RICE, Seed Analyst, 1943, 1937 
B.A., Sioux Falls College, 1936; M.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
HELEN S. SAGE, Textiles and Clothing, 1944, 1942 
B.S., Iowa State eo1Iege1, 1940 
HOWARD SHIPTON, Zoology and Entomology, 1939, 1926 
CARL R. SMITH, District Extension Supervisor, 1942, 1931 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1931 
ERHARDT P. SYLWESTER, Botany and Plant Pathology, 1939, 1930 
B.A., St. Olaf College, 1930: M.S., Iowa State College, 1931 
EsTIIER A. TASKERUD, Assistant State Girls 4-H Club Leader, 194.~ 
B.S., South Dakota State College, 1933 
*G. MARSHALL TOWNSEND, Information Service, 1942 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
W1LI.IAM J. TURNER, Economics and Sociology, 1944 
B.E., State Teachers, Wisconsin, 1931 
*EDWARD L. WALDEE, Botany and Plant Pathology, 1942, 1937 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1937; Ph.D., ibid. 1942 
*THOMAS SHERMAN WARNER, Dairy Industry, 1940 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
EowARD PALMER WEGFNER, Production Manager WOI, 1943 
B.S., University of Minnesota. 1938 
*KARL WESTER, Dairy Industry, 1939, 1932 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930 
•RonERT W. Wu.cox, Agricultural Economics, 1940, 1938 
B.S., Oregon Siate A~icultural College, 193S 
DAI.E RowI.AND WnLIAMS, Information Service, 1943 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
EXTENSION ASSISTANTS 
INNA AUGUST BEDREGA, Assistant Seed Analyst, 1943 
ERA COLLINS DUNCAN, Food Preservation Assistant at Large, 1943 
B.A., Simpson College, 1910 
MARGARET HENNING, Assistant Seed Analyst, 1938 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1938 
MAE LYDIA JENSEN, Assistant Seed Analyst, 1943 
FRANCES LuCTu.E MEEHAM, Assistant Seed Laboratory, 1943 
B.A., University of Kansas City, 1942 
SIGMUND SEAMAN, Assistant Seed Analyst 1943 
Diploma-Wurttbg. Landwirtschaftliche Hochschule Hohenheim, Germany, 1914 
MARIAN DORIS WARREN, Assistant Seed Analyst, 1943 
•Absent on leave. 
STAFF 51 
COUNTY EXTENSION DIRECTORS 
JOHN NEIL CHICKEN . . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930 
FRED c. O'RILEY . . . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926 
M. GLENN BIRLINGMAJR . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 192 2 
Roy PEARL KELSEY 
KEITH ELUOTT MYERS . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1938 
PA UL BARGER . . . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926 
*C. E. JUDD . . . . 
B.S. Iowa State College, 1932 
TRUMAN N. NELSON . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1931 
LEROY H. COGSWELL . . 
B.S., Ililwa State College, 1927 
JAY I. PARTRIDGE . . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 193 7 
Adair, Greenfield 
Allamakee, Waukon 
Appanoose, Centerville 
. Audubon, Audubon 
Benton, Vinton 
Black Hawk, Waterloo 
Boone, Boone 
Boone, Boone 
Bremer, Waverly 
Buchanan, Independence 
GEORGE A. RosENFELD . . . . . . . Buena Vista, Storm Lake 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926; M.S., Colorado College, 1928 
PAUL W. BORGLUM . . Butler, Allison 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
*LEO E. STURGEON . . Butler, Allison 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
*HERBERT H. JONES . . Calhoun, Rockwell City 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1935 
LAWRENCE A. PARKER . . Calhoun, Rockwell City 
B.S.A., Iowa State College, 1934 
JOHN W. IN GELS . . . . . . . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1934; M.S., ibid., 1936 
Carroll, Carroll 
OSCAR J. RAUH . . . . . . . . 
B.S .• Central Missouri State Teachers College, 1932 
Cass, Atlantic 
HOWARD RAMU.TON . . Cedar, Tipton 
B .. S., Iowa State College, 1932 
M. E. OLSON . . . . . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1914; M.S., ibid., 1916 
Cerro Gordo, Mason City 
ADRIAN w. GAMBLE . . . Chickasaw, New Hampton 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1933 
MELVIN GOELDNER . . . Clarke, Osceola 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1922 
E. E. MORRISON . . . Clay, Spencer 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930 
*GROVER H. HAHN . . . Clayton, Elkader 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1937 
RICHARD MCWILLIAMS • • Clayton, Elkader 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1938 
MYRON D. LACY . . . . . . . . . . Clintont. DeWitt 
B.S., Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 1930; M.S., Iowa State College, 1931 
PAUL A. JOHNSON . . . Crawford, Denison 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1913 
ROGER LEINBACH . . . Dallas, Adel 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1934 
•PAUL w. ELAM . . . Davis, Bloomfield 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
• ARVID F. MILLER . . Decatur, Leon 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1934 
*Absent on leave. 
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DALE E. THORNGREN • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1938 
*EDWARD MOLLN • • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 193 7 
VERGIL WEBSTER • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1925 
w ALTER B. EYRE • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926 
GEORGE E. BOEHNKE • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1943 
FRANK R. KERRIGAN • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1916 
MARION BALKEMA • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1927 
MELVIN CHRISTIAN W ANGSNESS 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1932 
WILLIAM H. BROWN • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1931 
RALPH A. TOWNE • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930 
HARLEY W ALXER • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1914 
LESTER WRIGHT JUSTICE • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1934 
ELLIS M. McGREW 
DONALD E. GARDNER • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
H. M. NICHOLS • • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1918 
PAUL WALLACE HENDERSON • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1936 
ELMER I. ROSENBERGER • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 192 S 
PAUL WAITS • • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 192 7 
FLOYD MORTON GOODELL • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
PAUL N. PAYNE • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1918 
OLAF I. CARLSON • • • 
B.S., Iowa Stale College, 1933 
DONALD HARTLEY DODGE • • 
EXTENSION 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1939 
D. H. ZENTMIRE • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1913 
• JACOB H. STIMSON • • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
EDw ARD F. STOUT • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
HARLAN GEIGER • • • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1935 
EMMElT GARDNER 
CLARENCE B. JESSEN .. • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1924 
MILo SRIELDS PITCHER 
*RICHARD A. WILLIAMS • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 ----
.Absent on leave. 
Decatur, Leon 
Delaware, Manchester 
Delaware, Manchester 
Des Moines, Burlington 
Dickinson, Spirit Lake 
Dubuque, Dubuque 
Emmet, Estherville 
Fayette, Fayette 
Floyd, Charles City 
Franklin, Hampton 
Freemont, Sidney 
Greene, Jefferson 
Grundy, Grundy Center 
Guthrie, Guthrie Center 
Hamilton, Webster City 
Hancock, Gamer 
Hardin, Eldora 
Harrison, Logan 
Henry, Mount Pleasant 
Howard, Cresco 
Humboldt, Humboldt 
Ida, Ida Grove 
Iowa, .Marengo 
Jackson, Maquoketa 
Jackson, Maquoketa 
Jasper, Newton 
Johnson, Iowa City 
Jones, Anamosa 
Keokuk, Sigourney 
Keokuk, Sigourney 
STAFF 53 
A. L. BROWN, . . . . Kossuth~ Algona 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1922 
DELBERT T. FOSTER . • . Lee, Donnellson 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1937 
DURK D. 0FFRINGA • • • Linn, Cedar Rapids 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1922 
RussELL L. SAWYER . . Louisa, Wapello 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
PHAENE G. limns . . . Lucas, Chariton 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1934 
GEORGE E. ALLBEE . . . Lyon, Rock Rapids 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1928 
GERALD S. JOHNSON . . Madison, Winterset 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1927 
HARRY I. STOREY . . . Mahaska, Oskaloosa 
B.S., Mt. Morris College, 1924 
GILBERT GREss ROGERS . Marion, Knoxville 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
JOE D. MILLER . . . Marshall, Marshalltown 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
J OBN LONGSTREET . . . Mills, Malvern 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1932 
JOHN H. COLLINS . . . . Mitchell, Osage 
B.S., Iowa State Teachers College, 1933 
*HARLAN R. KocH . . . Mitchell, Osage 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1938 
BERT V ANDERNAALD . . . . . . . . . Monona, Onawa 
B.A., Central College, 1926; M.S., Iowa State College, 1933 
CHARLES Orns GREENLEE . . . . . Monroe, Albia 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1919; M.S., ibid., 1920 
VINCENT ANDERSON . . . Montgomery, Red Oak 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1924 
JoHN D. MoRRis . . Muscatine, Muscatine 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1938 
FRANK WILLIAM EHMAN . O'Brien, Primghar 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1934 
*KENNETH B. KRAMER . . O'Brien, Prim)Lr 
B,S., Iowa State College, 1940 
Ross L. HUNTSINGER . . . . Osceola, Sibley 
B.S.A., University of Minnesota, 1921 
MERRILL JAMES LANGFITT . Page, Clarinda 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
RALPH W. ASHBY • . . Palo Alto, Emmetsburg 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1928 
BRUCE WILLARD CLAMPITT . Plymouth, LeMars 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1938 
*PAUL EMORY McNuTT • . Plymouth, LeMars 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1938 
MAx OWEN NAYLOR . . Pocahontas, Pocahontas 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
HERMAN HAYES . . . . Polk, Des Moines 
B.S., Purdue- University, 1922 
DWIGHT SHORLAND WESTCOTT E. Pottawattamie, Oakland 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
J. CLIFFORD JOHNSON . . . W. Pottawattamie, Council Bluffs 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1932 
*LoREN BROWN . . . . Poweshiek, Brooklyn 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1934 ----
.Absent on leave. 
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*lvAN TYLER SALMONS • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
KENNETH R. LITTLEFIELD • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930 
LAEL MOON • • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 193 7 
NORMAN D. STAMP • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
CHESTER CARL BENSON • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1933 
H. J. MONTQOMERY • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1920 
BURNS BYRAM • • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1921 
RolfERT DAVIE 
A. P. PARSONS • • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926 
RALPH CHARLES STEPHENS • • 
B..S., University of Minnesota, 1941 
*MERRILL J. ANDERSON . • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
SIMON A. OSSIAN • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1933 
ELWOOD OREN JOHNSON • • • • . • 
B.A., Penn College, 1922; B.S., Iowa State College, 1923 
FLOYD D. HULING • • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1938 
MARVIN CHRISTENSEN • • • • • • • 
B.S., Buena Vista, 1939, B.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
EVERETT WEIGLE . • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1928 
s. G. VICKERSTAFF • • • • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1915; M.S., ibid, 1942 
WILLIAM H. ST. CLAIR • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1920 
AARON R. BOWMAN • • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926 
Ringgold, Mt. Ayr 
Sac, Sac City 
Scott, Davenport 
Shelby, Harlan 
Sioux, Orange City 
Story, Nevada 
Tama, Toledo 
Taylor, Bedford 
Union, Creston 
Van Buren, Keosauqua 
Wapello, Ottumwa 
Washington, Washington 
Wayne, Corydon 
Webster, Fort Dodge 
Winnebago, Thompson 
Winneshiek, Decorah 
Woodbury, Sioux City 
Worth, Northwood 
Wright, Clarion 
COUNTY HOME ECONOMISTS 
VELDA v. KINYON 
liAzEL BACON • • • • • . . 
A.B., Eureka College, 1921; B.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
Adams, Corning 
Audubon, Audubon 
H. LUCILE HOLADAY • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
BLANCHE ROSA JONES • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1934 
ANITA H. w ALTERS • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
MARY ANN AMOSS • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1943 
CATHERINE HUMPH.REY • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
LUELLA MEYER CONDON • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1937 
ANNE L. SPELLMAN • 
B.S., Marycrest College, 1942 
•Absent on leave. 
Benton, Vinton 
Black Hawk, Waterloo 
Boone, Boone 
Breiner, Waverly 
Buena VISta, Storm Lake 
Calhoun, Rockwell City 
Carroll, Carroll 
STAFF 
LAURA E. HEDDLESON • • 
B.S., Iowa State Colltge, 1932 
LUCILE BUCHANAN • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930 
LOIS KENSER HUGHES • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
HELEN CLARE MORLINO • • • • • • • 
B.S., Coe College, 1916; M.S., Iowa State Cnllege, 1928 
TERESA EVELYN MITCHELL • 
B.S., Kansas State College, 1944 
CLAUDlA WEINMAN • • • • . 
B.S., Alabama Polytechnic Institute, 1942 
RUTH NAYLOR • • • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
SHIRLEY KATHLEEN BENNETT 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
NORMA B. FEIGENSPAN • • • • 
B.S., Missouri State Teachers College, 1943 
JULIA KILPATRICK • • • • • • • • 
B.S., Missouri University, 1937; M.S., Iowa State College, 
DOROTHY JUNE ROBERTS • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1943 
JULIA METIER • • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1932 
GENEVIEVE G. FISCHER • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
VIRGINIA VAUPEL • • . • 
B.A., State University of Iowa, 1940 
EMELDA KUNAU • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930 
MARJORIE H. FINCHAM • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1)42 
HAZEL AMANDA GRIMES • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1916 
LILLIAN PECKHAM • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1929 
FLORENCE JANET McMARTIN . 
B.S., University of Minnesota, 1942 
ESTHER L. WHETSTONE • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1932 
MYRTLE B. HEWITT • 
B.S., Stout Institute, 1927 
MARY FRANCES KELLY • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
MERLE R. BOVIS • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1916 
HELENA M. HUNT • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1922, 1939 
MARJORIE KEYES • • • • . . • 
B.S., Northwest Missouri State Teachers College, 193 7 
MARGARET D. PRA'IT . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1935 
SARA MATILDA DIEHL . 
B.A., Carthage College, 1939 
MARGARET STEWART • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 193 7 
AILEEN WIEDERRECHT CAMPBELL 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1929 ----
.Absent on leave. 
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Cedar, Tipton 
Cerro Gordo, Mason City 
. 
Cherokee, Cherokee 
Clarke, Osceola 
Clay, Spencer 
Clinton, DeWitt 
Crawford, Denison 
Dallas, Adel 
Davis, Bloomfield 
Decatur, Leon 
1942 
Dela ware, Manchester 
Des Moines, Burlington 
Dickinson, Spirit Lake 
Fayette, Fayette 
Grundy, Grundy Center 
Hamilton, Webster City 
Hancock, Garner 
Henry, Mount Pleasant 
Howard, Cresco 
Harrison, Logan 
Humboldt, Humboldt 
Ida, Ida Grove 
Jackson, Maquoketa 
] asper, Newton 
Jefferson, Fairfield 
Kossuth, Algona 
Lee, Donnellson 
Linn, Cedar Rapids 
Louisa, Wapello 
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WINTER WILSON MACXAY • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1922 
E. GWENOOLYNE ]ONES • • . . 
B.S., North Texas State Teachers College, 1938 
*CATHERINE ANN HERSHEY . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1944 
HELEN SADDORIS WHITTINGTON 
D.S., Iowa State College, 193 7 
EDNA LUCILLE STUBBS • 
D.S., Simpson College, 1923 
EDITH MAY FARMER . • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
MARIE BISHOP • • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
ELLA J. WooDs • . • • 
D.S., ·Iowa State College, 1944 
* )UUA MARIE FALTINSON • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
MARILYN RUTH HALL • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
HAZEL ALICE LEUPOLD • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1933 
HELEN M. ]AMISON • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1931 
HAZEL L. DOERR • . . . 
B.A., State University of Iowa, 1932 
MnDRED GRACE TRAMEL . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1927 
*TERESA BODENSTEINER . • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
MARJORIE DELPHINE LINMAN 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
HEI.EN DILGER • • • . 
B.S., State University of Iowa, 
MILDRED LUELLA BELLING . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1935 
ETHEL N. DEVRIES • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
GRANDA B. HOLLEYWELL . 
B.S., Iowa Stale College, 1930 
WINIFRED MACUMBER . 
A.B., Penn College, 1929 
1925 
' 
Madison, Winterset 
Mahaska, Oskaloosa 
Marion, Knoxville 
Marshall, Marshalltown 
Mills, Malvern 
Mitchell, Osage 
Monona, Onawa 
Muscatine, Muscatine 
O'Brien, Primghar 
O'Brien, Primghar 
Osceola, Sibley 
Page, Clarinda 
Palo Alto, Emmetsburg 
Poweshiek, Brooklyn 
Ringgold, Mt. Ayr 
Sac, Sac City 
Scott, Davenport 
Shelby, Harlan 
Story, Nevada 
Van Buren, Keosauqua 
Warren, Indianola 
Rum ISABEL FosTER • • • 
B.S .. Iowa State College, 1935; 
. . . . . Washington, Washington 
M.A., University of Missouri, 1937 
VERLA B. ULISH 
LORRAINE GUERNSEY • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
ESTHER KLINGEBIEL . • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1930 
EuzADETH DIEHL • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
GRACE L. BACON • • • • 
B.A., William Penn College, 1928 
•Absent on leave. 
Webster, Fort Dodge 
Winneshiek, Decorah 
Woodbury, Sioux City 
Wright, Clarion 
Adair, Greenfield; Union, Creston 
STAFF 57 
EXTENSION ASSOCIATES AND ASSISTANTS IN YOUTH ACTMTIES 
*FRANCES E. PERSINGER • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
*ROBERT HOWARD . • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
*LYLE A. }ONES • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1938 
*J. E. ELLIS • • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
*THOMAS J. GLEASON • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
*CHARLES L. CLARK • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
*ROBERT A. THOMPSON . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
*PAUL PETERSON . . • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
*JOSEPH DAVIS • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 193 7 
LYNN LEROY ROBERTS . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1944 
*EDWARD TUBBS • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
*C. LOWELL STRONG . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
*FAYETTE MEADE • • . • 
Black Hawk, Waterloo 
Boone, Boone 
Clayton, Elkader 
Clinton, DeWitt 
Dubuque, Dubuque 
Franklin, Hampton 
Hardin, Eldora 
Henry, Mount Pleasant 
Iowa, Marengo 
Iowa, Marengo 
Jasper, Newton 
B.S., University ol Minnesota, 1940 
Jefferson, Fairfield 
Kossuth, Algona 
Lee, Donnellson 
Linn, Cedar Rapids 
Marshall, Marshalltown 
*STANLEY DAVIDSON • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
R. F'LoYD ROBSON • • 
A.B., Leander Clark, 1916 
*HOWARD VINT • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
*MERRITT D. CANADY • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
*VINCENT KELLEY . • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
* J. EARL ALLEN . . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
CLARENCE E. MOFFITT . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
*}. HARRISON DONALD . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
*MAURICE w. BONEY . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
*JAMES MCKENNA • . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
*PHILIP POI.AND . • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
PAUL R. BRASCH • • • 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1942 
*WILLIAM ROCHE • • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
JOHN M. SHANDA • • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1944 
*NORMAN KULSRUD • • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
LYLE c. MAULSBY 
*ERNEST BEHN • • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1940 
*ROBERT FINCHAM • . . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1941 
*EARL LYON . • . 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1939 
•Absent on leave. 
Page, Clarinda 
Wapello, Ottumwa 
Warren, Indianola 
Warren, Indianola 
Washington, Washington 
Wayne, Corydon 
Webster, Fort Dodge 
Audubon, Audubon; Shelby, Harlan 
Story, Nevada 
Benton, Vinton; Tama, Toledo 
Tama, Toledo 
Calhoun, Rockwell City; Humboldt, Humboldt 
. . Calhoun, Rockwell City 
Clay, Spencer; Buena Vista, Storm Lake 
Hamilton, Webster City; Wright, Clarion 
Allamakee, Waukon; Winneshiek, Decorah 
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ENGINEERING EXTENSION 
CHARLES EDWIN FRILEY, A.M., LL.D., Sc.D., President 
DANIEL C. FABER, B.S., E.E., Director 
EXTENSION PROFESSORS 
EARL S. BAIRD, Extension Prof cssor, Industrial Management, 1944, 1924 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1926; M.S., ibid., 1932 
ARTHUR P. Twooooo, Extension Professor, Vocational Education, 1944, 1937 
B.A., State University of Iowa, 1924; M.S., Iowa State College, 1931 
EXTENSION ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 
W. I. GRIFFITH, Extension Associate Professor, Radio Broadcasting, 1925 
B.S. (Agr.), Iowa State College, 1899; M.Di., Iowa State Teachers College, 1905 
*LINDON J. MURPHY, Extension Associate Professor, Municipal Engineering, 1936 
1921 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1921; M.S., ibid., 1924; C.E., ibid., 1926 
EXTENSION ASSISTANT PROFESSORS 
MARVIN E. GOULD, Extension Assistant Professor, 1944, 1943 
B.S., Iowa State College, 193 7 
HEROLD L. KoosER, Extension Assistant Professor, Visual Instruction, 1932, 1924 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1923 
EXTENSION ASSOCIATES 
EARL F. EHLERS, R.EA., Safety and Job Training, 1943 
RoYAL H. HOLBROOK, Combustion Engineer, 1919 
L. L. LEWIS, Radio Station Engineer, 1939 
B.S., Iowa State College, 1931 
•Absent on leave. 
General Information 
ADMINISTRATION 
The laws of the United States and the State of Iowa provide for the scope and 
the management of the Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. 
It is under the State Board of Education, which consists of nine members 
nominated by the Governor and confirmed by the Senate. This board appoints a 
finance committee consisting of three men who ·give their entire time to the 
management of the five state educational institutions of Iowa of which the Board 
is in charge, under provisions of the law and such rules and regulations as the 
State Board of Education may prescribe. 
GOVERNMENT 
The discipline of the College is confined mainly to dismissing those who prove, 
on fair trial, to be too independent to submit to needful authority, or too indif-
ferent to take advantage of their opportunities. The final decision in all cases 
of discipline rests with the President of the College, except when he delegates 
such power in particular cases to the Deans or to some one of the standing 
committees of the faculty. 
HISTORIC SUMMARY 
In initial influence and aim, the Iowa State College of Agriculture and Me-
chanic Arts was an outgrowth of the industrial movement in education which 
sought to provide a training in harmony with the new economic and social 
ord«4r resulting from profound changes in industry and agriculture. Following 
agitation by state and local agricultural and horticultural societies, on March 22, 
1858, a group of young legislators, enthusiastic for popular higher education, 
secured the establishment of a "State Agricultural College and Model Farm, to 
be connected with the entire Agricultural Interests of the State," with an 
appropriation of $10,000 for the purchase and improvement of the lands. Story 
and Boone counties provided bonds, private subscriptions, and land gifts that 
more than doubled the appropriation; and a farm of 648 acres upon the open 
prairies of Story County was purchased. In the succeeding years beginnings were 
made in developing the farm, but financial depression, confusion of civil strife, 
and the lack of general interest delayed for a decade the construction of build-
ings and the beginnings of instruction. 
Meanwhile the Morrill Land-Grant College Act of 1862 gave federal aid to 
industrial education. The Iowa legislature was the first to accept the provisions 
of the act, September 11, 1862. The College received students for preparatory 
training October 21, 1868, and the formal opening, with the dedication of the 
first building and the inauguration of the first president, was on March 17, 1869. 
For the first three decades current funds were secured from the land endow-
ment; state appropriations were wholly for capital needs. Since 1900 the legis-
lature has contributed to the educational support. As the state's land-grant 
institution the College has shared in the supplemental congressional acts for gen-
eral endowment-the second Morrill (1890), the Nelson (1907), and the Bank-
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head-Jones (1935). Until 1909 the government was vested in a separate board 
of trustees; since that date the control has been in the centralized State Board 
of Education. 
During the formative years the full land-grant program was forecasted-in 
instruction, research, and extension. The specified lines of agriculture, mechanic 
arts, and military tactics, with appropriate supporting studies, were developed 
at the start and the range has been progressively expanded to meet changing 
conditions in the industries and in social organizations. Veterinary instruction was 
offered to the first class in the agricultural course and in 1879 this study was 
organized as a separate school-the first in the country to be founded by a state. 
The College was co-educational from the beginning and a special science course 
for women was early developed. Instruction in domestic economy was offered in 
1872 and in 1875 the nation's first collegiate experimental kitchen was opened. 
During the college year 1902-1903 Agriculture, Engineering, Veterinary Science, 
and Science Related to the Industries (Industrial Science from 1914-1915) were 
organized into distinct divisions and Home Economics was given this status in 
1914-1915. Graduate study has been offered since 1873; the Graduate College 
was created in 1919. 
Following the federal Hatch Act (1887), The Agricultural Experiment Station 
was founded and the work has expanded with the demands of the occupation 
and with the aid of additional federal acts-Adams (1906), Purnell (1925), and 
Bankhead-Jones (1935)-state appropriations, and special subventions. The En-
gineering Experiment Station was created by state act in 1904. 
Farmers' institutes were conducted by the president and staff as early as 1870 
and were continued for three decades. At the beginning of the century short 
courses were developed to meet general and special needs. The Agricultural 
Extension Service was created in 1906, and the Engineering in 1913. All phases 
of the agricultural and home economics extension program have been expanded 
and systematized by the Smith-Lever {1914) and Capper-Ketcham (1928) Acts. 
Vocational educational training has been developed to provide instructors and 
supervisors for the federal-state system established by the Smith-Hughes (1917) 
and George-Deen (1936) Acts. 
While the present designation was anticipated in various administrative reports 
from the early eighties, the official change of name from "Iowa State Agricultural 
College and Farm" to the "Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts" 
was not made until 1896. The College motto, "Science with Practice," was first 
used by the student publication The Aurora in June 1873. 
The Presidents of the College have been: Adonijah S. Welch (1868-1883), 
Seaman A. Knapp (1883-1885), Leigh S. ]. Hunt (1885-1886), William I. Cham-
berlain (1886-1890), William M. Beardshear (1891-1902), Albert B. Storms 
(1903-1910), Raymond A Pearson (1912-1926), Raymond M. Hughes (1927-1936), 
Charles E. Friley ( 1936- ) . 
STANDING OF THE COLLEGE 
Iowa State College is accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools as a degree-granting institution. The College is also fully 
recognized by the Association of American Universities. The engineering curricula 
are accredited by the Engineers' Council for Professional Development. 
DEGREES 
In the Divisions of Agriculture, Engineering, Home Economics, and Science, 
the baccalaureate degree conferred is Bachelor of Science. The degree of Doctor 
of Veterinary Medicine is conferred upon the completion of the curriculum in 
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veterinary medicine. In the Graduate College the degrees conferred are Master 
of Science and Doctor of Philosophy. For professional degrees in the Division 
of Engineering, see page 103. 
Co-OPERATIVE PROGRAMS LEADING TO Two DEGREES. The College has co-oper-
ative agreements with other colleges and universities whereby a student may 
graduate from both institutions upon the completion of five years of work. Under 
this plan the student transfers to Iowa State College after having completed three 
years of study elsewhere. 
For detailed information concerning this plan, the student should write to th~ 
Registrar two years before transferring, or preferably at the time of entering 
college. 
A plan has also been provided whereby students who complete the first three 
years in the curriculum in Science and subsequently complete the first year in 
a medical curriculum in a Class A medical college will be awarded the degree 
of Bachelor of Science from Iowa State College. By this arrangement the student 
can reduce to a minimum the time required to earn a Bachelor of Science degree 
from this College and a degree in medicine from another institution. 
A similar plan provides for granting the degree of Bachelor of Science at the 
end of three years of residence in the Engineering Division of this College fol-
lowed by one year of law in a recognized law college. 
SESSIONS 
The college year is divided into four "quarters,, approximately twelve weeks 
in length. These quarters begin in June, September, January and March and 
are designated as the Summer, Fall, Winter and Spring quarters, respectively. 
To accommodate students who cannot attend for the entire period, the Summer 
Quarter instruction is divided into two six-weeks terms. Students may enroll for 
either term or for the full quarter. 
LOCATION 
Ames is located almost at the geographical center of the state of Iowa, on 
the main line of the Chicago and North Western Railroad. It is about thirty. 
five miles north of Des Moines with which it is connected by the Chicago and 
North Western Railroad. A branch of the Chicago and North Western from 
Ames serves the northern part of the state. Several bus lines pass through Ames 
making the city accessible by bus from all sections of Iowa and neighboring states. 
Down through the years, the city of Ames bas co-operated with the College 
in maintaining an environment which exerts a ,wholesome influence upon the 
student body. The city has an excellent system of public schools, numerous 
churches, and a good municipal government. Living conditions are very attractive 
for heads of families who wish to educate their children and enjoy the advan-
tages of living in a college town. 
BUILDINGS 
Seventy-one buildings for College purp9ses besides dwelling houses and the 
buildings for farm stock, machinery, and work have been erected by the state 
for the various departments of the College. The map in the front of the catalogue 
gives the names of the buildings and their locations. 
The Division of Agriculture classrooms, laboratories, and offices are in Agri-
cultural Hall, Dairy Industry Building, Agricultural Annex, Genetics Laboratory, 
Horticultural Building and greenhouses, Landscape Architecture Studio, Meats 
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Laboratory, Judging Pavilions and Barns, Poultry Fann, Agronomy Farm, 
Animal Husbandry Fann, Dairy Husbandry Fann, Agricultural Engineering 
Building and Fann. 
The Division of Veterinary Medicine classrooms, laboratories, and offices are 
in the Veterinary Quadrangle, Stange Memoral Clinic, and Veterinary Research 
Institute Farm. 
The Division of Engineering classrooms, laboratories, and offices are in Engin-
eering Hall, Engineering Annex, Industrial Education Shops Building, Exhibit 
Hall, Diesel Building, Mechanical Engineering Laboratories, Building A, Lab-
oratory of Mechanics, BACE Building, Chemical and Engineering Hall, Aero-
nautical Laboratory, and Agricultural Engineering Hall and Farms. 
The Division of Home Economics classrooms, laboratories, and offices are in 
Home Economics Hall, Physical Education Building for Women, Nursery School, 
and five Home Management Houses. 
The Division of Science classrooms, laboratories, and offices are in Beard.shear 
Hall, Botany Hall, Chemistry Hall, Physics Hall, Science Building, Insectary, 
Armory, Military Stables, Men's Gymnasium and Stadium, Music Hall, and the 
Theater Workshop. 
THE COLLEGE LIBRARY 
The College Library is designed primarily to serve the needs of the students 
and faculty of Iowa State College in their study and research. It collection 
consists of about 355,000 selected volumes. The library is receiving currently 
over 7 ,000 periodicals and serials, principally in English, French, and German, 
although nearly every language is represented. The collections in the library 
adequately represent the specialized instructional and research work of the Col-
lege. Several reference librarians are always available to give assistance to students 
who are searching for material. Translators and specialists make easily available 
abstracts of {oreign literature. 
Although designed to meet adequately the needs of both graduate and under-
graduates the College Library has been strengthened, especially within the last 
few years, to meet the demand of research. The special collections adequately 
represent the specialized research of the College. The library possesses not only 
American and European publications in the agricultural and engineering fields 
but also complete files of other scientific publications which are necessary for 
research in the fields in which instruction is offered. Special attention has been 
given to government publications from European countries and from Asia. The 
library contains fairly complete sets of bulletins and reports of the various ex-
periment stations, both American and foreign, with duplicate files of the more 
important. Exceptional material not found in this library may be borrowed for 
the use of graduate students and faculty members. The botanical, chemical, 
and entomological collections are unusually complete. A study of the periodical 
collections of American libraries places Iowa· State College among the leading 
American universities for the completeness of its holdings in these fields. 
PERSONNEL SERVICE 
The Personnel Service is organized for the benefit of the students, the alumni, 
the faculty, and all organizations and individuals interested in the development 
of students or in the employment of either students or alumni. 
The personnel officers are concerned with students as individuals in the process 
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of adjusting to life. An attempt is made to obtain a full understanding of each 
students so that educational offerings may be adjusted to his needs. 
RECORDS. Complete information is secured from each entering student concern-
ing his family, high school record, and practical experiences. A battery of tests 
measuring scholastic aptitude, silent reading ability, and English training are 
given at entrance. Scores from these tests are assembled on the student's cumu-
lative personnel envelope and the couriselor envelope. 
During bis residence in college complete and detailed information concerning 
the student is added to his preliminary material. The final record thus contains 
a composite of the student's personality ratings, and much other useful personnel 
information. 
COUNSELING. Thirty-one counselors have been appointed from the faculties of 
the various divisions to advise freshman and sophomore students. On entering 
college each student is assigned to one of these counselors, who, under the direction 
of the Dean of the Junior College, will aid the student in making his educational 
and social adjustment to college life. When the student enters the junior year he 
is assigned to a counselor who is a member of the department in which fhe 
student is specializing. 
TESTING BUREAU. The Testing Bureau, organized in 1939, serves as .a clinical 
resource in the field of vocational and educational guidance of college students 
and high school pupils. The program of the bureau is organized to discharge the 
following general functions: To provide clinical services for the use of college 
counselors; to carry on educational and vocational counseling with individual 
students; to disseminate information about guidance and educational research 
methodology; to conduct research in the development of guidance instruments 
and methods. 
EMPLOYMENT. The Student Employment Service, under the direction of the 
Assistant E>irector of Personnel, is maintained in the Memorial Union for students 
who need pan-time employment. The employment service and the counselor 
system co-operate in helping students plan schedules and working time so that 
a practical and efficient balance may be maintained between study and outside 
work. Prospective students seeking information regarding opportunity for outside 
work should correspond with the Employment Secretary, Student Employment 
Office, Memorial Union. Women students who must have employment far board 
and room should apply to Mrs. Madge I. McGlade, Room 104, Beardshear Hall. 
A very important phase of the work of the Personnel Service is the assistance 
to seniors in securing employment upon graduation. Information on file regard-
ing industrial concerns employing seniors after graduation aids greatly in the 
proper placement of seniors. 
SOCIAL LIFE. Under the supervision of a personnel officer, a well balanced all-
college social program is planned and carried out by the students themselves. 
Through this medium, the Personnel Service is ready to help the student in devel-
oping those traits of personality and character that wm not only create a favorable 
impression but also contribute to his usefulness in later life. 
ALUMNI SERVICE. The personnel officers serve the alumni by supplying infor-
mation concerning positions available. Any alumnus interested in securing em-
ployment or in changing his position may write to the personnel service for assist-
ance. A special effort is made to keep in touch with the alumni and assist them 
in every way poSSl°ble. 
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE 
The College recognizes that the development of the body and the establish-
ment of good health standards should go hand in hand with the development and 
training of the mind. To this end it has established the Student Health Service 
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in the Department of Hygiene, whose chief functions may be outlined as follows: 
HEALTH EXAMINATION of all students in order that the health status of each 
one may be determined and that advice and remedial measures may be applied 
for the purpose of enabling the students to receive the greatest benefit both during 
their college years and in later life. 
All new students are required to fill out a health history statement sent to 
them by the Registrar and, upon admission, are given a physical examination, 
including a tuberculin test, by the medical staff. 
This is followed with advice, instruction and treatment of those students 
showing physical defects or health impairments, and the Health Service is able 
to keep many students in school with improved health conditions, who other-
wise would fail to get the most out of their college courses. 
HEALTH INSTRUCTION. In addition to scheduled work outlined in courses of 
instruction under the Hygiene Depal'tment in this catalogue, the Health Service 
utilizes its many contacts with students to emphasize the importance of good 
health and to help them in solving their individual health problems. 
MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SERVICE in case of sickness or injury. In order to fur-
nish complete medical care and advice for sick students as promptly and con-
veniently as possible, the College has provided a well-equipped modem hospjtal 
and dispensary needed both for the care of students with conditions requiring 
hospital service and for attention to the lesser ailments that can be cared for in 
the dispensary without hospitalization. 
All students who pay the full registration fee are insured medical and routine 
nursing service by the college medical and nursing staff in case they come to the 
hospital or dispensary. Medicines and service, such as X....ray, may be supplied 
on a cost basis. 
The following regulations apply to the privileges of the hospital: 
Students entering the hospital will be given three days' service without charge. 
For all time in excess of three days per college year, the student is charged at 
the rate of $2 .50 a day to cover board, room, light and heat. Faculty and other 
college employees or members of their families may be admitted, at the discretion 
of the college physicians, at cost of hospitalization. 
In case a special nurse or physician is employed, the expense shall be borne by 
the particular patient, the selection of such a nurse or physician to be approved 
by the college physicians. 
SANITATION OF STUDENTS' ENVIRONMENT. The sanitary conditions surrounding 
the College are excellent. They are supervised by the Public Health Committee 
of the Faculty co-operating with the Department of Hygiene. 
The College has its own excellent water supply. The college buildings, students' 
quarters, and surroundings are kept under sanitary surveillance. 
PREVENTION Ol!' INFECTIOUS DISEASES. An important part of the work of the 
Health Service is the prevention of epidemic diseases. 
All such cases are isolated and contacts with them are kept under such super-
vision as may be required in accordance with modem epidemiological methods. 
The President and the college physicians may require of students entering the 
College a certificate from a reputable physician showing successful vaccination. 
It is strongly urged that all students entering Iowa State College be vaccinated 
before leaving home. This is recommended in order that valuable time may not 
be lost during the college year by the necessity of being vaccinated. 
The college physicians are authorized to exclude from the dormitories and 
recitation rooms any persons afflicted with a contagious disease, and in case of 
necessity, those coming in contact with such diseases. 
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RELIGIOUS LIFE AT THE COLLEGE 
The College makes every effort to provide for its students a wholesome and 
stimulating spiritual atmosphere. Religious services are held regularly on Sunday 
evenings during the academic year. Well-known clergymen and other speakers 
are invited to address these meetings. An attractive feature of these services is 
the music provided by a large chorus choir and by other campus musical organi-
zations. During the Su~mer Quarter vesper services" are held outdoors by the 
Campanile. Each morning the great hymns of the church are played on the 
Stanton Memorial Carillon. 
Religious Emphasis Week is set apart each year in January for discussion in 
the dormitories and other student residences under the leadership of members 
of the faculty and for a series of addresses on religion by a prominent clergyman 
invited to the campus for the purpose. 
Courses in Religious Education are offered as a part of the regular instruction of 
the College and may be taken as electives by students in the junior and senior years. 
The Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Associations carry on a 
varied and vigorous program of religious group meetings, discussion groups, and 
other activities designed to develop the moral and spiritual life of students. 
Special emphasis is given to work with freshmen with the purpose not only of 
training them for future leadership in religious work, but also of developing all 
their latent capabilities. Both organizations are quartered on the campus. 
The churches of Ames provide unusual opportunity for worship, participation 
in church work, wholesome recreational and social activity, and closer personal 
association with members of the faculty. Ten denominations are represented in 
Ames, and all give special attention to work with students. Six denominations 
maintain plants and equipment adjacent to the campus which are especially 
designed for student work. The activities of the various student religious groups 
are coordinated through the Interchurch Student Council. 
LECTURES AND ENTERTAINMENTS 
The College brings to the campus each year a wide variety of lectures, concerts, 
and other programs of cultural value. Recently the College has adopted the plan 
of bringing to the campus for several days of lectures and conferences speakers 
who have won recognition for their creative work and their ability to present 
effectively the principles of appreciation. The distinguished guests who appeared 
before student audiences last year were Mary Ellen Chase, Marquis Childs, George 
Weller, Andre Maurois, and Margaret Webster. 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
The Alumni Association of Iowa State College was organized in 1876. Its 
purpose is to promote the highest interests of the institution and to increase 
friendship and sympathy among students and alumni. The offices of the asso-
ciation are in Room 232, Memorial Union. Here all Iowa State men and women 
will find a hearty welcome. 
The present officers of the association are: 
President, Leroy D. Snyder, '14, Humboldt, Iowa. 
Vice President, K. R. Marvin, '23, Ames. 
Recording Secretary, Jeanette (Knapp) Stoddart, '17, Ames. 
Treasurer, C. B. Murray, Ames. 
Director of Alumni Affairs and Editor, Wallace E. Barron, '28, Ames. 
The annual meeting and banquet are held commencement week. 
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Active local branches of the general association exist in all the principal cities 
of the United States and in various counties in Iowa. 
Tm: ALUMNUS, the official organ of the association, appears monthly, except 
] uly and August, September and October, when it is published bi-monthly. It is 
under the supervision of the Director of Alumni Affairs. 
MEMORIAL UNION 
Erected by Alumni as a memorial to the service of sons and daughters of the 
College in the World War, Memorial Union has become the student center of 
the College. Within this building is found expression of the fact that education 
at Iowa State includes training for dignified and gracious living as well as training 
in means of earning a living. Here, in a wholesome college-club atmosphere, 
students, staff members, and alumni meet and mingle in that complex and varied 
stream of social, recreational, and extra-class activity which enriches and broadens 
college life. 
Memorial Union is the headquarters of such important campus organizations 
as the Cardinal Guild and the Ward System. Here the V eishea Committee plans 
the all-college exposition. Great Hall, with its lofty ceiling, wide fioor, full-sized 
stage, pipe organ, and varied equipment is the scene of inter-collegiate debates, 
all-college vespers, student balls, departmental banquets, noonday musicals, student 
shows, parties, and meetings. The Commons is the informal, after-class meeting 
place of the student body. 
Here the freshman first registers for college work and here the alumnus finds 
a comfortable guest room when he returns to the campus. Bowling, table tennis, 
bridge, checkers, and chess are enjoyed by hundreds every day. The pipe organ, 
music room, art exhibitions, and- musicals provide leisure-time opportunities for 
informal education and relaxation. Coffee forums, conferences and committee 
meetings also contribute to this program of service to the sons and daughters of 
Iowa State. The Memorial Union has curtailed its normal activities due to the 
war program. The Union has accepted the responsibility of feeding army and 
navy units stationed at the.- college in addition to the feeding of civilians. 
FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES 
A number of fraternities and sororities have established chapters at Iowa State 
College with . the approval of the college authorities. These groups are subject to 
rules which have been worked out jointly by these organizations and the faculty. 
They co-operate with the College in the improvement of scholarship, in the mold-
ing of character, and in the all-round development of their members. 
The national sororities provide accommodations for approximately 290 women. 
All freshman women are required to live in the dormitories for one year. The 
average cost of living in a sorority house is $45 a month for each member. This 
amount pays for board and room, chapter dues, and social obligations. The average 
initiation fee is $50. 
The social fraternities provide homelike surroundings and wholesome food for 
approximately 900 men. First-year students who are invited to join may live in 
fraternity houses. During the past school year, the monthly expenses of members 
varied from $35 to $50, which included board and room, dues and social func-
tions. The initiation fee varies from $15 to $60. ' 
THE WARD SYSTEM 
The "Ward System" is an organization for men living outside of dormitories 
· an~ !1:8ternities. I~ offers its ~embers ~e opportunity to participate in group 
activities, both social and athletic. By taking active part in a Ward group, every 
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man in this organization may get the experience necessary for developing qualities 
of leadership and social poise, and may benefit permanently through acquiring a 
proper group spirit and co-operative attitude, as w~ll as profit from the healthful 
recreation of team play and social activity. 
There are 13 Wards of the residence area, each having at least 100 men residing 
within its boundaries. The business of each Ward group is handled in meetings 
conducted by its own organization and officers, a faculty man serving as adviser 
only. In these semi-monthly meetings a complete program of social affairs and 
athletic contests is sponsored and developed. 
All social activities, including dances, parties, and picnics, are under the general 
supervision of the college Director of Personnel. Athletic events, including touch 
football, basketball, softball, tennis, horseshoe, are under the supervision of the 
Director of Intramural Athletics. 
The meetings and athletic events are open to all. Admission to the social events 
is by a Ward ticket costing one dollar for the entire year. This fee, which is the 
only assessment made, is used to defray necessary expenses. 
Admission of Undergraduate and 
Special Students 
BASIC PREPARATION FOR COLLEGE 
The basic requirement for admission to college is graduation from an aimx.oved 
high school. Since not all persons who complete a high school program are ade-
quately prepared for college study, it is desirable that students seeking admission 
to college will have: 
1. Completed a balanced program of studies designed to insure a well-rounded 
background of knowledge in basic fields 
2. Developed proficiency in the use of the English language in reading, writing 
and speaking 
3. Acquired proficiency in basic mathematical skills 
4. Developed effective study skills and work habits 
5. Developed an adequate intellectual, physical, and social maturity 
6. Developed a sincere interest in further formal education 
Some high school graduates, no matter what program of studies they have 
followed, have not adequately acquired the above qualities; consequently, they 
are not prepared to do work at the college level. 
Although no specific pattern of high school subjects is essential to success in 
college, there are certain fields of study which, when properly taught, provide 
an opportunity for the student to secure a general background of primary im-
portance for college study. 
The following suggestions are made for the guidance of the high school student 
who is planning to go to college: 
1. ENGLISH. Since the ability to write clearly and to read with understanding 
and appreciation is essential, it is highly desirable that the student complete 
three or four units in English. 
2. MATHEMATICS. Not only as a tool to further learning but also as a part of 
basic education, mathematics has much to offer. At least two units of math-
ematics (one of algebra and one of geometry) are required for admission 
to all curricula. Students planning to specialize in the sciences or in engineer-
ing should complete two and one-half or three units in mathematics. See 
specific requirements for admission, pa(:!e 69. 
3. SOCIAL STUDIES. Social studies-such as history, civics, government, economics, 
sociology and geography-are basic to the understanding and solution of 
contemporary problems in the community, in the nation, and in the world. 
From two to four units may well be devoted to this area. 
4. Tm; SCIENCES. This field is rich in possibilities for understanding the modern 
world. Two units in science might well be completed. For those who plan 
to emphasize science or engineering in college, three units would be helpful. 
5. FOREIGN LANGUAGES. The prospective college student might well develop a 
basic reading or speaking knowledge of a modern foreign language. Some 
background in one of the classical languages would also be desirable. 
6. Tm; FINE ARTS. This field offers opportunity for development in an important 
area of general education which can contribute much toward individual 
growth. 
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7. OTHER SUBJECTS. None of the foregoing statements should be interpreted 
as meaning that other subjects-agriculture, commercial subjects, home eco .. 
nomics, industrial arts, speech, etc.-should be avoided. Such subjects, when 
properly studied, contribute materially to the educational growth of the 
individual and prepare him for continued study as well as for the more 
general activities of living. 
PROCEDURE IN APPL YING FOR ADMISSION 
Each student who plans to enter the college for the first time must fill out a 
formal application for admission which may be secured by writing to the Regis-
trar. The applicant must also file his previous academic records as specified in 
the following paragraphs. 
1. High school graduates with no previous college attendance should forward 
a complete official transcript of all high school credits, certified by the prin-
cipal or superintendent of the last school attended. 
2. A student who has begun his college work elsewhere should forward (a) a 
complete official transcript of all high school credits, certified by the principal 
or superintendent of the last high school attended and (b) a complete official 
transcript from each college previously attended. 
3. Those who are not high school graduates may be· admitted to college by 
examination. If any high school work has been completed, file the record 
signed by the principal or superintendent of the last school attended. See 
page 70 for further details. 
Applications and credits should be filed as early as possible so that there may 
be adequate time for detailed evaluation of the records. The Registrar will then 
notify the applicant of his admission status. 
SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION 
1. Graduates of Approved Iowa High Schools. Admission will be granted upon 
formal application and certification of graduation from an approved high 
school (such certification to include a complete, official statement of the 
applicants high school record) provided the record shows the completion of 
one unit each of algebra and plane geometry. 
For the Divisions of Engineering and Science and for the Curricula in 
Dairy Industry, Forestry, Industrial Education, and Landscape Architecture 
of the Division of Agriculture, an additional half-unit of algebra is required. 
The College uses a literal marking system with the passing marks of A, 
B, C, and D with corresponding quality points of 4, 3, 2, 1, respectively. 
The records of all applicants will be averaged on this basis. Iowa residents 
whose averages are below 2.0 will be admitted on scholastic probation. 
2. Graduates of High Schools in Other States. Requirements are the same as 
in "1" above except that non-Iowa students must have satisfactory scholastic 
records and must be otherwise acceptable. In general, a non-resident of 
Iowa must either have made a high school average of at least 2.0 or have 
graduated in the upper half of his high school class. 
3. Graduates of Unaccredited High Schools. Admissions will be granted upon 
demonstration of competence to undertake college work, if the student is 
otherwise acceptable. In general, the student will be required to make a 
satisfactory showing in a battery of tests covering general educational at-
tainment and scholastic aptitude. 
4. Applicants Who Are Not High School Graduates. Admission will be granted 
upon demonstration of competence to do college work, if the student Is at 
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least seventeen years of age and is otherwise acceptable. Students who are 
not beyond high school age will be accepted only upon the high school 
principaPs recommendation that they are mature physically, mentally, and 
socially. 
Admission by examination is designed specially for returning veterans and 
for workers in defense industries who may not have completed their high 
school program before entrance to the armed forces or to industry and 
who will be better adapted to study at the college level than they will be 
to return to high school. It also applies to that small proportion of individuals 
over seventeen who will find a more satisfactory educational experience if 
they are permitted to enter upon college study before they have graduated 
from high school. 
5. Special Students. Mature students who do not wish to become candidates 
for a diploma or degree, and who do not meet the entrance requirements, 
may be admitted as special students to pursue courses which they are pre-
pared to undertake. As a basis for admission, evidence of adequate educa-
tional accomplishment and approval of the divisional dean concerned will 
be required. 
6. Advanced Standing. College credits earned in recognized colleges and univer-
sities will be given equivalent credit in so far as they apply on the curriculum 
chosen. Non-residents of Iowa will be denied admission unless their college 
credits average "C". Iowa residents whose averages are below "C" may be 
admitted on scholastic "probation." All transfer students will be given an 
examination to determine their proficiency in the use of English ; those who 
do not use the language clearly and correctly will be required to take 
remedial work in English without credit. 
FRESHMAN DAYS 
For many years Iowa State College has set aside a short period prior to the 
opening of the regular college year and designated it as "Freshman Days". This 
orientation period for new students serves a three-fold purpose: First, to introduce 
new students to college life and assist them in making the transition from high 
school; second, to provide a time when certain tests may be given, the purpose 
of these tests being to f umish to those who are in charge of the counseling and 
guidance program of the institution such information as will be helpful in plan-
ning the student's program ; and third, to provide time to register each student 
in the curriculum he has chosen. 
In the Fall of 1945, new students start their work with the first assembly of 
Freshman Days at 9:00 a.m. on Wednesday, September 19. 
Parents of new students are cordially invited to visit the campus during Fresh-
man Days. They are particularly urged to hear the opening address by President 
Charles E. Friley at the first meeting at 9:00 a.m. and to attend the meeting at 
11:00 a.m. for parents of students. At the latter meeting parents will have oppor-
tunity to meet Dean M. D. Helser and the counselors. 
Fees and Expenses 
(Fees are subject to change without notice) 
FEES 
PAYMENT OP FEEs: All fees must be. paid on registration day at the beginning of 
,each quarter. 
REGISTRATION FEE: 
The registration fee indicated below covers the following: laboratory fees, 
hospital service; use of library; membership in the Memorial Union; admission 
to athletic contests, concerts, lectures and debates ; subscription to the several 
student publications; and, for undergraduates, covers class dues of twenty-five 
cents a quarter. 
Per Quarter 
Division of Agriculture ...........•..•..•••.•.....•.••.•.••..••• $41.00 
Department of Agricultural Engineering. • • . • . • • . . . . • . . • . . . • • . . • . • 43 .00 
· Division of Engineerin.g. • . . . • • . • . • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . • . . 45 .00 
Division of Home Economics ..•...•............•••....•...•...• 41.00 
Division of Science. . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • 41.00 
Division of Veterinary Medicine.. .. • . .. .. • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • . . . • 45 .00 
Graduate College (except staff memb~rs) ........•..............•• 41.00 
SUMMER QUARTER FEEs: For either term of the Summer Quarter the registration 
fee is $25. However, the total fee for both terms will not exceed the registration 
fee for each of the other quarters of the year. · 
For graduate students who are staff members the fee is $12 per term. 
For the three-weeks term the fee is $13. 
For the eight-weeks Forestry Summer Camp the fee is $35. 
Special and non-collegiate students pay the same registration fee as other 
students in the division in which they are enrolled. 
REGISTRATION FEE FOR STAFF MEMBERS WHO ARE GRADUATE STUDENTS: The 
registration fee of $15.00 per quarter for staff members who are graduate students, 
covers the following: laboratory fees, hospital service, use of library, membership 
in the Memorial Union, and incidentals. .. 
NONRESIDENT TurnoN: In addition to the registration fee, all students who 
are nonresidents of Iowa, except those in the Graduate College, will be charged 
tuition as follows: 
Fall Quarter •..•.............•...•......•••.•.....•...•.. $14.00 
Winter and Spring Quarter, each. . . • • • • . . . • • . • • . • . .. . . • . . . . . 13 .00 
Each Term of the Summer Quarter. . . . . • • • • • • • • . • • . • . • • • • • • • 7 .00 
Nonresident tuition is subject to change without notice. 
Nonresident tuition is assessed in accordance with the following regulations of 
the Iowa State Board of Education. 
1. Persons subject to nonresident tuition. Every nonresident, unless he is reg-
istered in the Graduate College, is required to pay nonresident tuition fixed 
by the Iowa State Board of Education for the work for which he is registering. 
A student who is required to pay nonresident tuition for a particular quarter 
or term will not be entitled to any refund as a result of his subsequently 
becoming a resident of the state within that quarter. 
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-2. Nonresident. "Nonresident" means any person who does not have a domicile 
in the state on the day on which classes begin for the quarter for which the 
student is registering. 
A person who has resided in Iowa less than one year next preceding the 
opening day of the quarter for which he registers will be classified as a 
nonresident; but if adequate evidence is presented as will prove a present 
Iowa domicile for such person, resident classification will be granted. 
An alien domiciled in Iowa who has not made declaration of intention of 
citizenship, as evidenced by first naturalization papers, shall be classified 
as a nonresident. 
3. Domicile, according to the principles announced by the Supreme Court of 
Iowa, is the place in which a person has a settled connection for legal pur-
poses either (1) because his home is there or (2) because it is assigned to 
him by law. In general, these principles are as follows: 
a. Every person has at all times one domicile and no person has more than one 
domicile at a time. A domicile cannot be lost until another is gained. 
b. The domicile of a wife is that of her husband. 
c. The domicile of the father during his life, and after his death the domicile 
of the mother, is the domicile of an unmarried minor; but if the father 
and mother have separate domiciles, an unmarried minor takes the 
domicile of the parent with whom he lives. If neither parent is living, 
his domicile is that of the grandparent with whom he lives, if no guardian 
of his person has been appointed; otherwise, it remains at the place where 
the parent with whom he lived last was domiciled. 
d. A guardian of a minor cannot change the domicile of a ward to a state 
other than the one in which the child was domiciled at the time of the 
guardian's appointment. Recognition will not be given to the guardianship 
of the person of a minor unless the guardian was appointed in the state 
in which the child was then domiciled. 
4. The Registrar shall decide whether or not the domicile of each student is 
such as to require him to pay nonresident tuition. Appeal from the decision 
of the Registrar may be made to a Review Committee. The finding of the 
Review Committee shall be final. 
5. Evidence: burden of proof. The Registrar or the Review Committee is 
authorized to require such written documents, affidavits, verifications, or 
other evidences as are deemed necessary to establish the domicile of a student 
including proof of emancipation, adoption, award of custody, or appoint-
ment of a guardian. The burden of establishing that a student is exempt 
from paying nonresident tuition is upon the student. 
FEES FOR LIGHT CLASSIFICATION: Students taking less than the usual schedule 
pay at the rate of $4.00 per quarter credit. The minimum charge is $12. By an 
additional payment of $4.00 per quarter, such students will be entitled to admis-
sion to athletic contests, concerts, lectures and debates, and to subscription to 
the student publications. 
LATE REGISTRATION: An undergraduate student who does not complete his 
registration and classification on the regular registration days will be required 
to pay $2.00 extra if he registers on the day following the last registration day. 
For each day thereafter $.1.00 is added. The maximum charge is $10. 
A graduate student who does not complete his registration and classification by 
noon of the Saturday following the regular registration days will be charged a 
late registration fee as follows: If he registers on the following Monday, the fee 
is $2.00. For each day thereafter $1.00 is added. The maximum charge is $10. 
This charge applies only to students in residence the preceding quarter. 
BOARD AND ROOM 
BOARD AND ROOM 
WOMEN 
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RooMs FOR WOMEN: All young women are required to secure rooms through 
the Office of the Director of Residence and to live in residence halls or cottages 
unless special arrangement is made through that office. Twelve hundred young 
women can secure rooms in college residence halls. Rooms are f umished with 
single beds and mattresses, chest of drawers, study tables, straight chairs and one 
pull-up chair. Students must furnish bedding including mattress pad, pillow and 
bed linens as well as towels, curtains and scatter rugs. 
Each student is required to send to the Director of Residence a $10 deposit for 
reservation of room. This deposit will be deducted from the following spring 
quarter's rent. If a request for cancellation of the room reservation is not received 
before September 1st, or two weeks before the opening of any other quarter, the 
deposit will be forfeited. Address all correspondence concerning -rooms to the 
Director of Residence, Room 104, Beardshear Hall. 
BoARD FOR WoMEN: Young women living in the residence halls are required 
to take their meals in the dining room of their respective balls. 
CHARGES: For each woman, charges for board and room in the residence halls 
are as follows: Fall Quarter, $125; Winter Quarter, $120; Spring Quarter, $120. 
(See note on page 76.) The charge for each quarter is payable on registration 
day. An additional charge will be made for all who find it necessary to remain 
in residence during the winter and spring vacations. 
MEN 
DORMITORIES: Two dormitories for men, Friley and Hughes Halls, provide excel-
lent housing facilities for 900 men. Rooms are furnished with single double-deck 
beds, mattresses, chest of drawers, individual study desks and chairs. Students 
are expected to furnish their own bedding, including mattress pad, pillow and bed 
linens as well as towels, curtains and throw rugs. 
Each student is required to send to the Director of Residence a $10 deposit for 
reservation of room. This deposit will be deducted from the following spring 
quarter's rent. If a request for cancellation of the room reservation is not received 
before September 1, or two weeks before the opening of any other quarter, the 
deposit will be forfeited. 
Those applying for accommodations in the men's halls should realize that rooms 
are rented for the entire year. If planning to affiliate with a fraternity during the 
year, men are urged not to seek a room in the dormitory. Address all correspond-
ence concerning dormitory rooms to the Director of Residence, Room 104, 
Beardshear Hall. 
BoARD FOR MEN: All men living in the residence halls are required to board in 
the ball dining room. 
CHARGES: For each man, charges for board and room in the dormitories are 
as follows: Fall Quarter, $125; Winter Quarter, $120; Spring Quarter, $120. 
(See note on page 76.) The charge for each quarter is payable on registration 
day. An additional charge will be made for all who find it necessary to remain 
in residence during the winter and spring vacations. 
OFF-CAMPUS: Information regarding rooms off-campus may be secured by ad-
dressing the Student Housing Committee, Memorial Union, Iowa State College, 
Ames, Iowa. New students are advised to arrange for rooms before the opening 
of the quarter if they have the opportunity to visit the college before registration 
period. 
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The prices of rooms off-campus at present are as follows: Where two occupy 
a room, $2.50 to $3.00 a week for each occupant; where one occupies a room, 
$3.00 to $5.00 a week. Students are expected to furnish their own linens. Board, 
at the time this goes to press, may be obtained at from $6.00 to $7 .00 a week. 
The cost of room and board ranges from $9.00 to $12.00 a week. 
Students who expect to join fraternities would do well to defer engaging per-
manent rooms until they determine whether or not they wish to live in a fraternity 
house. Each student must reserve a room before registering. Board may be 
arranged for by the student after reaching Ames. 
For information of students and others interested, the Student Housing Com-
mittee has prepared a standard set of rules for houses furnishing rooms to students. 
The committee reserves the right to forbid students to room in houses which 
do not meet the standard requirements. Copies of the regulations may be ob-
tained by applying to the Student Housing Committee. 
RooMs FOR MALE FOREIGN STUDENTS: A limited number of male foreign students 
may find accommodations in the International House. The room rent is $36 per 
quarter whether in a single or a double room. The room rent for the quarter 
must be paid on registration day. A fee will be charged for all who find it necessary 
to remain in the house between quarters. Meals are not served. Address all 
correspondence concerning rooms to the Director of Residence, Room 104, Beard-
shear Hall. 
ESTIMATE OF NECESSARY EXPENSES FOR THE AVERAGE 
STUDENT DURING HIS FIRST YEAR IN COLLEGE 
~ 
til) 
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Men Men Women Men Women Men 
Registration Fee .......... $123 $135 $123 $123 $123 $135 
Books and Supplies ......... 40 *SS 40 40 40 55 
Board and Room ......... 365 365 365 365 365 365 
Gym. Suit ................ 5 5 6 5 6 5 
Total .........•...... $533 $560 $534 $533 $53.4 $560 
Note: Rising food prices may necessitate an increase in the charge for board and room 
*Students wlio have drawing instruments and a slide rule may deduct from $15 to $20 from 
this figure. 
Students who are not residents of the State of Iowa should add $40 a year for 
tuition. Nonresident tuition is subject to change without notice. 
The above estimates do not include the cost of clothing, transportation, and 
incidentals. The student's general expenses in addition to the items listed above 
are subject to the personal habits of the individual and vary according to the 
degree of economy exercised. 
Prospective freshmen should consider carefully the cost of the first year. No 
one should enter college unless he has money, in his own right or from friends 
to meet his expenses for the freshman year. ' ' 
LOANS AND SCHOLARSHIPS 
LAVERNE Non:s SCHOLARSHIP FOR WORLD WAR I VETERANS AND THEm DE-
SCEND~: LaVeme ~oycs of the cl~ o~ 1872 left by his will a large portion 
of the mcome from his estate to be used m certain colleges and universities for 
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assistance to students who served in World War I or to their descendants. The 
fund is administered by the Loan Fund Committee of the College. These scholar .. 
ships, which are applied on registration fees, are recommended only for students 
of good standing needing assistance. 
These scholarships are not granted until the second quarter in residence. If 
his first quarter mid-term marks are satisfactory the student may then make 
application to the Chairman of the Loan Committee. 
LOAN Fmros: The following loan funds available to sophomore, junior and senior 
students of Iowa and bordering states with good collegiate records are administered 
by committees of the faculty: -
Bachelor Debating Society Loan Fund .................• (For Men) 
Mary Davidson Budge Loan Fund .......... (For Men and Women) 
Julia T. Colpitts Loan Fund ............... (For Men and Women) 
Blair Converse Loan Fund ................. (For Men and Women) 
Guthrie Memorial Fund .................. (For Men and Women) 
International Harvester Loan Fund .................... (For Men) 
Catherine MacKay Loan Fund ...................... (For Women) 
Military Loan Fund .................................. (For Men) 
Joe S. Morrison Loan Fund ............................ (For Men) 
M. Mortensen Loan Fund ............................ (For Men) 
Hattie Miller Newens Loan Fund ....•.............•. (For Women) 
Quaker Oats Loan Fund ............................... (For Men) 
Maria M. Roberts Loan Fund .............. (For Men and Women) 
Ruggles Memorial Fund ................... (For Men and Women) 
Frances Sheldon Loan Fund ......................... (For Women) 
Julia McCulloch Smith Loan Fund •................. (For Women) 
George E. Sokol Loan Fund ......•........ (For Men and Women) 
- Alumni-Trust Loan Fund ................. (For Men and Women) 
Miller-Trust Loan Fund .......•..•........ (For Men and Women) 
Gurdon W. Wattles Loan Fund ...............••....... (For Men) 
Georgia White Loan Fund ................. (For Men and Women) 
Henry Strong Foundation ..... · ............ (For Men and Women) 
Cosmopolitan Club Loan Fund ............. (For Foreign Students) 
Faculty Women's Club Accommodation Fund .•....•• (For Women) 
Information regarding any of the above may be obtained from the Director 
of Student Loans, Room 104, Beardshear· Hall. 
In addition, the following organizations are also assisting students: Federated 
Women's Clubs, P .E.O. Society, Knights Templar, Rotary Clubs, various churches 
and other organizations. 
GENEVA SCHOLARSHIP: The Faculty Women's Club contributes $50 toward 
the expense of a delegate to the Y. W. C. A. Central Student Conference at Lake 
Geneva. This fund is awarded each spring quarter to a sophomore student. 
Scholarship, accomplishment in Y. W. C. A. work, interest in general college 
activities, and personality are the points considered in making the award. 
JULIA McCuu.oCH SMITH MEMORIAL AwARD: A prize of $2l.OO is awarded 
to the senior woman making the highest average in scholarship during at least 
seven consecutive quarters preceding January 1st of her senior year. The award 
is given only to a student who is unquestionably high in character, in initiative, 
and in intellectual attainment. 
A. A. U. W. FELLOWSHIP: The Ames branch of the American Association of 
University Women offers an annual fellowship which includes tuition, board and 
room, to a foreign woman student. 
General Regulations 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR COLLEGE: The Junior College includes all students in the 
freshman and sophomore classes ; the Senior College, all students in the junior 
and senior classes. 
NUMBER OF CREDITS: No student may classify in more than the maximum 
number of hours allowed in his curriculum per quarter unless by his previous 
record he has shown exceptional ability. The student will be allowed to drop 
such extra work only upon permission of the classifying dean; he may be re-
quired to drop it in case this or any other work in his schedule is being carried 
unsatisfaGtorily. 
In general, students failing in any portion of a quarter's work will not be 
allowed to take full classification for the next quarter. 
CLASSIFICATION: No student may be admitted to any class or dropped from 
it except by authority of the classifying officer. Students may not classify in 
conflicting courses without the approval of the departments concerned. 
Students are required to classify in back studies at the earliest opportunity. 
Any exception to this rule must be for a good reason and must be approved by 
the classifying officer. 
Before a student may change from one division to another he must secure 
the approval of the dean of the division to which he wishes to transfer. Before 
a student may change from one curriculum to another in the same division he 
must secure the approval of the dean of the division and the head of the cur-
riculum to which he wishes to change. Junior college students must also secure 
the approval of the Dean of the Junior College. 
MARKING SYSTEM: The following system is used by instructors in reporting 
marks to the Registrar: A, ExceptioBally high ; B, Superior ; C, Average ; D, Low-
est passing mark; E, Condition; F, Failure; W, Withheld; X, Dropped. For 
graduate students the lowest passing mark is C. Graduate students may also be 
given the mark P, Pass, to indicate satisfactory progress in Research, Special 
Topics or "Required" courses. 
QUALITY POINTS: For each credit earned, the student receives quality points, 
according to the mark attained as follows: A, 4 points; B, 3 points; C, 2 points; 
D, 1 point; E and F, 0 points. 
GRADUATION: A student intending to graduate shall not be eligible if he lacks 
at the beginning of his last quarter more credits, not including "Conditions" or 
"Withhelds," than the number in which he would be entitled to classify as deter-
mined by his average for the preceding quarter. A student shall not have the 
privilege of removing "Conditions" or "Withhelds" or securing substitutions later 
than the middle of the quarter in which he is to gradua_te. No credits will be 
accepted after this date for any courses except those included in the classification 
of the current quarter. 
An average of at least 2 quality points per credit in all courses taken is required 
for graduation. 
WITHDRA w AL FROM COLLEGE: If a student severs his connection with the 
College, he shall obtain an Order to Settle from the Director of Personnel, Room 
119, Beardshear Hall. The College will refund the unused portion of the regis-
tration fee, deducting 10 percent for each week of attendance. No refund is 
made if the student has been in attendance six weeks or longer. 
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TRANSCRIPT OF REcoRD: Any person who has attended College is entitled to 
a certified statement of the work he has completed. His transcript will be sent 
without charge to the Registrar of another college or to a prospective employer. 
A fee of $1 will be charged for each additional original copy and 50 cents for 
each carbon copy when ordered at the same time as an original copy. If remit-
tance is by check, add five cents ($.05} for exchange. 
ENGLISH REQUIREMENTS: Skill in the use of the mother tongue is becoming 
more and more important. As a result, the College has adopted the policy of 
granting diplomas only to those students whose written and spoken use of the 
language measures up to a fair standard of clearness and accuracy. All students 
are required to take English composition throughout the freshman year and 
nearly all at least one course in speech subsequently. All seniors must pass an 
examination in English as a requirement for graduation. Graduate students are 
required to pass a similar examination before registering for their second quarter's 
work in the Graduate ·College. Students who transfer from other colleges are 
required to take an examination in English ; those who do not use the language 
clearly and correctly will be required' to take remedial work in English without 
credit. 
After students have completed their required English, they may receive advice 
and help in maintaining or increasing their skill in the use of the language from 
members of the Department of English and Speech who serve as the staff of the 
Writing Clinic, the services of which are available to all sophomores, juniors, 
seniors, and graduate students. The Speech Clinic, maintained by the Department 
of English and Speech, is open to all students who wish advice concerning speech 
problems. 
EXAMINATIONS IN BACK WORK 
For matriculated students, examinations in back work will be conducted at the 
opening of the fall quarter, on September 20 and 21, as follows: 
THURSDAY 
8:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M. 
Engineering Drawing ...................... Rooms 401 and 402, Engineering Hall 
Farm Crops ...................................... Room 307, Agricultural Hall 
Mining Engineering .................. Room 102, Chemical Engineering Building 
Physics ............................................. Room 5, Physics Building 
Zoology ........................................... Room 308, Science Building 
10:00 A.M. to 12:00 M. 
Electrical Engineering ............................ Room 205, Engineering Annex 
Civil Engineering .................................. Room 312, Engineering Hall 
Mathematics. . . . . . . . . . . ........................... Room 221, Beardshear Hall 
Forestry ................... ~ .................... Room 210, Agricultural Hall 
Geology ....................................... Room 229, Chemistry Building 
Veterinary Medicine ....................................... Veterinary Building 
Vocational Education ............................. Room 220, Agricultural Hall 
1 :00 P.M. to 3:00 P.M. 
Chemical Engineering ................. Room 102, Chemical Engineering Building 
Mechanical Engineering ................... Rooms 204 and 205, Engineering Hall 
Milita_ry . ................................................... Room 2, Armoey 
Landscape Architecture ............................. Room 1, Landscape Studio 
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3:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M. 
Psychology •.......•.•.•.•.••.•..•..••••••••....... R.ooJD 210, Beardshear llall 
GoverDI11ent ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• R.001n 303, Beardshear lla1l 
History •••••••.•...•••...•..••.•..•••....•.••.•.•. Room 303, Beardshea.r lla1l 
FRIDAY 
8:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M. 
Animal Husbandry ...•..•.••.••.•...•.•..•.....•.. Room 116, Agricultural Hall 
Ceramic Engineering ••....•..•.•.....••.•......•. Room 110, Engineering Annex 
Chemistry ........•......•..........•........... Room 198, Chemistry Building 
Horticulture ...................................... Room 208, Agricultural Hall 
Industrial Education ............................... Room 218, Agricultural Hall 
10:00 A.M. to 12 M. 
Architectural Engineering ••...................... Room 216, Engineering Annex 
Botany ........................................... Room 212, Botany Building 
Dairy Industry ............................. Room 105, Dairy Industry Building 
Economics ...................................... Room 205, Agricultural Annex 
English ........................................•... Room 18, Beardshear Hall 
1:00 P.M. to 3:00 P.M. 
Technical J oumalism ............................. Room 207, Agricultural Annex 
Genetics ...•..................................... Room 318, Agricultural .Hall 
Home Economics ............•...................... Home Economics Building 
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics ................. Room 208, Engineering Hall 
Speech ............................................. Room 15, Beardshear Hall 
3:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M. 
Agricultural Engineering •................... Agricultural Engineering Laboratory 
Modem Language .................................. Room 315, Beardshear Hall 
Bacteriology ...•..•...........•..........•••••.•..•.•. Room 105, Science Hall 
Libra.ry ...•..•..•.....•...•....................•.•.....••.......•.. Library 
Soils .............................................. Room 19, Agricultural lla1l 
For the winter quarter, examination will be given on January 2, 1946, the 
hours being the same as given above. For the spring quarter, examinations will 
be given on March 26, 1946, the hours being the same as above. For the summer 
quarter, examinations will be given on June 17, 1946, and July 24, 1946. The 
conflicts will be arranged by the departments concerned. 
Division of Agriculture 
DEAN Kn.DEE, Agricultural Hall, Room 123N 
The depart.ments in the Division of Agriculture are: Agricultural Engineering 
(administered jointly with the Division of Engineering), Agronomy, Animal 
Husbandry, Dairy Industry, Genetics, Horticulture and Forestry, Landscape 
Architecture, Technical J oumalistn, Vocational Education, and Economics and 
Sociology (administered jointly with the Division of Science). The faculty of 
the division is made up of the members of all the departments within the division 
and representatives of the departments in other divisions whose work serves to 
prepare agricultural students for a better mastery of technical work in agriculture. 
PERSONNEL SERVICE. The agricultural division, through the placement office, 
supplements and coordinates the efforts made by the departments to establish 
definite contacts with those industries, commercial organizations, and federal and 
state agencies that employ men who have had technical training in any of the 
departments of agriculture. This service includes the assistance given the mem-
bers of each graduating class, the alumni and former students who desire to 
change positions, and the undergraduates who temporarily drop out of college 
or who seek agricultural or commercial experience during vacation periods. 
HONOR FRATERNITIES. There are two national honorary agricultural fraternities 
that have chapters at the Iowa State College-Alpha Zeta and Gamma Sigma 
Delta. A chapter of Tau Sigma Delta, an honorary fraternity in the fine arts, 
selects its membership from the students in Landscape Architecture. Sigma Delta 
Chi is the honorary fraternity for students in technical journalism. Among the 
other honor fraternities open to students in the Division of Agriculture are the 
following: 
Sigma Xi ............... All College ....•....... Men and Women 
Phi Kappa Phi. .......... All College ............ Men and Women 
Mortar Board ........... All College ............ Women 
Cardinal Key ............ All Colleg!! ............ Men 
Cr.UBS. Clubs and agricultural organizations include: Agricultural Economics 
Club, Agricultural Education Club, Agricultural Journalism Club, Block and 
Bridle Club, Dairy Club, Dairy Cattle Club, Forestry Club, Horticultural Club, 
Iowa Student Branch of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers, Poultry 
Club, Student Section of the American Society of Agronomy, and Vistonian Club. 
AWARDS. Students of the Division of Agriculture are eligible for special awards 
and scholarshi!)s. 
AGRICULTURAL JOURNALISM SCHOLARSHIP. The John Clay Agricultural J our-
nalism Fund provides an income which permits the award of a graduate assistant-
ship in agricultural journalism. 
SEARS, RoEBUCX AND COMPANY AGRICULTURAL SCHOLARSHIP. For the college 
year, 1945-46, Sears, Roebuck and Company have made available to the Iowa 
State College an Agricultural Scholarship Fund which will provide several $100 
scholarships to freshman students enrolled in the Division of Agriculture. The 
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primary objective of the fund is to make it possible for superior, but financially 
handicapped, farm boys to get a start of one year in a college of agriculture. 
The awards will be made to farm boys on the basis of scholarship, need, desire 
to study agriculture, character, and record of activities. 
WNAX AGRICULTURAL SCHOLARSHIP. The WNAX Broadcasting Company an-
nually provides a $300 scholarship to be awarded to a boy from a farm home 
who has completed his freshman year in the Division of Agriculture. The selec-
tion of the recipient is based on outstanding sc;holarship, promise of leadership, 
character and financial need. 
THE BORDEN AGRICULTURAL SCHOLARSHIP A WARD. This award of $300 will be 
presented annually to that eligible student in the Division of Agriculture who, 
upon entering his senior year of study, has achieved the highest average grade 
of all other similarly eligible students in all preceding college work. Those students 
will be eligible for the award who have included in their curricula two or more 
dairy subjects. 
STATE FAIR BOARD SCHOLARSHIPS. The State Fair Board offers scholarship 
prizes in this institution amounting to $180, open to both collegiate and non-
collegiate students in agriculture. These scholarships are awarded at the Iowa 
State Fair and are based upon the livestock and grain judging contests. There 
are four scholarships: a $50 scholarship and $40 scholarship awarded to the 
first and second place winners in each of the two contests. 
QUAKER OATS COMPANY SCHOLARSHIP. The Quaker Oats Company, of Chicago, 
offers a special $50 scholarship at the Iowa State College to the individual having 
the highest score in the crops judging contest at the Iowa State Fair. 
CHARLES LATHROP PACK PERMANENT FORESTRY PRIZE FUND. This fund of two 
thousand dollars has been provided by Charles Lathrop Pack, who was one of 
the leading conservationists of the country. The annual income from this fund is 
to be used for prizes in developitig more effective writing and speaking among 
technical forestry students. The topics may deal with any forestry or closely 
related subject. The competition is open to all forestry students. 
GAMMA SIGMA DELTA-ALPHA ZETA SCHOLARSHIP PRIZE. To encourage superior 
work and to reward the student for conscientious effort during his freshman year, 
the honor societies of Gamma Sigma Delta and Alpha Zeta are jointly offering 
a prize to the freshman student having the best scholastic record in the Division 
of Agriculture. 
GEORGE GuND ANIMAL HusnANDRY SCHOLARSHIP. This scholarship of $300 is 
given annually by Mr. George Gund of the Gund Realty Company of Cleveland, 
Ohio. It is awarded by the animal husbandry staff to the senior student majoring 
in animal husbandry, who as a junior, made the best record in scholarship, char-
acter, and initiative. 
RussELL I. KLOPP MEMORIAL. Dr. Henry I. Klopp has established a fund in 
memory of his son, Russell I. Klopp, who lost his life shortly after graduation in 
1923. The income of this fund, approximately $20, is offered as a prize each year 
to the senior student in horticulture who has made the highest average standing 
during his junior and senior years. 
GEORGE H. WALKER PRIZE. This prize consists of the annual income of the 
permanent fund of one thousand dollars donated by George H. Walker of Boston, 
Massachusetts, one of the founders of the Walker Gordon Milk Company. It is 
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awarded annually to a senior in dairy industry and a senior in dairy husbandry 
who have made outstanding progress in the study of milk. 
ZIMMERMAN MEMORIAL PRIZE. Mr. W. F. Zimmerman of Chicago has estab-
lished a permanent fund in memory of his son, Herbert, an exemplary young 
man who lost his life through an accident while enrolled as a student in the 
Department of Horticulture. The income of this fund now not less than $20, is 
offered as a prize each year to a superior junior horticultural student. The award 
will be made on the basis of ability, scholarly attainment, character, and interest 
in affairs which are worthy of the attention of students who are preparing them-
selves to do the best possible work as horticulturists and as citizens. 
LoAN FUNDS. Students majoring in Animal Husbandry may obtain assistance 
from the Pullman Loan Fund. Other students are eligible for assistance from 
loan funds administered by the Director of Student Loans. 
PUBLICATIONS. The students in the Division of Agriculture, under the general 
supervision and direction of the Department of Technical Journalism, publish a 
monthly journal known as The Agriculturist. The publication has taken high 
rank in its class and affords students an opportunity to get practical training and 
experience in agricultural writing. In addition, much of the meritorious work of 
advanced students in agricultural journalism is used by the agricultural press 
and by daily and weekly papers. The Ames Forester is an annual published by 
the Forestry Club. The students, with the assistance of the alumni working in 
the field, have made this an attractive publication of a technical character. Horizons 
is a quarterly magazine published by the students of the Department of Land-
scape Architecture. 
CURRICULA IN AGRICULTURE 
American agriculture never faced a greater responsibility nor a greater oppor-
tunity than it does in connection with the war effort of the United States and 
the other United Nations. For the duration of the war and during the years of 
reconstruction the need for food, fat, oil, fiber, and forest products will be the great-
est this country has ever known. 
Likewise, the need for men and women trained in scientific and pratical agri-
culture is great. More important to the prospective student in agriculture is the 
need for him or her after the war. Thus, it is significant that the urgent need for 
more men and women trained in agriculture is neither a temporary nor a recently 
developed situation. For years there has been a growing demand for agricultural 
graduates, a demand which for several years before the war exceeded by a wide 
margin the number of graduates available for salaried positions. The need for 
trained technicians and leaders has become greater as agriculture has become more 
developed and more complex. It is obvious that a greatly increased number of 
men and women well trained in the science and art of agriculture \vii) be urgently 
needed during the years of reconstruction and peace. 
The Division of Agriculture is made up of all the departments in the College 
devoted to the various phases of technical and practical agricultural work. These 
departments vary in their subject matter fields and in the specific occupational 
objectives of their curricula. However, the basic purpose of each of them is to 
train men and women for better service to agriculture. 
The curricula in this division include courses in technical agriculture, the phys-
ical, biological and social sciences, and sufficient English, literature, history, and 
other supplementary courses to sustaih both scientific and practical agriculture 
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and to develop the agricultural student to the level of education in other pro-
fessions. Instruction embraces not only the principles but also the practices of 
agriculture. The great practical value of the cunicula is shown by the outstand-
ing records of our graduates who are doing interesting and important work in 
many phases of agriculture. 
One of the occupational objectives of this instruction is to prepare young 
men for general farming and rural living. Other objectives are the preparation 
of managers of specialized and large scale farm enterprises ; teachers in high 
schools and colleges; research workers for the federal government, agricultural 
experiment stations, and privately owned institutions ; extension specialists ; county 
agricultural extension directors and county club agents ; civil service appointees 
in agriculture and forestry; and workers in all types of professional and com-
mercial activities connected with agriculture. 
In an occupational analysis recently made of all who had graduated from our 
agricultural curricula during a ten-year period, it was found that more than 
91 per cent of these graduates were employed in the type of work for which 
they made preparation while in college. Our graduates are proving thetnselves 
among the leaders in their respective fields in modem agriculture, and large num-
bers of them are filling positions of considerable responsibility. 
The curricula provided in this division afford the student opportunity for pur-
suing study along that phase of agriculture in which he is most interested and 
best suited. 
Federal funds and annual appropriations of state funds for research and in-
struction in agriculture and the related sciences enable the college authorities to 
make the fields, barns, food processing plants, gardens, and orchards function 
as laboratories of extensive and practical investigation and instruction. 
CURRICULUM IN AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND 
RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
Administered jointly by the Division of Agriculture and the Division of Science 
in the Department of Economics and Sociology. 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work under the direction of the department is required 
before graduation. See page 158. 
For description of courses in Economics and Sociology, see pages 199-206. 
Fall Quarter 
Livestock Problems 
A.H. 101 
General Chemistry 
Chem. 101 
Prin. of Composition 
EnRI. 101 
Ee. Hist. of U.S. 
Hist. 234 
General Biology 
Zool. 104 
Military 141 
Credits 
2 
4 
3 
3 
3 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Winter Quarter 
Crop Production 
Agron. 111 
General Chemistry 
Chem. 102 
Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 102 
Geneial Biology 
Zool. 105 
Credits 
3 
4 
3 
3 
Spring Quarter 
Crop Production 
Agron.112 
Organic Chemistry 
Chem. 264 
Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 103 
.Ee. Hist. of U.S. 
Hist. 235 
Credits 
4 
s 
3 
3 
2 Military 142 2 Military 143 2 
17 15 17 
In addition to the courses listed above each student will be required to Include In bis schedule· 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103: Lib. 106A (Fan); Tech. Leet., Ee. 110 (Sp..r--). Orientation &- 101° 
102; Ag. 104, see page 158. •.1.&16 ' ' .n& ' 
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SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
' Credits Credits Credits 
Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics Soils 
Ec.231 3 Ee. 232 J Agron.254 3 
General Genetics Gen. Math. & Statistics Livestock Problems 
Gen. 300 3 Math. 242 4 A.H. 103 2 
Gen. Math. & Statistics Ag. Physics Prin. of Economics 
Math. 241 4 P~.204 J Ec.233 J 
Prin. of Sociology Rur Sociology Gen. Math. & Statistics 
Soc.234 J Soc.386 3 Math. 243 4 
Electives 3 Electives 4 Electives 4 
16 17 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS 
1. The junior and senior years will cover a minimum of ninety-nine credits, and 
will be planned to carry forward and expand the field of the student's major 
study as represented by the option chosen at the end of the sophomore year. 
During the last quarter of the sophomore year a complete program will be 
worked out by the student in conference with the head of the major depart-
ment, subject to the approval of the Dean of Agriculture. Duplicate copies 
are to be filed in the dean's office and in the office of the Registrar. 
2. The subjects making up the junior and senior years must ordinarily be of. 
senior college rank. 
3. A minimum of thirty credits shall be chosen in the field of agricultural eco-
nomics and rural sociology. Ordinarily, it is desirable that the minimum be 
exceeded. In addition, supporting subjects from allied departments shall be 
included in order to develop the major field more adequately. 
CURRICULUM IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Administered by the Department of Vocational Education. 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work approved by the department is required before 
graduation. See page 158. 
For description of courses in Vocational Education, see pages 277-284. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Crop Production Crop Production Livestock Problems 
Agron. 111 J Agron. 112 4 A.H.103 2 
Livestock Problems Livestock Problems Farm Dafeylng 
A.H. 101 2 A.H. 102 2 D.I. 114 4 
General Botany Gen. Poultry Husbandry Prin. of Composition 
Bot. 101 3 A.H. 144 3 Engl. 103 3 
!Drawing & Projection Prin. of Composition General Horticulture 
E.Dr. 131 2 Engl. 102 3 Hort. 114 3 
Prin. of Composition Animal Biology 2Alf MathemaL~ 
Engl. 101 3 Zool. 114 3 ath. 205 4 
Military 141 2 Military 142 2 MDitary 143 2 
15 17 18 
In addition to the courses listed above each stu~ent will be required ~ Include In his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 10!, 102, 103; Library l06A (Fall); Onentation, Ag. 101, ld2; Ag, 104, see page 158; 
v .Ed. 110 (:>pring). 
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SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits 0 Credits 
1Breeds of Livestock 1Farm Mechanics lCar~entry 
A.H. 205 4 A.E. 254 2 A .. 255 2 
General Chemistry General Chemistry lForage Crops 
Chem. 101 4 Chem. 102 4 Agron.234 4 
Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics Qualitative Analysis 
Ee. 231 3 Ec.232 3 Chem. 103 4 
Ag. Physics lPlao. Home Landscapes Prin. of Economics 
Phys. 204 3 L.A. 206 2 Ee. 233 3 
Survey of Ag. Education Beginning T. JI. General Psychology 
V.Ed. 211 1 T.Jl. 225 3 Psych. 204 3 
Electives 3 
15 17 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule· 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
lRcquired for students qualifying to teach vocational agriculture; optional for others. 
:?Students desiring to elect a sequence in mathematics should substitute Math. 101 for Math. 205 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS 
1. The junior and senior years will cover a minimum of one hundred credits, and 
will be planned to carry forward and expand the field of the student's major 
study as represented by the option chosen at the end of the sophomore year. 
A foundational or advanced systematic sequence· of science or social studies 
may be chosen for the student's minor, non-agricultural teaching fields. During 
the last quarter of the sophomore year a complete program will be worked out 
by the student in conference with the head of the major department, subject 
to the approval of the Dean of Agriculture. Duplicate copies will be filed in 
the dean's office and in the office of the Registrar. 
2. The subjects making up the junior and senior years must ordinarily be of 
senior college rank. 
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS 
1. A list of the courses required of students qualifying to teach vocational agri-
culture is on file in the Department of Vocational Education. These courses 
include a minimum of eighteen credits in each of the following fields: agronomy, 
animal husbandry, agricultural engineering, and economics and sociology. This 
minimum is exceeded in most cases and is supplemented by courses in dairy 
industry, forestry, horticulture, and landscape architecture. In addition, sup-
porting subjects from the Division of Science are included in order to develop 
the major field more adequately and to meet course prerequisites. 
2. Professional courses in education and psychology must be taken to qualify for 
a teacher's certificate. The following courses are required for the Iowa Standard 
Secondary Certificate: V.Ed. 304, 305, 426; Psych. 204, 334, and 335 or 434, 
Govt. 315A. Courses in special methods and supervised practice teaching are 
also required. The following courses are recommended to strengthen the pro-
fessional preparation of prospective teachers: V.Ed. 404, 534, and Psych. 424 
CURRICULUM IN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Administered jointly by the Division of Agriculture and the Division of En-
gineering, see pages 106 and 107. 
AGRICULTURAL JOURNALISM 
CURRICULUM IN AGRICULTURAL JOURNALISM 
Administered by the Department of Technical J oumalism. 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
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Students are required to spend the summer following their sophomore year in 
practical farm work on an approved farm and to spend the summer following 
their junior year in practical work with some approved farm journal or other paper. 
There shall be a total of 15 credits of electives taken in one major line of agri-
culture. Thirty credits in all must be elected in courses in agriculture or related 
to agriculture. 
For description of courses in Technical Journalism, see pages 265 and 266. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Livestock Problems Crop Production Crop Production 
A.H. 101 2 Agron. 111 3 Agron. 112 4 
General Botany Livestock Problems Livestock Problems 
Bot. 101 3 A.H. 102 2 A.H. 103 2 
General Chemistry General Chemistry Organic Chemistry 
Chem. 101 4 Chem. 102 4 Chem. 264B s 
Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 3 En~l. 102 3 Engl. 103 3 
General Horticulture Electives 3 Journalistic Vocations 
Hort. 114 3 T.Jl. 110 2 
Military 141 2 Military 142 2 Military 143 2 
17 17 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A (Fall), Ag. 101, 102. Ag. 104, see page 158. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Soils Prin. of Economics General Bacteriology 
Agron. 254 3 Ec.232 3 Bact. 304A s 
Gen. Poul. Husbandry Prop~da Analysis Prin. of Economics 
A.H.144 3 En . 205 3 Ee. 233 3 
Farm Dairying Ag. Mathematics American Government 
D.I. 114 4 Math. 205 4 Govt. 315 3 
Prin. of Economics General Psychology Technical Writing 
Ee. 231 3 Psych. 204 3 T.]l. 223 4 
Technical Writing Technical Writing Electives 2 
T.]l. 221 4 T.Jl. 222 4 
17 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Farm Mach. & Power Mgt. lPsychology of Advertising 1 Photography 
A.E. 334 4 Psych. 484 3 Phys. 316 3 
Hist. of American Agric. Prin. o! Sociology Technical Writing 
Hist. 324 3 Soc. 234A 3 T.Jl. 323 3 
Technical Writing Technical Writing Co{?y Editing & Typog. 
T.Jl. 321 3 T.Jl. 322 3 .]l. 343 2 
Copy Editing & Typog. Co{?y Editing & Typog. Technical Advertising 
T.Jl. 341 2 .JI. 342 2 T.Jl. 446 3 
2Rur. Commun. Newspaper Technical Advertising M¥. of Tech. Journals 
T.]l. 464 3 T.]l. 445 3 .JI. 451 z 
Electives 2 Electives 3 Electives 3 
17 17 16 
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SENIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
International Relations Trans-Mississippi West :Money & Banking 
3 Hist. 568 3 Hist. 535 3 &.304 
Radio Speech Technical Writing Technical Writing 
~444 3 T.]l. 422 3 T.]1. 423 3 Te ical Writing 2Mgt. of Tech. Journals BRural Radio 
T.]l. 421 3 TaPc.453 2 T.]1. 476 3 
M¥" of Tech. Joµmals BRa ·o Writing Electives 8 
.Jl. 452 2 T.]1. 475 3 
2Mech. of Print. & Illust. Radio News 
T.Jl. 465 3 T.]l. 482 2 
Electives 3 Electives 4 
17 17 17 
1Courses to be omitted by Advanced R.O.T.C. students. 
2Courses recommended as electives in the three fields of specialization listed may be substi-
tuted upon approval of the head of the department. 
8Students taking T.]l. 475 in winter quarter may rep_lace T.]1. 476 by an additional 3 aedits 
of electives in the spring; those planning to take T.JI. 476 in the spring quarter will replace 
T.]1. 475 by an additional 3 credits of electives in the winter. 
Substitutions may be arranged with the approval of the head of the department for certain 
journalism courses required in the junior and senior years. This yields greater ftexi'bility in 
adapting the senior college curriculum to the needs of individual students who wish to specialize 
in such fields as those enumerated below: 
For students preparing to enter the radio field the following .f)C<luence of elective courses is 
recommended: SpeeCh 311, Speech 336, Radio News 481 and 483, Radio 475 or Rural Radio Com-
position and Broadcasting 476. 
The following electives are recommended for students preparing to enter the general field of 
agricultural wrlti~g: Genetics 300, Forage Crops 214, A.H. 205, Economics 36SC, 407, 425, 
335 or 430, English 256, 354, or 364. 
The following electives are recommended for students planning to enter advertising: Economics 
374, 468 and 515. 
CURRICULUM IN AGRONOMY 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work under the direction of the department is required 
before graduation. See page 158. 
For description of courses in Agronomy, see pages 158-163. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Crop Production Fann Mechanics Soils 
Agron.111 3 A.E. 254 2 Agron. 254. 3 
Livestock Problems - Crop Production Livestock Problems 
A.H. 101 2 Agron. 112 4 A.H. 103 2 
General Botany Livestock Problems General Chemistry 
Bot. 101 3 A.H. 102 2 Chem. 102 4 
Prln. of Composition General Chemistry Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Chem. 101 4 Engl. 103 3 
General Horticulture Prin. of Composition College Algebra 
Hort. 114 3 Engl. 102 3 Math. 101 s 
Military 141 2 Military 142 2 Military 143 2 
16 17 19 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule· 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A (Fall); Ag. 101, 102; Agron. 100 (Spring)· Ag. 104° 
see page 158. ' ' 
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SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Cftdits 
Forage Crops Crop Seed Soil FerUUty & Fertilizers 
Agron.234 4 Agron.238 3 Agron.354 5 
Breeds of Livestock O~anic & ~uantitative Breeds of Livestock 
A.H. 201 3 hem. 2 5 3 A.H. 203 2 
Qualitative Analysis Farm Dairying Organic & ~uantltative 
Chem. 103 4 D.I. 114 4 Chem. 2 6 3 
Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics Principles of Econ. 
Econ. 231 3 Econ.232 3 Econ.233 3 
Speech-Making Prin. of Socio1ogy Ag. Physics ~ 
Speech 311 3 Soc. 234A 3 Phyl.204 3 
17 16 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
Students preparing for graduate work should substitute Math. 102 for Speech 311, and A.H. 201 
in the Fall Quarter; Math. 103 for Soc. 234A and D.I. 114 in the Winter Quarter; and Speech 
311 and Electives \2 or 3 crs.) for Phys. 204 and A.H. 203 in the Spring Quarter. They may 
also substitute Chem. 211 and 212 for Chem. 255 and 256. 
JUNIOR YEARi 
General Bacteriology Crop Management Soil Cons. & Eros. Control 
BacL 304A 5 Agron.414 3 Agron.464 3 
El. Plant Physiology Agro-bacteriology General Plant Pathology 
Bot. 205 4 Agron.485 3 Bot. 207 4 
Embryogeny General Genetics Beginning T JI. 
Bot. 404 3 Gen.300 3 T.Jl. 225 3 
•Electives 5 *Electives 8 *Electives 7 
17 17 17 
SENIOR YEAR 
Soil Management Cereal & Forage Crop Br. Animal Feeding 
Agron.454 3 Agron.524 4 A.H.414 5 
Agricultural Geology Hist. of American Agrlc. Farm Insects 
Geol. 375 3 Hist. 324 3 Zool. 374 4 
American Government •Electives 10 •ElecUves 8 
GovL 315 3 
*Electives 8 
17 17 17 
*ELECTIVES IN VARIOUS FIELDS OF IN·TEREST 
The curriculum in Agronomy offers a total of 46 elective credits in the Junior and Senior 
years. This provides opportunity for students either (1) to obtain a broad training in Agronomy 
and related fields of futerest, (2) to specialize in one of several phases of Agronomy, or 
(3) to prepare for graduate studies by electing sequences of courses in allied science. 
Electives are to be chosen in conference with the senior college counselor and the head of the 
department. Ten of the elective credits should be In Agronomy. 
Broad Training 
Students who are interested in positions which will require a broad knowledge of Agriculture 
and want to take considerable work in Agronomy and closely-related fields of interest will 
elect various courses and course sequences to meet their particular needs. The electives Will be 
taken not only in Agronomy and closely-related fields of Agriculture, but also fD the aoc:fal sdences 
and humanities. 
SpeclaU1ed Tralnlnt 
The courses listed below are suggestro as electives for students who wWi specialized training 
In these several fields of interest. 
Commercial Seed Production or Seed Tecltnoloiy 
Agron. 336, 3 er.; Agron. (Bot.) 338, 3 er.;_ Agron. (Bot.) 438, 3 er.; Agrgn. 51~1 3 er.; Asuon. 5341 3 er.; Agron. (BoL) 538, 3 er.; JSoL 206, 4 er.; Bot. 405, 4 er.; Bot. 5:>4, 3 er.; 
other electives, 17 a. 
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Soil Conservation Planning 
Agron. 473, 3 er.; Agron. 534, 3 er.; Agron. 565, 3 er.; Agron. 577, 3 er.; Econ. 334, 3 .er.; 
Econ. 430, 5 er.; Ag. Eng. 306, 3 er.; Ag.Engr. 324, 4 er.; For. 320, 3 er.; other electives, 
16 er. 
~oil SunJey and Land Appraisal 
Agron. 473, 3 er.; Agron. 474, 4 er.; Agron. 553, 3 er.; Agron. 575, 3 er.; Agron. 577, 3 a.; 
Econ. 334, 3 er.; Econ. 440, 3 er.; Ag.Eng. 306, 3 er.; Ag.Eng. 489, 3 er.; other electives, 
18 er. 
Pre-Graduate Training 
Students interested in preparing for graduate studies in any of the three major fields should 
consult with the head of the department as early in their college work as possible-preferably 
by the beginning of the Sophomore rear. A sequence of courses will be outlined, including those 
listed belowi.. where desirable, certain substitutions will be arranged with the approval of the 
classifying omcer and the substitution committee. 
In Farm Crops 
Bot. 405, 4 er.; Bot. 554, 3 er.; Chem. 431-432-433, 9 er.; Mod.Lang. 231-232-233, 9 er.; 
other electives, 21 er. 
In Soils 
Chem. 321-322, 9 er.; Physics 211-212, 8 er.; Math. 211-212, 8 er.; Mod.Lang. 231-232-233, 
9 er.; other electives, 12 er. 
In Agricultural Climatology 
Physics 211, 212. 324. 325 and 334, 19 er.; Mod.Lan. 231, 232, 6 er.; Math. 211, 212, 
8 er.; other electives, 13 er. 
CURRICULUM IN ANIMAL HUSBAND~Y 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work under the direction of the department is required 
before graduation. See page 158. 
For description of courses in Animal Husbandry, see pages 164-168. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Crop Production Crop Production Farm Mechanics 
Agron. 111 3 Agron. 112 4 A.E. 254 2 
Livestock Problems Livestock Problems Livestock Problems 
A.H. 101 2 A.H. 102 2 A.H. 103 2 
Livestock Management General Chemistry General Chemistry 
A.H. 125 2 Chem. 101 4 Chem. 102 4 
General Botany Prin. of Composition Farm Dairying 
Bot. 101 3 Eng). 102 3 D.I. 114 4 
Prin. of Composition General Horticulture Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Hort. 114 3 Eng). J03 3 Military 141 2 Military 142 2 Military 143 2 
15 18 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, e:ich student wiU be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. U>l, 102, 103; Library 106A (FaU); Tech. Leet., A.H. 110 (Spring); Orientation, 
Ag. 101, 102; Ag. 104, see page 158. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
*Breeds of Livestock *Breeds of Livestock *Breeds of Livestock 
A.H. 201 3 A.H. 202 2 A.H. 203 2 Qualitative Analysis ~nic & Quantitative Farm Meats 
Chem.103 4 hem. 255 3 A.H. 270 3 Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics O~anic & Quantitative Ee. 231 3 Ec.232 3 hem. 256 3 Anat. Domestic Animals Ag. Mathematics Prin. of Economics 
Vet. AnaL 217 3 Math. 205 4 Ec.233 3 Animal Biology Electives 3 Ag. Physics 
Zool. 114 4 Phys. 204 3 
Speech-Making 
Speech 311 3 
17 15 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
. *Poultry Husbandry majors will classify in A.H. 247, 147, and 248 F. W. S. respectively 
1nstead of A.H. 201, 202 and 203. 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Soils 
Agron. 254 3 
Animal Nutrition 
A.H. 318 3 
Prin. of Sociology 
Soc. 234A 3 
Physiol. of Dom. Animals 
Vet. Phys. 3 64 3 
Embryology 
Zool. 334 3 
!Electives 2 
17 
Soil Management 
Agron. 454 3 
Mkt. Cl. & Gr. of Livestock 
A.H. 409 2 
Mutton & Wool Prod. &·Mk. 
A.H. 429 2 
American Government 
Govt. 315 3 
!Electives 7 
17 
DAIRY HUSBANDRY 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Winter Quarter 
Soil Fert. & Fertilizers 
Agron.354 
General Bacteriology 
Bact. 304A 
General Genetics 
Gen.300 
!Electives 
SENIOR YEAR 
Pork Prod. & Mktg. 
A.H. 425 
Milk Prod. & Herd Mgt. 
A.H. 434 
Herd-Book Study 
A.H. 460 
Farm Bldgs. & Equip. 
A.E. 489 or 
Farm Insects 
Zool. 374 
!Electives 
Credit! 
5 
5 
3 
4 
17 
17 
89 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
Farm Mach. & Power Mgt. 
A.E.334 4 
Hay & Pasture Crops 
Agron.334 3 
Livestock Judging 
A.H. 305 2 
Animal Breeding 
A.H.350 3 
!Electives 5 
Horse Prod. & Mktg. 
A.H. 424 . 
Beef Cattle Prod. & Mktg. 
A.H. 427 
Hist. of American Agric. 
Hist. 324 
lElectlves 
17 
2 
3 
3 
9 
17 
lThe curricula in animal husbandry, dairy husbandry and poultry husbandry offer a consider-
able number of electives in junior and senior years. This provision enables a students to take 
several electives in some other line of agriculture or allied science and thus prepare himself for 
special work in a chosen field, or for work for an advanced degree in that field. Electives are to 
be chosen in conference with the senior college counselors and the head of the department. The 
department has prepared groups of elective &equences with definite objectives, including prepa-
ration for graduate work leading to positions in research and college teaching. Where such a 
sequence requires more electives than are Indicated, the student with the consent of bis coun-
selor and classifying officer, and the approval of the substitution committee may substitute for 
enough credits to make the sequence possible. 
CURRICULUM IN DAIRY HUSBANDRY 
Administered by the Department of Animal Husbandry. 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work under the direction of the department is required 
before graduation. See page 158. 
For description of courses in Animal Husbandry, see pages 164-168. 
For freshman and sophomore years, see curriculum in Animal Husbandry, 
page 88. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Soils Animal Nutrition Hal & Pasture Crops 
Agron.254 3 A.H. 318 3 'ren. 334 3 
General Bacteriology Dairy Bacteriology Soll ert. & Fertilizers 
Bact. 304A 5 D.I. 350 3 Agron.354 5 
Physiol. of Dom. Animals General Genetics Adv. Study Dairy Breeds 
Vet.Phys. 364 3 Gen. 300 3 A.H. 335 4 
Embryology Prin. of Sociology Animal Breeding 
Zool. 334 3 Soc. 234A 3 A.H. 350 3 
Electives 3 Electives 5 Electives 2 
17 17 17 
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SENIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Soll Management Pork Prod. & ?dktg. Market Milk 
~.454 3 A.H. 425 3 D.I. 305 3 
Mil Secretion Dy. H. Seminar Adv. Farm Dairy 
A.H. 535 2 A.H. 439 l D.I. 410 4 
American Government Dairy Farm Problems Hist. of American Agric. 
Govt. 315 3 A.H. 536 5 Hist. 324 3 
Electives 9 Electives 8 Electives 7 
17 17 17 
CURRICULUM IN DAIRY INDUSTRY 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Dairy Industry, see pages 197-199. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
D~ Mechanics General Chemistry Soils 
A •• 157 2 Chem. 102 4 Agron.254 3 
Livestock Problems Milk Test. & Inspect. Qualitative Analysis 
A.H. 104 2 D.I. 116 s Chem. 103 4 
General Chemistry Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition 
Chem.101 4 Engl.102 3 Engl. 103 3 
Farm Dairying General' Horticulture College Algebra 
D.L 114 4 Hort. 114 3 Math. 101 5 
Prin. of Composition Military 142 2 Military 143 2 
Engl. 101 3 
Military 141 2 
17 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102...,.103; Library 106A (Fall); Orientation, Ag. 101, 102; Ag. 104, see page 
158; Tech. Leet., v.I. 110 (Spring). 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Forage Crops Quantitative Analysis Ort:h!ic Chemistry 
Agron.234 4 Chem. 212 4 hem. 264B 5 
Quantitative Analysis Judging Dairy Prod. Cheese Manufacture 
Chem. 211 4 D.I. 207 1 D.I. 215 s 
Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics 
Ee. 231 3 Ec.232 3 Ee. 233 3 
Trigonometry Electives 7 Proln~da Analysis 
Math. 102A s • 205 3 
--" 
16 15 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include In .his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
General Bacteriology Adv. Dairy Chem. Manufacture of Butter 
Bact. 304A s Chem. 348 5 D.I. 304 s 
Dairy Chemistry Judging Dairy Products Market Milk 
Chem. 347 5 D.I. 308 1 D.I. 305 3 
Accoun~I Dairy Bacteriology Mfg. of Ice Cream 
Ee. 374 4 D.I. 350 s D.I. 306 4 
General Physics General Physics Hist. of American Agric. 
Phys. 211 4 Pliys. 212 4 Hist. 324 3 
Bc:f.nning T JI. Tech. Advertising 
Jl.22SA 2 TJl. 325 2 
18 17 17 
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SENJOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
D~ Cattle Feed. & Mgt. Dai3: Machinery Milk~ } A •• 337 3 A .• 339 s D.I. 58 or 4 
Condensed Milk Prod. Ml£. of Dairy Plants Bact. of Butter & Cheese 
D.I. 404 4 .I. 504 6 D.I. 559 s 
Seminar Speech-Making Business Law I 
D.I. SOS 2 Speech 311 3 Ee. 36SC 3 
Electives 8 Electives 3 American Government 
Govt. 315 3 
Electives 4 or S 
17 17 15 
MAJOR IN DAIRY INDUSTRY AND ECONOMICS 
Students desiring to major In this field will be regulred to take a minimum of 12 credits 
selected from the following courses in Economics: 304, Cr. 3; 335._ Cr. 3; 368, Cr. 3; 375, Cr. 3; 
407, Cr. 3; 441, Cr. 1 or 4i,._Agron. 234 may be omitted. ;:,tudents classify In Math. 242 
instead of Math. 102A, and In Math. 243. 
MAJOR IN DAIRY INDUSTRY AND CHEMISTRY 
Students who wish to major In this field preparing themselves for research work In dairy 
industry will be required to include the following courses: M.L. 301, 302, 303 or M.L. 341, 342, 
343; Chem. 321, 322, 323, 331, 332, 3331 474; Math. 103, 211, 212, 213; Phys. 213i D.I. 559. The following courses may be omitted: Cnem. 264B; A.E. 157; Hort •. 114; Agron. 234; Ee. 231, 
2321 233, 330, 374; A.H. 337. Inasmuch as M.L. 301 or 341 requires a year of elementary moaeJD language, and the sequence of chemistry courses plus the hours required will not permit 
the completion of this joint major in four years, it is desirable to complete a year's work 
( 45 quarter credits) at some approved =e before en~g, or to take an eztra year at this 
institution. If the former1 9 quarter ts each In English and modern language and 12 quarter credits in general cnemlstry should be Included. 
CURRICULUM IN FARM OPERATION 
Administered by the Department of Agriculture 
This curriculum is intended for those students who are looking forward to 
general farming as their lifework. It is, therefore, designed to develop those 
understandings, abilities, and attitudes which are essential to (a) efficient farm 
operation and management, (b) effective participation as a citizen and leader in 
a rural community, and (c) personal satisfaction and happiness in ruraJ. .. .Jivfng:= 
The curriculum is composed essentially of two alternative but related courses 
of study, both of collegiate grade, namely, (A) a two-year program leading to 
a certificate, and (B) a four-year\curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor 
of Science. 
A. The Two-Year Program. 
Leading to a certificate showing completion of the program. 
This program is. designed for students of agriculture who have decided to 
engage in general farming and who find it impracticable to remain in college longer 
than one or two years. The course of study in this program is identical with the 
first two years of the four-year curriculum in farm operation, as outlined below 
However, considerable deviation from the outlined program will be permitted in 
order to serve better the vocational and cultural needs and interests of individual 
students. Such adjustments will be worked out by the student and his counselor. 
While it is desirable for students in this program to enter 1n the fall quarter and 
to take the winter and spring quarters in their proper sequence, it is not required 
that they do so. Each quarter's work is designed as a rather complete unit in 
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itself and students can, therefore, .enter with advantage at the beginning of any 
quarter. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Farm Mechanics Elements of Farm Mgt. Soils and Soil Mgt. 
A.E. 254 2 Econ. 130 4 Agron. 154 4 
Crop Prod. and Mgt. Prin. of Composition Livestock Problems 
Agron. 114 4 Engl. 102 3 A.H. 103 2 
Livestock Problems Agric. Mathematics Prin. of Composition } A.H. 101 2 Math. 205 4 Engl. 103 or General Botany Electives: 3 or 4 Speech Improvement 3 
.Bot. 101 3 Livestock Prod . Sp.307 
Prin. of Composition A.H. 102 2 Animal Biology 
Engl. 101 3 Gen. Poul. Husb. Zool. 114B 4 
Military 141 2 A.H. 144 3 Electives 2 
Farm Dairying Military 143 2 
D.I. 114 4 
Farm Timber Prod. 
For. 120 3 
Gen. Horticulture 
Hort. 114 3 
Military 142 2 
16 16 or 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A (Fall); Orientation, Ag. 101, 102. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Farm Mach. and Power Mgt. Livestock Feed. and Mgt Prin. of Breeding 
} 3 or4 A.E. 334 4 A.H. 216 4 A.H. 254 or 
Gen. Chemistry Basic Genetics Prin. of Crop Breed-
Chem. 101 4 Gen.200 3 ing Agron. 324 
Rural Inst. & Organization Electives 8 Agric. Physics 
Soc. 200 3 Phys.204 3 
Electives 4 Farm Insects 
Zool. 374 4 
Electives 3 or4 
15 15 14 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
B. The Four-Year Curriculum. 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE YEARS 
Students intending to graduate from this curriculum must complete the pre-
scribed work of the freshman and sophomore years as outlined under the two-year 
program in Farm Operation. Students who have elected a modified two-year 
program and who later wish to transfer to the four-year curriculum may do so 
with the approval of the Dean of Agriculture. 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS 
~ 
The junior and senior years will cover a minimum of 99 credits and will be 
planned to aid the student in achieving his goals in the field of agriculture. 
During the last quarter of the sophomore year, a program covering the work of 
the junior and senior years will be outlined by each student in conference with 
his counselor. These individual programs will be subject to the approval of the 
Dean of Agriculture. 
·' 
FORESTRY 93 
In order that the graduates of this curricu1um may have a weU-rounded general, 
scientific and technical education the course of study of the Jast two years must 
include the following: a minimum of 30 credits in the fie1ds of biological and 
physical sciences, 18 credits in social sciences, and 24 credits in technical agricul-
ture. The remaining 27 are e1ective. 
CURRICULUM IN FORESTRY 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science upon satisfactory completion of 
four years of work; and degree of Bachelor of Science with major in conserva-
tion, forest utilization and marketing, range management, or wildlife management 
on completion of a fifth year of work as outlined in the five-year curriculum. 
Forestry students are required to complete three months of practical forestry 
work before graduation in addition to the summer camp. 
For description of courses in Forestry, see pages 217-221. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Crtdits 
General Botany General Botany Systematic Botany 
Bot. 101 3 Bot. 102 3 Bot. 206 4 
Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Engl. 102 3 Engl. 103 3 
General Forestry General Forestry General Forestry 
For. 101 3 For. 102 3 For. 103 3 
College Algebra Plane Trigonometry Agricultural Geology 
Math. 101 5 Math. 102B 4 Geo!. 375 3 
Military 141 2 Ag. Physics Anal. Geom. & Statis. 
Phys. 204 3 Math. 143 3 
Military 142 2 Military 143 2 
16 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A (Fall); Seminar, For. 110 (Spring); Orientation, Ag. 
101, 102; Ag. 104 (three months of which are to be Foresti-Y Summer Camp), see page 158. 
SUMMER CAMP 
The camp curriculum occupies eight weeks during the summer between the freshman and 
sophomore years. Summer camp is a prerequisite for entrance to the junior year. The following 
courses of study are carried on in the summ.er camp for forestry students: Silviculture, For. 214, 
Cr. 3; Wood Utilization, For. 234, Cr. 3; National Forest Operations, For. 250, Cr. 3; Forest 
Mensuration, For. 244, Cr. 3. 
" SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Dendrolofl Dendrology Soils 
Bot. 2 6 4 Bot. 257 3 A~on. 254 3 
General Chemistry General Chemistry Ap~ fed Organic Chtm. 
Chem. 101 4 Chem. 102 4 hem. 257 4 
Logging Lumber Manufacture Forest Planting 
For. 224 3 For. 225 3 For. 206 4 
Forest M8f ping Forest Mensuration Forest Mensuration 
For. 24 3 For. 241 4 For. 242 3 
Beginning T .JI. Animal Biology Animal Biology 
T.Jl. 225 3 Zool. 114 3 Zool. 115 3 
17 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include in h15 schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203; and For. 211, 212, 213. 
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itself and students can, therefore, ..enter with advantage at the beginning of any 
quarter. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Fann Mechanics Elements of Fann Mgt. Soils and Soil Mgt. 
A.E. 254 2 Econ. 130 4 Agron. 154 4 
Crop Prod. and Mgt. Prin. of Composition Livestock Problems 
Agron. 114 4 Eng]. 102 3 A.H. 103 2 
Livestock Problems Agric. Mathematics Prin. of Composition } A.H. 101 2 Math. 205 4 Eng]. 103 or General Botany Electives: 3 or 4 Speech Improvement 3 
.Bot. 101 3 Livestock Prod . Sp.307 
Prin. of Composition A.H. 102 2 Animal Biology 
Eng]. 101 3 Gen. Poul. Hush. ZooJ. 114B 4 
Military 141 2 A.H. 144 3 Electives 2 
Farm Dairying Military 143 2 
D.I. 114 4 
Farm Timber Prod. 
For. 120 3 
Gen. Horticulture 
HorL 114 3 
Military 142 2 
16 16 or 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A (Fall); Orientation, Ag. 101, 102. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Farm Mach. and Power MgL Livestock Feed. and l\fgt. Prin. of Breeding 
} 3 or 4 A.E. 334 4 A.H. 216 4 A.H. 254 or 
Gen. Chemistry Basic Genetics Prin. of Crop Breed-
Chem. 101 4 Gen. 200 3 ing Agron. 324 
Rural Inst. & Organization Electives 8 Agric. Physics 
Soc.200 3 Phys. 204 3 
Electives 4 Farm Insects 
Zoo). 374 4 
Electives 3 or4 
15 15 14 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student \viii be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
B. The Four-Year Curriculum. 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE YEARS 
Students intending to graduate from this curriculum must complete the pre-
scribed work of the freshman and sophomore years as outlined under the two-year 
program in Farm Operation. Students who have elected a modified two-year 
program and who later wish to transfer to the four-year curriculum may do so 
with the approval of the Dean of Agriculture. 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS 
~ 
The junior and senior years will cover a minimum of 99 credits and will be 
planned to aid the student in achieving his goals in the field of agriculture. 
During the last quarter of the sophomore year, a program covering the work of 
the junior and senior years will be outlined by each student in conference with 
his counselor. These individual programs will be subject to the approval of the 
Dean of Agriculture. 
FORESTRY 93 
In order that the graduates of this curriculum may have a well-rounded general, 
scientific and technical education the course of study of the last two years must 
include the following: a minimum of 30 credits in the fields of biological and 
physical sciences, 18 credits in social sciences, and 24 credits in technical agricul-
ture. The remaining 2 7 are elective. 
CURRICULUM IN FORESTRY 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science upon satisfactory completion of 
four years of work; and degree of Bachelor of Science with major in conserva-
tion, forest utilization and marketing, range management, or wildlife management 
on completion of a fifth year of work as outlined in the five-year curriculum. 
Forestry students are required to complete three months of practical forestry 
work before graduation in addition to the summer camp. 
For description of courses in Forestry, see pa~es 217-221. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Crtdits 
General Botany General Botany Systematic Botany 
Bot. 101 3 Bot. 102 3 Bot. 206 4 
Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Engl. 102 3 Engl. 103 J 
General Forestry General Forestry General Forestry 
For. 101 J For. 102 J For. 103 3 
College Algebra Plane Trigonometry Agricultural Geology 
Math. 101 5 Math. 102B 4 Geol. 375 J 
Military 141 2 Ag. Physics Anal. Geom. & Statis. 
Phys. 204 3 Math. 143 3 
Military 142 2 Military 143 2 
16 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A (Fall); Seminar, For. 110 (Spring); Orientation, Ag. 
I 01, 102; Ag. 104 (three months of which are to be Forestry Summer Camp). see page 158. 
SUMMER CAMP 
The <:amp curriculum occupies eight weeks during the summer between the freshman and 
sophomore years. Summer camp is a prerequisite for entrance to the junior .rep.r. The following 
courses of study are carried on in the summer camp for forestry students: Silv1culture, For. 214, 
Cr. 3; Wood Utilization, For. 234, Cr. 3; National Forest Operations, For. 250, Cr. 3; Forest 
Mensuration, For. 244, Cr. 3. 
.,. SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Dendrolo![ Dendrology Soils 
Bot. 2 6 4 Bot. 257 3 A~on. 254 3 
General Chemistry General Chemistry Ap~ ied Offanlc Cht'm. 4 Chem. 101 4 Chem. 102 4 hem. 2 7 
Logging Lumber Manufacture Forest Planting 
For. 224 3 For. 225 3 For. 206 4 
Forest M3f piog Forest Mensuration Forest Mensuration 
For. 24 3 For. 241 4 For. 242 3 
Beginning T .JI. Animal Biology Animal Biology 
T.]1. 225 3 Zool. 114 3 Zool. 115 3 
17 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student wm be required to include in hb schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203; and For. 211, 212, 213. 
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*JUNIOR YEAR 
Students expecting to complete one of the five year majors should consult with their respective 
conselors before the senior year and prepare an outline program of subjects for completion In 
the five--year groue selected. This is necessary in order to · arrange for a proper sequence of 
subjects in the major fields of work. 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Forest Soils Credits 
Elem. Plant Phys. Agron.357 3 Surveying 
Bot. 205 4 Survey & Map Mkg. C.E. 313 3 
Gen. Plant Ecol. C.E. 312 4 Silviculture 
Bot. 424 3 Silviculture For. 303 3 
Elem. Surveying For. 302 3 Forest Protection 
C.E. 310 4 Wood Technology For. 390 3 
Prin. of Econ. For. 388 4 American Government 
Econ.201 3 *Electives 3 Govt. 315 3 
Silvlculture *Electives 6 
For. 301 3 
• 
17 17 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In his schedule: 
Seminar, For. 311, 312, 313. 
JUNIOR SUMMER CAMP 
Six weeks camp for students completing the Junior year. Optional for students completing 
the Junior year In 1945 and 1946. A full camj) schedule is made up of a total of 9 credits 
chosen from the following: Advanced Forest Industries, For. 530, Cr. 3 to 9; Advanced Forest 
Admln., For. 590, Cr. 3 to 9; Advanced Range Admin., For. 594, Cr. 3 to 9. 
SENIOR YEAR 
Forest Admln. Forest Pathology General Bacteriology 
For. 391 3 BoL 416 4 Bact. 304D 3 
Forest Finance General For. Economics For. HisL & Policy 
For. 490 s For. 470 3 For. 499 3 
For. Range Mgt. Forest Products Forest Management 
For. 491 3 For. 487 5 For. 596 3 
Forest Insects Forest Management Speech Malting 
Zool. 377 3 For. 595 3 Speech 311 3 
*Electives 3 *Electives 3 *Electives 6 
17 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In his schedule: 
Seminar, For. 411, 412, 413. 
•students enrolled In the four-year Forestry course who wish to point their work toward 
specialized lines are advised to select electives indicated for the respective groups listed below: 
WDdlUe Management: 7.ool. 504, 506, 507, 520. 
Forest Grazing Management: For. 492, 493. 
Timber Industries: For. 385, 438, 451, 452, 453. 
Forest Management: For. 443. 
FIFTH YEAR MAJORS 
Students expecting to complete any one of the fifth year groups should consult 
with their counselors during or before the junior year at which time the subjects 
to be taken will be outlined for the individual student for the senior and fifth 
years. This will make poSSiole a proper sequence of subjects and provide for the 
courses of instruction required for the particular major group of his selection. 
Major sequences are those leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, major in 
forestry and conservation or major in forest utilization or major in forestry and 
range management or major in forestry and wildlife management. 
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CURRICULUM IN HORTICULTURE 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Horticulture, see pages 234-236. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
lLivestock Problems General Botany 1Lf vestock Problems 
A.H. 101 2 Bot. 102 3 A.H.103 2 
General Botany General Chemistry Systematic Botany 
Bot. 101 3 Chem.102 4 Bot. 206 4 
General Chemistry Prin. of Composition Qualitative Analysis 
Chem. 101 4 Engl. 102 3 Chem.103 4 
Prin. of Composition Greenhouse Management Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Hort. 154 3 Engl. 103 3 
General Horticulture Ag. Mathematics Vef table Crops 
Hort. 114 3 Math. 205 4 ort.164B 3 
Military 141 2 Military 142 2 Military 143 2 
17 19 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In his schedule: 
Phys. Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A (Fall); Hort. 110 (Spring); Orientation, Ag. 101, 102; 
Ag. 104, see page 158. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Crop Production Soil Fert. & Fertilizers Gr:fces & Small Fruits 
Agron. 111 3 Agron.354 s ort. 224 3 
Soils Or~ic & ~uantitative Garden Flowers 
Agron.254 3 hem. 2 6 3 Hort. 244 3 
Elem. Plant Physiology Prin. of Economics Ag. Physics 
Bot. 205 4 Ee. 202 3 Phys. 204 3 
Organic & ~uantitative Plant Propagation Speech-Making 
Chem. 2 5 3 Hort. 214 3 Speech 311 3 
Principles of Economics Rural Landscape Design Elementary Entomology 
Ec.201 3 L.A. 208 3 Zool. 274 4 
16 17 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
At the beginning of the junior year, the student must choose a major in pomology, ftoriculture, 
nursery management, or vegetable crops. For majors, see page 96. 
General Genetics General Bacteriology Plant Pathology 
Gen. 300 3 Bact. 304A 5 Bot. 207 4 
Elem. Laboratory Commercial Veg. Crops Accounting I 
Gen. 305 1 Hort. 366 3 Ee. 3 74D 4 
Hist. of American Agric. Orcharding Orcharding 
Hist. 324 3 Hort. 522 3 Hort. 523 3 
Orcharding Plant Materials Plant Materials 
Hort. 521 3 L.A. 231 2 L.A. 232 3 
Commercial Floriculture Electives 3 Electives 3 
Hort. 546 3 
Electives 3 
Seminar 
Hort. 401 
Senior Project 
Hort. 411 
Systematic Pomology 
Hort. 524 
Systematic Olericulture 
Hort. 565 
Elective in English 
Electives 
16 
S~IOR.YEAR 
Seminar 
1 Hort. 402 
Senior Project 
16 
2 Hort. 412 2 
History & Lit. of Hort. 
3 Hort. 515 3 
Systematic Floriculture 
3 Hort. 544 3 
3 Electives 8 
5 
17 17 
American Government 
Govt. 315 
Seminar 
Hort. 403 
Senior Project 
Hort. 413 
Electives 
1Women students may substitute for courses in animal husbandry. 
17 
3 
l 
2 
11 
17 
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SENIOR COLLEGE REQUIREMENTS 
Within the junior and senior years the following courses are required: 
MAJOR IN FLORI CUL TORE: Commercial Floricul ture, Hort. 54 7, Cr. 3 ; Commercial Floral 
Design, Hort. 344 Cr. 3; Vegetable Forcing, HorL 469, Cr. 3; Insects Affecting Horticultural 
Crops, Zoot. 375, Cr. 5. 
MAJOR IN NURSERY MANAG~MENT: Nursery Methods, Hort. 3!6, Cr. 3; Garden 
Service, Hort. 315, Cr. 3; Plant Materials, L.A. 333, Cr. 3; Money and Banking, Ee. 304, Cr. 3; 
Business Law I, Ee. 365, Cr. 3; Insects Affecting Horticultural Crops, Zool. 375, Cr. 5. 
MAJOR IN POMOLOGY: Marketing Horticultural Products, Hort. 414, Cr. 3; Exotic Fruits, 
Hort. 424t. Cr. 2; Fruit Farm Management, Hort. 529, Cr. 3; Inspection Tours, Hort. 301, 
required; 111SCCts Affecting Horticultural Crops, Zool. 375, Cr. 5. 
MAJOR IN VEGETABLE CROPS: Marketing Horticultural Products, Hort. 414, Cr. 3; 
Vegetable Forcing, Hort. 469, Cr. 3; Insects Affecting Horticultural Crops, Zool. 375, Cr. 5; 
Canning Crops, Hort. 564, Cr. 3. 
CURRICULUM IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
Administered by the Department of Vocational Education. 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Vocational Education. see pages 277-284. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits 
Drawing & Projection Theory of Proj. Draw. 
E.Dr. 131 2 E.Dr. 132 
Working Drawings 
3 E.Dr. 133 
Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Engl. 102 3 Engl. 103 
Woodwork I Ornamental Metalwork Sheet Metal Work 
I.Ed. 106 3 I.Ed. 104 3 I.Ed. 255 
College Algebra Plane Trigonometry Machine Shop 
Math. 101 5 Math. 102A 5 M.E. 201 
I Electives 2 Military 142 2 1Electives 
Military 141 2 :Military 143 
17 16 
Credits 
3 
3 
3 
2 
-~ 
2 
16 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A (Fall); Orientation, Ag. 101, 102; V.Ed. 110 (Spring). 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Freehand Drawing Machine Construction Pilot Traininfm 
Arch.E. 114 2 (Welding) Ground truction 
Prin. of Economics A.E. 359 2 Aero.E. 212 3 
Ec.201 3 General Chemistry General Chemistry 
Pattern Making Chem.101 4 Chem. 102 4 
I.Ed. 257 3 Prin. of Economics Intro. to the Teaching 
Metal Casting Ee. 202 3 of Industrial Arts 
M.E. 202 2 Electrical Construction I.Ed. 150 3 
General Physics I.Ed. 251 3 Woodwork II 
Phys. 211 4 General Psychology I.Ed. 205 3 
1Electives 3 Psych. 204 3 I Electives 3 
I Electives 3 
17 18 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, tach student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203 
lEleclivcs may be chosen from a minor field or additional courses in Industrial Education. 
Craft courses in Applied Art may be elected. 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS 
1. In the final quarter of the sophomore year, the student will select the area of 
industrial education in which he wishes to specialize or will decide to continue 
with a general program of industrial education. He will also select two minor 
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teaching fields which, together with his major field and supporting work, will 
form the basis for the program of the junior and senior years. This program 
will cover a minimum of one hundred and two credits. The complete program 
will be worked out by the student in conference with his senior college coun-
selor, subject to the approval of the head of the department and the dean of 
the division. Duplicate copies are to be filed in the dean's office. 
2. A minimum of forty credits in industrial education shall be required for grad-
uation. In addition, supporting subjects shall be included which are necessary 
for the proper development of the major field and which give a general cul-
tural background. Areas of industrial education in which the student may 
specialize are: Mechanical drawing, woodworking, metalworking, and electricity. 
3. The two minor fields of work are usually chosen from the areas of agriculture 
or science but they may be selected from any area offered at the Iowa State 
College. Each minor field must include a minimum of fifteen credits in order 
to meet the requirements in Iowa for the Standard Secondary Certificate. Credit 
well beyond this minimum will ordinarily be required for graduatiolf, however. 
The exact amount of credit that must be earned in each minor teaching field 
will vary with the field selected. 
4. The subjects maldng up the program of the junior and senior years must 
ordinarily be of senior college rank. 
5. The following subjects must be included as indicated, unless completed pre-
viously: 
(a) Ee. 406. Industrial Relations. Cr. 3. 
(b) Engl. 205. Propaganda Analysis, Reasoning, and Writing. Cr. 3 or 
Engl. 404. Business Correspondence. Cr. 2. 
(c) Speech 311. Speech-making. Cr. 3. 
(d) History 211, 212, and 213. European and American Civilization. Cr. 
3 each. OR 
History 234 and 235. Economic History of The United States. Cr. 3 each. 
(e) Soc. 234. Principles of Sociology. Cr. 3. 
(f) V .Ed. 550. V1Sual Methods in Education. Cr. 3. 
6. A list of the courses required of students qualifying to teach Industrial Arts 
or Trade and Industrial Education is on file with the student's counselor and 
in the Department of Vocational Education. Professional courses in education 
and psychology must be taken to qualify for a teacher's certificate. The fol-
lowing courses are required for the Iowa Standard Secondary Certificate: V.Ed. 
304, 305, 426; Psych. 204, 334, and 335 or 434; Govt. 31SA. Courses in special 
methods and supervised practice teaching are also required. 
7. A student will be required to complete at least 12 weeks of practical work in 
the trades or industry before be graduates with a Bachelor of Science degree 
in Industrial Education. 
CURRICULUM IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Landscape Architecture, see pages 240-242. 
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FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits • Credits Credits 
General Botany General Botany General Botany 
} Bot. 101 3 Bot. 102 3 Bot. 103 or Drawing & Projection Prin. of Composition General Horticulture 3 
E.Dr. 13'1 , 2 Engl. 102 3 Hort. 114 
Prin. of Composition Elements & Theory of General Chemistry 
E~.101 3 Landscape Design Chem. 101 ' 4 Int uction to L.A. L.A. 211 4 Prin. of Composition 
L.A.105 R Plane Trigonometry Engl. 103 3 
College Algebra Math. 102A 5 Elements & Theory of 
Math.101 5 Military 142 2 Landscape Design 
Military 141 2 L.A. 212 4 
Military 143 2 
15 17 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Library 106A (Fall); Ag. 101,·102; Ag. 104, see page 158. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
El. of Arch. & Freehand Dr. El. of Arch. & Freehand Dr. Soils & Soils Mgt. 
Arch.E. 201 5 Arch.E. 202 5 Agron. 154 3 
Elementary Surveying Top. & Cad. Surveying El. of Arch. & Freehand Dr. 
C.E. 211 s C.E. 212 3 Arch.E. 203 5 
Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics Route & Higher Survey. 
Ee. 201 3 Ec.202 3 C.E. 213 4 
L.A. History L.A. History Elements of L.A. Design 
L.A. 201 3 L.A. 202 3 L.A. 213 l 
Plant Materials Plant Materials 
L.A. 231 2 L.A. 232 3 
16 16 17 
In addition to courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR His=. of Arch. History of Arch. History of Arch . 
. E. 351 3 Arch.E. 352 3 Arcb.E. 353 3 L.A. Construction L.A. Construction General Geology 
L.A. 301 3 L.A. 302 3 Geol. 201 3 Landscape Design Landscape Design L.A. Construction 
L.A. 311 3 L.A. 312 3 L.A. 303 3 Plant Materials Planting Design Landscape Design 
L.A. 333 3 L.A. 334 3 L.A. 313 3 American Gov't. Electives 6 Planting Design 
Govt .. 31SA 3 L.A. 335 3 Electives 3 Landscape Practice 
L.A. 341 R 
Electives 3 
18 18 18 
SENIOR YEAR 
Roads & Pavements Engr. & City Planning Physiography C.E.354 3 C.E. 404 3 Geol. 324 4 City or Town Planning Institutional Planning Landscape Practice L.A. 401 3 L.A. 402 2 L.A. 342 R· Landscape Design Landscape Design Rec. & Regional Plan. L.A. 411 4 L.A. 412 4 L.A. 403 3 Prin. of Sociology Speech Making Landscape Design Soc. 234B 3 Speech 311 3 L.A. 413 4 Electives 3 Electives 4 Electives 6 
16 16 17 
Ap{Vroved electives: Arch.E. ~36, Cr. 3, S.; Ee. 540, Cr. 3 Alt. W.; E~. 355, Cr. 3, 
Alt. .; For. 400, Cr. 3, W.; Hist. 311, 31~ 313\vCr. 3 each, F.W.S., (when en, to be con-
current with Arch.E. 351, 352, 353, Cr. 3 ea , F. .S.(: Hort. 244, Cr. 3, S.; L.A. 305, Cr. 3, 
Alt. S.; L.A. 404, Cr. 3, Alt. F.; L.A. 414c Cr. 3, W.; .A. 415, Cr. 3 F.W.S.; L.A. 436, Cr. 3. 
W.; L.A. 441, Cr. 3, S.; Ps~ch. 204, r. ~ F.W.S.; T.Jl. 225, Cr. 3, F.W.S.; Zool. 274, 
Cr. 4, F.S.; Zool. 377, Cr. 3, .; Phys. 306, r. 3, W. 
PROGRAif' FOR AGRICULTURE 
CURRICULUM IN POULTRY HUSBANDRY 
Administered by the Department of Animal Husbandry. 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
99 
Six months of practical work under the direction of the Department is required 
before graduation. See page 158. 
For description of courses in Animal Husbandry, see pages 164-168. 
For freshman and sophomore years, see curriculum in Animal Husbandry, page 
88. 
Poultry Husbandry students will classify in A.H. 247, 147, 248, F. W. S. respec-
tively, instead of A.H. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Spring Quarter Winter Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Poultry Judging Animal Nutrition Soils 
A.H. 346 3 A.H. 318 3 Agron. 254 
General Bacteriology Incubation Turkey Management 
Bact. 304A 5 A.H. 345 3 A.H. 347 
Public Address General Genetics Accounting I 
Speech 312 J Gen.300 3 Ee. 374D 
Physiol. of Domes. Animals Pbysiol. of Domes. Fowls Prin. of Sociology 
Vet.Phys. 364 3 Vet.Phys. 366 3 Soc.234 
Embryology Electives 5 Electives 
Zool. 334 3 
17 17 
SENIOR YEAR 
Poultry Seminar Soil Fert. & Fertilizers Poul try Seminar 
A.H. 541 1 Agron. 354 5 A.H. 543 
Adv. Poul. Prod. Tech. Poultry Seminar Poultry Nutrition 
A.H. 549 4 A.H. 542 A.H. 546 
PXsiol. of Avian Reproduction Business Correspondence Poultry BrecdJng 
.H. 550 3 Engl. 404 2 A.H. 548 
American Government Hist. of Amer. Agric. Poultry Sanitation 
Govt. 315 3 Hist. 324 3 Vet.Hyg. 428 
Technical Advertising Electives 6 Electives 
T.Jl. 325 3 
Electives 3 
17 17 
PROGRAMS IN AGRICULTURE 
For Two-Year. Program in Farm Operation see page Q2. 
PROGRAM IN DAIRY PLANT OPERATION 
Administered by the Department of Dairy Industry. 
Leading to a certificate. 
J 
3 
4 
3 
4 
17 
1 
J 
3 
2 
8 
17 
This program includes the manufacture of the various milk products and the 
handling of market milk. The object is to fit the students for positions as butter,• 
cheese, and ice cream makers, µillk plant operators, or managers of dairy plants. 
For description of courses in Dairy Industcy, sec pages 197-199. 
First Quarter-Fall Credits Second Quarter-Winter Credits 
Dairy Practice Dairy Cattle Feeding and Management 
D.I. 154 S A.H. 135 3 
Testing Milk & Milk Products Dairy Practice 
D.I. 156 4 D.I. 155 
Butler Manufacture Ice Cream and Ices 
D.I. 157 4 D.I. 158 
Prin. of Composition Cheese Manufacture 
Engl. 101 3 D. I. 159 
Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 102 
4 
3 
3 
3 
16 16 
In addition lo the courses listed above, each student wlll be required lo include in his schedule: 
Phys. Ed. 101, 102; Ag. 104, see page 158. ~ 
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Thtrd Quarter-Fall 
Dairy Plant Management 
D.I. 260 
Dairy Bacteriology 
D.I. 265 
Accounting I 
Ec.374 
DIVISIONS 
Credits 
6 
6 
4 
16 
Fourth Quarter-Winter 
Dairy Machinery 
A."E. 269 
Special Problems 
D.L 264 
Market Milk 
D.I. 2S6 
Condensed and Powdered Milk 
D.I. 258 
Electives 
PROGRAM FOR DAIRY PLANT WORKERS 
Credits 
3 
5 
3 
3 
2 
16 
Length of Program: One quarter. 
Requirements for Admission: Completion of eighth grade or equivalent. 
Purpose: To train men for dairy plant work. Students who do good work in 
this one-quarter program may be admitted to the four-quarter program in Dairy 
Plant Operation. 
~ 
Dairy Plant Pradlce 
D.I.1 
T~ Dairy Products 
D.I. 2 
Butter Manufacture 
D.1.3 
Ice Cream Manufacture 
D.I. 4 
Milt Plant Operation 
D.L S 
Credits 
5 
2 
3 
3 
3 
16 
PROGRAM IN GENERAL FARMING 
Length of Program: Six quarters. 
Requirements for Ad~on: Completion of eighth grade or equivalent. 
Purpose: To train men for general farming or specialized farming. Men who 
want the general farming program will usually take the courses listed. Individual 
programs may be selected, however, to meet individual needs and interests. Courses 
suggested in "electives" may be selected and others may be added if there is a 
demand for such courses. Specialization will be permitted. 
First Quarter Credits Second Quarter Credits Third Quarter Credits 
Farm Mechanics Crop Prod. & Mgt. Farm Mach. Management 
A.E.14 2 Agron. 12 4 A.E. 34 3 
Crop Prod. & Mgt. Soil Conservation & Mgt. Farm Operation 
Agron. 11 3 Agron.SS 3 Ag. so 3 
Soils & Soll Fertility Livestock Prod. & Mgt. Hay & Pasture Production 
Agron. 54 4 A.H. 12 4 Agron.34 3 
LlveStock Prod. & Mgt. Farm Budgeting & Records Livestock Prod. & Mgt. 
A.H. 11 4 Econ.47 3 A.H.13 4 
Farm Management The Rural Community & Seed Testing & Weed Control 
Econ.46 3 -Its Institutions Bot. 38 (Agron. 38) 3 
Soc.20 ·3 
16 17 16 
Fourth Quarter Flf th Quarter Sixth Quarter 
Farm Mach. & Power Mgt. Farm~entry Background of American 
A.E. 3S 3 A.E.1 2 Farming 
Poulli: Feeding & Mgt. Farm Credit & Appraisal Hist. 24 3 
A. 44 • 3 Econ. 54 3 Home Gardening 
Current Problems & PQI. Oral & Written Communic. Hort. 10 3 
Affecting Agriculture Engl. 6 3 Group Discussion 
Econ.S2 3 Basic Concepts of Sp.11 3 
Farm Insects and Rodents American Democracy Electives 7 
Zool. 74 3 Govt. 15 3 
Electives 4 Electives 6 -16 17 16 
HORTICULTURE PROGRAM 101 
St1ttesled elecllvu I• Airlefllhln: 
Buildings & Equl_l?_ment, A.E. 79, Cr. 3; Soll ConservaUon Phumtn,,_ ~n. 64, Cr. 3; 
General Poultry Husbandry, A.H. 1, Cr. 6; Poultry & Ea Markeung, A.H. 2, Cr. 3: 
Poultry NutritionbA.H. 3, Cr. 2; Pork Productlo1lnfmH. 14, Cr. 3; Breeds of Livestock, 
A.H. 23, Cr. 3; airy Farming, A.H. 35, Cr. 3; al Breeding, A.H. 51..r. Cr. 2; Farm 
Dairying, D.I. 27, Cr. 3; Poultry Economics & Records, Ee. 10, Cr. 3; r-arm Forestry, 
For. 20, Cr. 3; Propagation of Horticultural Plants, Hort. l, Cr. 3; Vegetable Gardening, 
Hort. 2, Cr. 4; Fruit Growing, Hort. 3, Cr. 4; Greeilhouse, Garden and Ofchard Qi>erations. 
Hort. 4, Cr. S: Farmstead Planning & Plantings, L.A. 20, Cr. 2; Fann Sanitation, Vet.Hyg. 
3, Cr. 2: Practical Care of Bees, Zoo!. 84, Cr. 3. 
PROGRAM FOR HERDSMEN 
Administered by the Department of Animal Husbandry. 
Every applicant for admission to this program must be at least sixteen years 
of age and must present a certificate signed by his county or high school superin-
tendent showing that he has satisfactorily completed the eighth grade of the public 
schools or its equivalent. If the applicant has attended high school this certificate 
must also give his complete high school or academic record. This certificate should 
be filed with the Registrar as promptly as possible, and at least two weeks before 
the opening of the quarter. Formal application for admission must be filed by each 
applicant. Blank forms can be secured by writing to the Registrar. 
Upon completion of this program and one year of successful work with live-
stock, a statement will be granted showing completion of the program. 
For description of courses in Animal Husbandry, see pages 164-168. 
First Quarter-Winter 
Farm Crop Production 
Agron.2 
Types & Mkt. Cl. of Livestock 
-A.H. 21 
General Livestock Feeding & Mitt. 
A.H. 28 
Dairy Herd Improvement 
A.H. 30 or 
Poultry Management 
A.H. 40or 
Farm Sanitation 
Vet.Hyg. 3 
Management of Farm Equipment 
A.E. 70or 
Se~aration & Milk Testing 
D.I. 27 
ComPQSitlon, Oral & Written 
EJigl. 6 
Credits 
4 
3 
4 
2 
3 
3 
19 
Second Quarter-Winter Credits 
Breed Studies 
A.H. 22 4 
Production & Feeding of Livestock 
A.H. 20 3 
Mkt. Classes & Grades of Livestock 
A.H. 29 2 
Animal Breeding 
A.H. SI 2 
Farm Management 
Ec.36 3 
Livestock Advertising 
T.Jl. 25 2 
Farm Meats } 
A.H. 71 or 2 
Pouliry Management 
A.H. 40 
18 
HORTICULTURE PROGRAM 
Length of Program: One quarter. 
Requirements for Admission: Completion of eighth grade or equivalent. 
Purpose: To train gardeners, fruit growers, florists and plant propagators. 
Other courses may be substituted to meet interests and needs of students. 
Pr()pagation of Horticultural Plants 
Hort. 1 vc1; Gardening 
Fruit Growing 
Hort.3 
Greenhouse, Garden and Orchard Operations 
Hort.4 
Credits 
3 
4 
4 
5 
16 
102 DIVISIONS 
PROGRAM FOR POULTRY WORKERS 
Length of Program: One quarter. 
Requirements for Admission: Completion of eighth grade o~ equivalent. 
Purpose: To give elementary training in poultry production, as w~ll as to 
prepare men to work in poultry plants. Other courses may be substituted to 
meet interests and needs of students. 
General Poultry Husbandry 
A.H.1 
Poultry and Egg Marketing 
A.H.2 
Poultry Nutrf tion 
A.H.3 
Poultry Records 
Econ. 10 
Poul~ Hygiene 
Vet.Hyg. 7 
Credits 
6 
3 
2 
3 
2 
16 
TRAINING IN AGRICULTURE WITH SPECIAL OBJECTIVES 
TRAINING FOR EXTENSION SERVICE 
Opportunities are open each year to a number of graduates for appointment 
as field agents and staff workers in Agricultural Extension. Students who wish 
to prepare for this work should have a wide understanding of farm problems and 
a broad base education. 
Not later than their second year, students who are interested should consult 
their counselors, the Dean of Agriculture and the director of Extension for advice 
as to courses that will prepare them for Extension teaching. 
TRAINING FOR RURAL RELIGIOUS LEADERS 
A joint agricult~ral college-theological seminary committee recommends that 
prospective church leaders enrolled in agriculture include in their senior college 
curriculum at least one basic course in each of the following fields: agricultural 
economics, economics, English composition (2 courses), English literature (prefer-
ably 2 courses), history or government (preferably 2 courses), public speaking, 
psychology, rural sociology, sociology. 
These courses can be chosen as a part of any major curriculum in the Division 
of Agriculture. Such a course cf study makes it possible for graduates of the 
division to continue their training in any theological seminary which accepts the 
proposed arrangement. Prior to planning this program, students should acquaint 
themselves with the modern language and other requirements for entering the 
seminary of their choice. 
COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING COURSES 
Recent developments in extending local as well as national governmental ac-
tivities are creating a need for technically trained men to cooperate with others 
in planning on. a broad and comprehensive basis. Some of the immediate problems 
are: land and water utilization; housing; zoning, transportation; public health; 
conservation; recreation; agricultural engineering and technological coordination. 
Special sequences in planning courses are available to students in the Divisions 
of Agriculture, Engineering, and Science, as exemplified in the Departments of 
Agronomy, Architectural Engineering and Civil Engineering, Economics and 
Sociology, Landscape Architecture, and Vocational Education. 
Students interested in the application of their sp~cial techniques of compre-
hensive and collaborative planning programs and projects, and who have a quality 
point average of 2 .SO or higher should consult with their heads of departments 
or counselors. 
Division of Engineering 
DEAN Aoo, Engineering Hall, Room 104 
The Divis)on of Engineering, organized about 1896 with four departments, now 
consists of ten departments that teach the technical engineering subject matter, 
the Engineering Experiment Station, and the Engineering Extension Service. Its 
faculty includes all of the members of the staffs of the ten departments, the Station, 
and the Extension Service. 
The several curricula included in the division and the dates of their establish-
ment are: civil and mechanical engineering, 1868 (when the College first opened), 
electrical engineerin~l, mining engineering, 1894, ceramic engineering, 1906, 
chemical engineering and agricultural engineering, 1909, architectural engineering, 
1914, general engineering, 1926, and aeronautical engineering, 1942. The courses 
in theoretical and applied mechanics were brought into an organized department 
in 1931, and those in engineering drawing, in 1935. The Engineering Experiment 
Station was established in 1904, and the Engineering Extension Service was estab-
lished in 1913. 
PROFESSIONAL DEGREES. The professional degrees in engineering are granted by 
the Iowa State College to alumni whose engineering experience has qualified 
them to perform engineering work of an exacting professional character. The 
professional degrees authorized are: Architectural Engineer, Agricultural Engineer, 
Ceramic Engineer, Chemical Engineer, Civil Engineer, Electrical Engineer, Indus-
trial Engineer, Mechanical Engineer, Engineer of Mines. A detailed statement of 
the requirements for the professional degrees in engineering may be secured by 
writing to the Dean of Engineering. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGINEERING GRADUATES. Engineers are employed in in-
dustries that make use of technological processes, in government service, and in 
a wide variety of general business fields. The readiness with which they secure 
the first job varies with the state of business in the country as in other lines of 
endeavor. In recent years most of the graduating engineers have found employment 
without difficulty, many of them in organizations affording an opportunity to 
advance to positions of considerable administrative and technical responsibility. 
In all of the states except two, registration as a professional engineer is required 
for many types of positions. One prerequisite to registration is graduation from 
an accredited curriculum in engineering. The curricula at the Iowa State College 
are officially accredited. Generally, two years or more of professional experience 
is required for registration, and during this two-year period it is possible in many 
states for the engineer to secure a certificate as an "engineer-in-training". This 
rating may be secured by examination at graduation time and will continue for 
a reasonable period while the engineer is gaining experience. The college provides 
its graduating engineers with complete information about registration as an 
engineer-in-training and as a professional engineer. 
PERSONNEL SERVICE. The Division of Engineering has an effective placement 
service. The primary function of this service is to bring to the Iowa State College 
the representatives of those industrial and commercial organizations that regularly 
recruit personnel from among the graduates of the engineering college. The En-
gineering Personnel Office makes the necessary arrangements for the students of 
103. 
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the several engineering departments to interview these representatives and aids 
the students in preparing for such interviews. This service is available to each 
member of the graduation class, to the alumni who desire to change positions, 
and to those undergraduates who plan to stay out of college for a time or who 
seek industrial experience during vacation periods. 
HONOR FRATERNITIES. Tau Beta Pi is a national honorary engineering society 
maintaining a chapter on the Iowa State College campus. A chapter of Eta 
Kappa Nu chooses its membership from students in electrical engineering, Keramos 
from students in ceramic engineering, Pi Tau Sigma from students in mechanical 
engineering, and Tau Sigma Delta from those in architectural engineering. Among 
the other honor fraternities open to students in the Division of Engineering are 
the following: 
Sigma Xi ............... All College ............ Men and Women 
Phi Kappa Phi ........... All College ............ Men and Women 
Cardinal Key ............ All College ............ Men 
Phi Lambda Upsilon ...... Chemistry ............. Men 
THE CHARLES FREDERICK BOWERS MEMORIAL PRIZE. The Charles Frederick 
Bowers Memorial piize is derived from the earnings from a fund which was con-
tributed by former students, friends and associates of the late Professor Bowers 
who lost his life in the service of bis country in World War II. The earnings 
from this fund are awarded annually to the outstanding senior student in the 
curriculum of Architectural Engineering. The selection is made by a faculty com-
mittee on the basis of the student's work during bis senior year. 
ENoINEERINo SOCIETIES. General professional association and advancement are 
promoted by the activities of the student branches of the great national engineering 
societies of which the following are represented at Iowa State College: American 
Ceramic Society, American Institute of Electrical Engineers, American Institute 
of Mining Engineers, American Society of Agricultural Engineers, American Society 
of Civil Engineers, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, American Institute 
of Chemical Engineers, American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, 
Institute of the Aeronautical Sciences, Society for the Advancement of Management. 
Tm; ENGINEERING COUNCIL is the governing body of the student organizations 
in the Division of Engineering. The council is made up of delegates representing 
all the departmental student technical societies and directs certain activities that 
are carried out by the student body. Among these are the Engineering Carnival, 
in the fall, the Engineering Open House, every spring, and engineering social 
affairs. The council each year invites a few prominent engineers to visit the 
college and address the students on subjects of general interest to the profession. 
Tm: IowA ENGJNEEll. The engineering students publish monthly during the 
college year an engineering journal called The Iowa Engineer. Articles are con-
tributed by engineering alumni, nonresident engineering lecturers, and members 
of the engineering faculty, as well as by the student editors and reporters. En-
ginCering journals are becoming so numerous and important that experience on 
TIN 10tDa Bngineer staff is very valuable. 
CtnmlCULAR ADJUSTMENTS !OR THE WAR PERron. Each year prior to 1942 the 
seniors in the Engineering Division spent a week in Chicago and other industrial 
centers observing production methods. On account of restrictions on visits to 
manufacturing plants senior inspection trips have been discontinued for the dura-
tion of the war. Also Orientation courses and Tecbni~ Lectures required of 
freshmen and the course in Appreciation of the Arts required of seniors will not 
be taught until after the war. 
" 
ENGINEERING 105 
CURRICULA IN ENGINEERING 
OBJECTIVES. The engineering curricula are organized to aid the student in 
acquiring the knowledge and the personal qualifications that are necessary for 
success in professional work in engineering. Engineering is fundamentally a 
state of mind that is acquired by a distinctive type of training and by practice 
in solving problems of the technical nature common in engineering practice. The 
undergraduate course includes the instruction in the basic sciences and a thorough-
going introduction to the professional subject matter of the ma}or fields of en., 
gineering. The more advanced work in science and its application in engineering 
are provided through postgraduate study. 
The basic science subj.~cts, which constitute about one-third of the program, 
are taught mainly in the freshman and sophomore years and include mathematics, 
chemistry, physics and English. These are the foundation for the professional en-
gineering subject matter. In the freshman year the engineering student receives 
training in the application of such subjects as mathematics and chemistry to 
·typical engineering problems, and as he progresses the student will make more 
extensive use of his general science in the courses that deal with professional 
engineering subject matt~r. 
The engineering subjects begin in the freshman year but are for the most part 
concentrated in the final two years of the course. These are quite diverse in char-
acter. Many deal with some special field of engineering, such as chemical or 
electrical engineering or some of the eight other areas covered by the curricula. 
UNIFORM FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
General Chemistry General Chemistry Qualitative Analysis 
Chem. 101 4 Chem. 102 4 Chem. 103 4 
Drawing &: Projection Theory of Proj. Drawing Working Drawings 
E.Dr. 131 E.Dr. 132 3 E.Dr. 133 3 
Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Engl. 102 3 Engl. 103 3 
~n&':eering Problems rnt.:eerlng Problems t•&";,eering Proble.,. 
n.E. 104 1 en.E. 105 1 .E. 106 1 • 
College Algebra Plane Trigonometry nalytic Geometry 
·Math. 101 5 Math. 102C 4 Math. 103C 4 
Military 141 2 Military 142 2 llitary 143 2 -
17 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above each student will be required to Include In his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Lib. 106C CWtnter); Engr. 114, 115; Departmental Technical Lecture 
100 (Spring). 
Note: Students who transfer to an Engineering curriculum after having completed Math. 103, 
will take General Engineering 108 ,in Ueu of Gen. E. 1~,. 105 and 106 the first term of thelr 
work in Engibeering, unless they have suf&dent credits to give them full Junfor standlttg, In which 
case General Engineering 108 ls not required. 
SELECTION OF CURRICULUM BY THE STUDENT. The program of the freshman 
year is identical for all curricula in the Division of Engineering, and entering 
freshmen are not required to select the curriculum they wish to follow until near 
the end of the freshman year. 
The student can change his curriculum up to the end of the sophomore year 
without much loss of credit. To do so he needs only to secure the consent of the 
Dean of Engineering and the Dean of Junior CoDege and comply with the fatuity 
rules relating to such changes. 
106 DIVISIONS 
CURRICULUM IN AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Aeronautical Engineering, see pages 152-154. 
For freshman year, sec pa~e 105. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarler Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics Applied Calculus 
Ee. 261 3 Ec.262 3 Math. 213 4 
Dilferential Calculus Integral Calculus Metal Fabrication 
Math. 211 4 Math. 212 4 M.E. 204 2 
Machine Shop Metal Casting Physical Metallurgy 
M.E. 201 2 M.E. 202 2 M.E. 213 3 
Physical Metallurgy Physical Metallurgy General Physics 
M.E. 211 3 M.E. 212 3 Phys. 223 5 
General Physics General Physics Sta.tics of Engineering 
Phys.221 5 Phys. 222 s T.&A.M. 274 3 
17 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, <'ach stud<'nt will b<' required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Aeronautics Aerodynamics I Airplane Analysis 
Aero.E. 310 3 Aero.E. 360 3 Aero.E. 380 s 
1 Writing of Sci. Papers Differential Equations Design of Mach. Elements 
Engl. 414 3 Math. 314 3 M.E. 315 4 
Kinematics Machine Analysis lGeneral Psychology 
M.E. 310 4 M.E. 312 4 Psych. 204 3 
Thermodynamics lS~eech Making Materials Laboratory 
M.E. 344 5 p. 311 3 T.&A.M. 327 
Dynamics Mechanics of Material Hydraulics 
T.&A.M. 344 4 T.&A.M. 324 5 T.&A.M. 378 4 
19 18 17 
SENIOR YEAR 
Aerodynamics II Airplane Strt'SS Anal. II Airplane Design II 
Aero.E. 410 4 A<"ro.E. 42 2 3 Aero.E. 432 3 
Wind Tunnel Lab. Airplane Design I Airplane Propellers 
Aero.E. 412 2 Aero.E. 430 4 Aero.E. 460 3 
Airplane Stress Anal. I D.C. Circuits & Machines A.C. Circuits & Machines 
Aero.E. 420 4 E.E. 435 4 E.E. 437 4 
Ai%1ane Instruments tGovt. and Industry llndustrial Organization 
ero.E. 440 J Govt. 480 3 Gen.E. 351 3 
lAmerican Government Internal Combustion Eng. Airplane Engines 
Govt. 315B 3 M.E. 445 4 M.E. 450 4 
Electives 3 
19 18 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Aero. Seminar, Aero.E. 491. 492, 493; and Senior Inspection Trip, Aero.E. 400. 
tMay be omitted by R.O.T ~C. students. 
CURRICULUM IN AGRICULTURi\L ENGINEERING 
Administered jointly by the Division of Agriculture and the Division of En-
gineering. 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Six months of practical work in agriculture or engineering under the direction 
of this department is required before graduation. 
... 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
For description of courses in· Agricultural Engineering, see pages 154-156. 
For freshman year, see page 105. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits 
Agricultural Machines Crop Production Livestock Problems 
A.E. 236 3 Agron. 111 3 A.H. 102 or 103 
Livestock Problems General Horticulture Dairy Principles 
A.H. 101 2 Hort. 114 3 D.I. 310 
Hist. of American Ag. Integral Calculus Applied Calculus 
Hist. 324 3 Math. 212 4 Math. 213 
Differential Cal cul us General Physics General Physics 
Math. 211 4 Phys. 222 5 Phys. 223 
General Physics Statics of Engineering 
Phys. 221 5 T.&A.M. 274 
17 15 
107 
Credi Lei 
2 
2 
4 
s 
3 
16 
In addition to the coursf.>:i listed 1.1bove, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Wood Construction Machine Construction Soil & Water Cons. 
A.E. 355 2 A.E. 359 2 A.E. 324 4 
Animal Feeding Agrl. Structures Design Agrl. Tractor Power 
A.H. 416 3 A.E. 375 3 A.E. 346 4 
Surveying Crop Production Soils 
C.E. 325 3 A~n.112 4 Agron. 254 3 
t Principles of Economics Mac ine Shop lPrinclplcs of Economics 
Ee. 231 3 M.E. 201 2 Ee. 232 3 
Mechanics of Materials I Speech-Making Hydraulics 
T.&A.M. 324 s Speech 311 2 T.&A.M. 378 4 
Engineering Materials Materials Laboratory 
T.&A.M. 354 3 T.&A.M. 327 1 
Dynamics of Engineering 
T.&A.M. 344 4 
19 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Seminar, A.E. 301, 302, 303. 
SENIOR YEAR 
Drainage Engineering Irrigation Adv. Agrl. Struct. 
A.E. 425 3 A.E. 427 J. Design A.E. 476 4 
Engineering Valuation A.E. Applications Farm Utilities 
Gen.E. 407 3 A.E. 447 3 A.E. 487 3 
Thermodynamics D.C. Circuits & Machines A.C. Circuits & Machines 
M.E. 344 5 E.E. 435 4 E.E. 437 4 
EnlJneering Contracts. American Government Electives 7 
.E.480 3 Govt. 315B 3 
Electives 4 Electives 5 
18 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above1 each student will be required to include In his schedule: Inspection Trip, A.E. 400 (Fall); Semmar 401, 402, 403. 
11\lay be omitted by students admitted to the Reserve Officers' Training Corps. For full Infor-
mation. see page 250. 
GROUP OPTIONS 
Students must cboo~e one group from options below: 
llf ec ltanicaJ Equipment Soil and Waler Conservation Farm Strucluru 
Kinematics Soil Fertility Concrete & Masonry 
M.E. 310 4 Agron. 354 5 A.E. 374 2 
Design of Mach. Elements Soil Conservation and Elements of Structures 
M.E. 315 4 Erosion Control C.E. 331 5 
Ap-on. 464 3 Heating and Ventilation 
En8.neering Geology M.E. 432 5 
eol. 374 3 
108 DMSIONS 
CURRICULUM IN ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Architectural Engineering, see pages 171-173. 
For freshman year, see page 105. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Elements of Arch. and Elements of Arch. and Elements of Arch. and 
Freehand Drawing Freehand Drawing Freehand Drawing 
Arch.E. 201 5 Arch.E. 202 5 Arch.E. 203 5 
Prindples of Economics Prindples of Economics Ap£J!ed Calculus 
Ee. 261. 3 Ee. 262 3 th. 213 4 
Differential Calculus Integral Calculus General Physics 
Math. 211 4 Math.212 4 Phys.223 5 
General PhysJca General Physics Statics of Engineering 
Phys. 221 s Phys.222 5 T.&A.M. 274 3 
17 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Pbys.F.d. 201, 202, 203; Seminar Arch. 200 (Fall). 
JUNIOR YEAR 
A.rcbltectural Design Architectural Design Architectural Design 
Arch.E. 304 4 Arch.E. 305 4 Arch.E. 306 4 
Bh~f Architecture History of Architecture History of Architecture 
.JSI 3 Arch.E. 352 3 Arch.E. 353 3 
1Surveying Introduction to Western Elements of Structures 
C.E. 325 3 Civilization C.E. 331 5 
Introduction to Western Hist. 312 3 1American Government 
Civilization lS~eech Making Govt. 315B 3 
Bht. 311 3 I?· 311 J Intr. to Western Civilization 
Mechanics of Materials Euf.&eering Materials Hist. 313 3 
T.&A.M. 324 s .&A.M. 358 s 
18 18 18 
SENIOR YEAR 
Architectural Design Specifications and Estimating Arch. Office Practice 
Arch.E.413 s Arch.E. 412 5 Arch.E. 423 5 Foundations & Masonry Arch. Design & Construction Truss-Frame Structures 
Structures Arch.E. 414 5 C.E. 433 5 C.E. 431 s Continuous-Frame Structures Elect. Ap~lic. in Bldgs. lAccountlng I 
l C.E. 432 5 E.E.3 5 5 Ee. 374Aor 3 lMech. Equip. of Bldgs. 1Eng. Valuation Prindples of Sociology M.E. 490 3 Gen.E. 407 3 Soc. 2348 
Heating & Ventilation 
M.E.432 s -
18 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Seminar 410 (Spring); Inspection Trip, Arch. 400 (Fall). 
lMay be omitted by students appointed to the Reserve Officers' Training Corps. See page 250. 
CERAMIC ENGINEERING 
CURRICULUM IN ARCHITECTURE 
Leading to the Degree of Bachelor of Architecture. 
For <l.escription of courses in Architecture, see pgaes 171-173. 
For freshman year, see page 105. 
109 
For sophomore and junior years, see curriculum in Architectural Engineering, 
page 108. 
SENIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Architectural Design and Arcbitectuntl Design and Architectuntl Design and 
Freehand DraWing Freehand Drawing Freehand DraWing 
Arch.E. 416 7 Arch.E. 417 7 Arch.E. 418 7 
Ap~ation of the Arts Continuous-Frame Structures Truss-Frame Structures 
.E. 408 s C.E. 432 5 C.E. 433 5 
Foundatlom &: Masonry World Literature American Masterpieces 
Structures Engl. 354 3 Engl. 364 3 
C.E. 431 5 1Prlnciples of Sociol. 1Electives• " lCity or Town Planning Soc. 234B 3 
L.A. 401 " 
18 18 18 
In addition to courses listed above1 each student wlll be required to include In his schedule: 
Seminar Arch. 410 (Spring); Inspection Trip, Arch. 400 (Fall). 
FIFTH YEAR 
Advanced Arch. Design and Advanced Arch. Design and Arch. Office Practice 
Freehand Drawing Freehand Drawing Arch.E. 423 t 
Arch.E. 421 7 An:h.E. 422 7 Elect. Appl. in Bldp. 
Accounm1 Speclf!cat.ions &: Estimating E.E. 355 5 
Ee. 374 3 Arcb.E. 412 s Special Planning Projects 
Heating & Ventilation Collaborative Planning L.A. 415 3 
M.E. 432 5 L.A. 414 3 I Electives• 3 
1Electives• 3 1Electives• 3 -
18 18 18 
1May be omitted by students appointed to the Reserve Officers' Training Corps. 
•EJectives shall be chosen from the following list of subjects: Housing, Arch.E. 336, Cr. 3; 
Busines,, Law I, Ee. 365, Cr. 3; Public Finance and Fiscal Policies, Ee. 405, Cr. 3: Business 
Finance, Ee. 474, Cr. 3; Wrlt.inX of Scientific Pa~~ Engl. 414, Cr. 3; Engineering Valuation, 
Gen.E. 407, Cr. 3; Municipal Government and Administration, Gov't. 437, Cr. 3; MechanlC11 
F.quipment of Bldgs., M.E. 490, Cr. 3; Sociology of City Life, Soc. 410, Cr. 3. 
CURRICULUM· IN CERAMIC ENGINEERING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science •. 
For description of courses in Ceramic Engineering, see pages 179 and 180. 
For freshman year, see page 105. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Winnin_l. & Forming Cer. Raw Materiah nre;~& Firing 
Cer • 206 4 Cer.E. 207 4 r • 208 
Quantitative Analysis 
Chem. 211 4 
Quantitative Analysis 
Chem. 212 4 
Quantitative Analys[s 
Chem. 213 
Differential Calculus In= Calculus ApKl!_ed Calculus Math. 211 4 th. 212 4 th. 213 
General Physics General Physics General Physlcs 
Phys. 221 s Phys. 222 5 Phys. 223 
17 17 
4 
4 
4 
5 -17 In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to list In his achedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203; Seminar, Cer.E. 201, 202, 203. 
110 DIVISIONS 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Phys. & Chem. Prop of BodiesFplazes & Colors Enamels 
Cer. Materials Cer •. 315 3 Cer.E. 316 4 
Cer.E. 309 6 Principles of Economics Phys. Chem. of Cerant'fcs 
Principles of Economics Ec.262 3 Chem. 427 4 
Ec.261 3 Mineralogy Surveying 
En&::,eering Geology Geol. 355 4 C.E. 325 3 
1. 374 3 !Econ. Hist. of U.S. !American Government 
tEcon. Hist. of U.S. Hist. 235 3 Govt. 315B 3 
Hist. 234 3 Mechanics of Materials Speech-Making 
Statics of Engineering T.&A.M. 324 5 Speech 311 2 
T.&A.M. 274 3 Materials Laboratory 
T.&A.M. 337 2 
18 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Seminar, Cer.E. 301, 302, 303. 
SENIOR YEAR 
Refractories Cer. Prod. Dev. & Control Glass Technology 
Cer.E. 404 3 Cer.E. 412 4 Cer.E. 406 3 
Elements of Structures Cer. Engineering Design Cer. Prod. Dev. & Control 
C.E. 331 s Cer.E. 424 4 Cer.E. 413 4 
!Business Law I Engineering Reports Cer. Engineering Design 
Ee. 365A 3 C.E. 484 3 Cer E. 425 4 
En~eering Valuation D.C. Circuits & Machines A.C. Circuits & Machines 
.E.407 3 E.E. 435 4 E.E. 437 4 
Optical Mineralogy 1 Principles of Sociology 
Geol. 454 4 Soc. 234B 
1 Industrial Sociology 
3 Soc. 380 3 
18 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule· 
Seminar, Cer.E. 401, 402, 403; Inspection Trip, Cer.E. 400 (Fall). 
lMay be omitted by students appointed to the Reserve Officers' Training Corps. See page 2 50 
CURRICULUM IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Chemical Engineerin~. 
For freshman year, see page 105. 
Quantitative Analysis 
Chem. 215 
Differential Calculus 
Math. 211 
General Physics 
Phys.221 
Speech-Making 
Sp. 311 
5 
4 
5 
3 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Quantitative Analysis 
Chem. 216 
Prop~anda Analysis 
Engt. 205 
Integral Calculus 
Math. 212 
Machine Shop 
M.E. 201 
General Physics 
Phys. 222 
5 
2 
4 
2 
5 
see pages 181-183 
Quantitative Analysis 
Chem. 217 
Applied Cal cul us 
Math. 213 
Metal Fabrication 
M.E. 204 
General Physics 
Phys. 223 
5 
4 
2 
5 
17 18 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
Summer Plant or Mine Practice, 170 hours. 
Elements of Chem. E. 
Chem.E. 351 
PhYsical Chemistry 
Chem. 321 
Orgcinic Chemistry 
Chem. 331 
SAmerican Government 
Govt. 31SB 
Statics of Engr. 
T.&A.M. 274 
3 
4 
s 
3 
3 
JUNIOR YEAR 
!Elements of Chem. E. 
Chem.E. 352 
PhfSical Chemistry 
Chem. 322 
Organic Chemistry 
Chem. 332 
l\fechanics of Materials 
T.&A.M. 324 
4 
4 
5 
5 
!Elements of Chem. E. 
Chem.E. 353 
Ph~cal Chemistry 
Chem. 323 
O~anic Chemistry 
Chem. 333 
Materials Lab. 
T.&A.M.337 
Dynamics of Engr. 
T.&A.M. 344 
3 
4 
s 
2 
4 
18 18 18 
lFor students appointed to the Rest-rve Officc1s' Training Corps (see page 250) these courses 
may be omitted in the Junior year; substitution will be allowed in such manner that the co~ 
may be taken in the senior year. 
CML ENGINEERING 111 
SENIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Industrial Chemistry Industrial Chemistry Industrial Chemistry 
Chem.E. 411 4 Chem.E. 412 4 Chcm.E. 413 4 
Chemical E. Lab. Chemical E. Lab. Chemical E. Lab. 
Chem. E. 421 3 Chem.E. 422 3 Chem.E. 423 3 
Chemical E. Design Chemical E. Design Chemical E. Design 
Chem.E. 471 2 Chem.E. 472 2 Chem.E. 473 2 
Engineering Valuation lfChemical E. Problems SA~~lied Electro-Chem. 
Gen.E. 407 3 Chem.E. 452 2 em.E. 486 2 
2Electives 6 D.C. Circuits & Machines A.C. Circuits & Machines 
E.E. 435 4 E.E. 437 4 
2Electives 3 2Electives 3 
18 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Seminar, Chem.E. 401, 402, 403; and Senior Inspection Trip, Chem.E. 400. 
2Senior Electives restricted to credits in non-technical subjects unless student is in the R.O.T.C. 
These electives are subject to approval of the department head. 
BMay be omitted by students appointed to the Reserve Officers' Training Corps. 
CURRICULUM IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Civil Engineering, see pa~es 191-lQS. 
For freshman year, see page 105. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Elementary Surveying General Bacteriology Route & Higher Survey 
CE. 211 5 Bact. 304D 3 C.E. 213 
Principles of Economics Tot. & Cadastral Survey Ap.fJied Calculus 
Ee. 261 3 .E. 212 3 ath. 213 
Differential Calculus Principles of Econ. General Physics 
Math. 211 4 Ec.262 3 Phys. 223 
General Physics Integral Calculus Statics of Engineering 
Phys. 221 5 Math. 212 4 T.&A.M. 274 
General Physics 
Phys. 222 5 
4 
4 
s 
J 
17 18 16 
*Summer Field Work and Topographic and Route Surveying, six weeks, C .E. 300, 9 credits. 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Soil Engineering 
C.E.360 S 
Hi~hway Adm. & Design Elements of Structures 
.E. 356 J CE. 331 5 
IAmerican Governmrnt 
Govt. 31SB 3 
Railway Engineering Hf~hway & Airport Surf aces 
C.E. 364 3 .E. 355 4 
Mechanics of Materials 
T.&A.M. 324 5 
Engineering Materials 
T.&A.M. 358 S 
IAccounting I tBusfness Law I 
Ee. 374A 3 Ee. 365A 3 
Principles of Sociology En~neering Valuation 
Soc. 234B J en.E. 407 3 
Speech Making En&neerinf Geology 
Speech 311 3 ol. 37 J 
Dynamics of Engr. 
T.&A.M. 344 4 
18 19 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, tach student will be required to include In his schedule: 
Seminar, C.E. 394 (Fall); C.E. 395 (Spring). 
112 DMSIONS 
SENIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
water SupflY Se~ & Sewage Disposal Hydrology & Water 
C.E. 41 4 C.E.414 4 Power Eng. 
Foundations & Masonry Continuous-Frame Struct. C.E. 416 4 
Structures C.E. 432 5 Truss-Frame Structures 
C.E. 431 s En~necring Reports C.E. 433 5 
lEconomfcs or Industrial .E. 484 3 Engineering Construction 
Relations IElectrical Applications C.E. 485 4 
Ec.410 3 E.E. 434 3 2Electives 3 
Mun. Govt. & Administration 2Electives 3 
Govt. 437 3 
Hydraulics 
T.&A.M. 378 4 
19 18 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Seminar, C.E. 496, (Fall); 497, (Winter); Inspection Trip, C.E. 499 (Fall). 
lMay be omitted by students appointed to Reserve Officers' Training Corps, see page 250. 
2Elective courses shall be chosen after consultation with counselor. They will come from the 
list of Civa1 Engineering courses with 400 or 500 numbers, or they may be any course approved 
• by the counselor. 
Students who wish lo prepare for careers in the sanitary and public health fields should make 
that decision early in the junior year so that their programs may be arranged accordingly. 
•summer camp suspended for duration of war. C.E. 304 and 305, used as senior electives, 
take its place, 210 credits required for graduation. 
CURRICULUM IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Electrical Engineering, see pages 207-210. 
For freshman year, see page 105. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
D.C. Circuits D.C. Machines E. S. & E. M. Fields 
E.E. 201 s E.E. 202 6 E.E. 235 
Differential Calculus Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics 
Math. 211 4 Ee. 261 3 Ee. 262 
Machine Shop Integral Calculus Applied Calculus 
M.E. 201 2 Math. 212 4 Math. 213 
General Physics General Physics Metal F~rication 
Phys. 221 5 Phys. 222 s M.E. 204 
Statics of Engineering 
T.&A.M. 274 
5 
3 
4 
2 
3 
16 18 17 
In addition to the courses JistC'd above. each student will be required to Include in hfs schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
A.C. Circuits A.C. Circuits A.C. Circuits 
E.E. 301 6 E.E. 302 4 E.E. 303 6 lAccounting I Electronics • A.C. Machines 
J 
Ee. 374A 3 E.E. 474 5 E.E. 401 or 6 Advanced Math. for E.E. lSpeech-Making • A.C. Machines 
Math. 316 s Speech 311 3 E.E. 411 
Dynamics of Engineering Mechanics of Materials En~neering Reports T.&A.M. 344 4 T.&A.M. 324 5 .E. 484 3 
Materials Laboratory 1American Government 
T.&A.M.327 1 Govt. 31SB 3 
18 18 18 
•students electing 401 must take 402 and 403; those electing 411 must take 412. 
GENERAL ENG~ERING 113 
SENIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
~redits Credits 
Industrial E.E. Prin. of Dluminatlon 
Credits 
E.E. 406 2 E.E. 485 4 
llndustrlal Organization 
Engineering Analyals 
E.E.408 4 
Business Law I Engineering Valuation 
Gen.E. 351 3 Ee. 365A 3 Gen.E. 407 3 
Thermodynamics 
M.E. 344 s 
lPrin. of Personnel Super. 
Gen.E. 425 3 
!Sales Engineering 
Gen.E. 430 3 
2Technical Electives 8 2Tcchnical Electives 8 2Tecbnical Electives 8 
18 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include: Inspection 
Trip, E.E. 400 (Fall). 
lNot required of students appointed to the Reserve Officers' Training Corps. 
2All electives must be approved in advance by the bead of the department. 
Not less than 16 credits shall be chosen from the following> 
A.C. Machines A.C. Machines Med. Freq. Circuits 
E.E.402 4 E.E. 403 4 E.E.479 
Industrial Electronics Power Transmission Ind. Appl. & Control 
E.E. 475 4 E.E. 465 4 E.E. 447 
A.C. Machines Radio Enrreering Radio Engneering 
E.E. 412 4 E.E.4 7 4 E.E.4 8 
Theory Elec. Networks Recurrent Elec. Transients U. H. F. Circuits 
E.E. 424 4 E.E. 426 4 E.E. 484 
Power Generation 
M.E. 456 
CURRICULUM IN GENERAL ENGINEERING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in General Engineering, see pages 221-223. 
For freshman year, see page 105. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Surveying Principles of Economics Motion Study 
C.E. 325 3 Ec.262 3 Gen.E. 223 
Principles of Economics 
Ee. 261 3 
Integral Calculus 
Math. 212 4 
AplJled Calculus 
alb. 213 
Differential Calculus Shop Practice General Phrtcs 
Math. 211 4 M.E. 205 3 Phys. 22 
General Physics General Physics Industrial Psych. 
Phys. 221 s Phys. 222 5 Psych. 464 
Speech-Making General Psychology StatJcs of En~. 
Speech 311 2 Psych. 204 3 T.&A.M. 2 4 
17 18 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
4 
s 
3 
3 
17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include In his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203 ; Seminar, Gen.E., 213 (Spring). 
1JUNIOR YEAR 
Accountinl I A.C. Circults & Machines Cost Accounting 
Ee. 374 4 E.E. 339 4 Ee. 376 4 
D.C. Circuits & Machines Calculations & Graphic A.C. Machines 
E.E. 338 4 Methods E.E.340 4 
Employment Methods & Gen.E. 362 3 Thermodynamics 
Eml.Joyee Development 2American Government M.E.344 s 
Gen .• 354 3 Govt. 315B 3 Materials Laboratory 
Dynamics of Engineering Mechanics of Materials T.&A.M. 327 1 
T.&A.M.344 4 T.&A.M. 324 s Electives 3 
Electives 3 En~eerlng Materials 
.&A.M. 354 . 3 
18 18 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to lndude la his schedule: 
Seminar. Gen.E. 311 (Fall). 
114 DIVISIONS 
SENIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Elements of Structures 
C.E. 331 S 
Industrial Marketing 
Ec.468 3 
Industrial Relations 
Ec.410 3 
Writing or Scientific Papers 
En~.414 3 
Engineering Economy 
Gcn.E. 404 3 
Engineering Valuation 
Gen.E. 407 3 
Industrial Organization 
Gcn.E. 351 3 
Sales Engineering 
Gen.E. 430 3 
Prio. or Personnel Super. 
Gen.E. 425 3 
Hydraulics 
T.&A.M. 378 4 
Time & Motion Study 
Gen.E. 435 3 
Job Evaluation 
Gen.E. 432 4 
BElectives 3 Public Address l 
Speech 312 or 3 
Persuasion 
Speech 334 
BElectives 3 
3Electives 5 
18 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Seminar, Gen.E. 412 (Winter); Senior Inspection Trip, Gen.E. 400 (Fall). 
lPrior to enrollment for the junior year the student should elect to follow either the General 
Engineering curriculum or the option in Industrial Engineering. For option in Industrial En-
gineering see below. 
2May be omitted by advanced R.o:r.c. men. 
3Senior Electives: Not less than 6 credits must be chosen from a sequence or senior engineering 
courses approved in advance by the head of the department. 
OPTION IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
For sophomore year see curriculum in General Engineering, page 113. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Accountin~ I A.C CircuiLc; & Machinery Cost Accounting 
Ee. 374 4 E.E. 339 4 Ec.376 
D C Circuits & Machines Calculations & A.C. Machines 
EE. 338 4 Graphic Methods E.E. 340 
Industrial Organization Gen.E. 362 3 2Tool Engineering 
Gen.E. 351 3 Prin. of Personnel Superv. M.E 305 
I Employment l\lethods & Gen.E 425 3 Thermodynarpics 
Employee Development l\lt"Chanics of Materials M.E. 344 
Gen.E. 354 3 T.&A.M. 324 5 Materials Laboratory 
l>ynnmics or Engineering 1 Engineering Materials _,,~...,&A.M. 327 
T.&A.l\f. 344 4 T.&A.M. 354 3 
18 18 
4 
4 
3 
5 
17 
Jn addition to the coursr:- lis.t<'d above, rach student will br required to include in hb scht>dule 
St>minar. Gen E. 311 (Fall). 
SENIOR YEAR 
Writin1f or Scientific Papers Engint'ering Economy Engmeenng Valuation 
Enghsb 414 3 Gen.E. 404 3 Gen E. 407 3 
Safrty Engineering Job Evaluation lSales Engineering i Gcn.E. 421 3 Gen.E. 432 4 Gen.E. 430 or 3 Time & Motion Study & Industrial Engine«.>ring Industrial Marketing I Standard Times Gen.E. 442 5 Ec.46R J Gen.E. 431 5 Heat Engines Industrial Engineering 
Industrial Engineering l\f.E. 443 3 Gen. E. 443 5 Gen.E. 441 s Electives 3 Engineering Con tracts 
IAmcrican Government M.E. 480 3 Govt 315B 3 Electivt's 3 
19 18 17 
In addition to the courses list<'d above, each student will be rt>quired to include in his schedule: 
Srmioar, Gen.E. 4tt (Winter): Senior Inspection Trip, Gen E. 400 (Fall). 
l~fay be omitted by advanced R.O.T.C. men. 
21\fay be postponed to senior year by advanced R.O.T.C. men. 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
CURRICULUM IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Mechanical EnF;ineering, see pages 247-250. 
For freshman year, see page 105. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits 
Principles of Economics Principles of Economics Applied Calculus 
Ee. 261 3 Ee. 262 3 Math. 213 
Differential Calculus Integral Calculus Metal Fabrication 
Math. 211 4 Math. 212 4 M.E. 204 
Machine Shop Metal Casting Phricru Metallurgy 
M.E. 201 2 M.E. 202 2 f.E. 213 
Physical Metal I urgy Physical Metallurgy General Physics 
M.E. 211 3 M.E. 212 3 Phys. 223 
General Physics General Physics Statics of Engineering 
Phys. 221 s Phys. 222 s T.&A.M 274 
17 17 
11: 
Credi~ 
4 
2 
3 
s 
3 
17 
In addition to the courses listrd above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys Ed. 20 l, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
lAmerican Government Machine Analysis 1Writing of Sclen. Papers 
Govt. 315B 3 M.E. 312 4 Engl. 414 3 
Differential Equations Thermodynamics Design of Machine Elements 
Math. 314 3 M.E. 322 4 M.E. 315 4 
Kinematics Mechanical Laboratory Heat Transfer 
M.E. 310 4 M.E. 342 1 M.E. 325 3 
Thermodynamics 1S$eech-Making Mechanical Laboratory 
M.E. 321 4 'peech 311 3 M.E. 343 1 
Dynamics of Engineering Mechanics of Materials Fuels and Combustion 
T.&A M. 344 4 T.&A.M. 324 s M.E. 440 J 
Materials Laboratory Hydraulics 
T.&A.M. 327 1 T.&A.M. 378 4 
18 18 18 
SENIOR YEAR 
D.C. Circuits & Machines A.C. Circuits & Machines Accoun tin~ I 
E.E. 338 4 E.E. 339 4 Ec.374 4 
Machine Design Industrial Organiutions A.C. Machines 
M.E. 423 3 Gen.E. 351 3 E.E. 340 4 
Refri~ & Air Conditioning Intern. Comb. Engines lManufacturing Methods 
M .. 426 4 M.E. 445 4 Gen.E. 446 ~ 
Steam Power Plants Eoghreefmg Contracts Electives 7 
M.E.444 4 M.E. 480 3 
Electives 3 Electives 4 
18 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, eacll student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Inspection Trip, M.E. 400 (Fall). 
tl\fay be omitted by students appoisited to the Reserve Officers' Training Corps. 
Senior electives: Not less than 8 credits shall be chosen from the following: ~ppUcations of 
Electronics, E.E. 439, Cr. 3, S.; Industrial Management, Gen.E. 486, Cr. 3, W. S.; Factory 
Planning, Gen.E. 489, Cr. 3, S.; Heating Design, M.E. 427, Cr. 2, W;j Internal Combustion 
Engine De~ign, M.E. 429, Cr. 4, \V. S.; In~ustrial Metallurgy, M.E. 435_. \,;r. 3, F.; Steam Power 
Plant Design, M.E. 448, Cr. 4, W.j_ Motion & Time Study1 M.E. 4:»5, Cr. 2, F. W. S.; Me· 
cbanical Vibrations. T.&A.M. 544, \;r. 2-4, Arr. The remamlng 6 credits of electives m the 
senior year may be taken in military or in other subjects if a definite objective is shown. 
116 DIVISIONS 
CURRICULUM IN MINING ENGINEERING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Mining Engineering, see page 183. 
For freshman year, see page 105. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Quantitative Analysis Quantitative Analysis ~~da Analysis 
Chem. 211 4 Chem. 212 4 n • 205 2 
General Geology General Geology General Geology 
Geol. 201 4 Geol. 202 4 Geol. 203 4 
Differential Calculus Integral Calculus Applied Calculus 
Math. 211 4 Math. 212 4 Math. 213 4 
General Physics General Physics Metal Fabrication 
Phys.221 5 Phys. 222 5 M.E. 204 2 
General Physics 
Phys. 223 5 
17 17 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
Field trip or summer mine practice, 170 hours. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Plane Surveying lPrinciples of Economics lPrinciples of Economics 
C.E. 325 3 Ec.261 3 Ee. 262 3 
Mtneralogy Special Problems Prin. of Metallurgy 
Geol. 355 4 Geol. 399 2 Mn.E. 314 3 
Minin~ethods Minin\ Methods Mine Surveying 
Mn .• 301 3 Mn .. 302 3 Mn.E.324 4 
Elements of Mn.E. Elements of Mn.E. Elements of Mn.E. 
Mn.E. 351 3 Mn.E. 352 3 Mn.E. 353 3 
Statics of Engineering Mechanics of Materials Dynamics of Engineering 
T.&A.M. 274 3 T.&A.M. 324 s T.&A.M. 344 4 
I Electives 2 Materials Laboratory 
T.&A.M. 337 2 
18 18 17 
SENIOR YEAR 
Economic Geology D.C. Circuits & Machines A.C. Circuits & Machines 
Geol. 434 4 E.E. 435 4 E.E. 437 4 
American Government Economic Geology EnB,neering Valuation 
GovL315B 3 Geol. 455 4 .E.407 3 
Mn.E. Lab. Fire Assaying Mn.E. Lab. 
Mn.E. 421 3 Mn.E. 417 2 Mn.E. 423 3 
Mn.E. Applic. Mn.E. Lab. Mn.E. Design 
Mn.E. 465 3 Mn.E. 422 3 Mn.E. 473 2 
Mn.E. Design Mn.E. Design Speech-Making 
Mn.E. 471 2 Mn.E. 472 2 Speech.311 2 
1Electives 3 1Electives 3 lEICctives 4 
11 18 18 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to Include In his schedule: 
Seminar, Chem.E., 401" 402, 403; and Senior Inspection Trip, Mn.E. 400. s= electives: oacteiiology; ceramic engineering; ch~; chemical eqlneering; en-
_gin ; economics; Engtlsh; general engineering; geology; hydniulfcs; mechanics; mechanical 
engin ; mineralogy; modem l~ 
l'May be omitted by students appointed to the Reserve Officers' Training Corps. See page 250. 
PROGRAMS IN ENGINEERING 
PROGRAM IN DRAWING AND ELEMENTARY DESIGN 
Length of Program: Twelve months. 
Requirements for Admission: High school graduation or the equivalent. 
Objective: To fit the student for a position of responsibility in the drafting 
PROGRAM 117 
department 01 an industrial plant. The student through selection of problems 
may prepare for a particular type of drafting work. 
Fhst Quarter Credits Second Quarter Credits 
Drawing & Projection Theory of Projective Drawing 
E.Dr. 141 3 E.Dr. 132 3 
Prln. of Composition Engineering Problems 
Engl. 101 3 Gen.E. 105 1 
Engineering Problems Woodwork I 
Gen.E. ~104 I I.Ed. 106 3 
Advanced Algebra Plane ';rrigonomelr)' 
Math. S 5 Math. 102C 4 
Machine Shop Metal Casting 
M.E. 201 2 M.E. 202 2 
Industrial Problems 
M.E. 243 3 
14 
Third Quarter Fourth Quarter 
Working Drawings Special Draf tlng Problems 
E.Dr. 133 3 E.Dr. 235 
Ji\: & Fixture Design Business Letters & Spec. Rep. 
.Dr. 143 2 Engl. 104 
En~eering Problems Su~isory Prindples 
.E. 107 l .E. 225 
Pattern Making Metal Fabrication 
I.Ed. 257 3 M.E. 204 
Mechanics Introduction to Design 
T.&A.M. 134 5 M.E. 225 
14 
PROGRAM FOR INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL TECHNICIANS 
Length of Program: Two years. 
16 
5 
3 
3 
2 
3 
16 
Requirements for Admission: High school graduation or equivalent. 
Objectives: To furnish men to the chemical industries who can start in as 
foremen or operators and work up to positions of importance in the industries, 
such as operating foremen, ~gers, shift superintendents, and other positions 
intermediate between those held by untrained workmen and graduate engineers. 
BIRST YEAR 
First Quarter 
Credits 
Second Quarter 
Credits 
Third Quarter 
Cc· lits 
General Chemistry General Chemistry Qualitative Analysis 
Chem. 101 4 Chem. 102 4 Chem.103 4 
Drawing & Projection Theory of Projective Dr. Working Drawings 
E.Dr. 141 3 E.Dr. 132 3 E.Dr. 133 3 
E~ering Problems E°8:ieering Problems Prin. of Composition 
.E. 104 1 .E. 105 1 E~.101 3 
Advanced Algebra Plane Trigonometry Me Casting 
Math. 5 s Math. 102C 4 M.E. 202 2 
Machine Shop 
M.E. 201 2 
General Physics 
Phys. 211 4 
General Physics 
Phys. 212 4 
15 16 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In his schedule: 
Orientation, Chem.E. 11 2, 3. 
SECOND YEAR 
Unit Operations Lee. Unit Operations Lee. Chem.E. Combustion 
Chem.E. 11 3 Chem.E. 12 3 Chem.E.9 2 
Chem.E. Laboratory Chem.E. Laboratory Unit Operations Lee. 
Chem.E. 21 4 Chem.E. 22 4 Chem.E.13 3 
Chem.E. Problems Chem.E. Problems Cbem.E. Laboratory 
Chem.E. 31 2 Chem.E. 32 2 Cbem.E. 23 4 
Quantitative Analysis Quantitative Analysis Chem.E. Problems 
Chem.14 3 Chem.IS 3 Chem.E.33 2 
En&1:ieering Problems Business Letters Elem. Organic Chem. 
.E. 107 1 Et1.104 3 Chem. 34 3 
General Physics Me Fabrication 
Phys.213 4 M.E. 204 2 
17 17 14 
118 DIVISIONS 
PROGRAM IN MATERIALS TESTING AND INSPECTION FOR 
CONSTRUCTION 
Length of Program: Twelve months. 
Requirements for Admission: High school graduation or the equivalent. 
Objective: To train the student for construction· work, particularly to assist 
county or city engineers. 
First Quarter 
Drawing & Projection 
E.Dr. 141 
J>rin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 
Engineering Problems 
Gen.E. 104 
Advanced Algebra 
Math. 5 
Machine Shop 
M.E. 201 
Third Quarter 
Surv<'ying & Map Making 
C.E. 312 
Working Drawings 
E.Dr. 133 
Engineering Problems 
Gen.E. 107 
Mechanics 
T.&A.M. 134 .,.. 
Material Inspection & Testing 
T.&A.M. 138 
Credits 
3 
3 
1 
s 
2 
14 
4 
3 
1 
s 
3 
16 
Second Quarter 
Concrete & Masonry 
A.E. 374 
Elementary Surveying 
C.E. 310 
Theory of Projective Dr. 
E.Dr. 132 
Engineering Problems 
Gen.E. 105 
Plane Trigonometry 
Math. 102C 
~letal Casting 
M.E. 202 
Surveying 
CE 313 
Fourth Quarter 
Business Letters & Sp. Reports 
Engl. 104 
Supervisory Principles 
Gen. E. 225 
Engineering Geology 
Geo!. 374 
Metal Fabrication 
M.E. 204 
Electives 
Credits 
2 
4 
3 
1 
4 
2 
16 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
16 
Division of Home Economics 
DEAN NELso~, Home Economics Hall, Room 122 
The Division of Home Economics consists of the Departments of Applied Art, 
Child Development, Foods and Nutrition, Home Economics Education, Home 
Management, Household Equipment, Institution Management, Physical Education 
for Women, and Textiles and Clothing. 
PERSONNEL SER\'ICE. The division, through its placement office, endeavors to 
find positions for all its graduates. The service is also extended to undergraduates 
needing employment through summer vacations and to alumnae who wish to make 
changes in positions. Home Economics graduates of the Iowa State College are 
in demand as state supervisors, teachers of secondary schools and colleges, special-
ists in extension service, home demonstration agents, dietitians, institutional 
managers, home service directors for public utility companies, research workers, 
technicians in commercial laboratories, workers in retail clothing and house fur-
nishing departments, and members of editorial staffs of magazines and newspapers. 
HONOR FRATERNITIES. There are two national home economics honor societies 
that have chapters at the Iowa State College-Omicron Nu and Phi Upsilon Omi-
cron. A chapter of Delta Phi Delta, a professional society in the field of app1ied 
art, selects its membership from the applied art majors. Among other honor or 
professional societies open to students of home economics arc: 
Iota Sigma Pi. . . ............ Chemistry .......... Women 
Theta Sigma Phi. ............ . ] ournalism .......... Women 
Sigma Alpha Iota ............. Music .............. Women 
Psi Chi ...................... Psychology .......... Men and Womr~ 
Sigma Delta Epsilon .......... Science ............. Women 
Sigma Xi. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. All College .......... Men and Women 
Mortar Board ................ All College .......... Women 
Phi Kappa Phi. .............. All College .......... Men and W omt>n 
THE HOME EcoNol\ncs Cura. This club, to which alJ ~tudents of the division 
are eligible, f urn:shes a forum for the discussion of subjects of general interest 
in home economics It arranges for lectures by speakers of national reputation 
It is in charge of the annual freshman reception and assumes major responsibility 
for the Open House, which is an important feature of Veishea. The club main-
tains the Catherine MacKay loan fund' and sends delegates to the annual con-
vention of the American Home Economics Association. 
AWARDS. Home economic.s students are eligible for the following awards: Marv 
J. Rausch Scholarship, Julia l\fcCulloch Smith Memorial Award, Home Economics 
Club Scholarship, Lane-Wells Scholarships, Delta Phi Delta Award. 
LOAN FUNDS. Worthy students of the senior college may secure financial assist-
ance through several loan funds including the Catherine Mac Kay, the Frances 
Sheldon, and the Hattie Miller Newens Memorial Funds. 
THE lowA HOMEMAKER. A monthly magazine, Tlze Iowa Homemaker, is pub-
lished by the students of the division interested in preparing for editorial work 
in the field of home economics. 
119 
120 DMSIONS 
CURRICULA IN HOME ECONOMICS 
The curricula in home economics are planned to meet the needs of those who 
desire a good foundation in the study of subjects relating to the economic, artistic, 
scientific, and social problems of the home ; of those who desire the work as 
part of a liberal education; of those who wish to teach in secondary schools or 
colleges; of those who wish to prepare themselves for other locations in related 
lines of work; and of those who wish to undertake research work. 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Basic Design 
A.A. 103 4 
Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 3 
European & American 
Civilization Since 1350 
Hist. 211 3 
., Physics for Home Ee. } 
Students 
Phys. 106 or 4 
Physiology for Home Ee. 
Students 
Zool. 155 5 
1 Physical Education 
Phys. Ed. 121 R 
14 or IS 
UNIFORM FRESHMAN YEAR 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
SGeneral Chemistry 
Chem. !OS 4 
Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 102 3 
Personal AdJustment for 
Professional Home Ee. 
H.Ec. lOS 2 
European & American 
Civilization Since 1350 
Hist. 212 3 
Costume Design & Selection 
T.&C. 145 4 
I Physical Education 
Phys.Ed. 122 R 
16 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
General Chemistry 
Chem. 106 4 
2Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 103 3 
Health Education 
Hyg. 104 3 
European & American 
Civilization Since 1350 
Hist. 213 3 
General Psychology ] 
Psych. 204 or 
Fund. of Household 3 
Equip, 
H.Eq.154 
1PhYSical Education 
Phys.Ed. 123 1 
17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student witl be required to include in her schedule: 
H.Ec. 101; Lib. 106B (Fall). 
lR indicates that the course is required, without credit, for graduation. One credit is given upon 
the completion of three quarters. 
25tudents making less than a Q!lality point average of l .S in freshman English wi11 be required 
to enroll for additional work in English Composition. 
&Those who plan to elect the curriculum in related science or in textiles and chemistry (see 
pages 125 and 131) should take Chem. 106, 103 and Zoot. lSS in freshman year. 
'Those who plan to elect the curriculum in household equipment should take Phys. 106 In 
freshman year. 
SOPHOMORE, JUNIOR, AND SENIOR YEARS 
At the beginning of the sophomore year each student chooses one of the fol-
lowing curricula: applied art; child development; foods and nutrition with major 
in dietetics, nutrition, experimental cookery, related science; home economics with 
major in technical journalism; home economics education; home management; 
household equipment; institution management; textiles and clothing; textiles 
and chemistry. 
Fo~ details of the above curricula, see the following pages. 
APPLIED ART 121 
CURRICULUM IN APPLIED ART 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor d1f Science. 
For description of courses in Applied Art, see pages 169 and 170. 
For freshman year, see page 120. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Drawing & Composition 
A.A. 221 2 
Drawing & Composition 
A.A. 222 2 
Drawing & Composition 
A.A. 223 2 
House Planning Interior House Design 
A.A. 260 2 A.A. 264 J 
O~anlc Chemistry 
hem. 264 5 
lintro. to American Lit. 
} 
Food Preparation llotro. to American Lit. ] Engl. 254 or F.&N. 204 4 Engl. 254 or Beginiling T.Jl. J Fund. of Household Eq. } Contemporary Lit. J T./J. 22SB H.;;:,.. 154 or ~· 256 Mus c Appreciation Gene Psychology 3 2F Preparation 
Mus. 144 1 Psych. 204 F.&N. 205 4 
Home Ee. Physics 
} 
BClothlng Plan. Home Landscapes 
Phys. 106 or 4 T.&C. 224 3 L.A. 206 2 
Physiology for H.Ec. 4Ph~cal Education 4Phhslcal Education 
Zool. 155 5 P ys.Ed. 222 R P ys.Ed. 223 1 
General Textiles 
T.&C.104 3 
4Ph~cal Education 
p ys.Ed. 221 R 
15 or 16 15 17 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Construe. & Dec. Design Advertisigf Design Jewelry Des. & Constr. 
A.A. 344 2 A.A. 30 2 A.A. 346 2 
General Bacteriology CraftD~ Textile Design 
Bact. 304B · s A.A. 34 2 A.A. 434 3 
Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics Child Care & Training 
Ee. 211 J Ee. 212 J C.D. 335 3 
Propaganda Analysis 6Meal Planning Prin. of Economics 
Engl. 205 3 F.&N. 303 4 Ee. 213 3 
P~. of Child & Adol. !>Science Option 3 Prin. of Sociology 
ych.315 3 Electives 2 Soc. 234C 3 
Electives 2 
16 16 16 
SENIOR YEAR 
Sculptural Design Seminar Design in Lettering 
A.A. 393 2 A.A. 504 1 A.A. 507 2 
Adv. Constr. & Dec. Des. Art Appreciation Painting & Composition 
A.A. 445 2 A.A. 585 2 A.A. 524 2 
Art Appreciation Gen. Home Management Adv. Interior House Des. 
A.A.484 3 H.M~474 J A.A. 565 J 
Adv. Textile Design 6Home gt. House Art Appreciation 
A.A. 535 2 H.Mgt. 475 4 A.A. 586 2 
Amer. Government Historic Textiles Adv4Dced Clothing 
Govt. 315A 3 T.&C. 514 3 T.&C. 324 4 
Speech Making Electives 3 Electives 3 
Sp. 311 3 
Electives 2 
17 16 16 
lStudents who elect T.Jl. 225B in the fall quarter will take Engl. 254 In spring quarter. 
2Home Experience Projects and Examination F.&N. 207 required upon complet!On of F.&N. 205. 
See page 216. 
8Before classification in T.&C. 324, Independent work and Examination T.&C. 225 ls required. 
See~age 267. 
e credit is given upon the completion of three quarters. 
6SeJect from Chem. 266, Bot. 255 or Geol. 201. 
6Advance reservation required. 
122 DIVISIONS 
CURRICULUM IN CHILD DEVELOPME~ r 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Child lkvelopment. sec pages 180-101. 
For freshman year, see page 120 
"OPHO:'ltCHU: YEAR 
Fall Quarter \\'intt·c. Quarlt·r Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
House Planning Interior House Design Organic Chemistry 
A.A. 260 2 A.A. 264 3 Chem. 264 5 
Intro to American Lit. 
J 
Contemporary Literature } Child Care & Training 
Engl. 254 or Engl. 256 or 3 C.D. 335 3 
Beginning T.Jl. 3 English Elective Physics for 1 
T /I. 225B lFood Preparation Home Ee. Students I 
Foo Preparation F.&N. 205 4 Phys. 106 or 
t 
4 
F.&.N. 204 4 Psych. of Child & Ado!. Physiology for 
General Psychology 1 Psych. 315 3 Home Ee. Students 
P~ch. 204 or } General Textiles Zoo!. 155 J 5 Fun . of Household Eq. 3 T.&C. 104 3 Prm. of Sociology H.Eq. 154 2Physical Education Soc. 234C 3 
Clothing Phys.Ed. 222 R 2Physical Education 
T.&C. 224 3 Phys.Ed. 223 R 
2Phhsical Education 
P ys.Ed. 221 R 
15 16 15 or 16 
• \rt Appreciation 
A.A. 48e1 
General Bacteriology 
Bact. 304B 
Food Analysis 
Chem. 266 
Pl~ & Play Materials 
.D. 440 
Prin. of Economics 
Ee. 211 
Methods of Nursery 
School Teaching 
3 
5 
3 
3 
3 
17 
C.D. 556 3 
Gen. Home Management 
H.Mgt. 474 3 
4 Home Management House 
H.Mgt. 475 4 
Speech Making 
Sp.311 3 
BElectives 3 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Phtsiol. & Nutr. Chem. 
hem. 274 
Prin. of Economics 
Ee. 212 
4Meal Planning 
F.&N. 303 
Play Equipment 
I.Ed. 325 
Electives 
SENIOR YEAR 
Nursery School Planning 
C.D. 558 
Nutrition of Children 
F.&N. 506 
Home Relationships 
H.M~. 419 
Child P ysiology 
Zool. 558 
BElectives 
Adv. Child Care & Tr . 
3 C.D. 536 3 
Prin. of Economics 
3 Ee. 213 3 
Nutrition & Dietetics 
4 F.&N. 305 4 
2 
Adv. Child Psychology 
Psych. 516 3 
5 Electives 3 
17 16 
Seminar 
3 C.D. 465 2 
Environ. Factor in 
3 Child Growth 
CD. 546 3 
3 MethodS of Nursery 
School Teaching 
3 C.D. 557 3 
4 American Government 
GovL 315A 3 
Textile Purchasing 
T.&C. 464 2 
SElectives 3 
16 16 16 
lHome Experience Projf:cl and Examination, F.&N. 207, required upon completion of F.&N. 205 
See page 216 
20ne credit is given upon the completion of three quarters. 
BThese electives must be chosen in consultation with the student's senior college counselor. 
4Ad\'1Ulce reservation required. 
FOODS AND NUTRITION 
----- - --------------
CURRICULUM IN FOODS AND ~VTRITION 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Foods and Nutrition. see pa~es 215-217. 
For freshman year. see page 120. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Cr('dits Crt>dits 
Organic Chemistry House Planning Interior House Design 
Chem. 264 5 A.A. 260 2 A A. 264 
Principles of Economics Food Analysis Physiol. & Nutr. Chem. 
Ee. 211 3 Chem. 265 s Chem. 275 
Food Preparation Principles of Economics Prin. of Economics 
F.&N. 204 4 Ee. 212 3 Ee. 213 
Clothing Intro. to American Lit. l Physics for T.&C. 224 3 Engl. 254 or Home Ee. Students Physical Education 2Beginning T.Jl. 3 Phys. 106 or 
Phys.Ed. 221 R T.JI. 225B J Physiology for 
SFood Preparation Home Ee. Students 
F.&N. 205 4 Zool. 1 SS 
Physical Education 4Phhsical Education 
Phys.Ed. 2 2 2 R P ys.Ed. 223 
123 
Credits 
3 
5 
3 
} 4 
5 
1 
IS 17 16 or 17 
2Required of those majoring in Nutrition and Experimental Cookery. 
Sffome Experience Projt>ct and Examination, F.&N. 207, required upon completion of F.&N. 205. 
See page 216. 
40ne credit is given upon the completion of three quarters' work. 
MAJOR IN DIETETICS 
For description of courses in Foods and Nutrition, see pa~es 215-21 i 
For freshman year, see pa~e 120 
Freshman courses may not be used for elective credit. 
For sophomore year, see above. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
General Bacteriology Large Quantity Cookery Child Care & Training 
Bact. 304B 5 1.Mgt. 380 4 C.D. 335 
2Meal Planning Psych. of Child. & Adol. Nutrition & Dietetics 
F.&N. 303 4 Psych. 315 3 F.&N. 305 
American Government Principles of Sociology Contemporary Lit. 
Govt. 315A 3 Soc. 234C 3 Engl. 256 or 
General Psychology } 
General Textiles 1Electives In English 
Psych. 204 or 3 T.&C. 104 3 Speech-Making 
Fund. of Household Eq. Electives 3 Speech 31 l 
H.Eq. 154 Electives 
3 
4 
} 3 
3 
3 
15 16 16 
SENIOR YEAR 
Accounting I Art Appreciation 31\feth. of Teach. HO!'p. Diet 
Ec.374B 4 A.A. 484 3 F.&N. 518 • 3 
Seminar in Nutr. & Diet Diet in Disease Gen. Home Management 
F.&N. 404 2 F.&N. 504 3 H.Mgt. 474 3 
Experimental Cookery Nutrition of Children ZHnme M~t. Houi;e 
F.&N. 511 3 F.&N. 506 3 H.Mgt. 475 4 
Purchasing Textile Purchasing Orfaoization & Management 
I.Mgt. 484 3 • T.&C. 464 2 .Mgt. 587 3 
Electives 4 Child Physiology Electives 3 
Zool. 558 3 
Electives 3 
16 17 16 
1.Students who elect T.Jl. 22SB in the sophomore year take Engl. 254 • 
. 2Advance reservation required. . • 
BWhen possible this course should be preceded by V.Ed. 537, credit 3 or Psych. 334, credit 3. 
124 DMSIONS 
MAJOR IN NUTRITION 
For description of courses in Foods and Nutrition, see pages 189-191. 
For freshman year, see page 120. 
Freshman courses may not be used for elective credit. 
For sophomore year, see page 123. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Fall" Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
General Bacteriology Intro. to American Lit. } Nutrition & Dietetics Bact. 304B 5 1Engl. 254 or F.&N. 305 4 •Meal Planning Contemporary Lit. 3 American Government 
F.&N. 303 4 Enp. 256 Govt. 315A 3 
General Psychology ) Principles of Sociology Public Address . Pf.ch. 204 or 3 Soc. 234C 3 Speech312 3 Fun • of Household Eq, Speech-Making Feature Writing H.Eq.154 Speech 311 3 T.Jl. 335 3 
BEtecUves 3 General Testlles SEleCtlves 3 
T.&C. 104 3 
BElectives 3 
IS 15 16 
SENIOR YEAR 
Seminar In Nutr. Ir Diet. Child Care & Training Art Appreciation 
F.&N.404 2 C.D. 335 3 A.A. 484 3 
~erlmental Cookery Nutrition of Children Family Finance 
.&N. 511 3 F.&N. 506 3 Ec.418 2 
~ch. of Child. & Adol. Rural Sociology Gen. Home Management 
=·315 3 Soc. 386 3 H.Mgt. 474 3 Soci ogy of the Family Child Physiology 4Home Mgt. House 
Soc. 385 3 Zool. 558 3 H.M~475 4 
&Electives 5 &Electives 5 Textile u.rchasing 
T.&C. 464 2 
BElectives 3 
16 17 17 
1Students who elect T.Jl. 22SB in the sophomore year take Engl. 254. 
8()ptlon: ~ect 6 credits from the foll~wini:t= Ee. 515, 516, 517, 520; Soc. 409, 588; C.D. 536; 
H.Mgt. 419, Psych. 334, 424, 464, 544, T.Jl. 325, 475. 
'Advance reservation required. 
MAJOR IN EXPERIMENTAL COOKERY 
For description of courses in Foods and Nutrition, see pages 189-191. 
For freshman year, see page 120. 
For sophomore year, see page 123. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
General Bacteriology Intro. to American Lit. 
} Nutrition & Dietetics Bact. 304B 5 8Eng. 254 or F.&N.305 Genei'al Psychology 
J 
Contempory Lit. 3 American Government 
Pslch. 204 or 3 E~. 256 Govt. 315A 
Fun • of Household Eq, 4M Planning Public Address 
H·fn\· 154 F.&N. 303 4 Speech312 
Princlp es of Sociology ~Quantity Cookery Feature Writing 
Soc. 234C .\ I. gt. 380 4 T.Jl. 335 General Tmlles Speech-Making Electives 
T.&C.104 3 Speech 311 3 
2EtectJves 3 
17 14 
4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
17 
2()ptlon: In Junior nnd senior years elect total of 6 aedits from the following: Engl. 205; 
T.n. 325, 475; l.Mgt. 580, 585; H.Eq. 421, 435; A.H. 374; Ph)'S. 316; Speech 444. 
lStudents who elect T.]1. 225B in the sophomore y~ take EnKI. 254. 
'Advance reservation rCquired. 
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SENIOR YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Seminar in Nutrl. & Diet. Art Appreciation 'Colloid Chemistry 
F.&N. 404 2 A.A.484 3 Chem.425 4 
~erimental Cookery Nutrition of Children ~mental Cookery 
.&N. 511 3 F.&N. 506 3 .&N. 513 3 
P5{,ch. of Child. & Adol. Experimental Cookery Gen. Home Management 
~ch.315 3 F.&N. SU 3 H.M~474 3 
T e Purchasing Child Care & Training GHome gt. House 
T.&C. 464 2 C.D. 33S 3 H.Mgt.47S 4 
Electives 6 Child Physiology Flectlves 3 
Zool. SSS 3 
16 lS 17 
MAJOR IN RELATED SCIENCE 
For description of courses in Foods and Nutrition, see pages 189-191. 
For freshman year, see page 120. Chem. 103 instead of Phys. 106. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Quantitative Analysis Quantitative Analysis Prindples of Economics 
Chem. 211 4 Chem. 212 4 Ee. 212 3 
Food ~aration Principles of Economics Intro. to American Lit. 
J 
F.&N. 204 4 Ee. 211 3 Engl. 254 or 
College Algebra 1Food Preparation Be;fjnlng T JI. 3 
Math.101 s F.&N. 20S 4 JI. 225B 
Physics for 
} 
Plane Trigonometry Ameiican Government 
Home Ee. Students Math. IOZA s Govt. 31SA l 
~106or 4 Physical Education Analytic Geometry 
Ph ology for Phys.Ed. 222 R Math.103A 5 
Home Ee. Students . General Psychology l Zool. ISS s ~ch. 204or 3 Physical Education Fun of Household Eq. Phys.Ed. 221 R B.F.q.154 
2Ph~ Education 
p F.d. 223 I 
17 or IS 16 18 
JUNIOR YEAR 
~c Chemistry ~c Chemfstry ~c Chemistry 
em. 331 4 em. 332 4 em. 333 4 
Prln. of Economics Integral Calculus Child Care & Training 
Ee. 213 3 Math. 212 4 C.D. 33S 3 
Differential Calculus General Physics GMeaJ Planning 
Math. 211 4 Phys. 212 4 F.&N.303 4 
General Physics P~ of Child. & Adol. General Physlai 
Phys. 211 4 ch. 315 3 Phys. 213 4 -
IS IS 15 
SENIOR YEAR 
General Bacteriology Ph~cal Chemistry Art Appredatlon 
Bact. 304B s hem. 322 4 A.A. 484 3 
Ph~ Chemistry Nutrition & Dietetics 4Cotlofd Chemistry 
• 321 4 F.&N. 30S 4 Chem.42S 4 
Pbtf!oI. & Nutr. Chem. ~erimental Cookery Seminar ln Nutr. & Diet. 
hem. 474 3 .&N. SU 3 F.&N.404 2 
.SGerman BGerman &German 
M.L. 441 3 M.L. 442 3 M.L.443 3 
Electives 2 Speech· Mating 
Speech 311 3 
EleCtives 2 
15 16 17 
1Home Experience Project and Examination, F.&N. 207, required upon the completion of F.&.N. 
20S. 
20ne credit is given upon the comrlelion of three quarters. 
8An elective may be substituted i approved by the head of the department. 
4()f(ered alternate years, 1946-47, 1948-49. 
GAdvance reservation required. 
126 DIVISIONS 
CURRICULUM IN HOME ECONOMICS WITH !\IAJOR IN 
TECHNICAL JOURNALIS!\1 
Administered by the Department of Home Management. 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
A variety of positions is open to women with combined training in home 
economics and technical journalism. Such positions faII into two classes, editorial 
and advertising. The first class includes editorial work or free lance writing for 
women's magazines, farm· journals, daily papers, and syndicates. The second 
class includes advertising and publicity positions with magazines and with indus-
tries associated with the home. 
Students in home economics with a major in technical journalism have oppor-
tunity for practical experience through work on campus publications including 
Tlie Iowa Homemaker, published by home economics students. Many young 
women also lay a foundation for active careers by contributing to magazines and 
newspapers during their training. 
A total of 15 credits of electives shall be taken in one major line of home 
economics. 
For description of courses in Technical Journalism, sec pages 180-1 QI. 
For freshman year, sec page 120. 
FaJI Quarter 
Intro. to American Lit. 
Engl. 254 
Food Preparation 
F.&N. 204 
Credits 
3 
4 
Physics for } Home Ee. Students 
Phys. 106 or 4 
Physiology for 
Home Ee. Students 
Zool. 155 5 
lTecbnical Writing 
T . .'fl. 221 
PbySJcal Education 
Phys.Ed. 2 21 
4 
R 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Winter Quarter 
Organic Chemistry 
Chem. 264 
2Food Preparation 
F.&N. 205 
Technical Writing 
T.]1. 222 
General Textiles 
T.&C. 104 
Physical Education 
Phys Ed. ·222 
Credits 
5 
4 
4 
3 
R 
15or16 16 
Interior House Design 
A.A. 264 
Principles of Economics 
Ee. 211 
American Government 
Govt. 315A 
Principles of Socioloizy 
Soc. 234C 
Co~y Edit. & Typog. 
.]1. 341 
4Electives 
Gt-n. Home Managrmrnt 
H.l\f~ 474 
5Home gt. House 
H.M\1475 
Speech- aking 
~eech 311 
T nical Writing 
T.]1. 321 
Electives 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
16 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
16 
JUNIOR YEAR 
General Bacteriology 
Bact. 304B 5 
Principles of Economics 
Ee. 212 3 
Psych. of Child. & Adol. 
Psych.315 3 
Copy Edit. & Typog. 
T.]1. 342 2 
Electives 3 
SENIOR YEAR 
Trchnical Writing 
T.JI. 322 
Tech. Advertising 
T.JI. 445 
Radio Writing 
T.]1. 475 
Electives 
16 
3 
3 
3 
7 
16 
Spring Quarter 
House Planning 
A.A. 260 
Food Analysis 
Chem. 266 
General Psychology 
Psych. 204 or 
Fund. of Household Eq. 
H.Eq. 154 
Technical Writing 
T.Jl. 223 
Clothing 
T.&C. 224 
8Physical Education 
Phys.Ed. 223 
Child Care & Training 
C.D. 335 
Prin. of Economics 
Ee. 213 
5Meal Planning 
F.&N. 303 
Electives 
Art Appreciation 
A.A. 484 
Textile Purchasing 
T.&C. 464 
Electives 
Credits 
1 
2 
3 
3 
4 
3 
1 
16 
3 
3 
4 
6 
16 
3 
2 
12 
17 
!Transfer students should not register in technical journalism courses uutil they have been 
' 
HOME ECONOMICS EDU~ATION 127 
enrolled for at least one quarter. Students planning to register for journalism should confer with 
the head of technical journalism or senior counselor. 
2Home experience project and examination, F.&N. 207, required upon completion of F.&:'<J. 205, 
see page 216. 
SOne credit will be given upon completion of three quarters' wcrk. 
4Students choosin~ electiv~ sequence in household equipment elect Physics 301. 
&Advance reservation required. 
CURRICULUM IN HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Home Economics Education, see pages 230-232. 
For freshman year, see page 120. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Organic Chemistry House Planning Interior House Design 
Chem. 264 5 A.A. 260 2 A.A. 264 3 
Food Preparation Food Analysis Phfhiol. & Nutr. Chem. 
F.&N. 204 4 Chem. 266 3 hem. 274 3 
Prin. of Sociology Contemporary Literature Prin. of Economics 
Soc. 234C 3 E~. 256 3 Ee. 211 3 
General Textiles lFo Preparation General Psychology 
l T.&C. 104 3 F.&N. 205 4 P~ch. 204 or Physical Education Physics for H.Ec. Stud. } Fun • of Household Eq. 3 Phys.Ed. 2 21 R Phys. 106 or 4 H.Eq.154 Physiol. for H.Ec. Stud. 2Clothing 
Zool. 155 s T.&C. 224 3 
Physical.Education SPhysical Education 
Phys.Ed. 222 R Phys.Ed. 223 1 
15 16 or 17 16 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Principles of Economics General Bacteriology Child Care & Training 
Ee. 212 3 Bact. 304B 5 C.D. 335 3 
i l\leal Planniq Prin. of Economics "English Ojtion J 
F.&N. 303 4 Ee. 213 3 Nutrition Dietetics 
Psych. of Child. & Adol. Observation of Teaching F.&N. 305 4 
Psych. 315 3 H.Ec.Ed. 405 'd 2 Methods of Teach. H.Ec. 
Advanced Clothing Speech..Ma.king-· · H.Ec.Ed. 406 3 
T.&C. 324 4 Speech 311 3 Electives 3 
Principles of Education Methods of Teaching 
V.Ed. 304 3 V.Ed. 305 3 
17 16 16 
SENIOR YEAR 
7Slf.ervised Teach. H.Ec. Art Appreciation Adv. Child Care & Training 
.Ee.Ed. 407 5 A.A. 484 3 C.D. 536 3 
Educational Psych. Gen. Home Management American Government 
Psych. 334 3 H.Mgt.474 3 Govt. J15A 3 
Textile Purchasing 7Home Mgt. House Principles of Sec. Ed. 
T.&C. 464 2 H.Mgt. 475 4 V.Ed. 426 3 
GElectives 6 Electives 6 Electives 7 
16 16 16 
lHome Experience Project and Examination, F.&N. 207, required upon completion of F.&N. 205. 
2Independent Work, T.&C. 225, required before classifying in T.&C. 324. 
SOne credit is given upon completion of three quarters. 
40ption: Engl. 254, 364, 464, or T.Jl. 225B. 
liOpportunlties for supervised teaching in home economics are offered ln typical Iowa schools. 
The teaching may extend throughout the quarter or be concentrated Into half of the quarter. 
the other half bemg devoted to home management. 
6Education students electing l.Mgt. 380 may have laboratory experience in the school lunch 
room of the Ames High School. 
7Advance reservation required. 
128 DMSIONS 
CURRICULUM IN HOME MANAGEMENT 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Home Management, see pages 232-234. 
For freshman year, see page 120. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits 
House Planning Interior House Design f Intro. to American Lit. 
A.A. 260 2 A.A. 264 3 Engl. 254 or 
O~ic Chemistry Food Preparation Beginning T.Jl. 
em. 264 5 F.&N. 204 4 T.Jl. 22SB 
Physics for B.Ec. Stud. 
} 
Science Qption 3 IFood Preparation 
P~ l06or 4 Prin. of Sociology F.&N. 205 
Ph~l. for B.Ec. Stud. Soc. 234C 3 General Psychology 
1.155 s Clothing Psych. 204 or 
General Textiles T.&C. 224 3 Fund. of Household Eq. 
T.&C. 104 3 Physical Education H.Eq. 154 
Ph~cal Education Phys.Ed. 222 R Ps~ch. of Child. & Adol. 
bys.Ed. 221 R sych. 315 
Speech Making 
Sp. 311 
2Ph~cal Education 
p ys.Ed. 223 
14 or 15 16 
JUNIOR YEAR 
General Bacteriology 
Bact. 304B 5 
Principles of Economics 
Ee. 212 
Art Appreciation 
3 A.A. 484 
Child Care & Training American Government Prin. of Economics 
C.D. 335 3 Govt. 315A 3 Ee. 213 
Principles of Economics Music Appreciation Contemporary Lit. 
Ee. 211 3 Music 144 l E;f· 256 
Plan. Home Landscapes } Textile Purchasing 4M Planning L.A. 206 or T.&C. 464 2 F.&N. 303 Home Floriculture 2 Electives 7 Electives 
Hort.146 
Electives 3 
16 16 
SENIOR YEAR 
Gen. Home Management 8Standards of Living Envir. Factors in Child 
H.~74 3 Ec.516 3 Growth 
•Home • House Home Relationships C.D. 546 
H.Mgt. 475 4 H.M~I9 3 Family Finance 
Sociology of the Family Child P ology B.Mgt. 418 
Soc. 385 3 Zool. 558 3 Electives 
Electives 6 Electives 8 
16 17 
Credits' 
l 3 
4 
] 3 
3 
3 
1 
17 
3 
3 
3 
4 
3 
16 
3 
2 
11 
16 
1Home Experience Project and Examination, F .&N. 207. required upon completion of F .&N. 205, 
see page 216. 
20ne credit is given on the completion of three quarters. 
S()ption: Economics of the Household, Ee. 514; Consumers in the Market, Ee. 415; or Housing, 
H.Mgt. 517. For students especially interested. in economic aspects of home management. substitu-
tions may be made for certain courses upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
•Advance reservation required. 
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CURRICULUM IN HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Household Equipment, see pages 23 7 and 238. 
For freshman year, see page 120. 
*SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Food Preparation Intro. to American Lit. House Planning 
F.&N. 204 4 Ei1:. 254 3 A.A. 260 . 2 
Physiol. for H.Ec. Stud. lFo Preparation O~anic Chemistry 
Zool. 155 5 F.&N. 205 4 hem. 264 5 
General Physics Math. for H.Ec. Stud. General Physics 
Phys. 301 4 Math. 200 5 Phys. 303 4 
General Psychology 
J 
General Physics Beginning T.Jl. 
P~ch. 204 or Phys. 302 4 T.Jl. 225B J 
Fun . of Household Eq. 3 Physical Education Clothi~ 
H.~ 154 Phys.Ed. 222 R T.& • 224 3 
Physi Education 2Ph~cal Education 
Phys.Ed. 221 R p .Ed. 223 1 
16 16 18 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Interior House Design 
A.A. 264 3 
Phtsiol. & Nutr. Chem. 
hem. 274 3 
General Bacteriology 
Bact. 304B 5 
Food Analysis Prin. of Economics Child Care & Training 
Chem. 266 3 Ec.212 3 C.D. 335 3 
Prin. of Economics SMeal Planning Prfn. of Economics 
Ee. 211 3 F.&N. 303 4 Ec.213 3 
~i~ent Mechanics ~iSent Mechanics E,erimental Cookery 
. . 404 3 . . 405 3 .&N. 511 J 
Psych. of Child. & Adol. Gener Textiles Electives 3 
Psych. 315 3 T.&C. 104 3 
15 16 17 
SENIOR YEAR 
Art Appreciation American Government General Home Mgt. 
A.A. 484 3 Govt. 315A 3 H.Mt474 3 
Nutrition & Dietetics Train. in Demon. Tech. SHome gt. House 
F.&N. 305 4 H.~421 3 H.Mgt. 475 4 
Prin. of Sociology Speech aking Seminar 
Soc. 234C 3 Sp. 311 3 H.Eq. 425 2 
Electives in H.Eq. 3 Textile Purchasing Electives 6 
Electives 3 T.&C. 464 2 
Electives 5 
16 16 JS 
*Students interested in taking a combination course in Household Equipment and Science or 
Engineering should consult the head of the Household Equipment Department. 
lHome Experience Project and Examination, F.&N. 207, required upon completion of F.&N. 205, 
see page 216. 
20ne credit is given on the completion of three quarters. 
SAdvance reservation required. 
130 DIVISIONS 
CURRICULUM IN INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
1'01: description of courses in Institution Management, see pages 239 and 240. 
For freshman year, see page 120. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
House Planning 
A.A. 260 2 
Interior House Design 
A.A. 264 3 
Phtsiol. & Nutr. Chem. 
hem. 274 3 
O~ic Chemistry Food Analysis Intro. to American Lit. 
hem. 264 s Chem. 265 5 Engl. 254 or 
Food Preparation IFood Preparation Contemporary Literature 3 
F.&N. 204 4 F.&N. 205 4 Engl. 256 
P~sics for H.Ec. Stud. 
} 
Clothing General Psychology 
!Yof· 106 or 4 T.&C. 224 3 P~ch. 204 or 
Ph/;,o • for H.Ec. Stud. Physical Education Fun . of Household Eq. 3 
1. 155 5 Phys.Ed. 222 R H.~154 J 
Physical Education Speech aking 
Phys.Ed. 2 21 R Sp. 311 3 
General Textiles 
T.&C. 104 3 
2PhLsical Education 
P ys.Ed. 223 1 
15 or 16 15 16 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Prin. of Economics General Bacteriology Child Care & Training 
Ee. 211 3 Bact. 304B 5 C.D. 335 3 
fMeal Planning Prin. of Economics Prin. of Economics 
F.&N. 303 4 Ee. 212 3 Ee. 213 3 
•Large Quantity Cookery E~ipment Testing Nutrition & Dietetics 
I.Mgt. 380 4 .Eq. 435 3 F.&N. 305 4 
Ps~ch. of Child. & Adol. Purchasing American Government 
sych.315 3 I.Mgt. 484 3 Govt. 315A 3 
BEltttives 3 Prin. of Sociology Beginning Tech.JI. 
Soc. 234C 3 T.Jl. 225B 3 
17 17 16 
SENIOR YEAR 
Accounting I Experimental Cookery Art Appreciation 
Ee. 374B 4 F.&N. 511 3 A.A. 484 3 
Genual Home Mgt. Catering Business Correspondence 
H.Mgt. 474 3 I.Mgt. 585 4 Engl. 404 2 
•Home Management House Organization & Mgt. Institution Mgt. Prac. 
H.Mgt. 475 4 I.Mgt. 587 3 I.Mgt. 586 3 
~uipment SEJectives 6 Textile Purchasing 
.Mf{t. 485 3 T.&C. 464 2 
SElectaves ~ SE!ectives 5 
17 16 15 
!Home Experience Project and Examination, F.&N. 207, required upon completion of F.&N. 205. 
20ne credit will be given upon completion of three quarters. 
SStudents who plan to engage in commercial food service are advised to elect: A.H. 374; 
Ee. 365, 410; Psych. 464, 484. 
'Advance rcservatlon required. 
Students interested in the management of tollege residence halls are advised to elect: A.H. 3 74; 
Ee. 365, 410; F.&N. 504; Hort. 146; I.Mgt. 589. 
Students interested in meeting the requirements of training courses approved by the American 
Dietetic Association are advised to elect: F.&N. 404, 504, 518. 
f) TEXTILES AND CLOTHING 
CURRICULUM IN TEXTILES AND CLOTHING 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
For description of courses in Textiles and CJothin~, sec pa~l's 266 anrl 2h 7. 
For freshman year, see page 120. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
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Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Sprins Quarter 
Credits 
Drawing & Composition Drawing & Composition Interior House Design 
A.A. 221 2 A.A. 222 2 A.A. 264 .. 3 
House Planning O~anic Chemistry Textile Analysis 
A.A. 260 2 hem. 264 5 Chem. 268 5 
Food Preparation 2Food Preparation Intro. to American Lit. 
F.&N. 204 4 F.&N. 205 4 Engl. 254 3 
Physics for H.Ec. Stud. } General Psychology } Ps~ch. of Child. & Adol. ~.106or 4 P~ch. 204 or sych. 315 3 Ph ol. for H.Ec. Stud. Fun . of Household Eq. 3 BPh~cal Education 
I. 155 5 H.~. 154 p ys.Ed. 223 1 
I Clothing Gene Teniles 
T.&C. 224 3 T.&C. 104 3 
Physical Education 
Phys.Ed. 221 R 
Physical Education 
Phys.Ed. 222 R 
15 or 16 17 15 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Prin. of Economics Textile Design Child Care & Training 
Ee. 211 3 A.A. 434 3 C.D. 335 3 
Prin. of Sociology General Bacteriology Prin. of Economics 
Soc. 234C 3 Bact. 304B 5 Ee. 213 3 
Advanced Clothing Prin. of Economics Creative Writing l 
T.&C. 324 4 Ee. 212 3 Engl. 304 or } Costume Design & Selection American Government Beginning T.Jl. J T.&C.444 3 Govt. 31SA 3 T.Jl. 225B 
Advanced Textiles 4Electives 3 Option in English 3 
T.&C. 504 3 GMeal-Planning 
F.&N. 303 4 
16 17 ·16 
SENIOR YEAR 
Art Appreciation Gen. Home Management Speech-Making 
A.A. 484 3 H.Mgt. 474 3 Speech 311 3 
Textile Purchasing GHome Mgt. House Adv.~pl. Dress Design 
T.&C. 464 2 H.Mgt. 475 4 T. . 525 3 
Api?lied Dress Design Historic Textiles Costume Design 
.&C. 524 3 T.&C. 514 3 T.&C. 544 3 
History of Costume •Electives 6 Produc. & Distrlb. Units 
T.&C. 554 3 of Text. Commod. 
•Electives s T.&C. 565 2 
•Electives 5 
16 16 16 
llndependent work and examination, T.&C. 225, required upon the completion of T.&C. 224, 
and befort- classification in T.&C. 324. See page 267. 
:?Home Experience Project and Examination, F.&N. 207, required upon completion of F.&N 205. 
Sl'<' page 216. 
sone credit will be given upon completion or three quarters. 
4Six to nine credits must be chosen from the major or closely related departments. 
GAdvance reservation required. 
CURRICULUM IN TEXTILES AND TEXTILE CHEMISTRY 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Students who wish to prepare to teach textiles, to do research in textiles, or to 
work in textile laboratories may arrange with the head of the Department of 
Textiles and Clothing to follow a curriculum in textiles and textile chemistry. 
This curriculum will be built on the uniform freshman year as outlined on page 120. 
Beginning with the sophomore year, a special curriculum will be followed. 
Division of Science 
DEAN GAsKn.L, Beardshear Hall, Room 111 
The Division of Science includes the following departments of instruction: 
Bacteriology, Botany, Chemistry, Economics and Sociology, English and Speech, 
Geology, History and Government, Hygiene, Library, Mathematics, Military 
Science and Tactics, Modern Languages, Music, Physical Education for Men, 
Physics, Psychology, Religious Education, Zoology and Entomology. The faculty 
of the division is made up of the following: 
1. Members of all departments within the division. 
2. Members of the Department of Veterinary Anatomy, Veterinary Pathology, 
and Veterinary Physiology, administered in the Division of Veterinary Medicine. 
3. Designated representatives from other divisions. 
PERSONNEL SERVICE. Through its Personnel Office the Division of Science keeps 
in close contact with those industries, commercial organizations, and other fields 
of activity that require the services of young men and women trained in the 
sciences, and assists in securing positions for properly qualified graduates. This 
service is available to the members of each graduating class, and to graduates of 
earlier years who desire to enter new lines of work. Students who wish to secure 
positions as teachers of science in the secondary schools or colleges are assisted 
by the Teacher's Placement Service maintained by the College. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATES IN SCIENCE. The remarkable development of the 
sciences in the last half-century, and the extensive applications of these sciences 
to present day industry and commerce, and to the economic and social aspects of 
modem life, have resulted in an increasing demand for scientists and technicians 
in industry, and for teachers and investigators of science. It is generally believed 
that scientific development in the next fifty years will be far greater than that 
of the past, with correspondingly wider opportunities for adequately trained young 
men and women. 
HoNORS AND HONOR SOCIETIES. Scholarship holds a high place in the Iowa State 
College. and appropriate honors are bestowed upon students whose academic records 
are outstanding. In addition to prizes and letters, there are many honor organiza-
tions for admission to which high scholarship is a prerequisite. Among those open 
to students in the Division of Science are the following: 
Phi Lambda Upsilon ......... Chemistry ............ Men 
Iota Sigma Pi. . . . . . . . . . . ... Chemistry ............ Women 
Delta Sigma Rho ............ Forensics ............. Men and Women 
Pi Mu Epsilon .............. Mathematics .......... Men and Women 
Scabbard and Blade ......... Military Science ....... Men 
Phi Mu Alpha .............. Music ................ Men 
Sigma Alpha Iota ........... Music ................ Women 
Psi Chi. ................... Psychology ........... Men and Women 
Phi Kappa Phi .............. All College ........... Men and Wom~n 
Sigma Xi ................... All College ........... Men and Women 
Mortar Board .............. All College ........... Women 
Cardinal Key ............... All College ........... Men 
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THE SCIENCE CoUNcn. is the governing body of the student organizations and 
activities in the Division of Science. The Council is made up of representatives of 
both students and faculty. The members of the Council collect and summarize 
student opinion concerning educational objectives and methods; the Council 
sponsors activities designed to promote closer acquaintance among faculty members 
and students and to develop a spirit of loyalty to the Division. 
THE SCIENCE WoMEN's CLUB provides opportunity, through its monthly meet-
ings, for the consideration of matters of common intellectual interest, and sponsors 
the social activities of the women students in the Division of Science. 
CURRICULUM IN SCIENCE 
(8iological, Physical, and Social Sciences) 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
During the first two years of his course, while in junior college, the student is 
expected to lay a broad foundation for later specialization or for an immediate 
career. 
To secure an adequate background in the sciences and general studies in the junior 
college, the curriculum in science is designed to allow latitude for personal choice. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
Fall Quarter 
Credits 
Winter Quarter 
Credits 
Spring Quarter 
Credits 
General Chemistry General Chemistry Qualitative Analysis 
Chem. 101 4 Chem. 102 4 Chem. 103 4 
Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition 
Engl. 101 3 Engl. 102 3 EnJ:. 103 3 
College Algebra Plane Trigonometry Heal Education 
Math. 101 s Math. 102A 5 Hyg. 104 (women) 2 
2Botany, Geology or 2Botany, Geology or 1Analytic Geometry 
Zoology 3 Zoology 3 Math. 103A 5 
Military 141 (men) 2 Military 142 (men) 2 2Botany, Geology or 
Zoology 3 
Military 143 (men) 2 
15 or 17 15 or 11 17 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include In bis schedule: 
Orientation; Sci. 104, 105, 120; Physical Education each quarter (for women, 1 credit for the 
year; required of men without credit). 
Intro. to American Lit. 
Enid. 254 
Frencn or German 
M.L. 201 or 231 
4Electives 
3 
3 
10 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Contemporary Literature 
Engl. 256 
FrenCh or German 
M.L. 202 or 232 
'Electives 
3 
3 
10 
8Propaganda Analysis 
Eriid. 205 
Frencli or German 
M.L. 203 or 233 
•Electives 
3 
3 
10 
15 or 16 15 or 16 16 
In addition to the courses listed above, l'aCh student will be required to include In his schedule 
each quarter: Physical Education (for women, 1 credit for the year; required or men without 
credit). 
lStudents planning to major in economics may substitute Mathematics or Investment, Mathe. 
matics 206, for Mathematics 103. 
21f geology is chosen in the f resbman year, it should be followed by biological science in the 
sophomore. year. 
8For sufficient reason another course in English, or a course in technical journalism or history, 
may be substituted for English 205. 
•ELECTIVES 
Electives to the extent of ten credits rer quarter are to be chosen from the three groups below 
provided that at least two general fields o sclence--biological, physical, or social-are represented in 
the choice. Physical education ln3Y be used as a sophomore elective only by studerits majoring 
in physical education; this elective is not accepted as a substitute for blolc>sdcal science. (See 
above.) It is exoccted that the major work of the Junior and senior years will be taken in the 
field represented by one of the sequences so chosen. Students who do not choose a biological science 
in the freshman year will do so hi the sophomore year. 
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BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
BACTERIOLOGY: Chem. 255. 3 er.; 
BOTANY: Bot. 205, 4 er.; 
GENETICS: 
PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION: 
(for men) 
ZOOLOGY: 
or, Bot.205,4cr.; 
Phys. 211, 4 er.; 
and Bot. 205, 4 er.: 
Phys.Ed. 304, 2 er.; 
and Psych. 204, 3 er.; 
Zool. 274, 4 er.; 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS 
CHEMISTRY: Chem. 211, 4 er.; 
or, Chem. 201, 2 er.; 
GEOLOGY: Geol. 201, 3 or 4 er.; 
or, Geol. 354, 4 er.; 
MATHEMATICS: Math. 211, 4 er.; 
PHYSICS: Phys. 211, 4 er.: 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
ECONOMICS AND 
SOCIOLOGY: 
HISTORY· 
PSYCHOLOGY: 
or, Phys. 2 21, 5 er. ; 
Ee. 201, 3 er.; 
or, Soc. 234, 3 er.; 
Hist. 211, 3 er.: 
or, Hist. 311, 3 er.; 
or, Hist. 234, 3 er.; 
Psych 204, 3 er ; 
Chrm. 2 56, 3 er.: • 
Bot. 102, 3 er.; 
Bot. 207, 4 er.; 
Phys. 212, 4 er.; 
Gen. 300, 3 er.; 
Phys.Ed. 305. 2 er.; 
Psych. 334, 3 er.; 
Zool. 234, 4 er.; 
or, Zool. 255, 5 er.; 
Chem. 212. 4 er.; 
Chem. 202, 2 er.; 
Geol. 202, 3 or 4 er.; 
Geol. 355, 4 er.; 
Math. 212, 4 er.; 
Phys. 212, 4 er.; 
Phys. 2 2 2, 5 er. : 
Ee. 202, 3 er.; 
Soc. 385, 3 er.; 
Hist. 212. 3 er.; 
Hist. 312, 3 er.; 
Hist. 235, 3 er.; 
Psych. 334, 3 er.; 
JUNIOR AND SENIOR YEARS 
Baet. 304, 5 er. 
Bot. 103, 3 er. 
Bot. 206, 4 er. 
Phys. 213, 4 er. 
Zool. 203, 3 er. 
Phys.Ed. 306, 2 er. 
V.Ed. 304, 3 er. 
Zool. 315, 3 er. 
• Zool. 224, 4 er. 
Chem. 213, 3 er. 
Chem. 203, 3 er. 
Geol. 203, 3 or 4 er. 
Geol. 356, 4 er. 
Math. 213, 4 er. 
Phys. 213, 4 er. 
Phys. 223, 5 er. 
Ee. 203, 3 er. 
Soc. 386, 3 er. 
Hist. 213, 3 er. 
Hist. 313, 3 er. 
Hist. 324, 3 er. 
Psych. 335, 3 er. 
1. In the spring quarter of the s<'phomore ~car the 5tudent will 5elect a major 
and two minor fields of study, which will form the basis for the program of 
the junior and senior years. This program will cover a minimum of ninety-six 
credits, sixteen each quarter. The complete program will be worked out by the 
student in conference with the head of the major department, subject to the ap-
proval of the Dean of Science. Duplicate copies are to be filed in fhe dean's office. 
The student's work may be taken in one of the following fields: 
BACTERIOLOGY: General and systematic; dairy; soil; veterinary and pathogenic : 
food and sanitary; household; physiological and fermentation. (p. 173.) 
BOTANICAL TECHNOLOGY: Preparation for industrial or governmental positions 
in applied botanical science ; emphasis on such fields as conservation, economic 
botany, plant protection, seed technology. 
BOTANY: Ecology; morphology ; mycology; pathology; physiology; systematic. 
(p. 175.) 
CHEMISTRY: Analytical; bio-organic; bio-physical; enzyme; food and sanitary ; 
inorganic and qualitative analysis; organic; physical; plant ; physiological and 
nutritional; soil; textile, chemical technology (see page 136). (p. 183.) 
CLIMATOLOGY AND METEOROLOGY: Individual programs with major in physics 
geology, Cir some other field. Minor programs in connection with appropriate majors 
in engineering or agriculture. (p. 195.) 
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY: Agricultural economics; consumption economics; 
industrial economics; general economics; rural sociology. (p. 199.) 
Foon TECHNOLOGY: Individual programs planned, with major in chemistry or 
bacteriology. For suggested elements in the program, see the Curriculum in Chem-
ical Technology, p. 136; a few substitutions arc possible, depending on whether the 
emphasis lies in bacteriology or chemistry. This curriculum provides also a sequence 
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in mathematics, physics, and chemistry essential for graduate work in Food Tech-
nology. (p. 214.) 
GENETICS: Heredity in relation to the improvement of animals and plants. 
(p. 224.) 
GEOLOGY: Economic; agricultural; general. (p. 225 .) 
HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT: Economic history and government. (p. 227.) 
MATHEMATICS: Applied (mechanics and physical); statistics; analysis and 
geometry. (p. 243.) 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION: For men, in combination with a minor in another science 
totaling at least twenty-seven credits. (p. 254.) 
PHYSICS: Applied; general; mathematical. (p. 256.) 
SAFETY AND HUMAN CONSERVATION: Major in Science, with appropriate minors 
in engineering, agriculture, or home economics; preparation leads students into 
work as teachers, safety engineers, journalists, consultants, administrators. Minor 
or selected sequences in Safety and Human Conservation, with appropriate major 
in engineering, agriculture, home economics or science. (p 263 ) 
STATISTICS: Statistical methods in biology, economics, and education; mat he· 
matical statistics. (p. 264.) 
ZooLOGY: Economic zoology ; entomology ; cytology ; embryology and histology ; 
parasitology; physiology; protozoology; wildlife conservation; apiculture. (p. 284.) 
2. The subjects making up the program of the junior and senior years must 
ordinarily be of senior college rank. 
3. The following subjects must be included as indicated, unless completed pre-
viously: 
(a) French or German, M.L. 301, 302, 303; or 331, 332, 333; junior year. 
(b) *Principles of Economics, Ee. 201, 202; junior year. 
(c) American Government, Govt. 315A; junior year. 
(d) Speech-Making, Speech 311, 3 credits; senior year. 
4. A minimum of thirty credits shall be chosen from the field in which the 
major work is taken. In addition, such supporting subjects from allied departments 
shall be included as are necessary for the proper development of the major field. 
The minor fields, each covering a minimum of fifteen credits, may be taken in 
the major departments listed above, in English and Speech, in Psychology, or in 
departments in other divisions. If the major field is physical education, one of the 
minor fields must be in another science and must include at least twenty-seven 
credits. Students preparing to teach may count the required work in vocational 
education as a minor. 
5. The remaining credits may be selected from other departments in the Division 
of Science, or from other divisions. It is strongly urged that the student include 
additional work in English, government, history, music, physical education, psychol-
ogy, speech, or religious education. 
•Students majoring in subjects other than economics must count Economics 201 and 202 m 
senior college requirements, not as sophomore rlectives. 
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS 
A few exceptional students in the Division of Science will be permitted to do 
special individual work in the Senior College if such a program is likely to meet 
their needs better than the regular program would. Students who wish to enter 
individual programs must have an all-college average of at least 3.0 and an aver-
age higher than 3.0 in the major field of study. The student's advisors must be 
satisfied that the student has the physical and mental health, the initiative and 
intellectual curiosity, the basic drive, and other personal qualities which are 
necessary for success. The candidacy must have the approval of the Dean of 
Science who, in consultation with the student and with others concerned, will 
appoint a committee to direct the work. The plan must be approved by the 
Dean of Science. Candidates should apply at the office of the Dean of Science. 
The student and his committee will plan as many economies as possible in the 
program in order to allow time for the development of an individual project in 
the major field. The plan will not permit the elimination of any essential knowl-
edge or discipline and should bring about better integration and balance in the 
student's work. It is hoped that exceptional students will be able to use indi-
vidualized programs as a means of developing their powers as fully as possible. 
PREPARATION FOR THE STUDY OF MEDICINE 
Students preparing for the regular curriculum in veterinary medicine, page 140, 
for admission to which one year of college work is required, will take the freshman 
year of the curriculum in science, as outlined on page 133, with the modifications 
suggested by the student's counselor. See also restricted enrollment in the Divi-
sion of Veterinary Medicine, page 13Q. 
Students preparing for the study of human medicine will take at least the work 
of the first two or three years of the curriculum in science. The general outline, 
as described on page 133 and 134 will be followed, with modifications in terms of 
the requirements of the medical school which the student plans to enter. Modifi-
cations will be suggested by the stud~nt's counselor and submitted to the Dean of 
Science for approval. 
CURRICULUM IN CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY 
Leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
FRESHMAN YEAR 
For freshman year, see curriculum in science, page 133, which is to be followed, 
except that Chem. lOlC, 102C, and 103C shall be taken. 
Students taking the curriculum in chemical technology should elect Zool. 104, 
105, and Bot. 101 in their freshman year. 
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SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Inorganic Chemistry Inorganic Chemistry Qualitative Analysis 
Chem. 201 2 Chem. 202 2 Chem. 203 3 
Quantitative Analysis Quantitative Analysis Quantitative Analysis 
Chem. 211 4 Chem. 212 4 Chem. 213 3 
Differential Calculus Integral Calculus Apfiled Calculus 
Math. 211 4 Math. 212 4 ath. 213 4 
General Physics General Physics General Physics 
Phys. 221 5 Phys.222 5 Phys. 223 s 
15 15 15 
In addition to the courses listed above, each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 201, 202, 203. 
JUNIOR YEAR 
Ph~ical Chemistry 
hem. 321 s 
Phtsical Chemistry 
hem. 322 5 
Ph~fcal Chemistry 
hem. 323 4 
O~c Chemistry 
hem. 331 s O~ic Chemistry hem. 332 s 
Or~lc Chemistry 
hem. 333 5 
p~~da Analysis lGennan Drawing & Projection 
n • 205 3 M.L. 442 3 E.Dr. 131 2 
I German Speech-Making tGerman 
M.L. 441 3 Speech 311 3 M.L.443 J 
American Government 
Govt. 315A 3 
16 16 17 
SENIOR YEAR 
Microscopic Chem. Anal. Chemical Technology Quant. Microchemlcal Anal. 
Chem. 519 3 Chem. 518 3 Chem. 411 4 
2Chemistry Electives 3 2Chemistry, Electives J 2Chemistry Electives 3 
Elements oi Chem.E. Elements of Chem.E. Elements o( Chem.E. 
Chem.E. 441 3 Chem.E. 442 3 Chem.E.443 J 
BElectives 7 SElectives 7 SElectives 7 
16 17 16 
For information concerning the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, see page 250. 
lThose desiring to elect a biology, geoloq, physics, or other sequence approved by the head of 
the department and the dean of the division may take M.L. 441, 442, 443, as an elective in 
the senior year. 
2Any fourth or fifth year sequence of courses In chemistry approved as above. 
BElectives. Electives must be chosen in courses other than chemistry. Nine credits will be 
required in the field of industrial economics. The sequence, Phys. 461, 462, 463 is recommended 
for students expecting to work for advanced degrees. 
CURRICULUM IN AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS AND 
RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
Administered jointly by the Division of Agriculture and the Division of Science 
in the Department of Economics and Sociology. See page 82. 
Division of Veterinary Medicine 
DEAN BERGMAN, Veterinary Administration Building, Room 200 
The Division of Veterinary Medicine was established in 1879 and is now the 
oldest veterinary college in the United States. It has always been an integral part 
of the Iowa State College. 
The Division of Veterinary Medicine includes the Departments of Veterinary 
Anatomy, Veterinary Hygiene, Veterinary Medicine, Veterinary Obstetrics, Vet-
erinary Pathology, Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology, and Veterinary Sur-
gery. The faculty consists of the Dean of the Division of Veterinary Medicine, 
the professors at the heads of the departments, the associate and assistant pro-
f cssors, and instructors in the departments. Representatives of departments outside 
of the Division of Veterinary Medicine in which the veterinary students do a 
part of their work, are considered members of the veterinary faculty. 
Aside from the strictly educational departments in the division, there is ·also 
the Veterinary Research Institute, which gives the student opportunity to observe 
those phases of veterinary science which this institute is investigating. 
Instruction in chemistry, biology, and other related sciences is provided by 
departments outside the division. 
The location of the College in the center of the richest livestock country in the 
world provides a rare opportunity for the veterinary student to study animal 
industry; it also enables him to observe a wealth of clinical cases both at the 
Veterinary Hospital, and under general practice conditions. 
The course of instruction extends over four years and is designed for the pro-
fessional training in veterinary medicine of those who have made the necessa~ 
preparation in some recognized hiJ?h school and college. (See entrance require-
ments on page 139.) 
The four-year curriculum leads to the degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine. 
Candidates for graduation must be twenty-one years of age, of good moral and 
prof cssional character, and must be approved by all the departments of the 
division, to secure the degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medi$'.'.ine. 
GF.ORGE JuorscH SCHOLARSHIP PRIZE. This prize consists of the initiation fees 
and annual dues for four years of membership in the American Veterinary Medical 
Association, including subscription to the official journal, and is awarded each 
year to the senior student with the best scholastic record in the Division of 
Veterinary Medicine. 
G. G. GRAHAM PRIZES. Th~e are cash prizes awarded annually to the two 
outstanding senior students in clinical medicine on the basis of scholarship, attitude. 
nnd general adaptability. 
VETERINARY MEDICAL SOCIETY. All veterinarv students are members of the 
Iowa State Junior Chapter of the American Vet~rinary Medical As.c:;ociation. The 
biweekly meetings of the society, devoted to discussions of professional topics. 
promote the literary and social development of the members. 
Pm ZETA. Members are chosen from those who rank scholastically in the 
upper tenth of the junior class and the highest fourth of the senior class. Char-
acter and qualities of leadership arc also considered. 
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OTHER HoNOR SOCIETIES. Students of veterinary medicine arc also eligible for 
membership in the national honor societies of Phi Kappa Phi and Gamma Sigma 
Delta, and graduate students to membership in Sigma Xi. 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
Admission to the Division of Veterinary Medicine is granted only at the begin-
ning of the fall quarter. Applicants for admission must present a certificate 
showing that their high school record meets the entrance requirements as set 
forth on page 69. Applicants must also present a total of not less than one year 
( 45 quarter or 30 semester credits) of work in an approved college or university. 
The college credits must include: 
1. English (Freshman Composition) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 quarter crs. ( 6 sem. crs.) 
2. General Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis ..... 12 quarter crs. ( 8 sem. crs.) 
3. Biological Sciences ............................ 9 quarter crs. ( 6 sem. crs.) 
The biological sciences must include both zoology and botany. 
4. Electives .................................... 15 quarter crs. (10 sem. crs.) 
For students who wish to take the preliminary year at the Iowa State College, 
the Division of Science offers the following curriculum: • 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
General Chemistry General Chemistry General Botany 
Chem. 101 4 Chem. 102 4 Bot. 101 3 
Prin. of Composition Prin. of Composition Qualitative Analysis 
Engl. 101 3 Engl. 102 3 Chem. 103 4 
General Zoology General Zoology Prin. of Composition 
Zool. 111 4 Zool. 112 4 Engl. 103 3 
Electives 4 Electives 4 Electives 4 
Military 141 2 Military 142 2 Military 143 2 
17 17 16 
In addition to the courses ,listed abovet each student will be required to include in his schedule: 
Phys.Ed. 101, 102, 103; Onentation, SCI. 104, 105, 120. 
Students who wish to complete the preparation for the study of veterinary 
medicine in some other approved college or university should follow the above 
requirements for admission. However, for Iowa residents the college credits of 
the preliminary year must average at least 2.25 on a four-letter marking system 
with "A" as the highest mark and "D" as the lowest passing mark. For explana-
tion of the marking system, see page 76. The credits of nonresidents must average 
at least 2.5 if the application is to receive consideration by the Committee on 
Selective Admission. These are minimum scholastic requirements. For other factors 
in selective admission, see Restricted Enrollment below. 
RESTRICTED ENROLLMENT 
The demand for veterinarians has resulted in larger enrollment in all of the 
veterinary colleges. Recently, the Iowa State College has been receiving applica-
tions for admission to the curriculum in veterinary medicine from more students 
than can be effectively trained with the present staff and equipment. For this 
reason, it has become necessary to limit the enrollment in the first-year class in 
veterinary medicine to approximately sixty-four students. 
In selecting the candidates for the first-year class, a personal conference with 
some members of the veterinary faculty or other person designated by the College 
will be required in each case. High school records. scholastic performance in the 
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pre1iminary year, experience, and evidence of good character and satisfactory per-
sonality will be given special consideration in selecting students for this curriculum. 
Other things being equal, residents of Iowa will be given preference. Practically 
all of those who are accepted will be selected from the Middle West. None will 
be accepted from any state in which a college of veterinary medicine is maintained. 
High school records and formal applications for admission may be filed at any 
time before June 15, 1946. A transcript of all college courses completed up to 
that time should be sent to the Registrar. The transcript must also include a 
list of any additional courses that the applicant expects to complete before the 
opening of the fall quarter. This will enable the Committee to determine whether 
courses already finished and those in progress, when completed, will meet the 
entrance requirements. 
READMISSION 
A veterinary student who voluntarily withdraws from college, or who is dropped 
for cause, forfeits his standing and must apply for readmission at any future time. 
·GENERAL PLAN OF INSTRUCTION 
The fundamental veterinary sciences are studied during the first two years and 
in all subjects the work is concentrated, with an increased efficiency in methods 
of instruction. Much of the instruction is given as laboratory exercises and forms 
the foundation for the practical work which follows. 
The third and fourth years are devoted to the practical clinical courses which 
are taught by lectures, quizzes, and use of clinical cases. 
CURRICULUM IN VETERINARY MEDICINE 
Leading to the degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine. 
For descriptions of courses offered by departments in the Division of Veterinary 
Medicine, see pages 270-277. 
For the preliminary year, see page 139. 
FIRST YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
O~ic Chemistry Physiological Chemistry Animal Husbandry 
hem. 174 s Chem. 175 s A.H.107 6 Microscopic Anatomy Microscopic Anatomy Miaoscopic Anatomy 
Vet.Arial. 101 s Vet.Anal. 102 4 Vet.AJiat. 103 s Gross Anatomy Gross Anatomy Gross Anatomy 
Vet.Anal. 111 s Vet.Anat. 112 6 Vet.Anal. 113 4 Physical Education 201 R Physical Education 202 R Physical Education 203 R 
15 IS 15 
SECOND YEAR 
Poisonous Plants Patbo~nic Bacteriology Special Pathology 
Bo~4S6 3 . Vet. ra· 225 s Vet.Path. 256 6 General acteriology General athology Veterinary Parasitology 
Vet.H~g. 224 6 Vet.Path. 255 4 Vet.Path. 258 3 General athology Veterinary Parasitology Mammalian Physiology Vet. Path. 254 3 Vet.Path. 257 3 Vet.Phys. 266 6 Mammalian Physiology Mammalian Physiology General Pharmacology Vet.Phys. 264 6 Vet.Phys. 265 6 Vet.Phys. 267 3 
18 18 18 
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THIRD YEAR 
Fall Quarter Winter Quarter Spring Quarter 
Credits Credits Credits 
Medicine Medicine Introductory Genetics 
Vet.Med. 331 5 Vet.Med. 332 5 Genetics 301 3 
Obstetrics Small Animal Medicine Medicine 
Vet.Obst. 345 5 Vet.Med. 336 4 Vet.Med. 333 5 
Pharmacology & Pharmacology & Small Animal Medicine 
Therapeutics Therapeutics V~t.Med. 337 3 
Vet.Phys. 367 3 Vet.Phys. 368 3 Pharmacology & 
Surgery Surgery Therapeutics 
Vet.Surg. 371 5 Vet.Surg. 372 6 Vet.Phys. 369 3 
Clinics Clinics Surgery 
Med., Obst., Surg. Med., Obst., Surg. Vet.Surg. 373 4 
Clio. 381 R Clio. 382 R Clinics 
Med., Obst., Surg. 
Clio. 383 R 
18 18 18 
FOURTH YEAR 
Animal F ceding Meat and Meat Products Business Law I 
A.H. 416 3 A.H. 476 3 Ec.365B 3 
Infectious Diseases Adv. Animal Nutrition Infectious Diseases 
Vet.Hyg. 421 4 A.H. 518 3 Vet.H~. 423 4 
Clinical Conferences Dairy Hygiene Meat Hy ene 
Vet.Med. 484 4 Vet.Hyg. 420 4 Vet.Hyg. 426 3 
Applied Avian Pathology Infectious Diseases Disturbances of Reproduction 
Vet.Path. 450 3 Vet.Hyg. 422 4 Vet.Obst. 444 4 
Clinics Clinics •Post Mortem & Clio. Path. 
Med., Obst., Surg. Med., Obst., Surg. Vet.Path. 455 2 
Clio. 481 3 Clin. 482 3 Clinics 
Med., Obst., Surg. 
Clio. 483 3 
17 17 19 
•credit given this quarter for work extending throughout year. 
Graduate College 
DEAN BUCHANAN, Beardshear Hall, Room 110 
(Sec Announcement, Graduate College for complete details.) 
The Iowa State College is a technical institution. Its Graduate College offers 
to qualified students the opportunity to pursue advanced courses and to undertake 
research in technology and those branches of science that find their application 
in agriculture and in industry. No major graduate work is offered in liberal 
arts subjects. Most of the technical and scientific departments give courses and 
direct research leading to the degree of Master of Science ; a smaller number offer 
major work leading to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Many departments 
have special requirements for advanced degrees supplementing the general rules. 
The immediate aims of graduate study differ from those of undergraduate 
study. The graduate student should seek to develop the power of independent 
work, to become imbued with the true spirit of research, to specialize without 
becoming narrow. He is expected to read widely in those fields related to his 
major work, and to become familiar with the workers actively engaged in pro-
ductive research. The master's and doctor's examinations, particularly the latter, 
should show a wide acquaintance with the literature of the subjects of his major 
and minor departments. 
ADMISSION 
I. APPLICATION AND TRANSCRIPT OF RECORD. The prospective graduate student 
may secure application blanks for admission to the Graduate College from either 
the Registrar or the Dean of the Graduate College. These blanks he should 
forward, together with official transcripts and statement of quartile rank, to the 
Registrar or the Dean of the Graduate College, a month before the opening of 
the quarter when he wishes to matriculate. If the student has taken the Grad-
uate Record Examination, the individual report chart should also be submitted. 
If the application is approved, an admission slip is sent by the Registrar to the 
Dean of the Graduate College and a copy is sent to the student. 
II. QUALIFICATIONS. To be admitted to the Graduate College the prospective 
student must be a graduate of an institution whose requirements for the bachelor·s 
degree are substantially equivalent to those of the Iowa State College. Scholas-
tically, the applicant must have been in the upper half of the class in which 
he was graduated. 
A. Unrestricted Admission. 
Graduates of institutions on the approved list of the Association of American 
Universities will be admitted to the Graduate College provided the departmental 
requirements for the proposed major fields have been met. 
B. Provisional Admission. 
1. Graduates of institutions not on the approved list of the Association of Amer-
ican Universities but on lists of recognized regional accrediting associations will 
be admitted provisionally to the Graduate College if the departmental require-
ments for the major fields have been met. The qualifications and accomplishments 
of students thus provisionally admitted will be reviewed by the major department 
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at the end of one quarter in residence, and the status of the student will be deter-
mined by the Graduate Committee. In general, graduates of recognized foreign 
universities will be admitted in accordance with the provisions of this paragraph. 
2. Graduates of institutions accredited by recognized regional associations as 
"Institutions Primarily for the Training of Teachers" who plan to take major 
work in the fields of education offered at the Iowa State College may be admitted 
provisionally. They will not ordinarily be admitted to graduate standing with 
major in other fields. 
3. Graduates of institutions not on the approved lists of the Association of 
American Universities or the recognized regional accrediting associations are in 
general not eligible for admission to the Graduate College. Exception may be 
made by the Graduate Committee provided the prospective candidate passes 
special examinations covering preparation in the proposed major and related fields, 
and such other tests as may be set. Students admitted under this provision may 
qualify for unconditional admission only after completion of one quarter's suc-
cessful work and upon review of all circumstances and approval by the major 
department and the Graduate Committee 
C. Limited Admission. 
Graduates of approved institutions who wish to enroll for graduate work and 
are not candidates for advanced degrees may be admitted to the Graduate Col-
leF:e as special graduate students for one quarter without submitting detailed tran-
scripts of their undergraduate credits or showing proof that they ranked scho-
lasticaliy in the upper half of the class in which they graduated. They must, 
however, meet departmental requirements and course prerequisites. Such students 
may not subsequently apply the credits toward requirements for a degree. 
REGISTRATION AND CLASSIFICATION 
I. PRELIMINARY CLASSIFICATION. After consulting the head of his major depart-
ment and the professor in charge of his major work, the student makes out in 
quadruplicate classification schedules, called "Time Cards." and secures on them 
the signature of these two officials. If no major department is chosen, the Dean 
of the Graduate College is in charge. Time cards are available in the departmental 
offices. 
II. CLASSIFICATION WITH THE· DEAN. The student presents the time cards, 
properly filled out and approved, at the office of the Dean of the Graduate College 
for checking. After they have been signed by the dean, the student leaves two 
in that office and takes two to the office of the Registrar, where be secures class 
cards and fee cards. 
III. PAYMENT OF FEES. Fees arc assessed by the office of the Registrar, and 
paid at the office of the Treasurer. Students on graduate appointments obtain 
staff cards at the office of the Chief Accountant before classification. 
IV. MEDICAL EXAML'llATION. Each new student is required to report for health 
examination at a time set by the Student Health Service. 
CLASSIFICATION IN ABSENTIA 
• Graduate credit is not allowed for correspondence courses. In exceptional cases 
permission is granted to students who have been in residence in the Graduate 
College to do a limited amount of work in absentia. The total credit thus obtained 
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cannot exceed that previously gained in residence. In absentia classification may 
not be considered a part of the year and a half minimum residence for the doctor's 
degree or the thirty weeks minimum for the master's degree. In absentia regis-
tration is usually limited to research carried on in an institution where facilities 
are adequate or to preparation of a thesis after all other requirements have been 
met. Permission to classify in absentia must be given by the head of the student's 
major department and approved by the Dean of the Graduate College. 
INTERIM CLASSIFICATION 
Graduate students who are in residence during periods between the closing and 
opening of the regular quarters of the academic year may upon special permission 
register for graduate work under the regular members of the instructional staff 
who are in residence. Students may register in not to exceed one credit per week. 
Fee for such classification is $4.00 per credit. 
FEES AND EXPENSES 
For fees required of graduate students, see pages 71-74. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
The following requirements must be met by all candidates for the degree of 
Master of Science. 
Further requirements may be prescribed by the major departments. 
I. RESIDENCE. Three quarters, or a minimum of thirty weeks, must be spent 
in residence at the Iowa State College. 
Arrangements have been made whereby graduate students in certain depart-
ments may earn a portion of their residence credit at the State University of Iowa. 
Saturday class work shall be counted as residence credit at the rate of four 
weeks of residence for each term attended. If less than a full load is carried, 
the residence credit shall be reduced proportionately. 
II. CREDITS. At least forty-five credits of acceptable graduate work must be 
completed, not less than thirty-six of which must be taken in this institution. In 
certain departments twelve credits may be satisfied by Saturday or extension classes. 
Any transfer of credits from another institution to apply in partial fulfillment 
of the requirements for the master's degree must be recommended by 'the head 
of the major department and approved by the Graduate Committee. 
III. MAJOR ~D Mmoa. A minimum of thirty credits shall be completed in 
the major field, which is not necessarily restricted to one department. Minor 
work is usually required; if taken in the major department, it must be in a 
distinct subdivision of that department. The exact number of credits in minor 
work is not prescribed. A joint major may, upon special recommendation of the 
departments concerned and approval of the dean, he taken in two closely related 
departments. In such cases a minor is optional. • 
A graduate student may not change from one major to another without written 
permission from the heads of both departments and the Dean of the Graduate 
College. 
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Credit in major work can be secured only by the completion of courses chosen 
from the list given in the graduate catalogue headed "Open to Graduates Only. 
Major or Minor," and "Open to Graduates and Advanced Under~raduates. Major 
or Minor." Courses for which minor credit is desired may be chosen from either 
of the lists mentioned above and from the list headed "Open to Graduates for 
Minor Only." · 
Other courses may be taken as supporting courses but not credited toward an 
advanced degree. 
IV. MODERN LANGUAGES. Except when specifically waived in the description 
of requirements of the student's major department in this catalogue, a satisfactory 
reading knowledge of French or German must be certified by the Examiner in 
Modem Languages prior to admission to candidacy. In special cases, upon recom-
mendation of the head of the department in which the major work is taken and 
approval of the dean, some other foreign language of particular value to the work 
of the candidate may be substituted for French or German. 
Students who are unable at the t:me of their admis.;ion to meet the foreign 
language requirement in the department in which the major work is taken 
should not ordinarily expect to be able to complete the work for the degree of 
Master of Science in the minimum length of time. 
V. ADVANCEMENT TO CANDIDACY. A student registered in the Graduate College 
may become a candidate for the degree of Master of Science by conforming to 
the following regulations: 
A. PRELIMINARY RESIDENCE REQUIREMENT. The student must have been reg-
istered in the Graduate College for at least one quarter. 
A student admitted on the "A" basis (Unrestricted Admission) and who grad-
uated in the upper twenty-five per cent of bis graduating class is eligible to con-
tinue study for the master's degree. 
A student admitted on the "A" basis but ranking below the upper twenty-five 
per cent of bis graduating class, and a student admitted on the "B" basis (Pro-
visional Admission) may be admitted to candidacy only after completing one 
quarter's work with a "B" average. 
B. APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION TO CANDIDACY. A b1ank form, VI, requesting 
admission to candidacy may be secured from the office of the dean. This applica-
tion must be approved and signed by the head of the department in which the 
major subject is offered and by the person in charge of the major, and must 
include certification that all modern language and English requirements have 
been met. 
This form must be filed in the office of the Dean .of the Graduate College by 
the first Saturday of the quarter in which the student expects to take the degree. 
C. APPROVAL. When the Graduate Committee has approved the application 
for admission to candidacy, a form, VII, is sent to the department head (copy 
to student) giving the exact thesis title as approved and providing space for 
requesting committee appointment and examination date. This form should be 
filled out, signed by the department head, and returned to the office of the Dean 
of the Graduate College at least two weeks before the date of examination. 
VI. EXAMINATION. Final e.~amination shall be taken on all graduate work 
including the thesis. This examination shall be in charge of a special committee 
of members of the Graduate Faculty appointed by the Dean of the Graduate 
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· coUege after recommendation has been submitted by the head of the student's 
major department. It will ordinarily be oral, but may be written in whole or 
in part, as determined by the committee in charge. The purpose of this examina-
tion is to determine the candidate's general fitness and preparation. This exam-
ination shall be held at such time and place as are recommended by the depart-
ment head and approved by the dean. and shall be comp!eted at least one week 
prior to the close of the quarter in which the degree is to be granted. 
VII. THESIS. Presentation of a thesis is required by all departments. Joint 
theses are not acceptable. Copies of the completed thesis must be in the hands 
of the examining committee and the Librarian for approval one week prior to 
the date fixed for the final examination. After the final examination two com-
plete and approved typewritten copies of the thesis shall be deposited with the 
Librarian for binding. These copies of the thesis must be deposited not less than 
twenty-four hours before the final date set for. filing the graduation approval slip 
with the Registrar. 
VIII. DIPLOMA SLIP. A diploma slip (obtained at the office of the Dean of 
the Graduate College) must be filled out and returned before the middle of the 
quarter in which the student e~ects to take his degree. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF 
" DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
The primary requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy are three: 
( 1) High attainment and proficiency of the candidate in his chosen field, ( 2) 
The development of a thesis which shall be a real contribution to knowledge and 
which shall show power of independent and creative thought and work, and 
(3) The successful passing of detailed examinations over the field of the candi-
date's major work, with a satisfactory showing of his preparation in related and . . 
minor courses. 
Upon admission of the graduate student to work looking toward the degree 
of Doctor of Philosophy, the department head shall recommend to the Dean 
of the Graduate College a committee of the Graduate Faculty to be in charge 
of his work. This committee shall consist of the following: The faculty member 
who will be in charge of the major research (chairman), representatives of the 
departments in which both major and minor work is to be taken, and such 
other representatives of the Graduate Faculty as may be appointed by the dean. 
This committee shall file with the Dean of the Graduate College, at least two 
quarters in advance of the preliminary examination, an outline (Form X) of the 
graduate program to be pursued by the student. 
The degree of Doctor of Philosophy may be conferred upon candidates who 
have met the following requirements: 
I. RESIDENCE. A minimum of three years shall be spent in graduate study. at 
least one-half of which is to be in residence at the Iowa State College. At least 
three quarters of resident study must be during the academic year. To satisfy 
any one-year residence requirement at least thirty-six credits must be earned. 
Any transfer of residence credit from another institution must be recommended 
by the student's committee and approved by the Graduate Committee. A transfer 
involving a master's degree granted elsewhere requires the approval of the master's 
thesis as a thesis of distinction by the student's committee. Transfer of other 
residence credit should be approved only if it is of "B" grade or better. 
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The degree will be conferred not solely as a result of faithful study over any 
period, but for research work of a scholarly character, and successful passing of 
all examinations. 
II. MAJOR AND MINOR WORK. Major work shall be taken in one department 
or subdivision of a department, or, in exceptional cases, in two closely related 
subjects. A first and a second minor shall be chosen, one of which shall be 
taken in a separate department from that in which the major is taken. 
III. MODERN LANGUAGES. A satisfactory reading knowledge of French and 
German must be certified by the Examiner in Modem Languages before appli-
cation is made for preliminary examination. In special cases, upon recommen-
dation of the student's committee and approval of the Graduate Committee, an-
other language, such as Russian, of direct value in the candidate's research field 
may be substituted for either French or German. 
IV. PREI.™INARY EXAMINATION AND ADVANCEMENT TO CANDIDACY. The student 
admitted with less than a "B" average will be required to maintain a "B" average 
for two quarters in residence at the Iowa State College before becoming eligible 
to candidacy for the degree. The student must pass satisfactorily a preliminary 
examination before admission to candidacy for the degree. It must be passed at 
least three ·quarters before the final examination. Exceptions to this rule will 
be made only upon special recommendation of the student's committee and ap-
proval of the Graduate Committee. In no case may the final examination be 
given in less than six months from the time of the preliminary examination. The 
dates and places for this examination will be fixed by the dean upon recommen-
dation of the committee in charge. 
The preliminary examination for the doctorate will not be scheduled in the 
second term of the summer quarter. Exceptions to this rule will be made only 
in case the chairman, the professor in charge of each of the minors, and at least 
one other member of the candidate's regular committee signify in writing that 
they will be in residence and will be present for the examination. Substitutes 
for other members may be designated. 
V. THESIS. A doctoral dissertation (thesis) shall be completed on some topic 
connected with the major subject. To be acceptable it must constitute a real con-
tribution to knowledge. Copies of the completed thesis must be in the hands of 
the examining committee and the ~ibrarian for approval one week prior to the 
date fixed for the final examination. After the examination two complete and 
approved typewritten copies of the thesis or the one hundred printed copies of 
the doctoral dissertation, shall be deposited with the Librarian for binding. These 
copies of the thesis, or the one hundred printed copies of the dissertation, must 
be deposited not less than twenty-four hours before the final date set for filing 
the graduation approval slip with the Registrar. Publication of the thesis or an 
approved abstract thereof is required. The candidate, with the approval of his 
committee and the Dean of the Graduate College, may choose either one of the 
following alternatives to fulfill the publication requirement: 
a. Deposit of printed copies or reprints. 
One hundred printed copies of the thesis or of reprints from the publica-
tion in which it appeared may be deposited with the Librarian. Publication 
shall be either in full or in part as determined by the candidate's committee. 
If the thesis is condensed or otherwise modified in publication, the fact that 
the complete thesis is on file should be noted on the first page of text or 
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on the title page of the printed thesis. If the published thesis is not available 
for deposit at the time the degree is sought, the candidate shall deposit with 
the Treasurer the sum of $50.00. This sum will be refunded within sixty 
days after the deposit of the 100 copies in acceptable form. If the 100 copies 
are not filed within five years, the sum will revert to the Library. 
The 100 printed copies of the doctoral thesis deposited in the Iowa State 
College Library shall conform to the following regulations: 
1. Each copy of the thesis shall be bound in a separate paper cover. The 
title on the cover must agree with the title of the typewritten thesis unless 
permission to alter it is obtained from the Graduate Committee. If the 
published thesis is a reprint, the title should agree in substance, although 
not necessarily in exact wording, with the title of the typewritten thesis. 
2. The serial number assigned to each thesis by the Librarian when the type-
written copies are deposited must appear on the cover page. 
3. The name of the author must appear alone on the printed thesis. Joint 
authorship is not permitted. 
b. Submission of abstracts. 
If the candidate elects to present an abstract, two typewritten copies oi 
an acceptable and approved abstract must be filed with the Librarian at the 
time the thesis is finally deposited. The College will thereupon assume the 
publication of the abstract and will deposit 100 printed copies with the 
Librarian. The abstract will normally contain 1,000 to 1,200 words. The 
candidate at the time of the deposit of his thesis shall pay for the cost of 
publication. The minimum charge will be $15.00, plus an additional charge 
of $5.00 for each 400 words, or fraction thereof, in excess of 1,200. 
The student is advised to consult the Manual on Thesis JVriting, prepared 
for the use of students in the Graduate College, before arranging for the 
typing or printing of his thesis. 
VI. EXAMINATION. Final examinations shall be taken on all graduate work 
including thesis. This examination shall be conducted by the student's advisory 
graduate committee with such other members of the faculty as. may be designated 
by the dean. It will be written or oral, or both, as determined by the committee. 
The final examination for the doctorate will not be scheduled in the second 
term of the summer quarter. Exception to this rule will be made only in case 
the chairman, the professor in charge of each of the minors, and at least one other 
member of the candidate's regular committee signify in writing that they will 
be in residence and will be present for the e"{amination. Substitutes for other 
members may be designated. 
VII. DIPLOMA SLIP. A diploma slip (obtained at the office of the Dean of the 
Graduate College) must be filled out and returned before the midd!e of the 
quarter in which the student expects to take his degree. 
FELLOWSHIPS AND SCHOLARSHIPS 
Fellowships and scholarships have been established for the encouragement of 
graduate work and the promotion of research. They are open to graduates oi 
approved colleges who have the requisite undergraduate and, in some ca~. 
graduate preparation. Appointments will be made only from students who ranked 
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in the highest quartile of their respective graduating classes. Full graduate pro-
grams (fifteen quarter credits) may be allowed scholars and fellows. 
Application blanks for fellowships and scholarships may be obtained from the 
office of the Dean of the Graduate College. These blanks, filled out in triplicate, 
should be returned to that office not later than March 1. Recommendations are 
made by the department heads about April 1. 
I. SCHOLARSHIPS. Stipend $270 per year. These may be offered by the various 
departments of the College. Scholars will be expected to teach a minimum of three 
hours per week in the classroom or six hours per week in the laboratory, or per-
form equivalent allotted research duties ior the department or section granting 
the scholarship. 
II. FELLOWSHIPS. Stipend $540 per year. The scientific and most of the tech-
nical departments of the College may each offer one or more fellowships. Fellows 
will be expected to teach a minimum of five hours per week in classroom or ten 
to twelve hours per week in the laboratory, or perform equivalent allotted re-
search duties for the department or section granting the fellowship. Many of the 
sections of the Agricultural and Engineering Experiment Stations, Industrial Science 
and Veterinary Research Institutes, the Statistical Laboratory, and certain college 
departments may offer research scholarships and fellowships. Appointments are 
usually restricted to applicants who have had some graduate training. Fellows 
are expected to do their major work largely in connection with the experiment 
station or departmental research work being carried on. It is expected that they 
shall observe and be on duty during experiment station hours during the term 
of appointment except for such time as is required for attending classes. 
III. SPECIAL RESEARCH AND INDUSTRIAL FELLOWSHIPS. Each year several research 
fellowships are offered either by the College or by other agencies for the study 
of special industrial problems. The stipend varies with the nature and importance 
of the work and the preparation of the fellow. 
SENIOR FELLOWSHIPS 
Senior fellowships, carrying a minimum stipend of $675, have been established 
in many of the College departments and in several sections of the Agricultural 
and Engineering Experiment Stations, and in the Statistical Laboratory for the 
encouragement of graduate work and the promotion of research. 
Prerequisite to appointment is the successful completion of some previous grad-
uate work or evidence of ability successfully to carry on research and to serve 
the department in which the appointment is made. Appointments are made only 
from students who ranked in the highest quartile of their graduating classes. 
A senior fell ow in the College is required to teach in class or laboratoty one-
half of the standard teaching schedule assigned to an instructor in the department 
in which he is employed, or perform equivalent allotted duties. A senior fellow 
in an experiment station observes experiment station hours, except for such time 
as is allowed for minor and supporting graduate work. In general, major graduate 
work undertaken by such senior fell ow is connected with research being carried 
forward by the section in which he is employed. 
A senior fellow may enroll in graduate work not to exceed two-thirds of a 
full schedule (a maximum of eleven credits). 
Application blanks may be obtained from the office of the Dean of the Grad-
uate College. These blanks, filled out in triplicate, should be returned to that 
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office not later than March 1. Recommendations are made by the department 
heads about April 1. 
POST DOCTORAL STUDY 
Post doctoral students not holding appointments on the staff may be designated 
as collaborators and given staff privileges upon recommendation of the head of 
the department concerned through the office of the Dean of the Graduate College 
to the President. Those who are admitted from foreign countriep on a student 
visa must register and classify as graduate students, as must also all who wish to 
have graduate credits recorded. 
GRADUATE STUDY BY MEMBERS OF THE STAFF 
I. MEMBERS OF THE STAFF ON FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT. Any member of the 
instructional or extension staffs of the rank of associate or instructor, subject to 
the approval of the head of his department, or any member of the investigational 
staffs of corresponding rank, subject to the approval of the chief of his section, 
may carry not to exceed five credits of graduate work per quarter, provided such 
does not interfere with his other duties. This privilege may be extended to mem-
bers of the instructional or extension staffs of the rank of assistant professor, 
or to members of investigational staffs of equivalent rank, upon approval of 
the dean concerned and of the President. 
II. MEMBERS OF THE STAFF ON PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT. All adjustments as 
to amount of work to be taken for credit by members of the staff on part-time 
employment shall be fixed at time of appointment. In general, one additional 
credit of graduate work may be carried for each diminution by one-twelfth from 
full-time employment. 
III. SUMMER Scnoo1.. Other members of the staff may enroll in graduate work 
during the summer quarter if not on duty and not receiving salary from the 
College during this time. If holding the rank of professor or associate professor 
they cannot become candidates for degrees from this institution. 
1 
DEPARTMENTS OF GRADUATE INSTRUCTION 
For complete information concerning the graduate offerings of each depart-
ment and the sub-fields in which graduate students may major or minor in each 
department, see the announcement of "Opportunities for graduate study" in the 
departmental course descriptions in this catalogue (see page 152) or write for 
the Announcement of the Graduate College. 
School of Music 
(Affiliated) 
.For Department of Music,,see page 253. 
Tolbert MacRae, Head of Department 
A. R. Edgar 
*Eugene Hilligoss 
Alice Ilsley 
Ira Schroeder 
Ilza Niemack 
Marjie Hawthorne 
Professor of Music 
Associate Professor of Music 
Instructor of Cello 
Instructor of Piano 
Assistant Professor of Music 
Instructor of Violin 
Instructor of Piano and Organ 
The purpose of the School of Music affiliated is to provide for the students' 
proper instruction in vocal and instrumental music and the opportunity of the 
cultural advantage in singing and playing in the different ensemble organizations 
which are under the direction of the members of the music faculty. 
MUSICAL ATTRACTIONS 
Eminent artists and musical organizations are brought to the College each year. 
Among those who have appeared are Mischa Elman, Josef Hoffman, John McCor-
mack, Fritz Kreisler, Albert Spaulding, Ignatz Friedman, Jose Iturbi, John Charles 
Thomas, Lily Pons, J ascha Heifetz, Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra, Marian 
Anderson, Roth String Quartet, Rose Bampton, Richard Crooks, Helen Jepson, 
Vladimir Horowitz, Bidu Sayao, Luboshutz and Nemenoff, Minneapolis Symphony 
Orchestra, Gladys Swarthout, and the Budapest String Quartette. 
FEES FOR EACI-1 QUARTER FOR PRIVATE LESSONS 
Students must register at Music Hall each quarter before they begin their lessons. 
Students who register late will not be charged for lessons missed because of late 
registration. All fees are payable at the Treasurer's Office before the registration 
is complete. Single lessons will be charged at the rate of $2.00 and $2.SO. 
Voice-10 lessons per quarter 
Piano-10 lessons per quarter 
Piano-10 private lessons---for children under 15 years of 
Brass and Reed Instruments-lo lessons per quarter 
Harmony, ear training, sight reading. 
IO private lessons 
Violin-IO lessons per quarter 
Organ-10 lessons per quarter 
Violoncello-IO lessons per quarter 
Piano practice, one hour eacli day for the quarter 
•Absent on leave. 
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-$20.00 
16.00 
age 12.00 
16.00 
12.00 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
3.00 
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office not later than March 1. Recommendations are made by the department 
heads about April 1. 
POST DOCTORAL STUDY 
Post doctoral students not holding appointments on the staff may be designated 
as collaborators and given staff privileges upon recommendation of the -head of 
the department concerned through the office of the Dean of the Graduate College 
to the President. Those who are admitted from foreign countries on a student 
visa must register and classify as graduate students, as must also all who wish to 
have graduate credits recorded. 
GRADUATE STUDY BY MEMBERS OF THE STAFF 
I. MEMBERS OF THE STAFF ON FULL-Tn.m EMPLOYMENT. Any member of the 
instructional or extension staffs of the rank of associate or instructor, subject to 
the approval of the head of his department, or any member of the investigational 
staffs of corresponding rank, subject to the approval of the chief of his section, 
may carry not to exceed five credits of graduate work per quarter, provided such 
does not interfere with his other duties. This privilege may be extended to mem-
bers of the instructional or extension staffs of the rank of assistant professor, 
or to members of investigational staffs of equivalent rank, upon approval of 
the dean concerned and of the President. 
II. MEMBERS OF THE STAFF ON PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT. All adjustments as 
to amount of work to be taken for credit by members of the staff on part-time 
employment shall be fixed at time of appointment. In general, one additional 
credit of graduate work may be carried for each diminution by one-twelfth from 
full-time employment. 
III. SUMMER SCHOOL. Other members of the staff may enroll in graduate work 
during the summer quarter if not on duty and not receiving salary from the 
College during this time. If holding the rank of professor or associate professor 
they cannot be~ome candidates for degrees from this institution. ' 
---~ 
DEPARTMENTS OF GRADUATE INSTRUCTION 
For complete information concerning the graduate offerings of each depart-
ment and the sub-fields in which graduate students may major or minor in each 
department, see the announcement of "Opportunities for graduate study" in the 
departmental course descriptions in this catalogue (see page 152) or write for 
the Announcement of the Graduate College. 
School of Music 
(Affiliated) 
r---.J'..... For Department of Music,,sce page 253. 
Tolbert MacRae, Head of Department 
A. R. Edgar 
*Eugene Hilligoss 
Alice Ilsley 
Ira Schroeder 
Ilza Niemack 
Marjie Hawthorne 
Professor of Music 
Associate Professor of Music 
Instructor of Cello 
Instructor of Piano 
Assistant Professor of Music 
Instructor of Violin 
Instructor of Piano and Organ 
The purpose of the School of Music affiliated is to provide for the students' 
proper instruction in vocal and instrumental music and the opportunity of the 
cultural advantage in singing and playing in the different ensemble organizations 
which are under the direction of the members of the music faculty. 
MUSICAL ATTRACTIONS 
Eminent artists and musical organizations are brought to the College each year. 
Among those who have appeared are Mischa Elman, Josef Hoffman, John McCor-
mack, Fritz Kreisler, Albert Spaulding, lgnatz Friedman, Jose lturbi, John Charles 
Thomas, Lily Pons, J ascha Heifetz, Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra, Marian 
Anderson, Roth String Quartet, Rose Bampton, Richard Crooks, Helen Jepson, 
Vladimir Horowitz, Bidu Sayao, Luboshutz and Nemenoff, Minneapolis Symphony 
Orchestra, Gladys Swarthout, and the Budapest String Quartette. 
FEES FOR EACH QUARTER FOR PRIVATE LESSONS 
Students must register at Music Hall each quarter before they begin their lessons. 
Students who register late will not be charged for lessons missed because of late 
registration. All fees are payable at the Treasurer's Office before the registration 
is complete. Single lessons will be charged at the rate of $2.00 and $2.50. 
Voice-10 lessons per quarter 
Piano--10 lessons per quarter 
Piano-10 private lessons-for children under 15 years of 
Brass and Reed Instruments-IO lessons per quarter 
Harmony, ear training, sight reading. 
10 private lessons 
Violin-10 lessons per quarter 
Organ-10 lessons per quarter 
Violoncello-IO lessons per quarter 
Piano practice, one hour each day for the quarter 
*Absent on leave. 
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Collegiate Instruction 
DEFINITION OF A CrumIT. The value of each course is stated in quarter credits. 
A one-credit course requires one recitation involving two hours of preparation, or 
one three-hour laboratory period, or other combination of teacher-student contact 
and outside preparation involving a total of three clock hours per week for twelve 
weeks. 
COURSE NUMBERS: In each department the courses, for convenience of refer-
ence, are given in numerical order. The courses are divided into groups as follows·: 
1- 99-Courses for noncollegiate students. 
100-299-CourSes primarily for junior college students. 
300-499-Courses primarily for senior college students. 
soo499-Courses for advanced undergraduate students and for graduate students 
for major or minor credit. 
600-699-Courses for graduate students for major or minor credit. 
After the descriptive title of each course are three numbers in parentheses. The 
first indicates the number of lectures a week, the second the number of recitations, 
and the third the number of hours of laboratory a week. For example, a course 
title followed by (1-2-3) is a course with one lecture, two recitations, and three 
hours of laboratory a week. 
At the end of the first line of eacn course description will be found F. W. S. SS. 
indicating which of the four quarters-fall, winter, spring, summer session-of the 
college year the course is offered. Alt is the abbreviation for alternate. The 
abbreviation Yr. is used to designate a sequence of three courses taught fall, winter, 
and spring, respectively. If there is sufficient demand, courses may be offered more 
frequently than announced. · 
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 
WILBUR C NELSON, M.S.E., Head of Department 
Assistant Professors John Michael Coan, Jr., M.E.; Lester G. Kelso, B.S. 
Instructor Carnes 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in aeronautical engineering leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science, see page 106. 
Courses offered by this department train the student in the theoretical basis. for 
designing aircraft and aircraft engines, following the completion of preparatory 
courses in mathematics, physics. theory of structures, fluid mechanics, and certain 
courses in mechanical engineering. 
Pilot training ground and flight instruction are given on the campus and at the 
municipal airport through the local flight operators. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in aero-
nautical engineering, and minor work to students taking major work in other 
departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a curriculum equiv-
alent to that required of undergraduate students in aeronautical engineering at 
this institution. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 360, 380, 410, 412 1 4201 422, 430, 432, 
440, 460 and 4 70. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMAltlLY FOB. UNDERGRADUATB STUD&NTS 
100. Technical Lecture. ( l ·O·O) Required. 
Orientation in the field of Aeronauticul Engineering 
s. 
212. Pilot Training Ground Instruction. ( 0· 1 6) Or. a F w s 
Instruction in meteorology, navigation, and Civil Air R~gulnt.ions to meet the 
0
rcq~lrc'. 
ments for the Civil Aeronautics Administration certiflente of competency. 
21~ Advan~d Pilot Training Ground Instruction. (0·2·6) Cr. 4. F. w. s. 
Prerequisite: 212. 
Aircraft (aerodynamics nnd structures) instruments parachutes navigation power 
plants (engines, propellers, nnd accessories) from ii1e operational viewpoint of the 
airplane pilot. 
310. Aeronautics. (0·3·0 > Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: Math. 103. 
F. 
History and nomenclnture of aviation. Elementary mathematical relationships. 
360. Aerod~amics I. (0·3·0) Or. 3. 
Prerequisite: 310, T.&A.M. 844. 
The airplane nnd its parts ; theory of flight. 
airplane. 
380. Airplane Analysis. (0·3·6) Or. 5. 
Prerequisite: 360, T.&A.M. 324. 
w. 
Complete performance study of specific 
s. 
Critical loading conditions; OAA. requirements. Theory and practice in design of 
structural elements. Analttical and graphical solutions of wing and fuselage trusses. 
400. Inspection Trip. Required. ~. 
Prerequisite: Senior Aero. Engr. Classification. 
Inspection trip to aeronautical concerns and activities. 
410. Aerodynamics II. (0·4·0) Cr. 4. 
Prerequisite: 860, T.&A.M. 878. 
F. 
Theory of lift. Study of boundary layer. Graphical and cbnrt solutions of perform· 
ance problems. Airplane control and stability. 
412. Wind Tunnel Laboratory. (0·0·6) Or. 2. 
Prerequisite: 360, T.&A.M. 878. 
F. 
Laboratory techniques as applied to wind tunnel tests of airfoils, airplanes, velocit7· 
measuring instruments. 
420. Airplane Stress Analysis I. (0·4·0) Cr. 4. F. 
Prerequi.aite: 380. 
Deflection and stress analyses of statically indeterminate airplane structures. 
422. Airplane Stress Analysis II. (0·8·0) Or. 3. w. 
Prerequisite: 420. 
Flexure theory of box-type wing; shear lag. Stability of thin plates in shear and 
compression. Tension field beams. Monocoque iuselage design. 
430. Airplane Design I. (0·2·6) Or. 4. w. 
Prerequisite: 410, 420. 
Design procedure; study of specifications; weight and balance control; wing, fuselage, 
empennage arrangements; control forces and stability. Preliminary design for specific 
type. 
432. Airplane Design II. (0·1·6) Or. 3. s. 
Prerequisite: 480, 422. 
Wing; fuselage, empennage and landing genr detail design. 
440. Airplane Instruments. (0-8·0) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: 860. 
Engine, navigation and flight instruments. Navigation and meteorology problems. 
460. Airplane Propellers. (0·3·0) Or. 3. B. 
Prerequisite: 410. 
Blade element theory and application; propeller testing, performance, special types; 
strength; design procedure. 
470. Aeronautical Problems. (As arranged) Or. 8 t-o 6. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 410, 412, 422. 
Advanced wotk on aerodynamics and structural problems. Flight test probleJDa. 
491, 492, 493. Aeronautical Seminar. (l·O·O) Required. Yr. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCBD UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
510. Airplane Performance. (0·8 to 5·0) Cr. 3 to 5. 
Prerequisite: 460. 
General graphical solution of airplane performance. 
evaluations. Detailed analysis of power available. 
F. W. S. 
Mr. Nelson 
Altitude considerations. Drag 
F. W. S. 515. Airplane Sta.bllity and Control. (0·8 to 5·0) Or. 8 to 5. 
MT. Nelson 
Power-on and power-of? 
Prerequisite: 460. 
Consideration of statie and dynamic stability of airplanes. 
stability. Control forces. Control surface design. 
522. Advanced Airplane Stress Analysis. (0·3 to 5·0) Or. 8 to 5. F. W. S. 
Yr. Ooan 
Permanent deformation, 
Prereq'Ui.site: 422. 
Analysis of statically indeterminate stressed-skin structures. 
permissible loadings and design procedure. 
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525. Airplane Static Testing. (0 1·8 to 9) F. W. S. 
Mr. Coan 
Laboratory determination of stress patterns; cor· 
Cr. 2 to 4. 
Preraqu'8it~: 422. 
Evaluation of static teat loads. 
relation of theory and test data. 
F. W. S. 595. Spectal Topics. 
Messrs. Coan, Nelson 
620. Seminar. Required. 
670. Research. 
COURSES FOR ORADUATE STUDENTS 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
Mr. Nelson 
Mr. Nelson 
For description of courses, see Department of Economics and Sociology, courses 
in Economics, page 199. 
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
For description of courses, see Department of Vocational Education, page 277. 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Administered jointly_ by the Division of Agriculture and the Division of Engi-
neering. 
]. BROWNLEE DAVIDSON, B.S.M.E., A.E., D.Engr., Head of Department 
Professors Edgar Lee Barger, M.S.; Henry Giese, M.S., Arch.E. 
Associate Professor •Quincy Claude Ayres, B.S., C.E. 
Assistant Professor Vilas Jay Morford, M.S. 
Instructor *Frevert 
Extension Workers Beaty, Ives, *Johns9n, Van Vlack 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undegraduate curriculum in agricultural engineering leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science, see page 106. 
Graduates from this curriculum have taken up work along the following lines: 
college, extension, experiment station, and government work in agricultural engi-
neering; advertising, sales, and development work with manufacturers of various 
lines of farm equipment and farm building materials ; engineering and contracting 
on farm buildings, soil erosion control, and drainage ; editorial work on farm and 
trade journals; and farming where drainage, farm structures, and the use of 
machinery are important factors. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in soil 
and water conservation, agricultural machines, agricultural power, and agricultural 
structures; and minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Work may be taken for a degree of Doctor of Philosophy as a divi'ded major with 
departments offering work in related fields for this degree. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of an undergraduate 
curriculum in agricultural engineering substantially equivalent to that required of 
undergraduate students at this institution. 
The modern language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 324, 345, 346, 375, 425, 427, 447, 
476, 487, 489. 
•Absent on leave. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
OOURSES PRIMARILY FOR NON·OOLLEGIATE STUDENTS 
14. Fp.rm Mechanics. (0-0·6) Or. 2. I<'. 
Hot and cold metal work, arc and acetylene welding, soldering shed metal nnd pipe 
work, farm machinery repair, and electric wiring. 
l 5. Farm Carpentry. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. YI. 
Elements of farm construction, selection, use and care of carpentry tools, mat<>rlala, 
building construction. 
34. Farm Machinery l'rlanagement. (0·2·3) Or. s. S. 
Tillage and seeding machines, care, adjustment, selection and operation. 
35. Farm l'rlachinery and Power Management. (0·2·8) Or. 8. F. 
Harvesting and processing machines and· tractors. Oare, adjustment, selection, operR· 
tion and cost of use. 
70. Management of Farm EqUlpment. (0·2·8) Cr. 8. W. 
Design, selection and utilization of farm buildings; selection, operation and utilization 
of power and machinery units used in crop production and feed processing. 
79. Farm Buildings and Equipment. (0·2·8) Or. 8. W. 
Economic and social relationships1 structural and environmental requirements, ma· terials, design and construction of 1arm buildings. 
OOURSES PRIMARILY i'OR UNDERGRADUATB STUDENTS 
l 10. Technical Lecture. (1-0·0) Required. S. 
General and agricultural engineering subjects. 
157. Dairy Mechanics. (0-0·6) Or. 2. F. 
For dairy industrf students. Sanitary and common pipe fitting. soldering, tinning, 
belts, pulleys, beanngs, painting, valves, and repair of dairy equipment. 
236. Agricultural l'rlachlnes. (0·2·S) Cr. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: Credit or classification in Phys. 221. 
Development, economic requirements, construction, efficiency, capacity, cost of use, 
testing, and selection of agricultural machines. 
254. Farm Mechanics. (0·0·6) Or. 2. F. W. 8. 
Forge work, soldering, pipe fitting, rope splicing, elementary electric wiring, repair 
of farm machinery. 
255. Carpentry. (0-0·6) Or. 2. W. 8. 
Elements of farm building construction. Use and care of carpentry tools. 
269. Dairy Machinery. (0·4·8) Or. 8. W. 
Construction and operation of steam boilers and engines, refrigerating machines, power 
transmleeion; pipe fitting and soldering. 
289. Farm Buildings and Equipment. (0·2·8) Or. 8. W. 
Farmstead arrangement. Planning farm buildings with special regard to llveatock 
requirements, economy, convenience, sanitation, appearance, and materials used. Farm 
utilities. 
301, 802, 808. Seminar. (0·1 0) Required. Yr. 
Preparation, presentation, and discussion of papers on agricultural engineering subjects. 
306. Farm Surveying and Drainage. (0·2·8) Or. 8. 8. 
For students in agriculture. Design, location and construction of drainage and erosion 
projects, drainage surveying. Land surveying for area and mapping. Land descriptions. 
824. Soll and Water Conservation. (0·2·6) Cr. 4. S. 
Prerequisite: O.E. 825. 
Erosion control principles and practices, farm drainage design, land clearing methods, 
drainage and erosion control surveying. 
384. Farm Machinery and Power Management. (O a B) Or. 4. F. W. R 
Prere'luisite: Phys. 204 or equivalent, except for agricultural journalism and two-yrnr 
agncultural students. 
Mechanics and materials. Construction, adjustment, operation, and testing of !arm 
machinery; measurement and transmission of power. 
339. Dairy Machinery. (0·4-8) Or. 5. W. 
PrerequuUe: Olassifi<'ation in Phys. 212. 
Oonstructfon, adjustment, operation, and care of dairy plant equipment, boilers, engines, 
motors, and refrigerating machinery. 
345. Gas Engines and Tractors. (O 2·8) Or. 8. W. 
Prerequi8ite: 884. 
Construction, operation, adjustment, and care of gasoline and oil engines and tractors. 
346. Agricultural Tractor Power. (0·8·3) Or. 4. 8. 
Prerequisite: Phys. 228, T.&A.M. 844. 
Kinematics and dynamics of tractor power application; draw bar, power take-off, and 
traction mechanisms. Thermodynamic principles and construction of the internal com· 
bustion engine, fuels and carburetion, ignition. Rating and testing of tractors. 
355. Wood ConstTuction. (0·0·6) Or. 2. F. 
Principles of wood framing and construction with particular reference to agricultural 
structures. 
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359. Machine Construction. (0-0-6) Or. 2. W. 
Prerequi8ite: Ohern. 108 or equivalent. 
Oxy-acetylene and electric welding. 9hemienl and metallurgical principles, selection of 
equipment. methods of l'onstructing e.~erimental and production machines. 
374. Concrete and Masonry. (0·1·3) Cr. 2. F. S. 
Mnterials, specifi<"ntions, and tests: mixturos1 forms, reinforcements, uses of concrete on the farm. Other fireproof building materials. 
875. Fundamentals of Agricultural Structures Design. (0·2·8) Or. 8. w. 
Prerequhlite: T.&A.M. 827. 
El'onomic nnd sodnl l'onsiderations. Properties and techniques of building materials. 
Design for cm•ironmentnl requirementa of livesto<"k and storage of agricultural products, 
equipment, etc. Requirements and design of the farm house. 
387. Farm Utllltios. (0·2·3) Or. 3. w. 
Prerequiaite: Phys. 204. 
Lighting, heating, ventilation, \VRtf>r supply, plumbing, sewage disposal, rural elec· 
trifl.cation. 
400. Inspection Trip. Required. F. 
Prerequi8ite: Senior A.E. classification. 
An observation trip to cente~s of industry and engineering construction of interest. 
401, 402, 403. Seminar. (O·l·O) Required. Yr. 
Preparation, presentntion and discussion of papers on agricultural engineering subjects. 
425. Drainage Engineering. (0-1·6) Cr. B. F. 
Prereq11isitB: 824. T.&A.M. 378. 
Run-ofl' measu.rements, analysis of hydrographic data. flood control, drainage pumping. 
Drainage distrkts, laws, organization nnd administration. 
427. Irrigation. (0·3-0) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequ"8itB: 425, A~on. 254. 
Wator 1;upply, irrigation institutions, conveyanc('I, land 
and duty of wnter. Irrigation strul'turcs, irrigation in 
preparation, and applil'ation 
humid regions. 
447. Agric~tural Englneeril?J Applications. l0-3-0) Cr. 
Prerequulle: 236, 346t 'I .&A.M. 324, 344. 
3. w. 
Summarizntion, correlnt1on and extension of the agriculturnl engineering techniques, 
economic limitations in design and management. 
476. Advanced Agricultural Structures Design. (0·3·3) Cr. 4. s. 
Prt>requisite: 375, T &A.M. 844. 
Hl.'nt and vapor relationships in farm buildings. Insulation and ventilation. Wind 
lands nnd wind resistant construction. Structural problems in farm buildings. 
Vnluation. apprnisnl nnd estimating 
487. Farm Utlllties. (0-2-3) Cr. 3. s. 
Prl'rl'q11iaif,.: 375, Phys. 223, EE. 437. 
Analysis of psychrometric dnta, cal<"ulation of heat losses, design ol residential heating 
plnnts. snnitary equipment. plumbing, waste disposal, lighting standards and sources. 
Rural electrification problems nnd methods. 
489. Fa.rm Buildings and Equipment. (0·2·3) Or. 3. F. W. 
Prerequiaitt1: Phys. 204 or equivalent. 
Plane, materinls, <"onstruction, lighting, heating, and ventilation of farm. buildings: 
wnter supply, sewnge disposal. 
490. Farm Equipment Operation. (0-0-6 to 12) Cr. 2 to 4. F. S. 
Prttrequirite: 286 or 834. 
Prnctice in the operation of farm machines. 
of work. 
Reports of quantity, quality, and cost 
COURSES FOR ADV~NCBD UNDEROB..\DUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
515. Teachin~ Farm :Mechanics. (V.Ed. 515) (0 2 3) Cr. 3. S. 
Prerf'quiaite: 254 or equivalent. Mr. Morford 
Objectl\·es and methods; equipment and mn.nagement of the shop; organization of shop 
program. Students will plan and present demonstrations of methods of teaching 
merhnnicnl skills. 
528. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5. 
A. Soil and Water Conservation. 
B. Agricultural Machines. · 
0. Agricultural Po\ver. 
D. Agril'ultural Strul'turee. 
E. Farm Utilities. 
F. Fnrm Mechanics. 
F. W. S. 
Mr. Ayres 
Messrs. Barger, Davidson 
Messrs. Barger, Davidson 
Messrs. Davidson, Giese 
Messrs. Davidson, Giese 
Messrs. Davidson, Morford 
COURSJ-;S FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
628. Research. 
A. Soil and Wnter Conservation. 
B. Agricultrnl Mal'hines. 
C. Agricultural Po,ver. 
D. AgricultuTal Strul't1,J.res. 
E. Farm Utilities. 
661, 662, 663. Seminar. Required. 
Mr. Ayres 
Messrs. Barger, Collins, Davidson 
Messrs. Barger, Collins, Davidson 
Messrs. Davidson, Giese 
Messrs. Davidson, Giese 
Mr. Davidson 
Discussion of research problems, methods, procedures, and reports. 
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AGRICULTURAL JOURNALISM 
For description of courses, see Department of Technical ] ournalism, page 265. 
AGRICULTURE 
HENRY HERBERT KrLDEE, M.S., D.Agr., Dean of Agriculture 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in Farm Operation leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Science, see pages 91-93. 
For two-year program in farm operation, see page 91. 
For program for herdsmen, see page 101. 
For training for extension service, see page 102. 
For training for rural religious leaders, see page 102. 
The curriculum in Farm Operation is intended for those students who arc 
looking forward to general farming as their lifework. It is, therefore, designed 
to qevelop those understandings, abilities, and attitudes which arc essential to 
(a) efficient farm operation and management, (b) effective participation as a 
citizen and leader in a rural community, and ( c) personal satisfaction and hap-
piness in rural living. 
The curriculum is composed esscntiallv of two alternative but related courses of 
study, both of collegiate grade, namely, (A) a two-year program leading to a cer-
tificate, and (B) a four-year curriculum leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
A. The Two-Year Program. 
Leading to a certificate showing completion of the program. 
This program is designed for students of agriculture who have decided to engage 
in general farming and who find it impracticable to remain in college longer than 
one or two years. The course of study in this program is identical with the first 
two years of the four-year curriculum in farm operation, as outlined below. How-
ever, considerable deviation from the outlined program will be permitted in order 
to serve better the vocational and cultural needs and interests of individual students. 
Such adjustments will be worked out by the student and his counselor. 
While it is desirable for students in this program to enter in the fall quarter 
and to take the winter and spring quarters in their proper sequence, it is not 
required that they do so. Each quarter's work is designed as a rather complete 
unit in itself and students can, therefore, enter with advantage at the beginning 
of any quarter. 
The two-quarter program for herdsmen is designed to meet the needs of young 
men who are primarily interested in livestock. Opportunity is afforded the stu-
dents for some specialization in the class of livestock in which they are most inter-
ested. This program is most practical in nature and includes sufficient general work 
in agriculture to fit men for general livestock farming, dairy farming, herd manage-
ment, or dairy-herd improvement association supervision. It is intended for the 
young man who is unable to enter the regular four-year curricula or who wants a 
short practical preparation for some special vocation. Instruction will be offered 
in two periods; the first from January to March 1946, the second from January 
to March the year following. The students are expected to spend the time between 
the two periods gaining additional CXP,erience in their chosen line. Upon satisfac-
tory completion of the second period, a statement will be granted certifying the 
student has completed the program. 
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PRACTICAL WORK 
Administered by the head of the department in which the student elects to take 
the work. 
Students of the Division of Agriculture must have at least six months of prac-
tical experience before graduation This requirement should be met before the 
beginning of the junior year. 
I 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers minor work to students taking major work in other de-
partments. Open to graduate students for minor only: 404. 
DESCRIPTION OF OOURBEB 
OOURSE PRIMARILY FOR NON·COLLBOIATE STUDENTS 
50. Farm Operations. (0·1·6) Or. 8. S. 
Practice in managing a farm; plans, decisions and records necessary. 
OOURSES PRIMARILY 'J'OR UNDEROR.ADUATB STUDENTS 
101, 102. Orientation. Required. F. W. 
Lectures and class work designed to aid the first-year student to adjust himself to his 
environment, and to present a survey of the fields and opportunities in agriculture. 
104. Practical Work. Six months required. 
404. Intematlonal Aspects of Agriculture. (2 o 0) Or. 2. S. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the dean. 
World production of agricultural products. World markets. Oonditions affecting cogt 
of production and marketing. Transportation costs. Competition and market require-
ments. International trade policies and prices. 
450. Farm Operation. (0-1-6) Or. 8. F. W. S. 
Prerequiaite: Senior college classification in Division of Agriculture. 
Plans, conferences, decisions, records, and reports by students on operation of a prac· 
tice farm. 
AGRONOMY 
W. H. PIERRE, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors Bruce Judson Firkins, M.S.; Harold DeMott Hughes, M.S.A.; Iver 
Johannas Johnson, Ph.D.; *Arthur Geoffrey Norman, Ph.D., D.Sc.; R. 
Howard Porter, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors Charles S. Dorchester, Ph.D.; John C. Eldredge, Ph.D.; John 
Booth Peterson, Ph.D.; Frank F. Riecken, Ph.D.; Morre! B. Russell, Ph.D.; 
Carrol P. Wilsie, Ph.D. 
Instructor Evans 
Agronomist, Bureau of Plant Industry, Sprague 
Extension Workers *Anderson, Cheney, *Duncan, Dyas, Leffler, Meldrum, Peter-
son, Robinson 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in agronomy leading to the degree of Bachelor 
of Science, see page 86. 
The curriculum in agronomy has as its objective the provision of training in 
agriculture with emphasis on tlie basic principles of crops and soils. Supporting 
and elective courses are taken in related fields to broaden the students knowledge 
in the entire field of agronomy and its relation to more effi~ent agriculture. 
Opportunity is provided to meet the diverse interests of students in agronomy 
through selection of either a broad course of training or several specialized outlines 
of study. For those students who wish to continue their training in post-graduate 
•Absent on leave. 
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study, a special program is outlined to provide additional course work in the 
sciences basic to either Farm Crops, Soils, or Agroclimatology. Individually 
planned programs may be prepared to meet the specific needs of the student. 
Graduates in the general course in agronomy may secure positions as county 
extension directors, farm managers, extension workers, instructors in agriculture 
in high schools and colleges, technicians in fertilizer companies and similar com-
mercial organizations. Graduates with specialized training in each of the fields of 
study listed on page 87 may secure positions in their respective field of specializa-
tion. In the field of commercial seed production or seed technology the outline 
of suggested electives should prepare the student for positions with hybrid seed 
com companies and other commercial seed firms or for positions as grain inspec-
tors. Training in the special program for soil conservation planning has been 
outlined to prepare students for positions as soil conservation technicians. The 
course of study in soil survey and land appraisal is designed for students who 
seek positions with state or federal agencies as soil surveyors and with land com-
panies who desire services in land appraisal. 
Graduates from the specialized program of training for continuation study on 
the post-graduate level should continue their studies to the completion of the 
master's or doctor's degree. Advanced training "!ill be preparation for positions 
in research in the several specialized fields of agronomy in state or federal ex-
periment stations,. and as specialists in these fields in colleges and universities. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in crop 
production, crop breeding, soil physics, soil fertility, soil bacteriology, soil mor-
phology and genesis, soil management, and agricultural climatology ; major work 
leading to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in soil fertility, soil morphology 
and genesis, soil bacteriology, soil physics, and crop breeding ; and minor work 
to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in farm crops and soils is the completion of 
an undergraduate curriculum substantially equivalent to that recommended for 
pre-graduate training in the agronomy curriculum at this institution. See page 86. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in agricultural climatology is the com-
pletion of undergraduate curriculum in agricultural climatology. See Climatology. 
page 195. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 400, 406, 414, 415, 438, 454, 455, 464, 
465, 473; 474. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES IN GENERAL AGRONOMY 
COURSES PRIMARILY Jl'OR UNDEllOJtADUATB S'l'UDKNTS 
1 oo. Technical Lecture. ( 1 ·0·0) Required. 8. 
Survey of different branches of agronomy. 
:.100. Crop P.roduction and Soil :Management. (0·6·0) Or. 3. SS. 
SJ?ecial course for rural ministers. 
Distribution production, harvesting and utilization of crops formation character· 
istics and classification of soils, principles and practicea of sob conservation, tertllity 
maintenance and soil management. 
400. Agricultural Travel Course.· (A.H. 400) Or. 8, or may be divided equally wlth 
A.H. 400. 88. 
Prerequisll~: 284 or equivalent. 
Tour and study of production methods in major crop and livestock regions of the 
United States. In1luence of climate, soil, topography, markets, and other factors on 
livestock and crops produced. 
OOUB.Sl!o PRIKARILY Ji'OR ADVANCED UND.EROR.ADUATB AND GBADUA'l'lll S'l'UD.ENTS 
500. Field Experimentation. (O·l·O) Or. 1. 
Alt. 8. Offered 1945·46, not offered 1946-47 
Prerequirite: Consent of instructor. Mr. JohlllOn 
Detailed methods of laying out, planting, harvesting, and caring for ogronomlc plot 
experiments. 
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COURSES JN FARM CROPS 
COURSES PRU.CARILY J'OR NON·OOl1LEOIATE STUDENTS 
2. Farm Orop Production. (0-2·4) Or. 4. W. 
Principles of crop production including choice of crops and varieties, selecting and 
purcbaaing seed, seedbed preparation, care during growth and harvesting. Brief 
study of soils, including maintenance of tilth, rotations, manuring, erosion control, 
liming, and fertilization. 
11. Crop Production and Mana.gement. (0·3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
Cultural practices in corn production; harvesting and storage; hybrid seed corn pro· 
duction and processing. 
12. Crop Production and Management. (0·3·2) Cr. 4. W. 
Approved J>ractices in pl'oduction of small grains and soybeans: choice of varieties, 
rotaiions, harvesting, storage, production of certified seed. 
34. Hay and Pasture Production. (0·3-0) Cr. 3. S. 
Hay and pasture production. Adaptation of grasses and legumes for meadows and 
pastures; hay production methods; pasture management. 
38. Seed Testing and Weed OontroL (Bot. 38) (0·0·6) Cr. 3. S. 
Identification of weed and crop seeds. Practice in testing seeds. Methods 6f weed 
control. 
COURSES PRIMARIJ.Y FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
111, 112. Crop Production. 111. (0·3·0) Or. 3; 112. (1·2·2) Or. 4. 
111. F. W.; 112. W. S. 
Fundamental underlying principles of crop rroduction; crop distribution; growth 
processes; rCSJ;lOnse to environment. Study o corn and small grain crops including 
their distribution, use, improvement, growth, harvesting and marketing. 
114. Orop Production and Management. (0·3·2) Cr. 4. F. 
(For students in Fann Operation Curriculum) 
Orop adaptation and distribution. Cultural practices and recommended varieties 
of each of the important fnrm crops. Factors 6f importance in the storage and 
marketing of grain and forage crops. Identification of crop varieties and of important 
farm weed seeds. 
234. Forage Crops. (0·3·2) Or. 4. F. S. 
Prorequi&ite: 112i when required in curriculum. 
Study of grasses, egumes, and other plants and their uses ns hay, pasture, silage, 
soiling, and green manure. 
23d. Orop Seed. (0 2·3) Cr. 3. w. 
Prerequisite: 112. 
Seed as related to yield. Selection, improvement and judging quality in farm seed. 
324. Principles of Crop Breeding. (1-2·2~ Or. 4. S. 
(For students in Farm Operation Curriculum) 
Prerequisite: Genetics 200. 
Signitlt'ance of crop improvement in the maintenan<'e of l'rop yields. Detailed 
methods used in grnin and forage crop improvement with special emphasis on corn. 
Tho role of seed l'ertificntion in maintenance of varietal purity and the production 
of quality seed. 
334. Hay and Pasture 0:-ops. (0·2·2) Or. 3. s. 
Prereqttillite: llZ. Not open to those who have credit in 234. 
Major problems <'onnected with meadow and pasture management. Specific grass, 
legume and miscellnneous crops for forage purposes. 
336. Commercial Crop Grading and Identi1lcatlon. (0-0·6) Or. 3. s. 
Prerequi1Jite: 238. 
Grading and identiftcntion of ccrenl nnd forage crops, with particular emphasis on 
mnrket classes and grades. 
337. Advanced Crop Judging and Grading. (0·0·6) Or. 3. F. 
PrtJrequ.i8ite: 836. 
Market classes and grades, seed judging, and identification of important crops and 
varieties. 
338. Seed Analysis and Weed Identi1lcation. (Bot. 338) (0·1·4) Cr. 3. 
Prerequillite: Bot. 101. 
F. 
Principles and methods of purity annlyses; ident.i~cation, classification, and charac-
teristics of seeds and weeds. 
84J, 342, 348. Seminar. (O·l·O) Cr. 1. 
PrereqrWlite: Senior college classification. 
Discussion of current fnrm crop problems. 
414. Crop Management. ( O ·8·0) Cr. 3. 
Prerequ.'8ite: 284 or 884. 
Solution of practical crop problems through application of experimental data. 
415. Fiber, Sugar, and Boot Orops. (0-2·0) Cr. 2. 
Yr. 
w. 
Prerequi8ite: 112. 
Alt. S. Offered 1945·46, not offered 1946·47 
Production and mnnufacture of cotton, flax, hemp, sisal, and other fibers; studies of 
sugar beets, sugar cane, mangels, and other root crops. 
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438. Seed Viabllity. (Bot. 488) (0·1·4) Cr. 8. 
Prerequisite: Bot. 205. 
Alt. W. Offered 1945·46, not offered 1946 47 
Principles nnd methods of seed germination ; fnctors nffocting viability; physiology of 
germination. 
446. Problems in Farm Crops. Cr. 2 to 4. F. 
PrerequUrite: 284. Senior college classification, a quality point average of 2.5 or 
higher for the preceding two quarters, and sufficient preparation to benefit from indi· 
vidual study of selected farm crop problems. 
Librnry, laboratory, or field work, Written reports and conferences. 
OOURSES :ro& ADV.ANOJID UNDERGR.ADU.ATB .AND ORADUATJD STUDENTS 
514. Orop Adaptation. (O·S·O) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: 284 or 884. 
Adaptation of crop plants and varieties to different environmental 
uses; also the influence of selection and breeding. 
Mr. Wilsii• 
conditions and 
524. Cereal and Forage Crop Breeding. (8·0·2) Or. 4. w. 
PrerequUrite: Gen. 800. 
Application of principles of genetics and allied subjects to 
Mr. Johnson 
improvement of field crops. 
525. Orop Breeding Techn.lque. (0·0-12 to 24) Or. 2 to 4. 
Prerequisite: 624 and consent of instructor. 
Field methods and practices in cross· and self-pollination of crop plants. 
5:14. Pasture Improvement and Management. ( 0-8·0) Or. 8. 
PrerequiBite: 284 or 884. 
Types of pasture and pasture vegetation; methods of establishment and 
in1luence on economy of production and on soil conservation. 
538. Seed Borne Pathogens. (Bot. 588) (0·1·4) Or. 8. 
SS. 
Mr. Johnson 
s. 
Mr. Hughes 
improvement: 
Alt. S. Not offered 1945·46, offered 1946 47 
Prerequiaite: Bot. 207. Mr. Porter 
Detection, identification, and control of parasitic organisms carried by crop seeds. 
545. Special Topics in Farm Crops. Or. 2 to 4. F. W. B. 
Prerequillite: 16 credits in courses in farm crops, and approval of instructor. 
Messrs. Hughes, Johnson 
Literature reviews and conferences on selected topics according to needs and interests 
of students. 
OOURSES FOB. GRADUATE STUDENTS 
621. Advanced Cereal and Forage Orop Breeding. (0-8 O) Or. 3. Ji'. 
PrerequiBite: 524, Gen. 580. 
Basic principles of inbreeding, hybridization, selection, 
systems and plans. 
Mr. Johnson 
and progeny testing, brooding 
622. Advanced Oorn Breeding. (0·8·0) Or. 8. . W. 
Prsrequunte: 624, Gen. 580. Mr. Sprague 
Corn improvement i basic concepts of inbreeding and selection, testing for combining 
ability and utilization of inbred lines in the production of corn hybrids. 
624. Advanced Orop Breeding and Research Methods. (3·0·0) Or. 8. s. 
Prerequisite t 524, Math. 441. Mr. Johnson 
Application of biological principles to crop breeding; interpretation of plot experiments. 
640. Research. F. W. S. 
A. Orop Production. Messrs. Hughes, Johnson, Wilsic 
B. Orop Breeding. Messrs. Johnson, Sprague, Wilsic 
645. Conference. (O·l·O) Or. 1. F. W. s. 
A. Crop Production. Mr. Hughes 
B. Orop Breeding. Mr. John11on 
Reports and discussions of current investigations. 
COURSES IN Sons 
COURSES PB.Ul.ARILY FOK NON·OOLLEG.IATE STUDENTS 
54. Soils and Soll Fertillty. (0·8·8) Or. 4. 1'\ 
(For students in Program for General Farming.) 
Formation, properties, clnssiftcation, and productivity rating of soils. Principles and 
practices of fertility maintenance. 
55. Soll Management and Conservation. (0·3·0) Cr. a. W. 
(For students in Program for General Farming.) 
Land use, control of erosion, fertility depletion nnd maintenance, and improved man· 
agement practices. 
64. Soil Conservation Planning. (2·0·8) Or. 8. S. 
(For students in Program for General Farming:) 
J)eveloping farm plans on the basis of physical features, type of enterprise, conaerva· 
tion of land resources and economic operation of the farm unit. 
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COURSES PRIJdARILY J'OR UNDERGRADUATB STUDENTS 
154. Soils and Soll Management. (0·3·0 or 2) Or. 8 or 4. F. 8. 
For students in Dairy Industry, Farm Operation, and Landscape Architecture Our-
.rlcula. 
Formation, characteristics, classification and occurrence of soils. Principles of soil 
fertility in relation to crop growth. Practical problems of soil management, fertility 
maintenance and erosion control. 
254. Soils, (0·2·8) Or. a. F. S. 
PreraquisUe: Credit or classification in Chem. 102. 
Origin and formation. Physical characteristics. Classification and mapping. Iowa 
soil areas and types. 
354. Soll FertWty and Fertilizers. (0·4·3) Or. 5. W. S. 
Prerequirite: 254, Ohem. 255 or equivalent and credit or classification in 256 or 268, 
when required fn curriculum. 
Physical.- chemical, and biological properties of soils in relation to fertility maintenance 
and good soil management. Studies of use of lime, manure, and fertilizere. 
357. Forest Soils. (O·S·O) Or. 8. W. 
Pr~equisite: 254. 
Physical, chemical, and biological soil factors affecting forest growth and nursery 
management. 
891 392, 898. Seminar. (O·l·O) Or. 1. 
Prerequisite: 854, senior college classification. 
Discussion of current soil problems. 
454. Soll Management. (O·S·O) Cr. 3. 
Yr. 
F. S. 
Prerequisite: 854. 
Application of principles of soil management to solution of practical farm problems. 
455. Soll :Management and Fertility Maintenance. (0·8·0) Or. 2 or 4. Three or six 
weeks. Alt. BS. Not offered 1946, offered 1947 
Prereqrti.tUe: 854. May not be substituted for 454. 
Review of newer developments in various fields of soil science related to soil manage-
ment and fertility maintenance. 
464. Soll Conservation and Erosion Control. (0·2·3) Or. B. 8. 
Prerequi8it6: 254 or equivalent. 
Fundamentnl principles involved in conservation of land and in prevention and control 
of erosion. 
465. Soil Conservation. (0·8·0) Or. 2 or 4. Three or six weeks. 
Alt. SS. Offered 1946, not offered 1947 
Prerttq1UlrUe: 354 or equivalent. 
Review of recent work in various fields of agronomy related to soil and water con· 
servntion. 
473. Soll Survey. (2·0·2) Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: ~ 254. 
Alt. S. Offered 1945·46, not offered 1946-47 
Description and identiflc.-ation of soil profiles, techniques of soil mapping, and interpre· 
tatlon of survey datn: field trips. 
474. Field Stu~ of Soils. Or. 4. 3 weeks, Alt. SS. Offered 1945, not offered 1946 
Prcreqttirite: 4 73. 
Field work in different soil areas in Iowa, studying soil type characteristics by profiles, 
mapping selected areas, and evaluating land from soils standpoint. 
485 . .Agro-bacterioloa. (Bact. 485) (2·0·2) Or. 3. W. 
Prttrtquiaite: 854, Bact. 804A. 
Role of micro·organisms in certain processes or transformations of agronomic interest. 
The soil microfiorn, and their effects on soil fertility. Legume bacteria and legume 
inoculation. Silage preservation. Heating of hay and stored grain. ; 
496. Problems in Soils. Or. 2 to 4. S. 
Prerequisite: 854. Senior college classification, a quality point average of 2.5 or 
higher for preceding two quarters, and sufficient preparation to benefit from individual 
study of selected. soil problems. • 
Library or laboratory work, 'vritten reports, and conferences. 
COURSES Ji'OR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUA'l'E AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
558. Soll Conditions and Crop Growth. (S·O·O) Cr. s. , F. 
PerBquiBite: 354. Messrs. Norman, Pierre 
Composition and properties of soils and fertilizers in relation to plant nutrition, and 
processes affecting soil fertility. 
565. Advanced Soll Conservation. (2·0·4) Cr. a. 8. 
Prertquirite: . 854, A.E. 806. Mr. Peterson 
Soil conservation practices and their application to specific farm situations on the 
bnsis of the physical features of the land. Coordination of conservation practices with 
all phases of an over-all fnrm propam. 
575. Soll Genests and Class11lcation. (3·0·0) Or. s. 
Prerequirite: 553, Geol. 375 or 201. 
w. 
Processes of formation, systems of classification, 
Mr. Riecken 
and geographical distribution of soils. 
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577. Soil Physics. (Physics 577) (3·0·0) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequisite: 254, Phys. 204: or approval of instructor. ' Mr. Russell 
Relation of physical properties of soils to plant growth, consorvation practices and 
land utilization. Particle-size distribution, soil structure, clay minerals, soils moisture, 
rheological properties and soil temperature. 
585: Soll Bacteriology. (Bnct. 585) (8 0·6) Or. 5. w. 
Prerequ.iaite: Bnct. S04A. 
Occurrence and activities of soil microorganisms, and influence of 
fertility. 
Mr. Norman 
soil population on 
596. Special Topics in Soils. (Bact. 596A) Cr. 2 to 4. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 15 credits in agronomy and approval of instructor. 
Messrs. Norman, Pierre 
Literature reviews and conferences on selected topics according to needs and interests 
of students. 
COURSRS FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
655. Advanced Soil Fertility. (3·0·0) Cr. 8. 
Alt. S. Not offered 1945-46, 'bfl'ered 1046·47 
Preroq1tiaite: 553. Mr. Pierre 
Chemistry of soil·plant relationships; theory and practice in use of fertilizers. 
656. Laboratory Methods of Soll Investigation. (0·0·6 or 9) Or. 2 or 8. 
Alt. S. Not offered 1945 46, offered 1946-47 
Prerequisite: 558, Chem. 211, 212. Mr. Pierre 
Analytical procedures, and experimental methods required in study of soils. 
675. Advanced Soil Genesis and Classification. (0·2·0) Or. 2. 
Alt. W. Offered 1945-46, not offerccl 1046 47 
Prerequiaite: 575. Mr. Riecken 
Theories of nodzolization, calcification, and other soil-forming processes; principles of 
soil classification. 
677. Advanced Soil Physics. (Phys. 677) (3·0·0) Cr. a. 
Alt. F. Not offered 1945·46, ofl'crod 1946·47 
Prerequisite: 577. 
Physics of soil moisture. Colloid phenomena 
685. Advanced Soil Bacteriology. ( Bact. 685) 
Alt. S. 
Mr. Russell 
The mineralogy of the clny fraction. 
( S-0·6) Or. 5. 
Offered 1945·46, not ofl'ered 1946·47 
Prerequiaite: 585. 
Nature of microbiological population of 
about by soil microorganisms. 
Mr. Norman 
soil, and biochemical transformations brought 
690. Research. 
A. Soil Bacteriology. (Bact. 690A). 
B. Soil Fertility. 
0. Soil Physics. 
D. Soil Management. 
E. Soil Morphology and Genesis. 
69!). Conferences. {O·l·O) Cr. 1. 
A. Soil Bacteriology. ( Bact. 695A). 
- .~.....,,,.JJ. Soil Fertility. 
C. Soil Physics. 
D. Soil Management. 
F. W. S. 
Mr. Norman 
Messrs. Norman, Pierre 
Mr. Russell 
Messrs. Firkins Pierre 
Messrs. Peterson, Rlecken 
F. W. S. 
Mr. Norman 
Mr. Pierre 
Mr. Russell• 
Mr. Pierre 
Messrs. Peterson, Riecken E. Soil Morphology and Genesis. 
Reports and discussion on current investigations. 
COURSES IN AGRICULTURAL CLIMATOLOGY 
COURS» PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
406. Agro-climatology. {2·0·2) Cr. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: 284 and 354, Bot. 205. 
Olimatic processes as they affect agriculture, 
Mr. Thom 
and tho use of climatic information in 
agricultural operntion~. . 
COURSE JrOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND ORAVUATE STUDENTS 
506. Advanced Agro-climatology. (2·0·2) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequisite: 406, l>hysics 384. Mr. Thom 
Physical and statistical processes of the climato and the analysis of agro·cllmatlc data. 
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
606. Research in Agro-cllmatology. Mr. Thom 
Consultation with instructor, exhaustive examination of the literature pertaining to 
and original thought on a special resenrch problem of special interest to the student. 
609. Conference in Agro.climatology. (0·1·0) Or. 1. Mr. Thom 
Consultation with instructor, special problems and/or rending B88igned in consultations 
with the instructor on which the student reports. 
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ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
PHINF..AS STEVENS SHEARER, M.S., Head of Department 
Professors Alfred Ballif Caine, M.S.; Clawson Young Cannon, Ph.D.; Charles 
Calvin Culbertson, M.S.; William F. La Grange, M.S.; Jay Laurence Lush, 
Ph.D.; Robert E. Phillips, Ph.D.; George Franklin Stewart, Ph.D.; Byron 
Henry Thomas, Ph.D.; *Harold Ludwig Wilcke, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors *Arthur Lawrence Anderson, M.S.; Elmer Neil Hansen, M.S.; 
•]. C. Holbert, M.S.; Robert Penquite, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Dwight Leonatd Espe, Ph.D.; Joseph Wheeler Kelly, Ph.D.; 
Buford Ronald McClurg, M.S. 
Instructors *Rinner, *Vieth 
Extension Workers Beresford, Boynton, Johnston, McDonald, Porter, Quaife, 
Whitfield 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curricula in animal husbandry, dairy husbandry, and poultry 
husbandry leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, see pages 86-90, 99. 
The curriculum in animal husbandry provides general training in the field of 
agriculture with special emphasis on the production of livestock and livestock 
products. Opportunity is offered for students to major in general animal hus-
bandry, dairy husbandry, or poultry husbandry through a choice of options in 
the junior and senior years. The curriculum provides a liberal allowance of elective 
credits to be filled with courses selected by the student. 
Students •graduating from this curriculum with its various options find employ-
ment in many lines of work some of which are: directors of county extension work; 
extension associates in youth activities; managers of general livestock, dairy, or 
poultry farms; fieldmen for farm management or insurance companies; manage-
ment, buying, sales, or supervisory positions with meat packing, produce, feed, 
creamery, hatchery, and farm equipment companies; positions with various agen-
cies of the United States Department of Agriculture. The curriculum has been 
adapted to train young men who expect to return to the farm and engage in general 
or specialized livestock, dairy, and poultry production. Opportunities in college 
teaching and research are available to graduates of this curriculum, but usually 
·require graduate training. .. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in animal 
nutrition, animal production, animal breeding, meats, dairy husbandry, and poultry 
husbandry (poultry breeding, poultry nutrition, poultry physiology, poultry prod-
ucts) ; major work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in animal breeding. 
animal nutrition, dairy husbandry, and poultry husbandry (poultry breedin~. 
poultry nutrition, poultry physiology, poultry products); and minor work to 
students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of an undergraduate 
curriculum in animal husbandry, dairy husbandry, or poultry husbandry, sub-
stantially equivalent to one of those required of undergraduate students at this 
institution and including prerequisite undergraduate courses necessary for the par-
ticular field chosen. The student should have a general knowledge of zoology and 
both inorganic and organic chemistry. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 318, 335, 350, 400, 409, 424, 425, 
427, 429, 430, 444, 460, 475, 490. 
•Absent on leave. 
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DESORIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSKS PRIMARILY FOR NON·COLL&OIATEI STUDENTS 
1 Gen~r&l. Poultry Husbandry. (0·2 12) Or. 6. F. W. S. 
Breeding, incubation, brooding, housing, selecting, culling methods ns applied to com· 
mercial.poultry farm operation. 
2. Poultry and Egg Marketing. (0·2·3) Or. 3. ~'. W. S. 
Candling, judging
1 
grading, packaging and method.a of marketing eggs; classifying, 
judging, grading live and dressed poultry. 
3. Poultry Nutrition. (0 2·0) Or. 2. F. W. S. 
Proteins, fats, carbohydrates, minerals nnd vitamins in poultry feeding. 
11. Livestock Production and Management. (0·8·2) Or. 4. 1'"'. 
Introduction to livestock feeding. Selection. breeding, feeding, and manngement of 
hogs. 
12. Livestock Production and Management. (0·2·4) Or. 4. W. 
Selection, breeding, feeding and management of beef cnttle and sheep. 
13. Livestock Production and Management. (0·2·4) Or. 4. S. 
Selection, breeding, feeding and management of dairy cattle and horses. 
14. Pork Production. (0·8 O) Or. s. S. 
Prerequ'8ite : 11. 
Problems in pork production. Review of experimental results. 
20. Production and Feeding of Livestock. (0·3·0) Or. a. W, 
Prerequisite: 28. 
Feeding of different clnsses of livestock for market production. 
21. Types and Market Classes of Livestock. (0·0·6) Or. 8. W. 
Judging, ty}les, <'llrcasses, markets nnd market classification. 
22. Breed Studies. (0·2·4) Or. 4. W. 
Prerequi8ite: 21. 
Breeds of livt>11tock, their use and ndnptnhility in commercial production, 
2:1. Breeds of Livestock. (0·0·6) Cr. 3. F. 
Prerequiaite: 11, 12 18. 
Their use and adaptability in commercial livestock production. Judging and selection. 
28. General Livestock Feeding and Management. (0·8·3) Or. 4.. W. 
Ferd stuffs, C'ompounding and balancing rntions, practical care, feed and management 
of live11tock 
29. Market Classes and Grades of Livestock and Livestock Products. (O·O·S) Or. 2. W. 
Prereluisite: 21. 
Clnssi ying, grading. and valuing of cattle, sheep, hogs, horses, and livestock produrts. 
ao. Dairy Herd Improvement. (0·1·3 > Or. 2. w. 
Training in keeping dniry records nnd in supervising n Dairy Herd Improvement 
Association. 
35. Dairy Farming. (0·3·0) Or. :L W. 8. 
Prert'quiaife: 13 
Dairy ('tl.ttle nutrition. prn<'ti<'nl feeding, bnluncing rations. 
40. Poultry Management. (O·l·ll) Cr. 2. W, 
Culling and sc>lecting, housing, frcding, brooding, fattening, marketing of poultry and 
grading of eggs. 
44. Poultry Feeding and Management. (0 2·S) Or. 3. F. 
Bret>ding. incubation, brooding, st>lerting, <'ulling, housing and marketing problems as 
related to successful poultry farm managemPnt . 
. H. Animal Breeding. (0·2·0) Cr. 2. W. 
Prin<'iples of livestock brt>eding, sele<'tion and improvement of herds and ftocks. 
71. Farm Meats. (0·0 6) Cr. 2. W. 
Prerequisite : 21. 
Rc>lc<'ting and slaughtering of ment animals; cutting and curing of farm meatlJ. 
COURSES PRIMARILY roR UNDERGRADUATE 8TUD»NT8 
101, 102, 103. Livestock Problems. (0·0·4) Or. 2 each. Yr. 
(101) Relation of livestock to agriculture and to human need.a. Selection, Judging 
carcass studlee, markets, market classiflcntion, breeding, and management. Beef and 
dual-purpose cattle. (A) For students without one year of vocational or 4-H Olub 
training. (B) For students with at least one year of 4·H Olub or vocational training. 
( 102) Sheep. Selection, judging, mnrkets, market classlflcatlon, cnrcau studies, 
breeding, management and wool studies. Horses. Their use for power and f.leasure. 
Selection, judging, murketB, management, harness and collar fitting, mult ·hitches. 
( 108) Dairy cattle and hogs, Selection, judging, carcass studies, markets, market 
classification, breeding, nod management. 
104. Livestock Problems. (0·1·8) Or. 2. F. 
Selection, judging, breeding, and management of dairy cattle. 
107. Market and Breed Tn>ea of Livestock. (0 0·12) Or. 6. 
Beef, da!;JY and dual-purpose cattle, sheep, horses, and hogs. 
110. Technfcal Lecture. (l·O·O) Required. 
Survey of animnl husbandry field. 
8. 
Judging and selection. 
8. 
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125. Livestock Management. (0·1·8) Or. 2. F. S. 
Practical proble~s in handling farm livestock. 
135. Dairy Cattle Feecl1ng and Management. (0·3·0) Or. 8. W. 
For students in dairy plant operation. Feeding standards and their applications; 
dairy herd management practices. 
144. General Poultry Husbandry. (0·2·8) Or. 8. F. W. S. 
Principles of managing a farm tlock. Selection of breeds, culling, judging, housing, 
and feeding. 
147. Hatchery Operation. (2·0·8) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequisite : 144. 
Principles and practice of incubator operation and brooding. Problems in hatchery 
management. 
201, 202, 203. Breeds of Livestock. Yr. 
201. (1·0·4) Cr. 8.; 202. {0·0·4) Cr. 2.; 203. (0·0·4) Or. 2. 
201. Prerequirits: 108 or 104. 
202. Prerequi.rite: 102. 
208. Prerequunte: 101. 
(201) Breeds of dairy cattle and hogs, their use and adaptability in commercial live· 
stock production. ( 202) Breeds of sheep and horses, their use and adaptability in 
commercial livestock production. (208) Breeds of beef and dual-purpose cattle, their 
use and adaptabilLty in commercial livestock production. 
205. Breeds of Livestock. (0·1·6) Cr. 4. F. 
Prerequiaite: 101, 102t 103. 
Their use and adaptnbibty in commercial livestock production. 
216. LiveBtock Feeding and Management. (0·4·0) Cr. 4. W. 
Prerequlaittt: 101 or 103. 
Practical feeding and management of hogs, beef and dairy cattle, sheep and horses. 
247. Commercial Poultry Production. (2·0·3) Cr. 3. F. 
Prerequiaite: 144. 
Development and organization of commercial poultry farms. Commercial meat poultry 
and egg production. 
248. Introduction to Poultry Products. {1·0·3) Cr. 2. S. 
Prerequiaite: 144, Ohern. l 03 
Quality factors in eggs and poultry meat, handling, processing and storage for main· 
tenance of quality. 
254. Principles of Breeding. (0·3 O) Cr. s. S. 
Prerequiaits: 101 or 104, 102, 103, or 107. 
Physical basis of heredity; Mendelism; livestock breeding. 
270. Farm Meats. (0·1·6) Cr. 8. W. S. 
Prsrsqui.trite: Vet.Ana t. 21 7. 
Selection and killing of meat animals; cutting and curing of farm meats. 
305. Livestock Judging. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. S. 
Prerequi•ite: 201, 202, 203, aml Vet.Anat. 217. 
Horses, beef cattle, sheep, and hogs. 
316. General Livestock Production. (8·0·6) Cr. s. SS. 
Relntlon of livestock to agriculture and to human needs. Selection, judging, carcass 
studies, breeding, feeding, management, market grades and market classes. 
318. Animal Nutrition. (S·O·O) Or. 3. F. W. 
Prerequiaittt: Ohem. 256, Vet.Anat. 217. Credit or classification in Vet.Phys. 864. 
Fundamental ltnses of nutrition and their application with reference to feeding farm 
animals. 
335. Advanced Study of the Dairy Breeds. (0·0 or 2·4) Or. 2 or 4. s. 
Prerequi.trite: 201, Vet.Anat. 217. 
Judpng, compiling pedigrees, selection of breeding animals, studies of important 
stnuns and families, trips to dairy cattle farms. 
387. Dairl' Cattle Feeding and Management. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prerequi.trits: Chem. 264B. 
For dairy industrj students. Feeding, care, management, and development of dairy 
cattle: methods of milk production. 
345. Incubation. (2·0·3) Or. 3. Alt. W. Not offered 1945·46 offered 1946 47 
P'Ttt~uirite: 147, Zool. 884. ' 
Factors affecting the development and hatching of avian embryos. 
346. Poultry Judging. (1·0·6) Or. 3. F. 
PrerequiBite: 144, 248. 
History and development of breeds and varieties. Instruction in poultry show man· 
agement. 
347. Turkey Management. (O 2·3) Cr. 3. s. 
Prerequirite : 24 7. 
Study of production of turkeys; management, breeds and types. 
350. Animal .Breecllng. (8·0·0) Or. 3. w. s. 
PruequUite: 201, 202, 203, Zool. 884, Gen. 800. 
Application of principles of genetics to improvement of farm animals· breeders' methods 
and problems. ' 
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874. Farm Meats. (l·O·S) Or. 2. S. 
For home economics students. Selecting, cutting, and curing of meat in farm and city 
homes. 
400. Agricultural Travel Course. (Agron. 400.) Cr. 8, or may be divided equally with 
Agron. 400. SS. 
Prerequi8ite: 101, 102, 108, 205 or equivalent. 
Tour and study of production methods in major livestock and crop regions of the 
United States. In1luence of climate, soil, topography, markets, and other factors on 
livestock and crops produced. 
405. Advanced Livestock Judging. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. 
Prerequirite: 805. 
Horses, beef cattle, sheep, and hogs, Tripe to shows and stock farms. 
F. 
409. Market Classes and Grades of Livestock. {0-0·3) Or. 2. F. S. 
Prerequ:iaite: 101, 102 108, Vet.Anat. 217. 
Classifying, grading, and valuing horses, cattle, sheep, and hogs from standpoint of 
market. 
414. Anfmal Feeding, {0·5·0) Or. 5. S. 
Prerequisite: Chem. 255t or equivalent. 
Composition and digestibility of feeding stuffs i preparation; feeding standards and 
calculation of rations; management of herds ana docks. 
416. Animal Feeding, (O·S-0) Or. 8. F. 
Prereqwiaite: Chem. 108, 174, 255. 
Composition and digestibility of feeding stuffs; preparation; feeding standards and 
calculation of rations; management of herds and fiocks. 
424. Horse Production and Marketing. {0·2·0) Or. 2. 
Prerequisite: 818, Vet.Phys. 864. 
F. S. 
425. Pork Production and Marketing, (0 3-0) Cr. s. 
Prerequ.Uite: 818, Vet.Phys. 864. 
w. s. 
427. Beef Oa.ttle Production and :Marketing. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. W. S. 
Prerequiait6: 818, Vet.Phys. 864. 
429. Mutton and Wool Production and Marketing. co 2·0) Cr. 2. F. S. 
Prerequi8ite: 818, Vet.Phys. 864. 
430. Special Problems in Dairy Husbandry. Or. 1 to 3. F. W. S. 
Open to students showing satisfactory preparation for problem chosen and quality 
point average of 2.5 or above for two preceding quarters. Individual topic, confer· 
ences, and preparation of report. 
484. Milk Production and Herd Management. (0-2 O) Cr. 2. F. W. 
Prereqttirite: 818. 
For animal husbandry students. Preparation of feeds: computing rations for milking 
herd, young stock, and sire. Management of specialized and genernl duiry farms. 
435. Advanced Dairy Cattle Judging. (0-0·6) Or. 2. F. 
Prerequiaite: 885. 
Training in dairy cattle judging and reasons. Trips to dairy forms and shows. 01>en 
only to approved students. 
439. Dairy Husbandry Seminar. Cr. 1. W. 
For seniors. Selected subjects; recent investigations. 
444. Special Poultcy Problems. Or. 1 to 8. F. W. S. 
Open to senior college students showing satisfactory preparation for problem chosen 
and quality point average of 2.5 or above for two preceding quarters. lndivldunl 
topic, conferences, and preparation of report. 
460. Herd-.Book Stud7. (2·0·8) Or. 8. F. W. ... 
Prerequirite: 201, 202, 203, credit or claBSification in 850. 
Pedigrees, bloodlines, and families in various breeds of livestock. 
475. Meats and Meat Products. (By conf.) Cr. 8. W. 8. 
Prerequi.aite: 270 or 374. 
Problems involved in selection, grading, purchasing, and handling of meat. 
476. Meat and Meat Products. (2·0-3) Cr. 8. W. 
Prsrequiaite: Vet.Anat. 108 and 118. 
Slaughtering methods, preparation and meat products, grading of meat and meat 
products, and trips to study packing plant operations. 
490. Special Problems in AntmaJ. Husbandry. Cr. 1 to a. F. W. S. 
Open to senior college students showing satisfactory preparation for problem chosen 
and quality point average of 2.5 or above for two preceding quarters. Individual 
topic, conferences, and preparation of report. 
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oouns•s FOR ADVANOXD UNDEROR.ADUATE AND~ OUAIJUATE STUDKNTS 
518. Advanced Animal Nutrition. (2·0 B) Or. 8. W. 
Pr1r1qu'8Ue: Obem. 176, A.H. 416, Vet. Phys. 265 or 864, or their equivalents. 
The biochemistry of growth, reproduction, and 
of animals. 
Mr. Thomas 
lactation in relation to nutrition 
535. Milk Secretion. (0·2·0) Or. 2. 
Pr1r1quhite: 318, Vet.Phys. 864. 
Princfples of nutrition in tlielr relation to milk secretion. 
536. Dalr7 Farm Problems. (0·5·0) Cr. 5. 
Prer1quf.rit1: 818 850. 
Production of miilc; care, feeding, housing~ and management 
experimental results and their application to aairy husbandry. 
541, 542, 548. Poultey Seminar. Or. 1 each. 
F. 
Mr. Espe 
W. 
Mr. Oannon 
of dairy cattle with 
Yr. 
Mr. Phillips 
546. Poultry Nutrition. (2 0·8) Or. 8. Alt. S. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946·47 
Prer1qui8Ue: 818, Ohem. 256, Vet.Phys. 864. Mr. Kelly 
Vitamin, mineral. and protein requirements of poultry, poultry rations, development of 
nutritional deflclencles. 
548. Poultry Breeding. (8·0·0) Or. 8. Alt. S. Offered 1945 46, not offered 1946-47 
Prer1qui8itt: 845, Gen. 800. Mr. Phillips 
Principles of genetics as appliE.d to poultry. Inheritance of commercial factors in· 
eluding size of body, size of egg, egg production, hat<'hability of eggs, and viability of 
chicks. Breeding records and pedigrees. SeleC'tion and mating of breeding hens. 
549. Advanced Poultry Products Technology. (1 2·3) Or. 4. 
Al~. F. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946-47 
Prerequiafttt: 248 C'hem. 256. Mr. Stewart 
Fattening, killing, drrssing, grnding, Rhipping. nnd storage of market poultry; candling, 
grading, packing, and storaire of c>ggR. Trips to commer<'inl plants and study of poultry 
packing plant operations. 
550. Physiology of Avian Reproduction. (O 2 :n Cr. 3. 
Alt. F. Not offered 1945 46. offered 1946·47 
Mr. Phillips 
and the relationsh1p 
Pr1requilrite: Vet.Phys. 866 or equivalent 
Special emphasie on the ph:ysiology of rPproduction of poultry 
of the endocTine glnnds to tlus prO<'l'RS. 
COURSKS FOR GRAOUATR STUDKNTS 
605, Conference in Experimental Methods In Animal Husbandry. Cr 2. F. W. 8. 
Research methods, selection of problems, planning of experimental 
program_ interpretation of results, and presentation of material. 
Mr. Culbertson 
work, exel'lttion of 
f'io6A. Inltltution Purchasing. (l.Mgt. 606A) (O·l 6) Cr. 3. 
Prer1quiritea: 874, I.Mgt. 484. Messrs. 
1''. 
Meats and poultry. 
Shearer, Stewart 
614. Seminar in Animal Nutrition. Cr. 1. F. W. S. 
Mr. Thomas 
ti'lO, Dairy Husbandry Experimentation. Or. 1. F. 
Mr. Cannon 
Experimental methods, criticism of problems. 
054. Genetics or Breed Improvement. (Gen. 654) (8 O 0) Or. 3. W. 
Prer1quVite: Gen. 600. Mr. Lush 
Genetic atl'ucture of breeds and other populations. Effects of gene number, degrees of 
dominance, gene lntel'action, linkage, mutations, non-genetic factors. Oonditions of 
equilibrium. Rates of change in population mean or variability. Effects of mass 
selection. 
655. Breeding Systems and Plans. (Oen. 655) (S·O·O) Cr. s. s. 
Prer1quirit1: 65,. Mr. Lush 
Inbreeding and outbreeding, assortlve mating, progeny testing, selection on family 
basis, selection indices, records of performance, methods of estimating heritability, com-
parison of various breeding plans. 
680. Seminar. Or. t. F. w. s. 
Messrs, Oannon, Oulbert.son, Lush, Pblllips, Thomas 
690. Beaearch. 
A. Animal Breeding. 
B. Animal Nutrition. 
0. Animal Production. 
D. Dairy Husbandry. 
E. Meata. 
F. Poultry Husbandry. 
Ml'. Lush 
Mr. Thomas 
Mes11rs. Caine, Oulbertson, Shearer 
Messrs. Oannon, Espe, Hansen 
Ml'. Shearer 
Messrs. Kelly, Phillips, Stewart 
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APPLIED ART 
EDNA O'BRYAN, B.A., Acting Head of Department 
Prof cssor Joanne Margarethe Hansen, M.A. 
Associate Professors Mabel C. Fisher, Christian Petersen 
Assistant Professors Harriet Adams, M.A.; Emma G. Kitt; Marian Lepley, M.S.; 
Mable Russell, M.S.; Alice Waugh, B.S. 
Instructors Allen, Graff, O'Day 
Extension Worker Workman 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in applied art leading to the degree of Bachelor 
of Science, see pages 120 and 121. 
The department offers instruction in the use of materials, art elements and design 
principles, applicable to the needs of the individual, the home, and the community. 
Students majoring in applied art, if educational requirements are met, may 
secure positions as teachers and extension specialists. The commercial field offers 
gositions as assistants in house furnishing, designing, and window display work. 
Before promotion to the senior college, permission of the head of the department 
must be secured by those who propose to continue as majors in applied art. 
Special ability in art ordinarily will be apparent as the student works in the 
beginning courses in the department ; hence marks of less than B in junior college 
courses indicate that such students should not continue applied art as their major. 
Advanced credit students are requested to bring representative work if they 
expect to receive credit for it. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science, and 
minor work to students taking work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of undergraduate work 
m applied art substantially equivalent to that required in the undergraduate cur-
riculum in applied art at this institution. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 305, 434, 445. 
DESORIPTION 01'' OOURSES 
OOUR8:&8 PRUCARILY VOB UNDBRGR.ADUATB BTUD&NTR 
103. Basic Design. (1·0·8) Or. 4. F. W. 8. 
Creative problems in design and color with emphasis on art clements and principles. 
104. Deslgn. (0·0·6) Or. 2. F. W. 8. 
For transfer students who do not present complete credit in A.A. 108. Seo 103, 
Basic Design. 
221, 222, 228. Drawing and Composition. (0·0·6) Or. 2 each. Yr. 
PrerequiaiU: 108 or 104. 
(221) Introductory course in drawing; freehand perspective, still life, interiors and 
exteriors in line and finished form. (222) Life draWfng• the figure and head in 
composition problems. (228) Still life nnd landscape painting In water color. 
260. House Planning. (O·O 6) Or. 2. F. W. 8. 
Prerequirite: 108 or 104. 
Use of space within the house planned for comfort, economy and beauty. Historic 
styles and their relation to modern design. 
264. Interior House Design. \1·0·6) Or. a. F. W. S. 
Prerequi8ite: 260. 
Design and color applied to the interior of the house; historic at)'le11, 
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305. AdvertWng Design. (0·0-6) Or. 2. W. 
Prerenuillite: 103 or 104. · l f 
Letter1ng and design in dark and light nnd in color with mediums suitab e or re· 
production. 
344. Constructive and Decorative Deslgn. (0-0·6) Cr. 2. F. W. S. 
Prerequi8ite: 108 or 104. . . 
Design in weaving and modern accessories m wood. 
346. Craft Design. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. F. W. S. 
Prertquirite: 103 or 104. 
Design with a variety of craft materials: metal, felt, leather, plastic, etc. 
346. Jewelry Design and Construction. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. W. S. 
Prerequi8ite: 845. . 
Designing with various metals, stones und plastics. 
393. Sculptural Deslgn. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. F. W. S. 
Prerequi.aite: 103, 104, 221 or equivalent. 
400. Special Problems. F. W. s. 
PrerequiBite: 12 er. in Applied Art. 
A. Composition nnd painting. 
B. Design for textiles. 
0. Weaving, \Vood, metals, and other materials. 
D. Sculptural design. 
E. House planning, or interior house design. 
F. Advertising art. 
434. Textile Design. (O·O 6) Cr. B. F. W. S. 
Prere~ui.aite: 108 or 1041 T.&O. 104. Tie-dying, batik, block·prmting, stenciling, and Rtikhery. Modern textile designers 
and their work. 
445. Advanced Constructive and Decorative Design. (0-0 6) Cr. 2. F. 8. 
Prerequirite: 844 or 845. 
Weaving, wood, and other materials. 
484. Art A\>preclatlon. (S·O·O) Cr. 8. F. W. S. 
Prerequiaite: 108 or 104. 
Survey of architecture, sculpture, and painting from prehistoric to modern times. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDER<lRAOt'ATE AND ORADUATE STUDENTS 
500. Advanced Design. Cr. as arranged. 
Prerequi.aite: 12 rrcdits in Applied Art. 
A. Composition and painting. 
B. Design for textiles. 
0. Weaving, wood, metals, and othPr mnt<-rinls. 
D. Sculptural design. 
E. House planning, or interior house design. 
F. Advertising nrt. 
604. Seminar. Cr. 1. 
Prerequiaite: 12 credits in Applied A rt 
Required of all ndvnnccd undergraduate and graduate 1itudents. 
507. Design in Lettering. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. 
F. W. S. 
Miss Kitt 
Miss O'Bryan 
Miss Fisher 
Mr. Petersen 
Miss Russell 
Miss O'Bryan 
w. 
Miss O'Bryan 
s. 
Prereqriiaite: 305. 
Manuscripts, decorative motifs, and modern 
technique. 
Miss O'Bryan 
alphnbets, with ('mpbnsis on spacing and 
524. Painting and Composition. ( O·O 6) Cr. 2. F. S. 
Prerequuite: 228. 
Simplification nnd reorganization of original sketches, 
pression. Mediums: water color, tempera, and oil. 
Miss Kitt 
with emphasis on creative ex· 
535. Advanced Textile Design. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. W. S. 
Prerequi.aite: 484. 
Oreative deaign in various mediums 
tion, color and technique. 
Miss O'Bryan 
appropriate for use, \Vith emphasis on composi-
565. Advanced Interior Bouse Design. (1-0 6) Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite : 264.. , 
Consideration of scale, line, form, value, texture, pattern 
adaptation, and use of period and contemporary furnishings.' 
586, 586. Art Appreciation. (2·0·0) Cr. 2 ent>h. 
s. 
Miss Russell 
and <'olor in 11ele<'tion, 
w. s. 
Prertiquiaite: 484. 
(585) Medieval and Renalssan<"e Art. 
Miss Hansen 
(586) Modern and Contemporary Art. 
' 605. Special Toplcll. COURSES FOR GRADUATE STl'DENTS F. W. S. 
MiBB Hansen 
614. Research F. W. S. 
MiBB Hansen 
ARCillTECTURAL ENGINEERING 
ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING 
ALLEN HOLMES KIMBALL, S.M., Head of Department 
Professor Thomas Fitzpatrick, M.S. 
Associate Professors S. Dale Phillips, A.B.; Leonard Wolf, M.S. 
Instructors Lorenz, Woody 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
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For the undergraduate curriculum in architecture leading to the degree oi 
Bachelor of Architecture, see page 109. 
The curriculum in architecture is designed primarily to prepare young men or 
women for professional careers as architects or to enter some related field in which 
beauty is combined with utility. Its major aim is to train the student for efficient 
service beginning as a draftsman or designer in an architectural organization and 
provide him with the necessary foundation to progress ultimately to independent 
architectural practice. Upon completion of the third year, students who have shown 
exceptional ability in design will be recommended by the staff to continue for 
the Bachelor of Architecture degree. 
For undergraduate curriculum in architectural engineering leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science, see page 108. 
The curriculum in architectural engineering is designed to provide thorough 
training in the fundamentals of architecture and structural design in order to give 
to the architectural engineer a clear understanding of engineering problems en-
countered in building design and construction. The training aims to provide the 
graduate for the fields of general building contracting, steel and concrete design, 
industrial building design and construction, promotion of the distribution of build-
ing materials, research in the fields of engineering materials and processes, together 
with a keen appreciation of good planning and sound construction. · 
All drawings a11d designs made by students become the property of the depart-
ment, to be retained, published, exhibited or returned at the discretion of the 
department. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in archi-
tectural engineering, and minor work to students taking major work in other 
departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a standard curriculum 
in architectural engineering substantially equivalent to that required of undergrad-
uates at this institution. 
The modem language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 412, 413, 414, 423, 425, 426, 427. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
OOUB8ES J>RDIAR.ILY J'OR UNDERGRADUATB STUDENTS 
I oo. Technical Lecture. (l ·O·O) Required. 
114. Freehand Drawing. (0-0·3 to 9) Or. 1 to 3. 
Beginning drawing and sketching in pencil and charcoal from studio 
objects. Study of proportion, perspective, and form. 
117. Freehand Drawing. (O·O·B to 9) Or. 1 to 3. 
8. 
F. W. S. 
and outdoor 
F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 114 (2 crs.l. 
Elements of composition and color theory. Studio and outdoor problems in water 
color and black and white. 
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121 122, 128. Freehand Drawing. (0 o 3 to 0) Or .. l !o 8 each. 
Water color painting from lanas<'npr. modPlR. and still hfe. 
F. W. S. 
200. Seminar. ( 1 ·0·0) Required. . . 
Introduction to the fields of architecturfl and arcbikctural engmecrmg. 
F. 
201. Elements of Architecture and Freehand Drawing. ( o O 15) Cr. 5. F. 
Praraquiaite: Credit or claBSiflcation in E. Dr. 133. 
Pencil drawing and freehand presentation with particular reference to architectural 
aubjecta. 
202. Elements of Architecture and Freehand Drawing. ( u 0-15) Or. 5. w. 
Prarequiaite: 201. . 
Brush work and studies of the elements of architectural design and construction; 
walls, openings, the orders, vaulting, etc., with reference to their employment in design. 
203. Elementa Of Architecture and Freehand Drawing. (0 o 15) Cr. 5. S. 
PreraquUUa: 202. 
Plan, mau and form as related to use, construction and materials in small buildings. 
Presentation of designs involving models and wash rendering. 
304, 805, 806. Architectural Design. ( O o 1 2) < 'r. ·l endi. 
80,. Prerequiaite: 203. 
805. PrMequiaita: 804. 
Yr. 
806, PrerepiBUe: 805. 
Principles of planning of medium-sized buildings and a study of their characteristics 
with their relationships to community activities. 
324. Freehand Drawing •. (o-o 3 to 9) Cr. 1 to 8. W. S. 
Pen and ink drawing and sketching. Original drawings made from studio and out.-
door asaignments. 
325. Freehand Drawing. (O on to O) Cr. 1 to a. F. W. S. 
Pencll sketching. Individuality and originality m study of fundamental principles of 
creative drawing from landscape. 
326. Freehand Drawing. (O·O 3 to 9) Or. 1 to 3. W. S. 
Print crafts. Drawing, d<>signing, and printing in either etching, lithography, lino· 
leum block or wood block. 
884. Domesttc Architecture. (2·0·0 or 3) Or. 2 or 3. F. 
Principles of planning and design of small houses with consideration given to materials, 
methods of construction, and equipment. 
835. Domestic Architecture. (2·0·0 or 8) Or. 2 ors. W. 
Principlea of planning and design of large houses and country hom<'s. 
386. Jlouatng. (2·1·0) Or. s. s. 
Prn<equiaite: Senior college classification. 
Principles of planning and design of group or multiple housing with consideration 
given to social, economic and political aspc<'ts of the probl<>m. 
341. Industrlal Design. ( 1·0·6) Cr. 3. F. W. S. 
Preraqu\rite : 11 7 ( 1 er.) • 
Design problems dealing with artistic uppcarance of simple and complicated struc-
tures, mechanisms, or objects of industry. Pses of materials, textures, and color. 
851, 852, 858. History of Architecture. (a 0-0) Or. 3 each. Yr. 
Preriquiaite: 289. 
Influence of past civilizations. Evolution of architectural forms from the Egyptian 
period to modern times with their relation to and influence on nlhed arts. ReadingR, 
sketches, and reports. 
400. Senior Inspection Trip. Required. 
PrMequUite: Senior Arch.E. classification. 
One week in Ohicago or other suitable place. 
F. 
408. Apprecla.tlon of the Arts. ( 8 ·O·O) Cr. 3. F. w. s. 
Lectures and discuBSiona on examples of nrt as expressed in architecture, landscape 
architecture, painting, sculpture nnd the wood, metal, ceramic and textile crafts. 
Readings, sketches and reports. 
410. Seminar. (0·1·0) Required. s 
PrarequUite: Senior classification. · 
Preparation and extempore delivery of reports on building construction or other topics. 
412. Speelflc&tlODI and Estimating. ( B·0-6) Cr. 5. w. 
Pr.requiaite: Senior or graduate clasaiflcation. 
Writing of specificatlona and the duties and responsibilities of the architect from the 
profeaalonal standpoint. Methods of ostimating labor and materials. Quantity surveyi< . 
.US. Architectural Design. (0 0·15) Or. 5. I". 
PreraqufriU: 806, and 0.E. 881. 
Planning of commercial, industrial, transportation and storage buildings . 
.U<& • .Architectural Design and Oonstruction. (0·0·15) Or. 5. w. 
PrnaquiBU•: •18. 
Continuation of 418 with apeclal emphasis upon construction details and equipment. 
416,~}'l, ~~~:. Ar
8
ch
06
• D
0
eEstgn
88
and Freehand Drawtng. co 0-21) Or. 7 each. lt,. w. s . 
. cT•r•qu.._: , . . 1. 
Problems in the design of larger buildings and composition of groups of buildings 
Problems In advanced interior, archeology and decorative composition. 
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421, 422. Advanced Arch. DeRign and Freehand Drawing. (0-0 21) Cr. 7 onch. F. W. 
Prerequisite: Senior College Classification and L.A. 401. 
Advanced problems in the analysis of cities and regions and the planning of related 
buildings. Presentation drawings supplemented by del'ornt1ve details and scale models 
of an original creative nature. 
423. Architectural Omce Practice. (0015 to 21) Cr. 5 to 7. S. 
Prerequi8ite: 412, 414 or 422. 
omce organization, preparation of working drawings, building equipment and services. 
425, 426, 427. Special Problems ln Architecture and Architectural Engineering. 
(0·0-9 to 15) Or. 8-6 e~ch. b~. W. S. 
Prerequisite: Senior or graduate college classification, permission of department hea<l. 
Investigation of problems of special interest to the student . ., 
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDKNTS 
600. Advanced Design. Or. 1 to 16. F. W. S. 
604. Research. 
620. Seminar. Required. 
BACTERIOLOGY 
ROBERT EARLE BUCHANAN, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Mr. Kimball 
Mr. Kimball 
Mr. Kimball 
Chester Hamlin Werkman, Ph.D., D.Sc., Professor in Charge 
Professors *Max Levine, Ph.D.; I val Arthur Merchant, Ph.D., C.P.H.; F. E. 
Nelson, Ph.D.; A. G. Norman, Ph.D., D.Sc. 
Assistant Professor Lester O. Krampitz, Ph.D. 
Instructors Conn, Edna Fowler, Eric Fowler, Gross 
Fellow Watt 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in science, major in bacteriology, leading to the 
degree of Bachelor of Science, see page 133. 
Students who specialize in this department receive fundamental training in gen-
eral and technical bacteriology such as will fit them to be agricultural bacteriolo-
gists, soil bacteriologists, dairy bacteriologists, veterinary bacteriologists, indus-
trial bacteriologists, food bacteriologists. sanitary bacteriologists, and experts in 
bacteriology as related to the home. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in physiological, systematic, soil, dairy, veterinary, sanitary 
and food, and household bacteriology ; and minor work to student taking major 
work in other departments. 
Specific prerequisite to major graduate work in bacteriology is the completion 
of at least one thorough course each in general bacteriology, chemistry (including 
inorganic and organic), and physics. Physiological and bio-physical chemistry are 
advised. Students taking major work in soil bacteriology should have completed 
coures in soils substantially equivalent to those required of undergraduates in the 
curriculum in agronomy at this institution. Students taking major work in dairy 
bacteriology should have completed courses in dairy industry substantially equiva-
lent to those required of undergraduate students in dairy industry at this insti-
tution. Student taking major work in physiological bacteriology should have com-
pleted courses in biochemistry, physics, and at least one year of organic chemistry. 
Minor work is recommended in veterinary pathology and histology; physiolog-
ical, bio-physical, organic, and sanitary chemistry; plant physiology and pathol-
ogy; soils, dairy industry, and foods and nutrition. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 350, 444, 445, 450. 
•Absent on leave. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PUUJARJLY FOB. UNDERORADUATB STUDENTS 
224. General and Pathogenic Bacteriology. (Vet.Hyg. 224) (3·0 9) Cr. 6. F. 
Morphology, classification cultivation, and physiological chararteristics of pathogenic 
bacteria; principles of i~ection and immunity. 
2~5. Pathogenic Bacteriology. (Vet.Hyg. 225) (3·0 6) Or. 5. 
Prerequi8ite: 804 or Vet. Byg. 224. 
Detailed study of bacteria associated with animal diseases. 
W. 
Oontinuation of 224. 
304. General Bacteriology. F. W. S. 
General Chem· Prerequ.iaiU: Organic Ohemistry. (Exreption 304D. Prereqwisite: 
istry). 
A. Students in agronomy, animal husbandry, dairy industry, horticulture, technical 
Journalism, and science. (8·0-6) Or. 5. F. W. S. 
B. Students in homo economics. (8·0·6) Cr. 5. F. W. S. 
C. Students in chemical engineering. (3·0·3) Cr. 4. S. 
D. Students in civil engineerin~ and forestry. (2·0·3) Cr. 8. W. 
Morphology, classification, physiology, and cultivation of bacteria; relation of bacteria 
to health of man, animals, and plants; the home, sanitation and industry. 
850. Dairy Bacteriology. (D.I. 850) (3·0·0 or 6) Cr. 8 or 5. \V. 
Prerequi8ite: 804A. 
Bacteria in milk and its derivatives; hygienic production and handling of dairy 
products. 
404. Special Problems. Cr. 1 to 6. 
·105. Special Problems in Sanitary and Food Bacteriology. Cr. 3 to 8. 
Prerequiaiu: 584 or equivalent. 
444, 445. Food Technology. (Chem. 444, 445) (3 o 0) Cr. 3 each. 
F. W. S. 
F. W. S. 
w. s. 
Prere4ui8ite: 634, Chem. 346, 4 7 4, F .&N. 408. 
(Given co-operatively by departments of bnrteriology and chemistry.) Commercial and 
research aspects of food industry: lectures by specialists in various fields, and visits 
to plants. 
450. Special Dairy Bacteriology. (D.I. 450) Cr. 2 to 6. F. W. s. 
Prerequisite: 850. Senior <.'ollego classifl<."ation and quality point average of 2.5 or 
more for preceding two quarters. 
Laboratory investigations, assigned readings, and reports on bacteriological problems 
relating to dairying. 
485. Agro-bacteriology. (Agron. 485) ( 2·0-2) Cr. 3. W. 
Prert'qttuite: 804A, Agron. 854. 
Role of micro-organism in certain processes or transformations of agronomic interest. 
The soil microflora, nnd their efferts on soil fertility. Legume bacteria and legumt> 
inoculation. Silage preservation. Heating of hay and stored grain. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCBD UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
F. 634. Sanlta.ey Bacteriology. (2·1·8) Cr. 4. 
Prerequi8itt1: 804D or equivalent. 
Microorganisms in water supplies: 
fectnnts. 
Messrs. Gross, Levine 
bacteriology of sewnge; disinfection and dis in· 
535. Food Bacteriology. ( 2·0·6) Cr. 4. w. 
Prerequiaite: 684 or equivalent 
Bacteria, yeasts, and molds in food products: food industries; 
bacteriological control. 
Mr. Werkman 
food processing and its 
530. Laboratory Methods and Diagnosis. ( 2·0·6 or 9) Or. 4 or 5. 
Prerequlaite: 804A or equivalent. 
537, Municipal and Rural Sanitation. (3·0 O) Or. 3. 
Prerequi.Bite : 804D or equivalent. 
Principles of water supply, sewagt> nnd garbage disposal, disinfection, 
tagious diseases. 
s. 
Mr. Gross 
s. 
Mr. Levine 
<'ontrol of con· 
558, ?d.llk Inspection. (D.I. 568) (2·0·6) Or. 4. s 
Prerequi•ite: Oredit or classification in D.I. 806. Messrs. Baker Nelsoii 
Supervision of municipal milk and ice cream supplies from standpoint of saniiation. 
559. Bacter.~loa of Butter and Cheese. CD.I. 559) (8·0-0 or 6) Or. 3 or 5. F. 
Prerequutte: 850. Messrs Baker Nelson 
Bacteriological changes occurring in cren.m intended for buttermaking and i~ butter 
and cheese. 
660. S1stematlc Bacteriology. (3·0·0) Cr. a. F. 
Prerequi&ite: 804.A or equivalent. Mr. Buchanan 
mstory of bacterial clnssiftcntion, International Rules of Nomenclature as applied to 
bacteria, development of classification of bacteria based upon relationships. 
561, 562, 568. Seminar. Or. 1 each. 
Required of all students taking major work in bacteriology. 
571, 572, 573. Seminar in Fermentations. Cr. 1 each. 
Yr. 
Mr. Werkman 
Yr. 
Mr. Werkman 
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575. Immunity and Serum Therapy. (3 0·3) Cr. 4. 
Prereqm"lrite: B04A. 
w. 
Mr. Gross 
vaccines nnd antiseTa. Theories of immunity and immunization, preparation of 
585. Soll Bacteriology. (Agron. 585) (3 o 6) Cr. 5. w. 
Prerequisite: Bnct. 804A. 
Occurrence and activities of so:l microorganisms 
fertility. 
596. Special Topics. Cr. 2 to 4. 
A. Soil Bacteriologr. (Agron. 596) 
Prerequisittt: Consent of instructor. 
B. General Bacteriology. 
Mr. Norman 
and inftucn<'e of soil population on 
F. W. S. 
Mr. Norman 
Messrs. Levine, Werkman 
OOURSKS FOR GRAUUAT& STUDENTS 
631, 632, 638. Physiology of Bacteria. (3·0 O to 9) Cr. 3 to 6 each. Yr. 
Mr. Werkman 
( 681) Influence of chemical nnd physical environment on bncterin, bacterial nutri· 
tton. ( 632) Bacterial metabolism, fnn<'tions of intermediary catalysts. ( 638) In-
dustrial fermentations. 
655. Conference in Dairy Bacteriology. (D.I. 655) (2·0·0) Cr. 2. w. 
Mr. Nelson 
Discussions of bncteriologicnl problems relating to various phases of dairying. 
656. Identification of the Organisms Common in Dairy Products. 
(D.I. 656) (2·0·6) Or. 4. F. 
Messrs. Baker, Nelson 
Indentiflcation and relationship of desirable and undesirnble organisms commonly en· 
countered in dairy products. 
685. Advanced Soll Ba.cterlology. (Agron. 685) (3 0·6) Cr. 5. 
Alt. S. Offel'ed 1945·46, not offPrcd 1946·47 
Prerequisite: 585. 
Na tu re of microbiological population of soil, 
about by soil microorganisms. 
Ml'. Norman 
nnd biochemical transformations brought 
690. Research. 
A. Soil Ba<'teriology. (Agron. 690A.) 
B. Pathogenic Bacteriology. (Vet.Hyg. 690B). 
Messrs. 
C. Dairy Ba<'teriology (DI. 6900). 
D. General or Systematic Ba<'terioloey. 
E Pathogenic Bacteriology. 
F. Snnitnry and Food Bacteriology. 
G Physiology of Bn<'teria and Fc.>rmentntiona. 
H. Household Bacteriology. 
Mr. Norman . 
Biester, McNutt, Mer('hant, Schwnrte 
l\lessrs Bnhcl, Baker, Nelson 
Messrs. Buchana'!i.. J.ovino 
Mr. Merchant 
Mr. Levino 
Mr. Werkmnn 
Messrs. Levine, Wcrkmnn 
695A. Conference in Soll Bacteriology. (Agron 695A) Or. 1. F. W. S. 
Mr. Norman 
BOTANY 
IRVING E. MELHUS, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors S. M. Dietz, Ph.D., Joseph Charles Gilman, Ph.D.; Walter Earl Loomis, 
Ph.D.; John Nathan Martin, Ph.D.; R. Howard Porter, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors John M. Aikman, Ph.D.; George Jones Goodman, Ph.D.; 
George Clarence Kent, Ph.D.; John Eugene Sass, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor Ada Hayden, Ph.D. 
Fell ow Dellers 
Extension Workers Porter, Sylwestcr, *Waldec 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in science, major in botany, leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science, sec pai:te 133. For major work in botanical technology, see 
page 134 . . 
The department offers preparation for work in plant sciences. Students interested 
in professional scientific positions as teachers, research or extension workers in 
colleges, experiment stations, or government bureaus may prepare for graduate 
study in botany, plant pathology, genetics, or agriculture. Students interested 
in field work and action programs with government agencies or industrial concerns 
•Absent on leave. 
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should major in botanical technology. Graduates may obtain positions with 
seedsmen, nurseries, canners, plantations, the conservation services, etc., as seed 
technologists, disease control specialists, conservationists, plantation managers, or as 
buyers and salesmen, particularly in the seed and fungicide trades. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in plant ecology, morphology, mycology, pathology, phys-
iology, and systematic and economic botany ; and minor work for students majoring 
in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of thirty undergraduate 
credit hours in botany, together with supporting work in basic and applied sciences. 
Undergraduate courses in bacteriology, biology, farm crops, or horticulture may 
be substituted in part for botany upon recommendation of the head of the de-
partment. Students desiring to take major work in plant .physiology should present 
undergraduate credits in inorganic and organic chemistry, and if practicable in 
physics and mathematics. Students wishing to major in plant pathology should 
present undergraduate credits in bacteriology, organic chemistry, and whenever 
practicable in either horticulture or farm crops. Students desiring to do major 
work in systematic botany should have prerequisites in general morphology. 
Students majoring in botany will usually select minors from bacteriology, chem-
istry, farm crops, forestry, genetics, geology, horticulture, physics, soils or zoology 
and entomology. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 404, 405, 414, 416, 424, 438. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSK PRIMARILY lo'OR NON·OOLLEGIATE STUDENTS 
:i~. Seed Testing and Weed Control. (Agron. 38) ( o 0-6) Or. a. S. 
Identification of weed nnd crop seeds. Practice in testing seeds. Methods of weed 
control. 
C'OURSES PRUlAIUl.Y FOR UNl>ERCiRALIUATB STUDEiNTS 
101, 102, 1oa. General Botany. (O o 6) Cr. 3 each. Yr. 
101. It'. w. s.; 102. w.; 103. s 
( 101) How seed plnnts mnke food, grow, differentiate, and reproduce. ( 102) Lower 
Jllants as to their structure, function, and sequence in development. ( 103) Field plants, 
their \Vays of living, relationships, nod identification. 
:!05. Elementary Plant Physiology. (0·2·4) Cr. 4. F. W. 
Proroqui8ite: 101. 
Principles of absorption, conduction. transpiration, photosynthesis, respiration, growth, 
nnd reproduction. 
:!Oil. Systematic Botany. (0 2 6) Cr. 4. S. 
Prt'requirite: 101. 
Spring and summer flora. Hist-Ort<'al survey of various systems of classification; 
prln<'lpnl groups by mean11 of representntivr11. 
:!07. General Plant Pathology. (0·2-6) Cr. 4. W. s. 
Prerequi8ite: 206. 
Nnturc, cnuse, and control of diseases o( field, or<'hard, and forest crops. 
:!55. Field Botany. (0-06) Cr. 3 s. 
Mntt>rials, methods, aesthetic nnd ec-onomic aspe<'ts of plnnt life; for public school 
teaching. Identification of plants; growth nnd reproduction. 
:?56. Dondrology. (0-1·6) Cr. 4. F. 
Prorequuite: 206. 
Families, genera, and species of North Amrri<'.nn trees, Angiosperms. 
:.!57. Dendrology. (0·1-4) Or. 8. w. 
Proroqui8ite: 206. 
Famllies1 ~.!-~~· and species of North American trees, Gymnosperms. 
:J38. Seed AlUU)'Bl8 and Weed ldenWlcatlon. (Agron. 338) (0-1 ·4) Or. 3. F. 
Proro~i&ite: 101 or Agron. 111. 
Princtplcs and methods of purity analyses; identification classification and charac-
teristics of seeds and weeds. ' ' 
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404. Embeyogeny. (0·1·4) Or. 3. 
Prerequisite: 101. 
Oell structures!. cell division, and structural and functional r<'lationships or £our divi· 
sions of plant Kingdom. 
405. General Histology. (0·1·6) Cr. 4. 
Prerequisite: 205. 
w. 
Origin, development nnd cellular structure or tissues or vegetative organs of 1med 
plants. 
414, Applied Mycology. (0 2·3) Cr. a. 
Prerequi8ite: 207 or Bact. 804. 
Fungi in relation to industry and agriculture. 
416. Forest Pathology. (0 2 6) Cr. 4. w. 
Prerequiaite: 205. 
Life histories, influence of environmental conditions, pathogenicity, and control 
measures of forest disease pathogens and microorganisms attacking lumber. 
424. General Plant Ecology. {0·2 3 or 6) Or. 3 or 4. 
Prerequisite: 205. 
F. 
Native and crop vegetation 
estry, grazing, and general 
438. Seed Viability. (Agron. 
Prr.requi8ite: 205. 
in relation to factors of environment; application to for 
plant production. 
438) (0·1·4) Cr. 3. 
Alt. W Ofl'er<'d 1D45-46, not offered 1946·47 
Principles and methods of seed germination; factors affecting viability; 1>hysiology or 
germination. 
456. Poisonous Plants. ( 1-0·4) Cr. :J. F. 
Prerequisite: 101 or 102. 
Classification, distribution, identifkalion, und t•ontrol of poisonous plants; toxkology 
of plants. 
4 7 4. Special Problems. Or. 2 to 5. 
PrPrequiaite: 15 credits in Bot. 
A. ::Morphology. 
B. Physiology. 
C. Plant Pathology. 
n. ::Mycology. 
E. Systematic Botany. 
Ji'. Plant Ecology. 
G. Economic Botany. 
I<'. w. 8. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCBD UNDERURAl>UATE AND URADUAT& STUDKNTS 
.304. Plant Cytology. (0·1·4) Or. 8. 
Prerequisite: 205, 102 or 404. 
<Jell structure. Cytoplasm and its inclusions 
problems. 
505. Methods in Cytology. (0·1·6) Cr. 8. 
Prerequiaite : 504. 
Paraffin method ap1>lied to cytological mntortnl. 
nent. Living cells. 
F. 
M!!si.rs. Martin. Hus" 
Nucleus and its relation to genl'ti" 
R. 
Mr. SnR" 
Smear method, temporary nnd permu-
507. Phytopathology. (0 2-8) Or. 3. 14~. 
Prerequisite: 207. Messrs. Kent, Melhua 
Biological significance of parasitism and disease processes in plants. 
524. Vegetative Cover. {0-2-8 or 6) Cr. 8 or 4. l•'. 
Prerequiait6: 424, Agron. 254. 
Role of vegetative cover in soil and 
control of the component plants. 
535. Disease Control. (0·2·3) Cr. 3. 
Mr. Aikman 
water conservation; evaluation, integration and 
W. A. 
Prerequialle: 607 or 671. 
Exclusion, eradication, protection, and methods of selection for disease resislan"c 
Preparation oC fungicides and theories or fungicid1&l action. 
538. Seed Borne Pathogens. (Agron. 53R) (0·1·4) Cr. 3. 
Alt. S. Not offered 1946-46, ofT(lrt•d 194fi 47 
Prerequisite: 207. 
Detection, identification, nnd control of parasitic organisms carried by 
Mr. Porter 
crop saeds. 
s. 554. Morphology of Crop Plants. (0·0·6) Cr. 3. 
Mr. Martin 
development of more important crop plants as related to 
PrerequUrite: 205. 
Structure and structural 
their cultivation. 
555. Methods in Histology. (By conf.) Cr. a. 
Prerequirite: 205. 
:Methods of killing, imbedding, sectioning, and staining plant material. 
F. 
Mr. Sass 
F. W. S. 559. Advanced Morphology. Or. 2 to 5. 
PrerequWite: 405 or 604, 655. 
Oomparatlve morphology and histology 
selected groups of plants. 
Messrs. Martin, Sass 
of vegetative and reproductive organs of 
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SS. 565. Advanced Field Botany. (By ('Onf. and field work) Cr. 3. 
Mr. Dietz 
Selection of materials and methods 
Prerequillite: 206. 
Field plnnt life; biologic nnd humnnistic nspects. 
of field presentntion. 
566. Native Range Plants. (O·l 6) Cr. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: 206, 424. Mr. Dietz 
Geographic distribution, identification, and use of nntive field and forest forage plants. 
571, 572, 573. Advanced Plant Pathology. (0·2 3) Cr. 8 each. Yr. 
Prere.quisite: 207. Messrs. Kent, Melhus 
Diseases of special crops. Virus, ba<'terinl, nnd fungus diseases of field and \lorticul· 
tural crops. 
574. Plant Pathology. Cr. as nrranged. 
Prereqrdaite: 207. • 
Specific problems in diseases of plants. 
F. W. S. 
M(lssrs. Dietz, Gilman, Kent, Melhus 
575. Field Mycology. (0·2·12) Or. 8. SS. 
Prwequi.aite: 207. 
Oollcction nnd taxonomy of fungi, and relation of thPir occurrence to 
factors. Preparation and utilizntion of mycologicnl exsic<'nti. 
Mr. Gilman 
environmental 
fi 76. Field Plant Pathology. l 0-4 12) Cr. 4. SS. 
Prerequi.aite: 207. 
Technique and interpretation of field plots; methods of 
fungicides; surveys nnd estimntes of crop losses. 
Messrs. Dietz, Melhus 
preparation nnd application of 
584. Advanced Plant Ecology. ( 0·2·8) Cr. s. 
Prerequiaite: 424. 
Origin, development, and reactions of vt>getntion; 
plant indicators. · 
585. Experimental Field Ecology. (0·1·6) Or. 3. 
F. 
Mr. Aikman 
classification of vegetation units; 
F. W. S. 
l'rerequi8ite: 424. 
Quantttntive investigation of environmpnt; method11 and instruments 
Mr. Aikman 
used; problems. 
590. Advanced Systematic Botany. (0·1 6) Cr. 3. s. 
Prtirequi.aite: 206. 
ldentificntion of rPpr<'S<'ntntive exoti<' plnnts 
ments. Significance of relnted B<'ien<'<'S. 
Mr. Goodman, Miss Hayden 
A<'qunintan<'e with monographic treat· 
594. Special Topics ln Systematic Botany. (0 o 3 to 15) Cr. 1 to 5. F. W. S. 
Pr'1t!q1li11ite · 590. Mr Goodman, Miss Hayden 
Ah~ne, mos11es, f<'rns, SC'Cd plants 
595. Agrostology. ( o I 6) C'r. :i. F. 
I'rt"rt!qrtisittl 2Cl6, 424. Mr D1Ptz, Miss Hayden 
Systt>mnti<' position and econom1r uses of important grasses. 
599 History of Botany. (3-0 I}) <'r. 3. Alt. S. Not off<'rPd 1945 46, offerPd 1946 47 
Prt'Tt'quiaittf: 205. Mr. Gilman 
C'OURSES •·on ORAl>UATE ST'CDJ..NTS 
606. Morphology of Algae. ( 0-2 12) <'r :J. 
Prerequisit": 205. 
Structure, reprodu<'t.ion, and systematic 1iosit on of nlgne. 
611, .612. Plant Physiology. (O 3·3 ur 6) l'r. •l -or!s each. 
Prerequisitt1: 205, Chem. 256. 
Water relations of plants, minernl nod organi<' nutrition, physiology 
613. Advanced Plant Physiology. ( o 2 6 > Cr. 4. 
Prerequisite: 612. 
Growth correlations, tropisms, nnd physiology of reproduction. 
SS. 
Miss Hayden 
F. W. 
Mr. Loomis 
of growth. 
s. 
Mr. LoomiE: 
61 7. Physiological Methods and Technique. ( 0· 1 · 6 to 12) Or. 3 to 5. W. 
618. Plant Enzymes. (By conf.) Cr. 1. 
Mr. Loomit1 
SS. 
Mr. Loomis 
Role o( enzymes in plants: their secretion. prepnration, isolation, and specific action. 
,ll34. Bacterial and Vlr-us Dlsoses of Plants. (0·2 6) Cr. 4. F, 
Prert!quiait1: 207. Messrs. Kent, Melhus 
Symptoms, environmcntnl influences, host reactions, laboratory and greenhouse cultural 
studies. · 
636. Plant Pathological Technique. (0·2 9) Cr. 5. w 
Prerequisite: 201. Messrs. Kent, Mclhu~ 
Oulturnl, physio)ogi<'al. nnd histologirnl techniqu<'s. I~nboratory practice in isolation 
of pnrnsitcs. germinal on, ino<'ulation, and cnrrying sto<'k cultures. 
641, 642, 643. General Mycology. (0 2·6) Cr. 4 ench. 
Prerequi8ite: . 207. 
Tn:oconomy, morphology nnd phyloi::eny of ~Jim<' molds nnd fungi 
nscomycetos, fungi imperfC<'ti, and basidiomycetes). 
644. Advanced Mycology. Or. 3 to 5. 
Yr. 
Mr. GB.man 
( phycomycetes, 
F. W. S. 
Prtirequi8ite: 648. 
Some specific group of fungi 
soils. or dairying. 
Mr. Gilman 
as related to applied agriculture, pathology, bacteriology, 
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654. Advanced Plant Ecology. (0-2·8) Cr. s. 
Prerequisite: 584. 
Relation of environmental conditions to growth 
695. Research. 
8. 
Mr. Aikman 
nnd competition in plants. 
A. Morphology Messrs. Martin, Sass 
B. Physiology. Messrs. Bakke, Loomis 
C. Plant Pathology. l\fessrR. Dietz, Oilmnn. l\felhus, Murphy, Porter, Heddy 
D. Mycology. Mr. Gilman 
lJ:. Systematic Botany. Mr. Goodman, •Miss Hayden 
F. Plant Ecology. Mr. Aikman, Miss Hayden 
G. Economic Botany. Messrs. Dietz, Porter 
698. Seminar. F. W. S. 
Meetings of botanical staff and students to discuRs recent. literature, and problems under 
investigation. 
A. For staff and students in botany. Required. Mr. Melhue-. 
B. For students toking major work in physiology and ecology. 
Cr. 1. Messrs. Ailonan, Bakke, Loomis 
C. For students taking major work in plant pathology. Cr. 1. Mr. Melhus 
D. For students taking major work in morphology and taxonomy. 
Cr. 1. Miss Hayden, Messrs. Goo<lman, Martin, Sass 
CERAMIC ENGINEERING 
CnARLES M. Dooo, B.Ccr.E., Cer.E., Head of Department 
Instructor *Beckemeyer 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in ceramic engineering leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Science, see page lOQ. 
Ceramic engineering deals with those products which are formed from earthy 
minerals and rendered durable by a process of heat treatment at high tempera-
tures. This includes most of the non-metallic inorganic substances manufactured 
into such commodities as structural clay products; fire brick and refractories; 
whitewares, including dinnerware, chemical and electrical porcelains, floor and 
wall tile; glass; porcelain enamels on metals; art pottery; cements, limes "and 
plasters; abrasives, and many other similar products. 
The ceramic engineer is concerned with the technical problems encountered in the 
development, control, production and use of these products. He must also be well 
versed in the methods employed for winning, forming, drying and firing of ceramic 
raw materials. The ceramic engineer receives a well-rounded education to fit him 
for research, production, design or sales engineering, depending upon the capabilities 
and inclination of the individual. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in ceramic 
engineering, and minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a curriculum sub-
stantially equivalent to that required of undergraduate students in ceramic engi-
neering or chemical engineering at this institution. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES l'RIMARJuY FOR l'NDERORADUATE STUDENTS 
1 oo. Orientation. ( 1-0·0) Required. S. 
201, 202, 203. Seminar. ( 1 O·O) Required. Yr. 
206. Winning and Forming of Ceramic Raw Materials. (4·0 O) Or. 4. F. 
Brief ceramic history: prospecting for and winning <'ernmic ra\V materials; methods of 
forming raw materials into ware for drying 
207. Ceramic Raw Materials. (4·0·0) Or. 4. W. 
Prerequisite: Ohem. 108. • 
Geological formation; geofraphical distribution and occurrence; behavior and <"hemlcal 
and physical properties o the more important ceramic raw materials. 
•Absent on leave. 
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:!U8. Drying and Firing of Ceramic Wares. (3·0·:.I) Cr. 4. S. 
PrttrequiJrite: 206, 207. 
Theory: physical and chemical changt'S resulting from drying and firing of formed 
ware, combustion of fuels, pyrometry, availnble equipment. 
:iUl, 302, 803. Seminar. ( l·O O) Required. Yr. 
309. Ph7Blcal and Chemical Properties of Ceramic Materials. (0·8·9) Or. 6. F. 
Prerequirite : 208. 
Calculations; determinations with clays and other ceramic materials in the raw, 
plastic, dry and fired state. 
:n 5. Ceramic Bodies, Glazes and Colors. ( 3 · o O) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequirite: 809. 
Essentials of a ceramic body: properties and processing of types of ceramic wares i clay 
ware decoration; glazes and correction of their defects; colors, their composition and 
process of manufacture. 
316. Enamels. (0 8·8) Or. 4. S. 
Prertqui8ite: 809 
Sheet steel, cast iron, and jewelry enamels; their compositions, processing, and finished 
products; tests and specifications. Laboratory in enameling practices. 
400. Inspection Trip. Required. F. 
Prttrequiaite: Senior Cer.E. classification. 
One week trip inspecting ceramic plants and studying industrial methods of pro· 
duction. 
401, 402, 408. Seminar. (l·O·O) Required. Yr. 
404. Refractories. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F. 
PrtJrequi8ite: 809. 
Manufacture, properties, uses, performance, and testing of basic, neutral, and acid 
refractories. 
4U6. Glass Technology. (0·3 O) Cr. 8. S. 
Prerequirite : 809. 
Industrial and artistic glass. Composition, raw materials, control, specifications; manu-
facturing processes; finished products and their properties; plant layout; machinery 
and equipment. 
412, 418. Oeramio Products Development and Control W. S. 
412. (1-0·9) Or. 4. W.; 418 (0·0·12) OT. 4. S. 
412. J>rerequUite: 816. 
418. Prerequi8Ue: 412. 
Laboratory practice with brick. tile, white wares, fine specinl ceramic wares and 
decorating materials; testing of ftnished products. 
424, 425. Ceramic Engineering Design. (2·0·6) Or. 4 each. W. s. 
424. Prerequisite: O.E. 881. 
Calculations for ceramic plant structures of timberJ masonry, reinforced concrete and 
steel; _production of working drawings and plans trom design data. 
· 425. Prereqmaite: 424. 
Design for a ceramic kiln and a ceramic plant. 
431, 483, 483. Ceramic Engineering Applic&tions. Or. 2 to 5. Yr 
Assigned topics for investigation. 
COURSES FOB .A.DVANO:SD UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
511, 512, 518. Advanced Cera.mlc ~ecbnology. (2 to 6·0·0) Or. 2 to 6 eo.ch. Yr. 
Preriquirite: 816, 404, 406, permission of instructor. Mr. Dodd 
Refractories ; enamels; glass technology. 
515. Purification of Cer&mlo Materials. (4-0 0) Or. 4. W. 
Prereq_uUUe: Ohem. 828, 425. 
Methods of removing impurities from ceramic materiala by magnetic 
ftotation, electTostatic treatment; design of equipment. 
Mr. Dodd 
separation, froth 
O()UBSES J'OR GB.ADUATG STUDENTS 
611, 612, 618. Ph7sical Chemical Properties of Ceramic Materials. 
(2 to 6·0·0) Or. 2 to 6 each. Yr. 
Prerequ.'8ite: Ohem. 828, 425. 
Theones of fiocculation, defiocculation, shrinkage, thixotropy, plasticity, viscosity, and 
pyrochemical reactions and equilibria; methods of measuring size of grain and relation 
of particle size to other properties; colloidal phenomeha; base exchange and eJf ect on 
ceramic raw materials. 
1114, 615, 616. Physical Ohemlcal Properties of Ceramic Materials. 
(0·0·6 to 12) Or. 2 to 4. 
PnrtJqu'8ite: Ooncurrent with 611, 612, -618. 
Laboratory practice in determination of various properties covered 
620. Seminar. Required. 
Yr. 
Mr. Dodd 
in lectures. 
621, 622, 628. Advanced Ceramic Engtneerlni Dealgn. (2·0-6) Cr. 4. 
• Prer,quirite : 425. 
!4r. Dodd 
Yr. 
Speciall&ed ceramic machinery, driera, kilns, and plant structuree. 
Mr. Dodd 
630. Beaearch 
Mr. Dodd 
CHEMICAL AND MINING ENGINEERING 
CHEMICAL AND MINING ENGINEERING 
ORLAND RussELL SWEENEY, Ph.D., Ch.E., Head of the Department 
Professors Burrell Franklin Ruth, Ph.D.; Henry Albert Webber, Ph.D. 
Instructors Jensen, Ludka, White 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
181 
For undergraduate curricula in chemical engineering and in mining engineering 
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, see pages 110 and 116 
The department was established to supply men fd'r those industries which require 
engineers with a thorough knowledge of chemistry. Since raw materials are being 
elaborated into such a large variety of materials by means of chemical processes, 
there is a large and constantly increasing demand for men trained in the f unda-
mental operations of chemical engineering. To list only a few of the demands for 
these men, there is cited the manufacture of heavy chemicals, dyes, sugar, foods, 
soap, electro-chemical products, paints, varnishes, lacquers, gas, tar, coke, and 
coal tar products. In the mining field such materials as coal, clay, gypsum, and 
metal ores demand their quota of trained engineers. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science in 
chemical engineering and mining engineering, and Doctor of Philosophy in chem-
ical engineering; and minor work to students taking major work in other de-
partments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a satisfactory under-
graduate curriculum in chemical engineering substantially equivalent to that offered 
at this institution. 
Minor work will usually be sele~ted from chemistry, mechanical engineering, 
civil engineering, electrical engineering, ceramic engineering, mathematics, miner-
alogy, physics, economics, geology, or bacteriology. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 
Chemical Engineering. 351, 352, 353, 411, 412, 413, 421, 422, 423, 441, 442, 
443, 452, 471, 472~ 473, 486. 
Mining Engineering. 301, 302, 303, 417, 421, 422, 423. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES IN CHEMICAI. ENGINEERING 
COURSES FOR NON•OOLLEOIATE STUDENTS 
1, 2 8. Orientation. (l·O·O) Or. R. 
Lectures to orient the student in the field of chemi~al engineering. Di11cu1alon of the 
scope of chemical engineering. The place of the chemically trained student In chemlral 
industries. 
9. Chemical Engineering Combustion. (2-0·0) Or. 2. 
Principles of combustion, elementary treatise of steam generation and URe. 
11 12, 18. Chemical Engineering Lectures. (2·1·0) Or. 8 each. 
' Lectures covering the unit operations of chemical engineering. 
21, 22, 28. Chemical Engineering Laboratory. (0·0-9) Or. 4 each. 
Laboratory practice on ~uipment covering each o( the fundamental or unit opera· 
tions of chemical engineenng. 
81, 82, 88. Chemical Engineering Problems. (0·0-6) Or. 2 each. 
(81 82) Solution of problems having to do with chemical engineering processea and 
equipment. (38) Elementary principles of the design of chemical engineering plants 
and equipment. 
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COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERORA.DUATB STUDENTS 
100. Technical Lecture. (l·O·O) Required. S. 
Introduction to fields of chemical and mining engineering; relation of chemical and 
mining engineer to industry. 
101, 162, 163. ObemicalEngtneeringLa.boratocy. (00·3) Cr. I each. Yr. 
Open only to students pcrmanentlf excusl'd from military training. An approved 
ussignment ni; laboratoriun on special problems 
!151, 852, 353. Elements of Chemical Enginee.ing. Yr. 
351. (3·0·0) Cr. 3. F.; 352. (4·0·U) Cr. 4. W.; 353. (30·0) Cr. 3. 8. 
Prerequisite: Chem. 212. 
Industrial stoichiometry, fluid flow, hc>nt transfer, and fundamental unit operations 
of chemical engineering. 
400. Senior Inspection Trip. Required. F. 
Prereq1iiaite: Senior Oht'm E. clnssiflcntion. 
Visits to d1rmical industries nnd plants in nn industrial area for one week. 
401, 402. 403. Technical Seminar. (l·O 0) Required. Yr. 
Technical reporta and discussions of current chemical engineering literature. 
411, 412, 418. Industrial Chemistry. (2·1·3) Cr. 4 each. Yr. 
Prerequi8ite: Chem. 213. 
Discussion of chemical proces11es, raw materials and their elaboration; industrial 
chemical and e)c('tro-chcmicnl operations. 
4 21, 422, 423. Chemical Engineering Laboratory. ( O·O 9) Cr. 3 ench. Yr. 
Prer,qiiUtite : Chem 21 a. 
To 1mrallel 411, 412. 413. Elaboration of raw materials and use of chemical ma· 
chinery. Cnlculntion of costs and efficiencies. Testing of unit operation equipment. 
441, 442. 443. Elements of Chemical Engineering. (1·1·3) Cr. s ench. Yr. 
Prerequisitr: Chem. 833. 
Industrial stoichiomrtry, rnw mntt>rials, fundamental <'hemical engineering operations, 
chemi<'nl engineering equipment, and chemical industrinl processes. 
452. Chemical Engineering Problems. (0·2 O) Cr. 2. W. 
Pr,rrquisite: 851. 
Solution of problems pertaining to unit operations nnd procesS('s. 
4G5, 46G. Chemical Engineering Applications. F. W. S. 
405. (0·0·6 or 9) Cr 2 or 3.; 466. (0·0·6 to 15) C'r. 2 to 5. 
Introduction to methods of pnforming research and making reports. Pi:e of ab· 
strn<'ls, bibliographies, indexed, and patent literature. Investigatitm of nn approved 
topic. 
471, 472, 473. Chemical Engineering Design. (O·O 6) f'r. 2 ea('h. Yr. 
PrtJrequiaite: 858. 
Design and layout of <'hcmical plants and chemical machinery. 
4>Hl. Applied Electro-Chemistry. ( o 2 o) f'r. 2. S 
Prerequiaittt: 411. 
Elcrtro-cht>mfrnl industries. 
COl'RS•:s •·on AIJYANCEI> l"NDERllRAlll'ATE ANO URADUATE STUDt~NTS 
551. 552. 553. Principles of Chemical Engineering. Yr. 
551. (3·0·0) Cr. 3. F.; 552. (4·0·0) Cr. 4. W.: 553. (3·0 o) Cr. 3. S. 
Prerequisite: 213. 
Unit operations for advanced students. 
586. Applied Electro-Chemistry. (0·2 or 3 0) Cr. 2 or 3. S. 
Prttrequilrite · 411. Mr. Webber 
Electro <'hemicnl industries. 
C'OURRF.S FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
600. Chemical Engineering Research. Messrs. Ruth, Sweeney, Webber 
GlO. Chemical Engineering Investigations. (2·1·0) Cr. 3. s. 
Prerequisite: 413. Mr. Sweeney 
Research methods, current problems. 
Gl l, 612, 613. Advanced Industrial Chemistry. (2 1 O) Cr. 3 ench. Yr. 
Prerequillite: Chem. 213. ~ Mr. Sweeney 
Detailed comprehensive studies of umt operations and processes occurring in selected 
<'hemical industries. Coordination and integration of material studied in elementary 
courses. 
615. Organization of Chemical Engineering Industries. (3 O·O) Cr. s. 
Alt. F. Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946-47 
Prerequillite: 413. Mr. Sweeney 
Do\'elopmrnt of t'hemical engineering industry based upon fundamental principles of 
J>lant location, design. unit operation <'osts, power utilization management, and 
operation. 
616. Cellulose Industries. ( 8-0·0) Cr. 3. Alt. W. Offered 1945-46 
Prt1r~q11ilrite: 413 or 448. ' 
Ct>Uulosic raw materials, their chemistry. physics, economics, and 
not offered 1946-4 7 
Mr. Webber 
industrial uses. 
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620. Semlna.r. Required. Messrs. Ruth, Swel'ncy, Webber 
Engineering Laboratory. (O·O 9) Cr. 3 each. Yr. 621, 622, 623. Advanced Chemical 
Prerequisite: Chem. 213. 
Advanced studies in unit operations. 
Messrs. n.uth, Webber 
651, 652, 653. Advanced Chemical Engineering. 
Alt. Yr. 
Prereqriiaite: 413. 
(2 or 3-0 0) Cr. 2 or 3 each. 
Not offered 1945·46, offered 1946-47 
Mr. Ruth 
Selected advanced studil's on chemical engineering unit operations. 
671, 672, 673. Advanced Chemical Engineering Design. (O 0·3 to 9) Cr. 1 to a ench. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 413. Mr. Sweeney 
Design and layout of chemi<-nl 11lnnts and machinery. Planning of industrial chemical 
laboratories. . 
COURSES IN MIXING ENGINEERING 
COURSES l\.R.TllAR.JLY FOR l"NDt~RGltAlJUATB STUDENTS 
301, 302, 303. Mining Methods. {3·0·0) C'r. 3 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: Chem. 212 or Geol. 201. 
Prospecting, subsidence and support, drilling and bJao;tiug, hoisting, hnulnge, and 
drainage. Placer, open-cut, and underground mining methods. Mine examination and 
administration. 
314. Principles of Metallurgy. (3·0·0) Cr. :J. 8. 
Prerequisite: Chem. 212 or Geol. 355. 
Study of reduction of common metnls from their ores: detailffi annlysis of rl'nsons for 
smelter premiums and penalties. 
324. Mine Surveying. (2·0·6) Cr. 4. S. 
Prerequisite: O.E. 325. 
Precise surface and underground surveying for mnpJ>ing nnd boundary dC1terminationR, 
mining claims, track and mill layouts. 
351, 352, 35a, Elements of Mining Engineering. ( :1 0-0) Cr. 3 <>nrh Yr 
Prereqniaite: Chem. 212. 
Industrial stoichiometry, fluid flow, heat transfer, and fundnmental unit operations of 
mining and metallurgical engineering. 
400. Senior Inspection Trip. Required. l•'. 
Prerequisite: Senior Mn E. classification. 
One-\veek field trip to mines nnd mills in Jown, South Dnkotn, or Mistouri. 
417. Fire Assaying. (l·O-:J or 6) Cr. 2 or 3 \\'. 
Prerequisite: Chem. 212 or Geol. 355 
Calculation of crucible charges; technique of <'Upellntion and parting. 
421, 422, 42:1. Mining Engineering Laboratory. CO o 9) Cr. :i <>nrh. Yr. 
PrP-requilrite: Chem. 212 or Geol. 865. 
Elnhoration of rnw matt>rials and use of mining machinery. Culrulntion of ro~ts and 
efficiencies. Control of operations. 
465, 466. Mining Engineering Applications. (O 0-6 to 15) Cr. 2 to 5. P. W. R. 
Special problems on appro\•ed mining engineering topics. 
471, 472, 473. Mining Engineering Design. (0 O·G) C'r. 2 <>ach. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 353. 
Mine plant design nnd selection of mine plnnt equipment. 
COURSE l!'OR ORADUATE STUD.KNTS 
600. Mining Englnee1ing Research. 
CHEMISTRY 
Mr. Sweeney 
RALPJI MALCOLM HlxoN, B.S., Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors Frank Emerson Brown, Ph.D.; Winfred F. Coover, D.Sc.; Ellis Ingham 
Fulmer, Ph.D.; Henry Gilman, Ph.D.; Frank Harold Spedding, Ph.D.; John 
Anderson, Wilkinson, Ph.D. 
·Associate Professors Emerson W. Bird, PhD.; Norman Ashwell Clark, Ph.D.; 
Harvey Diehl, Ph.D.; Rachel Hartman Edgar, Ph.D.; *lral Brown Johns, 
Jr., Ph.D.; Walter Bernard King, PhD.; Nellie May Naylor, Ph.D.; Robert 
Ridgely Sealock, Ph.D.; *Leland Alfred Underkofl<.>r, Ph.D.; Harley A. Wil-
helm, PhD. 
•Absent on leave. 
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Assistant Professors Sidney W. Fox, Ph.D.; John Alexander Hogg, Ph.D.; Robert 
Eugene Rundle, Ph.D.; *William J. Shannon, Ph.D. 
Instructors Barr, Curtis, DeLaHunt. Gilje, Hammer, McKeen, Meads, Montgom-
ery, Reese. Szczepaniak, Walde 
Fellows Beel, Broadbent. Christian, Dube, !<ling, Gainer, Holdren, Melvin, Nobis, 
Plunkett, Runge, Tuller, Ward, White 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curricula in science. major in chemistry, in chemical tcchnoJogy 
and in food technology, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, see pages 
l.H. 136, 134, respectively. 
The department is organized to meet the demands for chemical training in a 
highly technical institution. Its work is therefore comprehensive and is grouped 
under inorganic chemistry and qualitative analysis, analytical, bio-physical, enzyme, 
food and sanitary, organic, physical, plant, physiological and nutritional, soil, and 
textile chemistry. 
The field of chemical technology, which prepares for teaching, government or 
research work, as well as industrial work, is becoming increasingly important as 
industry expands and is placed more completely under scientific control. This 
curriculum gives the basic training desired for positions as consulting chemists; as 
superintendents of factories of the industries based on chemistry or under chemical 
control, such as the manufacture of glass, pigments, paints and varnishes, oils and 
fats, soaps, sugar. glucose, explosives, dyes, gas, iron and steel alloys, petroleum 
products, paper, leather, fine chemicals, perfumes, drugs, foods; as chemists in 
government, state. municipal, experiment station, research or fartory laboratories 
or as teachers of chemistry. 
The curriculum in science with a major in chemistry, is offered in order to 
co-operate with other departments of the institution in preparing students for 
responsible positions in the industries which require fundamental training in other 
sciences along with intensive training in chemistry. Notable examples are found 
in the demand for bacteriological chemists in the canning, preserving, and packing 
industries, and for chemists with special training in the baking, photographic, 
wholesale food, feed, and dairy industries. and for water survey and board of health 
work. 
For undergraduate work in food technology, see page 214. 
OPPORTU?'\ITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in analytiral, inorganic, physical, organic, food and sanitary, 
textile, soil, plant, enzyme, physiological and nutritional, dairy, bio-physical, and 
special agricultural chemistry; and minor work in these fields and in biochemistry 
to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of undergraduate work 
in chemistry. mathematics, and physics, substantially equivalent to that required of 
undergraduate students at this institution whose major is in chemical technology. 
Open to graduates for minor only: 321, 322, 323, 345, 347, 348, 411, 425, 427, 
431, 432, 433, 441, 444, 445. 466, 474. 
•Absent on leave. 
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DESCRlPTIUN <H<' COURSJ~S 
Index to cour:;e numbers is gi \'en hy tho 
(a) Inorganic Ohemistry nnd 
BPcond and tlurd figures: 
( g) Household (including Tex· 
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Elementary Qualitative .An 
alysis 
tile) Chemistry 61 to 60 
(b) Analytical Chemistry 
(c) Physical Ohemistry 
( d) Organic Chemistry 
(fl) Food and Sanitary ChPm· 
is try 
( f) Agricultural (including 
01 to 09 
11 to 19 
21 to 29 
31 to 39 
41 to 49 
Phrnt and Soil) Chemistry 51 to 59 
(h) Physiological and Nutri· 
tional Chemistry 71 to 7!1 
(i) Bio·physical (including En· 
zyme and Zymo·) Chem· 
fstry 81 to 8!1 
(j) Research 91 to 9!J 
OO'JJRSES PIUMARILY FOR UNDERG&ADUATK STUDF:NTR 
14, 16. Quantitative Analysis. (0·1·6) Cr. 3 each. 14. F.: 16. W. 
Theory nnd practi<'e of elemuntary grnvimt>tric and volumPt ri<' n11alylli11. 
:J4 Elementary Organic Chemistry. co 2 3) Cr. 3. s. 
General prin<'iples of orgnni<' rhPmi11try including both tlwory nncl laborntory 
preparation. 
COURSES PllIMAIULY l!"OR NON·COLLEOlATE STUDENTS 
:tooA, lOuB. Introduction to General Chemistry. ( 2 2 3 J. Cr. 2 each. F. W. S. 
l•'or student.11 madequately prepared for Clwmu1try l O l. As11ignment by divisional 
deans and Denn of the Junior College. 
lUl, 102. General Chemistry. (2 2 3) Cr. 4. F. W. S. 
Principles of chemistry, properties of no11-1nt>tallic and motnllic olumonts. 
0. 1',or students desiring a more extended study as a foundation for tho profos· 
sional courses in chemistry, chemical technology, food technology or chemical en· 
gineering. (0·8-6) 1010. F; lOSC. W. 
103. General Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis. (1·2-4) Or. 4. F. B. 
Prerequwe: 102 or 106. 
Continuation of general chemistry, introduction to the reactions of individual 
elements and to group reactions as used in the determinntion of tho composition ol 
matter. • 
C. For students desirmg a more extended study as a foundation for the professional 
courses in chemistry, chemical technology, food technology or c-hemical engineering. 
(2·1·6). s. 
104. Supplementary Work in General Chemistry. (O·l·O) Cr. 1. Yr. 
Students who demonstrate proficiency in Chemistry 101, 102 and 103, and who 
decide to do so, will be permitted to enroll in Ohem. 104. Assignment only by De· 
partment of Chemistry with approval of divisional deans and Doan of the Junior 
College. 
106, 106. General Chemistry. (2·2·3) Or. 4 each. F. W. 8. 
A. For those who have not had high school chemistry. 
B. For those who have had high school chemistry. 
(105) Principles and the non-metallic elements. (106) Metnllio elements and their 
compounds. 
174. Applied Organic Chemistry. (2·1 6) Cr. 5. 1'~. 
PrerequiBite: 108 or equivalent in general chemistry. 
For veterinary students. Attention given to orgnnic compounds of biological im-
portance. 
175. Physiological Chemistry. (2·1·6) Cr. 5. W. 
Prerequiaite: 174. 
For veterinary students. Chemistry of nnimal body; digestion: metabolism; nutri-
tion. 
201, 202. Inorganic Chemistry. (2·0-0) Cr. 2 1>nc-h. 201. 1',, W. ; 202. W. S. 
Prerequirite: 108. 
Principles and theories in detail. 
203. Qualitative Analysis. (1-0 6) Cr. 3. S. 
Prerequi8ite: 202. 
Systematic analysis for ions except those of rare elements. with special nttcntion tu 
theory and the detection of negative ions. 
211, 212, 218. Quantitative Analysis. Yr. 
211, 212. (0·2 6 or 9) C'r. 4 or 5 ench, 218. (0 1-6 or 9) Cr. 3 or 4. 
Prerequisite: 108. 
Theory and practice of elementary grnvimetric and volumetric analysis. 
216, 216, 217. Quantitative Analysis. Cr. 5 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 108. 
215, 216. (0 3-6) Theory and practice of elementary gravimetric nnd volumetric 
analysis. 
217. (0·2-9) Technical analysis of wntPr, gas, fuels, oils nnd rwtrolcum. Em· 
plmsis on thP literature O( analyticol chemistry. 
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255, 256. Applied Organic Chemistry and Quantitative Analysts. (2·0·4) Or. 3 each. 
255. F. W.; 256. W. S. 
PrtJrtJquiaite : 108. 
Fundamentals with applications to agriculture. 
257. Applied Organic Chemistry. (3·0 4) Cr . .i. S. 
Prerequi8ite: 102. 
For forestry students. Organic chemi11try with n11pli<'ntiom1. 
259. Chemistry of Forest Products. (2-0 o > Cr. :!. S. 
Prerequisite : 2 5 7. 
Pinnt metabolism nnd plant productR. 
264. Organic Chemistry. (S·O or 1·6) C'r :; or Ii F. \Y. S 
Prerequi8ite: 106. 
A. For homo e<.'onomics students. 
B. For agricultural economics, dn1ry it1 !11i;tr". :·11rnl so,•iology, nnd 1rnil scie1ue 
students. 
0. 11,or pre·medic students who <.'annot C'lnsi;1(y m C'hrm. 331, 332, 333. 
The fuqdamental principles of orgnni<.' chemistry. 
205. Food Analysis. (3·0-.IJ) Cr. 5. F. W. S. 
Prerequiaite: 264. 
Elementary gravimetric and volumetric analysis nnd methodt1 of food analysis. 
20fJ. Food Analysis. (2·0·3) Or. 3. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 204. 
An elementary course devoted to methods of analysiR. 
268. Textile Analysis. (2 1 6) Cr. 5. S. 
Prerequisite: 264. 
Elementary gravimetri<.' and volumetric analysis and the nnnlyRis of fibns and 
textiles by chemical and physical methods. 
274. Physiological and Nutritional Chemistry. (2 0·3) Cr. a. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 266. 
Fundamental principles of physiological chemistry nnd the chemiRtry of nutrition. 
275. Physiological and Nutritional Chemistry. (3·0 6) Cr. 5. F. W. S. 
Pf'erequiaito: 265 or 266. 
Ohomical composition of living matter; metabolism; fundamentnls of nutritional 
chemistry. 
321, 322, 323. Physical Chemistry. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 213. Phys. 223. Mnth. 212, and classification in Chem. 331. 
821 A. For ('hemical engineers. (0·3·3) Cr. 4. 
B. For clwmists and chemknl tedmologistR. ( 0-3 6) C'r. 5. 
322 A. For chemical engineers. (0·3·3) Cr. 4. 
B. For chemists and chPmicnl tPchnologist1<. ( O·!l 6) Cr. 5. 
323 A. For <.'hcmical engineers. (0 2·6) Cr. 4. 
B. For chemists and <'hemical technologii-ts. (0·3·3) f'r. 4. 
Properties of gni~e~. liquids, and Rolids; solutions. thrrmo·C'hemi11try, rPnrtion \'elo,,i '!-.• 
eloctro·chemistry, equilibrium. 
ast, 382, 333. Organic Chemistry. (2·1 O to 6) Cr. 3 to 5 Pach. Yr. 
PrertJqnisite: 108. 
For chemistry nnd chemical engineering students. nnd students sperirtlizing in pr<> 
mcdi<.'al and np)llied biological sdences. 
345. Food Analysis. ( 2·0·0 to 9) Cr. 2 to 5. F. 
Prn-eqrri.aite: Elementary orgnni<> nnd annlyti<>al <'h<>mistry. 
Methods of nnalyt1iR, det<>ction of adulterations, and interpretntion of resultR. 
347. Dairy Chemistry. (0·3·6 >... Cr. 5. F. 
Pr"fquiBite: 26·iB or 265. 
Annl:vl sis of pure and adulterated dairy products and dete<'tion of preservatives and 
color ng matters. 
348. Advanced Dairy Chemistry. (0·2·9} Cr. 5. W. 
PrtJrequiait11 : 84 7. 
Advanced analytical methods: detailed study of <'Omposition nnd changes of compo· 
sition occurring in manufact.ure. 
411. Chemical Technology. (0·2 6) Cr. 4. W. 
Prerequisite: 213, S22, SSS. 
Gas analysis, calorimetry. Appli<'ntion of analytical methods and commercial tests 
to industrial materials, control of plants, nnd purchase of supplies. 
425. Colloid Chemistry. (2 l·S) C'r. 4. Alt. S. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946-47 
Prerequ.iaite: 266. 
Principles of colloid chemistry and their application to various fields of home 
economics. 
427. Physical Chemistry of Ceramics. C0·4 O) Cr. 4. 8. 
Prerequiaite: 21S. 
Phase rule applied to processes in ceramic manufacture. 
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431, 432, 433. Organic Chemistry. ( 2· l ·O or 6) Cr. 3 or 5 each. 
Prerequiaite: 103. 
Yr. 
For chemistry students and those specinlizin~ in applied biological sciences. Prin· 
ciples of organic chemistry, includmg a brief introduction to qualitative orgnnic 
analysis, and training in use of chemical literature. 
441. Sanitary Chemistry. (0·2·6 or 9) Cr. 4 or 5 encl.. 
Alt. S. Offered 1945·46; not offt•red 1946·4i 
Prerequisite: 218, 382, Bact. 304A. 
Analysis and purification of potable wnt~rs; sewage analysis; interpretation of re, 
. suits; planning and organization of 11anitary survey work; food snnitation. 
444, 445. Food Technology. (Ba<'t. 444, 445) ( 3 0 0) Cr. 3 each. W. S. 
Prerequi8ite: 345, 474, Bact. 534, l! ... &N. 408. 
(Given co-operatively by the Departments of Bncteriology nod Chemistry.) Com-
mercial nnd research aspects of food industry. Lectures by specialists in various 
fields and visits to plants. 
466. Textile Chemistry. (2·0·0 or 6) Cr. 2 or 4. F. S. 
Prerequisite: 268. 
Quantitative, physical, and chemical analysis of fibers, yarns, nnd fobrirs; scouring, 
bleaching, and finishing processes. 
4 7 4. Physiological and Nutrttional Chemistry. ( 2 O · 3) Cr. 2. 
Prerequisite: Elementary organic and analytical chemistry. 
Fundamentals of chemistry in life prMesseR. 
F. S. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCBD t"NDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUUKNTS 
501. Inorganic Preparations. (0 u 3 or more) Cr. 1 or more en<'h timo ciocted. 1''. W. 8. 
Prerequisite: 202, 323. Mr. Wilkinson 
Preparation of inorganic compounds. May be taken ns laborntory to accompany 605, 
606, 607. . 
511, 512, 513. Advanced Quantitative Analysis. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 213, 323. 883. Mr. Diehl 
511. (0 3·0) Cr. 3. l!'.; 512. (0·2·6) Or. 4. \V.; 513. (O·O 3 to 12) Cr. 1 to 4 F. W. S. 
(511), (513) Emphasizeg general methods, descriptive inorganic nnnlysis, and 
current literature. (512) Physical and instrumental methods of annlysiis: 
lll4. Spectrographic Analysis. (1·0-6) Cr. 3. S. 
Prerequisite: Quantitative analysis, Phys 213. Mr. Wilhelm 
Application of spectrographic methods to the analysis of various substances !or largo 
and small amounts of many rare and common elements. 
fi15. 516. Metallography. (0·2·6 or 9) Cr. 4 or 5 each. 
Alt. F. W. Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946-47 
Prerequisite: Quantitative analysis. 
Iron, steel, and other alloys. 
518. Microscopic Chemical Analysis. (l·O 6) Cr. 3 ench time elected. F. 
Prerequ:iaite: 203, 218, 383. Mr. Johns 
Training in essential manipulative methods for microscopic identification or clements 
and compounds. • 
519. Quantitative Microchemical Analysis. (1·0·6) Cr. 8. 
Prerequisite: 203, 213, 383. 
Inorganic and organic substances. 
w. 
Mr. Johns 
Cr. 2 to 5. Yr. 521, 522, 523. Advanced Physical Chemistry. (2 o o to 9) 
Prerequi8ite: 823. 
More important phases of physical <'l1emistry from standpoint of 
Mr. Spedding 
thl'rrnodynnmicH. 
525. Colloids. (3·0·0 or B) Cr. 3 or 4. 
Prerequisite: 328, 833. 
Systematic survey of properties of colloidal systems. 
s. 
Mr. l!'ulmer 
531. Qualitative and Quantitative Organic Analysis. ( l·O 6) Cr. B. F. 
Air. Gilman Prerequisite: 213, BBB. 
532, 533. Intermediate Organic Chemistry. w. s. 
532. (2·0·3) Or. 3. W.; 533. (2·0·0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prerequirite : 531, reading knowledge of German. Mr. Gilman 
Problems, abstracts, and reports on selected topics of applied and thcoreticnl impor· 
tan<"e. Training in use of chemkal literature. Laboratory in quantitative organic 
analysis. 
534. Advanced Qualitative and Quantitative Organic Analysis. (1·0 G) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequisite: 531. Mr. Gilman 
535. Advanced Organic Laboratory. (O·O 3) Cr. 1 or more each time elected. F. W. 8. 
Prerequisite: 333. Mr. Gilman 
Involves preliminary research work in synthesis and study or ren<'tions or compounds 
of theoretical and industrial importance. 
545. Special Topics in Food Chemistry. (0·2 or morc·O) Cr. 2 or more. F. W. S. 
Prerequisiu: 345. Mr. Shannon 
Re<'ent developments in food chemistry: detnilcd study of various food products. 
565. Special Topics in Textile Chemistry. (0·1 ·O to 12) Cr. 1 to 6. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 466. Min Edgar 
Isolation, analysis, structure, and chemical behavior of textiles. 
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571, 572, 573. Advanced Physiological and Nutritional Chemistry. Cr. 3 each. 
671, 572. {2 0·3) Cr. S each. Alt. W. S. Offered 1945·46, not. 
offered 1946-47; 573. (3·0·0) Cr. S. Alt. F. Not offered 1945, 
offered !946. 
J•rerequUrite: 275 or 474, 821, classification in 531. Mr. Sealock 
internal secretions, oxidation, metabolism, nutrition, urine, blood, nnd Chemistry of 
tissues. 
574, 575. Physiological and Nutritional Chemistry. (2·0·0 or 3) Cr. 2 or 3 each. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 275 or 474. Mr. Sealock 
Chomistry of digestion, assimilation, and metabolism, advanced nutritional chemistry. 
Methods oC chemical diagnosis. 
576. Special Topics in Physiological Chemistry. (O·O 6 or more) Cr. 2 or more. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 275 or 474. Mr. Sealock 
Physiological chemistry applied to dietetics, veterinary medicine, animal nutrition, 
bacteriology. 
584, 585. Industrial Zymo-Chemistry. ( o 2·3 or more) Or. 8 or more each. 
Alt. W. S. Not offered 1945 46, offered 1946 47 
Prerequuite: 823, 8831 Bact. 804A. Mr. Underkofler Ohemistry of fermentations, with especial reference to the ela born tion of chemicals 
nnd other industrial materials from agriculturnl products. 
!l86. Biochemistry. 
A. B. Bio-organic Chemistry. (0·3·0) Cr. 3 ench. F. W. 
Prerequirite: 255. Mr. Fox 
Brief re:view of fundnmentals of bio organic chemistry with particular applicntion 
to the reactions oi the fats, carbohydrates and proteins. 
0. Bio-physical Chemistry. (3·0 0 or a) Cr. 3 or 4. F. 
Prerequisite: 256 or 265. • 
Interpretation and presentntion oC biochc>mknl data. 
biology. 
Mr. Fulmer 
Electrochemistry as applied to 
D. Bio-physical Chemistry. ( 8·0·0 to 6) Or. 8 to 5. 
Prerequirite: 256 or 265. 
Ooneral properti<>R or solutions. Colloid chemistry. 
F. Bio-inorganic Chemistry. ( 3·0 O) Cr. 3 
w. 
Mr. Fulmer 
F. 
Prerequuite: 256 or c:quivalent. Mr. Clark 
Lnws and theories relatmg to clements oC special importnnce in plants, animals, nnd 
soils. 
0. Analytical Biochemistry. (1·1·6 or 9) Cr. 4 or 5. w. 
Prerequirite: 586F or equivalent. Mr. Clnrk 
Advanced quantitative analysis involving methods for inorganic constituents of hio 
logical material. 
H. Soll Chemistry. ( 2 O·O or 3 ) Cr. 2 or 3. 
Alt. S. Offered 1945 -46, 
Prereqwits: 586G. 
Soil organic matter and its composition.• 
not offered 1946 47 
Mr. Olark 
I. Physical Chemistry of Soils. ( 2·0 o or 3) 
Alt. 8. 
Prorequirite : 586G. 
Reactions and colloids of soil. 
Cr. 2 or 3. 
Not offered 1945 46, offered 1946 4i 
Mr. Clark 
J. Biochemical Laboratory. Crt>dit ns nrrnnged. F. W. S. 
Prerequiritt: Permission of instructor. Messrs. Clark, Fox, Fulmer, Hixon 
For co·oporative development of bio~hemical phases of research problems or co 
operative development of theRes in borderland fields for M.S. and Ph.D. degrees. 
Courses Crom which sequences may be <'hosen by gradunte studentR in soils and bio 
logical sciences ns minors for M.S. nnd Ph.D. degrees or ns a pnrt of th~ir majors 
for either of these degrees. 
Soils sequences : 
(a) Minor for M.S. degree: 586 'fl'. C. and A. 
(b) Minor for Ph.D. degree: 586 F. C, A, 0, D, H, and I. 
Su~gested biological science sequences: 
(a) Minor for M.S. degree: 586 F, C, nnd A. 
(b) Minor for Ph.D. degree· 586 F. C, A. B, D, and G. 
All laboratory \Vork involved in courses list<>d ns 586. with the possible <'x<·eption of 
586J, will be B<'hPduled in on" lnborntory whirh will be open each forenoon and after· 
noon, excepting Aiiturdny afternoon, thnt tlwrf> is n sufficit>nt number of students tn 
mf'et thf' minimum rt>quirements. 
OOlllts•:s l!'OU UltAl>UATK S1'l'JH:N'rH 
1.>u I, 603. Selected Topics ln Inorganic Chemistry. I<'. 8 
601. (2-0·0) Cr. 2 each time elected. F; 603 (2·0·0) Or. 2. S 
Prusquiaits: 202, 323, 838. ~r. Brown 
(601) Structure of matter, periodic lMv, valency, ionization, rare elements, radia· 
tions, and clrnmicnl reactions. ( 608) Oatalysis. 
605..,: 606, 607. Systematic Inorganic Chemistry. (2 O·O) Cr. 2 each. Yr. 
rrerequ'8it~: 202, 823, SSS. Mr. Wilkinson 
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625. Advanced Ph¥81cal Chemistry. (2·0·0) Cr. 2 each time elel'ted. F. W. S. 
Prerequilite: 828, 888. · Mr. Spl'dding 
Theoretical considerations and recent applications of atomic, molecular, nnd nuclcnr 
structure, surface chemistry, photochemistry, chemicnl kinetics, clectrochemistry, 
phase rule, and related topics. 
631. Advanced Organic Chemistry. (O·l·O) Or. 1 or more each time elected. F. W. S. 
Prere9uitrite: 581 rending knowledge of German. Mr. Gilman 
Description and theoretical consideration of advanced reactions. Problems, ab 
stracts and term paper. 
()55. Special Topics in Plant Chemistry. (S·O 0) Cr. 3. 
Prereqtdaite: Organic Chemistry. Alt .. W. Offered 1946-46, not offered 1046 47 
Mr. Hixon 
Carbohydrate chemistry. Isolation, analysis, synthesis of carbohydrate compounds 
or their fermentation products. 
658. Soll Chemistry. (1·1·0 or more) Or. 2 or more each time elected. F. W. S. 
Mr. Clark Prerequirite: 828, 888. 
Physical, analytical, and biochemical methods; topic assignments. 
659. Soll Chemistry. (2·0·0 or S) Or. 2 or 3. F. W. S. 
Mr. Olark Prerequisite: 658. 
Soil reaction and solution: colloids of the soil; organic matter. 
671. Biochemical Preparations. (0·1 3 or more) Or. 2 or more. Ji''. w. s. 
Prttrequiaite: 275 or 474. 
Isolation, preparation, and study of substances from living matter. 
experimental viewpoint of nutritional chemistry. 
Mr. Sealock 
Dovclopment of 
674. Protein Chemistry. (0·2·0) Cr. 2 or more each time elect<>d. R 
Mr. Fox Prerequirite: Permission of instructor. 
Seminar on original and current literature. 
686, 687. Bio-physical Chemistry. (2-0·0 or more) Cr. 2 or more. 
Alt. W. S. Offered 1945 46, not offered 19411 47 
Prerequisite: 525, courses in biology. Mr. Fulmer 
Application of principles and methods of physical chemistry to biology. 
688. Enzyme Chemistry. (O 1-S or more) Or. 2 or more. W. 8. 
Prerequirite: 525, classification in 686. Miss Naylor 
Purification of enzyme material, enzymic action upon fats, ~srbohydrates, protoinR. 
and other food substances. Preliminary training for research. 
695. Research. 
A- Inorganic Chemistry. 
B. Analytical Chemistry. 
0. Physical Chemistry. 
D. Organic Chemistry. 
E. Food, Dairy, and Sanitary Chemistry. 
F. Bio-physical Ohemistry. 
G. Physiological and Nutritional Chemistry. 
H'. Household and Textile Chemistry. 
I. Soil Chemistry. 
J. Plant Chemistry. 
K. Enzyme Chemistry. 
L. Bio·organic Chemistry. 
M. Special Agricultural OhnmiRtry 
P. Mi"ro"hnmical AnalYRiR. 
Messrs. Brown, King, WflkinRon 
Messrs. Diehl, Wilkinson 
Messrs. Rundle, Spedding, Wilhelm 
Mr. Gilmnn 
Messrs. Bird, Ooovor, Shannon 
Messrs. Fulmer, Underkofler 
Mr. Sealock 
Miss Edgar 
Mr. Olark 
Messrs. Hixon, Johns, Rundle 
Miss Naylor 
Mr. Fox 
Mes11rs. Hixon, ThomBR 
Mr. ,Johm1 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
GERTRUDE E. CmTTENDEN, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors Lydia V. Swanson, M.S.; Thomas Franklin Vance, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor Edith M. Sunderlin, M.A. 
Instructors Christian, Ferguson, Kezer, Sparling, Watkins, Wievel 
Senior Fellows Aldous, Trumbo 
Extension Worker Jones 
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in child development leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Science, see page 12 2. 
The purpose of this department is to give students a better understanding and 
appreciation of children. The infants in the home management houses, the nursery 
school children, ages two to five, the play groups made up of grade school children 
coming to the nursery school at stated times, off er unique opportunities to study 
child life at the various ages. The departments of foods and nutrition, zoology, 
and psychology also off er courses which emphasize particular phases of child devel-
opment. 
Specialization in this department prepares students for nursery school teaching 
and administration and for leadership in educational programs of institutions 
caring for children. 
For the student interested in preparing herself for special work with children 
and youth in institutions, a curriculum may be planned in conference with the 
Dean of Home Economics and the head of the child development department. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in child 
development, and minor work to students taking major work in other dep? rt -
ments. The graduate program in this department is planned in coordination v ll h 
that of the Iowa Child Welfare Research Station of the State University of It wa. 
Students desiring to major in chiJd development must have as prerequisites for 
graduate work six to eight quarter credits in beginning foods courses, three quarter 
credits in child development, six quarter credits in psychology (general and child 
psychology), three quarter credits in general sociology, three quarter credits in 
a course on the family or family relationships, and three quarter credits in human 
physiology. It is recommended that the student have a general background in 
home economics, but students with undergraduate training in psychology or 
sociology may be accepted. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 440. 
DESCRIPTIO~ OF COURSES 
C'Ol'B.SES PRil\IARlI..Y FOR UNDEROHAIJUA1'E STl'Dl'.NTS 
:n5. Ohlld Oare and Training. (0·2 3) Cr. 3. F. w. s. 
PrerequUrite: Psych. 815, credit or clnssiflcntion in F.&N. 205. 
Fnrtors invoh·ed in physirnl, mentnl, socinl, and emotional development of children 
with disrussion of home problems. Observntion and participation in nursery school. 
440. Play and Play Materials. < 0·2-3) C'r. :J. F. s. 
J•rcreqttisile: 335. 
Litl'raturo, nrt, music, and piny for preschool children. Selection nnd design of piny 
t'quipment. 
465. Seminar. lO 2 O) Cr. 2. F. W. S. 
Prrrequuite · 335, Psy<'h. 516. 
Prepnrntion nnd pre1wntation of reports on original inve:;;tigntions in rhild de· 
\'elopment. 
COURSJ.~S FOR ADVANCED UNDERORAJlt'ATll: AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
536 Advanced Ohlld Care and Training. (0 2 3 > Cr. 3. 
Prert!quisit11: 385. 
Developmentnl <'hnrnrteristies of children from six to 
plicntions for guidnnre. 
F. W. S. 
Miss Swanson 
twelve years of age with im-
54fi. Envltonmental Factors in Child Growtn. (0·2·3) Cr. 3. s. 
Prert!quiRit6: 335, Soc. 2340. Miss Chittenden 
Study of federal, state, and community legislntion, agencies, and institutions 
ronrerued with welfare of children. Field trips to acqunint students with com-
munity agencies. 
• 
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655. Special Topics. F. W. s. 
Prerequisite: 335. Misses Chittenden, Sunderlin, Swnnson, Mr. Vo.nee 
556, 557. Methods of Nursery School Teaching. Cr. 3 each. F. W. s. 
556. (0·2·3) Or. 3. F. W.; 557. (0·1-6) Cr. 3. F. W. S. 
Misses Sunderlin, Swanson 
556. Prerequisite: 440 or permission of head of depnrtmcnt. 
557. Prerequisite: 556. 
Observntion nnd prncticnl experience in guidance of children in uursery school. Em 
phasis on growth through children's interests and activities. 
558. Nursery School Planning. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequisite: 556. Misses Chittenden, Swnnson 
Essentio.1 procedures in organization of wnrtimo nursery school. 
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
614. Research. 
665. Seminar. 
666. Nursery School Organization. 
MissE:s Chittenden, 
(O 2·0) Cr. 2. 
F. W. S. 
Miss Chittenden; Mr. Vnnce 
F. W. S. 
Swanson; Messrs. Fritz, Vance 
Prerequisite: 556. 
Alt. W. Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946-47 
Administration of nursery schools with emphasis on budget, 
stnfi', parent·teacher relationships, and student participation. 
667. Infant Oare. (0·2·0 or 3) Cr. 2 or 3. 
Prerequisite: 335, H.Mgt. 4 75. 
1''or home mnnagoment house advisors: twenty.four hour care 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Miss Swanson 
housing, equipment: 
F. 
Miss Swanson 
of infnnts. 
LOWELL 0. STEWART, M.S., C.E., Head of Department 
Professors Robert Andrew Caughey, B.S., C.E.; John Simpson Dodds, B.S., C.E.; 
Almon Homer Fuller, M.S., Sc.D.; Frank Kerekes, B.S., C.E.; Ralph Alton 
Moyer, M.S., C.E. 
Associate Professors *William Edward Galligan, M.S.; Raymond George Paustian, 
M.S., C.E.; *Merlin G, Spangler, M.S., C.E.; *Robley Winfrey, M.S., C.E. 
Assistant Professor *Benjamin Adsit Whisler, D.Sc. 
Instructor *Berkel 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For . undergraduate curriculum in civil engineering leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Science, sec page 111. 
Civil engineering consists of the economic application of the laws, forces, and 
materials of nature to the design, construction, maintenance and operation of 
public works; also the research, testing, sales, management, and other functions that 
are related thereto. The public works include transportation; bridges and build-
ings; water supply, sewerage, irrigation, and drainage systems; river and harbor 
improvements; dams and reservoirs; surveys and maps. 
Work on the campus is supplemented by a six weeks summer camp which 
follows the sophomore year, and by inspection trips which f umish an opportunity 
for first-hand study of engineering work and industrial plants. (Summer camp 
has been suspended for duration of war~) 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers work for the degree of Master of Science in the principal 
subdivisions of civil engineering: sanitary, structural, municipal, highway, railway, 
soil, and transportation engineering; and major work for the degree of Doctor of 
*Absent on leave. 
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Philosophy in structural, sanitary, and highway engineering; and minor work to 
students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a curriculum substan-
tially equivalent to that required of undergraduate students in civil engineering 
at this institution, and including undergraduate courses necessary for the par-
ticular field chosen. 
Students who major in civil engineering will usually select minor work from 
the departments of mathematics, physics, chemistry, bacteriology, geology, eco-
nomics, or other engineering departments. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: ·331, 355, 356, 360, 364, 404, 405, 414, 
415, 416, 417, 418, 431, 432, 433, 485, 490. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRl?d.ARJLY FOB UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
I oo. Technical Lecture. ( l ·O ·O) Required. S. 
Discussion of various phases of civil engineering. Lectures by staff members and 
prncticing civil engineers. 
!! 11. Elementary Surveying. ( o 2·9) Cr. 5. F. 
Prerequiaite: Math. 102. 
Theory and practice in use of tape, compnss, level, transit for surveying prohlPmR. 
topographic surveys by transit stadia. 
212. Topographic and Oadastral Surveying. (0·1·6) Or. s. W. 
Prere9uirite : 211. 
Mappmg from stadia and aerial surveys; nreas, volumes, simple curve problems: 
land surveying. 
!!la. Route and Higher Surveying. (0·2·6) Or. 4. S. 
Prerequirite: 212. 
Theory and field practice in curve, spiral, and enrthwork problems; field astronomy: 
underground, hydrographic, geodetic, a.nd city surveys. 
:100. *Summer Camp. Or. 9. SS. 
Prertqu'8U.e: 218. 
Engineering field practice in camp. Land, topographic, route, and hydrographic sur· 
veying. Tlie student pays his own transportation and living expenses and the regular 
1mmmer quarter registration fee. 
:1114. Advanced Topographic and Oadastral Surveys. ( 0-1-6) Or. :l. F. S. 
Prerequisite: 213. 
Boundary retracement; meridian determination; precise triangulation and traverRe. 
scrond order leveling and baseline measurements, plane·table. 
:105 Advanced Boute Surveying. (O 1-6) Cr. B. F. S. 
Prerequirite: 213. 
Easement and vertical curves; mass diagram, photogrammetry; map projections; 
hydrographic surveys. 
:t 1 o. Elementary Surveying. (0 1-9) Or. 4. F. 
Drerequuite: Math. 102. 
Theory and practice in use of tape, compass, level, transit for surveying prohlemi:;: 
topographic surveys by trnnsit stadia. 
312. Surveying and Map Making. (0·2·6) Or. 4. W. 
Prerequirite: 810. 
CalcnlationR for route surveys nnd volumes, U. S. Public Land Surve~·R, mnp making. 
_313.J. Surveying. (0·1·6) Cr. s. s. 
rrerequiaite: 812. 
Triangulation, plane-table, route surveys, field astronomy. 
:i25. Surveying. (0 1·6) Or. 3. F. S. 
Prerequirite : Math. 102. 
Pacing, chaining, leveling, traversing, simple topography, care and use of instruments. 
Designed for studenta who take no sequence courses in surveying. 
J:ll. Elements or Structures. (0·8·6) Or. 5. F. W. S. 
Prertquirite: T.&A.M. 824. 
Analysis, design and cost estimates for simple tier buildings, girders, and trusses of 
steel, reinforced concrete and timber. Economic selection and specifications. 
• Suspt'nded for duration of war. 
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a54. Roads and Pavements. (0·8·0) Or. 3. F. 
PrerequUite: 218 or 826. 
Types of ronds and pavements, methods of design, construction, maintenance, special 
machinery, costs, comparisons, finnncing, administration, trnftlc. 
355. Highway and Airport Surfaces. ( o 2 6) Cr. 4. S. 
Prerequisite: 860. 
Theory and practice in design, construction, and mnintenanco of low cost, inter· 
mediate, and high type highway and airport surfaces. Stabilization of bnsPs nnd 
surfaces. Laboratory tests of aggregates, bituminous materials!. and Portland Cement 
Concrete and bituminous pavements. Economic compnrison or surfnce types . . 
3!i6. Highway Administration and Design. ( o 8·0) Or. 8. W. 
Pr~equiBUe: 218. 
General planning, design, financing of rural highways a.nd city street improvements 
Elements of tzaftlc control. 
360. Soll Engineering. (0·8·6) Or. 5. 1''. 
Prerequisite: Classification in T.&A.M. 824. 
Origin, structure, identification, and classification of soils for engineering 1>urpo11es. 
Determination and application of their physical properties. Elementary hydromechanics 
of soils and principles of shearing resistance, deformation characteristics, consolidation, 
and compaction. 
a64. Railway Engineering. (0·2·8) Cr. 8. \\'. 
Prerequisite: 218. 
Railway location and design problems. Stringlining curves. Construction, malnte 
nance, and operation problems of the rnilwny engineer. 
394, 895. Seminar. Required. F. S. 
Oral reports and discussions on engineering organizations, notable engineering projects, 
and related topics. 
404. Engineering in Olty Planning. (0·8·0) Or. 8. w. 
Prerequisite: Classification in L.A. 401 or senior engineering classification. 
Relation of sanitnry works, transportation, and other utilities to city planning; housing, 
building codes, real estate sub-division. land titles. 
405. Public Works Management. (0·2·8) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequiaite: Classification in 414 or 416. 
City and county finance, ordinances, special asseasmcnts, building ('odes, budgets, public 
relations, public health, public safety, zoning, and planning. 
414. Sewerage and Sewage Disposal. (0·8·8) Or. 4. w. 
Prerequisite: Bact. 804D claasiftcation in T.&A.M. 378. 
Principles of sewerage and sewage treatment. Elements of design of sewage works. 
415. Water Supply. (0·2·6) Cr. 4. F. 
Prerequiaite: Bact. 804D, classification in T.&A.M. 378. 
Fundamentals of collection, trentment1 and distribution of water for public, domestic, and industrial uses. Elements of design of water supply works. 
416. Hydrology and Water Power Engineering. (0·2·6) Or. 4. 
P-rerequirite: T.&A.M. 878. 
Rainfall, run-off stream flow, and their application to water power 
fiood control and conservation, principles of water power plant location 
417. Advanced Sewerage and Sewage Disposal. (0·2·3) Or. 8. 
s. 
development&; 
and design. 
s. 
Prerequ'iaite: 414. 
Principles of a sewage works plan, method of plant control, and value of experimentnl 
work in sewage treatment. 
418. Advanced Water SnRply. (0·2·8) Or. 8. w. 
Prerequiaite: 415. 
Statistical methods ~plicable to study of surface sources. Quality of water trends, 
finances, Board of Fire Underwriters requirements, and utilization of electricity as 
related to water supply. 
481. Foundations and Masonry Structures. (0 3 6) Or. 5. F. W. 8. 
Prerequirite: 881. 
Analysis, design and construction of foundations, footings, piers, buttresses and abut,. 
ments for buildings and bridges. Dams, retaining walls, and tanks. Application of 
soil engineering. Concrete, reinforced concrete, steel and timber. 
482. Oontlnuous-Frame Structures. (0-3·6) Or. 6. w. 8. 
Prerequilrite: 481. 
Analysis and design of continuous-frames and arch ribs for buildings- and bridges of 
steel, reinforced concrete, and timber. Curved beam, moment•area nnd moment.-
distribution principles. Deflections. Specifications and economic sele<>tlon. 
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433. Truss-Frame Structures. (0 3 6) Cr. 5. W. S. 
Prsrequ'8itt1: 481. . · 'd 
Analysis and design of statically determinate. and mdetcrmmate .bn ges and indus~rial 
buildings. Steel and timber structures. . Moving load~ .• Economic factors. Deflections 
nnd camber Specifications. Investigation of an existing structure. 
484. Engineering Reports. (0·3·0) Or. 8. W. 8. 
Prt1rt1quiBitt1: 8L•nior college classification. 
Content and form of engineering reports; collection, assembly and interpretation of 
data; preparation of papers, letters, and reports. 
485. Engineering ConstrucUon. (0 4 0) Or. 4. S. 
Prereq1ti8Ue: 881. . 
Fundamentals of successful construction management; construction methods and equip· 
ment, form design, estimating, inspection trips to local projects. 
490. Advanced Civil Engineering. (By conf.) Or. 3 to 6. F. W. S. 
Prertiquimte: Permission of department. 
Any phase of civil engineering in which the student has done exceptionally strong work. 
496, 497. Seminar. Required. F. W. 
Oral reports on personal enginc>ering experience. Supplemental biographical sketches 
of prominent engineers. Modern construction methods and equipment. Written o~t­
lines required. 
4HY. Senior Inspection Trip. Required. F. 
Prerequisite · Senior C.E. classification. 
An inspet'tion trip of one wec>k to Chicago, St. Louis or other suitable place. 
COURSES VOit AOVANC'BD t'NDERORAOlTATI-; AND GRADUATE STUDENTS .. 
534. Rigid Frames. (0 3 or 4·0) Cr. 3 or 4. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 432. Mr. Caughey 
Rigid framl' analysis bnsed upon curved beam theory, slope deflection, moment distribu· 
tion, column nnnlogy, strain energy and Beggs model method. 
5:15. Buildings. co:ito90) Cr.3to9. W. S. 
Prertquisitr: 432. Mr. Kerekes 
Analysis nnd d('sign of industrial and commercial buildings; arched roof, framed-bent, 
mill multhitory types. Wind load behavior and stresses. Economic selection. Special 
design problems peculiar to buildings. 
5:16. Biidge Design. (0 3 to 6 0) Cr. 3 to 6. S. 
Prerequl!ite: 432. Mr. Fuller 
The bridge ne n unit in a transportation system. Clearance requirements for traffic. 
E<'onomit' principles governing the design and relationship of trusses, girders, tloors 
and bracing. Advantages and limitations of continuous structures. Aesthetic features. 
537. Storage Structures. (0·8 to 6·0) Cr. 3 to 6. F. W. 8 
Prorequilrite: 482. Mr. Caughey 
Lond behavior, methods of strc>ss analysis and design of walls, bins, tanks, dams, silos 
and retaining walls. 
538. Model Analysis of Structur..es. (O 3 to 6 U) Cr. 3 to 6. W. 8. 
Prertiquuits: 432. 
Theoretical nnd experimental model analysis of structures. Use of 
mechanisms for mensuring load effects on plane and space structures. 
Mr. Kerekes 
devices and 
560. IDghway Safety and Trnftlc Control. (0 3 or 4-0) Cr. 3 or 4. F. 
Prere9uiRile: 856. Mr. Moyer 
Principles in highway snfety considc>red in design of hi~bways and city streets, and 
traffic control devices. Met.bods and results of motor vehicle inspection, driver's exam· 
inations, and related enforcement measures for promoting highway safety. 
551. IDghwa.y Planning and Highway Costs. (0·3 to 5·0) Or. 3 to 5. S 
Prerequiaits: 855, 356. Messrs. Moyer, Winfrey 
Planning highway systems. Long range financial and construction programs. Oost 
theories, accounting, financial policies, and budget allocations. Motor vehicle operat 
ing costs. 
!HiO. Soil Engineering. (2·1·0 or 6) Cr. 3 or 5. W. 
Prerequisitti: 860. Mr. Spangler 
Shearing resistance, consolidation, com~action, settlement, and displacement. Stress 
distri~ution in soil. masses. Theory of pile supporting strength. Seepage. Application 
of 1mnciplea of !oil mecha~ics to earthwork, foundations, and highway problems. Soil 
surveying, profihng, sampling, and testing. 
574. Airport Design. (0·3·3) Or. 4. s. 
Prerequ'8its i 855, 356. . Messrs. Moyer, Stewart 
Growth and development of air transport. Its regulation and administration. Factors 
i?11luencing location1 desi~ ... construction, maintenance of airports, layout of field 
l~gbtlng plane, termmnl facihbes, hangars and accessory structures. Finance, legisla· 
t1on and zoning problems. 
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
006. Municipal Engineering. Cr. 3 to 6. 
Municipal improvements, municipal utility management, city 
mnnnger problems. Planning, execution, and management 
relations, public rehitiona, legal procedure. · 
Messrs. Dodds, Stewart 
planning, and other city 
Sources of funds, labor 
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614. Sanitary Engineering Practice. Or. 4.. F. 
Organization and operation of sanitary engineering burenus 
units. 
Mr. Galligan 
and health o.dministt'at\on 
615. Water Treatment. Or. 3. W. 
Mr. Galligan 
Analysis of the design of modern wo.ter treatment plants with critical study of hydraulic 
features and plant performance. 
616. Sewage Treatment. Cr. 3. s. 
Analysis of design of modern sewage 
features and plant performance 
Mr. Galligan 
treatment plants with critical study of hydraulic 
620. Seminar. Required. 
636. Load and Stress Distribution in Structures. Cr. 3 to 6. 
Mr. Stewart 
W. 
Mr. Fuller 
Relation between actual and specified loads, including imfa<'t. Transfer of loads 
from points of application to the foundation. Distrihution o stress within a member. 
Secondary stresses. Principles of designing to insure a favorable stress condition. 
Limit design. 
644. Space Frames. Cr. 3 to 6. F. W. S. 
Mr. Kerekos 
Analysis of complete structures in three planes, including the continuous·frnme and the 
truss-frame types. Interpretation of load, strain and displacement measurements. 
645. Highwa.y Pavement Slabs. Cr. 3 to 5. F. W. S. 
Messrs. Oaughey, Spangler 
Introduction to analysis of stresses in highwa'1 pnvemonts under vo.rious subgrndc 
conditions. Interpretation of behavior of slabs rn lnhoratory and in service. 
646. Dynamic Analysis of Structures. Cr. 3 to 6. F. W. S. 
Theoretical and experimental studies of the dynamic effects 
machines, vehicles, impact loads, wind and earthquake. 
Mr. Kerokrs 
upon structures caused by 
654. Rural Highway Design. Cr. 4. 
Economic studies in rurul highway location, alignment, and grades 
parisons of roadway surfaces. Design of traffic control devices. 
<i55. Highway Administration. Or. 4. 
P. 
Mr. Moyer 
Economic com-
w. 
Mr. Moyer 
Engineering considerations involved in selection, improvemrnt, and rnnintenan<'e of 
highway systems. 
65 7. Highwa.y Materials. Cr. 3. 
Selection, testing, and utilization of materials for highway construction 
li59. Highway Specifications. Cr. 3. 
Preparation of specifi<'ations for highway improvements in ac<'ordan<'o 
national standuds. 
F. 
Mr. Moyer 
s. 
Mr. Moyer 
with stnto and 
660. Foundations and Underground Structures. Cr. 3 to Ci. A 
Prerequi8its: 560. Messrs. Oaugbey, Spangler 
Design of substructures to meet various soil conditions. Piles and pile driving. Settle-
ment of structures. Theory of loads and supporting. strengths of sewers, water mains, 
gas lines, culverts, tunnels. Pressures on r<'taining walls and open cut sheathing. 
661. Highway Soil Engineering. Cr. 4. S. 
Prere9uisite: 560. Messrs. Moyer, Spangler 
Stability of highway embankments, compa<'tion of soi111 and subsidenre. Design of 
flexible pavements. Subgrade bearing rapacity, subgrade drainage, Cro!(t n<'t.ion, and 
related phenomena. 
li64. Economics of Railway Location. Cr. 4. I•' 
~fr Moyor 
E<'onomic study of a railway location taking into ar1·011111 ri"" nnd foll, clist111w1>, 1·11rvn 
ture, type of power, and traffic possibilitiCI!. 
G79. Co-ordinated Transportation Systems. Cr. 4. 
Engineering and transport problems encountered in 
waterway, and airway traffic. 
690. Research. 
H 
Mr Moyer 
co ordination of railway, highwny. 
Messrs. Caughey, Dodds, Fuller, Galligan, Kerekes, Moyer, B<"hli<.'k, Spangler. 
Stewart, Winfrey. 
CLIMATOLOGY AND METEOROLOGY 
The Iowa Stale College offers a wide range of work in climato1ogy and meteor-
ology. 
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
Physics 305, 306 and 308 are designed to furnish orientation and descriptive 
information for undergraduates interested in meteorology and climatology. These 
courses are independent of each other. Students majoring in Physics, Mathematical 
Statistics, Engineering, or Agronomy may specialize in meteorology or climatology, 
preparing for positions in various governmental departments, industrial climatology, 
agricultural climatology, aviation, or the several branches of engineering in which 
the knowledge is desirable or required. For such students, Physics 324, 325, and 
334 constitute a highly recommended sequence. This sequence also furnishes the 
background required for graduate study in climatology. Additional courses to 
round out the student's training may be chosen from offerings such as those in 
geology, agronomy, physics. statistics, or engineering (civil, mechanical, aero-
nautical), depending upon the student's individual interests. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
Graduate work is offered for the degree of Master of Science in climatology. 
Students with the necessary prerequisites may major in agricultural climatology. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in any field of climatology is the satis-
factory completion of a suitable undergraduate curriculum, including five quarten; 
of college mathematics through differential and integral calculus; a year of college 
physics based upon a year of college mathematics, specifically courses Physics 211, 
212, 2B or Physics 221, 222, 223; three quarters (one year) of chemistry; three 
quarters (one year) of meteorology, including descriptive physical meteorology 
(with laboratory work in map and chart analysis), dynamic meteorology (see 
Physics 324. 325, and 334) and two quarters of statistics (see Math. 441, 442) 
Also dt'Sirahl<' are an elem<'ntary C'OUn;<' in geology, one in climatoloJzy, and one 
in hydrology. 
Prerequisite to work in the field of agricultural climatology is the completion 
of the following: 
Agronomy 111, 112, 234, 254, 354, 464 
Botany 101, 205, 206, 424 
The followin~ courses are open to graduates and advanced undergraduates for 
major or minor credit: 
Aeronautical Engineering 595 
Agronomy 506, 514, 553, 565, 575, 577 
Bota.ny 566, 578, 584, 585 
Economics 510, 537, 540 
Mathematics 514, 515, 516, 541. 542. 543. 545, 546, 548, 550, 554 
Mechanical Engineering 587 
Physics 504, 508, 516, 524 
The following courses are open to graduates only for major or minor credit: 
Aeronautical Engineering 670 
Agronomy 606, 609, 655, 677 
Botany 611, 612, 654, 695 
Economics 630, 645, 646 
Geology 664, 665 
Mathematics 604, 605, 611, 612, 613, 640, 641, 642, 643, 645, 646, 647, 648, 
649, 651, 652, 653, 656, 657, 699 
Physics 611, 612, 613, 621, 622, 623, 640, 651, 652, 653, 677, 690 
Zoology and Entomology 674, 690 
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DAIRY HUSBANDRY 
For description of courses, see Department of Animal Husbandry, page 164. 
DAIRY INDUSTRY 
CARRoLo ARTHUR IVERSON, M.S., Head of Department 
Professors Martin Mortensen, B.S.A., L.L.D.; F. Eugene Nelson, Ph.D. 
Associate Pr-0fessors Emerson W. Bird, Ph.D.; Emery Fox Goss, M.S. 
Assistant Professors Merle Porter Baker, Ph.D.; Wilbur J. Caulfield, M.S.; 
*Theodore Isaac Hedrick, Ph.D. 
lru;cructor Nielsen 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in dairy industry with majors in dairy industry 
and chemistry and in dairy indu~try and econC'mic .... ~er pagr <JO For the four 
quarter program in d'liry plant Pp~ration, src pa;.!r ':<l. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
Major work for the degree of Master of Science is offrrcd in dairy plant manage-
ment, dairy bacteriology, dairy chcmi•.try. and manufacture of dairy products; 
major work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in dairy bacteriology; minor 
work is offered to students taking major work in othrr departments. 
Students expecting to major in d:iiry industry should have undergraduate train-
ing substantially equivalent to that required of undrrgraduate students in the 
curriculum in dairy industry at this institution. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 305, 306, 350, 404, 450. 
DESCRIPTIO~ <Jlt' <'OUH8F.H 
COURSRS PRIMARILY l,.O:U. NOS·COLl~l~HATJ-: STUl>BNTli 
1. Dairy Plant Practice. (0·0·15) Cr. 5. 
Work in butter.L.. ice <'ream, market milk and chP.<'Re laborntories. 
2. Testing Dairy rroducts. ( 0·2·0) Cr. 2. 
F. W. S. 
F. W. S. 
Testing milk and cream. Factory methods of nnalyzlng butter, cheese and Ice crcBm. 
3. Butter Manufacture. (0·3·0) Or. 3. 
4. Ice Oream Manufacture. (0·8·0) Cr. 3. 
5. Milk Plan~ Operation. ( 0·3·0) Cr. 3. 
27. Farm Dalry1Dg. (0·2·3) Or. 8. 
Separation, care of milk and cream, and milk testing. 
COURSES PRIMARILY J'OB. UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
F. W. 8. 
F. W. 8. 
F. W. 8. w. 
11 o. Technical Lecture. ( 1 ·0·0) Required. S. 
Field of dairy industry, it~ opportunities, requirements, and organization. 
114. Farm Dalrytng. {3·0·8) Or. 4. F. W. S. 
Development and organization of dairy industry, composition and properties of milk, 
methods of manufacturing dairy products and improving their quality. 
116. Testing and Inspection of Milk and Its Products. (8·0·0 or 6) Cr. 8 or 5. W. 
Prereqtdrite: 114. 
Tests for fat, solids, acidity preservatives used in dairy plant and milk contl'of lnbora-
tory; use of Mojonnier tester. 
154, 155. Dairy Practice. F. W. 
154. (0·0-15) Cr. 5. F.: 155. (0-0·12) Or. 4. W. 
Manufacture of butter, cheese, and ice cream. Market milk plant operation, prepara· 
tion of starters, testing milk and milk products and refrigerntion plant operation. 
156. Testmg lWllc and Milk Products. (O 3·3) Cr. 4. F. 
Composition of milk. Babcock test and various other tests employed In dairy manu· 
facturing plants. 
157. Butter Jlrlanufacture. (0·4·0) Or. 4. F. 
Quality of milk and cream, separation of milk, cream ripening, starters, churning, and 
preparing butter for market. 
•Absent on leave. 
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\\' 158. Ice Cream and Ices. < O 3 o) Cr. 3. 
Sele<'tion and preparation of materials, procesxing and mcrrhandising or plain uni! 
fancy ice creams and related products 
lfi9. Cheese Manufacture. (O 3·0) Cr. 3. W 
Principles of cheese manufa<'ture. Aoft l'hf>€'<1C. <'heddar, nnd other cured che1·se 
manufacture, curing, and marketing. 
201. Judging Dairy Products. (O 0 3) Cr 1. 
Milk, cheese, butter, and ice rream. 
\\' 
215. Cheese Manufacture. (3 0·6) Cr. 5. 
Prere9uiHite: 114. 
Selection of milk; manufn<'ture and curing rnw nnd pui;tenrizod milk c·heddar; crrnm. 
NPnfrhatcJ, nnd cottage; marketing 
:!56. Market Milk. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. 
Methods used in preparation of milk and <'ream for market 
258. Condensed and Powdered Milk. (0·2·3) Cr. 3 
Mnnufocturo of condensed nnd powdered milk 
260. Dairy Plant Management. ( o 4 6) Cr. 6. 
Underlying principles of management of creameriPs and other dairy phrnts. 
\\. 
w 
1''. 
264. Special Problems. (0 2 9) Cr. 5. W. 
Use of original sources of dniry information, written and oral reports, laboratory 
prn<'tice. 
265. Dairy Bacteriology. (0·3-9) Cr. 6. F. 
Importance of bacteria in dairy produrts Determination of numbers and types of 
bn<'tcria in dairy products and their significance. 
'1114. Manufacture of Butter. (:I o 6) Cr. 5. s. 
Prerequisite: 116 except for Dy .H i;tndents. 
SPpnration of milk for buttermaking, preparation of startPrs, riprning, and churning 
of <'ream. 
:w5. Market Milk. (0-2·3) Cr. 3. s. 
Prt!requisite: 116, 350. 350 for Dy H. studenti. 
Sanitary production and proreRsing of milk supply: milk inspection systems and mar 
keting of milk. 
:urn. Manufacture of Ice Cream and Ices. ( :1 0-3 l Cr. 4. 
Prerequisite · 116 
Cnre and preparation of mnt.erinls usrd 
products. 
Plnin nnd fnncy_ foe creams nnd relnt1'<I 
308, 909. Judging Dairy Products. ( 0 II .I) rr. 1 f'l\Ch. w 
Milk, cheese, butter, and ice cream. 
310. Dairy Principles. (2-0 0) Cr. 2 
Obtaining milkj processing and handling milk and other dniry products from th<' v11•\\ 
point of agricu turnl engineers 
350. Dairy Bacteriology. (Bact.. 350) (3 O O or 6) C'r. :1 or 5. 
Prcreq11iaitc: Bnct. 304A. 
\\" 
Bacteria in milk and its derivnt1v1•s. hygienic production and handling of <1111 r~ 
products. 
404. Condensed Milk Products. ( O :.i 3) Cr. 4. 
Prerequisite : 116. . . 
Manufa<'turo of condensed and powdrrPd milk, casein, and milk sugar. 
·1117. Special Problems 1n Dairy Manufacturing. (0 o 6 or 9) Cr. 2 or 3 
Prt'requilrill': Senior college dnsxifirntion nnd quality point average of 2.5 or 111or1• 
for preceding two quarters. 
Advnn<'ed work in dairy produrts mnnufncturing. 
4118. Dairy Industry Travel Course. Cr. 4. 
PrrrequiBile: Senior coltPge D.l. <'11u;sificntion 
Tour and study of dairy mnnufarturmg and mnrketing fnrilitics of certain scrtion-. or 
United States. 
410. Advanced Farm Dairy. (O 3·3) Cr. 4 
Alt. S. Offered 1945 46, not offered 194h I; 
1•r11requi8ite: 114 and senior college clni:i;ifirnlton in Dy .B 
Dniry manufacturing nnd pro<'eB!ling mE>thodR from standpoint of large dairy farm 
450. Special Dairy Bacteriology. ( Bact 4."lO 1 Cr. 2 to 6. F. W H 
Prerequisite: ~50, senior college clnsi;ifirnt1on and quality point average of 2.5 or 
more for precedm' two quarters ,_ • 
Laboratory investigations, assignrd rendings, and re11orts on bacteriological problems 
relating to dairying . 
.J99. Dairy Industry Review. ~11 .1111 ('r .. :. 
PrerequiBite: 850, 504, Chem 348 
Review of tcrhnical subject mnttt>r followed by examination 
w. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCBD 11 NOERORADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
504. Management of Dairy Plants. < 0.5 3) Cr. 6. 
Prereq11i8ittJ: 804, 305, 306 
Organization, construction, and operation ol dairy establishments. 
w. 
Mr. Mortensen 
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505. Seminar. ( 2·0 O) Or. 2. F. 
Prereqtdaite · 504. Messrs. Baker, Bird, Gosa 
Advanced work in dairy problems and reviews of experiment station work. 
508. Foreign Varieties of Cheese. ( 2·0·3) Or. 3. s. 
Prere9ui8ite: 215. Mr. Goss 
Selection of milk, manufacture curin~. and marketing of Swiss, brick, Limburger, 
Roquefort, Camembert. Specini attention given to culture and control of curing. 
558. Milk Inspection. (Bo.ct. 658) (2·0 6) Or. 4. S. 
Prerequisite: Credit or classUlcntion in 805. Mr. Baker 
Supervision of municipal milk and ice cream supplies from standpoint of sanitation. 
559. Bacteriology of Butter and Cheese. (Bact. 659) (8·0·0 or 6) Or. 8 or 5. F. 
Prerequisite: 360. .Messrs. Babel, Baker, Nelson. 
Bacteriological changes occurring in cream intended for buttormaking and in butter 
and cheese. 
5!l9. Dairy Production in Foreign Countries. (0·2 O) Cr. 2. 
Alt. S. Not offered 1945-46, offered l!l46 47 
Prerequiait6: 504. Mr. Mortensen 
Development of dairying in vnrious countries and world markets for dairy products. 
COURSES FOR GRAI>UATE STUDENTS 
655. Conference in Dairy Bacteriology. (Bnct. 655) (2 O·O) Cr. 2. \\'. 
Mr Nelson 
Diflrussions of bncteriologicnl problems relating to various phases of dnirying. 
656. Identification of the Organisms Common in Dairy Products. 
(Bact. 656) (1 0-9) Cr. 4. P. 
Messrs. Baker, Nelson 
Identification and relationships of desirable and undesirable organisms commonly en-
countered in dairy products. 
659. Seminar. ( 1-0 0) Cr. 1. F . 
.Mr. Nelson 
Use of dairy literature. Methods of keeping abstract and reprint files, preparation 
of theses and similar techni<"al manuscripts. 
660. Seminar. ( 1-0·0) Cr. I. 
690. Research. 
A . .Manufacture of Butter. 
B Manufacture of Ice Cream. 
C. Dairy Bacteriology. ( Bnrt. 690<') 
D Market Milk. 
J<: Manufa1·ture of Chet!se 
1'' ManngPmPnt of Dairy J>lnnts 
s. 
Mr. Nelson 
Messrs. Birdl Mortensen 
Messrs. B rd, Iverson 
Messrs Baker, Nelson 
Mr. Nelson 
Mesi:rR Babel, Bird, Goss, Nelson 
MP!!srs. Oo11s, Mortensen 
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY 
WILLIAM G. MURRAY, Ph.D., Professor and Head of Department 
Professors Ralph L. Dewey, Ph.D.; *Albert G. Hart, Ph.D.; *John A. Hopkins, 
Ph.D.; Elizabeth Ellis Hoyt, Ph.D.; Frank Robotka, M.S.; Geoffrey Seddon 
Shepherd, Ph.D.; Ray E. Wakeley, Ph.D.; Wallace Wright, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors Edward D. Allen, Ph.D.; l. W. Arthur, Ph.D.; Kenneth E. 
Boulding, M.A.; Elisabeth Armour Curtiss, Ph.D.; Reuben Hill, Ph.D.; •Rainer 
Schickele, Ph.D.; William H. Schrampfer, J .D.; Gerhard Tintner, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors *C. Arnold Anderson, Ph.D.; T. L. Cook, M.S.; T. W. 
Manning, M.S.; *John Nordin, Ph.D.; •Bryce Ryan, Ph.D. 
Instructors Heady, *Hildreth, *Kaldor, Learned, Morgan, *Philbrook, W. H. 
Thompson, Tudor 
Fellows Ross, Whitson 
Extension Workers *Baker, Bentley, Blum, Bodensteiner, *Conover, Howell, 
*Jensen, Kutish, Maakestad, Malone, Oderkirk, *Ogg, •Soth, Stacy, S. H. 
Thompson, Turner, *Wilcox 
*Absent on leave. 
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curricula in agricultural economics and rural sociology and 
in science, major in economics, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, see 
pages 82 and 133. 
The department offers major work in the following fields: agricultural economics; 
consumption economics; general economics; industrial economics (including en-
gineering economics) ; general sociology (including social welfare) ; rural sociology. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in agri-
cultural economics, industrial economics, consumption economics, and rural sociol-
ogy ; major work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in agricultural economics, 
consumption economics, and rural sociology ; and minor work to students taking 
major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in the department is the completion of 
undergraduate work in economics, mathematics, statistics, sociology, and other 
social science and technical subjects, substantially equivalent to that required of 
undergraduate students majoring in agricultural economics, consumption economics, 
industrial economics, or rural sociology at this institution. 
The modern language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: Ee. 400, 404, 405, 407, 408, 425, 
427, 436, 437, 441, 445, 460, 468, 474, 475, 476; Soc. 404, 409, 450, 460, 486, 487. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES IN ECONOMICS 
COURSES PIUMARILY FOR NON-COLLEOIATE BTUDBNTB 
36. Farm Management. (0·2·3) Cr. 3. w. 
Principles. Farm records and their use. 
46. Elementary Fa.rm Management. (O 3·0) Cr. s. F. 
Selected problems in types of farming, farm organization, farm outlook, size of busi· 
ness, market outlets and farm arithmetic. 
47. Elementary Farm Budgeting and Records. (0-2-2) Cr. 3. w. 
Elementary treatment of farm records and accounts, introduction to budgeting, 
selected problems in handling the finan<'ial transactions of farm huainess~--'~"' 
52. Current Problems and Pollcies Affecting Agriculture. (0-3-0) Or. 3. F. 
Consideration of the impact of current events, problems and policies upon agriculture 
and rural life. 
54. Elements of Farm Credit and Appraisal. (0·3 O) Or. 3. W. 
Selected problems in sources and uses of farm credit. Elementary consideration of 
farm valuation. Practice in farm appraisal. 
COURSES PRIMABJLY FOB. UNDERGRADUATB BTUD&~·rs 
110. Technical Lecture. ( l·O·O) Required. s. 
Field of agricultural economics and rural sociology. 
180. Elements of Farm Management. (0·3·2) Or. 4. W. 
CFor students in Fann Operation Curriculum) 
Principles and problems in the organizntion and management of a farm, including 
types of farming, lenses. layout, size of business, enterprise combination, budgeting 
and farID. records. 
201~ 2021* 203.* Principles of Economics. (0 3·0) Or. 8 each. Yr . 
.1ror science students. 201. F. W.; 202. W. S.; 208. S. 
Not open to freshmen. 
211,* 212,* 218*. Principles of Economics. (0-:J O) Cr. 3 each. F. W. S. each 
For home economics students. 
(211, 212, 218A.) Economic principles and problems with special reference to con· 
sumption economica. 
(~18B.) PrwequUite: For transfer students with at least 2 quarters of economics. 
Oonaumers' choice, consumption and the market, standards of living and measurement 
of consumption, maximization of satisfaction. 
•see footnote page 201. 
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281,* 282,* 233,* Principles of Economics. (0·8·0) Or. a each. 
281. F. W.; 282. W. S.; 238. F. S. 
For agricultural students. 
201 
Yr. 
261~ 262.* Principles of Economics. (0 3-0) 
.1ror engineering students. 
Cr. B ench. 261. l<'. W. S .• 262. W. S . 
304. Money and Banking. (O·B·O) Cr. 3. F. W. S. 
Prere9uiaite : 202 or equivalent. 
Principles of money nnd credit; survey of American financial institutions; practical 
operations of commercial banks. 
884. Land Economics. {0·8·0) Or. 3. F. s. 
Prerequi8it6: 288 or equivalent. 
Land. as a factor of production. Land and population. Theory of rent. Type and 
intensity of land use. Conservation. Farm tenure. Property rights and social control. 
Land use and tenure policies. 
385. Agricliltural Marketing, Including Co-operation. (0·8·0) Or. B. W. 
PrerBquiaite: 288 or equivalent. 
Determining market demand in advance of production. lforketing at the most profit-
able time and place. by alt.ernative methods. Marketing costs. Analysis of cooperative 
marketing. 
836. Farm Management. (0·4 4) Cr. 8. SS. 
(Special for Dubuque University Theological students.) 
J!'arming as a business. Types of farming. Application of economic principlee to 
farm operation. Use of farm records. 
865. Business Law I. ( O·S·O) Or. B. 
A. For students in Engineering. 
B. For students in Veterinary Medicine. 
0. For students in Aflriculture. 
D. For students in Science and Home Economics. 
F. W. B. 
Fundamental principles of la\V as applied to business transactions and business rela-
tionships. Affords the student opportunity to appreciate our legal srstem as an 
agency of social control as well as to observe good business technique and practice. 
366. Business Law II. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prerequisite: 865 or consent of instructor. 
Sales and negotiable dot'uments of title: security relationships; credit instruments. 
368. Bustness Organization and Public Regulation. (0·3·0) Or. 8. W. 
Prerequi8it6: 8 credits in Principles of Economics. 
Ownerahip and management organization; relationship between government and busl· 
ness. 
3 7 4. Accounting I. 
Prerequisite: Senior college classification or consent of the instructor. 
A. For students in Engineering. (0·8·0) or ~0-8-8) Or. 8 or 4. 
B. For students in Home Economics. (0-2-6 Or. 4. 
0. For students in Dairy Industry. (0·2·6) r. 4. 
D. For students in Science and others. (0·2·6) Cr. 4 
Accounting as a tool of management: The accounting cycle; 
balance sheet; operating statement; surplus reconciliation. 
accounting. 
375. Accounting II. (0·2·8) Cr. 8. 
F. W. S. 
F. W. 
W.B. 
F. W. S. 
statement preparation ; 
The accrual basis of 
w. 8. 
Prerequirite : 8 7 4. 
The application of accounting principl<'s in business control. The valuation of aRseta; 
depreciation, obsolescence and depletion; analysis and int.erpretatlon of accounting 
reports, payroll accounting. 
376. Accounting m. Cost Accounting. ( 0·2·6) Or. 4. \V. s. 
PrerequiaitB: 8.74. 
Elements of cost in industrial accounting, spet'iflc order and process cost accounting 
methods--standard costa--preparation of cost reports. 
377. Machine Methods of Accounting. (1·0·3) Cr. 3. w. 
PrerequiaitB: 874 (875 or 876 recommended). 
Instruction in operation of punched card (Hollerith) sorting and tabulating machines. 
Basic functions of tabulating equipment and its use for general accounting and atatla· 
tical control of business operations. Application of I. B, M. and other machines in 
accounting field. 
400. International Economics. (O·S·O) Cr. 3. w. 
Prerequ'8lt6 : 407. 
International division of labor, comparative costs, distinguishing f ea tu res of Inter-
national transactions, comparative 11rice levels, foreign exchanges, balance of trade, 
tariffs. 
404. Advanced Money and Banking. (0·3·0) Or. 8. 8. 
PrerequiaitB: 208 or equivalent, 304. · 
American banking history; structure and operations of Federal Reserve System; Ameri· 
can monetary and banking policies; credit control. 
*Only one of the following economlce courses may count for credit toward gndua-
tion: 201, 211, 281, and 261; and the same rule applies to 202, 212, 232, and 262; 
208, 218, 288. 
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405. Public Finance and Fiscal Policies. (0·3·0) Or. 8. F. S. 
Prerequiaite : 202 or equivalent. 
EC'onomic aspects of public expenditures, pubhc borrowing and taxation, with specie.I 
l\lU>ntion to incidence of taxation, debt creation and federal-11ta.te·local fiscal inter· 
relationships. 
407, 408. Theoretical Analysis. (0 3·0) Cr. 8 each. 407. F. W.; 408. W. S. 
407. Prerequiaite: 208. 
408. PrerequiaUe: 407. 
Forces determining relative prices and production-volumes of different commodities, 
in<"luding forces determining in<'omes. 
410. Economics of Industrial Relations. (0 3 0) Cr. 3. F. W. 
Prerequinte: 3 credits in Principles of Economics. 
Economic aspects of employer and employee relations under present conditions of in· 
dustry. Matters of public policy such as labor legislation and social insure.nee. 
415. Consumers in tho Market. (H.Mgt. 415) (0·3·0) Cr. 8. F. 
Prerequiaittt: 218. 
Consumer buying habits, merchandising practice, and legislation bearing on prices 
and quality of consumer goods. 
·llli. Family Finance. (Il.Mgt. 418) (0·2·0) Cr. 2. S. 
Prerequiaittt: 218. 
Elementary treatment. of earning and spending income to increase its adequacy and 
insure economic security. Selected problems in budgrting, accounting, consumer,;' 
<'redit, investments and control of property . 
. 125. Presentation of Economic Information. (T.Jl. 425) (0·3·0 > Cr. 3. W. 
J>rerequiaite: 407, T.Jl. 225. 
Rou rces and channels of economic information; media; language and interpretation of 
e<"onomic analysis; writing skllls. 
427. Farm Family Economic Problems. (H.Mgt. 427) (0·3·0) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequisite: 218 or 288. 
Mnjor la rm fnmUy economic problems; complexity and interrelationship; effect of 
location and family typo; effect of governmental policies; application of economic 
principlrs; contribution of research, education, and planning. 
430. Farm Management and Accounting. (0-4-3) Cr. 5. F. S. 
Prrreqitisits: 288 or equivalent. 
Appli<'ntion of economi<' principles to farm management Training students in making 
fnrm management decisions and keeping farm records to assist profitable fa.rm organi-
zation and operation. 
435 Agricultural Finance. (0·8 O) Cr. 3. W. 
PrtJrequirite : 238 or equivalent. 
Financial requirements of individual farmers and of farm cooperative orga.nizationR. 
FBrm credit policy Farm Credit Administration and other lending institutions. 
·136. Business Fluctuations. (0 3·0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prt'rtJquisite: 804, 408. 
<ieneral fluctuations in production, employment. prices, and incomrs, their scale a.nd 
importance; principal explanations suggested; proposed remedies. 
-1"17. Mathematical Analysis. (Math. 437) (0 3 O) Cr. 3. F. 
Pr1Jreq1t'8ite: Math. 101. 
F.lcments or differential and integral calculm•, with applications to problems in math· 
ematical economics. 
4:l~. Lumber Markets. (For. 488) (3·0 O) Cr. 3 W. 
Prerequiaite: 201 or equivalent. 
Economics of the timber industry. Wholesaling and retailing Exports and imports 
of lumber nnd other forest product.ti; prices; lumhermt>n's asso<'iations; freight ra.t~s. 
440. Appraisal of Farm Beal Estate, (0·2·3) Cr. 3. F. S. 
I'rert'quiRits: 233 or equivalent, Agron. 254. 
Land appraisal with emphasis on valuation procedure. Relationship of farm prices, 
tnxei;i, and interest rates to value "Appraisal reports. 
441. Elementa.ry Economic Statistics. (0-0 3 or o 3·3) Cr. 1 or 4. F. W. 
Prrrequlait.: 202 or equivalent .. 
Principles nnd meth~ds o~ gatherin~ .. analyzin.g .. pre.senting, and interpreting economic 
dnta. Students classified ID, or recNvmg credit m Math 441 may enroll for one credit 
of laboratory. 
H!l. Transportation. (0 3·0) Cr. 3 F. 
PrtJrequi&ite : 208 or equivalent. 
Analysis or economic aspects of transportation problems and public policies relating to 
transportation. 
447. Introduction to Agrtcultural Polley. (O 3 0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prere'{Uinte: 288. 
Function of .analytical economic techniques in formulation and appraisal of agricultural 
policies; position of agric.'ulture in national economy. 
460. Economics of Public U'tllitles. (0·3·0) Cr. B. s 
Prttrequ\riu: 208 or equivalent, 874. · 
Economic chara~teristics of public utilities; policies and problems in public admin· 
istration of utilities. 
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·WH. Industrial Marketing. ( o :1 o) Cr. :L w. s. 
Prsrequiaittt: 262, 874. 
Marketing organization and snles <'ontrol of the manuCacturer. Economic factors in 
1Jales policies, promotion, and produ<'t planning .Merchandising channels and market-
ing costs. 
470. General Forestry Economics. (For. 470) (3 o 0) Cr. 3. s. 
Prsrequi8ite: 201 or equivalent. 
Elementary application of economics to forestry. Production, distribution, and con· 
sumption of forest products. Production management of forests. 
·1i4. Business Finance. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. F. s. 
Prere9ui8ite: 261 or equivalent. 874 recommended. 
Principles of financial organization and management. Types of corporate securities, 
financing and management of new corporations, nnd reorganizations. 
475. Investments. (0·3·0) Or. 3. I!.,. \V. 
Prere9uiaite: 202. 374, 474 recommended. 
Security prices and yields; essential investment features of various corporate securities 
-risk, income, control; methods of testing bonds and stocks; individual invtietment 
programs. 
!76. Investment Analysis. (0·2 o) Cr. 2. S. 
Prerequiait e : 4 7 5. 
Practice in analyzing and evnlunting securities of twenty or more corporations; 
cyclical movements of security prices. 
490. Forest Finance. (For. 490) (4 o 3) Cr. !i. S. 
Prerequisite: 201 or equivalent. 
Appraisal of forest land and stumpage. Determination of profits in forest enterprises. 
Appraisal of damages to forest property. 
4tn1. Special Problems. Or. 1 to 5. I•'. W. s. 
Prerequisite: 203 or equivalent, senior clnssifi<'ntion 
A. Agricultural Economics. 
B. Consumption Economics. 
C Industrial Economics. 
COURSES FOR Al>VANCBIJ l'NJ>El~GHADUATK ANO URADUATE 8TUl>KNTS 
506. Economics of Fiscal Polley. (0·3·0) Cr. 8. w. 
Prerequisite: 405, 407. 
Government spending and tax policies in 
and national mcome. 
Mr. Allen 
relation to public investment, debt creation, 
509. Impe:rfect Competition in Agricultural Processing and Distribution. 
(0·3·0) Cr. a. s. 
Prerequirite: 407. 408 recommended. Mr. Nicholls 
Special treatment of theory· relevant to research in agricultural marketing and prices; 
application to market situations and industries 
!ilO. Land Use and Conservation. (O 3·0) Or. 3. 
Alt. W. Not offered 1945·46, offered 1946 47 
Prerequisite: 283 or equivalent. Mr. Murray 
Land use patterns. Land use maladjustments. Submarf'nal farm land. Land ex· 
ploitation. Economics of conservation. Public policies o soil conservation and land 
use adjustments. Land use planning. 
514. Economics of the Household. (H. Mgt. 514) (0·3·0) Or. 3. 
Alt. F. Not offered 1945 46, offered 1046-47 
Prere<J.uisile: 212 or equivalent. Miss Curtiss 
Contnbution of the household to family Jiving, factors affecting it, bearing of economic 
<'haracterietics on management, effect on family and its members. 
51 !i. Consumers' Marketing. (H. Mgt. 515) (0·8·0) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequisite: 213. Mies Curtiss 
Economic forces affecting markets, with special reference to consumers' goods. 
516. Standards of Living. (H.Mgt. 516) (0·3·0) Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: 213. 
A comparative approach, United States and other countries. 
of measurement, means of change, with special reference 
problems. 
w. 
Miss Hoyt 
Cultural goals, methods 
to post·war plans and 
517. Housing. (H.Mgt. 517) (0·8·0) Or. 3. S. 
PrsrequiBile: 218. Miss Curtiss 
Needs and standards; costs, construction and finance; land use and land values, urban 
blight and slums; housing the lower income groups. 
520. Food Economics. (H'.Mgt. 520) (0·3·0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prttrequiaite: 213. M188 Hoyt 
Food as related to income prices, advertisin~. and family size. Ealcienc;y in com· 
mereial nnd household production and marketmg. State control and adequate nutri-
tion. 
534. Accounting and Statistical Controls in Farm Management. 
Prerequiaite: 288, 374. 
Principles of accounting applied to farm management research. 
of farm management data. 
(0·2·3) Cr. s. 8. 
Mr. Hopkins 
Oolloctlon and anaJ1sla 
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537. Statistical Analysis. (0·8 6) Cr. 5. 
Prerequi8ile: 407, Math. 243 or 441. 
Correlation analysis; methods of analysis of prices, 
of time variables. 
w. 
Mr. Tintner 
production data, and similar aeries 
540. World Resources and Industries. (0 3 0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. W. Offered 1945·46, not offered 1946·47 
Prerequuite: 288, or equivalent. . . . ~- Bchickele 
Economic survey of world'!J natural resources. Environmen~ .an4 civilization •. Eff~ct 
of socio·economic organization and technoloq on resource utilization. Population dis· 
tributlon in relntion to resources as basis of international conflicts. 
649. Tho Control of Agricultural Prices. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequi4ite: 407. Mr. Shepherd 
Analysis and appraisal of Federal programs designed to control agricultural prices by 
controlling production, market supplies, and domestic and foreign demand. 
560. Quantitative Agricultural Price Analysis. (0·3·0) Or. 3. 
Prerequ(rits : 407. 
s. 
Mr. Shepllerd 
and supply. Theory Measurement of arc and point elasticity and changes in demand 
of price stabilization and discrimination. 
670. Economics of the Labor Movement. (0-3·0) Cr. B. 
Prerequuite: 202 or equivalent. 
The lnbor movement as n factor in economic development. 
experience of the United States. 
599. Special Topics. Or. 1 to 6. 
I!\ 
Mr. Boulding 
Special reference t.o the 
F. W. S. 
Prer6qtii8ite: Senior or graduate classification. 
A. Agricultural Economics. Messrs. Arthur, Hopkins, Murray, Nicholls, Robotka, 
Schickele, Shepherd, Tintner 
Misses Curtiss, Hoyt 
.Messrs. Nordin, Schram~fer 
Messrs. Allen, Boulding, Hart, Tintner, Wright 
B. Oonsumption Economics. 
0. Industrial Economics. 
D. General Economics. 
OOURS&S FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
605, 606. History of Economic Doctrines. (0·3-0) Cr. 8 each. F. W. 
Mr. Wright 
Principal figures in development of economic thought; contribution of each period to 
economics. (605) Greek thought to Adam Smith. (606) Adam Smith to the Austrians. 
614, 615, 616. Advanced Theoretical Analysis. (O S·O) Cr. 3 each. Yr. 
Prertqul.rite: 408. Mr. Hart 
(614) CriticaL study of traditional theories of household, firm and competitive market, 
with attention t.o contemporary thought. ( 616) Theory of imperfect competition; "in· 
stitutional," historical, and statistical approaches t.o economics. ( 616) Uncertainty; 
relations of "monetary theory" and "value theory" ; monetary and debt institutions: 
monetary policy. 
618. Advanced Family Finance. (B.Mgt. 618) (0·8-0) Or. 8. S. 
Prerequwnt6: 213. Miss Hoyt 
Fact.ors affecting adequacy and security of family income. Spending and investment 
problcm'9 with special reference t.o consumer credit, insurance, and investment. 
619. Mothods of Social and Economic Investigation. (H.Mgt. 619) 
(0·8·0) Cr. 8. F. 
Prer6quVite: 401 or equivalent. Miss Curtiss 
The nature and purpose of socinl and economic investigations; sources of material; 
tests of reliability; methods of collecting, interpretln~ and presenting data. Analysis 
of outstanding studies in fields related to students' interests. 
630. Advanced Land Economics lO·S·O) Or. 3. F. 
Prerequlrite: 407. Mr. Schickele 
Economic and social determinants of land use patterns. Location theory applied to 
land utilization. Economics of conservation. Critical examination of rent theories. 
Oomparativo study of land tenure and settlement systems. Public land policies and 
tenure reforms. 
632, 688.· Agricultural Marketing. (O·S·O) Cr. S. W. 8. 
Prerequi.rite: 4U7. Messrs. Robotka Shepherd 
(682) Economic implications of cooperation to a~iculture. Objectives and \egal char· 
acler1stics of cooperative types of business organizations. Mr. Robotka 
(688) Technical analysis of agricultural marketing, distribution, and price problems. 
Mr. Shepherd 
684. Land Valuation. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. Alt. S. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946-47 
Prerequisite: 407. Mr. Murray 
Fact.ors determining lnnd value; fluctuations in land prices; critical evaluation of 
appraisal methods. 
685. Farm Credit Theory. (O 3 0) rr :1. Alt. S. Offered 1945 46 not offered 1946·47 
Prerequi.Bite: 407- 408 re<'ommmded. ' Mr. Murray 
FQrm credit policies and m<>thods of f'Xtenrling <'redit. Organization and operation of 
lending agencies, privntf' nnd gnwrnmentnl Evaluation of alternative agricultural 
credit systems. 
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641. Production Economics. (0·2-0 or 3) Or. 2 or s. F. 
PrerequUUe: 407. Mr. Ho\>kins 
Principles of production economics as related to farming; application to individual 
business under various sodnl organizations. One all-day and two afternoon field t.Tips. 
642. Production Econom1cs. (0·3·0) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequisite: 407. Mr. Hopkins 
Technological change as related to demand for capital and rate of employment, to 
general economic activity, and its social control. 
645, 646. Econometrics, (Math. 645, 646) (0·3 0) Cr. 3 each. Alt. 8. 
645. Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946·47. 646. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946-47 
Prerequisite: 408, Math. 218, Math. 441 or Ee. 441. Mr., Tintner 
(645) Mathematical formulation and exposition of demand. laws of production, com 
petition, monopoly, taxation, dynamic utility theory, general equilibrium theory, dynamic 
equilibrium theory. (646) Time series, random element, variate difference method, 
seasonal variations1 cyclical variations, Fourier series, harmonic annlysis, trend, orthogonal polynomials, correlation of the time series. 
647, 648. Economic Analysis and Agricultural Polley. (0 3 0) Cr. 3 each. F. W. 
Prerequisite: 407. 408 recommended. Mr. Murray 
( 64 7) Nature and significance of economic analysis and policy; driiamic aspects of 
agricultural ·technology and resources; competitive and planned adJustmonts. ( 648) 
Critical examination of production control, storage programs, submarginal land pur· 
chases, soil conservation, export dumping; contraction and expansion of agriculture, 
migration, and mobility of factors. · 
650. Seminar. 1 to 8 credits each time elected. Mr. Boulding 
Staff and graduate student conferences. 
699. Research. 
A . .A,gricultural Economics. 
B. Consumption Economics. 
C. Industrial or General Economics. 
Messrs. Hopkins, Murray, Robotka, Schickcle, 
Shepherd, Tintner 
Misses Curtiss, Hoyt 
Messrs. Allen, Boulding, Hart, Tintner, Wright 
COURSES IN SOCIOLOGY 
COURSE PRlllARILY FOR NON·COLLEGIA.TE STUDENTS 
20. Elements of Rural Sociology. (0-8·0) Cr. 8. v-·. 
Selected problems. Goals for modern rural living. 
ganizations for better living in rural communities. 
Developing leaders and using or· 
COURSJCS PRIMARILY FOR UNDERORADUATB STUDENTS 
200. Rural Institutions and Organizations. (0 8·0) Or. 3. F. 
(For students in Farm Operation Ourriculum) 
Development of rural life; community institutions and organizations; rural change. 
Problems designed to give a working knowledge of rural society. 
2J4. Principles of Sociology. (0·3·0) Or. 8. F. W, B. 
A. l!"or agricultural and veterinary students. 
B. For engineering and science students. 
C. For home economics students. 
Social relationships, organization and change in the modern world. Problems and 
cases. 
:180. Industrial Soci"ology. (0 8 0) Cr. 3. S. 
Problems and cases in the sociology of science and industry. Innovation and social 
control. Population shifts; centralization and decentralization; social classes and 
social welfare. Leadership in industry. Personal relations and adjustment of work· 
era in shop, home and community. 
385. Sociology of the Family. (0·3-0) Cr. 3. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 284. 
Universal elements of family life, comparison of family systems of different societies, 
effect of social change on modern family, nature and problems of interrelationships 
among family members. An elementary -course in modem family relationships. 
386. Rural Sociology. (0-8-0) Or. s. F. W. 
Prerequ.i8ite : 284. 
Social characteristics of rural life. Programs, structure, and functioninJ. of rural 
institutions and organizations. General introduction to the rural community and lta 
problems. 
404. Sociological Analysis. (0·8·0) Cr. 3. F. W. 
Prerequisite: 284. 
Theoretical and empirical analysis of social relationships. 
409. Comparative Cultures: Introduction to Social Anthropology. (0 B·O) Or. 8. 
Alt. F. Offered 1945·46, not offered 1946-47 
l'rerequ.iaUe : 284. 
Oultural differences. Materinl cultures, ~otivations and social organizAtion of prim-
itive societies; cultural origins; development of cultures from primitive to civlllzed 
societies. 
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410. t>octology of Olty Life. (0·3-0) Cr. 8. Alt. F. Not offered 1945 46, offered 1946-47 
Prereqwurite: 234. 
Orowth, stru<'tnre, nnd functions of city; effect'& of city on group relationships and 
personality: ndjustment of migrants to urban life: dominance of city in modern society. 
450. Social Disorganization. (0·3 O) Cr. 3. Alt. S. Offerf'd 1945-46, not offered 1946·47 
Prerequi8ite : 234. 
Factors tending to disorganize contemporary society; extent and causes of crime, pov· 
erty, and delinquency; theories and programs for prevention and treatment. 
4fl0. Social Welfare. (0·3·0) Or. 8. Alt. S. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946-47 
Prerequisite: 450. 
Uevelopment of social welfare agencies and policies: problems of social agencies; 
development of professional social works; group and individual case methods and 
programs. 
464. Rural Community Organization. ( o o or 2· 3) Cr. 1 or 3. s. 
Prerequiaite: 234. 
Principles and mt•thods used in or~anizing and leading groups in rural communities. 
Pra<'tice in techniques for organizmg community activities and programs. 
·llW. Leaders and Leadership. (0 3 0) Cr. 3. W. 
l'rerequiaite: 886 or 404. 
Characteristics and functions of leaders: role of leader in group process i leader-follower 
relationships and techniques influencing their effectiveness. Intensive analysis of 
leadership problems. 
·lli7. Agricultural Movements and Farmers' Organizations. (0·3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
PrerequiaUe: 284, 886. 
Organized efforts of farmers to solve major problems. Development nnd programs of 
Grange, Alliance, Farmers' Union, Farm Bureau, Extension Service, government 
agencies. 
4V9. Special Problems. Cr. 1 to 5. 1•'. W. S. 
l'rf'rr.quirite: 6 credits 111 sociology 
A. General sociology. 
B. Rural sociology. 
C. Social welfare. 
COURSES FO~ ADVANCBD UNDERGRADUATE AND OR.ADUATE STUlH:NTS 
jMO. History of Sociological Theories. (O·:l O) <'r. 3. 
Alt. F. Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946-47 
Prerequi11ite: 9 credits in sociology. Mr. Anderson 
Development of early and modern analyses of sociolo~cal processes; application of 
scientific methods; development of modern schools of sociological thought; interrelation-
Rhips of sociology and other social sciences. 
585. Rural Population. ( 0-8·0) Or. 3. s. 
J•rerequiait6: 9 credits in sociology Messrs Tudor, Wakeley 
Composition nod characteristics of changing rural-urban populations: birth rates, death 
rates. and mobility; introduction to population theory and policy. 
;,,..M, Social Legislation and Policy. (O S·OJ ('r. 3. W. 
l'rerequiaite: 9 credits in sociology. Mr. Hill 
Backgrounds of legal guidance in socinl reform and trend of its development; alterna· 
tive methods of reform; social critique of contemporary legislation. 
-.U5 Sociological T.heory. (O·ll·O) Cr. :l. w .. 
PrerequiRite : 9 credits in sociology. Mr. Anderson 
Advanced sociological analysis. Contemporary theories of socinl organizations; struc· 
ture of social systems: rule of htstRU~ions in social order nnd change; contemporary 
schools of sociology. . 
!i!J9. Special Topics. Cr. 1 to 5. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: Senior or graduate classification. 
A General sociology. 
B. Rural sociology. 
O. Social welfare. 
Messrs. Andersonl Hill, Ryan 
Messrs. Ryan, Tuaor, Wakeley 
Messrs. Hill, Wakeley 
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
660. Semtnar in Sociology. Cr. 1 to 3 each time elected. 
Messrs. Anderson, Hill, Wakeley 
Limited to following fields: (a) systematic leadership; (b) social change; (c) migra-
tion; ( d) research methods in sociology. 
G64. Rural Community-Early Development. ( O 8 o) Cr. 3 Alt. F. 
Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946-47. Mr. Rynn 
Characteristic commonity types in other countrles and their part in development of 
rural society. Background of rural communities in America. 
GG5. Rural Communtty--Current Status and Organization. ( o 3 o) 
Not offered 1945·46, offered 1946-47. 
Development of rural-urban community types in United States. 
their organization and functioning. 
Cr. 3. Alt. F. 
Mr. Wo.kelPy 
Principles governing 
G77. Semtnar on the Family. (H.Mgt. 677B) (O·:l·O) Cr. ::i. W. 
Prerequisite: 385 or H.Mgt. 419, H.Kgt. 474. Messrs. Anderson, Hill 
699. Research. 
Rural aociolo17. Meara. Anderson, Hill, Wakeley 
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
MERVIN S. COOVER, E.E., Head of Department 
Professors Wallace L. Cassell, E.E.; Fred A. Fish, M.E.; John Douglas Ryder, Ph.I>. 
Associate Professors Robert W. Ahlquist, M.S.; Warren B. Boast, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Wilton R. Abbott, M.S.; Benjamin S. Willis, M.S., E.E. 
Instructors Clatterbaugh, Dean, De Wild, Fredrickson, Jones, Ketelsen, Vcline 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in electrical engineering leading to· the degree of 
Bachelor of Science, see page 112. 
Electrical engineers engage in the management and operation of electrical manu-
facturing industries, electric power utilities, communication systems, steel mills, 
railroads, and industrial plants in ~eneral. Others establish themselves as research 
engineers, consulting engineers, and valuation engineers. The curriculum in clec-
tricaJ engineering has been designed to enable the individual to enter any of these 
fields according to his incentive, initiative, and talents. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in electrical engineering, and minor work to students taking 
major ·work in other departments. 
Minor work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy is limited to mathematics, 
physics, physical chemistry, and chemical engineering. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in electrical engineering is the completion 
of undergraduate work substantially equivalent to that required of undergraduate 
students in electrical engineering at this institution. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 301, 302, 303, 401, 402, 403, 408, 
411, 412, 424, 426, 447, 457, 458, 465, 474, 475, 478, 479, 484, 485, 494. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
l'Ol"RSKS PRIMARILY FOB UllTDERGR.ADUA'J'B STUDF;NTS 
1 oo Technical Lecture. ( 1-0 0) Required. S. 
Curr£>nt ell'ctri<'nl enginl'ering thought and practices presented by staff' members and 
visiting lecturers. 
201. Direct Current Circuits. (0·3-6) Cr. 5. F. 
Prerequilri.te: Credit or classification in Math. 211. 
Introduction to bnsic l'lectric and magnetic circultR. 
202. Direct Current Machines. (0-4-6) Cr. 6. W. 
I'rerequiail.e: 201. 
Principles. 
~.:;-, Electrostatic and Electromagnetic Fields. lo :1 fi) C'r. r, S. 
I'rerequiaitt!: 202 nnd <'redit or <'lnssiflcation in Mn th. 21 :l. 
Fundamental lnws of electric and magnetic fields. 
:lO 1 :102. :10:1. Alternating Current Circuits. Yr. 
301. (0-5-3) Cr. 6 
Prerequisite: 235 nnd credit or classification in Math. 316. 
302. (0-3-3) Cr 4 
PrerequUrite: 301 
303 (0·5·8) Or. 6 
Prerequisite: 302 
Engineering methods for solution o( single and polyphase circuits, wave analysis, 
<'ircuits with distrtbnted constants, and Manvell's equations. 
338.* Direct Current Circuits and Machines. (O 3·3) Cr. 4. F. 
PrerequUrite: Phys. 222, Math. 212. • 
Fundamental Jaws of electric nnd magnetic circuits. General principll's of construction 
nnd operation. 
•see footnote page 208. 
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a:rn. • Alternating Current Circuits and Machines. (0 3·3) Or. 4. 
Prerequisite: 888, Phys. 228. 
Principles of alternating current circuits and machines. 
340. • Alternating Current Machines. ( o 3 3) Cr. 4. 
Pf'erequiaite: 889. 
Continuation of 839. 
:'\55. Electrical Applications in Buildings. ( o-4 :~ > Cr. 5. 
w 
s. 
s. 
PrerequUite: Arch. E. 806. . 
Circuit arrangements in modern buildings and characteristics of electrical equipment 
with special consideration of application of electric lighting. 
400. Senior Inspection Trip. Required. 
Prerequisite: Senior E.E. classification. 
One week spent in Chicago and other industrial centers. 
401, 402, 403. Alternating Current Machines. 
401. (0-4·6) Cr. 6. 
Prercqui.aite: Credit or classification in 808. 
402, 403. ( 0·8·8) Cr. 4 each. 
Prerequi8ite: 401. 
Principles of alternating current machines. 
406. Industrial Electrical Engineering. (0·2·0 > Cr. 2. 
Prerequiaite: E.E. senior classltlcntion. 
Industrial electrical engineering problems. 
408. Engineering Analysis. (0-4·0) Or. 4. 
Prerequlaite: Credit in 408 or 412. 
Principles and methods of analysis from various fields of engineering. 
411. 412. Alternating Current Machines. 
411. (0·4-6) Cr. 6. 
Prerequisite: Credit or classification in 803. 
412. (0·8-3) Cr. 4. 
Prerequiaite : 411. 
Condensation of 401, 402, 408. 
424. Theory of Electrical Networks. (0-3 3) Cr. 4. 
Prerequisite: 803. 
Long lines, filters and equivalent and equalizing networks 
426. Recurrent Electrical Transients. (0 8·3) C'r. 4. 
Prerequisite: 424. 
Response of clectricnl systems to repeated transients. 
434. Electrical Appllcatlons. ( 0 2-3) Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: Phys. 228. 
F. 
s. 
F.W. 
F. 
s. 
s. 
F. 
F. 
,,, . 
w. 
For Ch•il Engineering stud<'nts, covering elemt>ntnry electricnl principles nnd npplicn-
tions. 
435. t Direct Current Circuits and Machines. (0·3·3) Cr. 4. 
Prrr,.quiaite: Phys. 222, Math. 212. 
W. 
437.t Alternating Current Circuits and Machines. (O 3-3) Cr. 4. 
Prerequisite: 435, Phys. 223 . 
s 
• 1·:9 Applications of Electronics. ( 0-2 3) Cr :i. R. 
Prerequiaitti: 889. 
For Mechnnicnl Engineering Rtudents. 
of equipment u1dng electronic devices. 
Applications to mechanical processes; drsign 
4-17. Industrial Applications and Control. ( o 3 3) <'r 4. 
Prerequi.trite: Crrdit in either 403 or 412. 
Characteristics of mn<'hines and automatic control as applied in industry. 
4!l7, 458. Radio Engineering. (0·3·3) Cr. 4 each 
Prer,.quisite · 424, 474. 
Prin<'iples of radio circuits and fields Students rlrrting 457 mu1d take 458. 
465. Transmission Engineering. (0-4 O) Cr. 4. 
Prt1req11iaite: 402 or 412. 
8 
w. I-'. 
w. 
Principles of design, construction, and operation of transmission and distribution 
systems. 
474. :Electronics. (0·4·3) Cr. 5. 
Prerequiaite: 801, Math. 816, T.&A.M. 344 
W. 
Chara<'tC'risti<'s and applications of electronic devices, solution of networks containing 
such elrmcnts. 
4 7 5. Industrial E?ectronics. ( 0 8·3) Cr. 4. 
Prerequiaite · 4i4, and 401 or 411. 
Continuntion of 474, mainly in flPlds of control nnd power npplications. 
F. 
47R. Television Englncorlng. (0 3 3) C'r. 4. 
Prt'rt1quia-ite: 424 and 457. 
Consideration of general problems, electronic- translation devices, control of electron 
beams, high frrqueocy systems. ultra-short wn\'e propagntion. 
*888, 330, 340 nre C'ottrsPs dcsignPd e11pr<'inlty for g1>nernl. induRtriaJ and met'hanknl 
rnginecrs. 
t435 and 487 are tor aeronautical, agricultural, ceramic, and chemical engineer&. 
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4 79. Medium Frequency Circuits. ( O·S ·S) Cr. 4. S. 
Prerequi8ite: SOS, 474. 
For students specializing in power systems. 
484. U.H.F. Circuits. (O·S S) Cr. 4. S. 
Prerequisite: 457, credit or classification in 458. 
Circuits and techniques for use nt ultra·high frequencies. 
485. Principles of Illumination Engineering. (0 3·3) Or. 4. W. 
Prerequisite: 803. 
Science of illumination from viewpoint of enginet>ring utilization. 
494. Transient Phenomena. (0·3 0) Or. S. S. 
Prerequirite: 403 or 412. 
Development of expressions for circuit and machine transients with oscillograpb dcm· 
onstrations. 
498. Thesis. Cr. S to 5 as nrran~ed. 8. 
Prerequisite: Senior E.E. classification. 
For students especially qualified. Consisting of original investigntion and complete 
report. Subject approval by the head of the department, but wide latitude given in 
choice of topic. 
OOURSES FOR AUVANOBD UNUERURADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDKNTS 
590. Electrical Power Laboratory, (0·1-6 to 12) Cr. 3 to 5. F. W. 8. 
Prerequisite: 403 or 412 or equivalent. Messrs. Ahlquist, Bonet, Oassell, 
.. Coover, Ryder 
Selected projects in electrical power culminating in comprehensive reports. 
595. Special Topics. Cr. 2 to 5 en<'h time elected. 
Prerequisite: 403 or 412 or equivalent. Messrs. Ahlquist, Boast, Oaseell 
Coover Ryder 
Formulation and solution of theoretical or practical problems connected with electrical 
<'ircuits, apparatus, machines, or systems. 
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDKNTS 
605. Illumination Engineering. Or. 8 to 5 ea<'h time elected. 
Prerequi8ite: 485 or equivalent. 
Photometric <'oncepts, illumination from point and surface sources; 
gaseous-conduction sources, distribution coefficients, design for seeing. 
F. W. S. 
Mr. Boast 
radiation from 
614. Electrical Properties of Solid, Liquid, and Gaseous Dielectrics. Cr. a to 5. F. 8. 
Prerequisite: 303, 408 or 412 or equivalent. Mr. Ooover 
Theory of dielectrics, potential gradient and breakdown potentials, Ionization and 
corona losses. 
6~0. Seminar. Required. 
626. Transmission and Distribution Engineering. 
Prerequisite: 465 or equivalent. 
Mr. Coover 
Cr. 3 to 5 each time <>'<'cted. F. W. R. 
Mr. Coover 
Design of electric transmission, substation, nnd diqtrlbution systems 
628. Power System Stabillty. Cr. 3 to 5. S. 
Prerequisite· 465, Math 316 or equivalent. Mr. Oasscll 
Thr<>e- and four·circuit transformers, solution of unbalanced circuits by method of 
symm<>tri<'al components, use of charts representinlf transmission lines and synchronous 
mn<'hines in elertrir.al steady state for determination of system stability llmlt8. 
fi.14 Circuit Analysis by Operational Methods. Cr. 3 to 5. F. W. 
Prtirequilritti: 403 or 412, Math. 316 or equivalent. Mr. Boast 
Fundnmentnl means of solving cir<'Uit problems, including the clnsRic method, super· 
position theorem, Heaviside expansion theorem, Heaviside operational calculus, and 
Fourier integral. 
ti37. Transmission·Line Transients. Cr. 3 to 5. W. S. 
PrerequisUe: 634. Mr. Boast 
Traveling waves on sin~le <'ircuit linrs including study of attentuntion, distortion, and 
reflection; oscillations m transformer windings; outline of methods Cor multi-circuit 
lines. 
644. Electromagnetic Radiation. Or. 3 to 5 each time elected. . F. W. B. 
Prereqwiaite: 458 Math. 550, or equivalents. 
General vector fi<>lds, Maxwell's equations, wave 
teristics of antennas and antenna arrays. 
Mr. Ryd'Or 
phenomena, determination of charac• 
645. Electronics. Cr. a to 5 each time elected. F. W. B. 
Prerequisite: 474, Math. 816. 
Emission, spa<'e chargo, fundamentals of 
gineering problems. 
Mr. Ryder 
gaseous C'onductlon, and applications to en· 
f.47. Communication Networks. Or. 4 en<'h time elected. F. W. 8. 
Prereqttiaite: 424. 
Analysis and design of networks in communi<'ntion engineering. 
Mr. Oauell 
650. Alternating Current Machines. Cr. S to 5 t>11ch time <>le<'t<>d. F. W. S. 
Prerequi8ite: 403 or 412 or equivalent. Mr. Ahlquist 
Extended mathematical study of theory of alternating t'nrrent ma<'hinery and applica· 
tion of theory to practical performance. 
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<HJO. Transient Analysis. Cr. S to 5. w. 
Mr. Ahlquist J>rsrs'luiBUs: 684, 650, or equivalents. 
1'rans1ent effects in operation of ele<'tric machines and systems. 
G8n. Technical Problems. Cr. :1 to 5 each time electf'd. J:t'. W. H. 
Prrreqrtisite: 403 or 412, 465, or equivalents. Messrs. Ahlquist, Boast, Oassell, 
Ooover, Ryder 
8pe<'inl problems designed to orient student in graduate program. 
690. Research. 
Messrs. Ahlquist, Boast, Cassell, Coover, Ryder 
ENGINEERING 
T. R. Aoo, B.S., C.E., Dean of Engineering 
The following courses are required of all freshman engineering students in order 
to provide information that will help the student in deciding which curriculum 
he will follow after the first year. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
114, 115. Orientation. Cl·OO) Required. F. W. 
( 114) Nature of professional work in engineering. Methods of testing indivic;lual's 
aptitudes for f'ngineering profession. (115) Nature of various branl•hes of engineer· 
ing und some fundamental considerations in selecting a career. 
ENGINEERING DRAWING 
0. A. OLSON, B.M.E., M.E., Head of Department 
Associate Professor Frank Clifford MiUer, M.S. 
Instructors •Cox, Dougherty, Fitch, Gaskell, *Johnson, Livingston, Rogness 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
Engineering drawing is a graphical means of conveying and recording directions 
for the construction of material objects in such a way that the information is defi-
nite, accurate, and readily understood by those who use it. 
Engineers do not think of engineering drawing as a profession. Nevertheless. 
many find it a gateway through which they pass in entering the engineer's field. 
In teaching the fundamentals of the subject, emphasis is placed on straight 
thinking, visualization, accuracy, neatness, and speed in workmanship, develop-
ment of theoretical knowledge, and the making of complete working drawiruis 
such as are used commercially. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMAR.ILY FOR UNDEROR.ADUATJ!I STUDENTS 
un. Drawing and Projection. (0·0-6) Or. 2. F. W. 8. 
PrsrequVitt : Plane geometry. 
Use of lnstrumenta, lettering. geometric curves, inking, tracing, orthographic and 
isometric projection. 
132. Theory of Projective Drawing. (Descriptive Geometry) (0·0·9) Or. 3. F. W. S. 
Pr~rsquisils: 181. 
Theory of projection and npplications. 
l :l:I. Worldn~ Drawings. (0·0·9) Or. a. F. W. S. 
Pr~reqrtilnts: 181, 182. 
Tochn1cal sketching, dimensioning, standards, conventions, detail and assembly draw· 
ing& Of machines and RtrU<'tUrCS. 
141. Drawing and Projection. (O·O 9) Cr. S. F. W. S. 
Preraq11.i8ite: Plnne geometry. 
Use of instruments, lettering, geometric curves, inking, tracing, orthographic and 
isometric projet>tion. pirtorial drawing. 
143. Jig and Fixture Design. <0·0·6) Cr. 2. F. W. S. 
Design of drill jigs, milling jigs, grinding jigs. Fixtures for and production machine 
in a ma<'hine shop, gage.ci, pneumatic fixtures, electric <'hucks. 
235. Special Drafting Problems. (O·O·S to 15 ). Or. 1 to 5. F. W. S. 
Prsraqui.rile: 181, 188. 
Symbols. maps, charts, contours, fatent drawings. All phases of workmanship empha-
sized. Students select one·half o problems. 
•Absent on leave. 
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ENGLISH AND SPEECH 
FRED W. LORCH, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors Pearl Hogrefe, Ph.D.; Walter Paul Jones, Ph.D.; William Randolph 
Raymond, A.B.; Fredrica Van Trice Shattuck, A.B.; Albert Lyell \Valker, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors Esther Cooper, M.A.; Keith Gibson Huntress, Ph.D.; Paulus 
Lange, M.A.; Edward Duncan Mallam, Ph.D.; Everett Morrill Schreck, Ph.D.; 
Arward Starbuck, A.M.; Richard Goodwin Wendell, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Charles G. Bell, BLitt.; *David Kincaid Bruner, Ph.D.; 
Elizabeth Genevieve Fuller, A.M.; Ralph A. Micken, M.A.; Barriss Mills, 
Ph.D.; Robert B. Orlovich, Ph.D. 
Instructors *Atherton, Fleming, Kirkman, Lipa, *Maloney, Wegener 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
The instruction offered in English and speech is designed to give the student a 
knowledge of the principles underlying effective communication through language 
and the opportunity for practice in the application of those principfes in reading, 
writing, speaking, and listening. 
English 101-102-103, the basic sequence required of freshmen, and Speech 311 
provide instruction in fundamental principles, carefully planned to meet the stu-
dent's personal and professional needs in the oral and written use of language ; 
further skill in communication may be developed in advanced and elective courses 
in both English and speech. The study of literature, in addition to developing skill 
in reading and affording enjoyment, serves to sharpen the student's observation 
of his own and others' experience and to increase his understanding of himself 
and the world about him. 
Students preparing to teach in the secondary schools, whose work may include 
the supervision of school or community dramatic productions, debates, or discus-
sions, will find certain courses offered by the department useful as a preparation 
for such work. 
To secure the recommendation of the department as a teacher of English in the 
secondary schools, the candidate is required to have a quality point average of 2.5 
in 18 credits of English beyond English 103, including English 394 and 15 credits 
in courses chosen by the student with the approval of his classifying officer and 
of the head of this department. To secure the recommendation of the department 
as a teacher of speech in the secondary schools, the candidate is required to have a 
quality point average of 2.5 in 18 credits of speech, including Speech 311 (3 credits) 
and 15 credits chosen by the student with the approval of his classifying officer 
and of the head of this department. 
The department maintains a writing clinic for the use of sophomores, juniors, 
seniors, and graduate students who wish to improve their use of written English, 
and a speech clinic for the use of all students who wish advice on individual speech 
problems. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES IN ENGLISH 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOB NON·OOLLEOIATB STUDENTS 
6. Oral and Written Communication. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. F. W. S. 
Fundamentals of conectness and clarity, business letters and reporta, principles and 
practice in oral expression leading to e1rective discussion. 
10. English for Forejgn Students. (0·6·0) Or. 6. F. 
Phonetics, pronunciation, idioms, sentence patterns and rhythms: oral reading and 
dictation; practice in writing and speaking. 
•Absent on leave. 
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OOUBSES Pnn.u.&ILY ro& UNDERGB.ADUATB STUDENTS 
101, 102, 108. Prlnclples of Composition. (0 3·0) Cr. 3 cnch. F. W. S. each 
Application of principles governing the use ot language in writing, speaking1 and reading. ( 101) Fundamentals of correctness and clarity; adaptation of expression to 
specific purposes of communication. (102) Technique of informative and persuasive 
writing; qualities and functions of language. ( 108) Narrative technique and descrip· 
tive detail as means of communicating fact, opinion, and feeling; function of literature 
in stimulating observation and evaluation of experience. 
104. Business Letters and Special Reports. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. F. W. S. 
Prerequiaite: 101. (Open only to students in non-degree programs} 
Principles governing the writing of various types of business letters; special reports. 
205. Propaganda Analysis, Reasoning and W1it1ng. (O 2 or 3·0) Cr. 2 or 3. I!'. W. S. 
Prerequi8ite: 108, Lib. 106. 
Study of the language in which current issues are presented to the public, especially 
language whlch may arouse feeling or confuse thought. Application of basic l'ules of 
thinking to issues studied; practice in informative and persuasive writing, reading, 
and discusaion. 
254. Introduction to American Literature. (0·3 o) Cr. :L F. w. s. 
Prerequiaite: 108. 
Study of selected works of major American writers significant for their attitudes 
toward persistent problems in American life: Lewis, Whitman, Thoreau, Franklin. 
256. Oontemporaey Literature. (3·0·0) Cr. 3. W. s. 
Prerequiaite: 103. 
Introduction to contemporary literature through the rending, interpretation, and evalu-
ation of fiction, drama, poetry, and essays by representative American and British 
writers of the twentieth century. 
304, 305. Orea.tive Writing. (0·3 0) Cr. 3 each. F. W. S. cac-h 
304. Prerequi8Ue: 108. 
305. Prerequiaite: 804. 
For students who already write with some skill. ( 304) Descriptive and narrative 
techniques; em_phasis on characterization and the short story. Writing, reading, criti-
cism, (805) Practice in types of creative writing selected by the individual student. 
854. World Literature. (0 3·0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prerequiaite: 108. 
Masterpieces of Greek, Roman, Italian, German, and Russian literatures. 
:s55. Natu.e in'Litorature. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. W. Offered 1945 46, not offered 1946 47 
l'rerequiBite: 108. _ 
Selections from world literature representing significant attitudes of individuals, 
nations, and civilizations toward the phenomena of nature. 
350. Old Testament. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. Alt. W. Not offered 1945 46, offered 1946 47 
Prtirequi8'te: 103. 
l.itorature of Old Testament, including narrative, Jioetry, wisdom literature, aud 
prophetic literature. 
aO•i. American :Masterpieces. (0·3·0) Cr. a. I<'. \\'. H. 
Prerequiaite: 108. 
Critical study of selected American masterpiecC1s, with special attention to their literary 
values and to their significance as expressions of fundamental attitudes toward the 
individual and society. 
:174. British Masterpieces. (O·B O) Cr. 3. Alt 8. Nut offned 1 ~M"> iii ulTnNI 1 ~1-Hl 47 
Prerequiaite: 103. 
Si1,'1lificant works of great English writers prior to 1775. 
:111>. Romantic Poetry. (O 3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. H Offonu 1!1-l!i 41i, 1111t 11ff..r1·d Hl4ti 47 
Prerequisite: 103. 
Reading and interpretation of representntiv(> work!i of Wordsworth. Coleridge, Byron. 
Shelley and Keats. 
376. Victorian Literature. (O 3 O) Cr. 3. w. 
Prerequisite: 103. 
Major Victorian poets and prose writers: 'fenny~on. Browning, A mold, Carlyle, 
U.uakin, Newman, and Huxley. 
384. Model'n Fiction. (0·3·0} Cr. a. S. 
Prerequisite: 108. 
Materials, techniques, and philosophies of modern firtion nevl·lopmcnt of personal 
standards for reading and evaluating fiction. 
388. Modern Poetry. ( 0·3·0) Or. 8. p. 
Prerequisite: 108. 
Reading of rcpresent.ative work of significant American nnd British po(>ts of the twen· 
tiet'h century; interpretation of the poems as the eommunication of personal and 
social values. 
394. The Teaching of English. (0·3 O) Cr. 3. S. 
Prerequiaite: Quality point average of 2.5 in 12 <'redits of English in <'ourses above 
103 selected by the student with the tipproval of the head of the department. 
For students preparing to teach English in addition to other subjects. Materials and 
methods of teaching literature ond composition in the secondary school. 
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404. Business Correspondence. (0·2·0) Or. 2. W. 8. 
Prer.equisite: 108, senior college classification. 
Principles which govern the writing of business letters. Types of business letters. 
414. Writing of Scientific Papers. (0·3-0) Or. a. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 108. 
For juniors and seniors in co-operating technical departments. Principles of technical 
el."J>Osition; practice in composition of scientific reports of various typea. 
464. Shakespeare. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F. S. 
Prerequisite: 108. 
Representative comedies, historical plays, and tragedies; emphasis upon understanding 
of human character. 
466. Drama. (0 3-0) Cr. 3. Alt. W. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946·47 
Prerequuite: 108. 
Study of plays representing the development of drama from classical to modern times 
as the presentation in dramatic form of human character in action. 
467. Modem Drama. (0 3·0) Cr. 3. Alt. W. Offered 1945·46, not offered 1946 47 
Materials, techniques, and philosophies of modern drama; reading, discussion, and 
criticism of representative modern plays. 
484. The Literature of Family Life. (0·3 0) Cr. 3. F. W. 
Prerequi8ite: Senior colle~e classification or approval of head of department. 
The relations of the individual to his family and to the community as refiected in 
selected works of fiction, drama, biography, and other types of literature. 
494. Special Problems. Or. 3. F. W. B. 
Prerequisite: Six credits in English beyond English 108 or senior college classification 
in addition to approval of department head. 
Designed to meet the needs of ( 1) students who seek work in literature or language 
in areas other than those in which courses are offered; and ( 2) honor students 
who desire an opportunity to Integrate a study of literature or language with special 
problems in major fields. 
COURSES IN SPEECH 
COURSE PRIMARILY FOR NON·COLLEOIATE STUDENTS 
11. Group Discussion. (0·3·0) Or. 8. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite : Engl. 6. 
An introduction to various types of group discussion and their methods of procedure. 
Practice in group discussion. 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERORADUATB STUDENTS 
307. Speech Improvement. (0·8·0) Or. 3. W. B. 
Basic principles underlying devPlopment of acceptable habits of speech ·l voice, enuncia· 
tion, pronunciation, poise; practice in speaking adapted to needs of ind vidunl students. 
309. Oral Reading. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F. 8. 
Principles of oral interpretation; practice in analysis and rending aloud of literary 
selections. ·· h"•"1 
811. Speech-Making. (0 2 or 8 0) Cr. !! or 3. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: Engl. 103. 
Fundamental principles of public speaking; nudiPnce analysis; interest and attention; 
selection and organization of speech material; delivery. Practice in preparation and 
delivery of extemporaneous speeches. 
312. Public Address. (0 2 or 3-0) Or. 2 or 3. F. W. 8. 
Prerequisite: 311. 
Methods of application of fundamental principles of public speaking to composition and 
delivery of common types of public address; practice in preparation and delivery of 
various types of speeches. 
334. Persuasion. (0-3·0) Cr. 3. W. 
Prere9uisite: 811. 
Principles and methods of persuasive speaking; dh1covery and use of evidence· proof; 
refutation; appeals; orgamzatfonf· delivery; practice in preparation and dell very of 
persuasive speeches upon topics o current interest. 
886. Public Discussion. (0 3-0) Or. 8. Alt. S. Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946·47 
Prere9uisit6: 311. 
Principles and types of group discuBSion : functions, values, and methods of procedure 
of panel, symposium, forum, and parliamentary types of discussion; practice In various 
types of discussion. 
361, 362, 368. Play Selection. (0·3·0) Cr. 3 each. Yr. 
Prerequuite: For each course1 classification In senior collego. 
( 361) Analysis and interpretation of standard modern plays in terma of stage presen-
tation. {362) Study of differing interpretations of representative current American 
and British plays as determined by differences in acting and staging. (863) Study or 
plays suitable for production by school and community groups. 
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444. Radio Speech. (0-3·0) Cr. a. F. W, S. 
Prereq1Liaite: Senior college classffi<>ntion 
Application of principles of speech to radio broadcasting; om.I interpretation of radio 
script, voice, enunciation, pronunciation; practice in speaking before the microphone 
based upon specific needs of individual students. 
474. Dramatic Production. (O·B·O) Cr. s. Alt. S. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946-47 
PrtJrtquuUe: Classification in senior college. 
Principles of play production: choosing the play, casting, rehearsing, acting, staging, 
lighting, and make-up. 
FARM CROPS 
For description of courses, sec Department of Agronomy, courses in Farm Crops, 
page 160. 
FOOD TECHNOLOGY 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
The field of food technology embraces all of the arts and sciences relating to 
foods. The opportunities for undergraduate specialization may be emphasized 
by differentiating such functional branches of food technology as: 
1. Processing and manufacture of food products. 
2. Quality control in the procurement, processing, manufacture, distribution and 
utilization of food products. 
3. Economics of food processing, distribution, and consumption. 
4. Legal specifications relative to composition and safety of food products. 
S. Consumer utilization of food products. 
6. Research and development in food products and their utilization. 
Each of these broad fields may involve several of such highly specialized branches 
of knowledge as bacteriology, botany, chemistry, engineering, home economics, 
physics, zoology, genetics, animal husbandry, horticulture, etc. 
Because of the complexity of food technology, specialization at the under-
graduate level is encouraged as a foundation for later graduate work. Such prep-
aration should be directed toward establishing an adequate foundation in the basic 
mathematical, physical chemical and biological sciences. The major difficulties 
of students seeking to do graduate work arise from lack of basic preparation in 
these fields. See Food Technology, page 134. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
Major work is offered for the degrees of Master of Science and Doctor of Phil-
osophy in food technology. 
Students majoring in food technology will choose a major professor from the 
graduate faculty membership of the departments cooperating in the graduate 
food technology committee noted above. Students will develop their programs 
of study under the guidance of committees nominated by the administrative sub-
committee, and appointed by the dean of the graduate college. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the satisfactory completion of a suit-
able undergraduate curriculum, including courses in mathematics through differ-
ential and integral calculus; a year of physics based upon a year of college mathe-
matics; chemistry (the equivalent of about eight quarters of chemistry, usually 
including inorganic, qualitative, quantitative, and organic) ; one year in biology 
[botany and (or) zoology] and one course in general bacteriology. 
Included in the graduate courses required of each candidate for the doctorate 
are the following: Bacteriology 535, 536, 537; Chemical Engineering 551, 552, 553; 
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Chemistry 321, 322, 323, 474, 518, 531, 655; Mathematics 441; Science 600; 
or their equivalents. 
The following courses, and these only, are open for major graduate credit lo 
graduate students in food technology: 
Animal Husbandry 535, 546, 549, 614, 690 E, F. 
Bacteriology 534, 535, 536, 537, 561, 562, 563, 575, 631, 632, 633, 690 B, F. 
Botany 634, 641, 642, 643, 644. 
Chemical Engineering 551, 552, 553, 600, 610, 611, 612, 613, 620, 621, 622, 
623, 651, 652, 653, 671, 672, 673. 
Chemistry 514, 518, 519, 521, 522, 523, 525, 531, 532, 533, 534, 535, 545, 57(, 
572, 573, 574, 575, 576, 584, 585, 586, 625, 631, 632, 633, 655, 671, 672, 673, 
686, 687, 688, 695. 
Dairy Industry SOS, 508, 558, 559, 599, 655, 656, 659, 660, 690. 
Economics 509, 515, 546, 564, 614, 615, 616, 620, 632, 633, 641, 642, 647, 648. 
Foods and Nutrition 511, 512, 513, 600, 606, 607, 609, 614, 615, 616, 620, 624. 630. 
Horticulture 516, 564, 600, 604. 
Mathematics 541, 542, 543, 545, 546, 548, 645, 646. 
Mechanical Engineering 640, 645, 646, 655. 
Science 600. 
Veterinary Hygiene 690A. 
Zoology 514, 515, 527, 528. 
FOODS AND NUTRITION 
ERCEL SHERMAN EPPRIGHT, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors Belle Lowe, M.S.; Pearl Pauline Swanson, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors Elfriede Frederick Brown, Ph.D.; Gladys June Everson, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Madge Miller, M.S.; Ida May Shilling, M.S. 
Instructors Barnhart, Ferguson, Harrison, Hewitt, Hubbs, Morr, Thomas, Yerkes 
Senior Fellows Brush, Glabais 
Research Associate Ehmke 
Extension Worker Rissinger 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UND~RGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in foods and nutrition leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Science, see pages 123-125. 
The department offers a curriculum in foods and nutrition designed to acquaint 
the student with the principles underlying the selection, preparation, and use of 
foods for maintaining the nutrition of the individual. Opportunity is given for 
the election of one of four majors, i.e., dietetics, nutrition, experimental cookery, 
or related science. 
The major in dietetics is designed to prepare for service as a dietitian in hospitals, 
colleges, or similar institutions. Following graduation an internship of 9 months 
must be taken in an approved hospital. Upon completion of this training the 
student is eligible to membership in the American Dietetic Association. The major 
in nutrition is designed to prepare for service as a nutrition specialist in social 
welfare or extension work. The major in experimental cookery is designed for 
the student who desires to enter the business field. Such positions may include 
food preparation, production and promotion, research for, and direction of home 
economics departments in commercial firms. The major in related science is 
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designed to prepare for graduate study, research, or appointment as laboratory 
technician in foods and nutrition or allied fields. 
All students must satisfy the Home Experience Project and Examination, F.&N. 
207, before registering for advanced courses in foods. The examination is given 
once each quarter, immediately following mid-quarter. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in foods 
and in nutrition; major work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in foods and 
in nutrition; and minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in foods or nutrition is the completion of 
at least 50 quarter credits of undergraduate work which should include courses in 
food preparation, dietetics, physics, general biology, human physiology, bacteriology, 
and chemistry (general, organic, physiological, and quantitative methods) . Stu-
dents desiring to take major work in foods should present in addition, if possible, 
undergraduate credits in experimental cookery. It is recommended that in addition 
to the courses specified the student should have a general background in home 
economics, although students well trained in the fundamental sciences may qualify. 
Students taking major work in nutrition for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy 
usually select their minors from economics, physiological chemistry, physiology, 
or statistics; those in foods usually select their minors from economics, food 
chemistry, colloidal chemistry, physiological chemistry, bacteriology, or statistics. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 305, 404. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATB STUDENTS 
204, 205. Food Preparation. (1 ·1·6) Cr. 4 each. F. W. B. each. 
204. Prerequiaite: Ohern. 106. 
205. Prerequiaite: 204. 
Oomposition, selection, and preporation of standard food produets. 
207. Home Experience Project and Examination. Required. 
PrertJqttUrite: 205. 
Report of independent work required in food preparation and service with examination 
in preparation of stnndnrd products and application of principles of cookery. 
303. Meal Planning. ( 0·0·9) Or. 4. F. W. S. 
Prerequiaite: 207 or 804. 
Choice, purehnse
1 
pre11arntion1 and service of foods considering dietary stnndnrds, food 
habits, nnd nutritional needs of family groups. 
304. Advanced Food Preparation. (l·O·O to 6) Or. 1 to a. F. W. S. 
PrtJrequiaite: 205, home experienee project. 
Factors affecting preparation of standard food products. 
305. Nutrition and Dietetics. (S 0·3) Or. 4. F. W. S. 
Prereqttiaite: SOS. Bact. 804B, Chem. 274 or 276, Zool. 256. 
Principles of normal human nutrition nnd prncticnl feeding problems of individuals. 
Oalculntion and preparation of prescribed dietaries. 
307. Food Preparation Problems. ( 1·0·6) Or. s. S. 
Prerequi.aite: 205 or 804. 
Opportunity for experience with factors affecting standnrd cookery procedures. 
404. Seminar in Nutrition and Dietetics. {0·2·0) • Cr. 2. F. W. S. 
Prereq. uite: 805. 
406. Fundamentals of Food Selection and Preparation. < o 3 o) Or. I. S. 
Principles of cookery, meal planning, and preparation odapted to forestey, engineering, 
scout camps, and organized houses. Open to men. . 
408. Food Preparation. ( 1 ·0 ·6) Or. 3. S. 
PrercquUtite: Chem. 474. 
Factors affecting preparation of food. For food technology majors. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE 
504. Diet ln Disease. (3 O·O) Or. s. 
Prerequirite: 805. 
Dietetic treatment of impaired digestive or metabolic conditions. 
STUDENTS 
F. W. 
Miss Everson 
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506. Nutrition of Children. (2·0-3) Or. 8. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 806. 
Indices of nutrition, principles 
development of food habits. 
Mrs. Brown 
of infant feeding, food requirements of various ages, 
507. Speclal Topics. 
Prerequirite: 805. Mrs Brown, Misses Everson, 
511, 512, 518. Experimental Cookery (1-0-6) Cr. S ench. 
611. Prerequisite: 205, Ohem. 265 or 266. 
512. Prerequisite: 511. 
F. W. S. 
Lowe, Swanson 
Yr. 
Miss Lowe 
513. prerequlrite: 612. 
(611) Egg cookery, emulsions, jelly, heat penetration, preparation and freezing of 
foods, batters, and doughs. (512) Fats and oils, meats, spocial problems. (513) 
Individual problems. 
518. Methods of Teaching Hospital Dietetics. l 3 O o) Or. a. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 504. Miss Everson 
Objectives, technicst and organization of subject matter for teaching medical and 
dietetic interns, stuaent nurses, and patients. 
OOURSES FOB. GRAUUAT'G STUDKNTS 
600. Problems in Energy Metabolism. 
Prerequisite: 805. 
Principles and factors influencing 
respiratory apparatus. 
606. Research Methods in Nutrition. 
(2-0·3) Cr. 8. 
Alt. F. Offqred 1945 -40, not ofl'ert>d 1946 47 
Mies Everson 
energy metabolism ; experience in use of certain 
(o o 9) Cr. 4. 
Alt. F. Not offered 1945 46, offered 1046-47 
Prerequisite: 805, Ohem. 474. Miss Swanson 
Adaptation of chemical techniques to nnalyses of food, tissues, and metabolic products. 
607. Research Methods in Nutrition. ( 1·0·6) Or. 8. 
Prerequisite: 609. 
Biological assay of food. 
Alt. W. Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946·47 
Miss Swanson 
608. Research Methods in Nutrition. ( 1-0-9) Cr. 4. S. 
PrerequiBite: 305, 606 or equivalent. Misses Everson, Swanson 
Laboratory experience in the quantitative estimation of vitamins and other nutrients 
present in foods and biological materials, evaluation of usefulness of new methods fn 
nutrition research. 
609. Seminar. 
Prerequisite: 305. 
614. Research. 
A. Nutrition. 
B. Foods. 
615. Advanced Nutrition. (8-0-0) Cr. 3. 
F. W. S. 
Mrs. Eppright, Misses Everson, Lowe, Swanson 
Mrs. Eppright, Misses Everson, Swanson 
Afiss Lowe 
w. s. 
Prerequiaite: 609. Mrs. Eppright, Misses Everson, 
Recent developments in nutrition with sele<'ted problems. 
Swanson 
616. Advanced Nutrition. (3-0·0) Cr. 3. 
Prerequ.irite: 609. 
Continuation of 615. 
620. Fats in Relation to Food Preparation. < 1-0-6) Or. 8. 
w. s. 
Misses Everson, Swanson 
Prerequirite: 512. 
Alt. F. Not offered 1945 46, oftered 1946-47 
Miss Lowe 
624. Proteins in Relation to Food Preparation. (2-0-8) Or. 8. 
Alt. W. Offered 1946-46, not offered 1946-4:7 
Prerequi8'ite: 512. .Miss Lowe 
630. Research Methods in Nutrition. ( 1-0·6) Or. 8. 
Alt. W4 Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946·47 
Prerequisite: 606. Misses Everson, Swanson 
Techniques of metabolism studies, human and animal. 
FORESTRY 
• 
GILMOUR BEYERS MAcDoNALD, M.F., Professor in Charge 
,. 
Associate Professors Charles Murray Genaux, M.S.; Allen Wright Goodspeed, M.F.; 
Geo. Bernhardt Hartman, M.S. 
Assistant Professors Julius Ansgar Larsen, Ph.D.; Andrew Logan McComb, Ph.D. 
Extension Worker Campbell 
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in forestry leading to the degree of Bachelor of 
Science, see pages 93 and 94. 
The department offers four-year and five-year curricula designed to fit the 
student for professional forestry work. 
A summer camp of eight weeks between the freshman and sophomore years is 
required of all students. A six-weeks camp for advanced work following the 
junior year is optional. 
The four-year curriculum is designed to prepare students for administrative or 
research work with the United States Forest Service and other federal agencies; 
for similar positions with various state forestry departments; for the lumber, paper, 
plywood, and other forest industries; for wholesale and retail lumber marketing; 
for grazing and wildlife management work; and for teaching and extension work. 
The five-year curriculum offers opportunity for additional specialization for major 
work in the four fields of conservation, forest utilization and marketing, range 
management, and wild-life management. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in forest 
management, forest utilization and marketing, and forest range management ; and 
minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Students desiring to major in this department should present forestry credits 
substantially equivalent to those required of undergraduate students at this in-
stitution. 
Minor work is usualiy recommended in botany, particularly plant pathology, 
agrostology, ecology, dendrology, or plant physiology ; entomology; chemistry ; 
soils; landscape architecture ; economics; or zoology. _ 
The modem language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 301, 302, 303, 388, 3QO, 3Ql, 400. 
438, 443, 451, 452, 453, 470, 490, 491, 492! 493. 
DESCRIPTION OF <'OURSES 
COURSE PRIMARILY J'OR NON·COl.LROIATE STUDENTS 
20. Farm Forestry. (8·0·0) Cr. 3. W. S 
Management of fann woodlands; harvesting, use and marketing the timber products; 
planning and establishing the farm shelterbelt; tree planting for soil erosion control, 
wild life cover. and fence posts, fuel and lumber production. 
COURSES PRIMARILY J'OB l1NDEROR.ADl1ATB STUDENTS 
101, 102, 108. General Forestry. Or. S each. Yr. 
101. (2·0-3) F.; 102. (8·0·0) W. S.; 108. (0·0-9) S. 
General survey of field forestry. Elementary field procedure, use of instruments, 
elements of mapping. 
110. Forestry Seminar. (1-0 0) Rt>quired. S. 
Discuasion of current topics relating to forestry. 
120. Farm Timber Production. (2 0·3) Cr. S. W. 
Managing farm woodlands for profit. Improvement cuttings; protecting the stand; 
mensuring the crop; how and when to harvest; using home-grown lumber on the 
farm. Field demonstrations. 
206. Forest Planting. (2·0·6) Cr. 4. S. 
Collection and treatment of tree seeds. Forest nursery practice. Field planting. 
211, 212, 213. Forestry Seminar. (1-0·0) Required. Yr. 
Current forestry topics. 
214. SUvlcnlture. (0·0 9) Or. 3. Summer Oamp 
Field studies of forest types and stands; forest ecology; improvement of young stands; 
forest regeneration. 
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224. Logging. (8·0-0) Or. 8. F. 
Study of loggmg practices in principal forest regions. transportation of logs, methods 
employed, and equipment used. 
225. Lumber Manufacture. (8·0-0) Cr. 3. w. 
Luipber manufacturing plants; equipment used; mill producta; air seasoning and kiln 
drymg lumber. 
234. Wood 'Utlllzation. (0·0·9) Or. 3. Summer Oamp 
Forest industries; logging and milling operations; pulp and paper plants and other 
wood-using activities. 
241. Forest Mensuration. (2·0·6) Or. 4. W. 
Measuring logs, trees, forests and forest products, int>luding log scaling nnd timber 
estimating. 
242. Forest Mensuration. (2·0·8) Or. 3. S. 
Elementary studies in growth of trees and stands. 
244. Forest Mensuration. ( O·O ·9) Or. 8. Summer Oamp 
Field studies and practice in scaling logs and estimating timber stands. Oollectlng 
data and preparing forest maps. 
245. Forest Mapping. (0-0·9) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: 103. 
Study and construction of topographic, type, visiblllty, and aerial photographic maps 
as related to forestry activities. Construction of relief models. 
250. National Forest Operations. (0·0-9) Cr. 8. Summer Oamp 
Study of various field activities on national forests. 
301, 802, 308. Sllviculture. (8·0·0) Or. 8 each. 
801. Prerequiaite: Bot. 424, credit or classification in Bot. 205. 
302. PrerequiRite: 801. 
F. W. S. 
808. Prl'requi.site: 802. 
( 801) Factors determining classifications of forest stands, types and formations i forest. 
influences. (302) Scientific systems of harvesting forest trees, and their application to 
forests of various ages and composition; improvement of Immature forests. (808) 
Practice of silvlculture in United States and abroad. 
3llb312, 313. Forestry Seminar. (1-0·0) Required. 
iscussion of current forestry topics. 
Yr. 
320. Farm Forestry. (8·0·0) Cr. 8. F. 
Forestry in present day agriculture. Federal and state legislation Involved. Policy 
and technique in forest protection and woodlot management; reforestation, shelter-bolt 
planting, marketing forest crops, and forestry extension program. 
385. Timber Preservation. (8·0·0) Cr. S. S. 
Agencies causing wood destruction. Methods of protecting wood products from decay, 
insects, fire. Detailed study of wood preserving plants. 
388. Wood Technology. ( 1·0·9) Cr. 4. w. 
Prerequisite: Bot. 101. 
Structural, physical, and mechanical properties of commercial woods; their identiflca· 
tion and chief uses. 
390. Forest Protection. (8·0·0) Or. 3. s. 
Prerequisite: Physics 204. 
Character and extent of damage to forests by fire, w"atber, animn.le nnd disease. 
Forest fire preventionJ pre-suppression and suppression, fire control equipment, fire 
damage appraisals ana forest fire insurance. 
391. Forest Administration. (3·0-0) Cr. a. F. 
Prerequisite: 390. 
Personnel; organization, financing nnd supervision of federal, stato and lo<'al pnblie 
and private forest enterprises. Forest improvements, grazing, tlmbor sulcs and special 
uses. 
400. Forest Conservation. (8·0 0) Or. 3. W. 
Prereq1d'1ite: Zool. 113, 115, or Bot. 101. 
Not open to forestry students. Development of forest conservation, nnlionnl. st.ate, and 
private. Forests in relation to human needs. Forestry as relntcd to other conservation 
'vork. 
411, 412, 413. Forestry Seminar. <I-00) Required. 
Current reports on forestry and allied topics. 
Yr. 
438. Lumber Markets. (Ee. 438) (3·0·0) Cr. 3. w. 
Prerequ:iaite: Ee. 201 or equivalent. 
E<'onomics of the timber industry. Wholesaling and retailing. Exports and Imports 
of lumber and other forest products; lumbermen's associations; prices; freight rates. 
*Dendrology. Bot. 256, 257. See _pago 176. 
Surveying. O.E. 810, 812, 818. Bee page 192. 
Forest Insects. Zool. 377. See page 285. 
Forest Pathology. Bot. 416. See page 177. 
Chemistry of Forest Products. Ohem. 259. Seo page I R6. 
Forest Soils. Agron. 357. See page 162. 
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440. Special Problems. Or. 2 to 6. F. W. S. 
PrarequUite: Senior college classUlcation and quality point average of 2.6 or more 
for preceding two quart.era. 
Original investigations in advanced technical work. 
448. Forest Mensuration. (2·0·8) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequialte : 2·'1, 242. 
Advanced forest measurements; determination of standards for growth and yield 
measurements in forests. 
461, 452, 458. Lumber Retailing and Building Industry Marketing. 
(8·0·0) Cr. 3 each. S. F. W. respectively 
461. Prerequirite: 488. 
452, PrerequiBite: 451. 
468. PrerequiBUe: 452. 
(451) Building industry and its problems building materials, retail store plane, yard 
equipment, advertising. ( 452) Local market analysis, leads and prospects, developing 
and closing snles, planning co-ordination among the several groups involved in the 
local building industry. (458) Materials store management, pncing the product, 
selection and operation of saleamen, credits and collections, management problems. 
470. General Forestr)' Economics. (Ee. 470) (8·0·0) Or. 8. W. 
Prerequirite: Ee. 201 or equivalent. 
Elementary aJ>plication of economics to forestry. Production, distribution, and con· 
sumption of forest products. Production management of forests. 
4R7. Forest Products. (5·0·0) Or. 5. W. 
Forest products, uses and methods of production; including pulp and paper, veneer and 
plywood, naval stores, railroad ties, poles, posts, and other products. 
4AR, Commercial Woods. (2·0-8) Or. 8. W. 
For engineering students. Identification and uses of principnl woods. Properties, 
defects, seasoning, and preservation of wood. 
490. Forest Finance. (Ee. 490) (4·0·8) Or. 6. F. 
Prerequirite: Ee. 201 or equivalent. 
Appraisal of forest land and stumpage. Dctorminat.ion of profits in forMt enterprises. 
Appraisal of damages to forest property. 
4fl1. Forest Range Management. (8·0·0) Or. 8. F. 
Pr1requirite: Bot. 424. 
History of national forest range. Range typos and forage. Poisonous plant control. 
Principles of range management and grazing policies on national forests. Relationship 
of grazing to other forest uses. 
492. Forest Range Admlnlstratlon. (8-0-0) Cr. 8. W. 
Prerequisite: 491. 
Management and admi.nistration of range on national and state forests and other public 
areas. .. 
498. Forest Range Management Plans. (2·0·8) Or. 8. S. 
Prer1quiaite: 492. 
Range surveys and preparation of detailt>d range management plan~ for different 
national forest regions and public range lands. 
499. Forest History and Polley. (8-0·0) Or. :l. S. 
DeTelopment of forestry in selected foreign countries. Development of forestry in the 
United States. St.ate and national forest laws and policies. 
OOtTBSES l'OR ADVANOXD UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
630. Advanced Forest Industrles. Or. 8 to 9. Summer Camp 
Prerequia~: 224, 226. Mr. MacDonald 
Detailed study of operation and management of private forest industries. 
590, Advanced Forest Admlnlatratlon. Cr. S to 9. Summer Oamp 
Pr1Tequirite: 250. Mr. Goodspeed 
Sm~ of management and administration of specific national, state, or private forest 
lands. 
594. National and State Forest Range Adm!nlstratton. Cr. 8 to 9. Summer Oamp 
Prerequiaite: Bot. 424. Mr. Genaux 
Detailed field studies of administration and management of range areas on national and 
state forests. 
595. Forest Management. (8·0·0) Or. 8. W. 
Prrr1quiftt1: 808, 490. 
Organization of the forest for management. 
regulation. 
Mr. Goodspeed 
Study of the factors used in forest 
596. Forest Management. (8-0-0) Or. 8. 
Pr1r1quVUe: 595. 
Regulation of the forest for sustained yield. 
tlce of fore.try. 
8. 
Mr. Goodspeed 
Forest management plans. Present prac-
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COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
600. Research. JI'. w. s. 
Messrs. Genaux. Larsen, MacDonald 
604. Advanced Sllvtcnlture. Or. 2 to 5. J' 
Prerequisite: 808. Mr Lanen 
~esearch me~ods in sil.viculture. Stud!es in silvicultural practice ln Riven ·regions, 
involving special marketing, land use, climatic, edaphic, or biotic conditfona. 
1106. Advanced Planting. Or. 2 to 5. S 
Prerequisite: 206. • Mr. Laraeti 
Forest nurseries. Special problems in tree planting and reforestation work. 
684. Advanced Lumbering. Or. 2 to 5. JI' 
Prere9.uisite: 224:. Mr, MacDonald 
Investigations and reports on logging, milling, transportation, and marketing lumber 
and other timber products. 
688, 689. Forest Industries. Or. 2 to 5 each. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 487. Mr. MacDonald 
Industries depending upon forest products, including paper and pulp, veneer, naval 
stores, wood distillation, timber preservation, and other minor industries. 
694. Advanced Forest Management. Or. ~ to 5. JI'. 
Prerequisite: 595. Mr. MacDonald 
Special problems in regulation of forest yield. Forest workin,. plans. 
697. Advanced Forest Protection. Or. 2 to 5. W. 
Prerequisite: 890. Messrs. Genaux. MacDonald 
Agencies injurious to forest, especially fire. Fire control plans, cooperation with federal 
agencies. Timber protective associations. 
GENERAL ENGINEERING 
JosEPH K. WALKUP, A.B., B.M.E., J.E., Head of Department 
Professor Forest Charles Dana, B.S., C.E. 
Associate Professors * J can Charles Hempstead, M.A.; James Percival McKean, 
M.S., L.L.B.; Howard James Stephens, B.I.E., I.E. 
Assistant Professors •Lynn Franklin Hummel, B.S.; Lawrence Robertson Hillyard, 
M.S. 
Instructors •King, •Lyon 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in general engineering leading to the degree 
0
0£ 
Bachelor of Science, see page 113. 
The general engineering curriculum affords essential training to men who have 
an aptitude for engineering and a potential capacity for management which should 
enable them to choose careers in industrial production, personnel or management 
and in business operations and sales. These fields of endeavor are found in such 
industrial enterprises as manufacturing of both capital and consumer goods, public 
utilities, and with industrial insurance companies. 
In the junior and senior years the student is offered the opportunity of special-
izing in courses directed toward industrial operations (Industrial Engineering 
Option) or electing those courses which are most applicable to his future en .. 
deavors. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in 
engineering valuation, and minor work to students taking major work in other 
departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a curriculum sub .. 
stantially equivalent to that required of undergraduate students in general en-
gineering at this institution. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 354, 404> 407, 417, 425. 
•Absent on leave. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY rOR UNDERGRA.DUATB STUDENTS 
100. Technical Lecture. (1-0·0) Required. 
Lectures and conferences designed to aid the freshman student to adjust himself 
both in his course and in college environments. 
104, 106, 106. Engineering Problems. (0-0 3) Or. 1 each. 
104. Prerequisite: Classification in Math. 101. 
106. PrerequUite: Classification in Math. 1020. 
F. W. S. each 
106. Prerequirite: OlassUlcation in Math. 1080. 
( 104) Applications of al~obra; development of computinK skills and orderly methods 
of solving problems. Engineering forms and standards. Uses of slide rule, logarithms, 
graphs and tables. ( 105) Applications of trigonometry; efficient trigonometric 
for01ulas. Precision of measurement and calculation. Systematic analysis of problems. 
Training in neatness and orderly computation. (106) _A:pplication of graphical 
methods to solutions of engineering problems including analytic geometry, the tJ:Se of 
special coordinate papers and foundation work for the calculus. 
107. Engineering-Problems. (0-0-8) Or. 1. F. W. S. 
Prerequiaite: 104. (This course is available only to students in special training 
programs.) , 
Shop mathematics, :a!ading of graphs, use of mensuration tables, estimating quantities 
from blueprints, apPJied use of slide rule. 
108. Methods of Engineering Computations. (O·O·:l) Or. 1. F. W. 
Prerequ'8Ue: Transfer credit in Math. 101, 1020, 1080. 
Training in skills, standards and methods essential for engineering computations. To 
assist transfer student in adjusting to divisional standards. 
213. Seminar. ( l ·0-0) Required. 
Required of all sophomore students. 
s. 
223. Motion Study. (0·1·8) Or. 2. 
Prerequ'8Ue: Oredit or classification in M.E. 205. 
Principles and applications of motion economy in industrial processes 
s. 
225. Supervisory PriDclples. (0-8-0) Or. 3. F. W. S. 
Prerequiaita : Enrollment in special programs. 
The supervisory relation; as a manager, as a director of personnel Principles and 
practice in solution of problems involving human relations m industry. 
:l 11. Seminar. (1-0-0) Required. 
:125, 326. Summer Work. Or. 8 each. 
Approved summer work in industrial plants. 
F. 
351. Industl'ial Organization. (0 8·0) Cr. a. F. W. S. 
Industrial tendencies, ownership, types of organization: the principles and methods 
of production control, inspection, motion and time studr. wage systems. cost control 
and personnel relations in the coordination of an industrial organization. 
35(. Employment Methods and Employee Development. ( 0-2·3) Or. s. F. 
Prerequirite: Psych. 204 and senior or graduate college classification. 
Principles and technique of employment methods and their relation to industrial 
development. 
362. Oalculatlona and Graphlc Methods. (0·2·3) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequvite: Math. 212 and senior college classification 
Selective tabulation and analysis of mass dnta hr graphic and selected statistical 
methods, graphic presentation of industrial engineermg and management data. 
400. Senior Inspection Trip. Required. F. 
Prerequiaite: Senior G.E. classification. 
Ono week spent in Industrial centers visiting nnd inspecting industrial plants. 
404. Englneerlng Economy. (0·2 2) Cr. 3. 
Prttrtiquirite: Ee. 261 and senior or ~rnduate college classification. 
fundamentals of eeonomics to engine<>rmg nlternntivcs in planning, 
managing industrial projects. 
W. 
Application of 
dovrloping and 
407. Englneerillg Valuation. (0·3 0) Or. 3. · F. W. s. 
Prertquiaite: Senior college or gradunte college classification. 
Oredit In 404 will be rt>quirod of Gen. E. students. Concepts of value, the preparation 
nnd pricing of inventories. property records for physical property, mortality studies 
of industrial property units. depreciation. methods of estimating depreciation, mtangible 
valuest cost values, earning values, the rate base and rate structures, engineering 
valuations for taxntion. rntl's, insuranf'e, flnanring or sales. 
412. Seminar. (l·O·O) Required. w. 
417. Engineering Valuation. ( o 2-3 i l'r. 3. B. 
Pririquiritt!: 407. 
Application of principles of engineering valuation including field work; collection and 
use of mortality data; atudy of court prn<'tices regarding valuation of utilities. 
421. Safety Engineering. .(0-3 O) Cr. 3. 
Prttrequiaite: 851. 
F. S. 
Principles of accident prevention in industry; trainini: for and selling safety, safe 
machine design and guarding. Industrial compensation and safety legislation. 
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425. Principles of Personnel Supervision. (0·3·0) Or. 3. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: Senior classification. 
Discussion of problems relating to human contacts arising in the course of employment, 
with desirable approaches to their solution. 
430.* Sales Engineering. (0·3·0) Or. a. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: Senior college classification. 
Basic principles and fundamentals of selling and their relation to problems of lldmlnis· 
tration of sales departments in industrial concerns. 
431. Time and Motion Study and Standard Times. (O 3 6) Cr. 5. l!,. 
Prerequiaite: 223, 862. 
Job simplification and standardization by stop·watch nnd micro-motion methode. Time 
standards, formula and synthetic time vnluee and a.pplications to wage incentive eys· 
tems. 
432. Job Evaluation. (0·3·3) Or. 4. W. 
Prereqt.Write: 481 or 486. 
Determining requirements of jobs, nnalysis for degree nnd extent of major job fnctors, 
weighting of factorst development of basic hourly rate curves, salBry claasUlcations, 
administrative proceaures. Practice in description and evaluation. 
435. Time and Motion Study. (0·2·8) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequisite: 223. 
Principles and ~ractice in etop·watch and micro-motion nnnlysis of industrial opera· 
tions. Stnndardization of operations and operation times. 
441. Industrial Engineering. (0·8·6) Or. 5. F. 
Prerequisite: Credit .or classification in 431. 
Operations, machines and processes required for typlcnl man,µfacturing problems; 
selection, specification and layout of equipment nnd plant facilities, bnlnnclng schedules, 
budget preparation. 
442. Industrial Engineering. (0·3·6) Or. 5. W. 
Prerequi8ite: 441. 
The development of organization charts and standard crews, the determination of po11i· 
tion specifications, the development of a manual of standard procedures, and tho de· 
sign of records of· performance to be used in the administrative control of a typical 
manufacturing enterprise. 
443. Industrial Engineering. ( 0·3 -6) Or. 5. S. 
Prerequisite: 442. 
The development and applicntion of Inventory Records, load charts, production orders, 
schedules, production reports, progress reports and control reports to a manufacturing 
problem m such a manner as to keep a continuous comparison between planned and 
actual results. 
446. ManUfacturlng Methods. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prerequisite: M.E. 201, 423. 
Study of construction and performance of 'machine tools; production methods: design 
and economic use of jigs nnd fixtures: special tools and gauges. Progreeidve assembly. 
486. Industrial Engineering. (0·8 O) Cr. s. W. S. 
PrerequiBtte: 851. 
Factory location and operation, orders and recordsh purchasing, storing, routing, 
scheduling, dispatching, costing, general mnnngemflnt t f'Ories. 
489. Factory Planning. (O·l ·6) Cr. 8. S. 
Prere'lui8ite: M.E. 424. 
Selection and layo-ut of machinery, power nppnrntus, hentlng, ventilating, and Jlght-
ing systems; size and type of buildings. 
494. Special Problems. Or. 1 to 5. F. W. S. 
Prsrequi8ite: Senior classification and approval of bend of department. 
Formulation and solution of theoretical or practical problems which relate to manu· 
facturing, public utility operation, operation of communication systems or other in-
dustrial methods. 
COURSES FO& ADVANCBD UNDERORADUATK A'Nl> GRADUATE STUDENTS 
P. W. S. 594. Special Topics. Or. 1 to 5. 
Messrs. McKean, Walkup 
Advanced study of management r>roblems in personnel and engineering valuation. 
COURSES 'FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
604. Engineering Valuation Research. F. 
Mr. Mnrston 
685. Factory Personnel. Cr. S to 5. 
Employment departments; time and wage problems: 
tions, and industrial relations. 
F. 
Mr. Roudebush 
shop-committees, housing condl· 
F. W. 8. G88. llrfanufacturlng Costs. Cr. 3 to 5. 
Mr. Roudebush 
Overhead and prime costs; machine-hour rnte in distributing burden; departmental re· 
ports; graphical analysis. 
*Not oifered 1946-46. 
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GENETICS 
ERNEST W. LINDSTROM, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professor John W. Gowen, Ph.D. 
Instructor Eugene F. Oakberg, M.S. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
The department of genetics offers instruction in the science of heredity particu-
larly in relation to plant and animal breeding. The courses are also designed to 
stimulate the broader cultural and philosophical aspects of this biological science. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in genetics; and minor work to students taking major work 
in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a thorough under-
graduate curriculum in agriculture, or in a biological science, with evidence of 
good scholarship and aptitude for scientific research. 
Students taking major work in genetics will ordinarily minor in agronomy, 
animal husbandry, bacteriology, biochemistry, botany, horticulture, mathematics, 
veterinary medicine, or zoology. 
DESCRIPTION 01!, COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDEROR.AIJUATB STUDENTS 
200. Baste Genetics. (3·0·0) Or. 3. 
(For Farm Operation curriculum.) 
Elementary principles of heredity in relation to plant and animal breeding. 
300. General Genetics. (3·0·0) Cr. s. F. W. 
Prerequ48ite: Course in botan~ or zoology. 
Elementary principles of heredity and general bearing on plant and animal breeding. 
801. Introductory Genetics. (8·0·0) Or. 3. F. 
Prerequ'8ite: Training equivalent to our second year Veterinary student. 
Genetic principles in normal and pathological development. 
:105. Elementary Laboratory. (0·0-2) Cr. 1. 
Prere9u'8ile: Should accompany or follow 800. 
Breeding experiments, illustrating principles of heredity. 
400. Genetics, Evolution, and Biology. (8·0·0) Cr. 8. 
F. W. 
s. 
PrerequVite: 800. 
Integration of agricultural and biological sciences from a genetical, evolutionary 
standpoint. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
530. Advanced Genetics. (3·0·2) Cr. 4. 
Prerequ~ite : Elementnry genetics. 
Modern conceptions of genetics, including Mendelism, linkage, 
breeding, disease resistance, polyploidy, and biometry. 
w. 
Mr. Lindstrom 
mutation, selection, in-
535. Animal Genetics. (8·0·2) Or. 4. s. 
Pref'equiaite: Elementary genetics. Mr. Gowen 
Principles of inheritance as applied to farm animals including known genes, methods 
of breeding for economic characters, use of hybridity, linkage, and chromosome aberra· 
tlons, 4iisease resistance, and X-ray analysis of gene structure. 
540. Special Topics. (0·0·3 to 9) Or. 1 to 3. F. W. S. 
Pr~requirite: Elementary genetics. Messrs. Gowen, Lindstrom 
Written problems in laboratory, greenhouse, field, library work. 
600. General Genetics. 
COURSES FOR ORADUAT» STUDENTS 
(8-0·2) Or. 3. F. W. 
Messrs. Gowen. Lindstrom 
Orientation course including <'Omprehensive problems in Drosophila genetics. 
650. Seminar. Or. 1. 
Mr. Lindstrom 
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li.i4. Genetics of Breed Improvement. (A.H. 654) (3·0·0) Or. s. W. 
Prtrcquiaitr: Gen. 600. Mr. Lush 
Oc>nc>tic struc-ture of breeds or other populations. ~fl'ects of gene numbttr. degrees of 
dominnnre. gfme intern<'tion, linkni;r<'. mutations, non-genetic factors. Conditions of 
equilibrium. Rates of chnng<' in 11opulntion mf'nn or variability. EITl•cts of mass 
selection. 
fi55. Breeding Systems and Plans. (A.H. 655) (3 O·O) Cr. S. S. 
Prerequisite: 654. l\Ir. Lush 
Inbreeding and outbrceding, nssortavc> mnting, progeny testing, selection on n family 
basis. selection indict>s, records of performance, methods of estimating herltnhillly, com· 
parlson of various breeding plnns. 
660. Research. 
Messrs. Oowen, J,imlstrom 
GEOLOGY 
*J. T. LONSDALE, Ph.D., Head of .Department 
Associate Professor Charles Sumner Gwynne, Ph.D. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UND:ERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in science, major in geology, leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science, see page 133 
The department offer5 f undamcntal courses in geology designed to give the 
student a knowledge of the composition of the earth, the processes which arc 
at work upon it, and its history. For those who plan to engage in professional 
work in the field of geology a sequence of more advanced courses in the various 
sub-divisions of the science is provided, continuing through the junior and senior 
years. In the senior year such students may take courses particularly applicable 
to specialized fields of geology. At least one year of graduate work is essential 
for those planning to engage in profess'ional geological work. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in applied 
geology, and minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Students desiring to major in geology should have completed the equiv.alent of 
the following courses: 201, 202, 203, 354, 355, 356; and 434, 435, 436, or 454, 455. 
Minor work is usually recommended in mining engineering, chemistry, or zoology. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 434, 435, 436, 454, 455. 
DESCRIPTION OF COUU.SE8 
OOURSES l'RJl\lABILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDBNTS 
201. General Geology. (0·3·0 or S). Or. 8 or 4. F. W. 8. 
Geologic;: processes that shape landscapes; indudcs work of wind, groundwater, streams, 
glaciers, ocean ; common rocks and minerals. 
2112, 203. General Geology. (O·B·O or 3) Cr. a or 4 each. F. W. 8. 
Prerequisite: 201, 202 respectively. 
(202) Volcanoes, cnrthqunkes, origin and structure of mountains, origin of tho earth. 
F. W. 
( 203) Principal events in gcologi<' history u nd rC'lations to significant advances in 
animal and plant kingdoms. 8. 
:104. World Geography. (0·3-0) Cr. 3. F. 
World-wide consideration of the elements of geography. physical and cultural, and the 
interrelation between them and man. 
:.H15. Introductory Physical Geography. CO·B O) Cr. J. W. 
Prerequisite: 304. 
The earth; weather and climate: climntac distribution ; physical proccsaea a«ecting the 
surface. 
306. Physical and Cultural Elements of Geography. (O 3·0) Cr. 3. S. 
Prerequisite: 805. 
Land forms and earth rel'ources: the activities or man thereto related. 
•Absent on leave. 
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808. Geophysics. (Physics 808) (8·0-0) Or. 8. • . . S. 
An introductory course imparting a knowledge and apprec1at1on of the physical forces 
in and on the earth. The application of this knowledge to human problems. 
824. Physiography. (0·4·0) Or. 4. S. 
Physical processes affecting the earth's surface; the geographical distribution of the 
results. 
354. Structural Geology. (0-8-8) Cr. 4. F. 
PrerequiaittJ: 208. 
Structure of earth's crust and interpretation of rock structures. 
355. Mineralogy. (0·8·8) Or. 4. F. W. 
PrerequiaittJ: Chem. 102. 
Fundamentals of crystallography and determinative and descriptive mineralogy. • 
356. Petrology. (0-8·8) Or. 4. S. 
PrtJrequiriU : 8 55. 
Phyai~al mineralogical, textural, and structural characteristics of rocks; origin and 
diatrltiution. 
374.* Engineering Geology. (0·2·8) Or. 8. S. 
Fundamentals of the science ·and engineering application. 
875.* Agricultural Geology. (0·2·8) Cr. s. F. W. S. 
Fundamentals of the science and agricultural application. 
899-. Special Problems. Or. 2 to 4 elich time elected. F. W. S. 
ProrequiaittJ: Elementary geology, permission of head of department. 
400. Summer Field Work. Or. 4 to 9. SS. 
Prerequiaite: 208. 
Field phenomena; geologic surveying and mapping. 
484. Economic Geology-Non-Metallics. (0·8·8) Cr. 4. F. 
Prerequiaite: 854, 856. 
Origin, occurrence, and uses of principal non-metallic mineral deposits. 
4:15. Invertebrate Paleontology. (0-8·8) Or. 4. 
Alt. F. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946-47 
Prerequ.uite: 208, Zool. 105. 
Characteristics and relationships of invertebrates of fossil record; their use in historical 
geology. 
436. Petroleum Geology. (0-8·8) Or. 4. S. 
Prerequisite: 854. 
Orfdn .and m~nner of occurrence of oil and gas; geological characteristics of important 
proilacmg regions. 
454, Optical Mineralogy. (0·2·6) Or. 4. F. 
Pr~equlaUe: 865. 
Study of minerals with polarizing miscroscope; optical characteristics of principal rock· 
forming minerals. 
455. Economic Geology-MetaWcs. (O 8-8) Or. 4. W. 
Prerequialte: 854, 866. 
Origin, occurrence, nnd uses of principal metallic mineral deposits. 
OOURSES FOR ADVANCBD UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
557, 658. Petrography. (0·2 6) Or. 4 each. 
Prerequi.rite: 454. 
Systemic microscopic petrography. ( 55 7) Igneous rocks. 
metamorphic rocks. 
566. Seminar. Or. 1 ench time elected. 
PrerequiBUe: 12 credits in geology. 
w. 8. 
Mr. Lonsdale 
(558) Sedimentary and 
F. W. $. 
Mr. Gwynne 
w. s . 567""-568. Invertebrate Paleontology. (0·3·8) Or~ 4 each. 
.rrerequ'iaite: 485. 
Application of paleontology to stratigraphic correlation and 
history. (567) Paleozoic. (568) Mesozoic and Cenozoic. 
Mr. Lonsdale 
interpretation of earth 
571, 572, 578. Advanced General Geology. · (O·B·S) Or. 4 each. Yr. 
Prerequirite: 854, 856. Messrs. GWYDDe, Lonsdale 
Principles of d;vnamical, structural. and stratigraphic geology; form and structure of 
earth a~d Its history. 
574. Petrography of Ceramic Materials. (0·2·6) Or. 4. s. 
Prerequfrite : 454. 
Technique of examination of ceramic materials under microscope; 
and characteristlca of ceramic materials. 
Mr. Lonsdale 
geologic occurrence 
664. Special Topics. 
665. Rosearcb. 
OOURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Messrs. Gwynne. Lonsdale 
Messrs. Gwynne. Lonsdale 
*Geot. 874 .and 876 are acceptable in substitution for Geol. 201 for engineering and 
agricultural students who desire to elect Geol. 202 and 208. 
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HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT 
Louis BERNARD SCHMIDT, A.M., Litt.D., Head of Department 
Professor Earle Dudley Ross, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors Herbert Clare Cook, Ph.D.; V. Alton Moody, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors W. Turrentine Jackson, Ph.D.; John R. Mashek, Ph.D.; 
Clarence Hovey Matterson, Ph.D.; *Charles Harold Norby, Ph.D. 
Instructor. Turner 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in science, major in history, leading to the 
degree of Bachelor of Science, see page 133. Major work is offered in the following 
fields: economic history, economic history and government. 
The department provides fundamental and specialized courses of instruction 
in history and government for students in all divisions of the college. These sub-
jects are designed: first, to furnish such knowledge and training as it is believed 
should be part of any college education ; second, to provide advanced work for 
those students who need a knowledge of history and government for teaching 
or for public service; and third, to train men and women for intelligent citizenship. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in 
economic history ; and minor work in economic history and in government to 
students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in the department is the completion of 
at least thirty quarter credit hours in history and fifteen credits in political science 
and economics. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 
Hist. 401, 402, 403, 421, 422, 423, 425, 490r 495; Govt. 424, 437, 446, 468, 
476, 478, 480, 485, 490, 495. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES IN HlsTORY 
COURS& J'OR N()N·OOLLEGIATB STUDENTS 
24. Background of American Farming. (0·8·0) Or. 8. , W. 
Open only to students in the General Farming Program. The history of the American 
people from the agricultural point of view designed to provide an into1Ugont under· 
standing of the place of agriculture in our national life. 
COURSES PRIMARIJ,Y FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDBNTS 
211, 212, 218. European and American Olvillzation Since 1350. (2·1·0) Or. 8. Yr. 
212. Prerequisite: 211. 
218. Prerequisite: 212. 
{211) Consideration of conditions in Europe that produced tho ea.rly movement of 
people to American shores: the break-up· of medieval society, tho Renala1111.ilCO, and thP 
expansion of Europe; tho impact of Europe on America; tlie American Revolution and 
its results; the French Revolution. {212) The nineteenth century: influences, move 
ments, and developments that set the stage for the civilization of tho present. (213) 
The twentieth century; liberalism and progressivism; prosperity and depression; 
two world wars--o!!gins, effects on Ameri<'an life. 
234, 235.t Economic History of the United States. (2·1·0) Or. 8 each. 
234. 'l'o 1865. 
235. Since 1865. 
Growth of important industries: regional specialization; development of economic in11ti-
tutions; and relation of government to buslneu enterprise. 
311, 312, 313. Introduction to Western ClvUlzation. (O 3-0) Cr. 8 each. Yr 
812. Prsrequunu: 311. 
818. Prerequisite: 812. 
Social and cultural development of Western civilization from the Ancient Orient to the 
present, emphasizing economic and political institutions; changes fn habits, customs, 
and ideas; and the background of recent development.a. Not open to fres11mcn. 
*Absent on leave. 
t Any subject listed in the following history sequences may be taken independently: 
284, 285, 401, 402, 408, 421, 422, 428. 
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324. Hlstoey of American Agriculture. (0-3 0) Cr. ::J. • • .F .. w,. S. 
Colonial foundations; westward movement: public land pobc1es; regional specm11zat1on.: 
transportntion and markets: agrarianism nod industl"inlism: farmers' movement; poh· 
tics and legislation; relation of state to agriculture 
401, 402, 408.t Economic Histoey of Modern Europe. (0·3·0) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequirite: 6 credits in histO!:Y. . 
(401) Economic and :.Political Re\·oluti~n.s, 1750 t<? 1832.. English a~d c,ontine~tal 
heritage from medieval Europe; mercantihsm aud laissez.faire; commercial, industrial, 
agricultural, and political revolu~ions; economic institution.a and reforms. ( 4~2) 
British and Continental Competition, 1832-1914. Commerc1al theory and practice; 
riRe Of continental industry; changes in agriculture, labor, t~ansportation, moner, 
nnd markets· protectionism; imperialism. (408) New Europe Smee 1914. Economic 
aspects of World War; revolutions, reparations, reconstruction, and agrarian reforms; 
liberalism and reaction; comp'l'tition and war. 
Yr . 421.__ 422, 428.t History of the American Nation. (0·3 0) Or. 3 each. 
.rrerequuite: 6 credits in history. 
(421) Nntional Foundations to 1830 ... Colonial background: Revolution; Confed· 
eration and Constitution; nationalism and democracy. ( 422) National Expansion and 
Internal Conflict, 1880-1878. F·or<'es of unity and disunity; division and reunion. 
( 428) National Consolidation and World Power Since 1878. Emergence of the New 
Nation; modern industrialism and international relations. 
425. Twentieth Century Europe. ( 0·3·0) Cr. 3. s. 
Prerequisite: 6 credits in history. 
Europe on the eve of the War of 1914; the War nnd its effects intellectually, eco· 
nomically, and politically; bases and rise of Fascism and Naziism; the depression and 
the brenkdown of internntional relations in the 1930's. 
490. Contemporary Affairs. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: Senior or graduate college classification 
The significance of current events and their likely implications in view of recent 
history. Problems of a wnr and a post war world in view of pre·war conditions. 
495. Special Problems. Cr. I to :i. F. W. S 
Prerequirite: Senior or grnduat<' rlnssificntion. 
Reading and reports on problems RPlected in <'onferPnce with each student. 
COURSES J'OR AD\'ANC'BD UNDF.RORAIJUAT!o; AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
525 Development of the United States Constitution. ( o 8 o) Cr. s. S. 
Prerequi.aite: 6 credits in history and government Mr. Jackson 
Making the Constitution development of <'Onstitutional doctrines through Supreme 
Court decisions i association of <'onstitut1n11al prin<'iples with political and social condi· 
tions; history OI judicial pro1 est>. 
5:14. '.rhe Westward Movement. (0·3 u: Cr. 3. F. 
Prertquirite: 9 credits in history. Mr. Ross 
European and aboriginal ba<'kgrounds, f Prntorrnl acquisitions; westward movement, 
economic, political, nnd social devPlopment ; settlement of the prairie states. 
5:15. '.rhe '.rrans-Mlsslssippl West. (0 3·0) Cr. 8. 
Prerequirite: 9 credits in history. 
Exploration nnd settlement of the Ureat Plains and the 
and institutional modificntions-; passing of the frontier; 
tionnl development; ~esent trends and problems. 
W. 
Mr. Norby 
Rocky Mountain areas; social 
effect of the Far West on nn· 
: •. to. '.rhe Farmers' Movement in the United States, 1866-1946. (0·3·0) Or. 8. F. W. S. 
Prcrequillite: 9 credits in histary or permission of instructor. Mr. Schmidt 
Ori~in and nature of the farmers' movPment; fundamental causes; national farm or-
ganizations; farmer·labor parties; influence on legislation; role of the United States 
Department of Agriculture. the lnnd grant <'ollege; the agricultural extension service; 
the county ngent. and agricultural jou rnnlism 
554. Foreign Rel&tions of United States, 1776·1898. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. W. 
Prertqui8ite: 9 credits in history Mr. Schmidt 
European background; French nlliance nod independence; struggle for neutrality; 
Monroe Doctrine; diplomacy of westward expansion; War bPtween States; and e<'o· 
nomlcs of diplomn<'y. 
555. United States as a. World Power, 1898-1946. (0·3 O) Cr. 8. S. 
Prerl!q!tillite: 9 credits in history and government. Mr. Schmidt 
The "New ?i.fonifest Destiny" of the United States; American interests and policies in 
Ruropc. Latin America, nnd th~ Fnr Enst; isolation to intervention in the world wars 
of 1914 and 1939; the United States in tho postwar world. 
565. '.rhe United States and Latin America. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. 
Prerequiaft*': D credits in history and government 
Bn<'kgr~>nnd of prPsent situation in Latin America and of 
vnrions fn<'tors, economic. politi<'al, and strategi<' involved 
States with Latin America. ' 
w. 
Mr. :Matterson 
Good Neighbor Policy; 
in relations of United 
!.,fl8. Contemporary International Relations. <0·3·0) Cr. 3. F. 
J>rert'quiaite: 9 credits in history and government. Mr. Schmid' 
Nature and foundations of internntional relations· nationalism and imperialism· eco· 
n.omics of world politi.cs: foreign policit'S of G rent Powers; and international org~nizn· 
hon versus power pohtics. 
t~ny subject lisk'd in the following history sequences may be taken independently: 234 . 
.. 85, 401, 402, 408, 421, 422, 428. 
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580. Recent European Agrarian Reform. (0 3·0) Or. 8. S. 
Prerequisite: 408. Mr. Moody 
Concentration of land ownership; resulting poverty; demand for change: obstacles; 
authorization ; legislation; expropriation; finance; distribution; progress; critichnn : 
results. 
:;!lo. Special Topics in Economic Wstory. Cr. 2 to 5,each time elected. F. \\'. S. 
Prerequi8ite : 9 credits in history and 8 credits in government. 
Messrs. Jackson, Matterson. Moody. RoM 
American and European economic history. International economic relations. Bihlioi: 
raphy and historiography of economic and social history. 
595. Seminar in Economic History. Cr. 2 each quarter. F. W. R. 
PrerBqui.aite: 9 credits in history and 8 credits in government. Mr. Roes 
A. The Literature of Economic Histo'l')'. F. 
B. Methods of Historit'nl Research. W. 
C. Research Topics. S. 
Required of history majors. 
COURSK FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
1;114. Research in Economic Histoey. 
Messrs. Moody, Ross, Schmidt 
COURSES IN GOVERNMENT 
<'OURSK FOR NON·COLJ.1EGIATE STUDENTS 
1 >. Basic Concepts of American Democracy. C(\·8-0) Or. s. 8. 
Orgnnization. RtrurtnrP, and principles of the national government, with }larti<'ulnr 
<'mphnsis on thP actual workings and its relntionships with everyday life of the Indi-
vidual. Appreciation and understanding of the individual's position in the Ahloricnn 
demo<'rntic syRt<•m OpPn only to students in the General Farming ProgTatn. 
t'Ol'ICSKS PR.JMARII.Y ll'OR UNDERGUADUATK STUDENTS 
:1.;. American Gove1-nment. (0·3·0) Cr. a. F. W. R. 
Fundamentals of demorracy; nature of federalism; organizationi functionsJ and work-
ing relation of nntional government to ngriculture, business, inaustry, ana commerce; 
role of citizens and parties. 
A. For agriculture, home economics, science, and veterinary medicine students. 
B. For engineering students. 
4:!4 State and Local Government in the United States. (11·:.J O) Cr. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: 816. 
Organization and functions i state regulation and operation; special problems Including 
reorganization of state ana local government; consolidation of governmental areas: 
financial control; state civil service. 
437. Municipal Government and Admlnistratlon. (0·3·0) Or. s. F. 
PrerequUite: 815. 
Rise of city in American life: legal position of municipnl corporation· forms of organi· 
zation: personnel and fiscal administration; planning: streets and llghts; police and 
fire administl'Btion; public health; recreation; water supply; sanitation; schools: 
libraries; public welfare administration; utility regulation. 
446. European Governments. (0-8-0) Or. 3. 
Alt. S. Not offered 1945 -46, offered 1946 4 7 
Prerequisite: 815. 
Compnrntive examination oi governments of England, France, Germany, Russia, Italy. 
nnd Switzerlnnd; political problems of those states; comparisons witli United States. 
·Hi8. Political Parties. (0·8·0) Or. s. Alt. F. Not offered 1945·46. ofl'<'red 1946·47 
Prerequisite: 815. 
Origin and development; relation to democratic process; membership and organlzntion; 
nominations and elections; persistence of spoils system: campaign strategy: party 
finan('e; machines and bosses; party realignment. 
176. Public Admfnlstration. (0 3·0) Cr. a. W. 
Prerequiaite: 815. 
Principles applied to national, state, tmd local governments; problems of organization, 
p_ersonnel. purchasing and supply; financial procedure; problems and tendenciea in the 
National and Iowa governments. 
4~0. Government and Industry. (0 3-0) Cr. 3. 
Alt. S. Offered 1945·46, not offered 1946·47 
PrerequUite: 816. 
Theones of constitutional protection; governmental aBSlstance to business and arrl· 
culture; government and labor; corrective legislation in corporate organization; unfair 
practi('es; securities issues: business and taxation; debtors: business with a public 
interest. 
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485. Elements of Political Science. (0·8-0) Or. 8. W. 
PrarequUiU: 815. • . 
Surve1 of all field of political science: public law, parties and propaganda, political 
theory, public administration, international relations. Analysis of basic concepts: 
power, libeity, sovereignty, political process. 
490. Government and .Agriculture. (0·8-0) Or. 3. d t ff d 1946 47 Alt. F. Offere 1945-46, no o ere · 
Prtraquflite: 815, Hist. 824. . 
Agriculture as a major intereat in American life; tasks of government as umpire of 
coruticts among pressure gro}lps; organJzat~on !lnd operations o! ,gpve:r:nmental adm!nis-
trative agencies serving agriculture; exammat1on of court dec1s1ons involving agricul-
ture; analysis of farm programs. 
495. Special Problems. Cr. 2 to 5 each time elected. . F. ""fl· S. 
National stnte and local governments; governmental reorganization; tax reVtsion; 
congrcssfonal investigation; labor relations, regulation of commerce, industry, agri-
culturo; current party pi:oblems. 
HOME ECONOMICS 
P. MABEL NELSON, Ph.D., Dean of Home Economics 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curricula in home economics leading to the degree of Bachelor 
of Science, see pages 119-131. 
DESORIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSKS PRIMA&ILY J'OR UNDJ!IRGRADUATE STUDBNTB 
IO 1. Orientation. ( 1 ·0·0) Required. 
(101) Orientation in college livin~. Six lectures. 
l'iequlred of all freshmen in the Division of Home Economics. 
105. Personal Adjustment for Professional Home Economics. (0-2-0) Cr. 2. F. W. S. 
Information needed for choices of vocation; personal qualifications for living and 
working with people; planning for self while in college; personal social experiences in 
college; scope of home economics. 
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
FLORENCE A. FALLGATTER, M.A., Head of Department 
Professors Hester Chadderdon, Ph.D.; Mary Stewart Lyle, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors Regina Josephine Friant, M.A.; Marcia Elizabeth Turner, 
M.A.; Mattie Pattison, M.A. 
Assistant Professor Florence Louise Adolph, M.S. 
Instructors Kowitz, Mundt 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in home economics education leading to the 
degree of Bachelor of Science, see page 12 7. 
Students who wish to teach home economics in junior and senior high schools 
should elect this curriculum. It is also intended for those who are preparing for 
the e~ension service. A quality point average of 2.1 is required for admission to 
the first course in education (V .Ed. 304) . 
The prescribed program is planned to meet the state requirements for a teacher's 
standard secondary certificate in Iowa. For details of state teacher certification 
see Vocational Education page 278. It also meets the standards of the State Board 
for Vocational Education for the preparation of teachers for reimbursed schools. 
In addition to the major subject, certification requires the completion of at least 
15 quarter credits in each of two additional subject matter fields. The following 
subjects are suggested for those desiring to be recommended for teaching in the 
specified fields: 
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
English: see Department of English and Speech, page 211. 
General Science: Bot. 255; Geol. 201. 
History: Hist. 421, 4Z2, 423, 534, 554, SSS, 56S, 568. 
Mathematics: Math. 101, 102A, 103, 300, 497. 
Physical Education: 326, 330, 336, 338. 
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Social Science: Ee. 415, 418, 427, 514; Soc. 385, 386, 486; Hist. 324, 554, S65. 
For description of courses in general vocational education, agricultural education, 
rural education, and industrial education, see Department of Vocational Educa-
tion, page 2 77. 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CERTIFICATE 
The Department of Home Economics Education is approved by the State Board 
for Vocational Education for the training of teachers of homemaking who desire 
to teach in the federally aided schools of the state. In addition to the curriculum 
in home economics education, H.Ec.Ed. 508, Methods of Teaching Adult Class~ 
in Homemaking, must be taken. 
PREPARATION FOR HOME ECONOMICS EXTENSION SERVICE 
Opportunities in the Home Economics· Extension Service are open to home 
economists who have an interest in n1ral life and who have had one year's suc-
cessful teaching experience or its equivalent in apprentice training or special work. 
Students who wish to prepare for the field of extension should enroll in the home 
economics education curriculum. Such students should consult with the assistant 
director for home economics extension and the head of the home economics edu-
cation department in electing courses that will contribute to their general prepa-
ration for extension service. The following courses are strongly recommended: 
Home Economics Education 508, 517; Sociology 385, 386; Economics 415, 427, 
514; Speech 336, 444; Technical Journalism 225B. Advanced home economics 
courses are also advised. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
See Department of Vocational Education, page 277. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARU.Y FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDBNTS 
405. Observation of Teaching. (0·1·8) Or. 2. F. W. 8. 
Prerequi8ite: Credit. or classification in V.Ed. 805. 
Guided observation of teaching as bnsis for applying educational principles to home· 
making instruction. 
406. Methods of Teaching Home Economics. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F. W. 8. 
Prerequi8ite: 405, V.Ed. 805. 
Ourriculum development in education for home and family life. Leaming experiences 
in school, home, and community. Evaluation in terms of pupil growth. Growing 
philosophy of education for home and family life. 
40'7. Supervised Teaching in Home Economtcs. Or. 5. F. W. 8. 
Prerequunte : Credit or classification in H.Ec.Ed. 406. 
Supervised teaching in public schools for periods of six or twelve weeks f n selected 
schools. Time to be arranged. 
COURSES FOR ADVANOBD UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
504. Special Topics. ll'. W. 8. 
Prerequunte: 406. Mf 81 Fallgatter 
508. Adult Education in Homemaking. (0·2 2) Cr. 8. W. 8. 
Prerequ'8ite: Credit or claBBification in 407. Miu Lyle 
Philosophy of adult education and of education for homemaking and family life lor 
adults. Observation of adult groups. Participation in organizing and planning for 
adult groups. 
517. Methods in Home Economics Extension. (0·2·2) Or. 8. 
Alt. 8. 01fered 19'5-46, not offered 1946·4'1 
Prerequilite: Oredit or classification in 407. Ml.11 Rosenfeld 
Philosophy and objectives of home economics extension. Organization of the exten· 
sion program in Iowa. Observation of various types of work with rural families and 
4-H Olub girls. ~ · 
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OOURBEB J'OR GRADUATE BTUDY.NTS 
605. Home Economics Curricula. (0·3·0) Or. 8. . . . . F. 
Pr1requ'8ite: Oredit or classification in 406, te~chmg expe.rience. Miss Pat.tison 
Surve7 of public school curricula and rC'<'ent curra<'ulum studies. Bases and techniques 
of cuirlculum building. 
606. Teclmtqne of Supervision. (O 3·0) Or. 3. . . S. 
Prere'1Ul8ite: 407 or equivalent. . . Miss Fr1ant 
Functfon of supervision 1n educational program. Objectives, techmques, and organizn· 
tion of supervised teaching program and of state supervision. 
007. Surve1 of Present-Day Trends ill Teaching Home Economics. 
(0·4 or 6·0) Or. 2 or 8. 
Prerequ'8Ue : Teaching experience. 
Analysts of ofl'erings and procedures 
living for all age groups. 
608. Workshop. Or. 1 to 5. 
A. Adult Education. 
B. Evaluation. 
C. Home Economic Curriculum. 
D. Supervision and Administration. 
SS. 
Miss Fnllgatter 
in educational programs for home and family 
Misses 
SS. 
Miss Lyle 
Miss Chadderdon 
Miss Pattison 
Fallgatter, Frinnt 
E. Special. 
Prerequirite: Consent of instructor . . . 
Concentrated group etudy of problems in fields of Home Economics Education mda· 
cated in sc<'tione A to E. 8e<'t1one offered will vary from year to year. 
610. Seminar. 
Misses Chadderdon, Fallgntter, Pattison 
612. Evaluation ill Home Economics. (0·2·0) Or. 2. W. 
PrerequWite: Oredit or classification in V. Ed. 535. Miss Chadderdon 
Selection and construction of evaluation devices. Their use and. interpretation 111 
home economi<'B programs. 
614. Research. 
MisBt.>s Ohadderdon, Lyle, Pntti~on 
HOME MANAGEMENT 
PAULENA NICKELL, PhD., Head of Department 
Professor Elizabeth Ellis Hoyt, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor Reuben Hill, Ph.D. 
Instructors Cramer, Lindeman 
Senior Fellows Gassett, Saari, Swain 
Extension Workers Budolfson, Gannon 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in home management leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Science, see page 128. 
The home management curriculum is designed for those students interested 
primarily in training for homemaking. It offers a more general traihing to those 
who do not wish to specialize in one field for professional placement. Freedom 
to choose courses of specific interest to the student as a homemaker is made pos-
sible by a large block of elective credits. 
Any students interested in undergraduate study in housing may register for 
the Home Management curriculum and arrange a sequence of elective courses by 
consultation with the Dean of Home Economics and the Head of the Home Man-
agement Department. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science, and 
minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of one year's work in 
each of the following: elementary design ; textiles and clothing ; economics and 
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sociology; foods and nutrition, including elementary foods, meal planning, and 
dietetics; one course each in child development, home management, general psychol-
ogy, and residence in a home management house. 
The modern language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 409, 427, 474, 475. 
DESCRIPTION Ol!., COURSES 
C'OURS.l!:S PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDBNTS 
415. Consumers in the Market. (Ee. 415) (0·8·0) Or. s. F. 
Prerequirite: Ee. 218. 
Consumer bu,ing habits, mer<"hnndising practice, and legislation bearing on prices 
and quality o consumer goods. 
418. Family Finance.. (Ee. 418) (0·2·0) Or. 2. S. 
Prerequisite: Ee. 218. 
Elementary treatment of earning and spending income to increase ita adequacy and 
insure economic security. Selected problems in budgeting, accounting, consumer's 
credit, investments nnd control of property. 
419. Home Relationships. (0-8·0) Or. s. W. 
Prerequisite: Psyeh. 815 Soc. 2840. 
Relationships nmong family members and present-day influences at'fecUng them. 
427. Farm Family Economic Problems. (Ee. 427) (0·8·0) Or. 8. W. 
Prerequiaite: Ee. 218 or 283. 
Major farm family economic problems; complexity and interrelationship/· effect of 
location and family type; effect of government policies; application o economi(' 
principles; contribution of research, education and planning. 
474. General Home Management. (0·8 O) Or. B. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: C.D. 886, Ee. 212, Soc. 2840, F .&N. 808, classification in 475. 
Two-hour periods for six weeks, alternating with 475. Home as influenced by tralnini 
and expenditure of time, energy, and money; con11ideration of humnn values. 
i75. Home Management Bouse. Or. 4. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: C.D. 886, Ee. 212, Soc. 284C, .Jt'.&N. 808, clnssUlcation in 474. 
Six weeks residen('e with actual experienctt in certain phases of home-making and 
group relationships, and arranged <"linics in terhniques in keepin1 a house. 
COURSES FOR ADVANOBD UNDERORADUATK AND ORADUAT& STUDKNTS 
;"'>14. Economics of the Household. (Ee. 514) (0·8·0) Or. 8. 
Alt. F. Not offered 1945 46, offered 10 u; 4 7 
Prerequisite: Ee. 212. MISll Cu rti11R 
Contribution of the household to fnmil)' living, fnctors affecting lt, bearing of 0('0 
nomic characteristics on management, effect on family and its members. 
515. Consumers Marketing. (Ee. 615) (0·8·0) Or. 8. W. 
Prer,quiaite: Ee. 218. Misa Ourtls11 
Economic forces affecting markets, win. spedal referen<"e to consumer goods. 
516. Standards of Living. (Ee. 516) (0·3·0) Or. S. w. 
Prerequisite: Ee. 218. 
A comparative approach, United States and other countries. 
of measurement, means of change, with special reference 
problems. 
Ifill Bon 
Cultural goals, metboas 
to post-war plans and 
517. Housing. (Ee. 517) (0·8·0) Or. 8. 
Prerequisite· Ee. 218. 
N cede and standards; costs, construction. and finance; 
blight and slums; housing the lower income groups. 
s. 
:Miss C1• rtl1u• 
land use and land values: urban 
520. Food Economics. (Ee. 520) (0·8·0) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequ.i&ittJ: Ee. 213. Mi11s Hoyt 
Food as related to income" prices, advertisin$', and family size. Efficiency in f'Om· 
mercial and household proauction and marketmg. State control and adequnte nutri 
ti on. 
5 7 9. Special Topics. 
PrerequiBite : 4 7 5. 
F. W. B. 
Hillll Nickell 
<'OURBKS l"OR ORADUATB BTUDKNTS 
614. Research. F. W. S. 
Miaaes Hoyt, Nickell 
618. Advanced Family Finance. (Ee. 61R) (0·8 O) Or. s. S. 
Prerequi.fite: Ee. 218. Mlll8 Hoyt 
Factors affecting adeqna<'Y and security of family Income; spending and investment 
problems with special reference to consumer credit. insurance, and investment. 
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019. Methods of Social and Economic Investigation. (Ee. 619) {O 3-0) Or. 3. F. 
P r..z• E 218 407 .Miss Curtiss rerequ"""'e : c. or . . . 
The nature and purposes of social and e~onomic ~nvestigat1ons; s.ources of material; 
tests of reliability· methods of collecting, interpreting and presenting data. Analysis 
of outstanding studies in the fields related to students' interests. 
677. Seminar. 
A. Home Management. S. 
Prerequirite: 474, 475. Misses Hoyt, Nickell 
B. The Family. (Soc. 677) 
Prerequirite: 474, 419 or Soc. 385. Mr. Hill 
684. Supervislon. (0·2·0 or 8) Or. 2 or 8. F. 
Prereqt.Write: 475. .Mies Nickell 
Org1mlzatlon, supervision, and methods of conducting home management houses. 
HORTICULTURE 
BETHEL STEWART PICKETT, M.S., Head of Department 
Professors Ernest Straign Haber, Ph.D.; Harry Wyatt Richey, B.S.; *Julian Claude 
Schilletter, Ph.D.; Emil Conrad Volz, M.S.A. 
Extension Workers *Collins, Fitch, Grove, Hollar, Nichols 
OPPORTUNITIES F·)R UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in horticulture leading to the degree of Bachelor 
of Science, see pages 95 and 96. 
It is the aim to teach in a logical way the fundamental principles underlying 
horticultural practice, supplement this freely with demonstrations, and bring the 
student into contact with the practical operations. The technical courses are well 
supported by work in fundamental science and cultural courses. 
Good openings for horticultural graduates are found in fruit growing, truck farm-
ing, floriculture, and in managing and superintending commercial fruit, flower, 
and vegetable establishments. Positions are also open for managers of co-operative 
associations, for teachers in colleges, academies, and high schools, and for extension 
experts 1n...clgricultural colleges, railroads, land companies, and horticultural asso-
ciations. Government agencies and experiment stations also afford desirable em-
ployment. 
OPPORTUNlTIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in general 
horticulture, pomology, vegetable crops, floriculture, and plant breeding; major 
work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in horticulture; and minor work to 
students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of courses covering the 
general field of horticulture and the underlying sciences. Students with major 
problems in pomology, floriculture, vegetable crops, or plant breeding should pre-
sent the equivalent of 15 quarter credits (10 semester hours) of undergraduate work 
in their respective fields, one course in general horticulture, and at least one course 
in one of the other branches of horticulture mentioned above. The student should 
also have a working knowledge of inorganic and organic chemistry, botany, and 
soils equivalent to the requirements outlined in the general curriculum for horticul-
tural students at this institution. In exceptional cases undergraduate courses in 
farm crops, soils, botany, and chemistry may be substituted for horticulture. 
Students taking major work in horticulture will usually take minor work in soils, 
j:?enetics, botany (physioloJ,ty, pathology. or morpholoJ,ty), entomology, chemistry, 
aJ;tricultural economics, or vocational education. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 415. 
•Absent on leave. 
HORTICULTURE 
DESORIPTION OF OOURSES 
COURSES PRillARILY FOR NON'·COLLBGIATE STUDKNTS 
1. Propagation of Horticultural Plants. (0·2·3) Or: 3. 
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Propagation of horticultural plants by seeds, cuttings, layers, grafts, buds, divisions, 
bulbs, tubers, roots and stolons. Home, nursery and greenhouse applications. 
2. Vegetable Gardening. (0·3·3) Cr. 4. 
Methods of growing the principal commercial vegetable crops. Applications to home 
and market gardening. • 
3. Fruit Growing. (0·8·8) Or. 4. 
Methods of growing the principal fruits cultivated in the temperate zones. Planting 
plans, locations, cultivation, pruning. spraying. harvesting. Applications to home and 
commercial fruit growing. 
4. Greenhouse, Garden and Orchard Operations. (0·0·15) Or. 5. 
Daily work in the greenhouses, gardens and orchards, designed to give practical ex· 
perience in horticultural operations. 
10. Home Gardening. (0·2·3) Or. 3. S. 
Planting and care of fruits, vegetables, and flowers. 
COURSES J>RIM:ARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE BTUDBNTS 
110. Introduction to Horticulture. (l·O·O) Required. s. 
Introduction of first-year students to horticultural field; assistance in learning hO\V 
to use facilities of the College and department to advantage. 
114. General Horticulture. (0·2·8) Or. 8. F. W. s. 
Horticultural enterprises, commercial and home; structures functions, growth, propa· 
gation, cultivation, pruning, training, and protection of horticultural plants; harvesting 
and storing their products. . 
146. Home Floriculture and Flower Arrangement. (1·0·8) Or. 2. F. s. 
Principles and methods of growing house plants and garden Bowers an<! arrangement 
of cut flowers in the home. 
154. Greenhouse Management. (2·0·2) Or. 8. W. 
Principles and methods of plant growing under glass; nutritive solution culture of 
greenhouse plants. 
164. Vegetable Crops. (2·0·0 or 8) Or. 2 or 8. S •. 
A. (2·0·0) Or. 2.; B. (2-0·8) Or. 8. 
Areas of production and culture of more important vegetable crops. Special emphasis 
on potato. 
166. Modern Kitchen Gardening. (1·0·8) Or. 2. W. S. 
Cultivation of vegetables, garden herbs, and suitable fruits in small gardens: 
Varieties, planting, care, quality, harvesting. 
214. Plant Propagation. (0·2·3) Or. 8. W. 
PrersquiaittJ: 114. 
Fundamental principles underlying sexunl and asexual propagation of plants and 
practice in reproducing plants by use of seeds, leaves, stems, or roots. 
224. Grapes and Small Fruits. {0·2·8) Or. 8. S. 
PrtJre9uirite: 114. e.. 
Principles and practices involved in· nandling home and commercial plantings of vine· 
yards and plantations of strawberries, bush fruits and miscellaneous small fruits. 
244. Garden Flowers. (2·0·8) Or. 8. S. 
Prere9uiaite: Botany 101 or equivalent. 
Descnption, nomenclaturei class1flcation, and culture of imi>ortant garden Bowers in· 
eluding annuals, perennia s, bulbs, dowering vines, rock attd water garden plants. 
315. Garden Service. (0·2·3) Or. 8. Alt. S. Offered 1945·46, not offered 1946·47 
Oare of fruits, vegetables, and flowers in garden. Garden equipment. 
316. Nursery :Methods. (0·2·2) Or. 8. Alt. S. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946·47 
Equipment, including land, packing sheds, storage sheds, frames, glass houses, irrlga· 
tion devices; large scale propagation; transplanting and management of plants; rela-
tions to other fields of horticulture; protection of nursery plants from climatic, disease, 
and insect difficulties. 
324. Grading and .Juclglng Horticultural Products. (0·0·2) Or. 1 each time taken. F. 
Prerequiaite: 114 or equivalent. 
Grading and judging horticultural crops and products; requirementa of produce in· 
spection services; rules and management of horticultural exlilbltlons. 
344. Commercial Floral Design. 0·0·4) Cr. 8. F: 
Prersqui8ite: 164, 244. 
Principles and methods of cut dower arrangement. and design; interior decoration; 
exhibiting and judging Bowers and plants. Enrollment limited to ten studentl. 
366. Commerclal Vegetable Crops. (3·0·0) Or. 8. W. 
Prereq1ti8ittJ: 164. 
Production of crops on commercial scale in truck farming and market gardening. 
401, 402, 403. Seminar. (O·l·O) Or. 1 each. Yr. 
411, 412. 418. Senior Project. (0·1·2) Or. 2 each. Yr. 
Required investigation for senior students in horticulture. Special report. 
• 
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4 14. Marketing Horticultural Products. Ca o o) Cr. a • 
.Alt. W. Offered 1945-46, not offored 1946-47 
Prerequisite: 114. 
Areas of production of horticultural crops, standardizntion, inspection1 transportation, storage, price trends, agents of distribution, market news servi<'e, toreign markets, 
co-operative markets. 
415. Advanced General Horticulture. (0-6-0) Cr. 3. 6 wks. F. W. 
PrerequVit1: 114 or equivalent. 
Application of scientific principles to horticultural tet'hniques in selecting, propagating, 
planting, protecting, pruning, and growing horticultural plants. 
424. Exotic Fruits. (2·0-0) Cr. 2. Alt. W. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946-47 
DiscUl!ISion of propagation, growing, shipping, and selling of tropical and subtropical 
fruits. 
469. Vegetable Forcing. (0 2 :J) Cr. :1. Alt. S. Not offered Hl45-46, offered 1946 47 
Pr1requ.Uite: 164. 
Management and culture of vegetables under glass. Soilless culture compared with 
Rtundard methodR. 
COUR8&8 l"Olt ADVANCED UNDEROR.AIH'ATE AND ORADUATE STUDENTS 
511. Si>ecl&l 'l'oplcs. Cr. 2 to 5. 
Prerequint1: 21 credits in hortit'ulture 
F. W. 8. 
Messrs. Haber, Pickett, Richey, Schilletter, Volz 
515. Hlsto17 and Literature of Ho1tlculture. (3-0 O) Cr. 3. W. 
Pr1r1qui8U1: 21 t'redits in hortit'ulture. Mr. Pickett 
Origin of horticultural plants and practiC'es. Prehistoric evidences of horticultural 
®erations. Early historic references to arts of gardening. Greek and Roman authors. 
Development of European and A'lllcrican literature of horticulture. 
!il6. Storage of Horticultural Products. (1 0·3) Cr. 2. 
Alt. W. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946-47 
Prer1quittite: 21 credits in horticulture. Mr. Plagge 
Control and measurement of temperature, humidity, and ventilation in fruit, vegetable, 
flower, and plant storages; principles and types of refrigeration; pre-cooling; changes 
of product in storage. 
Cr. 2. 518. Breeding of Horticultural Plants. ( 1-0-3) 
Alt. F. 
Prer1quiait1: Gen. 800. 
Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946 47 
Status; progress; application of principles of genetics to 
crops. 
Mr. Lantz 
improvement of horticultural 
521, 522, 528. Orchardlng. (0-2-2) Or. 3 each. 
Prer1quiait1: 114. 
Pomological region91 propngation, planting, varieties, culture, fertilization, 
pruning, winter inJury, protection from inset'te and diseases, thinning, 
grading, packing, storage, and by·produt'ts. 
Yr. 
Mr. Richey 
pollination. 
harvesting, 
524. Systematic Pomology. (0-2 2) Or. 3. F. 
Prerequi8U1: 114. Mr. Schillettcr 
Description, nomenclature, and classificati"n of nativP and subtropical fruits; critiC'ul 
descriptions and identiflcntions, with sperinl referen<'e to relationship and classifica-
tion of varieties. 
544. S1stematic Plorlculture. (2 0 3) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequ4rite: 154. Mr. Volz 
Identification, classification, propagation, and t'ulturP of palms, ferns, orchids, begonias, 
and other greenhouse exotics. 
546, 547. Oommerclal Ploriculture. Cr. 3 ench. F. Alt. W. 
546. (2·0·8) Or. S F.; 547. (2 0 2) Cr. 3 Alt. W. offered 1945-46, not 
offered 1946·4'1. 
546. PrerequVUe: 154, 244. 
54 '1. Pr1r1qu.i8Ue : 546. 
(546) Culture and propagation of florist bench t'rops and potted plants. (54'1) Oul-
ture of tender bedding plants; marketing cut flo,vers; orgamzation and management of 
greenhouse and retnfl store. 
564. Oanntnc Crops. (S·O·O) Or. 3, 
Prer1qui8UM 114. 
Alt. W. Not offered 1945·46, offered 1946-47 
Production of canning crops, study of seed strains, seed production, 
grading. 
Mr. Haber 
acreage contracts, 
565. Systematic Olericulture. (2-0-2) Cr. s. 
Prereqmrit1: 164. 
History and classification of vegetable groups, 
and judrfng. 
F. 
Mr. Haber 
types, and variPties; vegetable exhibits 
600. Beaearch. 
C'OURSES FOJ'I. GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Messrs. Erwin, Haber, Maney, Pickett, Ri<'hey, Schilletter, Volz 
603. E:icporlmental Horticulture. (8-0 0) Cr. 3. F. or i:;. 
0 ni tl rt, t i · bl' · Mr. Pickett rga aa on, auppo ra ning, pu ic~t1on, and relationships in horticultural research. 
604. Graduate Conference. Cr. 1 each time elected. F. w. s. 
Mr. Pickett 
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT' 
Louis..: JENISON Pi-.:F.T, Ph.D., Head of Department 
A&Sistant Professors Florence A. Ehrenkranz, Ph.D.; Faith Madden. M.S. 
Instructors Barkman, Elliott, Klas 
Research Associates Johnson, Mackley 
Fellow Cobb. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
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For undergraduate curriculum in household equipment leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science, see page 129. 
The field of household equipment is one of the newer developments of home 
economics. Beginning as a general subject which aimed to give an understanding 
of the principles and techniques which the homemaker should know about the 
selection, operation, care and convenient arrangement of equipment in the house, 
it has grown to a curriculum preparing for both the professional and commercial 
fields. There is an increasing demand for trained women as home economics 
directors in firms manufacturing household equipment ; home service directors in 
gas and electric companies; research workers in college and commercial laboratories ; 
college teachers ; and extension workers. 
Students who would be interested in taking a combination cour.:,e in household 
equipment and Science or Engineering· should consult the head of the household 
equipment department. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrC'es of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy, and minor work to students taking major work in other 
departments. 
P·rerequisite to major graduate work for the degree of Master of Science in 
household equipment is credit in beginning food courses, 12 quarter credits in 
advanced physics (covering in detail mechanics, electricity, heat and light), 9 
quarter credits in household equipment, and chemistry (general, organic, and 
quantitative methods). It is recommended that the student should have a general 
background in home economics, but students with fundamental training in chem-
istry, physics, and bacteriology may be accepted. ' 
Students taking major work in household equipment will usually select their 
minors from economics, foods and nutrition, institution management, or physics. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 404, 405, 435. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES J>RIJ.IARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUVBNTB 
154. Fundamentals of Household Equipment. (0·0·6) Cr. 3. li'. W. s. 
Prerequi8ite: Phys. 106 or equivnlent. 
404, 405. Equipment Mechanics. (1·0·6) Cr. a each. 11'. w. 
404. Prerequi8ite: 164, credit or claBBification in Phys. 801, 302, or 303. 
405. Prerequi8ite : 404. 
Fundamentals of electricity and heat. Simple circuits. Operation and use of labora 
tory testing and measuring instruments: materials used in equipment construction; 
thermostats. 
414. Special Problems. Credit as arranged. ~·. W. s. 
Prerequi8ite: 9 credits ln advanced courses tn household equipment. 
421. Tralning ln·Demonstration Teclmlques. (1·0·6) Or. a. F. w. s. 
Prerequlrite: 6 credits tn advanced household equipment or permission of bead of the 
department. 
Practice in planning and giving demonstrations involving use of household appliances. 
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425. Seminar. (0·2·0) Or. 2. W. S. 
PrttrequUite : 405. 
Recent developments in equipment field 
•trJ5. Equipment Tost1Dg. ( 1 ·0 6) Cr. 3. F. S. 
Prerequi8ite: 154. 
Uso of measurinjf nnd testing instruments to determine efficiency and cost of operation 
of gns and electrical equipment for institution use. 
OOURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND OR.ADUATE STUDENTS 
506. Gas and Electric Cooking Appliances. (1·0·6) Cr. 3. S. 
Prerequi8ite: 405. Miss Ehrenkranz 
Construction and efllcicnt operation of ranges. 
507. Equipment for Cleaning. (1·0·6) Cr. 8. 
Alt. W. Not offered 1945·46, offered 1946-47 
PrerequUrite: 404, T.&O. 504 recommended. Mrs. Peet 
Lnundry equipment, vacuums, waxers, brushes. 
508. Small Equipment. (1·0·6) Cr. 8. Alt. W. Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946·47 
Prerequi8ite: 404. Mrs. ::eeet 
Tyi>es on market, methods of manufacture, factors governing their efllciency. 
509. Rofrigeratlo·n and Home Lighting. (1·0·6) Cr. s. F. 
Prerequi8<te: Credit or classification in 404. Mrs. Peet 
Construction and operation of ice and mechanical refrigerators; principles of electric 
circuits as applied to home wiring; lighting fixtures. 
514. Special Topics, F. W. S. 
Prerequi8ite: 404. Mrs. Peet, Miss Ehrenkranz 
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Gu.J.. Seminar. s. 
Mrs. Peet 
005. Advanced Equipment Testln~ Technics. (0·1·6) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequi8ite: 405 nnd 6 credits in H. Eq. 500 courses. Miss Ehrenkranz 
Theoretical principles involved m construction of testin~ apparatus, application of 
various tyr,os of testing apparatus, comparative results m using measuring instru· 
monts of different sensitivity. 
610.* Advanced Ga.a and Electric Range Testing. (0·1·6) Or. 3. F. 
Prerequi8ite: 606, 605, Phfsics 504, F.&N. 511. Miss Ehrenkranz 
Effect of steady and fluctuating temperatures, of differences in construction of ranges, 
otc., on food products. 
011.* Refrigeration Technology. (0·1·6) Or. B. 
Prerequunte: 509, 605, F.&N. -511 or 606. 
Factors nffecting temperature and humidity inside household refrigerators. 
temperature and humidity fluctuations on foods. 
o 14. Research. 
s. 
Mrs. Peet 
Effects of 
Mrs. Peet, Miss Ehrenkranz 
LlR. Experimentation with Food Equipment. (0-1·6) Cr. 3. S. 
Prerequi8itr.s: 506 or 609, 605; P.&N. 620 or Bact. 535, 536 or Chem. 514; F .&N. 
606, Bact. 631. Mrs. Peet, Miss Ehrenkranz 
Effect of using certain household appliances on quality of food products as determined 
by physical, chemical, nutritional or bat:teriologi<'sl methods. 
HYGIENE 
JonN GRAY GRANT, M.D., Head of Department 
Professor James Franklin Edwards, M.D. 
Assistant Professor Sara Blaine Kalar, M.D.; Gail McClure Proffitt, M.D. 
Instructor Jahr 
OPPORTUNmES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For the Student Health Service of the department. see pages 63 and 64. 
The purpose of this department is to conserve and improve the health of 
students while in college and to give them such training and instruction as will 
enable them to maintain high health standards for themselves and for the com- • 
munity, after leaving college. 
Hygiene instruction is given all first-year women. 
*When conditions are possible it is planned that the student shall spend two or three 
months in a range or refrigPrntor rnnnufactnring plant t-0 obtain first-hand technical 
knowledge of construt'tion, operation. etc., of the given piece of equipment. 
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D.ESORIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDBNTS 
104. Health Education. (2·0-0 or 2) Or. 2 or 8. F. W. S. 
For nil women except science, ( 2-0-2) Or. 8. F. W. S. 
For science women, (2-0·0) Cr. 2. S. 
Required of women students. 
Principles of healthful living nnd home nursing. (Administered by Department ot 
Hygiene with Division of Home Economics co-operating.) 
404. School Health Problems. (S-0-0) Or. 8. . s. 
Recommended for those preparing to tench in high schools. 
Hygiene of school\ health of school child and teacher. co·opernting health agencies, and 
correlation of hen th education in curriculum. 
484. Home Oare of Sick. (0-0-4) Or. 2. \V. S. 
Recommended for senior l'Ollege women. -
Principles and practice of home hygiene, care of sick, and treatment of home omcr· 
gencies. 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
For description of courses, see Department of Vocational Education. page 2i7. 
INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT 
GRACE M. AucusTINE, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professor Lenore Margaret Sullivan, M.S. 
Assistant Professor Carolyn N. Cason. M .S 
Instructors Anderson, Donaldson, Hittle. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in institution management leading to the rlr~rrr 
of lhchelor of Science, see page BO. 
The curriculum in institution management is planned to prepare students for 
managerial positions in the field of institution administration. Graduates of this 
department fill positions as managers of the food service and housing departments 
of clubs, hotels, and college residence halls; and direct the food service in tea rooms, 
restaurants, cafeterias, college dining halJs, school lunch rooms, and hospitals 
It is suggested that students gain experience through practical employment 
during the summer vacation following the sophomore or junior yrar. Students 
completing this curriculum should plan to serve an apprenticeship of six months 
to one year in an approved training course. 
Training in large quantity food preparation and service is afforded through 
the Home Economics Tea Room and Ames High School Cafeteria. The Memorial 
Union and College Dining Halls offer managerial e""perienre to arlvancerl students 
through the food and room servicc.c;. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of l\laster of Science, and 
minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of at least twenty-three 
quarter credits of undergraduate work in home economics, ten of which should 
be in institution management (large quantity cookery, purchasing, and institution 
equipment), seven in foods and nutrition (nutrition and dietetics, and meal plan-
ning), and six in household equipment. 
The modern language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 484, 485. 
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DESCRIPTION 01'' COURSJ.<;R 
COURSES l'lllMARILY FOlt LNDERORAlH ATt; ST\'l1K'1·s 
:1'411. Large Quantity Oooke-y. (0·2 6) Cr. 4 I•'. \\'. S. 
PrerequiRite: F.&N. 207. 
Standard methods of food production in quantity. menu planning for in~t1t11tions; food 
roHt a('counting; e.xpericnc·e in food service. 
41'1 I. Purchasing. \0·2 3) Cr. 3. I!,. \\. 
I<,nctors determining selection of foods; sperificntions, me.hods of buying. 
·185. Equipment. (0·2 3) Cr. 3. F. 
J>rere9ui8ite: 380. H .Eq 435. 
Selection, arrangement, nnd care of equipment and furnishings for food departments. 
COURSES FOi< AllVAN< BD l'NDF:RORADUATF. AND ORADUATE STUDENTS 
• 
M;o, Experimental Quantity Cookery. ( 0· 1 ·6 > Cr. 3. 
Prorequi8ite: 380, F.&N. :; 11. 
Methods in quantity food production as rclatt•d to tim1• 
nnd proportions of ingredients 
s. 
Miss Sullivan 
factor, institution equipment, 
585. Catering. (0·2·6) Cr. 4. F. W. S. 
Prerequuite: 380, credit or classification in F &N. :rn:1 Miss Sullivan 
Special food preparation nnd servir<' for parties, dinners, and t1•11s. The Rtudy of 
h1storicnl background of s• rt•onnl foods in th<' Unit<'d Stu.tc•s u11d lnborutory prepnrn· 
tion of these and foreign foods. 
MW. Institution Management Practice •. 1 l o 6) Cr. 3 1". \\'. H. 
Prerequiaite · 886, 484: 485 Misses And1•rson, Augustmf' 
Experience in food service nnd housing dt>pnrtments of .Memorial l~nion 
51'17. Organization and Management. (O 3 0) f'r. 3. W. S. 
Prl'req11Urite: 484 or 485. Misses Augustine, Donnldl'on 
Organization of institution f Pod depnrtmf'nts, proft>sRaonal ethics and qualifil'n.tions for 
managers, employment procedures, personnel srh<:'dulcs, and financial records. 
588. Special Topics. F w. s. 
Prereqt1.Uite: 484, 485 Misses Augustine, Sulhvnn 
589. Institution Housekeeping. (0·2 3) Cr. ·t W. 
PrerequiBite: Credit or classificntion in 484 nnd H Eq 4:l5 Mis:, Cason 
Methods, procedure11 and operation of honsPkC'epmg dt>pnrtment in institutions. 
l'OUltSI· S FOU Ul<ADUATE STUDENTS 
004. Seminar. 
ti06 Institution Purchasing. ( o 1 6) Cr 3 <'nch. 
A. Meats nnd Poultry. (A. II. 606.A). 
Prerequisite: 484, A.H. 874 
B Dairy Produrts nnd Ororeriee 
Prerl!q11un"te: 484. 
r.117 Institution Administration. ( o 3 o) C'r. :1. 
Prerequisite: 587. 
Miss 
s. 
Miss Augustine 
F. 
Messrs. Shearer, Stewart 
w 
Augustine, Mr. Mortenson 
F. 
Job Annlr.sis, labor policies. labor orgnnizntions. personnel 
control with special reference to problems in institutions. 
Miss Augustine 
problems. and finnncinl 
608. Administration Problems. (0·1·6) Cr. 3 W. 
Prereqtti.Bite : . 5 8 7. Miss Au gu sti n e 
Aolution of advnn<'c>d ndmini11tration problem11 through practice in th<' College Dinin~ 
HRlls, Ten Room, Am<'11 High School Cnfeteria, nnd Memorial Union. 
fi 14. Reeoarch. 
Miss Augui;tmC' 
LA;\DSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
PHU.II' HOMER ELwooo, Jn, B.S.A., Head of Department 
A~ocialc Professor Ralph Rudolph Rothacker. M S 
A~istant Prof cssor A Maurice Hanson. B S 
Extension Worker Fit zsimmon~ 
OPPORTl'NITn:~ FOR l':"iIH:R<;RADUATE STUDY 
hlr undl'rl!rnduatc curriculum in landscapl' an hitecturc leadin~ to the degree 
of Bwhclor of Science. ~ee pages l.Ji amJ o~ 
The trained landscape architect adapt:' land areas to human service in urban 
regions and in the broad rural countryside. His relation to problems of the location 
of buildings and the treatment of their surroundings requires the consideration of 
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architectural and engineering procedures. The materials he uses are mainly included 
within the fields of horticulture, forestry, geology, and civil engineering. 
Professional practice of landscape architects includes the design, construction, 
planting, and maintenance of home grounds, estates, parks, cemeteries, school 
grounds, public and private institutions and sub-divisions, towns and regional 
planning, including recreational landscape design, and other planning problems. 
Students interested in the application of Landscape Planning to comprehensive 
and collaborative planning programs and projects, should consult with the head 
of the department or their counselor. See Comprehensive Planning Courses on 
page 102. 
There are opportunities for competent professional men, both in private practice 
and in public employ as landscape architects, city planners, park superintendents, 
and landscape recreational engineers for large reservations. 
This department is accredited by the American Society of Landscape Architects 
and graduates are eli~ible for Junior Associate Membership. 
Students who wish to prepare for service as foremen of construction of planting. 
nursery landscape men, estate and park custodians, superintendents of institutional 
grounds and related positions should consult with the head of the department. A 
flexible two-year sequence wil1 be arranged to fit the needs of the individual student. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Landscape Archi-
tecture and minor work to students taking major work in other departments. The 
degree of Master of Landscape Architecture is granted upon the completion of 
one year of satisfactory resident graduate work and the acceptance of a thesis 
after at least one full year of success( ul professional practice. 
Students desiring to major in this department should present credits in land-
scape architecture substantially equivalent to those secured by undergraduatr 
students in the curriculum in landscape architecture at this institution. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 334, 335, 343, 402, 403-. 411, 412, 41.3, 
414, 415, 436, 466. 
I>.EH<'RI P'l'ION 01'' f:OURSES 
COURSJ.: t·RJMAUJl.Y FOii NON-cor.J.EOIATK STUIJENTS 
~o. Farmstead Planning and Planting. < o J .;J) Cr. 2. I". \\ . 
Efficient and practi<'nl arrnngcm .. nt of t:1e fnrmNtend. 11lnnting of the form home url!U 
for attractive living. 
COURSES l'lCUl ARll. \" 1-·ou ' NIJJ,;IHIRAJIUATE HTUIJB :STS 
105. Introduction to Landscape Architecture. (I o o) Required. I•' 
Landscape architecture field, its scope and methods. 
201, 202. mstory of Landscape Architecture. (3 o-O) Cr. a each. 
Alt. Yr. Offered 1945 4fl, not offor1•d I 'I I'' Ii 
The development of landscape architecture from antiquity to modern times, with ilh 
relation to nnd influ<>nces of, allied arts and professions. Lectures, reudings, 11hlilr11ct.:M, 
ond reports 
!!06. Planning Home Landscapes. ( 2 O O) Cr. 2. F. W. S. 
Understanding and enjoyment of native and humanized landscapes, wit.h special atten 
tion to improvement or home nnd public grounds. 
20R. Ru~al Landscape Design. ( 2·0 3) Cr. a. W. 
Preparntmn of plan11 for farmst .. uds, 11mall house lots, home nnd school grounds, nnd 
other 1m1Jhr ur(>su1. Present<'d for agricultural engineering and hortlrullurc students, 
ns well as thos .. inlt•n•!il<>d in t•ounty ngent work. 
!!11, 212. Elements and Theory of Landscape Design. 0·1·6) Cr. 4 <>nch. W. H 
Prerequiaite: J~.A. 105. 
Simple problems in design and their presentation; fundamental theory and principll's 
presented by lertures, reports nnd Rimplt• problem11. 
213. Elements of Landscape Design. (0·0·6) Or. 2 S. 
Prerequirite: Classification in O.E. 218. 
Simple problenis in design and presentation. 
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231, 232, Plant Materials. ' W. 8. 
281. (l·O·S) Or. 2. W.; 232. (l·O 6) Or. 8. S. 
( 281) Introduction to study of plant materials as used in landscape architecture. 
Class1ftcation, nomenclature, requirements, sources, with winter twig identification. 
(232) Deciduous trees and shrubs with special emphasis on their se,asonal landscape 
<'haracter and usage. 
:iOl, 302, 303. Details of Construction and Oftlce Administration. (1·0·4) Or. S ea. Yr. 
Prereq1"18ite: O.E. 218. • 
Theory and drafting room problems in land1>cape construction including grading, dram· 
age and utility plans, estimate of cuts, fills, and cost data. 
305. Landscape Service. (l·O 6) Or. 3. Alt. S. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946-47 
Planting and maintenance operations and estimating practices, including handling of 
labor and equipment on landscape operations. 
311, 812, 818. Landscape Design. (O·O 9) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequiaite: 218. 
Design of private and public properties based on actual topo~aphies. Drafting, field 
work, reports, criticisms. / 
338. Plant Materials. (1·0·6) Or. 3. 
Trees and shrubs, vines, evergreens, and herbaceous material. 
F. 
Field trips and reports. 
334, 335. Planting Design. (1·0·6) Or. 8 each. w. s. 
Prerequiait1: 811, 888. 
Arrangement and use of plants in landscape and architectural design, with drafting 
and field practice. 
341, 8.J.2. Travel and Practice. 
841. Required. Alt. S. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946-47 
842. Required. Alt. S. Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946-47 
Inspection tours third and fourth years. 
401. City or Town Planning. (1·2·0) Or. 8. . F. 
Lectures and text on functional city planning including fundamentals and historical 
development of civic design, with pnrticulnr attention to the basic elements of city 
planning. 
402. Institutional Planning. (1-1 O) Cr. 2. W. 
Prer19uilrite : 401. 
Functional design of public nnd semi·public mstitutional properties. 
403. Recreational and Regional Planning. ( 1·2 0) Or. s. 
Prerequiaite: 
department. 
Alt. S. Offered 1945 46, not offered 1946-47 
402, except for forestry students, or by special permission from head of 
Recreational aspects of landscape 
fronts, and public reservations. 
nrchitecturc including parks, playgrounds, water-
404. Public Recreational Facillttes. (2·1 O) Or. 3. 
Alt. F. Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946-47 
Oonsidorntion of principles of their design and C'onstruction, and operation with special 
emphasis on national and state parkR and forests. 
411._ 412, 418. Advanced Landscape Design. (0 0·12) Cr. 4 each. Yr. 
rrerequi8U1: 818. 
Design of public, semi-public, and largo private properties. 
414. Collaborative Planning. ( 3·0·0) Or. 3. W. 
Prer~quiaite: Permission from head of department. 
Lectures, assignments, nnd J,>ractlcal problems on techniques and procedures involved 
in modern planning, operations at diftercnt levels of government involving various 
professions. Administered by special C'ommittee, P. H. Elwood, Jr., chairman. 
41 !l. Special Planning Projects. (3·0 0) Cr. 3. F. W. s. 
Prereqttiait1: Permission of department. 
Special planning projects nssigned to three or more students having major work in 
different departments. Each student solving phases of problem related to his technical 
background in collaboration with other students. 
436. Advanced Planting Composition and Design. (l·O 6) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequirit1: 885. 
Principles of design applied to the use of plants in various types of landscape problems. 
441. Professional Procedure. ( 2-0·8 > Or. s. 
Alt. 8. Offered 1945·46, not offered 1946 47 
Prtr1quWi'te : 811. 
Olftce organization, forms, field operations, professional ethics, and public relations. 
466. Special Problems. • F. w. s. 
Pr1r1q1tirite: 818, 888, quality pomt average of 2.5 or more for preceding two 
quarters. 
Selected problems for balancing or completing individual student requirements. 
600 • .Research. 
COURSE l'OB GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Mr. Elwood 
MATHEMATICS 
LIBRARY 
CHARLES HARVEY BROWN, M.A., Litt.D., Head of Department 
Associate Professor Robert William Orr, M.S. 
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Assistant Professors Grace Myrtle Oberheim, M.S.; Eleanor Frances Warner, M.A. 
Instructors Ayres, Burtch, Clark, Cook, Gerber, Grimsrud, Hurlbutt, *Moritz, Mott, 
Renfro, Robertson, Schmidt, Sprecher, *Thompson, Voelker, Wimersberger 
. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
Courses required of all freshmen are designed to increase facility in the use of 
books and the use of libraries. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The library offers facilities for bibliographic research in the scientific and technical 
literature of the departments giving graduate instruction. The course "Bibliographic 
Research" (Library 614) may be taken for either major or minor credit in any 
department. 
DESORIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSE PRIKARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
106. Library Instruction. (0·1·0) Required. F. W. 8. 
Use of books, library, and a survey of literature of major curricula.. 
A. For students in agriculture. Six weeks. F. 
B. For students in home economics. Six weeks. F. 
0. For students in en~neering. Six weeks. W. 
D. For students in science. 8~ weeks of orientation course (Sci. 10,). F. 
COURSE J'OB GRADUATE STUDENTS 
614. Blbllop-aphlc-Research. (0·1·0) Or. 1. F. W. 
Prerequirite: Oollege degree. Mr. Brown 
Lectures and practice on location of printed material and preparation of bibllogra.phles 
on technical and scientific subjects. 
MATHEMATICS 
EDWIN RAYMOND SMITH, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors Edward Switzer Allen, Ph.D.; *John Vincent Atanasoff, Ph.D.; *William 
Gemmell Cochran, M.A.; Dio Lewis Holl, Ph.D.; Joseph Vance McKelvey, 
Ph.D.; George Waddel Snedecor, M.A. 
Associate Professors Ernest Willard Anderson, Ph.D.; Cornelius Gouwens, Ph.D.; 
Gertrude Anne Herr, M.S.; John James Luett Hinrichsen; Ph.D.; Pierre G. 
RQbinson, PhD.; Henry Peter Thielman, Ph.D.; Gerhard Tintner, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Theodore Alfonso Bancroft, Ph.D.; Fred A. Brandner, M.S.; 
Marian Elizabeth Daniells, M.S.; Annie Wilson Fleming, M.A.; Paul G. Ho-
meyer, M.S.; J. Fred Robertson, A.M. 
Instructors Beach, Bortle, Brown, *Legvold, Robinson, Smith 
Senior Fellow Perotti; Junior Fellow Langenhop 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in science, major in mathematics, leading to the 
degre of Bachelor of Science, see page 133. 
Science students with a major in mathematics receive training for teaching 
secondary school mathematics, certain types of commercial and industrial posi-
tions, statistics and insurance. Graduate students may obtain major or minor 
work in applied mathematics, mathematical statistics and, jointly with the depart-
ment of physics, in mathematical physics. 
•Absent oo leave. 
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in mathe-
matics and statistics and, jointly with the Department of Physics, in mathematical 
physics; major work leading to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in mathematical 
statistics, special fields of applied mathematics and, jointly with the Department 
of Physics, in mathematical physics; and minor work to students taking major 
work in other departments. 
Students desiring to pursue graduate work with a major in this department 
should present at least fifteen quarter credits of work in mathematics beyond 
calculus. It is desirable that this should include differential equations, and theory 
of equations. 
Minor work is usually required in physics, chemistry, engineering, or certain 
phases of agriculture. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 300, 307, 314) 315, 316, 437, 441, 442, 
443, 444, 445, 447, 451, 452, 453. -
DESORIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES J'OR NON-COLLEGIATE STUD&NTS 
. 1 Algebra Review. (0·6·0) Or. 5. • 
Special course for freshman students showing deficient preparation 
Assignment by divisional deans and Dean of the Junior College. 
5. Advanced Algebra. (0·5·0) Or. 6. 
Prtrtquiaite : One year of high school algebra. 
Satisfies requirements for third half-unit of entrance algebra. 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDBNTS 
F. W . 
in mathemadcs. 
F.W. 
101. College Algebra. l0·5·0) Or. 5. F. W. S. 
PrettrequVita: 1 1ni units of high school algebra. 
Review of high school algebra, systems of equations, logarithms, variation, binomial 
theorem, progressions, theory of equations, annuities, partial fractions. 
102. Plane !rrtgonometey. (0·4 or 5·0) Or. 4 or 5. F. W. S. 
Prerequi8ite: 101. 
A. For students in science and landscape architecture. (0·5·0) Or. 5. 
B. For students in forestry. (0·4-0) Cr. 4. W. 
0. Prna(]tdaite: For students in engineering. (0·4·0) Or. 4. F. W. S. Oredit or 
classlficatlon in G.E. 105. 
Numerical and analytical trigonometry, solution of triangles, applications, and an intro-
duction to spherical trigonometry. 
103. Anab'tlcal Geometry. F. W. S. 
Prerequi8itea: 101, 102. 
A. For students in science. ( 0·5·0) Or. 5. 
0. For students in engineerin~. ( 0·4·0) Or. 4. 
Prerequirite: Credit or class16cation in G.E. 106. 
Co-ordinate systems, graphs, equation of loci~. straight line, conics, special curves, 
transformations, three dimensional figures, applications. 
143. Elements of Analytical Geometry and Statistics. (O·S·O) Or. s. S. 
PrerequUite: 102. 
Rectangular. coordinates, the straight line and parabola. Estimation of statistical 
parameters from samples, simple distributions, tests of significance. Alignment charts, 
empirical equations. Applications to problems in forest mensuration. 
200. General Mathematics for Students of Home Economics. (o-s·.o) Or. 5. w. 
Prerequirite : One unit of high school algebra. 
Linear, quadratic., exponential, and trigonometric functions; introduction to calculus. 
:w5. Mathematics for Students of Agriculture. (0·4·0) Or. 4. F. w. s. 
Prarequirite: One unit high school algebra. 
Graphical methods, simple equations, exponents and radicals, logarithms numerical 
trigonometry, progressions, interest and annuities, applications to agriculture. 
206. Mathe~atica1 'l'heory of Investments. (0·5·0) Or. 5. s. 
Prarequ.ilUe: 101. 
Intereat, annuities. sinking funds, building and loan associations, bonds, use of tables. 
211. 212, 218. Oalculos. (0·4 O) Or. 4 each. F w s each 
Prerequ'8itt: 103. • • ' 
(211) Differential calculus. (212) Integral calculus. (218) Applied calculus and 
selected topics. 
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:.?41, 242, 243. General Mathematics and Statistics. ( 1·3·0) Or. 4. Yr. 
Prerequ.i8ite: One unit high school nlgebra, crt•dit or classification in a courso in 
economics. 
Linear, quadratic, e>..-ponential, and logarithmic fnn<'tionR, cnlcuh1s of simple functions, 
progressions, interest and annuities, permutations nnd rombinations, probability. cuTvr 
fitting, averages, dispersion, correlation, periodicity, indrx numbers. 
300. Theory of Equations. (0·8·0) Cr. s. S. 
Prerequisite: 218. 
Complex numbers, solution of cubics and biquadrntics, methods of approximating root8, 
systems of equations, elements of determinants 
::01. Mathematics of Life Insurance. (0·8-0) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequi8ite: 206. 
Probability, mortality tables, life insurance, life annuities, endowments, computation 
of net premiums, evaluation of policies, construction and use of tublcs. 
:no. Mathematics of Navigation. (O·S·O) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequi8ite: 102. 
Maps, use of charts, course plotting, right and oblique spherical triangles: 11ppllcntion11 
to terrestrial and celestial spheres: nautical astronomy and nnvigation. 
:J 11. Solid Geometry and Spherical Trigonometry. ( o 4 o) Cr. 4. S. 
Prerequisite: 102. 
Straight lines nnd planes; polyhedrons, prisms, cylindt>rs, cones, tho sphere and tri-
hedral angles; spherical trigonometry; applications to navigation. 
:H4, :J15. Di1ferential Equations. (0·8-Q) Cr. 3 ench. l!,. W. 
Prerequisite: 218. 
Formulation of practical problems as solutions of differen1i11l equations, methods of 
solving type forms, systems of equations, singulnr solutions, methods of approximation, 
introduction to partial differential equations. 
:u 6. Advanced Mathematics for Electrical Engineers. ( o 5·0 > Cr. 6. P. 
Prerequisite: 218. 
Differential equations of electrical engineering, Fourier series, Bessel functions, ele-
mentary vector analysis, determinants, and topics useful in electrical engineering. 
·l37. Mathematical Analysis. (Ee. 487) (O·S 0) Or. 8. l•'. 
Prerequisite: 101. 
Elements of differential and integral calculus, with applications to problems in mathe· 
matical economics. 
441, 442, 443. Statistical Methods. (0·3·0) Or. 3 each. Yr. 
Prerequiaite: 108. 
Sampling from biological populations, statistics and experimentation, averages and 
tests of sipiificance, linear, multiple and curvilinear regression, analysis of variance 
and covariance, individual comparisons. 
444, 445. Statistics Laboratory. (O·O 3) Or. 1 each. F. W. 
Prerequilrite: Olassification in 441, 442, respectively. 
Machine calculation of statistics, use of punched rard tabulnting equipment. 
447. Elementa.ry Mathematical Statistics. (0 2·0) Cr. 2. I<"'. 
Prerequisite: Credit or classification in 441. 
Summations, moments; normal, binomial, and PoiSBon distributions: least sq n ~ ... 
regression and correlation; analysis of varianre. 
451, 452, 463. Advanced Mathematics in Engineering. (0·3·0) Or. 3 each. \ r. 
Prerequiaite: 213. 
Selected topics in applied mathematics, including differential equations, hyp_erbolic 
functions, elliptic inW"grals, matrices and determinants. expansions in series Fourier 
series, Ga.mma and Bessel functions, vector nnal1sis, probability, functions of complex 
variable and dimensional analysis; applications in solution of technical problems. 
490. Hisrory of Mathematics. (O·B·O) Cr. s. 
Alt. S. Not offered 1945·46, offerod 1946 47 
Prerequirite: 218, senior college <'lnssification. 
Source of mathematical principles. growth of mathemntical knowledge, contributions 
of outstanding mathematicians. 
497. Teaching of Secondary School Mathematics. (0·8 O) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequiaite: 15 credits in college mathematics. 
Organization of subject matter, metho.ds of presenting particular topics, evaluation of 
results. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCBO UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
514, 515. Advanced Calculus. (O·S-0) Or. a each. F. W. 
Pnrequiaite: 213. Mr. Thielman 
Review of differentiation and integration, approximation of integrals, partial deriva· 
tives, line integrals, integral theorems, applications to geometry, physics nnd me<'hnnh·11. 
516. Deflnite Integrals. (0·3·0) Cr. s. S. 
Prerequisite: 218. Mr. Oouwens 
Important integrals which appear in applied mathematics, .including elliptic typP. 
535, 536, 537. Introduction to Modern Geometry. (0·3·0) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
PrerequiaUe: 218. Mr. Robinson 
Synthetic and analytic methods applied to geometry in two and three dimensions. 
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• 541, 542, 648. Mathematical Statistics. {0·8·0) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
PrerequiftU: 218, 441. ¥r. Brandner 
Uaeful functions in statistics including Gamma and Beta functions, moments and semi· 
invarinnta, general distribution theory, Gram·Oharlier series, joint distributions, corre-
lation surfaces, multiplo and partial correlation, fundamentals of sampling theory 
students distribution, X2 distribution, Fisher's t· and Z· distributions, matbematicai 
theory of tests of significance, Sheppard's corrections. 
w. s. 545, 546. Design of Experiments. (O·S·O) Cr. 3 each. 
Mr. Cochran 
designs, confounding, incomplete blocks, balanced lattice, 
PrerequirittJ: 448. 
Factorial and qunst·fnctorial 
nnd lattice squares. 
s. 548. Sampling Methods; (0·8·0) Or. 8. 
Mr. Snedecor 
of sampling investigations; stratification; estimation ; fiducial 
Prerequisite: '42. 
Design and analysis 
limits. 
550. Vector Analysis. (0·4 O) Cr. 4. 
Prerequ'8ite: 218. 
Fundnmental operations on vectors, potential functions, gradient, 
applications in physics and mechanics. 
554, 555. Anal.ytlcal Mechanics. ( 0·3·0) Or. 3 each. 
s. 
Mr. Holl 
divergence, and curl; 
F. W. 
Prerequi.rite: 218. 
Statics of particle, force, impulse, momentum, velocity and acceleration, 
forces, harmonic motion, and selected topics. 
Mr. Holl 
energy, central 
570. Mathematical Theory of External Ballistics. (0·3·0) Or. 3. S. 
Prerequ.Uite: 218. Mr. Anderson 
Trajectories in vacuum; low angle fire; high angle fire; methods of computing range 
tables; probability and fire control ; bombing trajectories. 
599. Special Topics. F. W. S. 
Messrs. Allen, Anderson, Atnnasoff, Cochran, Gouwens, Hinrichsen, Holl, 
McKelvey, Robinson, Smith, Snedecor, Thielman, Tintner. 
COURS:&S l'OB GRADUATE STUDENTS 
600. Flnlte Groups. (8·0·0) Or. 8. S. 
Prer1qu'8ite: 800. Mr. Allen 
·Fundamental theory, algebraic equations, physical applications. 
604, 605. Introduction to Higher Algebra. {8·0·0) Or. 8 each. F. W. 
Prerequirite: 800. Mr. Robinson 
Theory of linear transformations, dependence ma.trices, Hermitian forms, elementary 
divisors, invariant fact.ors, discriminants, fundamental systems of invariants. 
610. Seminar. 
Messrs. Ata.nasofl, Holl, Smith, Snedecor, Thielman 
611, 612, 618. Theory of Functions. (0·8·0) Or. 8 each. 
Alt. Yr. Offered 1945·46, not offered 1946 47 
PrerequVite: 816. :Mr. Hinrichsen 
Functions of complex variable, continuity, differentiability, integrability, and sum· 
mability of functions of real variable. 
620. Calculus of Variations. {8·0·0) Cr. 8. S. 
Prerequ.Uite: 618. Mr. Gouwens 
621, 622, 628. Dl1ferential Equations of Mathematical Physics. (8·0·0) Or. 8 each. 
Alt. Yr. Not offered.1945·46, offered 1946·47 
Pr,,.equi&Ue: 816, Phys. 218. Mr. Hinrichsen 
Derivation and solution of equations governing various physical phenomena., study of 
Bessel's function, Legendre polynomials, advanced problems arising from differential 
equations. 
626, 627. Integral Equatiom. (8·0·0) Or. 3 each. 
Alt. W. S. Not offered 1945·46, offered 1946·47 
Mr. Allen Prer•quirite: 618. 
Linear integral equations, applications t.o physics and biology. 
640. ProbabWty. (8·0·0) Or. 8. \ S. 
Pr,,.equ.Vit•: 816. Mr. Allen 
Fundamental concepts, laws of large numbers, theory of errors, geometric and physical 
applications. 
641, 642, 648. Advanced Mathematical. Statistics. (0·3·0) Or. 8 each. 
~..-~ Alt. Yr. Not offered 1945·46, offered 1946·47 
Prerequtrite: 648. Mr. Cochran 
Estimation, distribution theory, least squares. 
645, 646. Econometrics. (Ee. 645, 646) {0·8·0) Or. 8 each. Alt. S. 
645. Offered 1946-46, not offered 1946-47 
· 646. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946-47 
Pr•requ.irite: 218, 441 or Ee. 441; Ee. 408. Mr. Tintner 
(645) Mathematical formulation and exposition of demand, laws of production, com· 
petition, mono~oly, taxation, dynamic utility theory, general equilibrium theory, dy· 
namic equilibrium theory. (646) Time series, rnndom element. variate difference 
method, seasonal variations, cyclical variations, Fourier series, harmonic analysis, 
trend, orthogonal polynomials, correlation of time series. 
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647, 648, 649. Advanced Mathematical Statistics. (0·3·0) Cr. 3 each. 
Alt. Yr. Offered 1945·46, not offered 1946·47 
Pf'erequuite: 543. Mr. Oochrnn 
General theory of 8lnlii<tical estimation nnd tests of significance; statistical inference; 
applications and spcC'inl problems. 
651, 652, 653. Introduction to Mathematical Physics. 
(Phys. 651, 652, 653) (8·0·0) Or. S each. 
Prerequi8ite: 314, Phys. 504, 516, 595. 
Basic mathematics used in theoretical physic11, fundamental 
modern physics using mathematical con<>l'Jlls and methods. 
Yr. 
Mr. Atanasoff 
topics of classical and 
654, 655. Dynamics. (3·0·0) Cr. 3 each. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 815 or 816. Mr. Holl 
Free and forced motion of systems; normal co ordinates; Lagrange and canonical 
equations; contact transformations; Hamilton-Jacobi equations; general integral 
methods and transformation theory. 
656, 657. Theoretical Aerodynamics. ( S·O u) Cr. S each. w. s. 
Prerequisite: 815. 
Hydrodynamics with applications to aeronautics. 
Mr. Anderson 
661, 662, 663. Mathematics of Elasticity. (T.&A.M. 661, 662, 668) 
(3·0·0) Cr. 3 each. Alt. Yr. Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946-47 
Prere~ui.aite: 315. Mr. Holl 
Two-dimensional elnstic problems, general .&tress strain analysis in three dimensions, 
stability, and vibration of beams u.nd columns. 
666, 667, 668. Static and Dynamic Problems of Plates and Shells. 
(T.&A.M. 666, 667, 668) (3-0·0) Or. 8 each. 
Alt. Yr. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946-47 
Prerequisite: 815, permission of instructor. Mr. Holl 
Thin pinto analysis; three-dimensional plate problems; shells, stability and vibration of 
plates u.nd shells. 
674, 675. Mathematical Theory of Relativity. (8·0-0) Or. 8 each. 
Alt. W. S. Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946 47 
Mr. Allen Prerequisite: 815. 
Restricted and general theories, tensor nnnlysis, cosmological problems. 
681, 682, 683. Quantum Mechanics. (Phye. 681, 682, 688) 
(3·0-0) Or. 3 each. Alt. Yr. Offered 1945-46, not offefed 1946-47 
Prert>quisite: 653. Mr. Atnnnsoff 
NE\W('r developments in qunntnm theory nnd their n.ppli<'ntion to problems in physics 
and chemistry. 
699. Research. 
Messrs. Allen, Atnnasofl', Cochran, Hinrkhiion, Holl, McKelvoy, 
Smith, Sncdecor, Thielman 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
DAVID LEHR ARM, M.S.M.E., M.E., Head of Department 
Professors Mark Perkins Cleghorn, B.S., M.E.; Warren H. Meeker, M.E.; Herman 
]. Stoever, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors *Lynn Turner Brown, B.S.; *Lewis Miller Headley, M.S.; 
Jesse Greenville Hummel, B.S., M.E.; Roy Everett Roudebush, M.E. 
Assistant Professors Forrest Eugene Allen, M.S.: Clifford Oliver Anderson, B.S.; ' 
Robert William Breckenridge, M.S.; Charles Theron Grace, M.S.; Roger 
Kendrick Smith, M.S. 
Instructors Birkness, Dougherty, Fitch, *Gesser, *Hainer, Maitland, Rogers, *Sand-
fort, Shaff er, *Sherwood 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in mechanical engineering leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science. see page 115. 
The professional services performed by mechanical engineers vary from the 
highly scientific work of research and development through the applied work of 
design and production, to the management, operation, and sales activities of 
industry. These services are rendered in fields ranging from the conversion and 
•Absent on leave. 
() 
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utilization of heat, to the development and design of all kinds of machine$, and 
the manufacture of commodities. 
The department offers an opportunity· for special work in metallurgy. In addi-
tion to the three basic courses in Physical Metallurgy, students may elect M.E. 435, 
Industrial MetaJlurgy. and M .E 487, Special Problems, in the! senior year. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in mrrhan-
ical engineering, and minor work to students taking major work in other depart -
men ts. 
Students desiring to major in this department should have completed an under-
g'raduate curriculum equivalent to that required of undergraduate students in 
mechanical engineering at this institution. · 
The modern language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 310, 312, 315, 321, 322, 325, 342, 343, 
423, 426, 427, 429, 435. 440, 444. 445. 448, 450, 455, 467, 480. 
DJ<~SCRIPTION OF COURSES 
('Ol'lcs~:s l'RIMAIULY FOR UNUEI<ORADUATK STUI1BS'l'S 
I oo. Technical Lecture. ( 1 0 O) Required. s. 
1''1eld of me<'hani<.-al t•ngineeri1Jg, its opportun1t1es and rcquiremPnts 
:!Ul. Machine Shop. (O o 6) Or. 2. F. w. 8. 
PrinciJ)}es and 11ru<'t1ce of mnchine tool untl bent·h working of metals I•'ormrn~ and 
fabricntion of stl!cls, rust irons, and non f1•rrous metals. 
~02. Metal Casting. ( Q 0·6) Cr. 2. 1". w. s. 
Ferrous nnd non-ferrous molding and c11•t111g Study of proct•11ses and equipment 
204. Metal Fabrication. (0·0·6) Cr. 2 F. W. S. 
Uas and electric wt>lding. Study of JllJI('. J>•pe joints nnd fittings. Sheet metal 1·1111· 
struction. 
205. Shop Practice. (0·2·3) 
Manufacturing prorcsscs. 
production cquipmC'nt. 
Or. 3. W. 
Demonstrat10ns und practice on machine tools and otlwr 
211, 212, 213. Physical Metallurgy. (0·2·S) Cr. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequuite: Chem. 103. 
Spedftcntions, uses, physical testing, and inspection of industrial metals and nlloys. 
Basic principles of metallography: scientific production control of melting, casting, 
fnbri<'ntion, bent treating, and welding processes. 
225. Introduction to Design. (0·2 8) Cr. a. 
· Prerequuile: Math. 1020, T.&A.M. 134. 
An elementary study of some of the principles of kinematics and ma<'hine design 
(Not applicable toward degree.) 
243. Industrial Problems. (0·3·0) Or. s. 
Types of industrial organizntion, exe<.'utive control, wage systems, inspection methorls. 
employment problems, industrial relations. (Not appliC'nble to\vard dogrl'e.) 
.!05. Tool Engineering. (O·l 6) Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: 201 or 205. 
8. 
Design and application of spt>crnl tools, Jigs, and flxtu 1 C!' 
:110. Kinematics. (0 3 3) Or. 4. 
Pr~equiaits: Oredit or clnseiftcation in T .&A.M. 344. 
!<'. w. 
Analysis of displacements, velocities, and accelerations in machinery. Study of <'Hills, 
gearing, belting, and miscellaneous mechnnisms 
a12. :Machine Analysis. (0·8·8) Or. 4. 
Prtrtqui8itt: 310, T.&A.M. 844. 
W. 
Analysis of static and drnamic strE1sses in m1u·hine members. Force analysis in ~om­
plcte ma<'hines. Dynnmt<'S of machinery in<'luding vibrational analysis. 
315. Design of Machine Elements. (0·3·3) Cr. 4. 
Prereqrt,ilfite: S 12, T.&A.M. 324. 
s. 
Design of fastenings, pressure Vt>ssel~. "hafti;, gt>aring, belting, clutches. Bearings and 
lubrication. 
321, 822. Thermodynamics. (0·4·0) Cr. 4 each. 
821. Prerequirite: Math. 212, Phys. 221. 
F. W. 
322. Prerequi8itt: 821, classification in 342. 
Properties and fundamental equations of gases and vapors. Thermodynamics of heat 
cycles, air compressors, and swam engines. 
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:J25. Heat Transfer. (0·3 O) Cr. 3. S. 
Prerequi8ite · Math. 314, Phys. 221. 
Solution of practi<'al enginenmg prohlrms involving trnnsfer of bent hy rondu<'tlon, 
radiation, and conve<'tion. 
:J.i2. Mechanical Laboratory. ( 0·0·3 > Cr. 1 W. 
Prerequisite: Classification in si2. 
343. Mechanical Laboratory, (O·O 3) Cr. 1. S. 
l'rerequiaite: 342. 
344. Thermodynamics. (0·4 3) Cr. 5. F. W. S. 
PrerequUrite: Math. 212, Phys. 221. 
Properties and fundamental equations of gnsrR nnd vapors. Th<'rmodynnmi<·s of heat 
cycles, air compressors, nnd steum t•ngines 
400. Inspection Trip. Required. Jo". 
Prerequisite: Senior M.E. clnssificntion 
Inspection trip to industrial <'enters. 
423. Machine Design. (0·1 6) Or. 3. I". 
Prerequisite: 815. 
Projects in the design of <.'omplrtP mnch111rs 
426. Refrigeration and Air Conditioning. ( 0·2·6) Or. 4. S. 
Prerequilri.te: 322. 
Principles of refrigeration Rimultnneous control nf tt'lnp .. rut11n• humidity, and 
motion of air in buildings. Purification of air. 
427. Heating Design. (0·0·6) Or. 2. W. 
Prerequisite: 426. 
Design nnd layout of heating nnd ventilation systems. 
429. Internal Combustion Engine Design. (0 2·6) Cr. 4. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 445. 
Design and layout of n high-speed internal l'Omhust1on 1•ngine of rnrbnrotion or Die1wl 
type. 
432. Heating and Ventilation. ( 0·3-6) Cr. 5. F. 
Prerequisite: Senior classifiration. 
Principles of heating and ventilation as ap\11ied to residences, publi<' and indu11Lr nl 
buildings. Design and lnyout of heating nnc \'Pnt1lntion systt•ms. 
4:15. Industrial Metallurgy. (O·S 0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prerequisite: 213 
Mechanical and thermal problrms in prol'essing of mdustrinl metnls Selection and 
application of alloy and spedal purpose steels. 
440. Fuels and Combustion. (0·2 S) Cr. 3. F. 8. 
Prerequi.aite: 822 or 344. 
Composition, properties, nnd combustion of fuels; fuel nnd flue gas testing. 
44:J. Heat Engines. (0·2 3) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequisite: 344. 
Operating <'haracterhitil'R nnd performance of steam engines, turbines, internal rom 
bustion engines, and nnxilinry equipment. 
444. Steam Power Plants. ( o 3·3) Cr. 4. F. 
Prerequisite· 322 or :i44. 440. 
Thermodynnmics nnd performanre of Rtrnm hoilns, engine11, turbines. and gns com 
pressors. Reheating. rPgenerative, and hmrry "Yrl£111 
445. Internal Combustion Engines. ( ll :1 3) Cr. 4 W. 
PrerequiRite: 440. 
General principles, tht>rmodynnmirs. and pc>rformnnre of rarhurPtion and fuel injection 
engines. Characteristics of fuels. 
448. Steam Power Plant Design. (0·2 6) Cr. 4. W. 
Prere9uisite: 440, 444. 
Principal and auxiliary equipment for power. heating, and 1rnmping plants. Cooling 
towers, boiler water treatment, principles of plant design. 
450. Airplane Engines, (0 2·6) Cr. 4. S. 
Prerequisite : 445. 
Engine types; Stl'Ul'tnral dctn ib1; c·n rhuretion. ignition. cooling, nnd RUpc>r·charging 
systems. - Layout and design of spec-ific type11 
455. Motion and Time Study. (O·l 3 l Cr. 2. F. W. 8. 
Prerequillite: <'redit or classi.fication in G. E 351. 
Possibilities and value of motion and time study ig industrial activities and some of 
more common methods used. 
456. Power Generation. (0·3·3) Or. 4. 8. 
Prerequilrite: 344. 
Fuels and combustion. Boilers. turbines, condensrrs and auxilinr,y steam power plnnt 
equipment. Internal combustion engines. 
467. Diesel Engines. ( 0·3 0) Cr. a. 8. 
Prerequilrite: 445. 
Detailed study of Diesel engine including prinriJ•IPs of oprrntion, prrforman<'e, fuels, 
1rnd nppli<'ations. Costs of power produ<'tion. 
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480. Engineering Contraets. (O·S·O) Or. 3. F. W. S. 
PrerequiriU: Senior or graduate college classification. 
Engineer in business; contract essentials and principles; agent and independent con-
tractor; contracts involving real and personal property, sule, and transportation; cor· 
poration engineering; legal and <"QUitable jurisprudence. 
487. Special Problems. Or. 3 to 5. F. W. S. 
Prerequtaite: • Senior classification 
Investigation on topic holding special intere· t of student. Comprehensive report re· 
quired. Election of course and topic must be np1JrOvt'd by head of department. 
490. Mechanical Equipment of Buildings. (0-3·0) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequirite: Senior classification. 
Problems of installation and operation llf merhnnical equipment in industrial, com· 
mercial and public buildings. 
COURSE l'OR ADVANORD UNDKRCJ.<AllUAT1' ASll ORADUATE STUDENTS 
587. Speclal Topics. Or. 8 to 5. F. W. S. 
Mr. Arm 
Investigation of problems of special interest to the student. Comprehensive report 
required. Election of course and topic must be approved by head of the department. 
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
600. Advanced Machine Design. Or. s to 5. F. W. S. 
Mr. Arm 
Mathematical and experimental analysis of problems in field of dynamics of machinery, 
stress analysis, and vibration. Choice of work any quarter determined by aptitudes 
and interests of class. 
620. Seminar. Required. 
640. Industrial Heating and Air Conditioning. Or. 3 to 5. 
Messrs. Arm, Stoever 
F. 
Mr. Arm 
Theory and practice of plant and industrial heating, ventilation, and air conditioning. 
645. Applied Thermodynamics. Or. 8 to 6. F. W. 
Thermal analysis and performance of steam engines, 
tlon machinery; heat generation and absorption. 
Messrs. Oleghorn, Stoever 
turbines, compressors, refrigera· 
646. Heat Transfer. Or. 8 to 5. s. 
Mr. Stoever 
Solution of practical engineering problems involving transfer of heat by conduction. 
radiation, and convection. 
647. Internal Combustion Engines. Or. 8 to 5. w. 
Messrs. Brown, Hummel 
Advanced thermodynamic, combustion and design problems of the internal combustion 
engine. Special studies in fu('ls. 
655. Beaearch. 
Messrs. Arm, Brown, Cleghorn, Hummel, Roudebush, Stoever 
678. Central Stations. Cr. 8 to 5. 8. 
Messrs. Cleghorn, Hummel 
Location and types; choice and arrangement of apparatus; coal conveying and storage 
systems. Power costs. 
MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS 
CoL. HERBERT R. ODELL, B.S., Head of Department 
Associate Professor Major William Edward Galligan, M.S. 
Assistant Professor Capt. William Stanley Watts, B.S. 
Since the establishment of our national government, reliance has been placed 
upon citizen armies for defense, rather than upon a large standing army of pro-
fessional soldiers. It is a part of the American tradition that citizenship carries 
with it certain obligations as \"tell as privileges. In conformity with this tradition, 
the National Defense Act of 1920 provided for only a small Regular Army and 
National Guard, and set up a skeleton organization upon which a citizen army 
could be built in time of need. One of the most important elements in this frame-
work consists of a corps of reserve officers trained in our colleges and universities. 
The Reserve Officers Training Corps provides the organization for training these 
future officers. 
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The four-year course is conducted by Regular Army Officers and selected officers 
of the Officers Reserve Corps, with equipment furnished by the United States 
Government, and consists of a two-year basic course in the duties of a soldier, 
and a two-year advanced course specializing in the duties of a junior officer. 
As a result of the operation of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps, the United 
States had immediately available at the beginning of the present war over one 
hundred thousand young officers who required only a short period of specialized 
training to fit them for active duty. They have been of inestimable value to the 
country in speeding up the training of our vast citizen army, and as combat leaders. 
By .the end of the college year 1942-43, all advanced course R.0.T.C. students 
had been called to active duty. , Few young men of military age and physical 
qualifications were entering college, and the army had set up its own schools for 
the training of officers. For these reasons the R.O.T.C., as a training school for 
officers, was discontinued for the duration of the war, and a modified one-year 
program was set up, designed primarily to provide pre-induction training for 
young men who had not reached selective service age. 
In view of the valuable contribution to the national defense that bas been 
made by the R.O.T.C., it is certain that it will be reconstituted after the war is 
over ; but it is probable that the new program will differ in many respects from 
the basic and advanced courses now listed. Future policy as to universal military 
training will determine to a great extent the structure of the R.O.T.C. 
Modified War-Time Program. For the duration of the present war, a one-year 
course is provided to prepare students for the more intensive training which they 
will receive upon induction into the army. 
DESORIPTION OF COURSES 
GENERAL COURSE 
141, 142, 148. Consolidated Basic Course. (0·8·2) Or. 2 each. Yr. 
A wnr·time program which includes in one year the essentials of the two-year basl" 
course. 
COURSES IN ENGlNEER UNIT 
OOURSKS PRIMARILY i'OR UNDERGRADUATE STUDBNTS 
101, 102, lQ.3. First> Year Basic. (O·l-2) Or. 1 each Yr. 
Military fundamentals; leadership i combat training; infantry. 
201, 202, 203. Second Year Basic. (0-1-2) Or. 1 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 101, 102, 108. · 
Engineer training; leadership; combat training, infantry. 
301, 802, 808. First Year Advanced. {0·8·2) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 201, 202, 208. 
Engineer training; leadership, combat training, Infantry; mobilization training. 
401, 402, 403. Second Year Advanced. (0·3 2) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 801, 802, BOB. 
En~neer training i leadership; combat training, infantry; mobilization training: 
military history i military law. 
COURSES IN FIELD ARTILLERY UNIT 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDEn.GRADUATE STUDJINTS 
121 122, 128. First Year Basic. (0·1·2) Cr. 1 each. Yr. 
Military !undamentnls; leadership; field artillery instruction. 
221, 222, 228. Second Year Basic. (0·1 ·2) Or. 1 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 121, 122. 128. 
Field artillery instruction; leadership; transport (animal). 
321, 822, 323. First Year Advanced. (0-8·2) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 221, 222, 223. 
Gunnery i reconnaissance and occupation of positions; leodershlp: transport (animal). 
421 422, 428. Second Year Advanced. (0·8-2) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
PrerequisiU: 321, 822, 828. 
Field artilleey training; leadership; tactics; milltaey history; mllltary law. 
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COURSES IN SIGNAL CORPS UNIT 
COURSKS l'RlllAltll.Y l!'OR UNDEROUADUATK STUl>ENTS 
131 1:12 133 First Year Basic. (0·1·2) Cr. 1 each. 
Mili~ry fu~damentals, leadership, Signal Corps instruction. 
2:11, 232, 238. Second Year Baslc. (0·1·2) Cr. 1 each. .., 
Prerequ.iaittJ: 181, 132, 188, or 121, 122, 123, or 101, 10-, io:L 
Signal Corps training; leadership. 
331, 832, 338. First Year Advanced. (0·3 2) Cr. 3 each. 
PrtJr«quirittJ: 281, 232, 233. 
Signal Corps training, leadership . 
. 1:11. 4B2, 483. Second Year Advanced. (0·3·2) Cr. 3 each. 
I'rtJrtJquisittJ: 381, 832, 883. 
Signal Corps training. leadership, general military subjeC'ts 
:MINING ENGINEERING 
Yr. 
Yr. 
Yr 
Yr. 
For description of courses, see Department of Chemical and Mining Engineerin~, 
rourscs in Mining Engineering page 181 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
Loms DEVRIES, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professor Alfred P. Kehlenbeck, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor *Charles Gilbert Rowe, Ph.D. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
Elementary work is offered in French, German, and Spanish. Courses in reading 
knowledge of French and German are offered to students in chemical technology; 
these courses are also elected by senior college students of the other divisions who 
desirr to become acquainted with the literature in their field. These courses arc 
clectrd hy graduate students who must learn to read French and German as rapidly 
as possible, so that they may have access to the foreign literature in their research 
DESCRIPTION 01!~ COURSES 
COt:RSh:S PRIMARJLY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
:.?OJ. 202. 203. Elementary French. (0·3·0) Cr. 8 each. Yr. 
Principles of pronun<'intion: grnmmar; rending of modern prose. 
2.11, 232, 283. Elementary German. (0·3 O) Cr. 3 ea.ch. Yr. 
Grammar, drill nnd rending 
:.?51, 252, 253. Elementary Scandinavian. (0·3·0) Cr. 3 or Required each. Yr 
Survey of the basic linguistic forms necessary for reading Scandinavian. 
Bnsic comparative vocabulary in Norwegian, Danish and SwcdiRh. 
261. 262, 263. Elementary Spanish. (0-3-0) Cr. 3 each. Yr 
Grammar, rending, composition nnd conversation. 
:101, 302, SOS. lntermedln.te French. (0·3 O) Cr. 3 each. Yr. 
Prerequwe: 208. 
Reading of modern Frcn<'h prose; grammar review nnd C'omposition, t·o11\P11·11lw11 
:111, 812, 813. Contemporary French Literature. (0·3 O) Cr. 3 enl'h. yr 
Prerequiaite: 208. 
:116. Bclentlflc French. ( o. 3 o ) Cr. 3. i··. 
Prerequuite: 203 or equh·nlent 
Selected readings in physical, chemicul. b1ologicnl, and geological subje<"ts 
:mt, 332, 333. Scientific German. ( o :~-0) Cr. 3 enC'h. Y'r. 
PrtJrequisittJ : 283. 
Selected rendings 10 }lhysical, <'hemiC'ul, biologfrnl. nnd geological subjerts 
341, 342, 3.4~. Selected German Readings. (0·3 O) Cr. 3 each. Yr 
PrtJrequunte: 238. · 
Modern German prose; grnmmn r re\"iew and <'om position; conversation 
:Hi l. 362, 36~. Intermediate Spanish. ( O :l o) Cr. a ench. Yr 
I'rerequ{81ltl: 263. 
R1•ading of modern Spanish ))rose; grammn r review and <'Omposition; convc>rsation 
•Absent on leave. 
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371, 372, 378. Commercial Spanish. (0·8·0) Or. 3 ench. Yr. 
Prer,.quisite: 263. 
Heading of Spnnisb·American commercial literature. Writing commcr<'inl lottor11 nn<l 
reports. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND URADUATE 8TUDKNTS 
411, 412, 413. Beading Knowledge or French. (0-8-0) Cr. 3 or Required each. Yr. 
If taken by graduate students, required without eredit. 
421, 422, 423. Reading Knowledge or Russian. (O·:l 0) Cr. s or Required each. Yr. 
If taken by graduatf' students, required without credit. 
441, 442, 448. Reading Knowledge or German. (0·8·0) Cr. 3 or Required cnch. Yr. 
If taken by graduate students, required without credit. 
MUSIC 
TOLBERT MAcRAE, Head of Department 
Associate Professor Alvin Randall Edgar, M.A. 
Assistant Professor Schroeder 
Instructors *Hillogoss, Ilsley, Hawthorne, Niemack 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
The aim of the Department of Music is to afford students who have an interest 
in music a means of developing their musical ability. An opportunity is offered 
to gain cultural advantage by active participation in the various ensemble organi-
zations which are under the direction of the members of the music faculty. 
The following musical organizations are maintained by the College: Men's Glee 
CJub, Women's Glee Club, Festival Chorus, Symphony Orchestra, and Concert 
Hand. All of these societies give concerts during the year, anrl the Contert Band 
and Glee Clubs go on concert tours. 
DESORIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDBNTR 
Iowa State College Festival Chorus. Yr. 
Glee clubs, members of student body and faculty are eligible. Intorprctntion of choral 
work, secular and sacred. 
101, 102, 103t. Fundamentals or Music. (0-2 0) Or. 1 each. Yr. 
Ear training and sight reading. Designed to teach pupils scales, intorvats, chords, and 
rhythms used in composition. 
111, 112, 113t. Band. (0-2-0) Cr. 1 ench. Yr. 
Open to all students by competitive examination. Concert.a in addition to playing for 
convocations and athletic events. 
141, 142, 143!. Glee Club. (Men and Women) (0·3·0) Or. 1 ench. Yr. 
Open to a I students by competitive examination. Several concerts ench yt>ar nnd 
appearance at college functions. 
144t. Music Appreciation. (0·2·0) Or. 1. F. W. S. 
Designed to acquaint students with form and meaning of good music. Lectures dom· 
onstrated by musical selections. 
151, 152, 153t. Orchestra. (0·2 O) Cr. 1 each. Yr. 
Designed for stud1.mts who have made beginning on orchestral instrument. Standard 
orchestral works in concert during year. 
31 l, 312, 313t. Private Music Lessons. (O 1 0) Or. 1 each. Yr. 
Private instruction in any branch of music, including hnrmony. See page J 51 for fee. 
36lt. Conducti?lg. (0·2-0) Or. 1. W. 
Prer~quiait~: Permission of department head. 
Preparation for conducting band, orchestra. or choral club. Major emphasis on tech· 
nique of conducting. Demonstration and laboratory. See page 151 for fee. 
*Absent on leave. 
tNot more than 8 total credits in music will be allowed toward graduation. 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN 
GEORGE F. VEENXER, A.B., Head of Department 
Associate Professors •Ray 0. Donels, M.A.; Louis Edmond Menze, B.S.; August 
Michael Michalske, A.B.; *Hugo Medford Otopalik, A.B.; Harry J. Schmidt, 
M.A. 
Assistant Professors George Stuart BrctnaU, A.B.; Russell E. Dickinson, M.A.; 
•Douglass Kerr, A.B.; Clayton Sutherland, B.A.; *LeRoy C. Timm, M.A .. 
Instructors *McGuire, *Taylor 
OPPORTUNITIF.S FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
The crisis caused by the present war has 11\ade it imperative that the aims and 
program of the department be changed and intensified. Everyone is now con-
tributing toward the war and preparing himself to fit better into any part be will 
have to play. The Department of Physical Education for men is concerned pri-
marily with fitting every male student to carry his load to the utmost of his ability. 
Through intramural athletics, every man is given an opportunity and an incentive 
to participate in competitive athletics. The intramural program includes football, 
touch football, softball, basketball, volleyball, wrestling, tennis, indoor and outdoor 
track, Jiandball, horseshoe pitching, baseball, golf, archery, fencing, hockey, table 
tennis, and swimming. 
Intercollegiate athletics are under the direction of the Athletic Council. The 
Iowa State College is a member of the Missouri Valley Intercollegiate Athletic 
Association and is subject to the rules of this conference. This College is also a 
member of the National Collegiate Athletic Association and is committed to tolerate 
only clean and wholesome sport and to promote good sportsmanship among con'-
testants and spectators. The College is represented by intercollegiate teams in 
football, cross country, basketball, wrestling, swimming, indoor and outdoor track, 
baseball, tennis, and golf. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
OOURSKB PRIMARILY FOR UNDER.GRADUATE BTUDBNTB 
101, 102, 108. Physical Education. (0·0·3) Required each. Yr. 
1010, 1020, 1080. Individual Physical Education. (0·0·8) Required each. Yr. 
On recommendation of hygiene department in substitution for 101, 102, 108. 
201, 202, 203. Ph}"Blcal Education. ( 0-0-8) Required each. Yr. 
2010, 2020, 2080. Individual Physical Education. (0·0·8) Required each. Yr. 
On recommendation of hygiene department in substitution for 201, 202, 208. 
304, 805, 806. Physical Education Technique. (0·0·6) Or. 2 each. Yr. 
Instruction and practice ln fundamental skills of physical education actiy.ities. 
(804) Football, F. (805) Basketball, W. (806) Track, S. 
909. Athletic Tra!nlng. (0·2-0) Or. 2. s. 
Prerequ'8ite: 201, 202, 208. • 
Principles governing conditioning for various sports; diet, sleep, bathing, massage; 
overtr&ining; prevention and care of injuries. 
314, 815, 816, 817. Coaching of Athletic Sports. (2-0-0) Or. 2 each. w. s. 
814. W.0• 815. W.; 316. S.; 817. Alt. S. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946·47 Prereqllirite: 2 1, 202, 208. 
History, rules, theory, coaching methods. (314) Football. (815) Basketball. (316) 
Track. (817) Baseball. 
411, 412, 418. Supervised Teaching ln Physical Education. 
(0·0·8 or 6) Or. 1 or 2. Yr. 
Practice with school and college groups. 
•Absent on leave. 
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491. Principles of Physical Education. (0·8·0) Or. 8. 
• . Alt. F. Offered 1945·46, not offered 1946 47 
Prerequiaite: Zool. 255, V.Ed. 804. 
Interpretation of objectives of physical education and health education. Analysis of 
activities in terms of developmental objectives. 
492. Methods of Teaching Physical Education. (0-3·0) Or. 8. 
Alt. W. Offered 1945·46, not offered 1946 47 
Prerequi8Ue: Psych. 834, 885. 
Application of general education methods to physical education. Special methods of 
teaching activities not covered in 814, 815, 816, 81 7. 
493. Organ!Zatlon and Administration. (3·0·0) Or. 8. 
Pf'erequirite: 201, 202, 208. 
Alt. S. Offered 1945·46, not offered 1946·47 
Organization and administration of physical education and athletics. 
required and elective courses, intramural and lnterschool athletics. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN 
GERMAINE GLADYS GmoT, Ed.D., Head of Department 
Associate Professor Ruth Hassinger Kaslow, B.S. 
Assistant Professor Virginia Moomaw, B.S. 
Instructors Kelley, Kohli, Ley 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
Program for 
The Iowa State College with its physical education building for women affords 
unusual opportunity for the development of recreational activities through this 
department. Besides the indoor facilities found in the new plant, such as gymnasia 
with dressing rooms and showers, dance studio, individual activity room, swimming 
pool, and indoor golf and archery ranges, extensive out-of-door facilities are pro-
vided. A newly sodded seventeen acre Women's Playfteld is adjacent to the 
Women's Gymnasium. Tennis, archery, field hockey, speedball, softball and golf 
are among activities which this new addition affords. 
Freshman and sophomore students are required to enroll in physical education 
for six quarters.• 
One purpose of the physical education program is to instruct students in leisure-
time activities, thus preparing them to adjust to future social and community 
living. The department offers various activities in team games, individual sports 
and rhythmic activities. For the first three quarters, the student must select one 
activity from each of these fields. The remaining three quarters of work may be 
selected without restriction. . 
Another purpose of the department is to adapt the activities to each student's 
needs. A medical examination, given by the medical staff of the Student Health 
Service, is required upon entrance to the college. If special posture training or a 
restricted activity program is found necessary for a student, the department pro· 
vides work in an individual activity class which i$ adapted to individual needs 
and capacities. 
A teaching minor in physical education may be completed by taking courses 
326, 330, 336 and 338. These, with Hyg. 104, meet the state requirement. 
DESORIP'l'ION OF COURSES 
COURSES P&I>LAlULY VOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDBNTS 
121, 1221 128, 221, 222, 228. Physical Education. (O·O·S) Or. 1 each :year. Yr. Activities in the following fields: 
Rhythmic Activities: Rhythm, Intermediate RbytJim, Advanced Rhythm, Tap, 
Advanced Tap, Folk Dancing, American OountrY Dances. 
Individual l:Jport.a: Badminton, Tennia, Intermediate Tennis, Archeey, Advanced 
Archery, BowlinJ. Golf, Intermediate Golft Advanced Golf, Skatlnr, Swimming, 
Intermediate Swimming, Advanced Swimnung, Life Saving . 
• Team Games: Volleyball. Basketball, Advanced Basketball, Hockey, Baseball, 
Speedball. 
Each student must select on_e quarter's work from each of the above fields. The 
remaining three quarters of required work may be chosen without reatrictlon. 
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1210, 1220, 1280, 221C, 222C, 2230. Individual Activity. {0-0·3) Cr. 1 each year. Yr. 
PosturP training or restriC"ted activity program may ~o taken one or :i;nore quart~rs, 
upon the recommendation o! the Departnu~nts of Hyg1Pne and o.r ~hrs1cal Education 
(or Woml'n Adaptation of the program is made to mr.l't till' md1v1dunl needs and 
<'ll pn "i ties 
324. Physical Education. (0-0 8) Cr. 1. F. W. 8. 
Any aC'tivity not already usPd townrd crPdit Throretical study of activity sele<'ted. 
326. Recreational Leadership. (0-2-3) Cr. 8. S. 
Pr6requi.8it6: Two years nquired Phys. Ed. 
Theory of play, organization nnd administration of 11lny centers. Recreational pro 
grams studied and planned with leadership experience 
330. Principles of Physical Education. < 1-2 o > Cr. 3. F. 
Survey of philosophies and principlrs of modern physical education with emphasis on 
health and recreation program. 
386. Technlcs or Individual Sports for High School Girls. (1-0-6) Cr. 3. S. 
Theory and prnctice of skills involved. Analysis of rules and strategy. 
338. Techntcs of Team Games for High School Girls. (1-0 6) Cr. 3. W. 
Theory and prnctfre of skills involved. Analysis of rules and strategy. 
COUll8B FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND OB.ADUATK STUDKNTB 
59011. Special Topics. Or. 1 to 5 
~'or description, see General Vocational Education, page 2~0. 
PHYSICS 
}AY W. WoooRow, Ph.D., LL.D., Head of Department 
Professors *John Vincent Atanasoff, Ph.D.; Percy Hamilton Carr, Ph.D.; *Gerald 
Willis Fox, Ph.D.; Louis Bevier Spinney, B.S. 
Associate Professors William Kuncrth, Ph.D.; Herbert John Plagge, M.A.; Morrell 
Belote Russell, PhD.; Harold Stiles, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors *Lee Wright Butler, A.B.; Lester Thomas Earls, Ph.D.; Erling 
Jensen, A.M.; Louis Erwin Pinney, Ph.D.; Lawrence Herrick Willson, S.B. 
Instructors *Legvold, Lowe, Miller, Olsen 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in science, major in physics, leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science, see page 133. 
The curriculum in science with a major in physics is quite flexible and is designed 
to prepare a student for one of the following positions: a teacher in high school. 
an assistant in a physical or engineering research laboratory, a technical assistant 
in a testing laboratory, or a technician in a commercial organization which manu-
factures physic-al or engineering equipment. 
OPPORTUNITIF.S FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in physics, 
and, jointly with the Department of Mathematics, in mathematical physics; 
major work for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in special fields of applied 
physics and, jointly with the Department of Mathematics, in mathematical physics; 
and minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisites to major graduate work in physics are: a college course in general 
physics, at least a year's laboratory course in introductory physical measurements, 
d.nd additional courses in physics with a total of at least ten credits. Mathematics 
through calculus, and chemistry are also required. 
Minor work is usually recommended in mathematics, chemistry, or various 
phases of engineering. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 311, 312, 313, 316, 324, 325, 334, 
421, 422, 423, 450, 461, 462, 463. 
•Absent on leave. 
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DESORIPTION OF COURSES 
OOUR888 PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDBNTS 
106. Physics for Home Economics Students. (2·2-3) Cr. 4. F. W. B. 
Principles of physics as applied to the home. 
204. Physics for Agricultural Students. (1·2 O) Or. 3. F. W. 8. 
Prerequisite: Math. 102, 205, or 241. 
Various kinds of energ)' involved in plant and animal production and some newer 
methods of energy control. 
211, 212, 213. General PhYslcs. (1·2 2) Or. 4 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: Math. 102 or 205. (ExceJ.>tion, Math. 101 for students in dairy industry) 
For science students. (211) Mechnmcs, neat. (212) Sound, light. (218) Elec-
tricity, magnetism, touch of modern physics. 
221 ...... 222, 223. General Pbys1cs. (1·3·2) Or. 5 each. F. W. 8. each 
.rrerequisite: Credit or classification in Math. 211. 
For engineering students. (221) Mechanics. (222) Heat, sound, light. (228) 
Magnetism, electricity. 
301, 302, 303. General Physics. (1-2-3) Cr. 4 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: H.Eq. 154. 
For home economics students. Advanced course in fundamental physics with special 
applications to household problems. Suftlciently fundamental to afford thorough train· 
ing for teachers. (801) Electricity. (802) Heat, sound, and light. (808) Mechanics. 
305. Descriptive Meteorology. (8·0·0) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequi8ite: 211 or 221. 
Introductory course in meteorology imparting a working knowledge of tho weather 
processes and an appreciation of their significance in human endeavor. 
306. General Climatology. (8·0·0) Or. 8. W. 
Introductory course in the elements of modern climatology with applications to tech· 
nology. 
308. Geophysics. (Geol. 808) (8·0-0) Or. 8. 8. 
Prerequi8ite: Enrollment in 212 or 222. 
Introductory course imparting a knowledge and appreciation of the physical forces 
in and on the earth. Application of this knowledge to human problems. 
311, 312, 313. Physical Measurements. (0·0 8) Or. 1 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 218 or 228, Math. 218. 
Precise measurements. (811) Mechanics. (812) Heat, optics, and electricity. (818) 
Electricity. 
315. Electronics. (0·8·0) Or. 3. & 
Prere9uisite: 218 or 228, Math. 218. 
Principles underlying operation of electronic devices with particular emphasis on 
three-electrode vacuum tube. 
316. Photography. (1·0·6) Cr. 8. F. S. 
Prerequisite: 2041 Ohem. 103, or equivalents. Methods and practices in photography; composition nnd lighting; corrective treatment 
of negatives i printing. 
324, 825. Physical Meteorology. (2·0-6) Or. 4 each. W. S. 
Prerequi8ite: Enrollment in Math. 212 and Physics 212 or 222. 
Permission of the instructor. 
_ Intermediate course in weather processes. Use of meteorological tools in weather 
analysis and practical forecasting. 
334. Dynamic Meteorology. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequirite: 825. 
Detailed mathematical physical explanations of the processes of the atmosphere. Ap· 
plications of the methods of physics to atmosphere problems. 
405. Laboratory Glassblowing. (0·0-3) Or. 1. F. W. S. 
Prerevuirite: Senior college classification. 
Exercises selected to include operations fundamental to making of laboratory glassware 
(including Pyrex). 
415. Advanced Glassblowing. (0·0·3 to 9) Or. 1 to 8. W. 8. 
Prerequisite: 405. 
Making of special seals, ground joints, stopcocks, manometers, vacuum apparatus and 
electrical glassware; work with Pyrex and special glasses; construction and use of 
electric furnaces for annealing glass and other laboratory purposea. 
421, 422, 428. Advanced General Physics. (8·0 O) Or. 8 each. Yr. 
Prereqmrite: 218 or 228, Math. 218, Chem. 108. 
Mechanics, heat, optics, and electricity. 
450. Advanced Physics Laboratory. ( o o 3 to 9) 
Or. 1 to 8 each time elected. F. W. S. 
Prtrequirite : 818 or equivalent. 
Training in individual laboratory work. 
461, 462, 463. Chemical Physics. (0·8-0) Or. 3 each. Yr. 
Prerequirite: 218 or 228, Math. 213, Physical Chemistry. 
Introduction to those phases of mathematical physics of special interest to tho chemist, 
including an introduction to statistical mechanics, kinetic theory, thermodynamics, 
quantum theory, spectroscopy, and atomic structure. 
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4!10. Special Problems. Or. 1 to 6 each time elected. 
Prerequi8Ue: 818, 423 or equivalent. 
F. W. S. 
COURSES Fon ADVANCED UNDERGRADtlATK AND OR.A.DUA.TE STUDENTS 
1i04, Heat. (3·0·0 or 3) Or. 3 or 4. S. 
Prerequisite: 213 or 228, Mnth. 213. M.r. Kunerth 
Temperature, expansion, specific heat, con\·ection, conduction, gas laws, kinetic theory, 
cbo.nge of stnte, ro.dintion, isothermnl and adiabatic changes, measurement of high 
ond low temperature. 
605, 506. Wave Motion and Sound. ( 2·0 3) Cr. 3 each. W. S. 
Prerer1uisite: ~13 or 223, Math. 218. Mr. Plagge 
General theory of wa\•e motion and vibru.ting systems, resonance nnd interference; 
physicnl characteristics of some musical instruments; acoustics of speech and hearing; 
measurement of sound absor1>tion; acoustic correction of auditorium~. 
!'108. Advanced Climatology. (3·0 0) Or. 3. 
Alt. S. Offered 1945·46, not offered 1946·47 
P1'ereqtii8ite: 334. . .Mr. Thom 
Applications of dynnmic meteorolob'Y to tbe studies of tho climates of the enrth. Modifi-
cation of predictions of simple theories by earth features. Oomparative meteorology 
uud climntology. 
!J 14. Geometrical Optics, ( 8·0 O or 3) Or. 3 or 4. F. 
Prereqllisite: 213 or 223, M11tb. 218. Mr. Kunerth 
Optical constants of mirrors and lenses, image formation, aberrations, optical instru-
ments, lens combinntions. 
!"d5. Illumination. (2·0·8) Or. 8. W. 
Pruequisite: 213 or 228, Math. 213. Mr. Kunerth 
Illuminnnts, met.hods of production of light, photometry.r.,. illumination measurements, 
lighting design, brightness, glare, t'olor, the eye, 11rnctica1 applicntion1:1. 
fit 6. Physical Optics. ( 3 ·O · O or S ) Or. 3 or 4. W. 
Prerequisite: 218 or 2281 Mntb. 218. Mr: Kunerth Wave theory, absorption, dispersion, interference, diffraction, gratings, resolving power, 
polarization. 
r>l~. X·ray Technology. (3·0·0) Or. s. Alt. 8. Not offered 1945·46, offered 1946·47 
J>rerequisite: 228 or equivalent. Mr. Pinney 
X ray tubes; high voltage eources; measurements of intensity and wave·length; absorp· 
lion; scattering; physical, chemical, nnd biological effects . 
.'i!?4. Advanced Dynamic Meteorology, co 3·0) Cr. 3. w. 
l'r61'equi8ite: 834. 
Turbulence: trnnsfotmation of energy in the 
phenomena. 
Mr. Thom 
ntmosphere; application to atmospheric 
534. X-rays. (3·0·0) Cr. 3. Alt. S. Offered 1945·46, not offered 1946 47 
Prerequi8ite: 423 or equivalent. Mr. Pinney 
Rources, absorption, scntteringi reflection by crystals, continuous and line spectra, 
quantum relations nnd energy evela, spectral series, X-ray spectrometry. 
577. Soll Physics. (Agron. 577) (3·0 0) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequiaite: 204, .Agron. 254, or npprovnl of instructor. 
Relation of physical JJropertics of soils to plant growth, conservation practices and 
land utilization. Particle-size distribution, soil structure olny minerals, soils moisture, 
rhcologicnl properties and soil tempernture. 
594, 595. Electricity and Magnetism. (3·0·0) Or. 8 each. F. W. 
Pr11~qui8ite: 423. Mr. Willson 
Electrostntics. mngnetostnti<-s, steady currents, networks, chemical and thermnl effects, 
t>leetromngnctism, ele<'tric and magnetic instruments, induction, dielectrics, mn.gnetic 
mnterinls, clet'tromagnetic waves. 
COURSES li'OR ORADUATK STUDENTS 
604, 605. Empirical Spectroscopy. (2·0·3) Or. s each. 
Alt. W. S. Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946-47 
Prere'{uisite: 514, 516. Mr. Earls 
Experimental methods of spectroscopy and results of spectroscopic investigations in 
fields of atomic structure and apectrochemicnl analysis. 
610. Seminar. Cr. 1 ench time elected. F. W. S. 
) 
611, 612, 613. Applied Light and Radiation. (3·0·0) Cr. 8 ench. 
Mr. Pinney 
· Alt. Yr. Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946·4'Z 
Prerequisite: 616. Mr. Kunerth 
Polarized light nnd applicntions, spectroscopy, Balmer series, Zeeman effect, nature of 
light, mechanical equivalent of light, cosmic rnys, bln<'k body laws. radiation, pyrometry. 
621, 622, 623. Thermodynamics and Kinetic Theory. (S·O·O) Or. 3 each. 
Alt. Yr. N.ot offered 1945·46, offered 1946-47 
Prtrequi8ite: 504 or equivalent. Mr. Atanasoff 
(621) First and se<'ond laws of thermodynamics, entropy, heat engines. thermodynamic 
potentials and npplicntions to the equilibrium of various types of systems, tho entropy 
constant. ( 622, 623) Distribution lBws, equations of state, transport problems, 
equipartition nnd spccUic bents. Bro,vninn movemrnt nnd allied phenomena. Statistical 
mechanical methods used extensively. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
624, 625. Electron Theory. (3·0·0) Or. 3 each. 
Prerequunto: 595 or equivalent.. 
Theory of conduction through gases; glow arc, and spnrk dischnrges; 
processes and impact phenomena; atomic and molecular energy levels. 
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w. s. 
Mr. Fox 
ionization 
637, 638. Advanced Theory of Electric Osclllattons and Electric Waves. 
{2 0-0) Or. 2 each. Alt. F. W. Offered 1945-46, not. olTer<>d 19·10 4i 
Prerequisite: 695. Mr. l!,o"-
640. Advanced Technical Physics. (3·0·0) Or. s. F. W. S. 
Prerequunte: 504, 516, 595 or equivalents. 
Messrs. Atnnnsoff, Carr~ Earls, Fox, Kunerth, Pinney, Stiles, \\Toodrow 
Recent developments with specinl empnasis on applications. 
650. Photo'1'.aphy in Scicntic Work. (0·0-6) Cr. 2 each time elected.. W. 
Prerequisite: S 16, permission of instructor. Mr. Cn rr 
Methods of photography in specialized fields, choice of filters and plates, photomkrog· 
rapby, color photogrnphy. 
fi5 l, 652, 653. Introduction to Mathematical Physics. (Math. 6fi 1, 652, 6511 > 
(3-0-0) Cr. 8 each. Yr. 
J>rerequ.Utite: 504, 516, 595, Mo.th. 314. Mr. Atnnnsoll' 
Basic mathematics used in thc>orctical physi<-R, fundnmrntnl fopi<'s of classiral nncl 
modern physics using mathematical conr·cpts and methods. 
f177. Advanced Soll Physics. (Agron. 677) (2-0-3) Or. s. F. 
Physical characteristics of soils nnd prin<'iples underlying flow and distribution of 
water in soil. 
ORl, 682, 683. Quantum Mechanics. (Mn th. RRl, 682, 683) 
( 3·0·0) Cr. 8 earh. Alt. Yr. Offered 1945-46, not offered 19J6 4 7 
PrerequiaUe: 658. Mr. AtnnasofT 
Ne,ver developments in quantum thf1ory and their nppliration to prohl<>ms in physi<lR 
and chemistry. 
690. Research. 
Messrs Atl\nasoff, C'nrr, F.nrls, Fox, Knnrrth, Pinnc>y, Spinney, Stiles, Woodro\~ 
POULTRY HUSBANDRY 
For description of rourses, see Department of Animal Husbandry, pa~c 164 
PSYCHOLOGY 
J. E. EvANs, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors Martin Frederick Fritz, Ph.D.; Alvhh R. Lauer, Ph.D.; Thomas Frank-
lin Vance, Ph.D. 
Instructors Barlow, *Henry, *Owens, T~wne 
Technicians Albers, Hoppe, Uhl, Westcot 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in certain 
fields of applied psychology, and minor work to students taking major work in 
other departments. 
Students desiring to major in psycholoJzy must have graduated from a recognized 
technical or professional curriculum substantially equivalent to one of the under-
graduate curricula of the Iowa Stale College. The student must have taken at 
least fifteen quarter credits of psychology, including general p~ychology, elementary 
laboratory, educational psychology, and child psychology. The additional back-
ground work necessary will depend upon the nature of the research selected for 
the thesis and upon the particular field of work chosen. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 414, 424, 426, 434, 454, 464, 468, 474. 
485. 
*Absent on leave. 
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DESORIPTION OF OOURSES 
COURBKB PRIMARILY J'OR UNDERGRADUAT~ STUDBNTS 
105. Bow to Study. {0·2·0) Or. 1. Oourse six weeks in length 
nnd given twice each quarter. 
Prerequirite: Consent of counselor or bead of department. 
F. W. S. 
174. Problems of Buman Conservation. {0·3·0) Or. S. F. W. 
A practical survey course in ways and means of accident prevention and conserva· 
tion of human resources as they relate to individual and group responsibility for 
safety in everyday life. 
204t. General Psychology. (0·8·0) Or. 8. 
Introduction to bnsic concepts of normal human behavior. 
F. W. S. 
206. Laboratory ln General Psychology. (1-0·2) Or. 2. s. 
Prerequiaite: Credit or classification in 204. 
Introduction to laboratory procedures through experiments and demonstrations common 
to general psychology. 
815. Psychology of Childhood and Adolescence. {O 8 0) Or. 8. F. W. S. 
Prerequi.rite: 20.£. 
Principles of genetic development of behavior from birth through childhood and 
ndolescence with special applications to home, school, and community environment. 
Special emphasis on wholesome adiustments in childhood and adolescence; pre-parental 
information and training as a background for parental life. 
816. llrlental Hygiene. (0·8·0) Or. s. W. 
Pr.requi8ite: 204. 
Analysis and evaluation of condicting motives, determination of emotional reactions 
which influence human activity; the significance of prejudices and stereotypes in be· 
havior. Emphasis upon posftive aspects of normal mental life; information for 
maintaining normal health rather than recovery of mental health. 
820. Special Problems. (By conf.) Cr. 1 or 2 each time elected. F. W. S. 
Pr.requirite: 5 credits in PS¥chology (including elementary psychology), quality-point 
avernge of 2.5 or above, permission of head of department. 
Investigations and reports of problems in line with the psychological background of 
the student. 
834t. Education.al Psychology. Lea.ming. (0·3·0) Or. s. 
Pr1requirite: 204. 
Principles of learning applied to education in high school and industry. 
F. W. S. 
886t. Educational Psychology. Motivation. {O·S-0) Or. 8. w. 
Prerequlaite : 884. 
Techniques for developing interest and effi<'iency in learning situations in high schools 
and Industry. 
414. Psychology of the Adolescent. (O·S·O) Or. s. w. 
Pr.requ'8ite: 204, 884. 
Analysis of problems which involve adults and adolescents; consideration of physical 
growth and mental ability in relation to individual differences in capacities and rate 
of growth; evaluation of activities in relation to the social life of adolescents; de· 
linquency and other deviations as adolescent escapes. 
424. Social Psychology. (O·S·O) Cr. 3. 
Prerequi.rit;: 6 credits in psychology including 204. 
Psychological responses of people in group situations. 
426. Psychology of Personality, (0·8·0) Or. 8. 
w. 
8. 
Prerequirite : 6 credits in psychology including 204. 
Basic principles regarding nature, development, and organization of normal per· 
sonnlity; emphasis on desirable adjustments to life's problems. Emphasis upon 
principles i designed for those who must deal \Vith personality problems. 
43.£t. Testa and Educational Measurement. {O·B·O) Or. s. s. 
Pr1requirite: 6 credits in psychology. 
Tests and their application in educational and vocational guidance, and selection in 
school or Industry. Designed for teachers, counselors, and employers. 
454. Psychology and Its Applications. {0·4·0) Cr. 4. 
Alt. W. Offered 1945 46, not offered 1946 4 7 
Prerequi•Ue: 6 credits in psychology, including 204. 
Compreh~sive survey of applications of psychology in business, Industry, medicine, 
law, religion. 
464. Indust?al Psychology. (0·8·0) Or. s. F. W. s. 
Prerequirite: 204. 
Ap,1>1lcation. of principles of psycholC?a to personnel problems in business and industry; 
method of Job and man analysis; instrument and techniques for selection and place· 
mont of personnel; training, education, promotion and motivation of personnel: 
qualification and analysis of successful supervision and management· mental hygiene 
in relation to work: the field of research involving personnel. ' 
tPsych. 20~ 884. or 684, or 885 or 685, or 484, or 538 meet the psychology require-
ment for an J.owa Standard Secondary Teacher's Certificate. See page 278. 
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468. Laboratory in Industrial Psychology. ( O·l ·2) Or. 2. 
Alt. :Ii'. Offered 1945·46, not. offered 1946·47 
Pre.requisite: 6 <'red1ts in pi:ychology. 
Required of nll majors nod minors in psychology. First-hand introduction to laborn· 
tory techniques nnd apparatus essential in dealing with personal and personnel prob· 
lems. Students will conduct experiments with standard apparatus and equipment. 
474. Psychology of Safety. {0·8·0) Or. 8. S. 
Prerequiaite: 6 credits in paychology. · 
Advanced psychological principles underlying highway, Industrial, recreational, fa.rm, 
and homo safety. Consideration of psychologicnl techniques applied to accident pre-
vention nod human conservation. 
484. Psychology of Advertising. ( o ·8·0) Or. 8. F. W. B. 
Prere9uisite · 204. 
Principles of psychology relating to advertising. 
485. Psychology of Salesmanship. (0·3·0) Cr. s. w. 
Prerequi8ite: 6. credits in PSfChology. 
Principles of psychology explaming selling methods. 
COURSES FOR ADVANOBD UNDEROR.ADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
516. Advanced Ohild Psychology. (O·S·O) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: S 15. Mr. Vance 
Analysis and evaluation of methods nnd con<·lusions of current major researches In 
child psychology. 
520. Special Topics. {0·3·0) Cr. l or. 2 each time elected. F. W. 8. 
Prerequisite: 9 credits in psychology, permission of head of department. 
Ml•ssrs. Evans, Fritz, Lauer, Vanco 
:l:IO. Psychology of Skill. (0·3 O) <'r. :i. 
Alt. W. Offered 1946·46, not offered 1046 47 
f>rerequiaite: 6 credits in psy<'hulo\?y inrludin~ 204. Mr. Evans 
Factors involved in dcvelo1•ing Hki"l, lahorntory mvestigntlons nnd demonstrations. 
533t. Test and Measurement Interpretation. (0·3 O) Cr. 3. W. 
PrerequUlite: 6 credits in psy<'holrir) Mr. Fritz 
Intnpretation of statistknl techn q111•i. <'H(•flc•ntial to npprorintion of research or liters· 
ture in fields of psyrhology, ed111 .it1011, nnd vo<'ntionnl selection and guidance and 
personnel procedures. 
5:16. Psychology of Reading. ( 0·6 o) Cr. 3. BS. 
J•rerequirite: 334. Mr. Lauer 
A nnlysis and evaluation of r<>ad ""~ n hilitiP~ n ncl disabihti<>s. Designed to familiarize 
Rtudents with apparatus and PXperim<>ntal techniqu<>s used In remedin.1 reading work. 
;,:u~. Psychology of Vocational Selection and Guidance. (0 2·0) Or. 2. S. 
Prerequiaite: 6 ct"edits in psycholoJ?r. Mr. Fritz 
Psychological principles whi1·h und<>rhl• eucrossful selection of a vocation; counrJeling 
nnd guidance m either school or industry 
!»t4. Abnormal Psychology in Relation to Modern Life. {O·S·O) Or. S. S. 
Prerequisite: 6 credits in psychology including 204. Mr. Evans 
Ahnormal mentality and montnl disorders which affect individual adjustments. Role 
of mental hygiene and occupational therapy. Clinics in school for feeble-minded and 
m hospital for insane. 
574. Seminar, Psychology of Safety •. (0·2·0) Or. 1. B. 
Prerequiaite : 6 credits in psy<'hology, or education and psychology. 
Messrs. Evan-s Lauer 
Review of literature in field of safety; presentation of reports based upon reading nnd 
research. 
596. Seminar in Applied Psychology. (0·2·0) Cr. 1 each time elected. F. W. S. 
Mrnra Evans, Fritz, Lauer, Vance 
Prerequisite: 9 credits in psychology, and permission of head of department. 
He9uired of nll majors and minors in pff}'chology. Oriti<'nl investigation of p&ycho 
logical research nod review of literature, through presentation of reports and dh1· 
cussions. 
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
620. Research. Mesars. Evans, 
6'14t. Educational Psychology: Learning. (0·3·0) Or. s. 
PrtJrequisite : 6 credits in psychology including 204. 
Additional report b.o.sed upon reading or experiment required. 
with credit in 334. 
63llt Educational Psychology: Motivation. {O·S·O) Or. 8. 
Prerequiafte: 334 or 634. 
Additional report based upon rending or experiment required. 
with credit in 335. 
Fritz, Lauor, Vnn<'c 
F. W. S. 
Messrs. Fritz, Lauer 
Not open to students 
W. 
Mr. Fritz 
Not open to students 
696. Seminar. (0·2·0) Or. 1. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite · 12 rrcdits in psyt'hology, permission of bend of department. 
Messrs. Evnns, Fritz, Lauer, Vanco 
tPsycb. 204. 334, or 684, or 335 ·or 635, or 434, or 538 meet the psychology require· 
ments for an Iowa Standard Secondary Tea<'her's Certificate. See pnge 278. 
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RADIO TRAINING 
Preparation for ~ career in the various phases of radio work or for occasional par-
ticipation in radio writing or broadcasting is offered in several departments. 
Through consultation with the heads of their major departments, students who 
wish 'training in preparation, direction and production of radio programs may 
arrange a sequence of courses which will prepare them for such work. A com-
plete program in radio engineering is provided for in the Electrical Engineering 
curriculum. 
Courses in radio and related fields will be found in the following departments: 
Electrical Engineering, English and Speech, Music, Physics, Psychology, Technical 
J oumalism, and Vocational Education. Undergraduate and graduate students who 
qualify are afforded opportunity for practical experience at the College Radio 
Station WOI. 
The College has filed application with the Federal Communications Com-
mission for permission to construct and operate frequency modulation and tele-
vision stations. 
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
] ACK FINEGAN, Lic.theol., Head of Department 
The department offers courses intended to acquaint students with the data of 
religion and philosophy and to assist in unifying the findings of science, religion 
and philosophy in a comprehensive philosophy of life. 
DESORIPTION OF OOURSES 
COURSl\8 PRIMARILY FOR UNDERPRADUATE STUDENTS 
:;24. Introduction to the Bible. (0·8·0) Or. 8. F. 8. 
Examination of historical backgrounds and outstanding ideas of books of the Bible, 
to develop interest in relating bibllcnt insights to life situations. 
326. Ohrlst1anlt)'1 :Past and :Present. (0-8·0) Or. 8. W, 
Study ot rise nnd spread of OhrisUan religion, and of its sects, denominations, and 
unitive movements today, to give decpeT understanding for participation in its further 
development. 
:129. Religions of Man.kind. (0·2·0) Cr. 2. F. S. 
Designed to stimulate sympathetic exploration of religion throuph acquaintance with 
historical development and character of world's chief religions, including Zoroastrian-
ism, Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, Shinto, Judaism, Mohammedanism, 
and Christianity • 
.S34. Social and Ethical Teachings of Jesus. (0·2·0) Cr. 2. W. 
Explorntion of Jesus' teachings to discover Ohristian principles applicable to modern 
problems of war, government. race, economics, and family life. 
4:J7. Ke&nlng and Purpose of Life. (O 3 O) Cr. 3. F. 
Inquiry directed toward building n working philosophy of life through discussion of 
typical problems arising in student ex11erience and thought. 
·laR. History of the :Phlloaophlcal Quest. (0 8-0) Cr. 3. w. 
Introduction to philosophy, its personalities and progrt>ss through the centuries, to 
give broader bacl(ground for systematic thought about present problems of life. 
457. :Phlloaoph,- of Bellgton. (0·8·0) Or. 8. s. 
Intended to give acquaintance with contemporary religious thought and to encoura~e 
deeper reflection upon such questions as basis of rell~ous knowledge, nature of theistic 
belief, place of Jesus Obrist, problem of evil, and evidences of immortality. 
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RURAL SOCIOLOGY 
For description of courses, see Department of Economics and Sociology, courses 
i u Socio logy, page 19Q. 
SCIENCE 
HARow V. GASKILL, Ph.D., Dean 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in science leading to the degree of Bachelor of 
Science, see page 133. 
The curriculum in science is planned to meet the needs of the following classes 
of students: 
Those who are interested in science as related to the practical aspects of industry, 
commerce, agriculture, engineering, home economics, and veterinary medicine. 
Those who desire thorough, fundamental preparation for research in the sciences 
or for teaching the sciences at the secondary and collegiate levels. 
Those who have not made a definite decision as to their vocation, and who 
desire an education that is strong and well-balanced in the sciences and general 
studies as a foundation for further scientific or professional study, or as a prepa-
ration for intelligent citizenship. 
Safety and Human Conservation 
Beginning in 1945 it will be possible for students interested in safety and 
human conservation to elect a major or a minor in Science. This new field offers 
numerous opportunities for students who have fundamental scientific training 
and are interested in human engineering and personnel management. The par-
ticular sequence of courses chosen will be determined largely by the student's 
vocational objectives. Admission will be determined by: (a) definiteness of the 
student's plans, (b) bis aptitude for the work chosen, (c) his ability and desire 
to maintain high standards of achievement. See page 135. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSE PRIMARILY FOR NON·COLJ,KGIATE STUDENTS 
10. Learning Skills. (0·3·6) Or. 5. 
Prerequilrite: Permission of Dean of Junior College. 
Principles of efficient study. Applications to current course work. 
F. W. 8. 
(tOURsi.s PRIYARII.Y FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDBNTS 
104, 105. Adjustment to Oollege. Required. F. W. 
104. College Problems. (2-0-0); 105. Survey of the Sciences. (1·0·0) 
Lectures and class work designed to aid 6.rst year students in the science division in 
adjusting to the environment of college and life. 
120. Personal Develo.Pment. ( 1 ·0 ·O) Req.uired. S. 
Personal, social, nnd occupational relationships in the development of personnlit)'. 
4 1 7. Directed Observation and Supervised Teaching in tbe Sciences. 
(V.Ed. 417) Cr. 5. F. W. S 
Prereqwiait,: V.Ed. 805, or equivalent. spel"ial methods, and 20 credits In subject 
matter field. To be arranfed in advance. 
Observation, evaluation o instruc.-tion, le.cison planning, and teaching in the sciences. 
486. Methods of Teacblng Science. (0·3·0) Or. 3. W. 
Prerequisite: 16 credits in subject matter field; permiBBion of the dean. 
496. Methods of Teachin~ Social Studies. (O·B·O) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequi.RittJ' 15 credits in subject matter field; permission of the dean. 
COURSK FOR GRADUATE 8TUDKNTS 
600. tterspecttves of Blolop. ( 1-1·1) Cr. a. F. 
Prerequ.ilrite: Consent of instn1c.-tor. Mcasrs. Dietz, Lindstrom, Tauber 
For non-biology majors. 
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SOCIOLOGY 
For description of courses, sec Department of Economics and Sociology, courses 
in Sociology, page 200. 
SOILS 
For description of courses, see Department of Agronomy, courses in Soils, 
pagl' lol. 
SPEECH 
For description of lOUrses, see Department of English and Speech, courses in 
Speech, page 213. 
STATISTICS 
GEORGE WAD1>EL SNEDECOR, M.A., Chairman of Committee 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
Undergraduate students in any of the college curricula may elect courses in 
statistics as specified below. Students whose major field is mathematics may 
choose as part of their major work a sequence of courses in theoretical and ap-
plied static;tks Sec paf?es 1.U and 243. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department of mathematics offers major work for the degree of Master 
of Science in Statistics, major work leading to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy 
in mathematical statistics, and minor work in statistics to students taking major 
work in other departments. 
The following courses may be taken for credit by undergraduates only: 
Mathematics 206, 241, 242, 243. 
The following courses, primarily for undergraduates, are open to graduates for 
minor credit only: 
Economics 441. 
Mathematics 300, 307, 314, 315, 441, 442, 443, 444, 445, 447. 
The following courses arc open to advanced undergraduates and graduates for 
major and minor credit: 
Economics 53 7. 
Mathematics 514, 515, 516, 541, 542, 543, 545, 546, 548, 550, 599. 
Sociology 585. 
Vocational Education 552. 
The following courses are open only to graduate students for major or minor 
credit: 
Economics 645, 646. 
Mathematics 600, 604, 605, 610, 611, 612, 613, 620, 640, 641, 642, 643, 645, 
646, 647, 648, 649, 699. 
TECHNICAL JOURNALISM 265 
TECHNICAL JOURNALISM 
*CHARLES E. RoGERS, M.A., Head of Department 
Professor Kenneth R. Marvin, M.S. 
Associate Professors *Richard W. Beckman, B.S.; Katherine Goeppinger, B.S. 
Assistant Professor *Loren K. Soth, M.S. 
Instructor *Fox 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curricula in agricultural journalism and in home economics, 
major in technical journalism, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science, sec 
pages 85, 126. 
Instruction in technical journalism is offered to all students and adapte<J as 
far as possible to their various needs. Its purpose is two-fold: to serve those 
professionally interested in technical journalism and to aid those wishing less 
extensive work. 
To professional students it offers training for editorial positions with the tech-
nical, business, and trade press, for advertising positions with such publications 
and with industries, for similar positions in radio, and for rural community jour-
nalism. 
DESCRIPTION OF COCR8ES 
couns~: FOR NON C'OLLJ.:OIATF. STUDENTS 
~5. Livestock Advertising. co 2 o) Cr. 2. 
Advertising ns it relnte11 to livestoc-k selling. 
couns::s PRIMARILY FOR UNIJEIWl?ADt"ATE STUl>ESTS 
110. Journalistic Vocations. (0·2 O) Or. 2. 
Orientation in agricultural nnd tec-hnicnl JOUrnnlii:m 
221. 222, 223. Technical Writing. (2·0 10) Cr. 1 to 6 each. 
w. 
s. 
Yr. 
Prerequisite: Engl. 103, credit or rlnssiflcntion in F.&N 204, for women. 
News values, news style>, news gathc>ring nnd writing. history of tP<'hnic-nl journnlM 
225. Beginning Technical Journalism. (0·2 or 3·0) Or. 2 or a. F. W. A. 
225. (0·3·0). C'r. 3. 
225A. For engineering students. ( 0 · 2 or 3 - 0) Cr 2 or 3. 
225B. For home economics students. (0-3·0) Cr. 3. 
Prerequisite: Engl. 103 . 
News values, news gathering and writing, with 11pPrinl rf'f<'rPncP to t .. , l·nicnl 11uhjert 
mntter. 
321, 322, 323. Technical Writing. (0·3·0) Cr. 1 to 5 cnch. Yr. 
Prerequisite: 223. 
Gathering of material and preparation of nrti<'les for tcc-hnirnl mn~nzines, C'ditorlnl 
writing. Practice work as arranged. 
325. Technical Advertising. (0·2·0) Cr. 2 or 3. 
For students other than those professionally interested Jn ad\·ertislng. 
F. W. S. 
Conference. 
335. Feature Articles for Technical Journals. (0·3·0) Cr. 3. F. W. 8. 
PrerequiJrite: 225. 
Writing of longer feature and magazine articleR dealing with agriculturC>, <'nginecring, 
or home economics. 
341, 342, 343. Practice in Copy Editing and Typography. CO·O 0) <'r. 2 Md1. Yr. 
Prereqt1isittJ: 223 or 225. 
Copy <'diting, headline writing. and make-up. TypP, type setting. and d<'Rign of 
printed matter. 
421, 422, 423. Technical Writing. (030) f'r. i' to 5 each. ·Yr. 
PrerequisittJ: 823 
Practi<'e with various types of news writing, prohlemR nnd rending11 in journalism 
ethics, law and psychology or public opinion. 
•Absent on leave. 
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4 25. Presentation ot Economic Intor:piatlon. (Ee. 425) ( o g o} Cr. 3. 
l'rerequialle: 225, Ee. 407. 
W. 
Sources nnd channel.ti of economic informntion, medin. language and interpretation 
of economic analysis; wfttfng skills. 
445 446. Technical Advertlsing. (0·3·0) Cr. :J each. W. S. 
~,undamental principles and J>ructict< of advertising. A1111licatiou to industries related 
to agriculture, engineering, home eronomii:11. und tlu· :>.i·it•1u·es. 
451, 452, 453. Management o! Techntcal Journals. (0·2·0) Cr. 2. S. 1''. W. respertive!y 
Prerequisite: 228 or 225. 
Editorial, advertising and circulution problt<ms. Legnl und ethi<'tll I>hnses of technical 
journalism • 
.&64. Rll.ral Oommunlty Newspaper. ( 0·3·0) Ur. 8. 
Alt. I•'. Offorl•d 1945, not offered 194fi 
l'rereq1tuite: 228 or eq_uivnlcmt. 
Editorial, advertising, circulation, nnd munagenwnt 
newspaper. 
11roblems of rural community 
465. Mechanics of Prlntlng and Illustrating. ( 0·3 o) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F. Offered 1946·47 
Prerequi8ite: 228 or 835. 
Study of mechanical phases o( rnnking of n<'we11011er or te<'hnicnl journal. 
475. Radio Writing. (0·8·0) Cr. a. 
Prerequi8ite: Senior college clnssitlcation, permiHsion of head of department. 
Preparation ot material for radio broadcasting. 
476 Bnral Badlo Oompoaltion and Broadcasting. (0·2·3 > Cr. 3. 
Prerequiaite: 225, Speech 444, senior college classification. 
Preparation, interpretation and brond<'nflt.ng information for farm and home. 
w. 
s. 
481t... 482, 488. Baclio News. (0·1·3) Cr. 2 eac·h. F. W. S. 
rrerequ'8ite: 225, Speech 444. 
Editing and brondcashng of lll'Wli mntc>riul. 
TEXTILES AND CLOTHING 
ROSALIE RATHBONE, M.A., Head of Department 
Professor Iva L. Brandt, M.S. 
Associate Professors Fannie Potgieter, M.A.; 0. Settles, B.S.; Marie Stephens, B.S 
Assistant Professor Irene Buchanan, M.S. 
Instructors Anspach, Beckwith, Hollen, Lindquist, Saddler 
Fellow Werden 
Extension \Vorkers Adams, Hillyard, Peterson 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curricula in textiles and clothing and in textiles and textile 
chemistry leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. sec page 131. 
The department offers courses designed to furnish such knowled~e and training 
as is essential to the consumer for satisfactorily providing clothing and household 
fabrics for the individual, the family, and the home. 
Advanced work is also offered to ptovide fundamental information and- training 
in textiles and clothing for those who wish to go into merchandising or other 
commercial positions which involve work in textiles, clothing, costume design, 
or fashion. 
The curriculum in textiles and textile chemistry is designed for those who wish 
to prepare to work in textile laboratories or to do research in textiles. 
OPPORTUNmES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science, and 
minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of one year's work in 
history, economics, chemistry (including inorganic, organic, quantitative, and tex-
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tile), household physics, applied art (including composition, design and drawing), 
and textiles and clothing (including general textiles, clothing construction, and 
costume design). Additional prerequisites will be required, depending upon the 
nature of the work the student wishes to pursue. 
The modem language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 444, 464. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PIUM.ARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE> STUDENTS 
104. General Textiles. (0·0-6) Or. 8. F. W. s . 
.lfondamental weaves, yarns, fibres, color and finishes with reference to selection of 
fabrics for clothing and house. 
145. Costume Design and Selection. ( 1·0·6) Or. 4. F. W. s. 
Essentials of designing and selection of costumes for becomingness to types of people 
and to individuals. 
224. Clothing. ( 0·0·9) Cr. 3. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 145. 
Designing and making patterns of dress and details by modeling and draping; fitting 
and construction to evaluate individual sewing skills. 
225. Independent Work. 
Prerequisite: 224. 
Students required to plan and complete a clothing problem and pass examinatlon 
before registering_ !n 324. 
324. Advanced OlotlUng. (0·0·9) Or. 4. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 225. 
Development of foundation pattern; flat pattern designing and selection nnd construe· 
tion of \Vool garment. 
444. Costume Design. (0·0·6) Or. 8. F. S. 
Prerequisite: 224. 
Creative problems based on source material commonly used in designing clothiJ!~t· 
464. Textile Purchasing. (0·2·0) Or. 2. F. w. S. 
Prerequisite: 224, Ee. 218. 
Problems of production and distribution of textile and clothing commodities which 
directly or indirectly affect consumers. 
490. Specl.al Problems. F. w. s. 
Prer11qui8ite: 824. 
COURSES FOR ADVANOBD UND:&RGRADUAT» A.ND ORADUATB STUDENTS 
504. Advanced Textiles. (0·0·6) Or. 8. F. a:s. 
Prerequi8it6: Olassification in 824 or equivalent. Miss Lindquist 
Specific studies of different groups of clothing nnd household textiles in relation to 
modern practical needs. 
514. Historic Textiles. (0·0-6) Or. s. 
Prerequi8ite: 504, Hist. 218. 
Development of textiles from ancient times, 
commercial products. 
524. Applied Dress Design. (0·0·9) Or. 3. 
Prt;requiaite: 824 444. 
w. s. 
Miss Settles 
existing sources; comparison with modern 
F. W. 
Miss Potgieter 
handling different fabrics and Draping and modeling dresses, with emphasis upon 
finishing techniques. 
525. Advanced Applied Dress Design. (0·0·6) Or. 8. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 524. Mies Potgieter 
Pattern requirements of designs in different materials; difl'erent types of costumes. 
526. Ohildren•s Clothing. (0·0·6) Cr. 8. W. 8. 
Prerequiaite: 324. Misses Brandt, Potgieter 
Patterns, selection, and construction of suitable clothing for children. 
527. Tailoring. (0·0·9) Or. 8. F. W. 
Prerequisite: 824. Miss Stephens 
'l'ailormg construction applied in making coats and suits. 
544. Costume Design. (0·0·6) Or. 8. 
Prerequiaite: 6241 664. Selection and creative problem~ with emphasis upon detail. 
564. mstory of Costume. (8·0·0) Or. 8. 
w. 
liiS21 Rathbone 
F. W. 
Prerequisite: Hist. 218. 
565. Producing and Distributing 'Units of Textile Commoditl.es. 
Miss Potgleter 
(2·0·0) Cr. 2. S. 
Misa Brandt Prerequisite: 464. 
Relation of mill to factory and store; clothing production; retailing. 
590. Special Topics. F. W. S. 
Prerequiaite : 324. 
610. SemJ.na.r. 
G 14. Research. 
MiRses Brandt. Potgieter. Rathbone, Settles, Stephens 
COURB&S FOR ORADUATE STUDENTS 
F. W. 8. 
Misses Brandt, Rathbone 
F. W. S. 
Misses Brnudt, Rathbone, Settles 
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THEORETICAL AND APPLIED MECHANICS 
HERBERT J. GILKEY, M.S., Sc.D., Head of Department 
Professor Glenn Murphy, Ph.D., C.E. 
Associate Professors Stephen J ohnes Chamberlin, M.S.; *Frank E. Lightburn, M.S. 
Assistant Professors *Robert William Beal, M.S.; Arthur William Davis, Ph.D.; 
*Archie Higdon, Ph.D.; Rudolph John Lubsen, M.S.; Edward Henry Ohlsen, 
C.E.; Aldor Cornelius Peterson, M.S.; William Barnard Stiles, M.S.; Herbert 
Ordell Ustrud, M.S. 
Instructors Boyd, *Othmcr, C. W. Peterson, Sticha 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
The courses in mechanics arc intermediate between those in physics and mathe-
matics and the professional and design courses of the several engineering curricula. 
In the work of this department the student is expected to acquire an elementary 
conception of the principles underlying the technique of analysis and a knowledge 
of those properties of materials which infiuencc the manner and extent of their 
use for engineering purposes. He is expected to gain some insight into the back-
ground of purchase and design specifications. Physical properties of engineering 
materials are studied in the classroom and are evaluated in the laboratory. General 
laws, such as those of Newton, are given mathematical expression and are made 
suitable for use in the solution of specific problems in machine and structural 
design and in the flow and measurement of fluids. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in theoret-
ical and applied mechanics, and minor work to students taking major work in other 
departments. Work may be taken for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy as a 
divided major in the departments offering work in related fields for this degree. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of a curriculum substan-
tially equivalent to that required of undergraduate students in engineering at this 
institution. This should include the undergraduate courses necessary for the par-
ticular field chosen. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 324, 327, 337, 344, 354, 358, 378, 498. 
ni..:i-:1·R1PTIO~ l>l<' COuRSKS 
C'OURSI S rRillARll Y FOR l"Nl Jl:Rt:UAIJUATE S'l'UD&NTS 
134. Mechanics. (0·10·0) Cr. 5. 
J>roroqui1itt1: Mnth. 1020. 
Force systems, result.ants, equilibrium, friction, centroids, moments of inertia tensile 
nnd compressive stresses, sbcnr, thin·wnllcd pressure vessels, riveted and welded joints, 
shafts, beams, nnd columns. 
138. Materials Inspection and Testing. (0·1·6) Or. s. 
Prersquuite: Mn th. 1 O!? C. 
Determi nntion of physicnl properties of engineering materials; study and calibration 
of testing equipment; interpretation und enforcement of specifications. Preparation 
of reports. 
274. Statics ot Engineering. ( 0·3·0) C'r. 3. F. w. s. 
Prt'requiaits: Mnth. 212, credit or <'lnssifi<'ntion in Math. 218. 
Force systrms. rPsultunts. rquilihrium. Cr1l't1on, centroids, moments of inertia. 
324. Mechanics of Materials. (0 5 Ol Cr. 5. F. w. s. 
Proreq11iaitt1: 27 4. 
Elements o! i;trcss nnalysis a1•plird to prrssure \•cssels, riveted and welded joints, beams, 
sh.nfts, sprmgi;, <'olumn!I. in• t11d:11.: .. 111111lc> strt>ss. <'Ombined stresses, de1lection. eccen 
tr1r londmg. nnd impnc·J 
•Absent on lr:t\'<' 
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327.* Materials Laboratory. (O·O·S) Or. 1. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: Oredit or classification in 824. 
Experimental determination of physical properties of steel, cast-iron, timber, concrete 
and/or other engineering materials. Preparation of reports. 
337.* Materials Laboratory. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. F. W. S. 
Prerequi8it6: Credit or classification in 324. 
Determination of phyaical properties of en~ineering materials: studies and calibrations 
of testing equipment and of strain mcasurmg devices; specifications for materials and 
their application; preparation of reports. 
344. Dyna.mies of Engineering. (0·4·0) Or. 4. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite : 27 4. 
Moments of inertia of masses. Kinematics; motions of particles and of rigid bodies. 
Kinetics; force, mass, acceleration; work and energy: impulse and momentum. 
354. Engineering Materials. (0·8·0) Or. 8. ' F. W. 
Prerequisite · Credit or classification in 824. 
Propert:es, uses and manufacture of metalR, timber, stone, clay products, cements, 
concrete and other engineering materials. 
358.* Engineering Materials. (0·8·6) Or. 5. Ji\ W. 
Prerequisite: Credit or classjflcation in 824. 
Essentially a combination of 354 and 337 but with added emphasis on concrete. 
378. Hydraulics. (0·2-4) Or. 4. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 844. 
Mechanics of 1luids. Static pressures on tanks, dame, and pipes. Fluid fiow with 
applications to pipe lines, open channels, orifices, nozzele, weirs. Reynolds number. 
Measurement of liquids. Elementary hydrodynamics. 
498. Construction Materials. (0·1·6) Or. 8. F. 
Prerequisite: 824, 327 or 337 and 354 or 858 or equivalent. 
Field inspection, sampling, t<>sting methods; advanced studies relating to structural 
use of such materials as timber, concrete, clay products, and metals. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND ORADUATB STUDENTS 
Or. 2 to 5 each time elected. 5GO. Special Topics. 
Messrs. Chamberlin, Gilkey, Murphy 
514. Advanced Mechanics of Materials. (0·2 to 4.·0) Or. 2 to 4. W. 
Prerequisite: 824. Messrs. Gilkey, Murphy 
Special problems met in engineering. Limitations of fiexure and torsion formulas, 
unsymmetrical bending, curved beams, combined stresses, thin tubes. thick hollow 
cylinders, fiat plates. 
515. Development of Mechanics. (0·2 to 4·0) Or. 2 to 4. F. 
Prerequisite: 824, 344. . Messrs. Ohamberlin, Gilkey, Murphy 
Historical study of development of principles of mechanics. 
:, I Ii. Advanced Properties of Engineering Materials. 
(0·2 to 4·0) Or. 2 to 4. As arr. 
Prerequisite: 824 and 854 or 358. Messrs. Ohamborlin, Gilkey 
Properties in relation to use; factors which infiuence working stresses; basis of stand· 
ard specifications. 
5~4. Adva.nced Technical Statics. (0·2 to 4·0) Or. 2 to 4. S. 
Prerequi8ite: 324. Mr. Hurph7 
Principle of virtual work: moment distribution; column analogy; applications to engt· 
nearing problems. 
544. Mechanical Vibrations. (0·2 to 4.·0) Or. 2 to 4. S. 
Prerequisite: 844, ~th. 814. Mr. Murphy 
Kinematics of vibrations, equations of motion applied to systems with free and forced 
vibrations, resonance, viscous and Coulomb damping multiple degrees of freedom, 
mobilities, Rayleigh's method. Isolation and absorption of vibrations. Application 
to engines and rotating machinery, vibration of propellers, aerodynamic Butter. 
5H4, 585, 586. Simllitude in Engineering. (O·l to 8·8 to 6) Cr. 2 to 5 each. Yr. 
584. Prerequisite: 824. Mr. Murphy 
585. Prerequilfite: 878, 584. 
586. Prerequisite: 584.. 
(584) Use of models as aids to engineering design. Principles of dimensional nnalyais. 
Design and testing of models; interpretation of data. Application to beams and shafts 
under static and dynamic loading. (585) Application to _problems of 11uid ftow. 
Hydraulic structures under various conditions of orerntion. Distorted models. (586) 
Application to advanced problems in mechanics o elastic solids. Dissimilar models. 
Photoelastic models. 
594. 595, Applied Elasticity. (0·2 to 4.-0) Or. 2 to 4 each 
Prerequisite: 324. 
Fundamental relations of elasticity; uniform and non-uniform 
function ; applications to engineering problems. 
As arr. 
Mr. Murphy 
atntea of stress; Airy's 
*327, 337, 358. A student who is not present for the flrat laboratory meeting of bis 
own section may qualify for contlnuntion in the course only by attending the ftrat 
laboratory meeting of some other section of any one of these throe courses. 
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COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
GOO. Research. Messrs. Ohnmbcrlin, Gilkey, Boll, Murphy, Schlick 
614. Analytical Study of Experimental Work in Concrete. 
(0-2 to 4-0) Or. 2 to 4. 
Prerequisite: 858, C.E. 437, or equivalent. 
lntcrpretntive survey of bn<'kground of presPnt <'oncrcte practice. 
As arr. 
Mr. Gilkey 
620. Seminar. Required. 
Messrs. Chamberlin, Gilkey_ Murphy 
661, 662, 663. Mathematics of Elasticity. (Math. 661, 662, 663) 
(8·0·0) Cr. 3 ench. Alt. Yr. Offered 1945-46, not offert>d 1946-47 
Prere~tdslte: Math. 815. Mr. Boll 
Two·dimensional elastic problems, general stress strain annlysis in threP dimensions, 
stability nnd vibration of beams nnd t'olumns. 
<166, 667, 668. Static and Dynamic Problems of Plates and Shells. 
(Math. 666, 667, 668) (S·O·O) Or. S each. 
Alt. Yr. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946 47 
Prerequisite: Mnth. 815, permission of instructor. Mr. Boll 
Thin pinto analysis; thret'·dimensional plate problems; shells, stability, and vibration 
of platl.'s and shells. 
VETERINARY ANATOMY 
HARRY LEWIS FousT, D.V.M., Head of Department 
Assistant Professors Robert Getty, D.V.M.; Lorenz Edward St. Clair, D.V.M., M.S. 
Instructor Raps 
QPPORTt:NITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in veterinary medicine leading to the degree of 
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine, see pages 140 and 141. 
Through courses in this department, veterinary students acquire a detailed 
knowledge of the anatomy of the domestic animals which is necessary for a proper 
understanding of physiology, pathology, diagnosis, surgery, and medicine. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in microscopic and gross anatomy ; and minor work to 
students taking majt>r work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major grl\duate work is the completion of an undergraduate 
curriculum substantially equivalent to that leading to the degree of Doctor of 
Veterinary Mt:dicine. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSBS . 
( ouas··s t•RUIAIUt..Y FOlt UNDBRflRAIJUATI-::. STtlllBNTS 
101, 102, 103, !licroscopic Anatomy. Yr. 
101. (2 0-9) Cr. 5; 102. (2-0 6) Cr. 4; 103. (1012) C'r. 5 
Prerequisite: One year of college biology. 
Cells, tissues, organs, bistogenesis, embryogcny, organogenesis, and structure. 
111, 112, 113. Gross Anatomy. Yr. 
111. (0·0·15) Cr. 5; 112. (0·0·18) Cr. 6; 113. (0 1 9) Cr. 4. 
Prerequi"ite: One yenr oC <'Oll<'ge biology. · 
Systematic nnd toJ?ographic study nnd dissection or horse, ox, she<'p, pig, dog, <'hi<'ken, 
nnd lnborntory animnls. 
~17. Anatomy of Domestic Animals. (0·3 O) Cr. 3. F. 
For students in agriculture and others desiring fundamental knowledge of anatomy 
Skeleton, muscles, and \•is<"eral orgnns of the horse and ox. including commun un 
~oundnt>sses of the horse. 
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401. Advanced Anatomy. (0·0·9) Or. 3 to 5. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 102, 112 or equivalent. 
A. Regional systemntic nnd topographic disse<'tions ns related to 1>rnctico of veterinary 
medicine. 
B. Microscopic nnntomy and its techniques ns applied to orgnus nnd systems. 
<'OURSE PRJMARII.Y i-·on AIJ\ANOKD UNDERGRADUATE A:SD OR.ADUATE STUDKNTS 
502 Systematic Anatomy. (l·O 6 or 12) Cr. s or 5. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite~ One yenr of college biologr Mr. Poust 
Dissection of dog. <'hicken, laboratory nntmuls. 
OOUUSES Jl'OU OltADU.\T1': STUDENTS 
601, 602, 6U~. Advanced Microscopic Anatomy. 
601. (2 0-9) Cr. 5; 602. (2 0 6) Cr. 
Prereqvisite: One year of college biology. 
Yr. 
4; 603. (1 n I~) C'r. 5. 
l\lr. Foust 
Cytology, embryology, nnd microscopic organology of the nnimnl body 
604. Seminar. Or. I. 
610. Anatomy of the Endocrine Organs. (0·2·3) Or. 3. 
Prerequisite: 103 or 603. 
Embryology and structure of the endocrine organs of domestic animals. 
611. Neuroanatomy. (0·2·6) or (0·2 fl) Cr. 2 or 4. 
F. W. S. 
Mr. Foust 
P. 
Mr. Foust 
s. 
I'rerequUrite: Permission of instructor Mr Foust 
Central nnd periphernl nervomi system including tho orgnns of spc<•inl 11emw 
690. Research. Mr. FouHt 
A. Gross Anntomy. 
B Microscopic Anatomy. 
VETERINARY HYGIENE 
IvAL ARTHUR MERCHANT, D.V.M., Ph.D., Head of Department 
Assistant Professor R. Allen Packer. D.V M., M.S. 
Assistant Masson 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in veterinary medicine leading to the degree of 
Deeter of Veterinary Medicine. sec pages 140 and 141. 
The Veterinary Hygiene Department offers instruction in bacteriology, immu-
nology, food hygiene. and in the diagnosis and control of the infectious diseases. 
The department administers the sanitary control of the milk supply to the city 
of Ames which furnishes a teaching laboratory in the course in dairy hygiene. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department cffers major work for the degree of Master of Science in vet-
erinary bacteriology and veterinary hygiene; major work for the degree of Doctor 
of Philosophy in veterinary bacteriology; and minor work to students taking major 
work in other departments. 
The research facilities of the Veterinary Research Institute are available to 
approved and qualified students. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of an undergraduate cur-
riculum substantially equivalent to that in veterinary medicine. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES FOR NON•OOJ.LEOIATE STUDENTR 
:J. Farm Sanitation and Commun1ca ble Diseases. ( 2 -0 0 l Or. 2. w. 
FenPrnl consideration of the cnuses and sprend of discnses; disin(ertanls nnd their 
application; 1;enernl hygiene nnd snnitntion. 
1. Poultry Sanitation. ( 2-0-0) Cr. 2. S. 
Housing and feeding of poultry as it pertains to beulth and disease. 
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COURSKS PJUKARILY J'OK UNDBR'GRADU.AT» S'I'UD!DNTS 
224. General and Pathogenic Bacteriology. (Bact. 224) (8·0·9) Or. 6. F. 
Prilrequuu.,,: Ohem. 174, 175 or equivalent. 
Morphology, classification, and physiological characteristics of pathogenic bacteria; 
principles of infection and immunity. 
225. Pathogenic Bacteriology. (Bnct. 225) (8·0-6) Or. 5. W. 
Prerequuite: 224 or Bact. 304. 
Detailed study of bacteria associated with animal diseases. 
420. Dairy Hygiene. (2·0·6) Or. 4. F. W. S. 
Prerequ'8ite: First 8 years of veterinary curriculum. 
Study of effect of bovine diseases and sanitation on safety and quality of milk and 
milk products. 
421, 422, 423. Illfectlous Diseases. (4·0 0) Or. 4 each. F. W. s. 
Prerequ'8itt: First 8 years of veterinary curriculum. 
History, etiology, epidemiololq', symptomotology, pathology, diagnosis, control and 
public health relationships of infectious diseases. 
426. Meat Hygiene. (3-0·0) Cr. 8. S. 
Prerequuite: First 3 years of veterinary curriculum. 
Orsanization of federal division of meat inspection, slaughter of meat produdng ani· 
mals, methods of inspection, and rules for disposition of abnormal meat. 
427. Livestock Sanitation. (8·0·0) Or. 8. 
Alt. S. Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946-47 
Prerequlrite: Bact. 804. 
St.udy of principles of sanitation and methods of controlling common animal infections. 
Designed for students of animal husbandry and vocational agriculture. 
428. Poultry Sanitation. (2·0·0) Or. 2. 
Alt. S. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946-4 7 
Prerequiaite: Bact. 804. 
Study of principles of sanitation and methods of controlling common poultry diseases. 
Designed for poultry husbandry students. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERUltAlJUATE AND ORADUATB STUDENTS 
529. Immunology. (3 0-0 or 6) Or. a or 5. 
Prt1requiaitt1: 224 225, Vet. Path. 255, 256. 
s. 
Detailed study of immunity and use of immunizing 
diseases. 
products in controlling animal 
590. Special Topics. Or. 1 to 5. F. W. S. 
Prerequ'8Ue: 225. Messrs. Biester, McNutt, Merchant, Schwarte 
604. Seminar. (O·l·O) 
COURSES :VOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Or. 1. 
625. Pathogenic Bacteriology. (3·0·6) Or. 5. 
F. W. S. 
Mr. Merchant 
w. 
Prttrequillite: 224. 
Pathogenic bacteria and the relationship of their 
Mr. Merchant 
metabolism to animal diseases. 
626. Virology. (2·0·3) Cr. s. s. 
Prcrequ'8ift: 225. 
General characteristics of viruses, technicnl procedures and specific viruses causing 
disease in animals. 
Mr. Merchant 
690. Research. 
A. General and Food Hygiene. 
B. Pathogenic Bacteriology. (Ba ct. 690B) 
Mr. Merchant 
Messrs. Biester, McNutt, Merchant, Srhwarte 
VETERINARY MEDICINE 
CLARENCE HARTLEY CovAULT, D.V.M., Head of Department 
Associate Professor Dwight Albert Smith, D.V.M. 
Instructor Beamer 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in veterinary medicine leading to the degree of 
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine, see pages 140 and 141. 
The study of medicine summarizes and shows the application in practice of 
the training previously· received in anatomy, physiology, pathology, bacteriology, 
and therapeutics. On completion of the senior year the student bas not only 
the theoretical knowledge, but some of the most practical methods of applying 
such knowledge. The transition from the student to the practitioner presents little 
difficulty after such training. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSJCS PIUMARILY FOR UNl>BRGltADUATE STUDENTS 
331, 332, a33. Medicine. Cr. 5 each. Yr. 
331. {4·0·3) Cr. 5; 382. (5·0·0) Or. 6; 333. (4·0·3) Cr. 5. 
Prereqrtisite: Yet. Annt. 118, Vet. liyg. 225, Vet. Path, 256, Vet. Phys. 268. 
Methods employed in diagnosis of nnimnl dlsenses and conRidcratlon of dis\·nseN 
not widely spread. 
336. Small Animal. Medicine. (4·0·0) Or. 4. W. 
Prerequisite: Vet. Anat. 113, Vet. Hyg. 225, Vet. Phys. 260. 
Treatment and prevention of diseasea of small domestic and furbenring animals. 
337. Small Animal Medicine. (3·0·0) Cr. 8. S. 
Prerequisite: Vet. Surg. 372. 
Surgical diseases of dog, <'nt, small pet animals, and of furbearers. 
381, 382, 888. Clinics. (0·0·12) Or. R. Yr. 
Concurrent with Vet. Obst. and Vet. Surg. 881, 382, 883. 
481, 482, 483. Olinlcs. (0·0·18) Or. 3 each, including Obst. and Surg. Yr 
Concurrent with Vet. Obst. and Vet. Surg. 481, 482, 483. . 
484. Clinlcal Conference. Cr. 4. F. 
Prerequisites: Credit in Vet. Med. 333, 337, 383, Vet. Obst. 3451 and Vet. Surg. 878. Special study of problems in diagnosis nnd treatment of selectea cases . 
• VETERINARY OBSTETRICS 
MACK ALLEN EMMERSON, D.V.M., M.S., Head of Department 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in veterinary medicine leading to the degree of 
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine, see pages 140 and 141. 
The significance of a thorough knowledge of the structure, function and the 
cause of disease processes in the reproductive organs is becoming increasingly 
apparent. The efficiency of herds and flocks depends upon their ability to repro-
duce at regular and definite intervals. The Department of Obstetrics presents not 
only the work in obstetrics but considers the whole reproductive life of our domes-
tic animals and the prevention and cause of disease processes pertaining thereto. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major and minor work for the degree of Master of Science 
in breeding diseases of domestic animals. To be eligible for enrollment in this 
department a student must be a graduate of an approved college of veterinary 
medicine. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PltllllARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
345. Principles and Practice of Obstetrics. (6-0-0) Or. 6. F. 
Prerequisite: First seven quarters of veterinary curriculum. 
Oare of pregnant animals. Onuses and treatment of sterility. 
a81, 882, 383. Clinics. (0·0·12) Cr. R. Yr. 
Prerequiaites: Classifi<'ation in Vet. Med. 331, Vet Obst. 345, nnd Vet. Surg. 371. 
Concurrent with Vet. Med. and Vet. Surg. 881, 382, 383. 
444. Disturbances of Reproduction and Diseases of the Newborn. (3·0·3) Cr. 4. s. 
Prerequisite: Vet. Obst. 845. 
Diseases of the generative organs, their causes, control and treatment. 
481, 482, 483. Clinics. (0·0-18) Total Cr. 3 each, including Mod. and Surg. 
Pr11requiaite: Fourth year classification in Veterinary :Medicine. 
Concurrent with Vet. Med. and Vet. Burg. 481, 482, 483. 
Yr. 
COURSES :VOR GRADUATE STUDKNTS 
61>4. Seminar. Cr. 1. 
644. Advanced Obstetrics. ( 1·1 8 or 9) Cr. 8 or 5. 
Prerequisite: 444. 
Diseases of reproductive organs of the male. 
645. Advanced Obstetrics. (l-1 ·3 or 9) Cr. 8 or 5. 
PrerequiBi.te : 444 
Diseases of reprodu<'tive organs of the female. 
690. Research. 
A. Diseases of Reproduction rn the malo domC'stic animal. 
B. Diseases of Reproduction in thP female domestit" animal. 
0. Diseases of the newborn domestic animal. 
F. W. 8. 
Mr. Emmerson 
F. W. S. 
Mr. Emmerson 
F. W. B. 
Mr. Emmerson 
F. W. B 
Mr. Emmerson 
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VETERINARY PATHOLOGY 
EDWARD ANTONY BENBROOK, V.M.D., Head of Department 
Associate Professor Hilton Atmore Smith, D.V.M., M.S. 
Assistant Professors Howard Foster Beardmore, D.V.M.; Margaret W. Slo~, 
D.V .M., M.S. 
Fellow Ramsey 
OPPORTUNITI~ FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in veterinary medicine leading to the degree of 
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine, see pages 140 and 141. 
The Department of Veterinary Pathology offers a systematic study of the causes 
of disease and the manner in which these causes bring about alterations in the 
anatomical structure and chemical and physiological activities of animal cells, 
tissues, organs, and systems of organs. The application of these studies makes 
diagnosis more accurate and forms a foundation for the control of livestock diseases. 
In addition to undergraduate and graduate instruction, this department includes 
the Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory and a Wildlife Disease Laboratory. Here 
thousands of specimens are received each year from 'all parts of Iowa. These 
service laboratories are maintained primarily to assist veterinarians and others 
of the state in the diagnosis of animal diseases. Many of the specimens received 
are also used for instructlonal purposes. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in veterinary pathology, and minor work to students major-
ing in other departments. 
The research facilities of the Veterinary Research Institute are available to quali-
fied and approved students. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of an undergraduate 
curriculum leading to the degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine. Exception 
to this rule must be approved by the Dean of Veterinary Medicine. 
Minor work is recommended in bacteriology, veterinary hygiene, chemistry, 
zoology, entomology, physics, botany, or genetics. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 257, 258. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
t'OURSKS PRlllAB.ILY FOR UNDBRORADUATE STUDENTS 
::?54, 255. General Pathology. F. w. 
254. (3·0·0) Or. 8; 255. (2·0·6) Cr. 4. 
254. PrerequWte: Vet. Anat. 108, 118. 
255. Prertquuite: 254, Vet.Annt. 103, 113; Vet.Hyg. 224, Vet.Phys. 264. 
Causes and effects of disense applying to the body as a whole. 
256. Speclal. Pathology. (4·0·6) Or. 6. s. 
Prere~te: 255. 
Etiology, pathogenesis. lesions, and termination of disense in organs or systems of 
organs and in specific infectious diseases. 
257, 258. Veterinary Parasitology. w. s. 
257. (2·0·2) Cr. 3; 258. (2·0·S) Or. 3. 
Pr,,requWite: 255. 
Parasites and parasitic diseases of animals and the prindples ol their r.ontrol. 
450. Applied Avian Pathology. (3·0·0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prerequiriu: 256, 258. Vet.Hyg. 224, 225. 
Problems of disease and reaistance encountered in poultry. 
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455. Post Mortem and Clinical Pathology. (0·0-6) Or. 2. s. 
Prerequisite: 256 258, 
Post mortem and inboratory technics applied to dingnosis of \'eterinary hospital and 
field cases. 
COURSES J'OR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
604. Seminar. Or. 1. F. W. s. 
Mr. Benbrook 
651, 652. General Pathology. F. w. 
651. (8·0·0) Cr. 3; 652. (2·0·6) Cr. 4. 
Prerequisite: (651) Vet. Anat. 108, 118; (652) Vet. Hyg. 225; Vet. Phys. 266. 
Mr. Benbrook 
Fundamentals of disease with emphasis on disease in animals. 
658. Special Pathology. (4·0·6) Cr. 6. 
Prerequisite: 652. 
General pathologic fundamentals applying to organs or systems 
specific infectious diseases of animals. 
s. 
Mr. Smith 
of organs and to 
656. Advanced Veterinary Pathology. (0·1·3 to 12) Or. 2 to 5. F. W. 8. 
Prerequi8ite: 256 or 652. Messrs. Benbrook, Biestor, Schwarte, Smith 
Introduction to research in animal disease 
657, 658. Veterinary Parasitology. 
657. (2·0·2) Cr. 8; 658. (2·0·8) Cr. 8. 
Prerequilrite: 652. 
Problems of parasitism in relation to animals. 
w. 8. 
Mr. Benbrook 
659. Advanced Veterinary Parasitology. (O·l-S to 12) Cr. 2 to 5. F. W. 8. 
Prerequi8ite: 256, 258 or 658. Messrs. Benbrook, Bleater 
Introduction to research in animal parasitology. 
690. Research. 
A. Veterinary Pathology 
B. Veterinary Parasitology. 
Messrs. Benbrook, Biester, Schwarte, Smith 
Messrs. Benbrook. Bleater 
VETERINARY PHYSIOLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY 
HENRY DALE BERGMAN, D.V.M., Head of Department 
Professors Earl Albon Hewitt, D.V .M., Ph.D.; L. Meyer Jones, D.V.M., M.S. 
Assistant Professor *Walter George Venzke, D.V.M., Ph.D. 
Instructor Payne 
Assistant Herrick 
, OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in veterinary medicine leading to the degree of 
"'"Doctor of Veterinary Medicine, see pages 140 and 141. 
Before acquiring a proper concept of disease it is necessary to understand the 
normal functions of the body structures. In the courses in physiology the students 
make a detailed study of the normal functions and activities of the cells, tissues, 
organs, and systems constituting the animal body. 
Pharmacology in its broad sense is the science that investigates drugs, and for 
convenience of study is often subdivided into phannacognosy, pharmacy, pharma-
codynamics, and toxicology. Each of these is given proper consideration in the 
courses in pharmacology, with special emphasis on drugs and therapeutic practices 
important in veterinary medicine. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in veter-
inary physiology, and minor work to students taking major work in other de-
partments. 
The research facilities of the Veterinary Research Institute are available to 
approved and qualified students. 
•Absent on leave. 
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Students expecting to do major work should have a fundamental knowledge of 
physiology, zoology, anatomy, histology, and chemistry. The exact requirements 
will depend on the particular field of work the student expects to pursue. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 366, 661, 662, 663. 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PIU?tlARILY Fon UNDBR<.lnADUATE STUDENTS 
264, 265, 266. Comparative Mammalian Physiology. (3·1·6) Cr. 6 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite: Vet. Anat. 103, 118. 
General and special physiology of the organs and systems of the animal body and 
their interrelationships. 
267. General Pharmacology. (2·0 8) Or. 3. S. 
l'rerequi8ite: 265. 
Pharmaceutical principles nnd processes; metrology, prescriptions; general proper· 
ties nnd classification of drugs; therapeutic methods. 
:164. Physiology of Domestic Animals. {8·0·0) Cr. 3. F. 
Prerequisite: Vet. Anat. 217. 
For agricultural students. Blood, lymph, circulatory and respiratory systems, 
organs of digestion and absorption. 
:mo. Physiology of Domestic :Fowls. (3·0·0) Or. s. W. 
J>rarequillite: 864 or equivalent. 
For poultry husbandry, poultry industry, animal husbandry. and dairy husbandry 
students. Systematic survey of physiological proct'ss ~s in fowls. 
367, 368, 369,. Pharmacology and Therapeutics. (3·0·0) Cr. 3 each. Yr. 
Prerequisite : 266, 267. 
Drugs important in veterinar;y medical practice, including physiological actions, 
thl'rnpeutic indications, applicnt1on, and posology 
COURSES Fon GRADUATE STUDENTS 
604. Seminar. Or. 1. F. W. 8. 
Mr. Hewitt 
661, 662, 663. Comparative Mammalian Physiology. (3·0 O or 6) Cr. 3 or 5 each. Yr. 
Messrs. Bergman, Hewitt 
Esp11cinlly ndnptcd for graduate students ns minor work in fields of nnimal. dairy, 
or 11oultry husbandry; in biological sciences, chey:iistry, and home economics. Body 
fluids nnd orgnns of circulation; respirnt10n; alimentary tract and related organs· 
hc•nt production and regul~tion; excretory organs. endol'rine system; muscular and 
11e \ ous 11ystcms; reproduction and milk s£>cretion. 
1;1;;. Advanced Physiology. (O·l to 5·0) Cr. 1 to 5. F. W. S. 
I'rereqttisite: 663. 
Methods of nppronch to the spcrific phnse 
dividunl is interested. 
Mr. Hewitt 
of phy!<iologfrnl rHsPnrrh iu whirh the in· 
llfi!J. Physiology or the Endocrine System. ( :J·O O) C'r. :1. \V 
Mr. Hewiti 
thP1r inti• rl'lntionships. 
l'r1·1·equisite: Vet. Anat. 610. 
1'11rvcy of th(• Cnnctions of the endol'dnt• orguns and 
ti 111 Research. 
Physiology. Mr. Hewitt 
VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
H. D. BERGMAN, Director 
The primary purpose of the Veterinary Research Institute is the study of animal 
diseases that cannot be diagnosed by routine laboratory procedures. Close co-
operation is maintained with the veterinary diagnostic laboratory and other de-
partments. The laboratory of the institute is located one mile south of the campus. 
Staff members of the institute participate in the advanced undergraduate teaching 
program by presenting material from fields in which they are conducting intensive 
research. The results of research by the institute staff are made available for 
general instructional purposes. The Veterinary Research Institute staff also actively 
supports the graduate program by providing research direction and guidance as 
wt>U as facilities for graduate study. 
See Veterinary Hygiene 590 and 690. 
See Veterinary Pathology 655, 656, 690. 
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VETERINARY SURGERY 
GEORGE R. FOWLER, D.V.M., Head or Department 
Instructor Lundvall 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For uhdergraduate curriculum in veterinary medicine leading to the degree of 
Doctor of Veterinary Medicine, see pages 140 and 141. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degree of Master of Science in veter-
inary surgery, and minor work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Students enrolled for work in this department must be graduates of a recognized 
veterinary college. 
DESORIPTlON OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDBRGRADUATE STUDENTS 
871. Surgery. (6·0·0) Or. 6. F. 
Prerequunte: First two years ol Veterinary Curriculum. 
Fundamental principles. 
872, 878. Surgery. W. S. 
872. (4·0·6) Cr. 6; 878. (4·0-0) Cr. 4. 
Prerequisite: 871. 
Surgical diseases of horses, cattle, sheep, and swine. 
881, 882, 888. Clinics. (0·0·12) Or. R. Yr. 
Concurrent with Vet. Med. and Vet. Obst. 881, 882, 288. 
481, 482, 488. 011nies. (0·0·18) Total Or. S each, including Med. end Obst. Yr. 
Concurrent with Vet. Med. and Vet. Obst. 481, 482, 488. 
OOURSDS FOR GRADUATE: STUDENTS 
604. Seminar. Or. 1. 
671. Advanced General Surgery. (1·1·8 or 9) Or. a or 6. 
Prerequunte: 878. 
Detailed principles of veterinary surgery and anesthesia. 
F. W. S. 
Mr. Fowler 
F. W. S. 
Mr. Fowler 
672. Advanced Special Surgery. ( 1·1·8 or 9) Or. S or 5. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 878. Mr. Fowler 
Technics of the various operations nnd manipulations in veterinary surgery. 
690. Research. 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
BARTON MORGAN, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Mr. Fowler 
Professors Thomas August Hippaka, Ph.D.; William Henry Lancelot, D.Ed.; 
John Barnhart McClelland, Ph.D.; James Abel Starrak, D.Ed.; J amcs Edwin 
Wert, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor T. E. Sexauer, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Lowell L. Carver, M.S.; Martelle L. Cushman, Ph.D.; *Alfred 
Hartmenn Hausrath, Jr., M.S.; V. J. Morford, M.S. 
Instructor Bundy 
Extension Workers Baird, Twogood 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curricula in agricultural education and in industrial education 
leading to the degre of Bachelor of Science, see pages 83 and 96. 
Professional courses for teachers are offered at the Iowa State College by the 
Departments of Vocational Education, Home Economics Education, Psychology, 
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and the Division of Science. These are designed especially to prepare teachers for 
the following fields: vocational and general agriculture, vocational and general home 
economics, industrial arts, trades and industries, the sciences, and mathematics. 
Students majoring in the several fields of education meet the requirements for 
the Standard Secondary Certificate in Iowa and similar certificates in most other 
states. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in vocational education, and minor work to students taking 
major work in other departments. The following fields in which research is being 
carried on by the department are appropriate for research by graduate students: 
agricultural education, home economics education, industrial education, and rural 
education. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work in vocational education is preparation 
substantially equivalent to the completion of one of the undergraduate curricula 
in education offered at the Iowa State College and adequate proof that the student 
ranks above average in scholastic ability and vocational competency. Students 
should no.t complete plans for enrollment in the Graduate -College with a view of 
becoming candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in vocational educa-
tion without the approval of the head of the department. 
The modem language requirement for the degree of Master of Science may be 
waived upon recommendation of the head of the department. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: V.Ed. 404, 426. 
PROFESSIONAL COURSES IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS 
Home economics education. H.Ec.Ed. 405, 406, 407, 504, 508, 517, 605, 606, 607, 
608, 610, 612, 614. (For course descriptions see page 231.) 
Physical education (men). Phys.Ed. for Men 411, 412, 413, 491, 492, 493. (For 
course descriptions see pages 254 and 255.) 
Physical education (women). Phys.Ed. for Women 326, 330, 336, 338. (For 
course descriptions, see p~ge 255.) 
Psychology. Psych. 204, 334, 335, 434, 533, 536, 538, 634, 635. (For course 
descriptions see pages 259-2~1.) 
Science. Sci. 417, 486, 496. {For course descriptions sec page 263); Engl. 394. 
(For course description see page 212); Ma.th 497. (For course description see 
page 245.) 
TEACHER CERTIFICATION 
Under the Iowa law which became effective July 1, 1935, the standard seconruiry 
certificate will be issued to a person who holds a diploma from an accredited Iowa 
college certifying the 'completion of a four-year course; who has taken a minimum 
of 22~ credits (15 semester hours) in one subject matter field, with at least 15 
credits (10 semester hours) in each of two additional fields; who has taken three 
credits in principles of American government; and who has taken a minimum of 
22Yz credits (15 semester hours) of professional subjects distributed as follows: 
(a) Introduction to, history of, or principles of education, 4~ credits (3 semes-
ter hours). 
(b) Psychology and its application to education, 9 credits (6 semester hours). 
(c) Methods of teaching. 4~ credits (3 semester hours). 
( d) Directed observation and supervised student teaching, 4Yz credits (3 semes-
ter hours). 
Note: Educational measurements shall be given under (b) or (c). 
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The advanced secondary certificate will be issued to a person who bas met the 
above requirements for the standard secondary certificate and who is the bolder 
of a standard master's degree. 
Persons interested in types of certificates not described above, or who wish to 
know what courses meet the specific requirements of any certificate, should com-
municate with the head of the Department of Vocational Education or write to the 
executive secretary of the State Board of Educational Examiners, Des Moines, Iowa. 
TEACHER PLACEMENT 
The Teacher Placement Office was created to serve all departments of the Col-
lege that prepare students for teaching positions. It seeks (1) to aid adequately 
prepared students and graduates in securing positions as teachers, and (2) to give 
service to superintendents and school boards who are in . need of teachers. Calls 
for teachers are referred to this office. The fee for enrollment- is $2.SO for residents 
of Ames and $4.50 for nonresidents. Those wishing to enroll should apply al 
Room 220, Agricultural Hall. 
DESORIP'l'ION OF COURSES 
COURSES IN GENERAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
COURSKS PRIMARILY FOlt UNDBROR.ADUATB STUDENTS 
:J04. Principles of Educatf.On. (0·3-0) Or. 3. F. W. s. 
Prerequisite: quality point uverage 2.1. 
Place of education in democrn<'y; Am~ri<'an public school system; modern objectivc11 
of education: legal and other qnalifl<'ntions of successful teachers. 
305. Methods of Teaching. (0-3 or 4-0) Cr. 3 or 4. F. W. A. 
Prerequisite: 804 or equivalent 
Methods of realizing such tea<'hing objt!<'tives ns interests, ldenls, understandings, ancl 
abilities with speeial emphnids on problem, project, and unit teaching. 
404. The High School Pupil. (0-3 O) Cr. 3. 8. 
Prerequisite: 304 or equivalent. 
Nature, interests, and needs of junior nnd senior high school pupils. 
417. Directed Observation and Supervised Teaching in the Sciences. F. W. S 
(Science 417) Cr. 5 
Prerequisite: 305 or equivalent, special methods, and 20 credits In subject matter 
field. . . 
Six weeks for full·time or twelve weeks for half·t1me supervised teachln_g in the puhli<' 
schools. Observation, evaluation of instruction, lesson planning, and classroom tea<'h-
ing in the sciences. 
426. Principles of Secondary Educ!l-tion. (0·8 O) Cr. 3. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 304 or equivalent. 
Problems of teacher relationships: pupil management and guidaqcc; the curriculum; 
extracurricular activities; trends in serondary education. 
·190. Special Problems. Cr. 1 to 6. F. W. R. 
Prerequisite: Senior college classification, quality point average or 2.5 or more for 
preceding two quarters. 
A. Agricultural Education. 
B. Vocational and Educational Guidance. 
0. Ourriculum Construction. 
D. Principles of Education. 
E. Methods of Teaching. 
COURSES FOR.ADVANCED UNDERGRADUATE AND ORADUATB STUDKNTS 
534. Administration of the Guidance Program. (0-3·0) Cr. 3. s. 
Prereqtiisite: 15 credits in education. · Mr. McClelland 
Principles and practices in aidinfl' students to make educational and vocational adjust-
ments; occupational studies: testmg and records; group guidance and follow-up. 
535. Evaluation of Educational Outcomes. (0·2 or 8·0) Or. 2 or 3. W. 
Prerequisite: 15 credits in education. Mr. Wort 
Methods of evnlunting educational outcomes: types of tests nnd their construction; use 
and interpretation of educational measures in teaching. 
550. Visual :Methods in Education. (I.Ed. 560) (0 4-6) Cr. 8. R8. 
Prerequirite: 805 or equivalent. Messrs. Kooser, Twogood 
Sourc~. selection, preparation, and use of visual instruction materials. Review or 
scientific studies. 
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552, 553. Educational Statistics. (0·3 or 4-0) Cr. 3 or 4 each. F. W. 
Mr. Wert 
and research 
PrerequiBite: 15 credits in edu<'ation. 
Statistical concepts and procedures !or teachers, school administrators, 
workers. 
554. Fundamentals of Vocational Education. ( u 4 or 6·0) Cr. 2 or 3. SS., Sat. Cl. 
Prcrequiaite: 15 credits in education. 
Miss Fallgntter. Messrs. McClelland, Morgan, Twogood 
Legal and social foundations for vocational 1 ducntion in agriculture, distributive occu· 
pations, home economics, and trades and industries. 
561, 562. Problems in Educational Method. (0·2 or 3·0) Cr. 2 -0r 3 each. F. W. 
PrerequiBite: 805 or equivalent. Messrs. Lancelot, Sexauer, Starrak 
Practical problems of secondary and college teachers in classroom instruction; skills 
essential to effective tea9hing. 
565. Curriculum Construction. (0 2 to 4·0) Or. 2 to 4. S. 
Prerequirite: 805 or equivalent. Mr. Starrak 
Recent developments and improved techniques of constructing courses and curricula. 
584. History of Vocational Education . ..(0·3-0) Cr. 8. W. 
PrerequiBit": 15 credits in education. Mr. Morgan 
Historical foundations of education; modern movements in European countries. 
590. Special Topics. Or. 1 to 5. F. W. S. 
PrerequiBite: 15 credits in education. 
A. Agricultural Education. Messrs. McOlelland, Sexauer 
B. Adult Education. Messrs. McClelland, Sexauer 
0. Rural Secondary Education. Messrs. Hausrath, Starrak. Wert 
D. Vocational and Educational Guidanre. Messrs. Hausrath, Starrak 
E. Administration of Rural and Vocational Education. Messrs. Cushman, Morgan, Wert 
F. Superviflion of Rural and Vocational Education. Messrs. Morgan, Sexauer, Wert 
G. Technic1ues of Rc>search in Education Mr. Wert 
H. Admimstration and Supervision of Physi<'nl Education. Miss Guiot 
593. Workshop. Cr. 1 to 5. SS., Sat. 01. 
Prerequi.rite: 15 credits in education. 
A. Agricultural Education. 
B. Adult Education. 
0. Rural Secondary Education. 
D. Industrial Education. 
Messrs. 
E. Vocational and Educational Guidnnre. 
Messrs. McOlelland, Sexauer 
Messrs. McOlelland, Sexauer 
Cushman, Hausrath, Starrak, Wert 
Messrs. Carver, Hippaka 
Messrs. Hausrath, Starrnk 
Voc.-ational Education. F. Administration and Supervision of Rural nnd 
0. Tecbniquca of Research in Education. 
Messrs. Oushman, Morgan, Wert 
Mr. Wert 
COURSES FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
liOl. Philosophy ot Education. (0 3·0) Cr. 3. F. 
Mr. Starrak 
Phiiosophical foundations of current educntionnl objectives, materials, and practices; 
conflicting educational thC'ories. 
602. Current Educational Movements. ( 0-2 to 4·0) Cr. 2 to 4. W. 
Survey of major trends and problems in modern education. 
Mr. Stnrrak 
615. Seminar. (0·1 to 8 0) Cr. 1 to 3. 
A. Agricultural Education. 
B. Rural Education. 
C. Extension Education. 
D. Industrial Education. (I.Ed. 615D) 
F. W. ~. 
Messrs. McClelland, Sexauer 
Messrs. Morgan, Starrak 
Mr. Morgan 
Mr. Hippakn 
l'i24. Research Methods in Education. ( o 2 or 3-0 > <'r. 2 or 3. F. 
Adaptation of research techniquc>s to problems in <>ducntion. 
preparing to write theses. 
Mr. Wert 
Primarily for stud<>nts 
664. Problems of College Administration. ( 0·3·0) Cr. 3. s. 
, Mr. Friley 
Lectures and discussions relating to college and universii, administration for general 
information of graduate students expecting to enter teachmg profession. 
690, Research. 
A. Agricultural Education. 
B. Rural Education. 
0. Vocational Education. 
Messrs. McClelland, Sexauer 
Messrs. Cushman, Lancelot, Morgan, Starrak 
Messrs. Lancelot, Morgan, Starrak, Wert 
COURSES IN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
t"Ot:'RSRS PRIMARILY FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
110 'Freshman Problems. (0·1·0) Required. s. 
l1ow to study, personal development, rending habits. Required of freshmen majoring 
m department. 
211. Observation and Survey of Agricultural Education. (0·0·3) Cr. 1. F. 
Visitation of high school departments of agriculture· observation and discussion of 
day school, part·time, and evening school programs. ' 
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321. Speclal Methods in Agricultural Education. (0·2·3) Or. s. F. W. 
Prere<J.ui.trite: 805 or equivalent. 
Objectives, curricula, and methods in vocational education in o.griculture. 
42-l. Young-Fa.rmer and Adult Education in Agriculture. (0·2·3) Or. 3. Ji'. W. 
Prerequisite: 804 or equivalent. 
Part-time and evening classes in yocationnl education in agriculhU'e for young !nrmera 
and adults. Departments are visited for the purpose of evaluating progr1uns and 
results. 
425. Supervised Teaching in Agriculture. Or. 5 F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 821 or equivalent. 
Six weeks of lull-time supervised teaching in public schools. To Lo scheduled with 
"as arranged" courses and special sections. 
490A. Speclal Problems in Agricultural Education. (t F. W. S. 
For description of course, see courses in Genera[ Vocational Education, page 279. 
COURSES FOR ADVANCED UNDERORA1'UATE AND ORADUATB STUDKNTB 
515. Teaching Farm Mechanics. (A.E. 515) (0 2·3) Cr. 3. S. 
Prere9.ui.trite: A.E. 254 or equivalent. Mr. Morford 
Objectives and methods i equipment and management of shop; organization of projects. 
Students will plan ana present demonstrations of methods of teaching mechanical 
skills. 
520. Recent Developments in Agricultural Education. (0·3·0) Cr. a. 
Prerequisite: 6 credits in education. 
F. W. S. 
Recent developments and review of best practices 
adult education in agriculture. 
Mr. McOlolland 
in day school, young-farmer, and 
536. Adult Education. ( 0-4 or 6-0) Cr. 2 or 3. 
Prerequisite: 15 credits in education. 
Survey of current trends and present activities in adult education 
lams and practices in organizing adult education programs. 
537. Methods of Teaching Adults. (0·2 or 8·0) Or. 2 or 8. 
SS., Sat. 01. 
Mr. Sexauer 
field, special prob· 
s. 
Prerequisite: 805 or equivalent. 
Principles and best practices; conducting forums, lending 
visual aids, and teaching short unit courses. 
Mr. Sexauer 
group discussions, usipg 
538. Part-time Education in .Agriculture. (0·4 or 6·0) Or. 2 or 3. SS., Bat. Cl. 
Prereq,uisite: 424 or equivalent. 
Orgamzation, teaching materials, and techniques of conducting 
agriculture for out-of-school farm youth. 
Mr. McOlellnnd 
part·time classes ln 
590A. Special Topics in Agricultural Education. F. W. S. 
For description of course, see courses in General Vocational Education, page 280! 
593A. Workshop In Agricultural Education. SS., Sat. 01. 
For description of course, see courses in General Vocational Education, page 280. 
OOURSBS FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
604. The Secondary School Program of Agricultural Education. 
( 0 ·4 or 6·0) Or. 2 or 3. SS., Bat. 01. 
. Mr. McOlelland 
Place of vocational agriculture in high school; curricula, methods of teaching, projects 
and project records, student activities, cvnl\fation of results. 
615A. Seminar in Agricultural Education. 
For course description, see courses In General Vocational Education, 
690A. Research in Agricultural Education. 
For course description, see courses in General Vocational Education, 
COURSES IN HOME EcoNOMICS EDUCATION 
F. W. S. 
page 280. 
F. W. S. 
page 280. 
For description of courses, see Department of Home Economics Education, 
page 230. 
COURSES IN RURAL EDUCATION 
COURSES FOB ADVANCED UNDEBOR.ADUATB AND ORADUATB STUDENTS 
542. Administration of Small High Schools. (0·4 to 8·0) Or. 2 to 4. BS., Sat. 01. 
Prerequisite: 426 or equivalent. Mr. Cushman 
Organization and administration of curriculum, extracurricular activities, teaching 
staff, pupil personnel, program of studies, and daily schedule 
544. Administration of Village and Consolidated Schools. 
(0-4 to 8-0) Cr. 2 to 4. SS., Sat. 01. 
Prerequi.trits: 16 credits in education. Mr. Cushman 
General administration of smaller school systems located in rural communities; orgAnf· 
zation of school systems, manngemcnt of buildings and grounds. transportation, com· 
munity relations. 
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ti45. Supervision of Rural Elementary Education. 
( 0·4 to 8·0) Cr. 2 to 4. SS., Sat. 01. 
PrerequUrittt: 805 or equivalent. Mr. Cushman 
Principles and general techniques of supervision; supervision of arithmetic, scicncl•, 
health, and physical education. 
547. Supervision of Rural Secondary Educatiop. (O·G·O) <.:r. :1. SS., Sat. <'I. 
PrerequiBite: 805 or equivalent. Mr. Hausrath 
Supervision of instructionul program in smaller serondo.ry srhools. • 
590. c, E, l!\ Speclal Topics in Rural Education. F. W. S. 
For course description, see cour8es in G<>neral Vocational Educntion, page 280. 
593. C, F. Workshops in Rural Education. SS., Sat. Cl. 
For courS'e description, see couri-es in Gl'nernl Vocational Education, pnge 280. 
COURSES FOR toflAll'V AT:< ~Tl'DENTS 
615B. Seminar in Rural Education. 
For course description, see courses in General 
F. W. S. 
\"orntionnl Education, page 280. 
644. Financial Administration of Rural Education. 
(0·4 to 8·0} Cr. 2 to 4. SS., Sat. 01. 
Fiscal administration of local Kt·hool systems; stnte and 
tratlon and attendance. 
Mr. Cushman 
federal aid: units of adminis· 
SS. 
676. Supervision of Rural Elementary School Subjects. 
(0·4 or 6·0) Or. 2 or 3. 
Mr. Morgan 
rending, language, spelling, writing, Courses of study and ml'thods of i nstrul'tion in 
and socidl studies. 
690B. Research in Rural Education. F. W. S. 
For coursa description, see coun;<>s in Of'neral Vorational Education, pnge 280. 
COURSES IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
COURSES l'RlMAIULY FOR UNIJBRGRAUUATE STUDENTS 
104. Ornamental Metalwork. (0·1·6} Cr. 3. W. 
Use of metal in construction of us<>ful projects; peening, twisting, forming, bending, 
riveting, spinning nnd etching. 
105. Wood1lnlahlng. ( O·O ·6) Cr. 2. F. 
Enameling, filling, painting, staining, varnishing, waxing; refinishing of furniture. 
106. Woodwork I. (0·1·6) Or. 3. F. 
Oare and use of tools, basic tool operations, nnd construction of useful projects. 
107. Ornamental Concrete and Plastics. (0·0·6} Or. 2. S. 
Construction of forms, mixing, J>ouring. and curing of concrete; construction of useful 
projects. including garden furmture. Types nnd use of plastics in craft work. 
150. Introduction to the Teaching of Industrial Arts. (0·3·0} Or. S. S. 
Objectives, methods, and projfl<'ts furnishing foundation for teaching industrial arts 
205. Woodwork II. (0·1·6) Cr. 3. • W. 
Pr6requi8ite: 106. 
Cabinet making and u11c of power tools and machinery. 
251. Electrical Construction. (O 1·6) Or. 3. W. 
Fundamental principles undf'rlying f'lel'tricnl l'onstruction and construction of shop 
projects. 
255. Sheet Metal Work. (0·1·6) Cr. 3. S. 
Princitlles and pra<'tices involved in the use of shl'et mefal tools, equipment and ma-
terials, forming nnd fabrication. layout techniques. 
257. Pattern Making. (0 1 6) Cr. 3. F. 
Importance and place of pattern making, materials involved, band and machine tools, 
common moulding practices, types and construction of patterns. 
809. Shop Planning and Organization. {0·3·0} Or. s. W. 
Planning of school shops: sell'ction and location of equipment; estimate of cost. 
317. Social Slgnlflcance of Industrial Education. (O·S·O) Or. s. F. 
Social in1hu.•nl'es hcnring on industrial edu<'ntion and offel'ts of this form of education 
on society. 
325. Play Equipment. (0 0 6) Cr. 2. F. W. R 
Prerequi&ite:. O.D. 335. For home <'<'onomfrs students. 
Construction or devices and apparatus for children. 
352. Industrial Arts Ddlgn. (0·1·3) Cr. 2. F 
Application of fundamental prinl'ipleR or design in planning of shop projects. 
853. Care of Equipment. (0·0·6} Or. -2. w. 
Techniques and methods involved in mnintennnce and repair of shop tools and ma· 
chlnory. 
415. Methods of Teaching Industrial Arts. (O 3 O} Cr. 3. F. 
Pr.,-1quiBits: 150. 
Methods common to industrial arts fenl'hing, ohje<'tives, rl'lntionships, and techniques 
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416. Supervised Student Teaching in Industrial Arts. Or. 5. F. W. S. 
PrerequUrite: 415. . 
Observation, evaluntion of instruction, lesson planning, and classroom teaching in 
public schools. 
454. History of Industrial Education. (0·3 O) Cr. 3. F. 
Prerequirite: Senior college clai;sifl.cation. 
Historical background of development of industrial cducntion essential to an under· 
standing and appreciation of prl•sent dny trends. 
456. General Shop. (0·0·6) Cr. 2. 8. 
Planning. and construction of general shop projects; organization and methods of 
presentation. 
490. Special Problems in Industrial Education. Or. 1 to 5. F. W. S. 
Prerequisite: Senior college clnssification, quality point average of· 2.5 OJ' more for 
two preceding quarters. 
C0°URSE8 FOR ADVANCEU UNDERURADUATE ANO URAL>UATB 8TUDKNTS 
510. Technique of Teaching Trades. ( 0·6·0) Or. 3. SS. 
Prerequisite: 317, 3 years of trade experience or certification as qnnlificd vocational 
teacher. Messrs. Baird, Twogood 
Teaching processes, methods of 11rcsentntion nnd testing, lcsRon planning, organization 
of instruction. 
514. Foundations of Industrial Education. (0·6 O) Cr. a. SS. 
Prerequisite: Senior college <'lnssifi<'ntion. 8 years trado exp~rience or certification 
ns qualified vocational teacher. Messrs. Baird, Twogood 
Development of movement; Smith-HughC'R Act, stnte plnnR, and lnws relating to Indus· 
trial education. 
515. Teaching Industrial Education. (0·3·0) Or. 8. S. 
Prerequisite: 352 or equivalent. MessrR. Onrver, Hippaka 
Curricula, observation, demonstrations, l"lass organization, shop management and 
control. 
518. Problems in Industrial Education. (0·6·0) Cr. 3. SS. 
Prerequisite: 317, 8 years of trade experience or certification ns q1,1alifted vocational 
teacher. Messrs. Baird, Hippaka, Twogood 
Administration and supervision of industrial education programs in public schools. 
519. Trade Analysis. (0·6·0) Or. 3. SS. 
Prerequisite: Senior col1ege classificntion, 8 years trade experience or certification ns 
qualified vocational teacher. Messrs. Baird, Twogood 
Bnsic types of analyses. Preparation ot instruction sheets for teaching trade subjects. 
524. Industrial Conference Methods. (0·6·0) Or. 8. SS. 
Prerequisite: Industrinl or industrial teaching experience. Mr. Baird 
Use of conference method in instruction. Study and practice of conference procedure, 
devices, and technique. 
525. Co-ordination in Part-time Industrial Education. (0·6·0) Or. 8. SS. 
Prerequf.trite: 817, 8 years of trade experience or certification as qualified vocational 
teacher. Messrs. Baird, Twogood 
Demands upon supervisors, principlesl tenchers, and co-ordinators working in part· 
time industrial schools for employed m nors. 
550. Visual Methods in Education. (V.Ed. 550) (0·4 6) Cr. 8. SS. 
Prerequirite: V.Ed. 805 or equivalent. Messrs. Kooser Twogood 
Sources, selection, preparation, nnd use of visual instruction materials. Review ot 
scientific studies. 
551. Industrial Occupations. (0·3·0) Or. 3. _ W. 
Prerequiaite: 817 or Psych. 588. Messrs. Carver, Hlppaka 
Growth and development of important industries; statistics and trends in induatey. 
For teacher, counselor, and guide of adolescent pupils. 
555. Admlnlstratlon and Supervision of Industrial Education. (O S·O) CJi. 8. S. 
Prerequisite: 150. MesBl'B. CarVi'r, Hippaka 
Administration, supervision, curriculum development, selection of sta11', and public 
relations. 
Cr. 3. W. 556. Recent Developments in Industrial Education. (0·3·0) 
Messrs. Oarver, Hlppaka 
philoso1>hy. objectives, methods, curricula, 
PrerequiB'ite: 6 credits in edul.'ation. 
Recent developments in indm~trinl edurntion 
nnd techniques. 
590. Special Topics in Industrial Education. Cr. 1 to 5. F. W. 8. 
Prerequisite: 15 credits in Education. 
A. Industrial Arts. McssrlJ. Carver, Hippaka 
B. Trades and Industries. Messrs. Bnlrd, Twogood 
59SD. Workshop in Industrial Education. SS., Sat. 01. 
For course description, see courses in General Vocational Education, page 280. 
COURSBS FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
615D. Seminar in Industrial Education. (V.Ed. 615D) 
(0 ·1to8· 0) Cr. 1 to 8. 
F. W. 8. 
Mr. Hlppaka 
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652. Evaluation in Industrial Education. (0-2 or 8-0) Or. 2 or 3. w. 
Mr. Hippaka 
Cr. 3. s. 
Special application of measurement techniques to industrial arts. 
654. Problems in Organization of Industrial Education. (O·S·O) 
Mr. Hippaka 
'fypical problems in shop layouts and curricula. for industrio.l education in representa· 
live communities. Purpose and organization of general shop. 
656. Anal7s1s and Organization of Instruction. (0·3·0) Cr. 8. S. 
Mr. HipJ?aka 
Job sheets, instruction sheets, demonstrations, project method, manuals, exhibits, 
recitation, class discussion, and use of other teaching aids and devices. 
657. Ourrlculum Building iD Industrial Education. (0·8·0) Or. S. W. 
Mr. Hippaka 
Organization of curricula for shop and related technical instruction in trade technical 
schools or classes. 
6!10. Research in Industrial Education. 
Mr. Hippn.kn. 
ZOOLOGY 
CARL JOHN DRAKE, Ph.D., Head of Department 
Professors *Elery Ronald Becker, D.Sc.; Halbert Marion Harris, Ph.D.; Harry 
Hazelton Knight, Ph.D.; Charles Howard Richardson, Ph.D.; Walter Housley 
Wellhouse, Ph.D. 
Associate Professors George Oscar Hendrickson, Ph.D.; Oscar Wallace Park, Ph.D; 
Erma Anita Smith, Ph.D., M.D.; Oscar Ernst Tauber, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professors Howard Laverne Hamelton, Ph.D.; Ann Hager Tauber, Ph.D. 
Instructors Blickenstaff, Hart, Johnson, Luckhart, Tuthill 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDY 
For undergraduate curriculum in science, major in zoology, leading to the degree 
of Bachelor of Science, sec page 133. 
The department offers fundamental courses which give the knowledge of biologi-
cal laws necessary for profitable specialization in animal husbandry, veterinary 
medicine, and home economics, as well as in science and agriculture. 
The depa"rtment also offers special training in a number of applied subjects such 
as economic zoology, parasitology, protozoology, physiology, wildlife conservation> 
medical entomology, entomology, and apiculture, in which students may specialize 
and prepare for important positions in government, state, municipal, or industrial 
work. For men and women proficient in such lines, there has always been a 
~reater demand than· could be supplied. 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDY 
The department offers major work for the degrees of Master of Science and 
Doctor of Philosophy in the :fields of animal biology, morphology, ecology, ta~­
onomy, physiology (comparative and insect), protozoology, parasitology, medical 
entomology, entomology, apiculture, game conservation, and zoology; and minor 
work to students taking major work in other departments. 
Prerequisite to major graduate work is the completion of at least two years of 
zoological courses, for part of which credit in other biological sciences may be sub-
stituted. Comprehensive courses in general zoology and general chemistry (and in 
most cases also organic chemistry) are required of all students. Specific require-
ments, in addition to the elementary undergraduate courses along the lines of major 
work, depend upon previous training and professional experience. 
Open to graduate students for minor only: 424, 455, 484. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR NON·OOLI.f.GIATE STUDENTS 
74. Insect and Rodent Pests of the Farm and Their Control, (2·0·3) Cr. a. S. 
Practical control of the more important form pests. 
84. Practical Care of Bees. (2·0·3) Or. s. S. 
Practical phases of the production of honey. 
COURSES PRIMARILY FOR UNDBRGRADUAT» STUDENTS 
104, 105. General Biology. (2·0·3) Or. 8 each. 104. F. W. S.; 105. W. S. 
105. Prerequi8ite: 104. . 
(104) Introduction to the fundamental principles of bloloq with brief atudy of some 
representative organisms. ( 105) Introducing embryonic development, heredity, 
homology, evolution, and development of animal societies. 
lll, 112, 118. General Zoology. (2·0·6) Cr. 4 each. Yr. 
Observations on form nod activities of r€'presentative animals and discussions of 
fundamental principles. For majors in zoology, and those preparing for study of 
medicine. 
114. Animal Biology. (2 or 3·0·3) Cr. 3 or 4. F. W. S. 
A. (2·0·S) Cr. B. W. 
B. (S-0·8) Or. 4. F. S. For animo.l buRbandry and form operator students. 
Principles as shown in structure, functions and habits of invertebrates, with om· 
phasis on their economic relations with mnn. 
115. Animal Biology. (2·0·S) Cr. 3. W. S. 
Prerequisite: 114. 
Oontinuo.tion of 114, but dealing with vc-rtebrnt<'s. 
155. Physiology for Home Economics Students. (3 o 6) Cr. 5. J<'. W. R 
203. Human Biology. (0·3·0) Or. 3. 8. 
Prerequisite: 105, 112 or 115. 
Outline of evolution from sub·humo.n to human, evidences from fossil r('lcor<l, anntomy 
and embryonic development of the body. 
224. Comparative Anatomy. (1·1·6) Or. 4. S. 
Prerequisite: 105, 113 or 115. 
Study of selected vertebrate types with omphnN1s on those not examined in general 
courses. 
234. Vertebrate Embryology. (2 O 6) Cr. 4. W. 
Prerequisite: 105, 113, or 115. 
Germ cell formation, fertilization. cleo.vnge, tissue and orgn.n development, foetal mem· 
branes and their uses. 
255. Human Physiology. (8·0·6) Or. 5. F. W. 8. 
Prerequisite: 104, 111, or 114; Chem. 102 or 106. 
Fundamental facts and principles of human physiology. 
274f Elementary Entomology. (2·0·6) Cr. 4. 1''. S. 
Structure
1 
life history, habits and recognition of common insects, with interesting facts 
about their relations with man. 
315. Bird Study. (1·0·3 or 6) Or. 2 or S. 8. 
Recognition in field and laboratory; habits, songs, values of birds. 
325. Mammalian Anatomy. (1·1-6) Or. 4. W. 
Prerequiaitt: 105, 113 or 115. 
Advanced study and dissection of cat, rabbit or other mammal. DN!igned for zoology 
majors and those preparing for study of medicine. 
334. Embryology. (2·0·8) Or. a. F. 
Prerequisite: 105, 113, 115. 
Elements of vertebrate embryology inr.luding summary of prin<'iplrs of mnmmnlinn 
development. 
374. Farm Insects. (2·0·6) Or. 4. W. 8. 
Life history, recognition and control of JJrincipal insects nnd other arthropods nttack· 
Ing plants and animals. • 
375. Insects Affecting Horticulture. (3·0·6) Or. 5. S. 
Prerequutte: 274 or 874. 
Identiflco.tion, life history, and methods of control of more important orchard, garden 
and greenhouse inse<'t pests. 
377. Forest Insects. (2·0-S) Cr. 3. F. 
Life histories and habits of insects injurious to forests. forest products and ornBmentals. 
384. Elementary Apiculture. (0·2·0 or S) Cr. 2 or S. 8 .. 
General principles necessary to successful operation of colonies of bees. 
424. mstological Technique. (1·0·6) Cr. S. F. W. S. 
PrMequ.isilt: 105, 113, or 115. 
Methods of ftxing, sectioning, mounting, and staining tissues for microscopic study. 
429. Special Problems. Or. 2 to 5. F. W. 8. 
Prerequiaite : 15 credits in zoology. 
Individual problems for beginners in research. 
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.&55. Human PlIJ'aioloa. (3·0·4> Cr. 4. 
Prn,.,,..WU: 105, Chem. 102 or 106. 
Essentials of hum3n physiology for majors 
w . 
in Zoology and related sciences. 
48'1.. Insect Morphology. (0·0·9) Cr. 3. F. 
Pru~e: 27'1.. 
Gross morphology of typical insects. with 
in systematic and applied entomology. 
special attention to structures emphasized 
COURSES FOB·ADVA..~CED USD&RGRADUATE AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
F. 504. Game Birds and Mammals, (2 0·3) Cr. 3. -
Mr. Hendrickson 
of North America; recognition, life histories, 
Pttreqtdrit•: 105. 113, or 115. 
Game birds, mamm:als. and fur·bearets 
habits, and management. 
506. Fl.shes. (2·0·3) Cr. 3. s. 
Prenquil'ile: 105, 113, or 115 
Common fishes of North America: recognition, life histories, habits, and management. 
507. Plaherles Management. (2 o 3) Cr. 3. 
Alt. F. Not offered 1945·46, offered 1946-47 
Prerequirite: 506. 
Management policies and praclil"t>s relating to maintenanre and improvement of re· 
sources of fisheries. 
508. Techniques ln Wildlife :Management. ( l 0·6) Cr. 3. W. 
Prerequiriu: 504 or 519, Bot. 206. Mr. Hendrickson 
Specimen preparatiOni food habits analysis; Cur grading: <'ensus methods; data col· 
lection; mappmg management areas. 
510. Parasites of Animal Wildll!e. (2·0·6) Cr. 4. 
Alt. S. Not offered 1945-46, offered 1946·4 7 
Prerequirite: 105, 113, or 115. Mr. Becker 
Identification. life histories and distribution of parasites of wildlife. 
W. 514. Paraattes and Disease-Carrying Insects. (2·0·6) Or. 4. 
Mr. Becker 
worms and arthropods, nnd disease-carrying 
Prerequirite: 105, 118, or 115. 
Advanced study of parasitic protozoa, 
mitea. ticb. and insects. 
515. Protozoology. (2·0·6) Cr. 4. F. 
Pr11requirile: 105, 113. or 115. 
Survey of free-living and parasitic protozoa, 
agriculture. 
Mr. Becker 
with emphasis on importance to man and 
516. neld Zoolon. (4·0·12) Or. 4. 
Prerequirile: 105, 113, or 115. 
Habits and relationships of animal types. 
preparing specimens for classroom use. 
SS. 
Mr. Becker 
with emphasis on collecting, preserving, and 
517. Invertebrate Zoology. (2-0·6) Cr. 4. Alt. S. Not offered 1945-46, offerP.d 1946·4.7 
Prerequime: 105, 113, or 115 Mr. Becker 
Advanced study of invertebrates stressing classification, morphology, life history, and 
economic relationships. . 
518. Cold-Blooded Vertebrates. (2·0·6) Cr. 4. 
Alt. F. Offered 1945-46, not offered 1946 47 
Prer~ui.rite: 105, 113, or 115. Mr. Hendrickson 
Classification, distn"bution, ecology. and habits of fishes, amphibians, and reptiles of 
the world; laboratory emphasis on local species. 
519. Warm-Blooded Vertebrates. (3·0·3) Cr. 4. F. 
PrerlJqUirite: 105, 113, or 115. Mr. Hendrickson 
Classification. distribution, ecology, and habits of birds and mammals: lnboratory work 
with specimens. • 
520. Wildlife Management. (S 0·3) Cr. 4. W. 
Prerequirite : 504.; Bot. 206. Mr. Hendrickson 
Advanced study of management practices of game birds nnd mammnlla: co-ordination 
with land. nees; field work in planning mnnagement areas. 
524. Ke4lca1 and Sanitary Bntomolon. ( 2·0·6) Or. 4. 
Prerequilite: 105, 113 or 115, and 274. 
IdentUication. life histories and control of insects nnd 
pArticularly those forms serving as vectors of disenscs. 
525. Seminar. Or. 1. 
s. 
Mr. Knight 
near rolntlvc1 nttacklng man, 
F. W. S. 
Mr. Drake Prln'equirite: 15 credits in zoology. 
Reports of original investigations. current literature, special features. 
527. Normal Hlstolog. (2-0·6) Or. 4.. 
PrerequVite: 105, 113. or 115. 
?dlcroscopic structure of fundamental 
fUnction. 
w. 
. Mr. Hamelton 
and special tissues of vertebrates in relation to 
s2s. C7toloo. (2..0-3) Cr. s. 
Prenquirite : 42.£. 
Structure and function of cells 
logical conditions. 
Alt. S. Not oft'ered 1945·46, offered 1946·47 
Mr. Hamelton 
in development, inheritance, hlstogenesli, and patho· 
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534. Embryology. (2·0·8 ·or 6) Or. S or 4. 
PrerequiBUe: 118 or 115. 
Principles and processes of development in vertebrates. 
F. W. 
Mr. Hamelton 
538. Advanced Embryology. (2·0·6) Or. 4, s. 
Prerequisite: 234, 834, or 584. Mr. Barria 
Mammalian development; rate of growth; normal and ab11ormal differentiation of body 
form, tissues, internal organs, mesenteries, vessels, and nerves. 
556. Advanced Physiology. (2·0·8) Or. s. 
Prereqw£Bite: 255. 
Digestive and nervous systems of human body. 
F. 
Miss Smitb 
557. Applied Physiology. (2·0·8) Or. 8. 
Prerequisite: 255. 
Blood, circulation, and respiration. 
s. 
Miss Stpitb 
558, Child Physiology. (2·0·3) Or. 3. 
Prerequisite: 255. 
Growth and development of human body, 
F. W. S. 
Miss Smith 
566. :General Physiology. (2·0·6) Or. 4. F. 
Prerequisite: 105, 118, or 115; Chem. 108. Mr. Tauber 
- Principles of animal physiology from study or isolated cells and cell groups. 
566. Insect Physiology. (2·0·6) Or. 4. 
Prerequisite: 484, 565. 
Life processes of insects. 
576, 577. Systematic Entomology. (0·0 9) Or 3 eacb. 
576. Prerequisite: 274 or 874, 484. 
577. Prerequisite: 576.~ 
w. 
Mr. Tauber 
w. s. 
Mr. Knight 
(576) Classification, nomenclature, and taxonomic practices. (677) Emphasis on 
making collection, special groups. 
i;1s. Animal Ecology. (3·0·8) Cr. 4. F. 
Prerequisite: 118 or 115, 274 / Mr. Knight 
Relation of animals to environment; geographical distribution, climatic factors, ecologl· 
cal succession. Field and experimental work. 
585, Field Entomology. (0·4-12) Or. 4. SS. 
Prerequiaite: 105, 118, or 115. Mr. Knight 
Survey of insect world, including dassiflcation, life histories, literature. and ecology. 
Emphasis on field observations, making and naming personnl collection of insects. 
595. Evolution of Animals. (2·0·0) Cr. 2. 8. 
Prerequisite: 105, 118, or 115. Mr, Wellbouae 
Problems and factors in organic evolution, variation, origin, and distribution of life. 
OOURBBS FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS 
624. Vertebrate Morphology. (2·0·6) Or. 4. 
Prerequiaite: 105, 118, OI'. 115. 
Chordate animals with emphasis on morphological relationships. 
665. Insect ~oncology. (2·0·6) Or. 4. 
Prerequisite: 874, 566. 
Kinds of compounds which possess toxic properties : action . of 
evaluation of. insecticides in laboratory and field. 
8. 
Mr. Tauber 
s. 
Mr. Richardson 
poisons on insects: 
w. s. 674. Applied Entomology. (2·0·6) Or. 4. 
Prerequirit~: 106 118, or 116; 274, 874. 
Identification, ethology, and geography of insect pests. 
Mr. Drnke 
Principles and methods of 
chemical and natural control. 
1945-46, offered 1946·47 677. Literature. (8·0·0) Or. 8. Alt. W. Not offered 
Mr. Knight 
of zoology and entomology: nomenclatora 
Prsrequiailt: 118 or 116, 274, 874. 
Review of literature and classical authors 
and rules of zoological nomenclature. 
684. Advanced Insect Morphology. (8·0·0) Or. s. 
Prere9uWte: 484. 
Principles of structure and development of insccta. 
w. 
Mr. Wellhouse 
690. Research. 
A. Zoology. 
B. Physiology 
O. Entomology. 
D. Apiculture. 
Messrs. Becker, Errington, Hamelton, Hendrickson 
Miss Smith, Mr. Tauber 
Messrs Drake, Harris, Knight, Richardson, Wellhouse 
Mr Park 
Short Courses 
R. M. VrFQUAtN, Chairman 
The popularity of. the short courses offered by the College even in war time is 
indicated by the fact that 2,173 persons registered for these courses from May 
22, 1943, to May 21, 1944. 
Iowa State College's short courses are open to everyone interested in the 
information they offer. They are conducted for two purposes: To enable men 
and women in the same field to meet for a discussion of mutual problems, and 
to give them an opportunity to discuss and study their problems with college 
specialists in the light of most recent research findings. Since each course is 
limited in scope and time, they all deal directly and practically with the field 
indicated. · 
A few weeks before the opening of each course, detailed information regarding 
rooms, registration, location of meeting, study program and speakers may be 
obtained. 
The short course bulletin illustrating and giving a descriptive write-up of each 
course is printed October 1st each year. A copy may be had upon request by 
writing to the chairman. 
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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
R. E. BUCHANAN, Director 
Investigations relating to agriculture were begun practically with the opening 
of Iowa State College in 1869. The passage of the Hatch Act by the Federal 
Congress in 1887 led to the prompt acceptance of the provisions by the State of 
Iowa and the establishment and recognition of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment 
Station as an integral part of the College. The statement of functions is formu-
lated in the Hatch Act as follows: 
"In order to aid in acquiring and diffusing among the people of the United 
States useful and practical information on subjects connected with agriculture, 
and to promote scientific investigations and experiments respecting the principles 
and applications of agricultural science." 
The federal Adams Act of 1906 increased the funds available for the Experiment 
Station, at the same time limiting somewhat more narrowly the utilization of 
the Adams funds. 
This was followed by the federal Purnell Act of 1925 and the Bankhead-Jones 
Act of 1935. 
The Secretary of Agriculture is also authorized and directed to "encourage re-
search into laws and principles underlying basic problems of agriculture in its 
broadest aspect; research relating to the improvement of the quality of, and the 
development of new and improved methods of production of, distribution of, 
and new and extended uses and markets for, agricultural commodities and by-
products and manufactures thereof; and research relating to the conservation, 
development, and use of land and water resources for agricultural purposes." 
The State of Iowa through legislative appropriations has supplemented the 
federal grants, and has supplied land, buildings and equipment for carrying on 
the research program adequately. 
FUNCTIONS OF THE STATION. It is the definite function of the Iowa Agricultural 
Experiment Station to utilize all of the facilities and techniques developed by 
the arts and sciences in the solution of the problems relating primarily to agri-
culture and rural life. Sp~fically it must: 
1. Increase knowledge concerning the best practices of agriculture in order that 
the information may be used by the Agricultural Extension Service and 
other agencies for dissemination to all who may be interested. 
2. Increase knowledge basic to the proper teaching of agriculture and the re-
lated sciences in schools and colleges. 
3. Contribute to the development of fundamental research in agriculture and 
in the arts and sciences basic to it. 
ORGANIZATION. The Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station is organized into 
three OFFICES having executive or administrative responsibilities relating to all 
phases of the work of the Station, eighteen SECTIONS, which are entrusted with 
the research in special fields, and one INSTITUTE composed of the staffs of 
Sections who are working on com problems. The Sections in the Agricultural 
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Experiment Station are analogous to the Departments in the College. In several 
instances Sections are subdivided into Subsections corresponding to collegiate sub-
departments. The Iowa Com Research Institute includes all members of the staff 
who in a research or executive capacity have to do with com (maize) investi-
gations. The Offices, Sections, Subsections and Institute at present recognized are: 
A. Oi'PICES 
1. Office of the Director 
2. Office of the Vice Director 
3. Office of the Bulletin Editor 
B. SECTIONS AND SUBSECTIONS 
1. Agricultural Engineering Section 
2. Agronomy Section, including Farm Crops and Soils Subsections 
3. Animal Husbandry Section, including Anima] Breeding, Animal Chem-
istry and Nutrition (jointly adndnistered, see also Chemistry Section), 
Animal Production, Dairy Husbandry, Meats, and Poultry Husbandry 
Subsections · 
4. Bacteriology Section 
5. Botany and Plant Pathology Section 
6. Chemistry Section, including Animal Chemistry and Nutrition (jointly 
administered, see also Animal Husbandry Section), Plant Chemistry, and 
Textile Chemistry (jointly administered, see also Textiles and Clothing · 
Section) Subseetions 
7. Dairy Industry Section 
8. Economics and Sociology Section, including Agricultural Economics. 
Consumption Economics, and Sociology Subsections 
9. Entomology and Economic Zoology Section 
10. Foods and Nutrition Section 
11. Forestry Section 
12. Genetics Section 
13. Home Management Section 
14. Horticulture Section, including Floriculture, Pomology, and Vegetable 
Crops Subsections 
15. Household Equipment Section 
16. StatisticaJ Section 
17. Textiles and Clothing Section (jointly administered, see also Chemistrv 
Section) 
18. Vocational Education Section 
C. lNsnrom 
Iowa Com Research Institute. For details see speciaJ publication of the 
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station entitled "Organization of the Iowa 
Com Research Institute." 
FACILITIES. Most of the laboratories, greenhouses, and controlled temperature 
rooms for alrrying on research in Agriculture and Home Economics are housed 
in buildings on 'the main campus of Iowa State College. 
Land areas owned or leased by the College and used by the Agricultural Ex-
periment Station contain about 21000 acres. 
WoRJt OF 5TAnoN. The work of the various stations is organized under projects. 
Three hundred twelve proj~ were approved for the year 1944-45. The results 
of these studies are published in station bulletins, in technical and scientific journals; 
and in more popular form in a series of popular bulletins, in the Farm Science 
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Reporter (quarterly) and the Iowa Farm Economist (monthly) published jointly 
by the Agricultural Experiment Station and Agricultural Extension Service. Dur-
ing 1943-44 the following publications were jssued: Thirteen bulletins in the re-
search series, nine bulletins in the popular series, one annual report, and five 
miscellaneous publications. Ninety-two articles were approved for publication in 
scientific and technical journals. 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
T. R. Aoo, Director 
The Iowa Engineering Experiment Station at Iowa State College was organized 
in 1904 for the purpose of providing organized research of the cha:mcter needed 
to foster and develop the industries of the state. 
In the period since its organization the Station has cdnfined itself largely to 
research projects intended to en.courage the uti1ization of the undeveloped raw 
materials of the state and to investigations seeking to solve some of the pressing 
problems relating to sanitation, construction of highways, utilization of agricul-
tural products and by-products, purification of industrial wastes, and other like 
subjects of importance to the health and prosperity of the state. 
The primary emphasis bas been placed upon types of problems encountered by 
manufacturing and engineering industries of Iowa, since it is in this particular 
field that the Station is best qualified to serve. In addition, a considerable number 
of researches have been undertaken for the industries related to agriculture with 
a view to developing solutions to some of the engineering problems that have 
been encountered. 
The growth of the cities and towns of the state and the desire on the part of 
their citizens for clean, comfortable, and sanitary surroundings have given rise 
to a number of problems that have puzzled their responsible officials. Some of 
these relate to the materials and methods employed in pavements, some arise 
out of the desire to eliminate stream pollution and to dispose of the sewage of 
the city in an inoffensive manner, and some arise out of the operation of the 
various utilities such as those furnishing water, gas, and electricity. The Station 
has made progress in developing the facts and principles needed to solve problems 
of this type. 
INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
HAROLD V. GASXILL, Director 
The Division of Science, through its staff in co-operation with other research 
organizations of the College, sponsors a comprehensive program of research in 
the sciences. The primary purpose of the program is to aid in the solution of 
the agricultural and industrial problems of Iowa through the application to 
these problems of the principles, the techniques, and the improved processes 
developed in the Departments of Bacteriology, Botany, Chemistry, Geology, 
Economics and Sociology, Mathematics, Physics, Psychology, and Zoology and 
Entomology and in Food Technology. The research work is co-ordinated with 
that of the Agricultural Experiment Station, the Engineering Experiment Station, 
and the Veterinary Research Institute. 
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STATISTICAL LABORATORY 
GEORGE W. SNEDECOR, Director 
The purpose of the Statistical Laboratory is to promote and foster the advan-
tageous use of statistics in the teaching and researches of the College. 
lbsE.uca. The staff of the Laboratory, together with other interested mem-
bers of the College, carry on research in statistics, seeking to develop practical and 
effident methods of applying the theory to problems that arise in practice. 
STATISTICAL COUNSEL. Professional advice in statistical theory and methods is 
made available to students and members of the College staff. This is directed 
toward the design of experiments whose results shall contain desired information 
capable of convenient extraction, and to the invention or selection of the best 
available methods for the reduction of data already collected. 
TEACHING. While the Statistical Laboratory is not a department of instruction, 
its Director is chairman of the College ~ommittee on Statistics which ha$ super-
vision of courses in statistics offered by departments. Members of the Laboratory 
staff devote part of their time to teaching statistics in the Economics and Mathe-
matics departments. One function of '1he Laboratory is to promote interest in 
statistical scholarship and instruction, to prevent duplication of effort, and to 
assist in organizing such courses in statistics as may be needed in the College. 
Co-OPERATIONS IN STATISTICS WITH UNITED STATES DEPARTMENTS. Memoranda 
of understanding with the Bureau of Census, United States Department of Com-
merce, and the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, United States Department of 
Agriculture, and other departments, provide for joint research in the theory of 
the statistics of agriculture, including the design of experiments and the collection 
of statistical information by means of samplings. Under these memoranda a 
staff is created for the prosecution of research, with special attention directed 
toward problems whose solutions will be of immediate utility in agriculture. 
COMPUTATION SERVICE. The Laboratory furnishes such computations as may 
be required by persons in the College. The equipment in the Laboratory includes 
a complete set of machines for sorting and tabulating punched cardS. 
CALCULATING MAcm:NES. It is the policy of the College to supply necessary 
computing machines for all staff members who require them. The Laboratory is 
respoDSlole for the installation and maintenance of such machines at various 
stations in the College buildings. 
Extension Services 
EXTENSION SERVICE IN AGRICULTURE AND 
HOME ECONOMICS 
R. K. BLISS, Director 
Extension teaching is recognized as a function of the College, along with 
resident teaching and research. It was established as a branch of the College 
by an act of the Thirty-First General Assembly which became effective on April 
10, 1906. Since that time a system has been developed which carries information 
on every important subject relating to agriculture and rural life from the College 
to the people. 
Extension work is financed jointly by the State of Iowa and by appropriations 
of Congress to the. United States Department of Agriculture which in tum is 
required to allot funds to the states. Also under a state statute a co-operative 
relationship is maintained with the county farm bureaus as the farm aid asso-
ciations, which sponsor educational projects offered by the Extension Service. 
The Extension Service works with many different organizations, agencies and insti-
tutions and furnishes educational services to all farm people. 
In order to accomplish the purposes of the Extension Service a staff of workers 
representing departments of the Divisions of Agriculture and Home Economics 
and certain phases of the Divisions of Veterinary Medicine, Science, and Engineer-
ing is maintained at the College. These workers are available to the people of 
the state for lectures, demonstrations and conferences. 
, The college and the county farm bureaus jointly employ county extension 
directors, home economists and associates in youth activities when needed. Their 
educational programs are developed and carried out co-operatively with the College. 
Training for Extension Personnel, see page 102. 
)for the duration of the war all activities in Extension will be largely directed 
to war programs. Close working relationship is maintained with the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture during these times so that the urgent needs nationally 
will be given attention. To dale the most vital war programs on which Exten-
sion is assisting are: 
1. Food Production 6. Farm Labor 
2. Food Co~rvation 7. Machinery Repair 
3. Salvage Campaigns 8. First Aid and Home Nursing 
4. Anti-inflation 9. Fire Prevention 
5. Youth Activities 
A definite postwar program is being developed and will be put into operation 
immediately after the close of the war. 
More complete information about Extension programs will be sent on request. 
to R. K. Bliss, Director, Morrill Hall, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. 
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ENGINEERING EXTENSION SERVICE 
D. C. FABER, Director 
The Engineering Extension Service of Iowa State College is maintained to 
serve the people of the state along engineering and industrial lines. 
ExmNBioN CussES. Extension classes in engineering and industrial subjects 
are conducted wherever enough persons are interested in one subject to make such 
clas.ses possible. Courses in foremanship are offered in extension classes to groups 
of foremen and others in executive positions in industry. 
The following cou1"$es are offered in extension classes for graduate or under-
graduate credit to those having the required preparation for admission: 
I. Ed. 510. Technique of Teaching Trades ......................••••. 3 credits 
I. Ed. 514. Foundations of Industrial Education ................•.•.• 3 credits 
I. Ed. 518. Problems of Industrial Education ........................ 3 credits 
I. Ed. 519. Trade Analysis ••.........•.......•....•••..........•. • 3 credits 
I. Ed. 524. Industrial Conference Methods ••.•••...•.....••.....•.• 3 credits 
I. Ed. 525. Co-ordination in Part-time Industrial Education .••.....•.. 3 credits 
For description of these courses, see Department of Vocational Education, 
Courses in Industrial Education, pages 282 and 283. 
INDUSTRIAL SHORT CoURSEs. In co~operation with educational, trade and indus-
trial organizations, Engineering Extension conducts short courses of instruction 
at the College and at various points throughout the state. These courses vary in 
length from one day to a week, depending upon the nature of the work. The 
instruction in these courses is intensely practical and consists of lectures, demon-
strations, and laboratory work. 
COUESPONDENCE STUDY CouRsEs. A number of courses are offered by corre-
spondence for those who desire instruction along specific lines but who are un-
able to take up residence work. 
VISUAL INsmucnoN SERVICE. The Visual Instruction service is conducted 
jointly by Engineering Extension and Agricultural Extension for t.he purpose of 
disseminating information by means of motion pictures, slides, and other visual 
aids. This mat~rial is supplied to civic and commercial clubs, churches, schools, 
community centers, farm bureaus, and other organizations. 
RA1>10 BROADCASTING. Station WOI is maintained for the purpose of making 
available to the people of the state those services of the College which are most 
effective by means of radio-broadcasting. 
The programs are prepared under the joint direction of Engineering Extension 
and Agricultural and Home Economics Extension. 
TEcmiicAL INFORMATION. Technical information is made available to the 
various interests of Iowa through the collection of information, investigations, 
conferences, lectures, exln'bits, bulletins, and answers to inquiries. 
Full particulars concerning any of the work mentioned will be given on appli-
cation to the Engineering Extension Service, The Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. 
Honor Students 
1944-1945 
WINNERS OF SPECIAL AWARDS AND MEDALS 
ALPHA Cm SIGMA AwARDs 
Janet Lois Crosby Science 
Margaret Lucile COdiin, Science 
Velma Lorraine Ladwig, Science 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING MATERIALS AWARD 
Robert David Hom baker t... Electrical Engineering 
Andrew William Swago, .r..lectrical Engineering 
CHI OMEGA AWARD 
Irene Paulo, Science 
DELTA DELTA DELTA AWARDS 
Betty Constance Benzi!!S, Foods and Nutrition 
Jean Georgia Fackler, Home Economics Education 
Alma Greta Swanson, Foods and Nutrition 
DELTA Pm DELTA 
Pauline Edith Jacobson, Applied Art 
FACULTY WOMEN'S CLUB AWARD 
Mary Isabel Westerfield, Child Development 
G. G. GRAHAM AWARDS 
Richard Lloyd Lundvall, Veterinary Medicine 
Winston Allen Malmquist, Veterinary Medicine 
HOME EcoNOMICS CLUB AWARD 
Ruth Louise Midgorden, Home Economics with Major In Technical Journalism 
Viola Newcomer, Institution Management 
GEORGE ]UDISCH SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
Richard Lloyd Lundvall, Veterinary Medicine 
JULIA McCuLLOUCH SMITH MEMORIAL AWARD 
Janet Lois Crosby, Science 
LANE AWARD IN ENGLISH 
George Thomas Ryan, General Engineering 
LANE AWARD IN PUBLIC SPEAKING 
Barbara Jean Miles, Foods and Nutrition 
LANE-WELLS SCHOLARSHIPS 
Helen Bernice Beard, Child Development 
Virginia Ann Bansen1 Home Economics Education Charles D. Hutchcro1t, .Agronom}' 
Eugene Francis Lewis~.Electrical Engineering 
John Martin Nelson, veterinary Medicine 
Janis Waterman, Science 
MARY F. RAUSCH SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
Patricia Ann Stow, Child Development 
Mlssomu v ALLEY INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION MEDAL 
Rexford August Wagner, Mechanical Engineering 
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PI Mu EPSILON PluzE 
Mary Ann Williams, Science 
PI TAU SIGMA 
Kenneth Robert Dahle, Mechanical Engineering. 
SCIENCE WoMEN's CLUB Aw ARD 
Mary Ann Williams, Science 
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA PRIZE 
Victoria Jean McKibben, Institution Management 
SIGMA DELTA Cm AWARD 
Margaret Cathryn Ralston 
SIGMA DELTA EPSll..ON AWARD 
Eunice Eileen Justice, Science 
WNAX SCHOLARSHIPS 
Neoma Lovilia Holland, Household Equipment 
Ivan Leroy Dennis, Animal Husbandry 
HONOR STUDENTS OF THE CLASS OF 1945 
James Harrison Waxweiler.. . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................•••...• Electrical Engineering 
Janet Lois Crosby ............................................. Science, major in Chemistry 
Barbara Jean Miles •...............•................. Foods and Nutrition, major in Dietetics 
Norma June Bauer .•...............•...........................••..•.•• Child Development 
Donald Rust Johnson ................................................ Chemical Engineering 
Victoria Jean McKibben ••..................•...................... Institution Management 
Richard Lloyd Lundvull ..............................•.•.......... ' .. • .• Veterinary Medicine 
Eileen Elmira Dudgeon ••.........•........ Foods and Nutrition, major in Experimental Cookery 
Frederick Charles Blythe ..................................••.•...••. Meclumical Engineering 
Margaret Cathryn Ralston .................... Home Economics, major in Technical Joumallsm 
Jane Beverley Frahm .......................................... Home Economics Education 
Charles Bullard Dougherty ...........................••.......•.•• Science, major in Physics 
Anita Hope Schneider ............•...................•.......••.•..•••.••••..• Applied Art 
Leslie Catherine Smith ...................................... Science, major in Mathematics 
Dorothy Elizabeth Arm ............•...••..........•......•....... Science, major in Zoology 
Rolyn James Zack .....•..................................•.....•....•••• Civil Engineering 
Mary Homans Dunham. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . ...................... Landscape Architecture 
Mary Margaret Cook .............................................. Science, major in History 
Cecil Eugene Parsons ....................................•.•....... Aeronautical Engineering 
Lois Marie Hattery ............................................•••. Science, major in Botany 
Margaret Wewhirter Dirks ........................................... Household Equipment 
Elaine Laurece Martin ....•.•.....•..•.•••..•.•.........••••..• Science, major in Economics 
Catharine Marie Brown .......... ' ........•..•................ Textiles and Textile Chemistry 
Degrees Conferred • 1944-1945 1n 
ADVANCED DEGREES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
July 1944 
Edna Genevieve Brown, B.S., M.S., University of Cincinnati. ....•••......•.......... Nutrition 
Thuis: NutritionaJ Status of Iowa State College Women. VIII: Energy, Nitrogen and Cal· 
clum Exchange Durinl{ Weight Reduction 
Flora May Hanning, A.B., Evansville College: 
B.S., University of Wisconsin . .................................................. Foods 
Them: Effect of Sugar or Salt Upon th~ Denaturation Produced by Beating and Upon the 
Ease of Formation and the Stability of E_gg White Foams 
John Re>ger McHenry, B.S. Chadron State Teachers College; 
M.S.t. University of Nebraska •...•.••.....•.••..•.•••.•••••..•.......•..•• Soil Physics 
Thuss: Mechanics in the Formation of Waler.Stable Soil ,Aggregates. 
Soledad Ramos-Payawal, B.S.~ The Philippine Women's Universffy ...•..•..••.....•.•••• Foods 
Thesis: Denaturation of l!.tgg Proteins. I: Effect of Heat Treatments on Viscosity of Liquid 
Egg Products 
August 1944 
Souren Avakian, A.B., Lafayette College .....•••.•.••••••.•••••.•••••••.• Organic Chemistry 
Thesis: .Synthetic Antimalarials of Polynuclear Heterocycles Containing Oxygen and Sulfur 
Maude P.ye Hood, B.S.1 M.S., University of Georgia ••••..••.•••.....•••••••••••••••••• Foods Thens: The Relative Importance of Air, Steam, and Carbon Dioxide as Leaving Gases in 
Cakes Made with Different Types of Fat 
Tillman Marion Moore, B.S., M.S., Agricultural and Mechanical 
Colle~e of Texas .•..•....................•....•....•.....•.•....• Vocational Education 
Thens: Trends in Patterns of Agricultural Curricula in North Central Land-Grant Institutions 
Gordon James O'Donnell, B.S.J.. University of California •••.....•••.•...••.... Organic Chemistry 
Them: Or~oantimony \;ompounds Containing Water-SolubDizing Groups 
Pierre Georges Sylvain, M.S., Cornell University .•.•.•••..••..•.....•.•.•.... Plant Physiology 
Thesis: Correlative Development of the Ear Shoot of Maize 
December 1944 
Lyle Leland Davis, B.S .. M.S., Iowa State College ...•...•....••..............•••• Horticulture 
- Thesis: Vitamin C in Tomatoes as Related to Variety and Stage of Growth in Plants and 
Fruits 
John Alexander Hogg, B.S., Grove City College; 
M.S., Pennsylvania State College .............................•....... Organic Chemistry 
Them: The Problem of Bridginl{ the l· and 9- Positions of Dibenzofuran 
Odell Julander, B.S •• Utah State Agricultural College; 
M.S., Iowa State College. . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . • •••..••••••...•.....•...... Plant Physiology 
Thesis: Drought Resistance in Ra!ige and Pasture Grasses 
Enoch B. Norum, B.S., University of Minnesota .•....••.••....•••.••.•..••••••• Soil Fertility 
Tllem: The Effect of Liming on the Cation Status of Several Soils, Soil Colloids and Clay 
Minerals 
John Dou_glas Ryder, B.E.E., M.S.~.Ohio State University .•...•••...•••.. Electrical Engineering 
Thens: Ferro-inductance as a variable Electric Circuit Element 
March 1945 
Oswald Harvey Brownlee B.S., Montana State College; 
M.S.t. University of Wisconsin .••.••.••••••.•••.••••••••.••••••.. ·.Agricultural Economics 
Thens: Production and Income Effects of Agricultural Subsidies in the Com Belt 1933-42 
June 1945 
William Hubert Allawal'. B.S., University of Nebraska; 
M.S .• Iowa State College ..•.•.••.....••••.•.......••...•.....••.••••...•• Soil Fertility 
Thesis: The Availability of the Replaceable Calcium in Various Soil Colloids and Clay Min· 
erals as Affected by the Degree of Calcium Saturation 
Helen Louise Hanson, B.A., University of California; 
M.S .• Iowa State College •.....••..•.•••.••••••...•••...•••.••••.•••.•..••••.•.. Foods 
Thesis: Effect of Concentrating of Egg White on Desirability of Angel Cake 
Earl Orel Heady, B.S., M.S., University of Nebraska ••..•••••••••••••••• Agricultural Economics 
Thesis: Analysis of Farm Size with Special Reference to Iowa 
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David Gale Johnson, B.S. Iowa State College; . 
M.S. University of Wisconsin .•.•.•.•.......•.•••••..•.•...•..•. Agricultural Economics 
Th~: The Theory of Forward Prices for Agricultural Products 
Ralph Willard Kline B.A. University of Omaha .••••••..• : •.•••.. :roultry Products :rechnology 
Thesis: Dried Egg Albumen. I: Studies of the Non~m1crobiolog1cal Changes Dunng Storage 
Eugene Franklin Oak.berg B.S., Monmouth College; . 
~,t~;h~tagl:tstr~f~1e~Trr~;e~;ce;. ~i iii~. ii~~. ~d. spi~~. oi Mi~ ·i~. iiei~ti~~. io GJ::!~~ 
Resistance to Mouse Typhoid, Salmonella Typhimurium 
Marion Antoinette Richards, B.S., University of Pennsylvania; . 
M.S.\ Atlanta University ..................•..•.••...•................ Plant Physiology 
Thens: Relations of Hormones to Correlation in Maize 
MASTER OP' SCIENCE 
July 1944 
Charles Vandiver Banks, B.E., Western Illinois Teachers College ........... Analytical Chemistry 
Beatriz CastroJ. B.S., University of Costa Rica .......•••..••................•.....• Nutrition 
Roena Gates \,;Jement, B.S., Drake University .....••.••.....•••.•.•.......••.•••. Ap_pl_ied ~t 
Sara Frandsen Dappen, B.S., Iowa State College •.•••.....•.....•.. Home Economics Education 
Inna Handy Dawkins, B.S., Sou them University ....•••.••......•.. Home Economics Education 
Donald Edward Jasper, B.S., D.V.M., Washington State College ..•........•••••. ·: .•••.• , 
•••••••••..•..•......•..•..........•.....•••. Veterinary Pathology-Vetennat')" Surgery 
Roberto Lefebre Munoz, B.S.A., Universitr of Puerto Rico .•......•..•.. Agricultural Economics 
Elinor Gibbs Thompson, B.S., Com.ell Umversity •.•••••••.•...... : .... Institution Management 
Helen Phyllis Towne, B.S., University of Vermont .•...•...•.... Child Development-Psychology 
August 1944 
Leo Russel Best, B.S., Kansas State College ........................•....... Poultry Products 
Lester Blum1 B.S., Michigan State College ..........•................ Agricultural Economics Antonio Buaet Dominguez, B.S., Louisiana State University ................ Poultry Husbandry 
Carmen Pilar Garcia Deere, B.S., University of Puerto Rico .......... Home Economics Education 
Catherine Anna Downing, B.S., Iowa State College ................. Home Economics Education 
Norma Cornelia Harve~. B.S., New Mexico State College; 
D.S., Iowa State College .................................... Home Economics Education 
Alice Avenelle Kauffman, B.S., University of Wisconsin .....•...... Home Economics Education 
Kathryn Laura Kendall, B.A., Coe College .....................•. Home Economics Education 
Maria Socorro Lacot, B.S., University Qf Puerto Rico ............... Home Economics Education 
Jean Elizabeth Lindeman, B.S., Iowa State College •.•••.•................. Home Management 
Fred Howard Parker, B.S., Kansas State Teachers College, Pittsburg, Kansas .. Industrial Education 
Ernest Henry Polak, B.A., New York University ..•••..••.....•....••.•..•... Plant Chemistry 
Alta Mae Reeves, B.S.,. Iowa State College .......•..................... Textiles and Clothing 
Francis Ezra Reiss, B.;::,'.f. Iowa State College ...••••••...•.....•......•....... Crop Breeding 
Jessie Olive Thomas, B.:::i., Louisiana Polytechnic Institute ..............•... Child Development 
Gino Alejandro Tome, Ingeniero Agronomo, University of Buenos Aires .......•...• Crop_ Breeding 
Javier Augusto Vicencio, D.V.M., University of Chile ....................... Dairy Husbandry 
December 1944 
Martha Ellen Artist, B.S., Simpson College ....•••........•........ Home Economics Education 
Lubertha Dyer Brantley.t B.S:J Southern University .•.•...•......... Home Economics Education 
Melvin Henry Brown, JS.S.J. 1owa State Colle~e .•........•.•..••..••..•. Chemical Engineering 
Marshall Pierson Evans, B.:::i .. University of Mmnesota ...•..........•••......... Crop Breeding 
Leonce Donnefil Fils, D.S., Ecole Pratique d'AJUiculture; Port-au-Prince, Haiti ...•.. Entomology 
Pollie Carter Malone, B.S., Sam Houston State 'reachers College ..... Home Economics Edvcation 
Francis Mar, B.S., Iowa State College ...................................... Crop Production 
Allie Caro~ Newsom, B.S., Texas State College for Women ......... Home Economics Education 
Dorothy ae Sperry, A.B., Nebraska Wesleyan University ...............•.•...• Plant Ecology 
March 1945 
Robert Rankin Kalton, B.S., U_niversity of Minnesota .•...•.••...•.••..•.•.•... Crop Breeding 
Martbellen Ratcliff, B.~~ Purdue University, •••••••••.••• , ••...•••• , .•. Textiles and Clothing 
WR 't.Y_lle H. Riser, D.V.M., Iowa State College .•••••••••••..••..••••..... Veterinary Pathology 
OIX"rl Ray Shrode, B.S., Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College ........ Animal Breeding 
June 1945 
t!fanr~erciceD Crumi'sB.s.1 Virginia State College .••••.••......•.•...••••••••.•. Nutrition C an LI er lJ . rew, • ·• C emson Agtjcultural College •••••••.•••..••• Agricultural Structures 
~ oy3i llwn, B.S., Tuskegee InStitute,. •.•••.•.••..••••..•••••••...•.. Crop Production 
M ell~ M~e ~· :1·· r8shington Missionary College .•.......•... Textiles and Cioqt!ng 
Ed~van Hu h B s' M ., ·uowa ,Stat~ College ........••.•...•..•..••..•••.•. : ••. Nutril!On 
M Elizabeth gKester'' A ~Gt Universt!Y ·•· ...••..•.••...•.•..••.....••.•.• Animal Breeding 
~ Jean Lea.med B's • •1 DePauw Umverslty ............................... Aru>lled ¥t 
M El ise R l d B S M?!ic,h~ State College ..••••••.••••.•••••.. Consumption ~nom1cs 
Lo~ ~ °'S:Wt • B S ·• iss ppi State College for Women ..•••.••..•••.••••. Parisitology 
?tf!~..i m_i>yne SUtt .A.,DUniArlversity oSf Illinois ••.•.•..••••.•...•••...•.•••.•••• Entomology 
... ,, .. ea Thomas • • •• zona tate Teachers College .•••.•••.•••. Vocational Education 
BACCALAUREATE 
PROFESSIONAL DEGREES 
June 1945 
CIVIL ENGINEER 
Charles William Durham, B.S., Iowa State College 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER 
Raymond E. 0. Slater, B.S., Iowa State College 
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 
BACHELOR OP' SCIENCE 
DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
March 1945 
Marcos Eduardo Pereira da Silva 
March 1945 
Loren Willard Cramer 
David Bruce Grim 
August 1944 
Samuel Ernest Hancock, Jr. 
John Melvin Shanda 
William George Zmolek 
December 1944 
Robert Allan Kline 
Robert R. Winders 
December 1944 
Karl Philip Bamberg 
AGRONOMY 
June 1945 
William Wallace Burrell 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
March 1945 
Charles Darwin Colvin 
Perry Bowman Hendricks, Jr. 
June 1945 
Thomas Turner Moore, Jr. 
DAIRY HUSBANDRY 
DAIRY INDUSTRY AND EcoNOMICS 
August 1944 
Gene Alan Lang 
March 1945 
Vernon Keith Brassey 
June 1945 
James Willis Barrett, III 
Carl Delbert Galey 
March 1945 
Ralph William Gilmore 
FARM OPERATION 
FoBESTRY 
GENERAL AGRICULTURE 
HORTICULTURE 
MAJOR IN FLORICULTURE 
March 1945 ] une 1945 
Donald Eugene Harrington Evan Elmer Lull 
MAJOR IN POMOLOGY 
July 1944 
Loub Bernard Schmidt, Jr. 
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August 1944 
Merritt Eugene Melberg 
March 1945 
Mary Homans Dunham 
August 1944 J 
DEGREES CONFERRED 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
LANDSCAPE ARcllITECTURE 
June 1945 
Mary Jean Uecke 
DIVISION OF ENGINEERING 
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 
Walter William Engelhart 
June 1945 
Robert Leroy Caswell 
Ray Waldo Hamilton 
Kent Wallace Hawkins 
William Charles Henzlik 
Merlin Lyle Millett, Jr. 
Cecil Eu_gene Parsons 
Eugene Stanley Wishnuff 
October 1944 
Warren Becher Engelhart 
Frank Alden Ewing 
Thomas Parker Goebel 
John Finley Yardley 
August 1944 
r'ern Virgil Nelson 
December 1944 
Wesley Willy Heitzman 
July 1944 
Vernon Arthur Cornell 
John Fleming Davi! 
Donald Rust Johnson 
August 1944 
ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING 
February 1945 
Ervin Cole Huneke 
George Marlin Peterson 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
December 1944 
Arden Adrian Cambre 
Wallace LeRoy Patrick 
John Richard Patterson 
Allen Brockett Townsend 
February 1945 Harold John Classick, Jr. 
James Robert Coates 
Cornelius Francis Dandareau, Jr. 
John Herbert Randall 
Charles Joseph Pavlik 
June 1945 
William Price Eckert 
Charles Martin Havlik 
Arnold Ross Jackson 
July 1944 
James Bud Julian 
October 1944 
Charles Ray Barnes 
Jacques Charles Bouchereau 
John Emmons Bragdon 
Clifford Gault Bryner 
Eugene Blaine Btirrlght 
William Antho~f Herrmann 
Paul Emerson Morgan 
Robert Russell Myers 
Robert Emil N aert 
Arthur Emest Postel 
Harris Forrest Seidel 
Rolyn James Zack 
December 1944 
Robert James Foy 
July 1944 
"Paul Franklin Fuhrmeister 
William Robert Parish 
August 1944 
Ward Bernard Brewer 
Donald Muri Nelson 
October 1944 
Ward Finley Baxter 
Lawrence Luther Clampitt 
Ivan Earnest Dull 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
February 1945 
Robert Oyloe Drange 
Juan Francisco Escamilla 
Philip Cantine Stempel 
Mereaith Fred Warner 
Warren Theodore Zitzmann 
June 1945 
Max Albert Burroughs 
Theodore Lee Chamberlain 
Paul Lowe Heineman 
William Russell Kinworthy, Jr. 
James Patrick Lally 
Edward Joseph Lindholm 
Raymon Allen Michel 
Charles Boyd Oldsen 
Carroll Dean Preston 
Quinton Rollo Wells 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Eugene Lewis Eggimann 
Billy Clarke Fox 
Holbrook Lawrence Garrett 
Gordon Jay Geers 
Roy Edward Geers 
Richard Stulz Gilbert 
Paul John Hennekes 
Eugene Ferdinand Hohlfeld 
Van Metre Lund 
Alvin Ross M~Iin 
John Edward Martin 
Rex Ancel Miles 
Robert Charles MWnian 
Charles John Mooney 
tyle Edward Morse 
Keith Eldred Mullenger 
E
ohn William Nugent 
ames Robert Palmer 
aVeme Bertram Paulsen 
Frank George Pellegrino 
Alois Alan Pimper, Jr. 
Merle Pafrord Prater 
Ralph Roland Ragan " 
Paul Sanford Rogell 
Gerald Luther Thompson 
~
hn Edgar Vondracek 
ames Reed Wilts 
udolph Abe Wolfson 
Donald Charles Yarnes 
Harry Free Zimmemian 
February 1945 
Warren Clifford Anderson 
William Aase Hixson 
Otto Charles Prange 
March 1945 
James Abbott Applegate 
Paul Jason Teich 
August 1944 
Carl John Martin 
October 1944 
Leon Richard Reynolds 
BACCALAUREATE 
June 1945 · 
Arthur George Bauer 
Wayne Sylvester Bonebright 
James Joseph Brennan 
Raymond Gilbert Brodabl 
Theodore Arthur Cowen 
William Edward Felling 
Howard Thomas Foy 
Donald William Gade 
Kirb)' Lee Gray 
Ted R. Hayes 
Martin William Heinrichsmeyer 
Roland Gene H~mworth 
GeoJJe Warren Hill 
Calvm Cassius Hobson 
Donald Tazewell Jones 
Dw_ight Laverne Long 
Cedric Charles Pallerdy 
~
hn Nicholas Pappademos 
ames Warren Potter 
avid Melvin Reints 
Richard Louis Schwab 
Harold Lockwood Seneff, Jr. 
William Mabrey Seneff 
Melvin Eugene Shepherd 
John Gerald Sorauf 
Robert Murray Stewart, Jr. 
Homer Charles Sweet 
Floyd Paul VanBooven 
James Harrison Waxweiler 
GENERAL ENGINEERING 
December 1944 
Frederick John Bush 
June 1945 
Donald Clare Clapsaddle 
Homer Railes 
Wallace William Teagarden 
August 1944 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
March 1945 
William Harris Schaudt 
Marvin Sylvester Winders 
October 1944 
Frederick. Charles Blythe 
Carleton Irvin Bruns 
William Held Chapman 
John McMaster Cook, Jr. 
Thomas Edward Farrell 
Donald Edward Franzen 
William John Garvey 
John Ricbard Giese 
Franklin John Hunter 
RaY Edward Kessler 
Kraemer George Kleinschmidt 
Rocco LoChiano 
James Edward McKeegan 
Donald Howard Madsen 
Sosepb Franklin Noble hn Frederick Potter l Frederick Rottman, Jr. 
Edward Warren Schrimpf 
Henry Carl Schwenk 
John Auten Stas:>Jes1 Jr. Donald Barton Turs.ington 
February 1945 
Gail Henry Albinger 
William Albers Aizberger 
David Gotlieb Flacllien 
Henry Edmund Baeg, Jr. 
Robert John Iverson 
Amel Jferbert Olson 
Francis Allen Shedd 
James Leroy Threlkeld 
Harold Eugene Vittitoe 
David Wesley Wagner 
Robert Wayman Sauer 
June 1945 
Robert Lee Andrews 
Robert Bruce Bothwell 
Robert Oscar. Braeutigam 
Sol Bucksbaum · 
William Valentine Bums 
Lawrence Bertram Butler 
Jay B. Clitheroe 
Donald William Cunningham 
Emerson Prouty DePuy 
Howard Ferrel,£· 
Arnold Woodbri e Galbraith 
Richard Henry ros,,e 
Glenn William Hamilton 
Robert Eugene Hamilton 
Robert LeRoy Haueter 
Charles William Karns 
William Frederick Kobett 
Robert Christian Luth 
Howard Hubert ~yon 
John Leslie Moo(lle 
Harold David Price 
Robert Sterlinj Procter 
Albert Cummins Rawson, Jr. 
Robert Alan Richman 
Norris Eugene Shehan 
Gust Soteropulos 
Kenneth Harry Trommler 
Henry Eugene Viebweg 
Rexford August Wagner 
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DIVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS 
July 1944 
Grace Ellen Miller 
August 1944 
lletsy Louise Cassady 
Blanche Marie Mohn 
Betty Iverson Monroe 
March 1945 
Anita Hope Schneider 
Beverly Jean \Vest 
Jul)': 1944 
Carol Joan~e Blattner 
Beulah June Kru~er 
Florence Marguerite Madsen 
August 1944 
Marilyn Gloria Anderson 
Martha Gwendolyn Anderson 
Marjorie Betts 
Eleanor Grace Finnessy 
Emma Evelyn Henry 
December 1944 
Ruth Mary Hadacek 
Phyllis Ann Lee 
Mary Evangeline Madden 
Cornelia Mae Mills 
Frances Marie Spratt 
July 1944 
Elizabeth Ruth Evans 
Ruth Mabel Hardt 
Dorothy Louise Hummer 
Anne Marie Pedersen 
Margaret Ruth Stone 
Mary Elizabeth Triller 
Beverly Elaine VanDevtnttr 
August 1944 
Gladys Jones Babcock 
Margaret Ann Clarke 
Joyce Veleta Fackler 
Neola Ione Hilberg 
Pbyllls A. Loper 
APPLIED ART 
June 1945 
Ruth Carolyn Carlson 
Coral Jean Hansen 
Jean Elizabeth Marquis 
Madeline Morrison 
Eleanor Bringhurst Tinsley 
Mary Josephine Williams 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
March 1945 
Harriet Jean Adams 
Mary L<.>ulse Burgf 
Theresa Lucille Nleburg 
Beulah Evelyn Stewart 
Phyllis Mane Stone 
June 1945 
Norma June Bauer 
Joyce Lorraine Curley 
Lenore Marguerite Evans 
Patricia Ann Gilchrist 
Lois Lorene Lawton 
Marjorie Lorraine Lee 
Dorothy Ruth Moody 
Beverly Jean Peterstn 
Betty Faith White 
Maxine Eleanor Wilson 
FooDs AND NuTRinoN 
MAJOR IN DIETETICS 
Robyn Munson Johnson 
Bernadine Helen Madison 
Wanda Marshall Nielsen 
June 1945 
Carolyn Billie Barrett 
Helen Louise Clark 
June Coffin 
Margaret Ann Connolly 
Cornelia Elizabeth deJong 
Dorothy Annette Drown 
Lois Ewing 
Susan Finkbine 
Helen Irene Fuhrman 
Vera Louise Funk 
Deloah Mary Gambee 
Doris Ann Gregg 
Shirley Helen Henneman 
Marilyn Hertz 
Nylcne Janice Hughes 
Anna Jane McAuslan 
Elinor Grace McClellan 
Virginia Mae Pearson 
Barbara Jean Robb 
Annie Blanche Robertson 
Dorothy Helen Springer 
Barbara Alice Stanley 
Mary Eleanor Connolly Van Dyck 
Janet Elizabeth Jackson 
Mildred Agnes Johnson 
Helen Elizabeth Karlson 
Stella Lou Johnson King 
December 1944 
Rosemary Marpret Brown 
Dorothy Lorraine Castle 
Isabel Loraine Christensen 
Janet Ella Christensen 
Beulah Edith Fox 
Carol Rebecca Koch 
Mary Nicolena Person 
Sara Elizabeth Rowlands 
Helen Mary Rudloff 
Bernice Safa Ann Schaldecker 
Evelyn Sledd 
March 1945 
Helen Louise Be~hn 
Elizabeth Louise Bossen 
Bernetta Marie Kruse 
Dorothy Ann Larsen • 
Alice Samuelson Larson 
Betty Jane Lindberg 
Barl>ara Anne Lorenz 
Mary Lois McCulloch 
Dorothea Mae Mabee 
Virginia Rose Mann 
Elizabeth Jean Manthey 
Dorothy Jane Marx 
Ph)'llis Jane Mauritson 
Barbara Jean Miles 
Barbara Jane Moseley 
Mary Louise Mulry 
Bernadine Louise Nelson 
Lucille Evelyne O'Connor 
Frances Dene Olson 
Virginia Mary O'Neil 
Gertrude Ortgies 
Helen Faye Raymond 
Carolyn Ruth Reese 
Janet Elaine Roberts 
Ellen Gertrude Rowe 
Carol May Shogren 
BACCALAUREATE 
Edith Mae Sleichter 
Virginia Marilyn Smith 
Dorothy Elaine Stewart 
Gayle Arlene Tammel 
Jean Kathleen Trainum 
Constance Louise White 
Helen Mae Wortman 
Mildred Louise Wurtman 
MAJOR IN EXPERIMENTAL COOKERY 
]~~44 1~1~ 
Janet Lowe Cameron Olive Margaret Batcher 
Gertrude Lucille Paulson Jenny Ellen Carson 
Au t 1944 Eileen Elmira Dudgeon 
gus . Julie Hartl~ 
Mary Paddock Hitchcock Susan Grey Hopp 
August 1944 
Mary Margaret James 
Margaret Porter Keenan 
March 1945 
Arlene Bjqrk Anderson 
Darlene Myrtle Churchill 
Mary Lucinda L'Ogan 
June 1945 
Jeane Eleanor Gross 
Irene Julia Kuetbe 
Marjone Frances Renner 
Helen Woodburn Tborbroggcr 
MAJOR IN NUTRITION 
June 1945 
Marr Emma Ackerly 
Virginia Lou Carter 
June Vivian Hudek 
Mildred Josephine Leigan 
Elizabeth Morrow Schmidt 
MAJOR IN RELATED SCIENCE 
HoME EcoNoMics 
July 1944 
MAJOR IN TECHNICAL JOURNALISM 
December 1944 
Nancy Joan Miller 
Janet Russell 
July 1944 
Helen Marie Gildea 
Doris Lucille Gugeler 
Loraine Carolyn Lawrence 
Betty Marie Meierhoff 
Doris Virginia Rystrom 
Augtist 1944 
Evelyn Capitola Courtney 
Mary Ellen Davies 
Bonnie Jane Gregg 
Hazel Marie Rippey 
Ella Jean Woods 
December 1944 
Kathryn Jane Bell 
Arlene June Chinn 
Leona Mae Christensen 
Marian Eleanor Eck 
Jane Beverley Frahm 
Elizabeth Jane Frederick 
Ma~et Jean Honnold 
Geraldine Ruth Keister 
Wanda Olina Poulsen 
Norma Dickinson Rutz 
March 1945 
Shirley Girton Anderson 
Betty Arlene Dohrman 
Joy Kiser Gardner 
Dorothy Elaine Gronna 
Corrine Marie Smith 
Betty Jane Thornton 
Willetta Margaret Townley 
Margaret Cathryn Ralston 
June 1945 
Annetta Helen DeLay 
HoME EcoNOMICS EDUCATION 
June 1945 
Eleanor Bleam 
Evelyn Amanda Bradley 
Barbara Faulkner Breckenridge 
Vivian Edith Christ 
Faith Margaret Clar1', 
Winifred Marie Clark 
Dorothy_ Arlene Darnel 
Joyce Marilyn En_glish 
lltichel WeifSman Evans 
Belva Rosalie Garton 
Matiorie Jane Hayward 
DeEtte Harriet Hedlund 
Shirley Elaine Held 
LaDona Mae Heldt 
Viola Joyce 
Doris "Lucille Koch 
Helen Cleo Lumpkin 
Dorothy Jean McGoon 
Caroline Charlotte Markley 
Esther Pearl Nicoll 
Gladrs Jean Oehlerking 
Pauline Gwenola Olson 
Alice LeVon Peterson 
Audrey Ann Phelps 
Ruth Elizabeth Poage 
Eleanor J~ce Reeve 
Elizabeth eanne Schneiter 
Marjorie ith Seyfert 
Marion Jean Slater 
Alberta Rose Steinberg 
Evelyn Louise Taylor 
Esther Adeline Thurman 
Phyllis Eleanor Wegner 
Jeanne Frances Wepler 
Helen Maree Wilson 
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March 1945 
] osephine Booton 
Ann Hart Klingspom 
August 1944 
Dorothy Ruth Todd 
March 1945 
Louise Winnifred Hamilton 
July 1944 
Alma Burr Clark 
Mary Elizabeth Reynolds 
Genevieve Osbal Sticha 
Virginia Ann Wallace 
Betty Jane Ward 
August 1944 
Harriett Jean Pratt 
Marjory Taff 
December 1944 
Eunice Wilma Bohlken 
Jean Eleanor Galbraith 
lluth Elizabeth Ingels 
Nancy Ellen Kline 
Lora Loraine Spencer 
Frances Elizabeth Wheeler 
August 1944 
Darlene Fleck 
Phyllis Gilbertson Green 
Eleanor Gladys Harpster 
Betty Mae Stapleton 
December 1944 
Ethel Genevieve Bryant 
Henrietta Louise Bryant 
Jean Moore 
DEGREES CONFERRED 
HOME MANAGEMENT 
June 1945 
Marjorie Lita Baker 
Jeanne Frances Fletcher 
Shirlef Eleanor Rolfs 
N aom1 Dorothy Shank 
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT 
June 1945 
Marian Ruth Cunning_ham 
Margaret Mcwhirter Dirb 
Myrtle Rosemary Hicks 
Kathryn Ann Hoppe 
Doroth)' Mead Ruth 
Catherme Louise Swanson 
INSTITUTION MANAGEMENT 
March 1945 
Audrey Leutzinger Barker 
Frances Barker Farrell 
Corinne Baker Helgerson 
Evelyn Harriet Johnson 
Harriet Louise Matthews 
Lou Ella Doris Olberding 
Gretchen Young Plagge 
Jean Ringeon 
Charlotte Ann Stuart 
Meredith Richardson Vogt 
June 1945 
Edna Cavett 
Norma Jean Dale 
Eleanor Jane Koster 
Betsy Mary Little 
Victoria Jean McKibben 
Dorothy Jean Meierhoff 
Elizabeth Jenks Nelson 
Mary Ellen Stahl 
TEXTILES AND CLOTHING 
March 1945 
Estelle Evers 
Sarah Margaret Lamoureaux 
June 1945 
Joanne McHenry 
Beth Rocke 
Elizabeth Jean Turner 
Elizabeth Anne Watt 
Marion Louise Williams 
December 1944 
Laurine Ruth Hoppe 
TEXTILES AND TEXTILE CHEMISTRY 
June 1945 
March 1945 
Robert Erick Olson 
June 1945 
Lois Margaret Jacobs 
Katherine Seitz 
March 1945 
Lois Marie Battery 
El ma Jean Baxter 
Mary "tllen Francis 
DIVISION OF SCIENCE 
CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY 
June 1945 
Sherwood Clarence Samuels, Jr. 
SCIENCE 
MAJOR IN BACTERIOLOGY 
MAJOR IN BOTANY 
June 1945 
Patricia Pierce Patterson 
July 1944 
l.eland Kehm Reeck 
August 1944 
Caroline Emma Nelson 
July 1944 
Clyde Eugene Noll 
December 1944 
John Richard Keams 
Frederick Clisby N eaJ 
August 1944 
Mary Margaret Cook 
BACCALAUREATE 
MAJOR IN CHEMISTRY 
December 1944 
Lawrence James Howell 
Millicent Lorraine Svoboda 
June 1945 
Janet Lois Crosby 
Bonnie Miller Gunsaulus 
Nellie Alvirda Johnson 
MAJOR IN ECONOMICS 
March 1945 
Mary Shreffier 
June 1945 
Merrill (oseph Fox 
Elaine aurece Martin 
Irene Helen Paulu 
Joyce Lucille Wilson 
MAJOR IN HISTORY 
MAJOR IN MATHEMATICS 
June 1945 
Ailene Hazel Barrett 
Jean Carol Grosser 
Leslie Catherine Smith 
December 1944 
Donald R. Bianco 
July 1944 
Helen Falkenhainer Evers 
August 1944 
Dorothy Elizabeth Arm 
Shirley Jean Diekman 
MAJOR IN PHYSICS 
June 1945 
Charles Bullard Dougherty 
MAJOR IN ZOOLOGY 
December 1944 
Bernice Ann Kennedy 
Dorothy Dena King 
Marian Ellison Willis 
March 1945 
William Erwin Jones 
June 1945 
Eunice Eileen Justice 
DIVISION OF VETERINARY MEDICINE 
DOCTOR OF VETERINARY MEDICINE 
August 1944 
Louis Ferdinand Boll 
Thomas Tiffin Bowstead 
Wallace James Butson 
Wayne Francis Chapin 
Gerald Edward Chapman 
Warren Emil Collins 
Homer Eldon Dale 
Donald Glenn DeValois 
Keith Addison Doyle 
Robert Eugene J}ullum 
Harlen Jolin Henry Engelbrecht 
Roland Jerome Gibbs 
John Marshall Gooch 
David Montaigiie Griswold 
Jack Edward Habluetzel 
Samuel Ernest Hancock, Jr. 
William Ellsworth Holden 
Robert Murray Hollen 
Elvin Joseph Hopkins 
Melvin August Homing 
Ralph Charles Howe 
Jerold Pierce Jor:gensen 
Burnell Wayne Ki11grey 
Rodney_ Covington Kleaveland 
Allen Nicholas Lang 
Richard Lloyd Luni:lvall 
Donald Dean McCracken 
Arthur Johnston Mcintosh 
Edward Clayton McManus 
Mac Herman McMillan 
Lawrence John Magnall 
Winston Alvin Malm9uist 
Peter Bernard Meerdink 
Robert Merle Merkley 
Gale Walter Mittelsted 
Richard Ellis Mott 
Norman Melvin Nelson 
Robert Melti:>n Nims 
Robert Everett Norton 
Paul John Nuessen 
Francis Clifford O'Donnell 
Irvin Ernest Peterson 
Robert Edgar Philbrick 
Elmer Henry Pick 
Farrell Leon Puckett 
Robert John Rei~h 
Virgil Martin Remhart 
Arthur Kengetb Ruebel 
Neil Thom:fS Ryan 
Donald Eugene Sceli 
Glen Eugene Sedlacek 
Milford Robert Seymour 
David Eugene SpeSard 
Alvin Ronald Strohbehn 
Donnis Eldon Sweeney 
William Guenther Tietz 
Calvin Clarence Turbes 
Alvin Francis Weber 
Duane Robert Wehlu 
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STUDENTS 
List of Students, 1944-1945 
ABBREVIATIONS 
Year in college indicated by nume,als. 
1-Fres.hman 
2-Sophomore 
3-Junior 
4--Senior 
5--S_peclal 
6-Graduate 
If no year is indicated the course is non-collegiate. 
For students whose status changed within the period from July 1, 1944 to June 30, 1945, the 
latest classification within the year is used as the basis for enrollment statistiCs. 
A.A. 
Aero.E. 
Ag.Ee. 
Ag.Ed. 
A.E. 
Ag.Jl. 
Ag. 
Agron. 
g,E. 
Bact. 
Bot. 
C.D. 
Cer.E. 
Ch.E. 
Ch.T. 
Chem. 
C.E. 
Diet. 
Dy.H. 
D.I. 
D.I.C. 
D.I.E. 
D.P.0. 
Ee. 
E.E. 
Engr. 
D.&E.D. 
Exp.Ck. 
F.C. 
Fm.Op. 
F.N. 
F.Y.S. 
For. 
Gen.Fm. 
Gen.Ag. 
Gen. 
Gen.E. 
Geol. 
Applied Art 
Aeronautical Engineering 
Agricultural Economics 
Agricultural Education 
Agricultural Engineering 
Agricultural Journalism 
Agriculture 
Agronomy 
Animal Husbandry 
Architectural Engineering 
Bacteriology 
Botany 
Child Development 
Ceramic Engmeerlng 
Chemical Engineering 
Chemical Technology 
Chemistry 
Civil Engineering 
Dietetics 
Dairy Husbandry 
Dairy Industry 
Dairy Industry & Chemistry 
Dairy Industry & Economics 
Dairy Plant Operation 
Economics & Sociology 
Electrical Engineering 
Engineering 
Drawing & Elementary Design 
Experimental Cookery 
Farm Crops 
Fann Operation 
Foods & Nutrition 
Farm Youth School 
Forestry 
General Farming 
General Agriculture 
Genetics 
General Engineering 
Geology 
Hdsm. 
H.Ec. 
H.Ed. 
H.Eq. 
Hist. 
H.JI. 
H.M. 
Hort. 
I.Ed. 
l.M. 
L.A. 
M.T.&I. 
Math. 
M.E. 
Mn.E. 
Nutr. 
Phys. 
Po.H. 
Po.I. 
Psych. 
R.Sci. 
Sci. 
s1 
s2 
SS • 
T.A.M. 
T.C. 
T.Ch. 
V.Ed. 
V.A. 
V.H. 
V.M. 
V.Path. 
V.Phys. 
Zool. 
Herdsman 
Home Economics 
Home Economics Education 
Household Equipment 
History 
Home Economics, major 
Technical Journalism 
Home Management 
Horticulture 
Industrial Education 
Institution Management 
Landscape Architecture 
Materials Testing and 
Inspection for Construction 
Mathematics 
Mechanical Engineering 
Minin~ Engineering 
Nutrition 
Physics 
Poultry Husbandry 
Poultry Industry 
Psychology_ 
Related Science 
Science 
Summer, First Term 
Summer, Second Term 
Summer, Both Terms 
Summer Only 
Theoretical & Applied Mechanics 
Textiles & Clothing 
Textiles & TextJ1e Chemistry 
Vocational Education 
Veterinary Anatomy 
Veterinary ~ygiene 
Veterinary Medicine 
Veterinary Pathology 
Veterinary Physiology 
Zoology 
NON-COLLEGIATE, COLLEGIATE, AND GRADUATE 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Abbott Daniel B En.sr l ........••.•• Gilbert 
Abbott Patricia ] *Sci 5 SS ......••• Osceola 
Abbott Wilton R BS MS EE 6 Sl. ..... Ames 
Abrahams Annice HEc 1 •••••••••• Winterset 
Abrahamson Iris J HEd 2 •••••• Saginaw Minn 
Abram Winifred l> Sci 5 ••..••••••••.• Ames 
Abramson Edwin J V-12 SS ...... Des Moines 
Acker Thomas S V-12 SS ••.. Enon Valley Pa 
Ackerly l~ry E Nutr 4 Sl. .Middletown NY 
Ackerman Marian • AgEd 5 Sl •..•••• Aurora 
Adair Jaloud L TC 4 ............ Fort Dodge 
Adams B3rbara E HEd 2 •. Washington D C 
Adams Donna D HM J SS •••••••••.• Ames 
Adams Doris A BEc 1 .............. Ames 
Adams Elizabeth A HEc 1 •..••• B1ghland Ind 
Adams Harriet 1 CD 4 SS ..•••••••• Spencer 
Adams Henry A V-12 SS .. Webster Groves Mo 
Adams fret E CD 4 ............ Lake Ci!)' 
Adams une W Diet 3 SS ...... Mitchell S D 
Adams elena H Diet J .••• Woodbury Tenn 
Adams Richard S V-12 SS Coeur d'Alene Idaho 
Adams Shannon B HEc 1 .••. Missouri Valley 
Adams Una M IM 2 SS .....•.•••• Earlville 
Adams W.fD!lell Y HEc 1 ••...... Elmhurst m 
Aftlerbaugb_Joseph M ChE 3 St.Cedar Rapids 
Agne M&rili? A HEd J SI. ......... TiJ!lon 
Aliem M. ~phine HJ1 4 .••••. Wayne Nebr 
Ahrens Del a M Diet 3 ...••••• Punjab India 
Ahrens Martin P E~ 1 ....•••• Nora Springs 
Aikman Marjorie J HEc 2 SS ..•••••••• Ames 
Albachten Hubert T V-12 SS ••• Duluth Minn 
Albers Dorthy J Diet 3 •••••••• Charleston ru 
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Albert Amanda J Diet 2 •••••••• Montgom~ 
Albert George P Sci 1 •••••••• Kenosha Wisc 
AIJ>erty Monica A *TC 5 Sl ••• Lincoln Nebr 
Albinger Gail H ME 4 SS •••••••••• L~!ton 
Albrecht William R V-12 SS ••• Lincoln Nebr 
Aldous Mary A BS CD 6 • • Winnipeg Canada 
Aleunder .F.dgar P VM 4 SS •••••• Clarinda 
Alexander Jane N HM 3 ..••••• Cedar Rapids 
Alexander John D V-12 SS •. New London Mo 
Alexander Myles W V-12 SS .•••••• Earlham 
Alexander Nancy M HEc 1 ••.• oak Park Dl 
Allbaugh William F GenFm .•.••• Washington 
Allen Ann Y Diet 2 Sl •••.•••••• Des Molnes 
Allen Doris E Sci 2 •••••••.• ·.Rochester NY 
Allen Dorothy E *Sci 1 SS ••••••••• Glidden 
Allen Rosella M CD 2 S2 •••••••••••• Ogden 
Allpier Betty l HEd 4 SS •••••• Hanover Pa 
Allison Anna Diet 3 Sl .•.••••••• Panora 
Alm Alfred W Engr 1 •••.••••••.• Ottumwa 
Alter William E D&ED 1 .••••••• Burlington 
Afnel Delores L HEc 1. .••....•. Alden Minn 
Amundson Ida C AgEd 5 ••..•. Elmore Minn 
Anders Ardath A BA Nutr 6 Sl ••• Dolton ID 
Anders Mary F T&Cb 2 ••••.••• Des Moines 
Andersen Warren C V-12 SS .... Council Bluffs 
Anderson Ardis L Diet 2 •••••••• Crosby ND 
Anderson Arlene lJ Nutr 4 Sl. •• Oak Park ID 
Anderson Arnold W V-12 SS •.•.••• Paullina 
Anderson Betty L HEd 2 ••••• Proctor Minn 
Anderson Carol A HEc 1 ............ Fairfield 
Anderson Charles R E~ 1 SS •••••• Danbury 
Anderson Charles W Sd 1 ....••• Swedesburg 
Anderson Clyde W V-12 SS .•..•••• Clarinda 
Anderson.David E V-12 SS ....... Sioux City 
Anderson EIWYD S EE 2 SS •..•. Pilot Mound 
Anderson Erma B HEd 2 ••.•••.•.• Pomeroy 
Anderson Gloria A HEc 1 ......•••.••• Ames 
Anderson ~anice M HEd 3 ......... Minburn 
Anderson erald L Hdsm ••••••..•.• Goldfield 
Ander5on eith H DPO 1 ....•..•.... Ames 
Anderson Kenneth 0 V-12 •••••••. Oskaloosa 
Anderson Margaret E BS *HEd 6 Sl •••• 
•••••••..•••••••••.•.••... Upsala Minn 
Anderson Marian F BS *HEd 6 SS •••••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • •• IndianapQlis Ind 
Anderson Marilyn G BS *CD 4 Sl •• Clarinda 
Anderson Martha G *CD 4 SS •••••• Clarinda 
Anderson Mary E *HEd 3 SS ...... Minburn 
Anderson Myron C V-12 SS .... Omaha Nebr 
Anderson Myrtle I BS *HEd 6 Sl .Alma Nebr 
Ailderson Norma J ~ 1 ••.•• Council Bluffs 
Anderson Patricia IM 4 ••••••.•• Fort ~e 
Anderson Phyllis J HEc 1 •••• Mariemont Ohio 
Anderson Phyllis L IM 3 .............. Ames 
Anderson Rosemary Diet 2 SS •••• Bethany Mo 
Anderson Russell 0 Sci 1 SS ........... Thor 
Anderson Shifley G HEd 4 ... Sioux Falls SD 
Anderson Warren R *·VM 1 SS ........ . 
.•••••••.••••.•.•.••. Minneawlis Minn 
Andrews David C V-12 SS ••••••.• Senath Mo 
Andrews Robert L V-12 SS .......... Manson 
Ankene,l'_ Eleanor CD 3 ..•.•...•• Des Moines 
Ansell Clayton K V-12 .••••••• LeGrande Ore 
Anslinger Urban H V-12 •••••• Ft Branch Ind 
Anthony Robert P V-12 SS •• East Canton Ohio 
Appell, Robert H V-12 SS ........ Des Moines 
ArChibaJd. Wallace R V-12 SS ••• Helena· Mont 
Arizona Martha M HEd 3 ••••• Sheridan Wyo 
Arlen Ruth H IM 2 .............. Eden NY 
Arlen William H For 2 .••.•.• 1'JaP-ierville DI 
Arm Dorothy E *Zool 4 SS •• Phillipsburg NJ 
Armstrong Bettye M HF.d 4 •.•••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••• Cl:!pe Girard.ea.u Mo 
Armstrong_ Francis D VM 2 SS ••• Remer Minn 
Armstrong William J V-12 SS.Muscotah Kans 
Arnholt Richard W v ... 12 SS •••.•• Toledo Ohio 
Arnold James R VM 4 SS •••••• Garden Grove 
Arosemena Carlos E Ag 5 • •••••••••••• 
................... Pan.am.a City Pan.ama 
Arosemena Sosa R Agron 2 SS ......... . 
•••••••••••••••••••••• Santiago Panania 
Art Harry R ChE 2 SS ••••••••••. Hartford 
Arthur Wayne A ME 2 •••••••••• Daven~rt. 
Artist Martha BS MS *HEd 6 SS ••••• A<lair 
Arzberger William A V-12 SS .••••• Daven_1>9rt 
Asakura Junichi Sci 1 •• Heart Mountain Wyo 
Ashby Robert H V-12 SS •••• Kansas City Mo 
Aten Anna L Sci 2 •••••••••••••• Humeston 
Atkinson Herbert M VM 4 SS •• Lemoore Calif 
Atkinson Kenneth R V-U SS •••• Davenport 
Atkinson Marion L V-12 SS .... Odessa Tens 
Atwood Ronald E Sci 1. ..••.....•... Perry 
Augustine Ellen M HEc l ••••••• Des Moines 
Aulmann Ruth A AA 2 •••.•••••• Des Moines 
Austin George W V-12 SS ••••••• Newell SD 
Austin Victor H VM 2 SS •• Idaho Falls Idaho 
Auwaeter Isabelle M CD 2, ••.•••• Montrose 
Avakian Souren AB *Chem 6 S2 • •••• 
.•.•••..• · .•••.•.••••.... New York NY 
Avery Willard B V-12 SS .......... Tror Mo 
Babbitt Bernard A V-12 SS •••• Council Bluffs 
Babcock Gladys J BS Nu tr 6 SS ••••••• Ames 
Bachman Joan HEc 1 .••.•..•.• State Center 
Baena Aurelio AH 1 S2 .•••••. Winona Minn 
Baenziger Bette L CE 2 •••••••••••• Keokuk 
Bagnasco Stanley ] V-12 SS •.•• New York NY. 
Bahr Harrison C GenE 4 .•••••••••• Waterloo 
Bailey Barbara J HEc 2 .••••••••. Sioux City 
Bailey Frances L HEc 1 .••••.••..••• Atlantic 
Bailey James H VM 3 SS .......... Atlantic 
Bailey Loren C ME 3 ..••..•• , ••• DiBSQnal 
Bailey Luther W V-12 SS •••••• Winona Minn 
Bain Harold E VM 4 SS ........ Mercer Mo 
Bain John R V-12 !S.i, •••••••••• Cedar Rapids 
Baird Charles A VM""4 SS •••••• Webster City 
Baker Corinne M IM 4 SS •••••••• Ottumwa 
Baker Ellenbelle EEd 3 ••••••••••• Ottumwa 
Baker Ecquellne L HEc 1 .•.••.••• Ottumwa 
Baker eanne B HEc 1 •.••..•.•••• Granger 
Baker arilyn C HEd 3 Sl •••• LaGrange DI 
Baker Marjorie L HM 4 .Arlington Heights DI 
Baker Robert E V-12 SS •••.• Zanesvilfe Ohio 
Baker Shirley M Engr 1 ............ Granger 
Balcom Leonard C V-12 .••••••••• Sioux Ci!)' 
Baldock Lorayne C HEc 1. ..... Chicago DI 
Baldridge Bertha E HEc 1 ••.•••• Des Moines 
Baldwin James L CE 2 SS ....... Des Moines 
Bamberg Karl P DyH 4 •.••••• Walpole Mass 
Bandow Virginia M TC 2 •.•••••••• Elkader 
Bane Philip ll Sci 1 SS ••••• , .••• Des Mvinl's 
Bang Ella I BS *HEd 6 Sl •••• Brookings Sl> 
Bang Rosemary Diet 2 •••••••••••• ;.Spencer 
Bangert Donald M Engr 1. · ......•. Pomeroy 
Banker Paul E E!l81'. 1 ••••••••• Omaha Nebr 
Banks Charles V BEd *Chem 6 Sl •••• 
••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• Mac:c>mb DI 
Barba Carlos A ChT 3 SS ••• Panama Panama 
Barber Manr A Chem 2 •••••••• Omaha Nebr 
Barber Robert H V-12 SS •••••• Omaha Nebr 
Ba.rd Lois E llEq 3 ................. Perry 
Bandof Gladys M Diet 2 Sl •••••• Greenvllle 
Barur Audrey L IM 4 •.••••••••••. Lamoni 
Barker Miles H *GenE 3 SS •••••••••• 
•••••••••..•••••• 'Wisconsin Rapids Wisc 
Barker William F V-12 SS •••••••••• Hiteman 
Barkley Richard M Sci 1 •••••••••• Joliet ID 
Barkman Barbara C BS HEq 6 ••••• Com~_& 
Barkow Henry M V-12 ••••••••••• Skokie nr 
Barlow Joan H *Sci S Sl. ............ Ames 
Barnard Mary C HEc l •••••••• Des Moines 
Dames Charles R V-12 SS ........... . 
•••••••••••.••••••• Coeur d'Alene Idaho 
Barnes Darleen L CD 2 • ••••••••••••• Ames 
Barnes Dorothy J AA2 .............. Ames 
Barnes Dorothy M HEc 1. .... Council Bluffs 
Barnes Eugene W DI 1 •••••.•••••• Moravia 
Barnes Jarvis BS MA *Math 6 SS •••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••.••• Brunson SC 
Barnes Lawrence E VM 3 SS •••• Whiting Ind 
Barnes ~orie R HEc 1 •••••• Council Bluffs 
Barnes Mary L TC 3 •••••••• Chillicothe Mo 
Barnes TheOdore M For 2 ·SS ••••• Story City 
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Barrett Allene H Math 4 ••••••••• Polk City 
Barrett Carolyn B Diet 4 •••• _._• •• SJ>ldt Lake 
Barrett tick V-12 SS ••••••• Mansfield Texas 
Barrett ames W For 4 .••••••• In~endence 
Barrett ary L HEc I •••••••••• centerville 
Barrie Sylvia M *HEc 1 SS ........... Ames 
Barry Barbara A •AA 3 SI •••• Cedar Ra~ids 
Barry Farris R V-12 SS •••••••• St Louis Mo 
BartCh Donald B V-12 SS ••••••••• Dubuque 
Bartelt Leland E VM 4 SS .• Santa Rosa Calif 
Barth Dorothea V IM 2 •••••••• Oak Park Dl 
Basart Robert D V-12 SS •.•• Kansas City Mo 
Bass Ml!'Y E Diet 3 .............. Emerson 
Batcher Elinor ] Sci 2 SS •••••. St Albans NY 
Batcher Olive M Esi>Ck 4 Sl. .St Albans NY 
Bate Wilbur L BS All 6 S2 •• Clarksville Tenn 
Bates Evelyn J *HEd 2 SS .••.•••••• Ames 
Bates Rosajune R Chem 3 •••.•••••.• Ames 
Batt Richard A V-12 SS •••••• Hamilton Ohio 
Battey Jane L IM 2 ••••••..•• LaGrange Dl 
Bauer Arthur G V-12 SS ••••...• St Louis Mo 
Bauer Marcus N AH 2 SS •. Buenos Aires Arg 
Bauer Norma I CD 4 ................ Ames 
Bauge Mary B HEc 5 • .............. Ames 
Baumann Arlene E TC 2 •••••••• Prairieburg 
Baumgartner Patricia J CD 2 S2 •• Chicago DI 
Bauriedel Wallace R ChT 2 .••••• Des Moines 
Bauslian Barbara A Diet 2 .•••••••••. Ames 
Bavendick Mary J HEc I ••.••• Bismarck ND 
Baxter Elma J TCb 4 ................ Galva 
Baxter Ward F V-12 SS ..•..... Omaha Nebr 
Bayles William R V-IUS .. Melrose Park Dl 
Beach James W Math lr SS ........ Dubuque 
Beall Alberta D HEd 4 51 .•.••••. Sigourney 
Beals Donald M AH 1 .••.•..•••.. Emerson 
Beard Helen B CD 3 •..•.•....... Lohrville 
Beattie Harry EE 2 ..•..•...... Des Moines 
Beatty Frederick K CE 3 SS .....•. Grinnell 
Beaty Bonnie M HEd 4 SS ....•. Des Moines 
Bechtel Ruth I Sci l. ................ Ames 
Beck George L BS ChE 6 .•.....••••• Ames 
Beck Philomena M HEc 1 ••.•••.•• Gary Ind 
Beck Wallace W Engr_2 ...•..••••• Waterloo 
Becker Catherine A HEc I ••.•••••••• Boone 
Becker Helen C AA2 52 ............. Ames 
Becker Patrick N Engr I •..•.•..•••• Boone 
Beckerle John F V-12 SS .•..•.. St Louis Mo 
Beckerle Ralllh A V-12 SS .•.. St Charles Mo 
Beckler Eleanor H E~Ck S ••••••• Indianola 
Beckmann Grace E HEd 3 ........••.• 
...••.••••..•..••••. Webster Groves Mo 
Bedell George R V-12 SS.Webster Groves Mo 
Bedient John L For 1 ..•...•.• Cedar Rapids 
Beel John A BS Chem 6 SS .••.. Butte Mont 
Beer William B En~ 1 .•.• MinneaPolis Minn 
Beguhn Helen L Diet 4 SS .•••.. Des Moines 
Behlmer Wilbur D Engr I •••••..•• Dubuque 
Belkin Irene I LA 3 SS ...••• New York NY 
Bell Doris M HM 3 ................. Albia 
Bell W1es S Engr 1 •..•.•.•••••.•••.. Alta 
Bell obn C EE 2 SS •...•.•••. Des Moines 
Bell thryn J HEd 4 SS ..••.••• Morris D1 
Bell Mary S Bact 3 .............. Ottumwa 
Bell Veryle E HEc 1. ............... Albia 
Bell Warren H V·12 SS •••••••• St Louis Mo 
Betlagamba Cef erino A DVM VHyg 6 •• 
••••.••••••••••. Montevideo Uruguay_ SA 
Bellinger Neta D FN 2 ••••.••• Arcadia Nebr 
Belsuzarri Oscar Sci S ............ Lima Peru 
Belt William A V-12 SS ....... Kirkwood Mo 
Beneke Helen M HEc 1 ••........ :Laurens 
Beneke Shirley 1\1 Hort 3 Sl .•...•.. Palmer 
Benito Mena P CE 4 ............ Vigan PI 
BenJamln John P V-12 SS .•.. Arapahoe Nebr 
Benkeser R.obert A BS MS Chem 6 SS •• 
••••••••........••••.•• Cincinnati Ohio 
Benner James B ChT 1 .............. Britt 
Bennett Frances J Chem 3 •••.••• Des Moines 
Bennett Paula ] HEd 2 .............. Boone 
Bennett Wayne D ChT I •.•••••••. Schaller 
0 
Bensko ltaymond A V-12 ••••••••••• Witt Dl 
Benson Barbara E HEd 2 ••••••••• LaMome 
Benson Bruce A V-12 SS ...... Omaha Nebr 
Benson Donald V VM 4 SS •••••• Butler Mo 
Benson Elaine ] HEc I .••••••••••• Waterloo 
Benson Imogene A HEc I •••••••.••• Orchard 
Benson Joanne M Sd 2 ............ Sheldon 
Benson Margie M HEc I ••••••••••• Milford 
Bent Annabelle L HEc 1. •.•..•• Des Moines 
Bentley ~lvia H HEd 2 SS •••• Mabel Minn 
Benzing Betty C Diet 2 •••••••••• McGmror 
Berg Elsa M CD 2 .......... Madison Mfnn 
Berg Walter L GenE 2 SS ........ Muscatine 
Berger Lorraine R Diet 3 ••.. Glen Ullin ND 
Bergesen Dorothl' D HEc 1 .•••••• Fargo ND 
Bergman Mary C Diet 3 •••••• Madison Minn 
Bergmann Harold A For 3 ••••••••• Hampton 
BerJ.lluuren Arlene E HEd 2 ••••••••• Spencer 
Berry Burl V BS VEd 6 SS ........... Ames 
Berta Irene L TC 3 ••••••••••••• Virden DI 
Bertelson Frank R V-12 ••• Minneapolis Minn 
Bertram Paul F V-12 ........ Evansville Ind 
Besancon Robert V-12 SS •••••• Stryker Ohio 
Best Arnold G V-12 SS ••••••••••••••• Neola 
Best Leo R BS *Pol 6 SS •••• Bushong Kans 
Betsworth George R VM 3 SS •••• Sioux City 
Betts Marjorie •en 4 SS •• Chevy Chase Md 
Bever Darrell L Bdsm 5 .............. Adel 
Bianco Donald R PJiys 4 SS ...... Des Moines 
Blanco Mildred H Hort 2 ••••••• Des Moines 
Bice Don C Jr ArchE 2 SS •••••••• Atlantic 
Bickel Marietta Diet 4 SS .••. El Paso Texas 
Bielenberg Betty J IM 4 SS •.•••• Da\'enport 
Biester Ada E Sci I S2 .............. Ames 
Biggerstaff Cecil E V-12 SS •••••••.•••• 
••••••••••••••••••••• White-wright T~ 
Bilstad Ph~llis H CD 4 •••••••••. Callender 
Bingaman Evelyn L HEc I ..•••••.• Waukon 
Birch Christopher C BS VEd 6. • • . . • • • . 
•••••.•••••••••••..••••• Wheatland Mo 
Birlingmair Joyce M HEc 1. ..... Centerville 
Bisesi Anthon,, J V-12 SS •••••••• Muscatine 
Bishop John E V-12 SS ••.•••••••••••• Mllo 
Bixler Max B V-12 SS •••••••• Live Oak Fla 
B~ork Carl K V-12 .•••.•••• West Burlington 
BJork Jeanette C BA *HEd 6 SI ••••.• 
•..••.••..••.••••.•.•.•. Mont~ier ND 
Bl'ork Llofd E En~ 1 .•••••••. Council Bluffs 
Bass Lucille V *HEc 5 SS .•••• Rockwell City 
Blachley Edna L CD 3 ............... Akron 
Blackbum Beverlee G HEc I ••••. Des Moines 
Blackburn Marilynn J HEc I •••.•• Earlham 
Blackmar Lyman B AH I •••..••••• Clinton 
Blair Nancy B Nutr 2 .••. Minneap9lis Minn 
Blaize Joseph A V-12 SS .•..•••• Flint Mich 
Blake MarY L Diet 2 .•••••••.. Webster City 
Bland Merrynee AA 2 ..••••..••• Sioux City 
Blank Philip H Jr V-12 SS.San Antonio Texas 
Blankenhom Rosetta M *HEc 2 SS •••• 
•.•.••••......••...••.••• Columbus Jct 
Blattner Joanne C •en 4 SI •••••• Sl~umey 
Bleam Eleanor HEd 4 •.•••••••••••• Manson 
Blecher Louis Engr I •••••••.•••• Sioux City 
Bledsoe Buel E V-12 SS .... Ft Worth Texas 
Bleich Lewis A AeroE 3 ••••••• omaha Nebr 
Blelkamp Robert C V-12 SS •••• St Louis Mo 
Blichrpann Harvey P Engr I ...... Dubuque 
Blickenstaff Carl C BS Zool 6 ••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••• Royal Center Ind 
Bliese Lorraine L AA 2 SI: ••••• Rockford DI 
Bliss Lois B HEc I ............. Lake Mills 
Bliven June I HE:c I ............ Otis Mass 
Block William S V-12 SS •••••••• Muscatine 
Blohm Maryann E RScl 2 •••••••••• Clinton 
Blomgren Helen J BEc 1 ........... Gowrie 
Blondin John L V-12 SS •••••••• Flint Mich 
Blum Harriet S *ABEd 5 SS •••••••••• Ames 
Blum Lester BS MS AgEc 6 SS ••••••• 
• • • • • •••••••••••••••••• Washlngtqn DC 
Blume Marlys J Sd I .............. Sumner 
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Blythe Frederick C V-12 SS •••• Williamsburg 
Blythe Mary I HEd 2 SS •••••• Williamsburg 
BOan:lman Dorothy L HEd 2 .••••••• Nevada 
Bobenhouse Carl_ J Engr 1 ••.•••...••• Ames 
Boekemeler Ralph 0 Jr V-12 SS .• St Louis Mo 
Boevers Betty K HEc 1 .•••...... West Bend 
Bo; Elmer R V-12 SS •••••••• Eugene Ore 
Bo e James H Chem 3 Sl •••••• Dexter NM 
Bo ken Eunice W IM 4 SS ••••• Burlington 
Bohmke Warren F V-12 .•••••••• Chicago DI 
Bohrer Cl)'de 0 V-12 SS •••••• Omaha Nebr 
Boice Cal\rin W Jr V-12 SS •••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••• San Gabriel Calli 
Boise Elizabeth I HEc 1 •••••• Bismarck ND 
Boland Kathleeen J HEc 1 ••••.•••••• Ames 
Boley Forrest I V-12 SS •••••••• Fort Madison 
Boliek Ellen 1 HEc 1 ••••••..••••• Ottumwa 
Boll John R Engr_ 1 .••..•••.. Dallas Center 
Boll Louis F *VM 4 SS •••••••••••• Sheldon 
Bollenback Carol H BS Chem 6 SS •••• Ames 
Bolon Elizabeth M *FN 6 51 ••••• Davis City 
Bonath Arthur F *IEd 5 51 ••••••• Prill1Rh8r 
Bond Thomas E V-12 SS •••••••• Des Molnes 
Bonebright Wayne S V-12 SS •• Lincoln Nebr 
Bonelli William G VM 3 ••••••• Sangus Calif 
Bonnefil Leonce Jr *Zool 6 SS ••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• Port Au Prince Haiti 
Bonnell Jean A TC 2 SS •••••••• Fort Dodge 
Bonner Joan C HEd 2 ••••.•••••••••• Jewell 
Boo Harriet J IM 4 SS •••••••• Lewiston DI 
Booton J~hine J HEc 5 SS ••••••• Audubon 
Borglum Keith B Engr 1 •••••• New Hartford 
Borgmeyer Margaret A HEd 3 •••••••• Ames 
Borlang Carmen J V-12 SS •••••••••• Lawler 
Bomhofen Jack H V-12 SS ...... Chicago DI 
Bomho~ Rodn~ E V-12 SS ••••• St Louis Mo 
Bortle Frank E BS MS Math 6 SS •••• Ames 
Bossard Bruno C E~gr 1 •••.••• Tilden Nebr 
Bossen Elizabeth L Diet 4 SS ........ . 
••••••••••••••••••••• Mlnnea.polis Mln.n 
Bothfeld Martha AB AgEc 6 •••••••••• 
••• ~ ••••.•••••••••• Wellesley Hills Mass 
Bothwell Robert B V-12 SS •••••• Sedalia Mo 
Bottorff E Arlofe *HEc 2 SS •• Webster City 
Bottum Curtis E Jr V-12 SS.Ann Arbor Mich 
Bouchereau Jacques C BS CE 6 SS .••• 
••••••••••••••••.• Port Au Prince BaiU 
Boulding Elise M BA Ee 6 •••••••••••• Ames 
Bourland Randy R HEc 1. ....••....• Ames 
Bourne Jose~h B EnB! 1. .So Pasadena Calif 
Bovee John E V-12 SS •• Redwood Falls Minn 
Bowden Roger G ME 3 SS •• Sioux Falls SD 
Bower Muriel A TC 3 ••••••••• Worland Wyo 
Bowers Richard L V-12 SS •••••••••. Harper 
Bowie Moraine C VM 3 SS •••••• Des Moiiles 
Bowman Robert D V-12 SS ••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••• New Madison Ohio 
Bowman Willard L V-12 ••••• Springfield Mo 
Bowne John G AH 2 ••••••••• Cedar Rapids 
Bowstead Tom T *VM 4 SS .••••••• DeWitt 
Boyd Henry S BEd BS TAM 6 SS ..... 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Le-wiston m 
Boyd Shirley M HEc 1 ••••.••••••• Maurice 
Boyer L Anne HEc 1 •••••••••••••••• Ames 
Boyer Sherron L HEc 1 •••••••• Casper Wyo 
Boylan James F ME 2 SS •••• Fort SDI Okla 
Boyland Patricia A AA 2 .•••• Fort Sill Okla 
Boyson Gilbert G *Sd 5 SS .•.••••••. Ames 
Boyt Richard D Sci 1 •.•••..•.. Des Moines 
Brackett Betty M HEc 1 ..••..... Elgin DI 
Brackett Robert C V-12 SS .•• Portland Maine 
Bradish Margaret A Sci 2 ...••••••••. Ames 
Bradley Alfred M Jr Sd 1 .••••..•.. Alvord 
Bradley Evelyn A HEd 4 •••••••••• Zwin~e 
Bradley Mary L HEd 4 Sl. .Marcellus Mich 
Bradshaw Carl R *!Ed 5 Sl. ••• Marble Rock 
Bradshaw Charles K V-12 SS ••. Reno Nevada 
Bradshaw Elizabeth M *HEc 2 SS •••• Alden· 
Bradshaw Joan C AA 2 •••••••••••. Fairfield 
Bradshaw Odell B V-12 SS •. Tremonton Utah 
Bradt Robert D V-12 SS ••••••••••• Newton 
Braeutigam Robert 0 V-12 SS ••• Des Moines 
Bragdon George E Engr 1 SS •••• Eagle Grove 
Bragdon John E V-12 SS •••••••••• Waterloo 
Bragonier Wendell H BA MS Bot 6 SS •• 
•••••••••••.•••••••••••.••• Cedar Falls 
Brainard Hush F Jr V-12 SS .••• Omaha Nebr 
Braithwaite.,1ack H V-12 SS ••••• Arco Idaho 
Branch Wilham H Jr Engr 1. ........ . 
••••••••••••••••••••••. Schen-ectady NY 
Brandes Richard A Engr 1 ••••••• Sioux City 
Brandner Carl F Phys 3 .............. Ames 
Brandner Keith E *Sci 1 SS •••••••••• Ames 
Brandt Barbara A HEc 1 ..•••.•••. Denison 
Brandt Charles R E~ 1 Sl. •••••• Peterson 
Brandt Marjorie M FN 2 ••••• Casselton ND 
Branneky Walter C V-12 SS .• Pattonvllle Mo 
Brannian Ross E Sci 2 .•••.••••••• Randolph 
Brantley Lubertha J BS *HEd 6 SS ••.. 
•••.•.•.••••••....••••.••.•.. Baker La 
Brassey Vernon K FmOo 4 SS •••• Boise Idaho 
Braunstein Harold A •Engr 1 Sl ••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••.•••••• Broo~ NY 
l~;ny:::~~w~~~-.1:. ~ .... ~~O~~ 
Brechtel Shirley A HEc 1 ••.••••• Des Moines 
Breckenridge Bruce M Zool 3 SS •••••• Ames 
Breckenridge Harriet B HEq 3 •••••••• Ames 
Bredahl Franklin W Sci 1 •••••••••••• Exira 
Breeden Catherine A HEc 2 •••• Winfield Kans 
Breman Sarah H HEc 1 •.••••••• Des Moines 
Bremhorst Mary M HEq 2 •••••••• Ottumwa 
Brennan James J Jr V-12 SS •• Hot Sprin@ Ark 
Brenner Edward Engr _ 1 ••••••••••••• Coif ax 
Bressman Donna A HM 3 Sl Washington DC 
Breuer Delmar W V-12 SS ••••• St Jamm Mo 
Brewer Helen V Diet 2 •••.. Milwaukee Wisc 
Brickler Velda V HM 2 SL •••••• Galena Ill 
Briden Don C For 3 SS •••••••••• Cedar Falls 
Bridenbaugh Eleanor M HEc 1 ••• Siou:s: City 
Bridges Helen E HEc 1. •••••••••• Riverton 
Brimmer Maurice P VM 4 SS ••••• Kellerton 
Brindle Marjorie F HEd 2 ••••••••••• Conrad 
Brintnall Justine A HEd 2 •••••••••••• Ames 
Brinton John H Jr V-12 SS •.••••.• Alden Pa 
Briquet Raul Jr Gen 6 •. Minas Gerais Brull 
Bristle Mary E Sci 5 •••••••••••••••• Ogden 
Bristol Norman E V-12 SS ••••. Ansley Nebr 
Broadbent H Smith BS Chem 6 SS ••••• 
••••••••••.••••••••••• Snowft.ake Arizona 
Broadwell William E Jr V-12 SS ••••••. 
..•••••••••••••.•••..•• Brentwood Tenn 
Brockett Donald H Engr 1 •••••••••• Carlisle 
Brockway Ralph L V-12 ••••••••••• Joliet DI 
Brockway Rosa M En_gr 1 SS •••••••••• Union 
Brodahl Raymond G V-12 SS •••• Wahoo Nebr 
Brodine Charles E V-12 SS .••••• Sioux City 
Bronson Lois S HEc 1 •.•••••• Cleveland Ohio 
Brookover Marian E BS MS *HEd 6 Sl 
••••.•••••••••••••....•••• Eureka Kans 
Brooks Lawrence B Hdsm •••••••••• Brandon 
Brooks Warren P Sci 2 •••.•• ~ ••••• Riverton 
Brouhard John W *Sci 1 SS •••••••••• Ames 
Brouillette Robert R V-12 SS •••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••. Mlnneapiolls Minn 
Broussard Dale W V-12 SS •••••• Madison SD 
Brown Bruce E EE 2 •••••••••••••• Spencer 
Brown Bruce L AJm>n 1 •••••••• Mombig_ Sun 
Brown Catharine M TCh 4 SS •• Harpers Ferry 
Brown Edna G BS *Nutr 6 Sl, ••••••• 
•....•....••••••••••••• CincinnaU Ohio 
Brown Farwell T BS Ee 6 Sl ••••••••• Ames 
Brown Grace K Hist 3 •••••••••••••••• Ames 
Brown Harold D Sd 2 •••••• Gann Valley SD 
Brown names E V-12 SS •••••• Fort M8dlson 
Brown ohn F FmOo 1 •.••• : ••• Mason City 
Brown elvin H BS MS ChE 6 SS ••••• 
•••••••.•.•••..••..•••••• North EngJlsh 
Brown Naoma I *HEc 5 Sl .•••••••••• Tabor 
Brown Rosemary M Diet 4 SS •••••• Ruthven 
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Brown Sara A BS MS VF.cl 6 ••• Cedar Rapids 
Browne Dona L HEd 3 ..••••••• St Charles 
Browning Elaine B HEc 1 ••••.•...••. Ames 
Browning Richard I D&ED 1 ..•. Mason City 
Brownlee Oswald H BS MS AgEc 6 .•• Ames 
Bruce Wlllls N BS *Zool 6 Sl •• Lincoln Nebr 
Bruene Rose H HM 2 SS •.••.••• Gladbrook 
Bruning Dale D Engr l. ............. Breda 
Brunk James E ME 2 SS .•...••..• Prescott 
Brunk Robert E V-12 SS ............ Ottumwa 
Brunner Mantaret CD 2 ....•..•.•..• Akron 
Bruns Alice M HEc 1 ...•........ Waverly 
Bruns Carleton I V-12 SS ..... St Charles Mo 
Bruns Genevieve R IM 3 ..•.•..• Davenport 
Bruns Helen M HEc 1 .......... Davenport 
Bruns Paul R Sci 1 •...•.......... Waverly 
Brush John E AB Ee 6 .•....•.....•• Ames 
Brush Miriam K AB AM Nutr 6 Sl ..• · 
•....................... Arlington Mass 
Bryant Ethel G TC 4 SI •...••••. Burlington 
Bryant Henrietta L TC 4 SS ... Kirkwood DI 
Bryant James R V-12 SS ......... Morris DI 
Bryant Jean I AA 4 ••••.••..... Burlington 
Bryner Clifford G V-12 SS •..•••.••••• 
•••••••.••......•. Salt Lake City Utah 
Bryson Arthur E Jr V-12 SS .... Winnetka DI 
Buchanan Donna l. HEc 1 •• G~~ Mills Wisc 
Buchanan William E GenE 2 SS •••••.. 
..••••••.. , ....•......• Philadelphia Pa 
Buchmueller Roland P V-12 SS Normandy Mo 
Buckley Robert J V-12 SS ••••••• Des Moines 
Buckner Nancy C Diet 3 .... Kansas City Mo 
Budet Antonio D BS *PoH 6 SS ••.•.• 
••.•.••......... Rio Piedras Puerto Rico 
Buell John B V-12 SS ••.•.•••• Omaha Nebr 
Buffington Prudence M AA 4 •••.•• Glenwood 
Bull Maxine D HEc 1 .....•.. Elkhorn Nebr 
Bultz.o Charles A V-12 SS New Kensington Pa 
Buman Rosemary HEd 2 ••••••.••••• Harlan 
Bunge Leland F VM 2 SS ...•. Independence 
Bunge Mabel J l!Jl 2 ..... Heron Lake Minn 
Bunge Martha H~ 4 ...••.. Caledonia Minn 
Burch Helen L Sea 2 Sl ........ Braddyville 
Burch Maxine M IM 2 ............ Winterset 
Burd Rex L *LA 5 SS ........... Ft Dodge 
Burford Leola BS *IM 6 S2 .• Marshfield Mo 
Burgi Mary L CD 4 SS .. Minneapolis Minn 
Burgum Katherine K BS MA *HEd 6 S2 
.....•.••................. Helena ?.font 
Burham Barbara J Diet 4 SS ........ Osceola 
Burke Gerald E Engr 1 ............ Kingsley 
Burkhart Mary R CD 3 Sl ....... Sioux City 
Burkle Joseph L For 3 .........•.. Si?ux City 
Burnham Phllip R V-12 ........ Chicago Ill 
Bums Thomas G BA MA IEd 6 Clear Lake 
Bums William V V-12 ... University City Mo 
Burr Edwin P *IEd 5 SS ..........•. Ames 
Burright Eugene B V-12 SS .... Rock Rapi~ 
Burroughs Jeanne H HEc 1 St Westboro Mass 
Burroughs Max A v.12 SS Blue Springs Nebr 
Burt John R Engr 1. ..•..••........ Rbwan 
Burton Bml BA HEd 6 .••. New Orleans La 
Burton Eloise C Diet 3 ....•••.. Clinton NY 
Busby Perry E *IEd 5 SS ••••••••• Peterson 
Bush J~h Sci 1. .................. Ames 
Bushne)" Kenneth V-12 ...... Milwaukee Wisc 
Bushnell Burton L AH 1 ........ Manchester 
Bu5sey George E Engr 1 .......... Tabor SD 
Butler Bonnie L HEc l .............. Ames 
Butler Elizabeth A TC 3 ............. Ames 
Butler Lawrence B V-12 SS ..... Ft Madison 
Butson Wallace ] *VM 4 .SS ••••• Lund Minn 
Byers Laura A HEc 1 ............ Mapleton 
B)rrd Ronald S BS MS Soils 6 S2 ...... . 
•..••••..•..........•.. Philadelphia Pa 
Byrnes Mae B TC 2 ....•..•.....•... Ames 
C&Jdwell Cal W D_yH 2 ........ Lombard DI 
Calhoun ?dl1,el'garet C CD 2 ••.. St Louis Mo 
Calhoun Seabron B DyH 2 .•• Vacaville Calif 
Calvert John W Engr 1 ••••••.•••••• Keokuk 
Calvin Mildred R Diet 2 ••••••.•••••••• Ames 
Calzada Jose FC 6 ••••••.••••••• Lima Peru 
Cambre Arden A ChE 4 SS •••••••• Clari1ula 
Cameron Janet L *E~Ck 4 Sl Evanston DI 
Caminong Maria M BS MA MS Nutr 6 
..•••••••••••.•••••• Manila Philippines 
Cammack Hobart Z V-12 ••••••••••• Newton 
Camp Kenneth A V-12 SS •••• Creston Mont 
Campbell Alice L AA 3 ••••••••••• Dubuque 
Campbell Carol J *HEc 2 Sl •••• Emmetsburg 
Campbell Sadie 'M HEc 1 •.•. Guthrie Center 
Campbell William M V-12 SS •. Richmond Ind 
Canavan Colleen M *Sci 1 SS ..••.•••• Paton 
Canfield Barbara J AA 2 •.•• Middletown Ohio 
Canton wine Donald H Hdsm .•...•••• Vinton 
Canty Edward F For 1 .••..••••••••• Nashua 
Carey William M PoH 1 SS .•••.. Northwood 
Carley Carolyn TC 2 •••••••••• Casselton ND 
Carlsen Dorothy E Ee 3 ••.•••.••••. Laurens 
Carlsen Vernon E CbE 3 SS •••••••• Clinton 
Carlson Carolyn J TC 2 •••.•. Glen Ellyn DI 
Carlson Dale Raymond V-12 SS ••••••• 
.••••••••••••••••••••• Kansas City Mo 
Carlson Elfie V Diet 3 SS •••.••••••• Vinton 
Carlson Lorraine HEd 2 •••••.•••• Ida Grove 
Carlson Merle N ME 2 ••••••••••• , •• ()gden 
Carlson Ruth C AA 4 Sl ••.••••••.•• 0-SCeola 
Carnaby Boyd Engr 1 ••••••••• Omaha Nebr 
Carnes Clarkson C DI 1 .......... Holstein 
Carpenter Bruce F Sci l •• Longmeadow Mass 
Carpenter William J Jr Engr 1 •• Adams Mass 
Carr Donna L CJ) 2 ••.•••••••••••••• Ames 
Carr George H V-12 SS •..••••• Rockford DI 
Carr Russell E AB MS Math 6 ••• Indianola 
Carrell Ross M EE 2 SS ...•.••. Des Moines 
Carrick Ruth T TC 3 •••••••• Park Ridge DI 
Carrithers Ira T Jr Engr 1 .•.. Cedar Rapids 
Carroll Margaret ] Ee 3 ..•. Forest Park DI 
Carroll Raymond P AE 1 •.••.•••• , .. Osage 
Carroll Shirley A HEc 1 ••••..•. Cedar Falls 
Carron Gene J V-12 SS •••••••. St Louis Mo 
Carson Jenny E E~Ck 4 •••••••••• Joliet DI 
Carstens John E V-12 SS •••..• Cedar Rapids 
Carstensen Arnold J FmQp 2 •••••.•. Delmar 
Carter Donald L V-12 SS •••••••• Sioux City 
Carter Kathryn D HEc 1 •.••.•.....•• Elma 
Carter Leroy C V-12 SS ....•. Gold Hill Ore 
Carter Philip L Sci 1 SS •..•.••... Alexis DI 
Carter Virginia L Nutr 4 Sl. .. , .•••• Ames 
Carter Virginia L HEd 2 ...•• , ...•..• Ames 
Carver Lowell BS MS VEd 6 .•..•.... Ames 
Caselberry Guy E Sci 2., ....•• Evanston DI 
Cash Marilpi J Sci 2· .•..•.• Sugar Creek Mo 
Cason Louas F BA MA Chem 6 'SS •.. 
•...•..••••.••..••...••.• St Paul Minn 
Casper Harold W *CE 4 Sl .... Marshalltown 
Cassady Betsy L AA 4 SS ..•.•..•. Mapleton 
Cassell Louise HEc S ••••••.••••••••• Ames 
Castillo Luis M Bot 6 .•••.•.•••••.•• Ames 
Castle Dorothy L Diet 4 SS •.•.••• Joliet DI 
Castrellon Roberto A.Kron 2 •••• Tole Panama 
Catts Barbara A ExJ>Ck 2 •••• Kansas City _Mo 
Caulfield Wilber l BS MS Bact 6 BP.<?n Minn 
Cavalieri Albert V-12 SS New Bniain Conn 
Cavanaugh MB!)'_ A *Sci S SS •••••. Lohrville 
Cavett Edna IM 4 •.•.••••••••••••. Denison 
Cekovsky Alois B Jr V•l2 SS ••.•••.. , 
· · .. · ••.•..••.•.•... Webster Groves Mo 
Chadwick J Richard AB IEd 6 ••• Fort Dodge 
Chadwick Robert F V-12 SS Minneapolis Minn 
Chamberlain Carol L Zool 3 .••• Omaha Nebr 
Chamberlain Theodore L V-12 SS Olivia Minn 
Chambers Mavis ] Sci 1 .•..•••.. Sioux City 
Chamblee Douglas S BS FC 6 .• Zebulon NC 
Champagne Joseph L V-12 SS Baton Rouge La 
Champlin Charles K ArchE 2 •••••.•••• Ames 
Chao Si-Tsan BS Bot 6 SS •••• Canton China 
Chapin M Evelyn BS *HEd 6 Sl ••••••• 
· · · · · · · · · · · · - · ......•.. . Mantorville Minn 
Chapin Wayne F *VM 4 SS Mantorville Minn 
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Chapman Edward L V-12 SS La Grange DI 
Chapman Gerald E *VM 4 SS ••••••• Peosta 
Chapman Isla M BS HM 6 .••• Denton Texas 
Chapman Leslie R V-12 SS .••..••••. Carroll 
Chapman William H V-12 SS .••••••... 
.................... Webster Groves Mo 
Chase Robert W V-12 SS .. Battle Creek Mich 
Chatoney Ben ] Jr V-12 SS Indianola Miss 
Chausse Frances P HEc 1 .•••.•.... Anthon 
Chavez Eugene A Geol 3 .•.. Santa Rosa NM 
Cheney Zada E Sci 2 •.•••••••••• Des Moines 
Chessmore Phyllis N Diet 2 ..•. Atwood Kan 
Child Margaret L Ee J ....•.•••.•• Grinnell 
Childers Alvan R Sci 1 SS •..••• Fort Dodge 
Childress G Lowell VM 4 SS .. Goldengate Ill 
Chinlund Jean V HEq 3 ....•... Storm Lake 
Chinn Arlene J BEd 4 SS ••..•. Des Moines 
Chinn Stanley BS Ms· Bact 6 ...•.••••• 
••••..•••••.•.•.••.•• Vancouver Canada 
Chittenden Dudlef __ B_ For S • • Guilford Conn 
Christ Vivian E HEd 4 ••••••..•. Forest City 
Christensen Amanda J Math J SS .•...• Ames 
Christensen Darlene M Zool 3 SS Blairsburg 
Christensen Isabel L Diet 4 Sl .••••..• A.mes 
Christensen Janet E Diet 4 SS •. Byron Minn 
Christensen· Leona M HEd 4 S 1 ...• Peterson 
Christensen Lloyd G Engr 1 ••.•..••• Harlan 
Christensen Lois A HEd 2 Sl ..••••.. Spencer 
Christenson Douglas A *EE 2 SS Omaha Nebr 
Christian Darlene Sci 1 •••.•..• West Union 
Christian Kathryn J Sci 1. ........ Hawkeye 
Christian Richard L V-12 SS Northfield Minn 
Christian Robert V BS Chem 6 SS •.•.• 
•••••••.......•.•.•..•••.. Wichita Kan 
Christle Emil R V-12 SS ...•.•. Cedar Rapids 
Chudomelka Thomas C VM 4 SS ••.••• 
•.••..•••.••••......•... Clarkson Nebr 
Churchill Darlene M Nutr 4 SS ••• Woodbine 
Cicutto Calvin J V-12 SS Kansas City Kans 
Claassen John R Fm()p 1 SS ... Omaha Nebr 
Clampitt Lawrence L EE 4 SS .....••. 
............. " ......... New Providence 
Clampitt Marjorie M H~ 1 New Providence 
Clapp Nancy A HEc 1 SS .••..•...•..• Ames 
Clappison Bonnie L Sci 1. ..... Eagle Grove 
Clapsaddle Donald C GenE 3 SS •••••• 
•••••••....•••••••... Ste Genevieve Mo 
Clark Alma B *IM 4 Sl •..... Milford Conn 
Clark Charles L VM 3 SS ..••.•••• LeClaire 
Clark Dickey C Diet 3 •.....••.••• Farragut 
Clark Eugene P For 2 Sl •..•.••••• Dubuq_ue 
Clark Faith M HEd 4 ........••.• LeClaire 
Clark Grace E HEd 2 ........... Chelsea Vt 
Clark Grace V *Sci 1 Sl .•.•.••••.. Laurens 
Clark Helen E BS Nutr 6 Sl. •••••.••• 
•••••••....... Meadow Lake Sask Canada 
Clark Helen L Diet 4 •.....••••• Omaha Nebr 
Clark Henry F Sci 1 SS ............. Ames 
Clark James W V-12 SS .•.•. Marquette Mich 
Clark Raymond N Engr 1 .....•• Des Moines 
Clark Roy A Jr V-12 .•..•.••. Pittsburgh Pa 
Clark Russell N BS MS Chem 6 SS .••• 
.•..•..................... Detroit Mich 
Clark Wanda F Ag 5 • ................ Ames 
Clark Winifred M HEd 4 ••• : •• Neenah Wisc 
Clarke David D Jr V-12 SS Kansas Ci!Y Mo 
Clarke Margaret A *Diet 4 SS ••••.. Conrad 
Clarke Sally J RScl 3 ••••.. San Diego Calif 
Clarke William L Engr 1 •...••••••.. Ames 
Classtck Harold J *ChE 4 SS •••••••••• Ames 
Clatterbaugb Francis C ME 5 • •• Shenandoah 
Clause Elizabeth HEd 3 ...... Grand Junction 
Clausen Georgine J HEc 1 ••....•.•. Dexter 
Clau5on Bonita M CD 3 ..•..•..•..••. Ames 
Clayton Marilpi P •rut j SS •.••.•••• Ames 
Clayton Phyllis J TC 2 ••••••••• Van Meter 
ClemeJit Mary I TCh 2 ••••••••• Butte Mont 
Clement Roena G BS *AA 6 St. .Des Moines 
Clifford Helen L Diet 2 •••••••• Chicago DJ 
Clifford William R VM J SS •••• Coon Rapids 
Climer James H V-12 SS •••••• Jackson Mich 
Cline Lois P TC 3 SS ••••••• Plainview Nebr 
Clingman Wilbur D V-12 SS •. Baraboo Wisc 
Clitlieroe Gay TC 2 .•.••••. Panguitch Utah 
Clitheroe Jay V-12 SS •......••. Cedar Rapids 
Clizbe David E V-12 SS ..•••.•••••• Clinton 
Clover Robert I V-12 SS ..•.•... Auburn Nebr 
Clover Wilbur B V-12 SS ..•• Missoula Mont 
Clovis Joan IM 3 •••.•..•.....• Shenandoah 
Clovis Judith IM 3 ....•.•••...• Shenandoah 
Coahran John C V-12 •••••••••• Albany Ind 
Coates James R *ChE 4 SS ..•.•• Sioux City 
Cochrari James F Sci 2 .••••..• Norfolk Nebr 
Cochran Patricia Bact 3 Corpus Christi Texas 
'Cocking Jessie E Diet 4 SS ..•..• Manchester 
Codlin :Margaret L Sci 2 SS ..•••••. Atlantic 
Coe Richard J Engr 1 SS .............. Ames 
Coffey John R Sci 1 .••.••..•••• Des Moines 
Coffin June Diet 4 SS .•••.••.•• Boise Idaho 
Colburn Lois A HEc 1 •••.••....••• Waverly 
Cole Richard Jr V-12 SS ........ Omaha Nebr 
Coleman Harriet L CD 2 Sl •••••••••• Perry 
Colgin Mary L HEd 3 .......... Antigo Wisc 
Collins Arthur M VM 3 SS .••.•• Chicago DI 
Collins Birney 0 * AgEd S Sl Worthington Mo 
Collins Gerald M V-12 SS •••.. Vermillion SD 
Collins Matthews J Jr V-12 SS St Louis Mo 
Colllns Warren E *VM 4 SS West Point Nebr 
Collins Wayne C GenE 2 SS .... Dallas Center 
Columbia Ruth M Sd 2 •... Burgettstown Pa 
Colvin Charles D AH 4 SS .•••••• Muscatine 
Colwell Robert W V-12 SS .......... Hull DI 
Comann David H V-12 SS .... St Louis Mo 
Combs Bert 0 VM 2 SS •••.•••••••• Cresco 
Combs Nancy HEc 1 •..•••..•••• Chicago DI 
Comeau Maurice A V-12 SS .• Manchester NH 
Comerford Sister Maurita BS *Nutr 6 SS 
. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • Grinnell 
Compton Rita J *Diet 3 Sl ...• Cameron Mo 
Conard Evelyn M HEc 1 ....•.•••••• Boone 
Conklin Mary K IM 3 ....•..... Goshen NY 
Conlon Carol J HEc 1 ....•.•. Monmouth DI 
Conn Jean E AB MS Bact 6 ..... Geneva NY 
Connelly Barbara C HEc 1 ••..•.• Chlcag() DI 
Conner Albert L V-12 SS ...... Ottawa Kans 
Conner Betty L Diet 4 S2 ••••••••• Glidden 
Conner Carol F BA AA 6 Sl •••••••.•• Ames 
Connolly Margaret A Diet 4 SS ••• Des Moines 
Connor Edward C VM 3 SS .•••••• Morris DI 
Conover Donald W Ee 3 ••••••••••••• Boone 
Conrad Joan E ChT 2 SS •••••• Omaha Nebr 
Cook Bruce A PoH 2 •••..••••••• Spirit Lake 
Cook Gordon A Engr_ 1 SS ••••• Oniaha Nebr 
Cook Jean N EE 2 SS ................ Ames 
Cook John M Jr V-12 SS •••••• St Louis Mo 
Cook M Luanna Diet 2 .•• Los Angeles Calif 
Cook Mary M Hist 4 SS ••..•..•••••• Ames 
Cooke Dorothy S AB Ee 6 • ••. Oak Park DI 
Coombe Donna J LA 1 •••••• Little Rock Ark 
Coon Don W AH 1 .•••.•••.. Grand Junction 
Coon Eleanore M Diet 2 •••••• Grand Junction 
Cooney Annie E *HM 5 S2 ......... . 
• •••••••••••••••. Saskatoon Sask Canada 
Cooney Raymond E VM J SS ......... Marion 
Coontz George R FmOo 1 ••••••••••. Denver 
Cooper Barbara 1 HEcf 3 ••••• Chillicothe Mo 
Cooper Clarence J Sci 1. ............. Boone 
Cooper John G Sci 1 ••.•.• Chevy Chase Md 
Coover Martha C HEc 1 ...••••••••.• ·Ames 
Copeland Sara E HM J SS Florence Alabama 
Coppage John F Engr 1 •••.•••••• Emerson 
Cop~ Norma G CD 2 .••. , ••..•• Ankeny 
Corbin Dean L V-12 SS .•••..••. Crafg_Nebr 
Corcoran John W Engr 1 ••••.••• Des Moines 
Cordiner Frank S V-12 SS .•.. Ch~enne~o 
Cornell Vernon A ChE 4 Sl ....... Fort 
Corner Robert F GenE 4 •••. Sioux Falls S 
Coscia Louts N Sci 1 SS •••••• ~his Tenn 
Cosmano John F Sci 1. • • • • • • • ester NY 
Costello Marjorie J CD 3 •••• Slota Falls SD 
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Costello Maurice B CbT 3 ..•••••.•• Atlantic 
Cota John F V-12 .•.•••••••.... Des Moines 
Cottrell Mary R Sci 5 • •••••••••••••.• Albia 
Coulson Betty J Diet 4 •... Lake Preston SD 
Coulter Elizabeth F BS *VEd 6 S2 •.. Ames 
Courtney Evelyn C *HEd 4 55 •...•... 
.•..••••••.••••.•.•.... Center Junction 
Covell Kenneth A Jr V-12 55 .••.•....• 
•••.•••••....•.•..••• Fort Worth Texas 
Covey Hiram W AgEd S ..••..••••••• Ames 
Cowley Robert ] En gr 1 •....•.••. Hampton 
Cox Chester T V-12 SS ........•. Hope Ind 
Cox Robert M EE 2 .•.......••.•.••.. Ames 
Crabtree Roger L *_{\g S SI •.••••.... Kelley 
Craig Harold L AgEd 1 .•..•••••• Bloomfield 
Craig William L ArchE 4 55 .•.•. Story City 
Crain Elma R BS FN 6 ..... Mishawaka Ind 
Cramer Helen M BS MA *HM 6 55 •.. Ames 
Cramer Loren W Agron 4 •••••••• Monticello 
Cramer Mary J CD 3 SI .•...•.. Des Moines 
Cramer William E Engr 1 .•••••. Des Moines 
Crandall Marian E AH 1 .... Cleveland Ohio 
Crawford Charles W V-12 55 ••..•..... 
•....•..••.....••••• Grand Island Nebr 
Crawford Edith E BS CD 6 Blytheville Ark 
Crawford Martha D HEc 1 .••........ Anita 
Criner Catherine E Sci S •.•••..•. Woodward 
Cripe Jack G V-12 SS .••..•.••. Goshen Ind 
Cripe Samuel B Engr 1 55 ..••.. Goshen Ind 
Crisp Nancy~ E HEc 1. •.... Little Falls NY 
Critchfield Kathryn E HEd 3 •. Omaha Nebr 
Crittenden Everett V V-12 SS Indianapolis Ind 
Crittenden Robert V Sci 1 ...•.•.. Des Moines 
Crocker Wanda N HEd 3 Sl ...••• Mt Union 
Crosdtan John F V-12 55 .......... Woodbine 
Crofey Leo B ChE 3 SI .... Bartlesville Okla 
Cromar Virginia R CD 2 ...... Maywood DI 
Crombie Margaret E Diet 2 .... Denver Colo 
Cromwell Dorothy ] Hist 3 .... Windsor Conn 
Crosby Janet L Chem 4 ......... Chicago DI 
Crosby Prescott H *AH 3 SS .... Spirit Lake 
Cross Pearl A BS *HEd 6 S2 •. Wichita Kan 
Crouch Henry E V-12 SS .•.... Columbia Mo 
Crouse Carl A AgEd 5 .••••••••••••• Albion 
Crowley Jerome M V-12 SS ...•••••.. Delmar 
Crowley John F V-12 SS .. Elmwood Park DI 
Crowther Charles R For 3 •..•.•... Waterloo 
Crump Amanda B BS Nutr 6 SS .. Detroit Mich 
Crump Dorothy J Diet 4 Sl .. Kirkwood Mo 
Crump Samuel L BS Math 6 S2 Pittsford NY 
Cruzen Frances B HEd 3 .•...•.•.. Oskaloosa 
Cruzen Mildred A HEc 1. .......... .. 
•••.•••......••... Carnduff Sask Canada 
Cullen Alexander R Sci I SS •••..... Madrid 
Cummings Barbara J HEc 1 ••••.• Des Moines 
Cummings Lynn H V-12 SS ••... Boise Idaho 
Cunningham Donald W V-12 SS St Louis Mo 
Cunningham Donna C ExpCk 3 .... Elkhart 
Cunning_ham Marian R HEq 4 •••. Storm Lake 
Curley Joyce L CD 4 ................ Sibley 
Curry Howard J Engr 1 ...•....... Bradgate 
Curry Norval H BS AE 6 SS ..•...... Ames 
Curtis Nellie E Nutr 3 SI ...••. Raleigh NC 
Dace Billie L ME 4 .•••••••••• Sullivan Mo 
Dahl Mary L HEc 1 ................. Ames 
Dahl OsbOrne H V-12 ..... Minneapolis Minn 
Dahle Kenneth R V-12 SS .... Council Bluffs 
Dahl fen Darrall W ChE 2 SS ......•.. Boone 
Dahlke No.rbert A VM 3 SS ... Neshkoro Wisc 
Daib Kath~ E TC 2 •............•. Dexter 
Daigle Wilham A V-12 SS .. Mahnomen Minn 
Daif ey Lois R Diet 3 ......••.... Esmond DI 
Dale Anna D Diet 3 SS .•••••..•.•. Clarion 
Dale Homer E *VM 4 SS .....••.•.. Whiting 
Dale Norma J IM 4 .•••.. Kansas City KanS 
Dallas Barb:lra J TC 4 SI ...•••...• Waterloo 
Dalsbo Gordon 0 CbE 4 S2 .••. Cedar Rapids 
Dalton Robert L V•12 SS ....... Edgar Nebr 
Damhoff Marian 0 Diet 3 ..••.• Omaha Nebr 
D'Amico John R V-12 SS .••••• Sunrise Wyo 
Dan John V-12 SS ......... East Chicago Ind 
Dana Shirley J HEc 1 S2 ............. Ames 
Dandareau Cornelius F *CbE 4 SS ••.•• 
.•.•.•••••••••••.•••• Ballston Lake NY 
Daniel John N V-12 SS .••• Los Angeles Calif 
DaP.pen Sara A BS *HEd 6 SL ••• Story City 
Dar6y James C Jr V-12 SS •••••• Atlanta Ga 
Darlington Winthrop W BS MS Zool 6 •• 
. .••••••...••••••••.•.•••• Neligh Nebr 
Darnell Dorothy A HEd 4 S2 •••• Washington 
Darner Avis L Sci 2 SS .............. Ames 
Darner Dora B BEd *HEd 6 S2 Freeport DI 
Darner Richard R Engr 1 SS •••• Omalia Nebr 
Dasher Joan E AA 2 Sl. ••••• Dearborn Mich 
Davey Eleanor M HEd 2 •••• Inglewood Calif 
Davidson Helen P HEd 4 ••.• Marinette Wisc 
Davies Lois E HEc 1 .•••..••. Louisville Ky 
Davies Mary E HEd 4 52 ..•••••••• Castana 
Davis Carl D Engr 1 ...••••••••••• Fremont 
Davis Donna ArchE 2 SS •••••••• Des Moines 
Davis Dora A HEc 1 ••.• Salt Lake City_ Utah 
Davis Eugene W Fm Op l. -. ••••••••• Manson 
Davis George H V-12 SS •••••• Lincoln Nebr 
Davis Helen J HEc 1. ............ Waterloo 
Davis Jacquelin B *Diet 4 S2 ••••••••• 
.........•.••••••. Richmond Heights Mo 
Davis John F *CbE 4 Sl •••••• Garnett Kans 
Davis Lester I FmOp 1 ••.••••••••. Sac City 
Davis Mildred L HEc 1 ••••••• Marshalltown 
Davis Shirlee A HEc 1 ••••.••••• Des Moines 
Daw John L Engr 1. ................ Perry 
Dawson Charlotte F Sci Spl ••••••••• Nevada 
Dawson Helen M *HEc S Sl •••.••••••• Vail 
Dawson Marian J HEc 1 ••••••• Kirkwood Mo 
Dawson Shirley J HEc 1 ••.••••••..•• Perry 
Dawson Wilda L HM 2 ..•.••••••• Knoxville 
Day Barbara J HEq 2 ............... Afton 
Day Charlotte F Diet 3 .... Alamosa-Colorado 
Day Robert L V-12 SS .••... Indianapolis Ind 
Dayton Cleva Diet 2 ..•.•..•••••.. Ottumwa 
Deal Sam M V-12 SS ........ Amarillo Texas 
Dean John E BS EE 6 SS ............ Ames 
Dean Mary L HEc 1 •..•••••.• Princeton DJ 
Deane Michael N AH 4 SS .•••••••..• 
...•••••..•••••. Buenos Aires Argentina 
Dearinger Donald G Engr 1 ••••... Burlington 
DeBartolo Violetta J AA 3 .••. Highwood DJ 
Decbo RusseIIJ V-12 SS •••••.. Maywood DI 
Decker Jane IM 3 •••••••.•• Walden NY 
DeCou Amy E TC 3 .............. Woodbine 
Deere Carmen P BS HEd 6 SS ..•••••.• 
. •.••.••••.••••••• San Juan Puerto Rico 
DeForest Frances R HEd .••• Cincinnati Ohio 
DeGroote· Helen A HEc 1 ••••..•••• Corwith 
DeHaan John P Sci S ........ Hastings Nebr 
De Jong Cornelia E Diet 4 •..•.. Des Moine:i 
De Jong Evan G V-12 SS .•.••••• Orange City 
De Jong Richard] V-12 SS .....• Des Moinet 
DeKalb Howard F AeroE 2 SS •••••. Fairfield 
DeKalb Victor M V-12 SS •••••••••. Fairfield 
DeLaHunt Mercedes P BS *Chem 6 Sl Ames 
DeLay Annetta H HJI 4 .••••• Beresford SD 
Dell Violette M *CD S Sl •.•• Beatrice Nebr 
Dellers Marian C BS Bot 6 SS River Forest DI 
Dellit Harold W V-12 SS ..••.•.••••• Clinton 
De!\larle James J ChE 2 ...••• Rochester NY 
Dt>Mars Phyllis A HEd 3 ..••.•••••••• Royal 
Denis Victor M VM 2 SS ........... . 
.................. Panama City Panama 
Dennis Clifford ] Jr V-12 SS Platteville Wisc 
Dennis Ivan L All 2 SS .•......•• Mount Ayr 
Denoon Elizabeth *HEd 4 SS .•..• Centerville 
DePuy Emerson P V-12 SS ••••.. Des Moines 
Derivaux Joseph_ H V-12 SS •. Vicksburg_Miss 
Dersh Mark Sci 1. ............. : Des Moines 
Deslandes Josue B Bot 6 Rio de Janeiro Brazil 
D~potovkb Sam Hist 3 SS •••• Omaha Nebr 
DeValois Donald G *VM 4 SS ..... : .Sheldon 
DeVries Victor L V-12 SS •••. Richfield Idaho 
DeWall Dorothy L HEc 1 ••••••• Pocahontas 
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DeWild John A BS EE 6 ....••••••.•• Ames 
De Wolf Beverly R HEc 1 ..•••• Gilmore City 
Deyoe Macy C HEc 1 .•.••...••• Des Moines 
Dickerson James P Sci 1. ....••. Mason City 
Dickinson Dorothy A HTI 2 •••.•••... Ames 
Dickinson Earl W BS lEd 6 SS ..••••• Ames 
Dickson Ruth E TC 3 Sl ••..•••..• Ottumwa 
Dieck Donald U V-12 SS .. Swartz Creek Mich 
Diekman Shirley J *Zool 4 S2 •.•• Canton SD 
Diercks Chester W Engr 1 SS ••••• Davenport 
Dierks Marianne HM 3 .••... Kansas City Mo 
Dierwechter Helen J Diet 2 ..••• Mendota DI 
Dillan Dorothy A HEc 1 •••••• Proctor Minn 
DiPol Caesar J V-12 SS •••• Los Angeles Calif 
Dirks Margaret M HEq 4 •••••••• Malden Mo 
Dirksen Ann HEc 5 ••.•••..••.••••.••. Ames 
Di%SOn Donald L Enlp' 1 SS ••.••••••• Ames 
Dobbins Stephen A Sci 1 SS .••••••• Cherokee 
Dodds Mary S HEq 3 ••.••.•.•••••••• Ames 
Dodson John R V-12 SS •••••• McDade Texas 
Doggett Imogene J HEcl 2 Sl •.•••• Oskaloosa 
Dohrman Betty A HEd 4 S2 .••• Mount Union 
Dolin Elsie C BEd *HEd 6 Sl Keyser WVa 
Dolson James Wm V-12 SS ••••• Glendale Mo 
Domas Rita G HEc 1 ••••••••• Oak Park DI 
Domke Selma L BA *HEc 6 SS •• West Union 
Donahue Eugene H V-12 SS •••• Albion Nebr 
]lonaldson Beatrice E BS MA IM 6 .•. Boone 
Donohue Katharine M *HEd S Sl •••••• 
.......................... Bonesteel SD 
Donohue Margaret J HEd 2 .••• Bonesteel SD 
Donoso Maximo AH J SS ... Santiago Panama 
Dooley Donald D Engr 1 .•...•••••• Rinard 
Doolittle Frances M HEd 4 S2 •••• Blairsburg 
Doolittle Martha R Sci S SS .••••••••• Ames 
Doran Maey __ F *Sci 2 SS ............ Beaver 
Dormandy William L IEd 2 .•..•• Scotia NY 
Dorosfn Leon A Engr 1 SS .••• Marshalltown 
Doscher John S Sci 1 .•••...••• Bellmore NY 
Dose Donald B Zool 3 ...........•. Clinton 
:Qoty Charlotte J HEc 1 ....•... Mason City 
Dougherty C R BS *ChE 6 Sl ••••••. Ames 
Dougherty Charles B Phys 4 SS •••.•• Creston 
Douglass Winfred N GenE 2 •.•••.•••• Ames 
Dowd Gordon P For 1. ..••......•.••. Ames 
Downey Eugene 0 V-12 SS ...••• Des Moines 
Downing Catherine A BS *HEd 6 SS .. Tiptqn 
Doyle Bernard F V-12 SS •..•.••. Des Moines 
Doyle Keith A *VM 4 SS ..•.•••••• Westside 
Doyle Mary I Diet 3 .•.••.•.•.. Yankton SD 
Doyle Mary L HEc 1. ..•....•..•••• Boone 
Doyle Verna L HEc 1 .•.•••.••. Sioux Rilpids 
Drach James B Sci 1 ••.•....•. Omaha Nebr 
Drake Charles T V-12 SS ..••.•.••• Fruitland 
Drake Claude W Jr V-12 SS •• Whittier Calif 
Drake Richard F Engr 1 •••...•••• Muscatine 
Drakesmith Vivian L Diet 2 SS .. St Louis Mo 
Drange Robert 0 V-12 SS .... Watertown SD 
Dreesman Lydia L CD 3 SS •••••••• Titonka 
Dreier Elizabeth R CD 2 ••••••.••• Hubbard 
Dresser Lloyd J BA MA *VEd 6 SS Montrose 
Drew Leland 0 BS AE 6 ••••..•. Clemson SC 
Drey Joseph J Engr 1. •..••.......•.. Early 
Drown Dorothy A Diet 4 •••••••••• Kellogg 
Dryden Mary K Diet 2 •••••• Keithsburg DI 
Dubbert James W AE 1. •....•••••. Laurens 
Dube Harvey A BS Chem 6 SS ..•••••• 
....................... Niagar"a Falls NY 
Dobes George R Scl 1 SS ••••••.•• Sioux City 
Dudgeon Eileen E Exl>Ck 4 ••••••••••• Ames 
Dudfey Norma J HEd 3 ••••..•••••• Redfield 
Duea Betty A HEd 3 ••••••.••••• Estherville 
Duea Paul E V-12 SS .•••••.••••• Sto~ City 
Duecker Virgil A PoH 1. .•.•••••••• Tripoli 
Duensing Miry E RSd 3 ..••.••• Wasbin~n 
!}ugail Rosemary HEd 2 ••.••• Coll~ Spnngs 
Dull Ivan E EE 4 SS ............. Cherokee 
Dullum Robert E *VM 4 SS ••• Mound Minn 
Dunham Donna T Sci 1. ....•..• Des Moines 
Dunham Robert D VM 3 SS •.•• Westboro Mo 
Dunlap Beverly A CD 2 .•••••••••••• Ames'-1 Dunlap Ellen M Sci 1 ••••••••••••••• Ames 
Dunn Fay A V·l2 SS •••.••.••• Des Moines 
Dunn Harry M Jr V-12 SS .••••. Des Moines 
Dunn M Elizabeth CD 2 ....•••• Geneva NY 
Dunnell Jean A HEc 1 ..••••••••• Minot ND 
Duroe Collingwood R Sci 2 SS .• Jeffers Minn 
Durst Henry L V-12 SS ...•.•••••• Dubuque 
Dutcher I val G *Sci 1 SS .•••••••••• Dayton 
Dutton Arthur M V-12 SS •••••. Des Moines 
Dvorak Vernon B VM 4 SS ••••••••• Cary DJ 
Dwight Regina M AA 2., .••.••• Des Moines 
Dwine William E Sci 1. •••••.•••• Dow City 
Dyas Dorothy J Sci 1. ••••••••••••••• Ames 
Dyas Virginia G AA 3 ................ Ames 
Dyer Edith M IM 4 .••••••••. St Paul Minn 
Dykes Mary A Sci 1. ................ Ames 
Dynes Dorothy M HEd 2 Sl •••. Sheffield DI 
Dynes Leila M CD 3 •••••••••• Sheffield D1 
Dziatlik Helen A Diet 2 SS •••••• Chi~ DJ 
Eacker Wayne L V-12 SS ••.••• Deary Idaho 
Earhart Carolyn L RSci 2 •• Falls Church Va 
Easley Marjorie A *AA S Sl •••••••••• Ames 
Easley Raemar E *HEc 2 Sl. ....... .. 
•••••••.•.•.••.••.. Corpus Christi Texas 
Easter Robert Q *Sci 1 Sl •.••.••••••• Ames 
Easter Ronald R BA MS *Phys 6 Sl Osceola 
Ebbing Virginia M *HEd 4 Sl •.•... Laurens 
Ebel Stanley T V-12 SS .••••...••. Waterloo 
Ebersole Nancy R Sci 2 •.........• Ft Dodn 
Eby Joan *FN S Sl ••••.•••.. Lincoln Nelir 
Eck Marion E HEd 4 ..•...•..•••.. Oelwein 
Eckaus Richard S V-12 SS .•. Kansas City Mo 
Eckert William P ChE 4 .....•••• Sioux City 
Eckles Robert L AH 1. ....••....••. Elkhart 
Eckman Joseph P Jr V·12 SS ..•• Portland Ore 
Eck.stein Anton J VM 3 SS .. New Ulm Minn 
Eden bum Helen E HEc 1 S2 .••.•.••. Ames 
Edie Rose M HEd 4 ...•..•..•.•••••.. Rudd 
Edwall Helmer G ChE 2 •..••... Rembrandt 
Edwards Annette AA 2 .••.••..•.•• Decorah 
Edwards Barbara A HEc 1 •...•••••... Ame!' 
Edwards Betty L HEc 1 ••......•• Sioux City 
Eganhouse Robert P Engr 1 ...... Monmouth 
Egeland Otto R V-12 .........•• Chicago DI 
Eggers Lawrence *ChE 4 Sl ..... Des Moines 
E~·man Eugene L V-12 SS Wood River DI 
E y Phyllis E Nutr 4 .......... Des Moines 
E mke Bruce C Zool 3 SS .•....•. Humboldt 
Ehmke Dorothy A BS Nutr 6 Sl .. Humboldt 
Eich Eunice M HEc 1 .. Arlington Heights DI 
Eich Lois M HEc 1. .•. Arlington Heights DI 
Emerson William J VM 4 SS ..•. Lakota ND 
Einspanier Bemar J Jr V-12 SS St Louis Mo 
Eirls Charles E Jr V-12 SS ....•. Sedalia Mo 
Eisele John S V-12 ........... Springfield DI 
Eisleben Charles D V-12 SS .••. St Louis Mo 
Ekeberg Florence P HEc 1 •.•.....•. Dayton 
Eldredge Philil! G VM 4 SS ••.•••.••.• Ames 
Elliott Frank E V-12 SS .•......•.•• Lamoni 
Elliott Fred C Agron 4 .••..... Drayton ND 
Elliott Marvin L Engr 1 •...... Wetister City 
Elliott Ph.f.llls B BS HEq 6 .•••••••••• Ames 
Elliott William S Engr 1 •.•••••••••• Sidney 
Ellis Mary E IM 2 ............. Des MoJnes 
Ellis Richard M FmOp 1 ••.••• Dallas Center 
Ellis Wanda M HEc 2 •••••• Independence Mo 
Ellison Cozy L BS Bot 6 ..••••••• Macon Ga 
Ellison Louise M HEd S ••••••.••• Macon Ga 
Elwood Mildred A AA 2 ••••••••••••• Cresco 
Embree Lulu M CD 2 SS ••••••.• , .Anamosa 
Emrick Patricia L Diet 3 .•••..• Denver Colo 
Enburg Laura M HEd 4 SS .••••.•••• Lebl.dl 
Endersbee Mary C HEc 1 ••...•. Wilmette DI 
Endo Burton Y Hort 1 •••••••••. !'~ton Aris 
Engelhart Walter W AeroE 4 •••••• Ft Dodge 
Engelhart Warren B V-12 SS •••••• Ft Dodge 
Engelbert Patricia M HEd 2 ••••••• Marengo 
Engelbrecht Harlen J H •VM 4 SS •.• Hartley 
Engelby Doris J Sci 1 •••••••••••• Stratford 
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, Engeldlnger John E Ee 4 SS .••..••••• Ames 
English Joyce M · HEd 4 ••••••••••••• Lytton 
Engstrom Paul V Agron 2 ..••..••• Kanawha 
Engstrom Rita M UEd 3 52 ..•••.. Renwick 
Ericlt Richard R V-12 SS ••.• Columbus Ohio 
Erickson Duane M AeroE 2 SS ..••. Fairfield 
Erickson Jean A Diet 2 SS •.••......• Boone 
Erickson Lois J HEc 1. .............. Ames 
Erskine Nadine V HEc I .••..•.... Peoria DI 
Erwin Lloyd A Hdsm ••.•.....••..• Renwick 
Esbcclt Ramona L BA *HEd 6 SI •••••• Exira 
Esbcck Thelma D HEq 3 ............. Exira 
Escamilla Juan F CE 4 SS ....... Guatemala 
Eschbach Ernest E Sci 1. .......•••••. Ames 
Eshbaugh Joyce A HEc I •...•. Rockwell City 
Essweiri Charles E AH 5 •.••••••••••• Ames 
Estevez; Thelma HEd S SS ........... . 
•••••••••••••••.••. Montevideo Uruguay 
Eubank Alice L *HEd S SI ••••.••••• Mingo 
Eubanks Albert C V-12 SS ..•. Cleveland Ohio 
Evans Carolyn J Diet 4 •...•••••• Godfrey DI 
Evans Elizabeth R *Diet 4 SI •• Yankton SD 
Evans Frank W Sci 1. ............... Dows 
Evans Joan HEd 2 SS ••.•••••••••• Grinnell 
Evans Kenneth E AeroE 4 SS •.••.•• Hudson 
Evans Lenore M CD 4 •.•••••••••.• Laurens 
Evans Marshall P BS FC 6 SS ...••••• 
.................... Middle River. Minn 
Evans Rachel M HEcl 4 .............. Rolfe 
Evans Warren G V-12 SS .....• Detroit Mich 
Eveland A Lucille HEd 3 ............• Ames 
Everett Helen E *HEq S SS •••••••••. A1J1es 
Everett JaCQ,Ueline R Bact 3 .. Sioux Falls SD 
Everett Virginia L TC 2 ••...••. Bethany Mo 
Evers Estelle TC 4 SI •.......•••• Stanwood 
Evers Helen L *Zool 4 SI .....••• Des Moines 
Ewan Harriet G Hort I .....•••••• Cuba DI 
Ewing Dorothy M HEc 1 .•.••••• Chicago DI 
Ewing Frank A v .. 12 SS ..... Libertyville DJ 
Ewing Lois Diet 4 ..•.•.•. Los Angeles Calif 
Ewoldt Margery Sci I ••...•.•.••.•. Hartley 
Eyres Elizabeth *TC 3 SS ..•.....•• Le Mars 
Fackler ~an G HEd 4 SS ...•..•.. Herndon 
Fackler oyce V *Diet 4 SS ..•..... Herndon 
Fadeley obert C En~ 1 SS .. Grant City Mo 
Fagen Lowell V Fm I .....•...•• Jamaica 
Fahl berg Betty l\f H c I .•.•.. Beresford SD 
Faler Robert G *Engr I SS ..•.. Omaha Nebr 
Fair Ethel M BS *HEd 6 SI .. Wellsburg WVa 
Fairchild Homer E BS Zool 6 SS Linn Grove 
Falkenberg Emil A Jr ME 3 SS .••• Dubuque 
Falkenhainer Tasker En gr I SS .•.•• Red Oak 
Fantop 01~ A BS *HEd 6 SS .• Houston Texas 
Fardal Sharen E Engr I SS •... Webster City 
Farfan J~h G FmOp l ••• Trinidad B.W.I. 
Farley Robert C V-12 SS •••••.• St Louis Mo 
Farmer Joyce E Chem 3 S2 ..•• Hannibal M<' 
Farmer Mary E HEc I ••....•••.• Oskaloosa 
Farrall Margaret L HEc I .•..•• Wilmette DI 
Farrell Frances B IM 4 ••.... Grant City Mo 
Farrell Thomas E V-12 SS ••..•.•••••• Fonda 
Farrier Maurice H Sci 2 SS ...•••.. Brighton 
Fassler Barbara E HEd 2 Sl .•.•••• Cleghorn 
Fathauer Jack E V-12 SS •••••••• Ladue Mo 
Fatland Bette L Math 3 ••••••••• Cambridg.-
Faulkner Barbara A HEd 4 •• Bernardsville NJ 
Fawkes Glenn J V-12 SS ••••••• Bone~ W 
Fay Eris L HEd 2 ..•...••••• Frederi urg 
Fedel Irma] HEc 1. ...•• Rock Springs Wyo 
Federer Walter T BS MS Math 6 ••••• 
• • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • CheLenne Wyo 
J~~:~*'h~ HDi1.u,4 28:.·. •• '. '.~. ~~= 
Felgar James "E E1!8? I ••••••••• Mt Plea.wit 
Fell Ro~ E V-12 SS .••••••••••••••• Walnut 
Felling_William E V-12 SS •••••• St Louis Mo 
Feng Chao L BS Soils 6 ... ChwiPg China 
Fenske Naomi F Diet 3 •••••.••• SunOl Nebr 
Ferguson Barbara, Diet 3 •••••••• Cedar Falls 
Ferguson Harriett A HEd 2 SS •••••• Laurens 
Ferklns James H *Sci I SS •.•• Marshalltown 
Fernandez Richard J *Engr 1 SS •••• ~ •• 
....................... Milwaukee Wisc 
Fernow Dorothy E HEc I ••.• · •. Cedar Rapids 
Ferrell Howard Jr V-12 SS •••••• Mt Pleasant 
Feuerbach Orl}'ll G VM 4 SS •••••• Keystone-
Fidlar Helen K BEc S •••..••••.••••• Ames 
Fidler Elizabeth C Diet 4 ••.•• Pittsburgh Pa 
Fiedler Alice Diet 2 ••••••••••••••• Ottumwa 
.Fieweger Jo M TC 2 ••••••••••••• Davenport 
Filson Roberta F HEc I ..••••••• Chicago DI 
Fink Donald W V-12 SS ..•••••• St Louis Mo 
Finkbine Susan Diet 4 •••••••••• Storm Lake 
Finn Martha J CD 2 ................ Boone 
Finn~ Eleanor G *CD 4 SS •.•.• Cumming 
Fisch Harrison C AE 2 .•.•••.•••••••• Gaza 
Fisch Herbert M VM 4 SS ..••.• Austin Minn 
Fiscus Russell P Engr I .•••••.••.•. Kirkman 
Fisher Forrest W V-12 SS .••..•• St Clair Mo 
Fisher Frances M IM 2 •••••••••••••• Jesup 
Fisher Garland F EE 3 SS ...••• Eagle Grove 
Fitsimmons Lyle N Engr 1 SS ..•.• Marathon 
Fitsimmons Lynn M A~ I SS .•• Marathon 
Fitzgerald Elizabeth C HEc 2 SS ..... Akron 
Fitzpatrick Joan T HEd 3 SI. •..• Iowa Falls 
Fladlien David G V-12 SS ••...••. Bettendorf 
Fladung Dorothy M HEc I •..••••• Wellman 
Flanagan Betty L AA 2 ••.....••.•••• Ames 
Flanagan Dennis P V-12 SS .•.. Omaha Nebr 
Flanagan Ola R HEc l. .............. Ames 
Flannagan Helen T Nutr S • ••••••••••• 
•••••••••.•.•••• East Grand Forks Minn 
Flaska Mildred M HEc I .•.••••• Berwyn DI 
Fleck Darlene A *TC 4 SS ••.••••• Osk8loosa 
Fleming Rosella M HEc I •.. Kansas City Mo 
Fletcher Jeanne F HM 4 SI .•... Lonoke Ark 
Fletcher William C V-12 SS •..• Cedar Rapids 
Flickb1ger Betty A IM 3 .•...•••.••• Aurora 
Fling Marguerite 0 AB Chem 6 SS ••..•• 
Floerclii~g~r· ·M~~j~ri~ · j;.' • ii:Ed' 4·.':1~~~~ 
Florea Dolores E Diet 3 ...•....••••• Grimes 
Flota David F V-12 SS .•....• Harrisburg DI 
Foecke Harold A V-12 SS ... Hartington Nebr 
Folda Phyllis A FN 2 .••.....• Omaha Nebr 
Fonseca Manuela R MA FN 6 ••••••••• 
•••.•.••••...... Santiago de Cuba Cuba 
Fontana Bruno A GenE 3 .....•...•• Ankeny 
Forbes Barbara L HEc l ..•.. Cleveland Ohio 
Forbes Frank F CE 3 ... Redwood Falls Minn 
Ford Alice M *IM S SI. ..•.•....••. Ames 
Forslund Warren G V-12 SS .......... Jewell 
Foster Alice M AA 2 •.....•••.• Des Moines 
Foster Edward A AeroE 2 ...•.. Omaha Nebr 
Foster Geraldean M HEc I •.•...•• Scranton 
Foster Lorris A HEc 1 ...•..•.. Detroit Mich 
Fowler Albert L DPO 1 ...••.. Hastings Nebr 
Fowler Eric B BS MS Bact 6 Manhattan Kan 
Fowler lames R V-12 SS .•.... Seattle Wash 
Fowler anet HEc I .••..•..... Omaha Nebr 
Fowler essie E Diet 3 ...•.. Torrington Wyo 
Fox BeuJah E ))let 4 SS ..••...••••••• Ames 
Fox Billy C V-12 SS ........... Forest Ci!r 
Fox Gresham G *Hort 1 SI .•••.. Chie88Q DI 
Fox Merrill J Ee 4 ••••••••••••• Cumberland 
Fox Phyllis M Math 3 ...•..•••• Des Moines 
Fox W~ey *AgEd S S2 •••••..•• Dunlap_ DJ 
Foy Howard T V-12 SS .••••••• Omaha Nebr 
Foy Robert J Jr CE 4 SS •••••• Cedar Rapids 
Fraboni Raymond E V-12 SS .• Vindnia Minn 
Frahm Jane B HEd 4 Sl ••• West Point Nebr 
France Dick L FmOo 1. •••••••••• Rose Hill 
Francis Mary E TCh 4 •••••.•• Pueblo Colo 
Franco Coaracy M Bot 6 ••••••• Paulo BrazD 
Frandsen Zona G AA 2 ••••••••••••• Roland 
Frank Joseph M V-12 SS ............ . 
....•••••••..•..•• !dontgoJDery City !tlo 
Franks Marilyn J CD l •••• Platte City Mo 
Franzen Donald B V-12 SS •••• Omaha Nebr 
Frasier Beverly L BJ1 2 •••••••• Des Moines 
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Frazee Bette L Diet 2 •••••.••••. Sioux City 
Frederick Elizabe\lJ: ] HEd 4 S l ..••. Lisbon 
Frederick Howard C Engr l .. Grundy Center 
Frederick Vail A HEc 4 St •• Whitefish Mont 
Fredericks Barbara J HEq 3 St .... Hampton 
Fredericks Dean E Engr t .••••... Hampton 
Fredin Geraldine M Diet 2 •..•.......• Leon 
Fredricksen Byron S V-12 SS Wauwatosa Wisc 
Fredrickson Clarence 0 BS EE 6 .•.... Ames 
Freeman Jeannette F Sci t .•.•.•.•. Norwalk 
Freitag Dean R Sci t SS ....•..•. Ft Dodge 
Frencli Madeline N HEd 3 ..... Prairie City 
Fretz Robert J ME 2 SS Haddon Heir<hts NJ 
Freutel Fredenck W V-12 SS ...... Aledo lll 
Frew Martha G Hn 2 •..•...•. Marion Ohio 
Fricke Gloria M HEd 2 ..•........... Paton 
Fries Betty G HEd 2 ............. Elk Hom 
Friley Frances F Sci 3 SS ............ Am~ 
Fritz Charles L Engr 1 •.......... Ft Dodge 
Frush Elizabeth J "BA *HEd 6 SI Oskaloosa 
Fry Dean H ArchE 2 SS ......... Indianola 
Frye Ardis M HEc t .......... Independence 
Frye William H V-12 SS ...•...... Chariton 
Fryer Jane AA 2 ............... Des Moines 
Fuhrman Helen I Diet 4 SS ....... Dubuque 
Fuhrman Jeanne K ChT I ........ Dubugue 
Fuhrmeister Caroline Zool 3 ............ Ely 
Fuhs Margaret A TC 2 .•.....••.. Oskaloosa 
Fujimoto Shigeru ChE 2 ........ Huntley Ill 
Fulk Wilma B HEd 3 ............. Clarinda 
Full Emmett C VM 3 SS .......... Granvillt 
Fuller Avis C CD 4 ............ Batavia NY 
Fuller Laurel M IM 3 .........• Omaha Nebr 
Fuller William J Engr 1 ...........• Algona 
FuUerton Eleanore I Sci t ........ Muscatine 
Fullerton George H *Sci t SS ......... Perry 
Fullhart Lawrence Jr AB Chem 6 SS .. . 
•••.••...••.•.•....... Kansas City Mo 
Fung Ping K SB CE 6 SS .. Hong Kong China 
Funk Kathlyn W BS *HEd 6 S2 ..... . 
•••..••.•...•...•....... Columbus Miss 
Funk Vera L Diet 4 ............ Riggston Ill 
Fuyuume Robert S FmOp 1 ..... Rivers Ariz 
Gacitua Hernan L FC 6 ...... Santiago Chile 
Gade Donald W V-12 SS ••.••.• Seward Nebr 
Gaebe Norma E Diel 2 ...... Dickinson ND 
Gaessler Ruth M RSci 3 SI .......•... Ames 
Gainer Gordon C BS Chem 6 SS ...... . 
• • • • • . • • • • . . . . Edmonton Alberta Canada 
Gaines Sherry R CD 3 .. Webster Groves Mo 
Gilbraith Arnold W V-12 SS ..... Suffern NY 
Galbraith Jean E IM 4 .•..•.. El Paso Texas 
Gale Dorothy W HEq 2 ...... Pecatonica Ill 
Galey Carl D For 4 ............... Ottumwa 
Gallagher Peggy L Zool 3 .....•.... Grinnell 
Gallalier Betty J Engr 1 •......••. Muscatine 
Gallaher George L V-t2 SS ........ Muscatint 
Gallentine LeRoy R VM 4 SS .... Melbourne 
Gambach Dorothy M HEc 1 .••.. Lake City 
Gambee Deloah M Diet 4 S 1 ........ Earling 
Garcia Hector G VEd 6 SS .. Bogota Colombia 
Gardner Genevieve E ArchE 3 .••• Des Moines 
Gardner Eugene V *IEd 6 Sl ..• Clifton Kans 
Gardner Guy F AE 4 ............... Eldora 
Gardner ~ean F HEc 1. ......... Iowa Falls_ 
Gardner oy K HEd 4 SS ..• Crookston Minn 
Gardner hyllis HEc 1. .............. Ames 
Garlock Ellowene TC 2 .••........ Ft Dodge 
Gainer Mary V *HEd 6 Sl ...• Winston Mo 
Garrett Holbrook L EE 4 SS ..••. Des Moines 
Garrett ?tfary M EXJ>Ck 4 ••..... Des Moines 
Garrett Rowena E HEc t .......... Waterloo 
Garrison Lavon E Sci t ........ Mason City 
Garth Mary L HEc 1. .......... Clear Lake 
Garton Belva R HEd 4 •..•......••• Weldon 
Garvey William J V-12 SS ..... St Louis Mo 
GaskiDs Dorothy E Engr l •..•... Humboldt 
Gassett Loma ] HM 6 52 ........... Cresco 
Gath Breta C HEc 1. ............... Jewell 
Gaul Monte H Sci 1. ............... Tipton 
Gaulke Irene M TC 2 .••••••••••••• Sheldahl 
Gaulke Roberta J HEd 4 SS •.••••• Sheldahl 
Gaylord Robert R V-12 SS Grand Island Nebr 
Geers Gordon J V-12 SS ••..•••• St Louis Mo 
Geers Ror E V-12 SS .......... St Louis Mo 
Gehring Jack D DI 1. ............... Elgin 
Geiger Jack K ME 2 .......•...••• Ottumwa 
Genaux Eleanor A Sci 1 .•.....•.••••• Ames 
Genrich Margaret L TC 3 .....•.• Lone Rock 
George Beverly B IM 2 ......•.•.• Janesville 
Gerhardt Ruth J HEd 3 .............. Ames 
Gerig Carroll B V-12 SS .....• Flat River Mo 
Gertsch Milton E Hort 2 Sl Columbus Nebr 
Getty Robert DVM VPath 6 ••••••••• Ames 
Geuder George A Jr V-12 SS ......... . 
...•••••••.....•••• Shaker Heights Ohio 
Ghitalli Norma M HEc 1 ..•.....•• Ankeny 
Gibbons Frances J HEc 1 ..••••.•.•• NeweU 
Gibbs Donald R V-12 SS .... Kansas City Mo 
Gibbs Philip T AH 3 .........• Parma Ohio 
Gibbs Richard A ME 2 ........ Omaha Nebr 
Gibbs Roland J *VM 4 SS .•••••.•• Waterloo 
Gibson Charles E V-12 SS ............ . 
.••••••••.•••...•• Hermosa Beach Calif 
Gibson Dennis R ArchE 2 SS •. Bensenville DI 
Gibson Elizabeth L Diet 4 •.••••• Maquoketa 
Gibson Sek D V-12 SS .•..•..••.•• Lamoni 
Gibson ames G V-t2 SS .......... Ft D e 
Gibson ildred L Diet 2 ..••• Unionville if o 
Gibson Robert W V-12 ...•.... Oakland Calif 
Gies Charlotte M CD 2 St .. Bloomfield Nebr 
Giese John R V-12 SS ......... Raytown Mo 
Giffei Betha J TC 4 Sl ...... Chisholm Minn 
Gifford Richard L Engr 1 ..........•• Boone 
Gilbert Richard S V-12 SS .. Kansas City Mo 
Gilbertson David P V-t2 SS .... Mason City 
Gilbride Nancy J HEc t ........ Des Molne1 
Gilchrist Patricia A CD 4 S2 .• Cedar Rapids 
Gildea Helen M *HEd 4 Sl ...•.•.•.• Boone 
Gilke~ Arthur K GenE 2 SS ........•. Ames 
Gill Homer D Sci 1. ................. Ames 
Gilmore R~ph W GenAg 4 ...•.••. Aledo DI 
Gilpatrick Mary L HEc l ...•..••• Plano DI 
Gilson Ruth A RSci 2 SS .....•••.... Ames 
Ginocchio Bobby J Sci 2 .............• 
................. North Little Rock Ark 
Girton Carita HEc l ........ Sioux Falls SD 
Girton Marilyn HEq 3 ...... Sioux Falls SD 
Glabais Jean J BS Nutr 6 ............ . 
.••••.•....... New Glasgow Nova Scotia 
Glackin Eunice M HEc 1 .........••• Royal 
Gladson Ruth M HEc 1 ..........•. Atlantic 
Glaspy Calvin E V-12 SS ..... Oakland Calif 
Glass Shirley A IM 2 ...... Milwaukee WISC' 
Gleason Rosemary HEc t ••••••• Shenandoah 
Glum Donald E V-12 ......... Superior Wisc 
Goebel Thomas P AeroE 4 SS ....... Fayette 
Goedde Charles A V-12 SS .... Covington K:r 
Goeldner Paul K Engr 1 ..........•• Osceola 
Goepfert Katharine F Diet 4 SS ....••.. 
••••.•••••............•• Watertown SD 
Goetsch Donald F VM 4 SS Oconomowoc Wisc 
Goetzke Marjorie A TC 3 .• Albert Lea ~inn 
Golden DolJie J HEc t .••• Pine Bluffs Wy_o 
Goltry Melvin B ChE 2 •• Downers Grove Ill 
Gontarek Marvin D V-12 SS Owatobna Minn 
Gonzales Frank 0 BS *AH 6 SS ...••••. 
..........•.......••.•. Trinidad B.W.I. 
Gooch John M *VM 4 SS .••••.. Evanston Ill 
Goodell Mary P TC 2 SS ........... .. 
•••••••.•.•...•.•.. Overland Park Kans 
Good.man Bonnie V BS MS TC 6 Tyler Texas 
Goodson Maxine C ChE 3 SS ...••• Ft Dodge 
Goodwin Ruth E HEd 3 St. ••. Oak Park DI 
Goos Richard S AH 2 ............... Carson 
Gordon Frank N V-12 SS •..• Fayetteville Ark 
Gordon Ruth M BS AM CD 6 ••••••••• 
....................... Doddsville Miu 
Gorham Paul E For t .............. AnkeJiY-
Gorin Janice R CD 3 ........... Chicago ·DI 
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Gorton Forest A Jr Engi.:_ 1 •.•....••. Roland 
Gould Herbert R V-12 SS ........ Kidder Mo 
Gould Patricia E IM 3 ........... Chicago m 
Gowan Arthur M BA MA VEd 6 SS ••. Ames 
Grabe Gladys M *HEd S Sl ••••••... Pierson 
Graf Mary E Diet 4 SL ............ Elkader 
Graff John G Engr 1 ............... Clarinda 
Graff Orin C •Ag S St. ............ Rowley 
Graham James H *Sci 1 SS .... Cedar Rapi¢! 
Graham John R V-12 SS ........ Clinton NY 
Gramlich Lois A IM 3 ......... Oak Park ru 
Grant Helen F Diet 3 .••••••• Superior Wisc 
Grant J Richard BA *AgEc 6 SS ••••••• 
•••••••••••.••••••.•••• Arkadel~bia Ark 
Grant Rose M HEd 4 .............. Waterloo 
Granzow Boyd A *ChE 2 SS •••••.••. Algona 
Grask Cecilia M AA 2 •••••••••. Des Moines 
Graul Lora S BA Foods 6 SS .•• Ferguson Mo 
Graver Charlotte IM 2 SS ..•..•••••. Lisbon 
Gray Kirby L V-12 SS ...•......••.• Moville 
Gray Mary J Diet 3 ....•...•••. Augusta Ga 
Green iihn M BS MS FC 6 .......... Ames 
Green ulien V-12 SS .......••• Brooklyn NY 
Green arilfD M Diet 4 S2 .••.••• Glenwood 
Green Phyllis G *TC 4 SS .... Duluth Minn 
Green William E BS MS Zool 6 •••••••• 
.................... Idaho Sj>_riDJ? Colo 
Green William M AgEd 1 •.•... Morrison ru 
Greenberg Bruce E V-12 SS ..... Omaha Nebr 
Greene Gail L HEc 1. ............ Winfield 
Greene Rose C HEc 1 ....... Rock Island Ill 
Greenstein Milton M CE 3 SS ...... Waterloo 
Greer Mary E HEc 1 ....... New Orleans La 
Gregg Bonnie J HEd 4 SS .••.••....•• Afton 
Grep Doris A Diet 4 ....•••.•• Elmhurst ru 
Gre1mann Earl· W V-12 SS .......... Gamer 
Grell Reuben E BS *IEd 6 Sl .•... Clear Lake 
Greninger Bernice E ChT 3 ...•••.. Ottumwa 
Grevinf Lucia M Nutr 3 SI ...... Fargo ND 
Grewel Genevieve I HEc I ..•. Marshalltown 
Gribaldo Albert C V-12 SS .... Westley Calif 
Grieve Marian F CD 2 .........•.. Clarinda 
Griffee Donald H V-12 SS ........ Moline Ill 
Griffin Donna L HEc 1 .......... Clinton DI 
Griffin Raymond S Sci S • ••••••••••• Rye NY 
Grigsby Rosemary HEc 1 ........ Des Moines 
Grim David B Astron 4 SS .......... Nashua 
Grimes BettyJ HEc 1 •......••.•••.. Ames 
Grimes John Sci 1 ..•..•. Ravenwood WVa 
Grimes Marilyn L CD 2 ••.•..•.. Des Moines 
Grist Richard P V-12 .. New Middletown Ohio 
Griswold David M *VM 4 SS •••••• Winterset 
Grobeck Elizabeth A IM 4 .... North English 
Grobeck Milton K V-12 SS ••••• Omaha Nebr 
Grobeck Richard H Engr 1 •.•••• Omaha Nebr 
Grodahl Wayne R Engr 1. ....... Rembrandt 
Gronbeck Peter N DPO S •• •••••••• Ayrshirt 
Gronna Dorothy E HEd 4 ........ Waterville 
Grootcrs James D •sci I SS ..... Eagle Grove 
Gross Jeane E RSci 4 S2 ........ Des Moines 
Grosse Richard H V-12 SS ....... St Louis Mo 
Grosser Jean C Math 4 ........ Oak Park Ill 
Grosvenor Dale D V-12 SS ..... Dixon Nebr 
Groth Aaron H Jr En_gr 1. ... Baton Ro.!Jge La 
Grothe Martin V-12 SS •••••••••• Des Mblnes 
Grove Roger R *Sci 1 SS ••.••..• Maquoketa 
Grover Esther K HEd 2 . . . Independence Mo 
Grow Ethel L HEc 1 ............... Rippey 
Gruenwald Ralph W BS • AgEd 6 SS Delmar 
Guard Carolyn E Ee 4 ...•.... Columbus Ohio 
Guernsey Lorraine L TC 3 ...... Shenandoah 
Guess Mary E HEd 2 ............. Jefferson 
Gugeler Doris L *HEd 4 SI ..•....•. Madrid 
Guggedabl John A V-12 SS ...... Des Moines 
Guggedabl Ruth M HEc 1 ••••..• Des Moines 
Gunsaulus Bonnie M Chem 4 SS .••.•. 
••••.•••.•••..••••.... New Orleans La 
Guse Herbert J ChT 1. ............. Sanborn 
Gustafson Rutli E HEd 3 SI .•••• Des Moines 
Gutglass Charles V-12 SS .• New York City NY 
Guthrie M Catherine CD 2 ..•••• Ithaca NY 
Guttermson Henry G V-12 SS •••. Northwood 
Guzman Maria M BS HEd 6 • ••••••••• 
................ Rio Piedras Puerto Rico 
Gwin Ethel M •AA 5 S2 .•••••• Grayson Mo 
Haabr Elaine A. Diet 3 SS .......... Newell 
Haas. Mabel ·N BA VEd 6 ••••••••• ~ •• Ames 
Haas Melvin H !Ed 2 St. ....... Des Moines 
Haas Mildred ] AA 4 ................ Ames 
Habben Cecile F AA 2 ••••••••••• Reinbeck 
Habhab Mary *HEd 5 SS •.•••••• Ft Dodge 
Habluetzel Jack E *VM 4 SS •• St Joseph Mo 
Habluetzel William D *VM 2 SS •••••• 
. ........................ St Joseph Mo 
Hacecky Robin M *VM 1 SS ••• Yankton SD 
Hackett Ruth HEc 1 •••••••••••• Des Moines 
Hadacek Ruth M CD 4 SS •••••••••• Clutier 
Hadley Carol A HEc 1 ••••••• Fredericksburg 
Haegg Henry E V-12 SS •••••••• Cedar Rapids 
Hagen Oving T V-12 SS .......... Reeds Mo 
Hagie Janice A CD 3 S2 ••••••••••• Osceola 
HaP!lan Robert 0 V-12 •••••••• Teaneck NJ 
Haight Bruce R V-12 SS ........... Waterloo 
Haight Orio L VM 4 SS ........... Winfield 
Haight Treva B HEq 4 ••••••••••. Waterloo 
Hakes Mary A Diet 3 S2 •••.••••• Muscatine 
Hale Bonnie L IM 2 ............ Purdin Mo 
Hales Richard W V-12 SS ....... Provo Utah 
Hall Barbara J CD 4 ................. Ames 
Hall Betty L CD 3 •....••••.•••• Dubuque 
Hall Franklin E CbE 2 ........... Peoria DI 
Hall Kenneth G Sci 1 ...••••••••••••• 
............... St Andrews Jamaica BWI 
Hall Marlon L IM 2 .............. Dubuque 
Hall Marjorie J HEc 1 •••••••••• Wheaton Ill 
Hall Mary A Diet 3 ..•..•.•••.. Belle Plaine 
Hallagan Bes&e L *HEd 6 Sl Carbondale lll 
Hallagan Terrance E Sci 2 SS .•.. Woodward 
Hallback Beverly A Diet 2 •..••. Omaha Nebr 
Hallsted Margaret P BS *HEd 6 St Peoria DI 
Halverson Burton G BS *VEd 6 SS •. Nevada 
Halverson Gene D V-12 SS •••..•.••• Nevada 
Ham Frederick A Engr l ..... Millbrook NY 
Hambright Martin E V-12 SS .•. Denver Colo 
Hamer Donald B En$1' 1 SS ....... Anamosa 
Hamil ton Doris R Sa 1 .••••..••••••. Ames 
Hamilton Glen W V-12 SS ...... St. Louis Mo 
Hamilton Louise W HEQ 4 SS Hamilton Ohio 
Hamilton Ray W V-12 SS North Platte Nebr 
Hamilton Robert E V-12 SS ..•• Portland Ore 
Hammer Averill J BS *Chem 6 St. •••• Ames 
Hammerly Miriam L HEc 1 ..•••••• Newton 
Hammett James B Sci S • ••••••••••••• Ames 
Hammond Patricia L HEd 2 •••••• Chicago DI 
Hampton Charles T V-12 SS Edenburg _TCDS 
Hancock Leah A *HEc S Sl Beecher City DI 
Hancock Samuel E Jr *VM 4 SS .. Fulton Ky 
Handbui;y Corrine REd 3 S2 •••••...•• Neola 
Haney Carl L V-12 SS .......... Mason City 
Hanger David L V-12 SS ............. Ames 
Hankey Evelyn I HEc 1 ...... Council Bluffs 
Hanna Lillian M Diet 2 SS ....... Humboldt 
Hanning Flora M AB MS •Foods 6 Sl •• 
· · · ... · ..•............... Chandler Ind 
Hannon Mary T *HEd 6 SI ...••. Kouts Iud 
Hansen Bernard L V-12 SS ••.• Winside Nebr 
Hansen Betty M HEc 1 .....•..•. Humboldt 
Hansen Coral J AA 4 ................ Ames 
Hansen Gordon B Hdsm ......••• Cedar Falls 
Hansen John H V-12 SS ....... Rock Rapids 
Hansen Lillian E Chem 3 ...•• Kearney Nebr 
Hansen Lyle A V-12 SS .•..•...•• Kimballton 
Hansen Mary E AH 2 ...• So Pasadena Calif 
Hansen Neil V V-12 SS .......•••••. Lehigh 
Hansen Virginia A HEd 3 ..••.••••• Clarion 
Hansen Wayne S V-12 SS ..... Brigham Utah 
Hansmire Floyd W VM 4 SS .. Reynolds Nebr 
Hanson Doris A Diet 4 Sl .... Harpers Ferry 
Hanson Harriette B BS TC 6 SS ..•.••• 
••..••......•..••.•.•• Tacoma Park Md 
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Hanson Helen L BA MS Foods 6 . .•.•• 
.••..••••...•..•.•... Los Angeles Calif 
Hanson Richard V For 1 •..•.... Whittemore 
Happe Dorothy M HEc 1 .......... Scranton 
Haraldson Hilda I ExpCk 2 ...... Rembrandt 
Harbour Marge L TC 2 ............ Rathbun 
Hardeman Sarah A BS *HEd 6 SS ..... . 
....•.••••............••.. Martin Tenn 
Harden Eldon A V-12 SS ........ Fairview Ill 
Harder Donna J AA 2 .......... Wayne Nebr 
Hardiman Mineola B BS *HEd 6 S2 .... 
.... , .•••....••..•......... Holden Mo 
Hardin Arthur A VM 4 SS .... Keithsburg Ill 
Hardt Ruth M *Diet 4 Sl .•..•.. Chicago Ill 
Hardy Donald L Engr 1 SS ...•... Lake City 
Hardy Mary Z TC 3 ...... Chattanooga Tenn 
Harkleroad Edgar L V-12 SS Hemingford Nebr 
Harlan Dorothy S BS *VEd 6 S2 ...... Ames 
Harlan Margaret J Diet 2 ..•........ Rus.selJ 
Harland James W V-12 SS ...... Cedar Falls 
Harlow Linn Engr 1 SS ....•...•. Des Moines 
Harman Fem ] CD 3 ........... Plymouth 
Harman Harvey A FmOft 1 ........ Sac City 
Harnack Harold H BA VEd 6 SS ..... Dows 
Haroff Bettie L HEd 2 •••••••.•••• Hastings 
Harper John R V-12 SS .............. Vinton 
Harpley Betty J Diet 4 ........•... Lamoni 
Harpster Eleanor *TC 4 SS .... St Joseph Mo 
Harrington Jack E Sci 1 SS .•...... Ida Grove 
Harris Billy W V-12 .......•.. Wichita Kans 
Harris Eleanor R TC 2 .....•.... Sioux City 
Harris Ruth V Diet 2 .......... Mason City 
Harrison Dorothy L BS MS Foods 6 • •.• 
...........•.............. Mitchell SD 
Harrison Eugene E V-12 SS ...... Gervais Ore 
Harrison Lawrence F V-12 SS .. Portland Ore 
Hart Ann M *HM 4 SS .............• Ames 
Hart Dorothy M BA Zool 6 SS ....... . 
....••••......••..••.. Kalamazoo Mich 
Hart Joseph I V-12 SS .......... Eagle Grove 
Hart Norval K AH 3 .............. Corydon 
Harter Mary R TC 2 ............ Centerville 
Hartley Julie ExpCk 4 .......•... Chicago Ill 
Hartsook Fem L AB VEd 6 .•........ Ame! 
Hat tz Kenneth R Engr 1 ......... Davenport 
Harvey Harriet A BS Nutr 6 .. Knoxville Tenn 
Harvey Norma C BS *HEd 6 S2 ... Goldfield 
Harvey William G V-12 •....... Sandoval DI 
Hashimoto Nobom FmOp 1 .... Greeley Colo 
Haskins Verna R HEc 1. ........... Clarion 
Hass L Ruth AA 3 SS .............. Walnut 
Hass Robert C V-12 SS ...........•. Lytton 
Hatch Dorothy E ChT 3 .......•.. Edgewood 
Hattery Lois M BS Bot 6 SS ...•.... Collins 
Hauck Margaret M BS Nutr 6 Madison Minn 
Haueter Robert L V-12 SS ..... Sinclair Wyo 
Haugo Walter B VM 4 SS ....... Lake Mills 
Hauser Robert A VM 4 SS .... Lacrosse Wisc 
Hausman Florence G HEc 1 ....... Waterloo 
Hausmann Dorothe G HEc 1 ...... Joliet DJ 
Havasy Edward S V-12 ·ss .... Lakewood Ohio 
Havlik Charles M ChE 4 SS ..•• Cedar Rapids 
Hawes Richard S III V-12 SS .•.. Clayton Mo 
Hawk Helen I Sci 1 .............. Oskaloosa 
Hawkins Dorothy L Sci 2 ••••••••. Ottumwa 
Hawkins Gilbert E Engr 1 .....• Mitchellvllle 
Hawkins Kent W AeroE 4 SS .. Cedar Rapids 
Hawkins Royal R V-12 SS .......... LeMars 
Hawn Doris E HEd 3 SI ...... Grund~ Center 
Haworth Dorothy L HEc 1 .. Knoxville Tenn 
Haworth Robert E Engr 1 ..... Cedar Rapids 
Hawthorn Louise HEd 2 ........... Castana 
Hayes Bruce L Engr 1 ........... Sigourney 
Hayes Harold N V-12 SS ........ Alma Mich 
Hayes Joanne M TC 2 ........ La Grange D1 
Hayes Mary C Exp Ck 3 SS .... Evanston DI 
Hayes Ted R V-12 SS ..... Middletown Ohio 
Haynes William H ChE 2 ....... Mason City 
Hays Jack S V-12 SS .......... Omaha Nebr 
Hayward Marjorie J HEd 4 ...... Chicago DI 
Hayward Russell I V-12 SS .. Kansas City Mo 
Hazelrigg Wayne K ME 2 .•..•• Omaha Nrbr 
Head Glenn D V-12 SS .........• Des Moines 
Heady Earl 0 BS MA AgEc 6 • •.•••••• Ames 
Healey Robert D Engr 1 ....•.. Omaha Nebr 
Heck Leonette M •Sci 1 52 ••.• Charles City 
Heckert Eloise ME 4 ............•. Red Oak 
Heckman Marjorie J HEc l .. Kansas City Mo 
Hedberg Roseanne L HEc 1 •..•••• Davel!p<?rt 
Hedge Patricia A TC 2 ...... Milwaukee Wisc: 
Hedlund DeEtte H HEc 4 ...... Osceola Nebr 
Hedlund Harold E VM 4 SS ..•. Osceola Nebr 
Heerema Martin P •sci 1 SS ...•..• Indianola 
Heffernan John T III V-12 SS .• Seattle Wash 
Hefti Roy E *IEd S Sl ...... , ....... Ames 
Hegberg Russell W D&ED I ........ Madrid 
Hegg Marguerite A HEd 2 .......... Waverly 
Heidel Charles M V-12 SS ...... Detroit Mich 
Heidel Robert H BE MA Phys 6 .••.... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... l\.fankato Minn 
Heilig Jean L HEc 2 ......... Richmond Va 
Hein Kathleen M AA 3 .............. Ames 
Hein Robert L V-12 SS ......... St Louis Mo 
Heineman Paul L V-12 SS ...... Omaha Nebr 
Heinrich Eleanor M Diet 3 ...... Estherville 
Heinrichsmeyer Martin W V-12 SS ..... 
.......................... St Louis Mo 
Heins Betty L Sci 2 .•••.••.... Cedar Rapids 
Heins Hollys E Sci 1 .............• Redfield 
Heins Miriam F *HEd 5 Sl ..•....• Wapello 
Heinz Eileen *IM S SS .......... Fargo ND 
Heinzeroth Robert G Engr 1 .......•. Alden 
Heising Roy W ChE 3 SS ....... Ft Madison 
Heitzman Wesley W ArchE 4 SS ... Dubuque 
Held Hallie L HEd 3 ............... Hinton 
Held Shirley E HEd 4 .............. Hinton 
Heldt LaDona M HEd 4 ........ Yutan Nebr 
Helgeland Oddfrid C HEc 1 ...•• Des Moln~ 
Helgerson Corinne M IM 4 SS ..•.. Ottumwa 
Heller Rose M HEc 1 Arlington Heights 1ll 
Helm August K Sci 1 ........ Tucumcari NM 
Helm Donna L HEc 1 ........ Ralston Nebr 
Helming Margaret E Diet 4 ... Chisholm Minn 
Helms Russell E V-12 SS ........... Madrid 
Hemmings Helen R HEc 1 ........ Hillsboro 
Hemmings Kathryn A HEc 1 ...... Hlllsboro 
Hemmye Jerome H Engr 1 SS .... Burlington 
Hempel Rowland W For 1 ....•.. Chicago Ill 
Henderson Bruce A AH 4 ........•.•••. Coin 
Henderson Donald E Hort 1 .•••.... Coggon 
Henderson Patricia I HEc 1 ... Rockford DI 
Henderson Silas M BA BS MS AE 6 •.. Ames 
Hendrick Catharine M Sci 1 •••. Milbank SD 
Hendricks Perry B AH 4 SS •.•• Omaha Nebr 
Hendrickson Lauren P Sci 1 .•...... Kamrar 
Hendrickson Loma I Sci 2 ••.....•. Grinnell 
Henkel Ruth A HEc 1 .•.••••. Oak Park DI 
Henkels William J V-12 SS .•..... Dyersville 
Henkle Janf: A IM 2 51 ........ Des Moines 
Hennekes Paul J V-12 SS ...... St Louis Mo 
Henneman Shirley H Diet 4 SS .••• Ottumwa 
Henriques Albert S Engr 1 .. Mandeville BWI 
Henry Donald D AH 1 ...... Grundy Center 
Henry Emma E *CD 4 SS .•..•.••• LeClaire 
Henry Martha H HEd 3 Sl •.••••• Indianola 
Henshaw Sally E HEc 1 •••...•• Des Moines 
Hensing Betty A HEc 1 .........•••• Vinton 
Hentges Carl 1 Engr 1 .....••...•.••• Alton 
Henzlik William C V-12 SS .... Norfolk Nebr 
Hepworth Roland G V-12 SS Ft Thompson SD 
Herbert Aloha J Ee 3 ..••.......... Atlantic 
Herbert Mary Sci 1 .•..•......... Atlantic 
Herder Margaret M Diet 4 .•.. Pavillion Wyo 
Herkelman Delores A HEd 2 •.••..... Stuart 
Herr Vincent G AeroE 2 ..••••..•...•. Colo 
Herrick John B VM 3 SS ...... Independence 
Herrick Virginia E IM 5 SS .... Independence 
Herrman Kenneth R EJ!gr 1. ..... Lidderdale 
Herrman Richard C ChT 1 ...•...• Dubuque 
Ht'mnann Warren W Sci I. ...... Gladbrook 
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Herrman William A V-12 SS •••• St Louis Mo 
He1Told Phyllis E Sci 1 ....•••.•••• Sac City 
Herron Gertrude TC 2 Sl ...... Omaha Nebr 
Hertz Maril~ Diet 4 ••...•..•. Omaha Nebr 
Hertzberg Alvin R EE 2 ..•....• Omaha Nebr 
Hess Lucy M *TC 4 SS .... Cedar City Utah 
Hesselschwerdt Treva M CD 2 •••••• Kalona 
Heusel Robert S V-12 SS ...• Kansas City Mo 
Heyer Jean A HEc 1. ....••••••.••. Sumner 
ffibbs Doris M Diet 3 ..••..•.•• Omaha Nebr 
Biber Edwin H V-12 SS ••• Plattsmouth Nebr 
fficks Robert N For 1. .............. Alg~na 
fficks Rosemary M HEq 4 •••• Mescalero NM 
Hight Eunice M HEc 1 ...•.•••••• Jamaica 
ffightower Clentyne BS CD 6 .• Larue Texas 
ffilberg Neola I *Diet 4 SS .... Seattle Wash 
Hildreth Roland J Engr 1 .......••.• Uuxley 
Hill George W V-12 SS .......•.• Sioux City 
Hill John H FmOp 1 ...•....••. '.Alexander 
Hill Roger M For 1. ................ Perry 
Hill Virginia L HEc 1 ....... College Springs 
Hiller Raymond H V-12 SS ..••.••• Decorah 
Hillis John E ArchE 3 SS .••.••••• Indianola 
ffimebaugh Paul H V-12 SS •••••••••••• 
•••••••••••.•••••••• Webster Groves Mo 
Hinkley Richard G Chem 3 ..••• Charles City 
Hinton Jack E V-12 ..•••••.• Guthrie Center 
ffiple Forrest G EE 3 SS •.•••••••• Montour 
Hfrd Barbara A AA 4 ..•.••.••• Cedar R1lpids mrose Georg_e •Ag 5 Sl ...•••• Topaz Utah 
Hischmiller John H V-12 ..•.•• Covington Ky 
Hiserodt Richard A V-12 SS .•.. Omalia Nebr 
Hitchcock Mary E *ExpCk 4 52 •••..• Ames 
Hixon Elizabeth M Diet 3 .••••••..•.. Ames 
Hixon Walter S Sci 1 SS .••.••.•.•.. Ames 
Hixson William A V-12 SS ..• Gettysburg SD 
IDadky- Wallace F Engr 1 ...•.•..•• Hubbard 
Hoak Mildred A AA 2 .•.....•.. Des Moines 
Hoar George A V-12 SS .. Williamstown Mass 
Hobart Luetta M HEc 1 ........ Cedar Falls 
Hobbet Richard D •sci J SS •••• Eagle Grove 
Hobert Vernon A Sci 1 .•....•••••• Rockford 
Hobson Calvin C V-12 SS ...... Hardy Nebr 
Hobson Richard B V-12 SS .••. Lincoln Nebr 
Hoffman Ernest E Jr V-12 SS .... Laurel Miss 
Hoffman Harold H V-12 SS ..•• Pittsburgh Pa 
Hoffman Katherine L BA MS FN 6 •••• 
••••••.•••••..•••..••.• Wilmington Del 
Hoffman Dorothy L *ExpCk 2 Sl •••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••• San Franclsc:o Calif . 
Haft Peggy J Diet 3 ............ Wall Lake 
Hogan John F AeroE 2 .•.• S Sioux City Nebr 
Hogan Patricia A HEc 1 •.•••••••••• Boone 
Hogg John A BS MS Chem 6 SS Renfrew Pa 
Hograbe Harry J Engr 1 .............. Dows 
Hoguet Roland H *Agron 5 SS New York NY 
Hohlfeld Eugene F V-12 SS .... Glendale Mo 
Holaday Kenneth M Hort 2 ••••••••••• 
••••••••••......•.•• Webster Groves Mo 
Holden Gladys A HEc 1 .•• Idaho Falls Idaho 
Holden William E •VM 4 SS Murphysboro Dl 
Holdren Robert F BS Chem 6 Sl •••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••• : .. Philipsburg Pa 
Holland Frank L ME 4 •••••••••••• Decorah 
Holland Neoma L HE<t 3 SS ....... Radclifft 
Holland Norma L HEd 3 SS ..•• Pleasantville 
Hollen Robert M *VM 4 SS ...... Winterset 
Holler Frederick W Jr V-12 SS ........ Ames 
Holowell Eugene G 'BChE MS ChE 6 Sl 
••••••••••••••••••.• Elizabeth City NC 
Holman Detta M BS *AA 6 Sl .. Walseth ND 
Holmbe1 Roy L ChE 2 .......... Burlington 
Holmes ames G Engr 1 ••• ~ ••••••••• Ames 
Holmes ames M V-12 SS ••• Cincinnati Ohio 
Hol~e Robert D V-U SS ..... Glendale Mo 
Ho ag Jerry B V-12 SS •••• New Hampl9n 
Holz DonS M HEd 3 ••..••• Sandpoint Idaho 
Homuth Eunice I HEd 3 ••.••••••••• Laurens 
Honnold Margaret 1 HEd 4 Sl .... Kansas nt 
Hoc>d Maude PBS *Foods 6 SS Thomaston Ga 
Hook Naomi J HEd 2 .............. Madrid 
Hook Vincent· J Engr 1 •.••.••.... Hawarden 
Hooker John ]) Sci 1. .............. Carson 
Hoopengardner Mary G HEq 2 .••••• Madrld 
Hooper Elizabeth A HEc 1 ...• Lakewood Ohio 
Hooper Margie N HEd 5 .. Nacogdoches Texa:5 fJ' 
Hoops Marjorie I BEc 1. ............ Galva 
Hopkins Billy E V-12 SS .... Kansas City Mo 
Hopkins Elvin J *VM 4 SS ..•••• Storm Lake 
Hopkins John H V-12 SS •... Philadelphia Pa 
Hopkins Roscoe D Engr 1 ...••... Wall Lake 
Hopp Susan G ExpCk 4 ...•... Clinton NY 
Hoppe Donald A En@ 1 SS ••.•.• Cedar Falls 
Hoppe Kathryn A H.Eq 4 SS .•••. Cedar Falls 
Hoppe Laurine R TCh 4 Sl .•.••.• Polk City 
Hoppe Marian E ExpCk 4 ....•.. Cedar Falls 
Hom Evelyn E Sci 1 .•..••..••.• Moline DI 
Hornbaker Robert D V-12 SS ••.• Mt Sterling 
Hornbeck Richard E V-12 SS Kansas City Mo 
Homer Hubert E AH 1 •••..••••.• Ft Dodge 
Homer Martha J Sci 1 ...••...•.•• Waterloo 
Horney Mary J CD 2 .••••. Kansas City Mo 
Homey Movane J HEc 1 ..•. Kansas City Mo 
Horning Melvin A *VM 4 SS Albert Lea Minn 
Horst William R ME 2 SS ..•.••• Burlington 
Horton Elizabeth R IM 2 •••.. Sioux Falls SD 
Hossle Dean M BS IM 6 ............. .\mes 
Houmes Richard L VM 2 SS •.•• Central Cit.r. 
Hov Donald A V-12 SS ••••••• Antioch Calif 
Hover Jessie J. HEc 1 ••••••.••..• Chicago ID 
Howard Martha R AB Chem 6 SS .•••.. 
••••...•..••...•..•••••. Pittsburg Kans 
Howard Richard T VM 2 SS .•••••••• Ankeny 
Howe Gordon W VM 4 SS ••• Evansville Minn 
Howe John W BS MS AH 6 .......... . 
•.••..•••...•• Edmonton Alberta Canada 
Howe Ralph C *VM 4 SS •..•...••. Dubuque 
Howe Stanley M GenE 3 ••....... Muscatine 
Howell Herbert B BS AgEc 6 •..•..••• Ames 
Howell Jacquelyn G Hist 3 .......... Eldora 
Howell Lawrence J Chem 4 Sl .•.. Daven~rt 
Howell William S V-12 SS ........ Page Nebr 
Hoyt Marvin B V-12 SS ...•••• Jackson Mich 
Hoyt Ralph W Jr ChT 1 SS ...... Greenfield 
Hronicek Fred H V-12 SS ...... St Louis Mo 
Hsueh Ting Y BS Bact 6 SS .......... . 
• ••••••••••••• Chang-Chow Fukien China 
Huber Maxine H ExpCk 2 ..•• Park Riiige DI 
Huber Robert E Engr 1 •.•....••• Sioux City 
Hud Joseph A DI 2 SS .......... Lake View 
Hudek June V Nutr 4 •.•••.••.•. Pocahontas 
Hudson Helen L *HEc 1 SS ••... Des Moines 
Hudson Helen M RJ1 3 •••••.•••• Knoxville 
Huedepobl Ernest B ~!!$. 1 •••• South Amana 
Huehn Kennith S BS VEd 6 •••••••••• Eldora 
Huff Myrllin L HEc 1 ••••••.• Rockwell City 
Huffine Nellie G BS FN 6 .•.....•••.. Ames 
Hufman Richard G V-12 SS •••. Johnstown Pa 
Hufziger Otto C V-12 SS •••••• D~ton Ohio 
Hug Betty A TC 4 ••••..•.•••.. Chicago DI 
Hugh Edwin I BS AB 6 SS British Guiana SA 
Hughes Arthur E Sci 1 •••.•••••• Blairsburg 
Hughes Nylene J Diet 4 Sl. ..... Shell Rock 
Huhn Doris L *BEd 5 SS .......... Nevada 
Huisman Charles L Engr 1 ....... Wellsburtz 
Hulu11 Winifred E HEc 1 ••..••••.••• Ames 
Hulbert Lewis E V·l2 SS ...... Geneva Ohio 
Huling John H For 2 ••••....••.• LaSalle DJ 
Hull Ray M VM 4 SS .............. Lytton 
Hulsizer John C V-1-2 SS •..• East Orange NJ 
Humble Doris M IM 2 ..••.• Rusbf ord Minn 
Hummel Donald G V-12 SS ••••.• St Louis Mo 
Hummel Lila M AA 3 ................ Ames 
Hummer Dorothy L •Diet 4 SI •.••• Norwalk 
Humphries Lewis L V-12 SS ••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••• Salt Lake City Utah 
Humphry Donald C Engr 1 •••••••• Waterloo 
Humy Billie G V-12 SS ......... Monett Mo 
Huna Jack A V-12 SS ........ St Paul Minn 
Huneke Ervin C ArcbE 4 •••••••• Burlington 
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Hungerford Charles R Engl' 1 •••••.••• Osage 
Hunjria Jose J CE 3 SS •• Santiago Dom Rep 
Hunsicker Rotiert E ArchE 2 SS .• Des Moines 
Hunsicker William C V-12 SS •••••• Indianola 
Hunt Claire L AH 3 ..••... Santa Ynez Calif 
Hunt Clifford M V-12 SS ..... Jackson Mino 
Hunt Viola M BS *HEd 6 St ...... Earlville 
Hunter Franklin ] ME 4 SS ........... Perry 
Hunter Neva L Diet 3 ••••.... Web~~er City 
Hunting Martha M CD 2 •••••••••• Moville 
Hunting Mary E IM 2 SS .•......•• Moville 
Hurt Don E Sci 2 .......•... Pasadena Calif 
Hµston John W Eogr 1 SS .•.... Omaha Nebr 
Hutchcroft Charles D Agron 3 .•.. Mediapolis 
Hutchinson Barbaro J Diet 4 ........ Pi51p1h 
Hutchison Mary F Diet 3 ....•.. West Untoo 
Hyland Hazel I *HEd 5 St ........ Radcliffe 
Hynek Margaret A TC 3 .•......•.... Tama 
ldso Duane L Sci 2 SS .•••.•••.•... Clemons 
Igou Raymond A BS *Zool 6 Sl .. Estherville 
Imboden ,Lois D Diet 3 52 .••....... Dysart 
Imes Elwina M Sci 2 •......... Cedar Rai>ids 
Imes Mary A GenAg 2 Webster Groves Mo 
Infante Luis A ChE 5 SS ....••... Lima Peru 
Ingels Ruth E IM 4 ..•...•.••.... Randalia 
Ingle Mary E TC 2 ..••..•..... Des Moines 
lnglesby Catherine L HEc 1 .•..••.•. Boone 
lngman Leone R *Diet S Sl .. White Rock SD 
Inman Inez I HEc 1. .............. Oelwein 
Inman Mary F CD 3 SS •••.....•.• Bancroft 
Innes John L VM 4 SS •... Minneapolis Minn 
Innes Myme M HEsl 2 .••••••.•. Sutherland 
Innes ,Elbert E V-12 SS ....•.... Meade Kans 
Iriarte Jose G Chem 6 ....... Tacuba Mexico 
Irwin Clarice J *HEc 5 SS ...•..•••. Pierson 
Isakson Mary Diet 2 ........... O~den Utah 
Isebrands Carol R Sci 1 .....••. Little Rock 
Iseman Charlotte E HEc 2 S2 Sioux Falls SD 
Iverson Robert J ME 4 SS ........ Stanhope 
Ives C Morris AgEc 3 ................ Rolfe 
Jack Juanita M Diet 4 SI ...... West Liberty 
J
ackman Phyllis A HEc 1 SS .....•... Ames 
ackson Arnold R ChE 4 •••••• Council Bluffs 
ackson Galen D V-12 SS ...... Farwell Nebr 
Jackson Janet E Diet 4 .....•.... Burlington 
ackson Mary C Sci 1 SS ...••.•.• Glenwood 
ackson Robert H For 2 ....•.••.••• Dunbar 
acksoli Ruby H HEd 4 .•....•... Greenfield 
acobi Herman R *IEd 5 SI ...... Sioux City 
acobs Elsie C HEd 3 ••.....•. Charles <;i_l>.'. 
acobs Helen M Sci 1 ...•..••. Rochester NY 
acobs Lois M Bact 4 ...•.••. Rochester NY 
acobs Robert F V-12 SS •••. Sedgwick Kans 
~
acobsen Linnea L Diet 3 ••...• Morton Wash 
acobson Donald A V-12 SS .•••••• Reinbeck 
acobson Eunice BS *JIEd 6 Sl .•• Story City 
acobson Myron A Jr V-12 SS ..•• Chicago Ill 
acobson Pauline E AA 3 ............ Ames 
f 
acobson Virgil V Engr 1 ............• Flo.r.d 
acobson Warren E VM 2 SS ...... Sioux C1~y 
aeger Nancy A HEq 3 ........ Oak Park Ill 
Jaffe Martin D V-12 SS ..... Bay City Mich 
James Alverda BS *HEd 6 Sl ... West Liberty 
James Eloise E ArchE 4 •....•.••• Daven~rt 
James Helen B E~xpCk 4 S2 ••. , • Des Momes 
James Mary M *Nutr 4 SS .•••••• Davenp<;>rt 
Jamison Mary E HEc l .........••• Wapello 
f 
ansen Elsie E BS *HEd 6 Sl ...... Dubuque 
ansen Virgil C Engr t •...••• Marshalltown 
ansky Helen M Sci 1 ...•••. Washington DC 
anssen Betty M *HEd 5 St •.••• Davenport 
aramillo Edward V ChE 4 SS .••••••.• 
••.•••••••.••.••••••.• Albuquerque NM 
Jarvie Carl W V-12 SS .••.•..• Seattle Wash 
Jasper Donald E BS DVM *VPath 6 Sl 
............•........... Le Grande Ore 
Jasper Verna L Diet 5 •••••. Independence Mo 
Jayne Marjorie L AA 3 •.•.•.•.. Riverside DI 
Jeffries James H *Zool 3 SS .....••• Waukon 
Jenkins George M V-12 SS .•••.••••.•• 
•...•...••••••••••• Iron Mountain Mich 
J
enks Virginia L CD 3 ••.•••..•..•• Bennett 
ensen Arlene J HEc 1 ••......... Cedar Falls 
ensen Don D V-12 SS ............ Hamburg 
<'nsen Erling AB AM Phys 6 .... Des Moines 
]t'nsen John H Jr BS MS ChE 6 Sl •.•. 
.....•.•............•....• Aberdeen SD 
ensen Marjorie L *Diet 2 Sl. .Aberdeen SD 
ensen Robert P V·l2 ........... Chicago DI 
erstad Mary L AA 4 ........•. Racine Wisr 
essen Elaine E HEd 3 SS .•••••••••• Everly 
ewell Flora J TC 2 ............... Decorah 
inkins Elizabeth A HEc l Highland Park DI 
obe Marjorie S IM 4 .•...••••• Des Moines 
f 
6hann Richard G Sci 2 .....•.• Des Moines 
ohns Etbla E HEc 5 ................ Ames 
ohnson Albert Jr Engr l ....... Ft Madison 
Johnson Aldie E Jr Engr 1 •.•.•.. Davenport 
Johnson Anita C HEd 2 •••••••••••• Pomeiw 
J
ohnson Arlene Engr 1 ....•..•• Omaha Netir 
ohnson Arthur H Agron 1 .•••• , .Story City 
obnson Audrey A TC 2 .•••••••• : • Radcliffe 
ohnsoo Berniece G •AA 5 52 • , •.•• Clarinda 
ohnson Bruce A V-12 ..•• Minneapolis Minn 
obnson Carlos W DI 1 .••••••••••• Dolliver 
o'hnson Donald L V-12' SS .••••••• Fargo ND 
ohnson Donald R *ChE 4 Sl •••• Des Moines 
ohnson Evelyn H IM 4 St ••••.•••• Ontario 
ohnson Floyd 0 *Engr 2 Sl •••• Des Moines 
ohnson Forrest B Sci t •••••••••••••• Kiron 
ohnson Francis L V-12 SS ••.••• Wallingford 
J
ohnson Gertrude C HEc t •••••••••••• Ames 
obnson Harriet R Diet 4 SS ..••. Cozad Nebr 
ohnson Helen V BS MS HEq 6 SS •••• 
..•.••..•...•••.•..•.••••••• Sioux City 
J
ohnson Irma M HEd 2 ..••.....•• E~ SD 
obnson Janice M ExpCk 3 ••.. Louisville Xy 
ohnson Kenneth L BS MS Zool 6 ...•• Ames 
Johnson Laurene L TC 2 .•.•.•• Hawley Minn 
Johnson Mary A HEc 2 .........•• Cherokee 
Johnson Mildred A Diet 4 S2 .... DeKalb DI 
Johnson Millard L Engr l SS •.•••• Runnells 
iohnson Nellie A Chem 4 ..••••••••.• Kiron obnsoo Norman E Sci 1 ••••.••• Pocahontas ohnson Oscar T V·l2 SS ........ Cedar Falls 
Johnson Patricia A Diet 2". ••••• Omaha Nebr 
J
ohnson Pearl V *HEd S St ••••••••• Fertile 
obnson Phyllis J Sd t ............ Joliet DI 
ohnson Robert W AeroE 4 SS Bloomington DI 
obnson Ronald D Eogr 1 •••••••••••••• Alta 
f 
ohnson Ruth E HEd 4 SS •••••••• Ft D! 
obnson Wendall C Sci 1 ...••. , •.••• Lehi 
ohoston Dorothy B CD 3 ••••.••••• Sab a 
Jonasson Salina E *CD 5 Sl. ••••••••• 
•...•••..•.. Winnipeg Manitoba Canada 
Jones Anabel W Diet 3 •••••••••• Chicago DI 
Jones Donald T V-12 SS •• Richmond Hts Mo 
Jones Dorothy E HEc 1 .••••••••••••• Ames 
Jones Ennis E BS MS EE6 .••••••.••• Ames 
Jones Marilyn J HEc 1 .•..•••..••• Emerson 
Jones Mary A REc 1 •....••.•••••• Malvern 
Jones Maynard G Engr l ............. Ames 
ones Patricia HEc 1 ••.•••.•• Morning Sun 
ones Robert B LA 3 ...... Mount Carmel Pa 
ones Robert P V-12 SS ........ Boise Idaho 
ones Stanley ] E11gr 1 ••.•••••.. Des Moines 
ones Thomas P V-12 ....•• Mflwa~ Wisc 
ones Ursula M BM 2 ..•.••.•.•••. Atlantic 
ones Vernal A *Sci 5 SS ....•.••••• Nevada " 
ones Verona W BS *Ee 6 Sl ........ Boont" 
ongedyk Dorothy L HEc 1 ••••• Hinsdale DI 
J
orcfan Margaret J Sci 2 •.•••••••• Maquoketa 
ordan Mary F BS *HEd 6 SS Hillsboro Texas 
ordan Robert W CE 3 •..•.••• Des Moines 
orgensen Jerold P *VM 4 SS •••••• Elk Hom 
orgensen Olive H HEc S •..•••• Des Moines 
Jorgensen Wayne W FmOp S Pacific Junction 
Josephson Carol A HEc 1 •••••• TuJ>t!o Miss 
Joshn Verna J IM 2 .•••••.••.•••• C!--are.nce 
Joslyn Richard 0 V-12 SS .• Kansas City Mo 
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oyce Viola HEd 4 ................ Atlantic 
udah Melvin A V-12 SS ..•. Houston Texas 
udisch Louis H Ag S ................. Ames 
ubl Donna Y HEc 1 .............. Ankeny 
un Frank G GenE 2 .... Grand Island Nebr 
ung Singo L Agron 1 SS .... PhiladeJphia Pa 
ury Wilbur M For 2 ............ Knoxville 
usti'ce Eunice E Zool 4 SS ....... Greenfield 
ustice Norman D AeroE 2 SS .... Greenfield 
ustis Clarence L *Ag S Sl •.••.. Rochelle DI 
ct Margaret E Sd 2 ............ Clinton 
Kading Helen J TC 3 Sl. ........... Boone 
Kaestner Iola H BS *HEd 6 Sl .••. Oskaloosa 
Kagarlce Margaret L BS FN 6 ....... . 
•••••••••..•.......... Hutchinson Kans 
Kallaus Ken~elh E V-12 SS ...... Iowa City 
Kallsen Henry A V-12 SS ..•... Jasper Minn 
Kalmeyer Dorothy J Sci 2 ........ Arnold Pa 
Kalton Robert R BS MS FC 6 Sl Wells Minn 
Kamber Robert S Engr 1 ....... Des Moines 
Kamm Marion E Engr 1 .........•.... Rudd 
Kammin Dorothl_ _P Sci I ........ Story City 
Kanak Joan HEd 3 .................. Ames 
Kaplan Julian V-12 SS ....••.... St Louis Mo 
K.appmeyer Ruth A BA *Ee 6 Sl .... Oelwein 
Karlson Ardis M Diet 3 ........... Kingsley 
Karlson Helen E Diet 4 .......... Cherokee 
Karmas George BS *Chem 6 Sl Rochester NY 
Karns Charles W V-12 SS ....... Des Moines 
Kaspar Vernon J V-12 SS ........ Sioux City 
Kaster Martin L VM 3 SS .... Montello Wisc 
Kauffman Alice A BS *HEd 6 SS ..... . 
•••..•..•..•.....•....... Princeton ?.Io 
Kaufman Otto R Sci t .....••... Newark NJ 
Kautzky Marnette R Sci 2 .... Council Bluffs 
Keays Keatinge V-t2 SS .... Broken Bow Nebr 
Keefe Edward F V-t2 SS .... Columbus Ohio 
Keen Harriett E ExpCk 3 .......... Indianola 
Keenan Margaret R *Nu tr 4 SS .•. Davenport 
Kefgen Mary F HEd 4 ........ Duluth Minn 
Keim Luana L Diet 2 ...... New Windsor DI 
Keister Gene R HEd 3 .......... Mason City 
Keister Geraldine R HEd 4 St .... Mason City 
Keith Joe C V-12 SS ....... Kansas City Mo 
.Kelleher Thomas E 'V-t2 SS ..... Chicago DI 
Keller Richard W H V-12 SS ...... Sioux City 
Kelty Dennis H ChE 2 SS ...... Denver Colo 
Kelsey Olive A AA 3 Sl .......... Ithaca NY 
Kelsey Ruby L Diet 2 ................ Rudd 
Kelsh Irene M Diet 3 ............ Waterloo 
Kelso Robert M V-t2 SS ..... Cheyenne Wyo 
Kempley Walter V Jr ChT I SS ....• Algona 
Kendall Kathryn L BA *HEd 6 SS ... Marion 
Kenfield Eleanor E TC 2 ............. Ames 
Kennedy Bernice B BS IM 6 SS St Joseph Mo 
Kent Betty L TC 2 SS .............. Lytton 
Kerchberger Rosella M *Diet S St .... . 
....................... St Edward Nebr 
Kerekes Frances E H]l 3 SI .......... Ames 
Kem Ph)'llis P *E~Ck 2 SS ...... Norwalk 
Kem William K A 1 t ............ Luzerne 
Kernes Emma E Sc S ........... Woodward 
Kerr John E VM 3 SS ...... Farmington Ark 
Kersten Frances M Diet 4 SS ..... Ashton DI 
Kersten Orla R HEc 1 •••••.•.••• Ashton Ill 
Kesler Mary E AB AA 6 SI New Albany Ind 
Kessler Marjorie L HEc 1 .......... Sac City 
Kessler Raymond E V -12 SS .... St Louis Mo 
Ketcham Richard W CE 2 .. Ft Omaha Nebr 
Ketelsen Darrel F EE S ............. Everly 
Kettleson Ruth M HEd 4 ....... Estherville 
Kibbie Virginia L Diet 3 ... Milwaukee Wisc 
Kidd Marjorie A Sci 1 ...... Owatonna Minn 
Kidwell John H V-12 SS ...... Ironton Ohio 
Kienast Joseph P Engr I ...........• Osasce 
Kiesel Elise A HEd 4 .......... St Louis Mo 
Kilcline Thomas J V-12 SS ..... Kokomo Ind 
Kilgariff James P V-12 SS ....••• Chicago Ill 
Killian Joan L Diet 2 .......... Sterling DI 
Kil pack William D AH 3 .... Cleveland Ohio 
Kimball Miriam E HEd 4 SS ••.• Battle Creek 
Kimbel Bette l TC 2 ........... Chicago Ill 
Kimler Nita HEc 1 .••.•.......... Ames 
Kimura Minoru Sci 1 ........... Hunt Idaho 
Kincaid Charles M BS MS Gen 6 SS ..• Ames 
King Dorothy D Zool 4 SS .•..•..•.• Algona 
King Philip V V-12 SS •..•• Los Angeles Calif 
King Stella L Diet 4 ••...•..•... Miami Fla 
King Virginia W CD 3 •..... Prairie View DI 
Kingrey Burnell W *VM 4 SS ......... 
..•.......•.•.....••. Worthington Minn 
Kingsbury Mary E HEc 1 ...•. Sergeant Bluff 
Kingsbury Warren C V-t2 SS .••.. Sioux City 
Kingston Arthur C V-12 SS ...••• Ridgway Ill 
Kinworthy William R V-t2 SS ... Moberly Mo 
Kirby Lucretia A HEd 2 .•••...••• Greenville 
Kirchner Dorothy_ A IM 3 SS .... Milbank SD 
Kirsch Dorothy W HEq 3 ...... Oak Park DI 
Kitchell William W AgEd S •...•.. Winterset 
Kitley Margy J Chem 4 ...... Little Rock Ark 
Kitson Kathryn E BS *HEd 6 St., ... Osage 
Kittell Elizabeth L HEc I ........... . 
................. Wisconsin Rapids Wisc 
Klas Jean V BS HEq 6 .............. Ames 
Kleaveland Richard N Sci 2 SS .. Sioux Rapids 
Kleaveland Rodney C VM 4 SS .. Sioux Rapids 
Kleen James H AgEd 1 ..••....... Renwick 
Kleen Merlyn D V-12 SS .•..••..... Palmer 
Klein Alvin L FmOp t .............. Ackley 
Kleinschmidt Kraemer G V-12 SS ..... . 
•..•.•..•••.•.•..... Webster Groves Mo 
Klepin Leon E V-12 .............. Cicero DI 
Kliegl Vincent J Sci 2 ......••...... Mallard 
Kline Nancy E IM 4 ........•...... Marion 
Kline Ralph W AB Pol 6 Sl .•.. Omaha Nebr 
Klingspom Ann M HM 4 SS ..... Chaffee Mo 
Klof anda Royal E VM 4 SS .... Chilton Wisc 
Klomstad Donald W V-t2 Detroit Lakes Minn 
Klousia Charles R FmOp 1 ........ Hampton 
Klousia Irving L Jr AgEd I ....... Hampton 
Knop Carl 0 CE 2 SS ............. Griswold 
Knorr Edward J EE 2 .......... Des Moines 
Knox Mary J lIEc 1. ............... Marcus 
Knudson Kathryn A HEq 2 SS ......... Colo 
Knutson Janice E Diet 3 ..... Emmons Minn 
Kobayashi Yutaka ChT 3 ....... Topaz Utah 
Kobett William F V-12 SS ..... St Joseph Mo 
Koch Carol R Diet 4 Sl .......... Ida Grove 
Koch Doris L HEd 4 .............. Waverly 
Koch Ellery / *Hort 4 Sl ........ Ida Grove 
Koch Erma HEc 1. ................ Ames 
Koch Leonard V Jr V-t2 SS .... Cedar Rapids 
Kochaver Theodore V-12 SS .... Virginia Minn 
Kohrt Ruth M HEd 2 .........• Rock Rapids 
Koithan Arlene F HEc I .......... Mapleton 
Kokjer Carter H V-12 SS .••..•. Sidney Nebr 
Kolfenbach Mary E HEq 3 ........ Dubuque 
Kollmansperger Katherine A HEc 1 .... 
..................... Chattanooga Tenn 
Kolze Margaret H ExpCk 2 ........ Itasca Ill 
Kompanek Andrew J Jr V-12 SS ....... . 
•..............•......• Cumberland Md 
Koob Phillip W V-12 SS ......... Yeadon Pa 
Kooi Earl R AB Chem 6 SS ...•.. Fulton DI 
Koons Claude H Sci 1 SS •.••...• Des Moines 
Kopel Robert L V-12 SS •...•••••.• Waterloo 
Kopf Warren J ChT 3 ...•....... Muscatine 
Kopke James }> Engr I ............ Waukon 
Kopp Alicemae IM 2 ............. Indianola 
Kopp Betty A ExpCk 3 ........• Rochelle DI 
Koppin Lawrence L V-12 SS .. Ypsilanti Mich 
Koprek Mll!garet M AH 1 .... Cleveland Ohio 
Kombaum Harold F Engr 1 SS .• Mason City 
Koster EleanorJ IM 4 ........... Gladbrook 
Koster Ethel IM 2 ..•...•..•. Gladbrook 
Koutsky Donette J HEc 1 ......•.•• Newton 
Kowitz Agnes E BS *HEd 6 SS .•• Helena Mo 
Kraemer William I Geol 3 SS .•••.• Brighton 
Kraft Helen M ExpCk 2 ..••...• Palatine DI 
Kramer Harris P HEc 1 •...•• Washington DC 
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Krassa Carlos CE 2 ......•••. Santiago Chile 
Kraus Harry R V-12 SS .......• Sargent Nebr 
Kremer Lewis A V-12 SS ••..... Stanton Nebr 
Krikac Doris J Diet 2 ...•..••... Du~ree SD 
Kripps Francis J V-12 SS .. Minneapolis Minn 
Kriz Elva A Diet 4 •.••......•. Cedar Rapids 
Kronour James E V-12 SS ...... Dayton Ohio 
Kroucb Martha L HM 3 ... Independence Mo 
Kruger Beulah J *CD 4 SI ........ Primghar 
Krumboltz Howard D EE 2 SS •...•••. Ames 
Krumboltz Mary I Arch 3 SS •...... Ottumwa 
Kruse Bernetta M Diet 4 St •....... Preston 
Kruse Ferdinand H Chem 4 SS ..... Luverne 
Kuchenbuch Joy HEc 1 ....•... St Louis Mo 
Kuck David L V-12 SS ......•.. Erlanger Ky 
Kuechenmeister Harold G V-12 SS ....•. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . St Louis Mo 
Kueck Darwin R *ChT 4 SI .... Mason City 
Kuester Mary A *HEd S SI .. Evansville Ind 
Kuethe Irene J EX}!Ck 4 .•...•.... Dorsey DI 
Kuhl Dorothy J HEc 1 .......•.... Odebolt 
Kuhlmann Lois L HEc 1 ............•. Ute 
Kuhrt Donald A V-12 SS ............ Colfu 
Kulhanek Betty M HEc 1 .....• Omaha Nebr 
Kuntz Evelyn P HEc 1 ............ Martelle 
Kuntz Francis A V-12 SS ....... St Louis Ma 
Kurtz John W V-12 SS ........... Knoxville 
Kurtz Robert G V-12 SS .. Kansas City Kans 
Kyle Beulah F RSci 3 ......... Osceola Wisc 
Kyle Robert H BS Chem 6 SS Silver City NM 
Kyle Wendell H BS Gen 6 SS Louisville Ohio 
Kysar John E V-12 SS ........ Norfolk Nebr 
Lacot Maria S BS *HEd 6 S l. ........ . 
.•••....•........... Arroyo Puerto Rico 
Ladwig Velma L Sci 2 ...............• Ames 
LaFontaine Marie J ChT 1 ...... Spirit Lake 
La~e Walter G V-12 SS ........ Glen Ellyn DI 
Laud Harriet J HEc 1 ... Webster Groves Mo 
Lally James P v.12 SS ........ Somers Mont 
Lamb Margaret E TC 2 .... Wauwatosa Wisc 
Lambert Shirley M HEc 1 ........... Geneva 
Lambert WiJJiam K GenE 3 ... Omaha Nebr 
Lamborn Amy L TC 3 .............. Preston 
Lamont Marguerite M HEc 1 .... Chicago Ill 
Lamoureaux Robert J ME 2 ...... Sioux City 
Lamoureaux Sarah M TC 4 •••.•• Sioux City 
Lamp Marian A HEc 1 ........ Charles City 
Lancaster Bonnie M HEd 2 .......•. LeMars 
Lancaster Edgar 0 BA IEd 6 SS ..... LeMars 
Lancaster Jeanne A ExpCk 2 .... Malden Mo 
Landess Jean L Diet 2 ......... Lewiston DI 
Landkamer Bettr J Diet 2 Minneapolis Minn 
Landkamer MarJorie J HEc 1 .. Melrose Mass 
Landskom Henry J VM 4 SS ... Menasha Wis 
Landwehr Roger G V-12 SS ... Rockville Minn 
Lane Jacqueline R HEc I ........ Maquoketa 
Lane Joseph L AH 1 ........•...• Renwick 
Lang Allen N *VM 4 SS ............ Remsen 
Lang Arleen M TC 2 ........ Park Ridge DJ 
Lang Gene A *DIE 4 SS .....••...•.• Osage 
Lang George K VM S ........• Almend Kans 
Lange Elizabeth V HEc 1 .. Minneapolis Minn 
Lange Paul M Jr V-12 SS .•.... Oinaha Nebr 
Lange Ruth H Diet 4 ...•••. Faribault Minn 
Langenho_J>_ Carl E BA Math 6 • • Louisville Ky 
Langfitt Warren· R BS *VEd 6 51 •• Indianola 
Langrock Karl F Engr 1 .......• Cedar Falls 
Lankelma Ethel I Engr 1. ............ Pella 
Lankus Helen K HEd 2 ...•.•••. Chicago DI 
Lannan Betty J Sci 1 •..... West Point Nebr 
Lannan John P *VM 1 SS ... West Point Nebr 
Laros Joan K HEc 1. .•.....•••••.• Grinnell 
Larsen Dorothy A Diet 4 •••••• LaGrange DI 
Larsen Ina J TC 3 ..••....•....•.. Maxwell 
Larsen Melvin B V-12 SS .... Hampton Nebr 
Larson Carl R Engr l SS .......... Red Oak 
Larson Charlotte HEc 1 ..•.......•••• Ames 
Larson Dale 0 Engr l ..•••..••....• Aurelia 
Larson Darle C V-12 SS .••••••. Wausa Nebr 
Larsop Edna J Sd l. .......... Eagle Grove 
Larson Ean C TC 2 ........... Evanston DI 
Larson ordan L Jr V-12 SS ........ Dubuque 
Larson une P Zool 3 ..........•.• Dennison 
Larson nard A VM 2 SS .... Duluth Minn 
Larson Lucille E HEc 1 ........•..•• Huxley 
Larson Melvin H V-t2 SS ...... West Branch 
Larson Priscilla A HEc 1 ..•... Fontana Calif 
LaRue Maclyn E AgEd 2 ............. Dows 
Latenser Frank N V-12 SS ...... Omaha Nebr 
Lattimore Elizabeth Diet 2 •••• St Joseph Mo 
Lattin John D Sci I ......•.•••. Chicago DI 
Lauer Gloria I *Sci S SS ..••......•.• Ames 
Lauer Mary L Sci 1 ••.•..•••••••• Cherokee 
Launspach Vernon F EE 2 SS ..... Dubuque 
Laursen Elaine L Diet 2 ....•.•... Humboldt 
Laux Madalynne F HEc l .... Appleton Wisc 
Lawlor Joe P Engr t SS .............. Ames 
Lawrence Loraine C *HEd 4 SI .... Ft Dodge 
Lawson Willis M Jr Vl\I 4 SS Albert Lea Minn 
Lawton Lois L CD 4 SI ........... Jefferson 
Laxson Mary M HEd 3 .........•. Earlville 
Layton Helen M HEc 1 ..•........• Atlantic 
Leach Virginia J HEc 1 .•..•.•.. Des Moines 
Leaf Pearl A ChT 2 ................ Denison 
Leahy Joanne P HEd 2 ...•....•• Chicago_ Dl 
Learned Edna JBS Ee 6 Sl Williamston Mich 
Leary John E V-12 North Hollywood Calif 
Leask Grace J *HEd S SS ...•...••• Waterloo 
Leathers Jenna E HEd 3 SS .....••• Fairfield 
Leberman Janett M *HEd S St .•..•••• 
.....•..•••.........••. Sheboygan Wisc 
Lee Alfred M *Sci S SS ......•..... Fernald 
Lee Marjorie L CD 4 SI. ............ Avoca 
Lee Ph}'llis A CD 4 SS ...••••••..••. Gamer 
Leech Katie R BS *CD 6 S2 Marshall Texas 
Lefebre Roberto M BS * AREc 6 Sl •••.• 
.•.....•............ Coamo Puerto Rico 
Lehmann Otto J En gr 1 ....•....•••• Gamer 
Leiden Carl Jr Math 4 SS .......••.• Boone 
Leigan Mildred J Nutr 4 .••..... Des Moines 
Leio;ure Georgia L Diet 2 St ....... Packwood 
Leith James M AgEd 2 ............•• RoUe 
Leithardt Joyce M IM 2 ....•.... Chicago DI 
Leithardt Marilyn J IM 2 ....... Chicago DI 
Lemen Shirley A ArchE 3 SS .. Rockwell City 
Lenslnk Isabelle I HEc 1 ........... Sheldon 
Leo Bett1'_ J HEc 1 ................. Dysart 
Leonard Frederick H Engr 1 ......•.. Eldora 
Leonard Margaret R HEc t ........ Chariton 
Leseberg Gilbert F V-12 SS ... Beatrice Nebr 
Levy Gerald V-t2 SS .....•..... Des Moines 
Lewis Charles D V-12 SS •...... Dayton Ohio 
Lewis Charles P Engr l. .............. Britt 
Lewis Edith M 11\1 4 St ..........•. Decatur 
Lewis Eugene F EE 3 .............. Carroll 
Lewis George E VM 3 SS .....•.. Woodburn 
Lewis Hazel G *AgEd S St .... Roseville Ohio 
Lewis Kenneth E ArchE 3 SS ......... Ames 
Lewis Robert V VM 4 SS ........•. Cambria 
Lewis Shirley R AA 2 ................ Ames 
Lewison Curtis L Jr V-12 SS .......•• Akron 
Lhotka Doris C HEc t / . ....... Glencoe Minn 
Libby Merl Sci 1. ................ Winterset 
Lichty Robert F AeroE 2 SS ....... Waterloo 
Lieb Caroline B HEc 1 .............. Atldns 
Lieberknecht Mary B Sci 2 SS •••••••• Pel'!')" 
Liehr Frances A HEc S • ••. Chambersburg DI 
Llesenfeld Martin J Jr V-12 SS .. St Louis Mo 
Light Barbara A HEd 2 •....... Denver Colo 
Light Carotni I HEc l SS ............ Ames 
Lightfoot Lyle E ArchE 4 SS ... Evanston DI 
Lfllard Colleen E HEc l .........••. Collins 
Lillig FlQYd A Engr l •••..•..•• Central Cf ty 
Lincoln Rowena A HEd 2 ..... Batesvllle Ark 
Lind Delos H AgJl l .............. Hamj>_ton 
Lindauer Mary A HEc 1 ••••••.• Omaha Nebr 
Lindberg Betty J Diet 4 •••••••••••. Odebot t 
Llndecker Dorotby P E~Ck 3 .•• St Louis Mo 
Lindeman Jean E BS *HM 6 51 .••••••• 
................... Oklahoma City Okla 
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Linder JJooald 0 V-12 SS .••••. Willmar Minn 
Linder Dorothy M CD 3 .......... Pomeroy 
Lindgren Lawrence T V-12 SS .••• Des Moines 
Llnd&olm Edward J V-12 SS ..... Casper Wyo 
Lindman Carroll D EE 3 SS .•••.•• Ottumwa 
Lindquist Merton V Sci S ............ Ames 
Lindsay Carolyn R Diet 2 St ....... Aurelia 
Lindsey Jeanne E *HEc 2 SS .. Amherst Mass 
Lindstrom Barbara A Sd 1 55 .. Council Bluffs 
Lindstrom Cornelia G AA 3 ••••••••••• Ames 
Lineweaver Gerald A BS VEd 6 Sl •••.• 
..•...........•.......... South En.glish 
Lion Donald L Sd 1. ............... Lehigh 
Linn Kenneth W V-12 SS ..•• Amarillo Texas 
Linscott William M V-12 •.••••. Omaha Nebr 
Lister Ethel M BS *TC 6 Sl .• Cleveland Ohio 
Lister Katheryµ D TC 2 •••••••••• Ottumwa 
Little Betsy M IM 4 •...••.•••• Des Moines 
Little Carolyn R HEc 1 •..••.•.• Des Moines 
Little •Clinton B V-12 SS .....• Seattle Wash 
Lltwfckl Walter J For 1 .•....... Chicago DI 
Livingston Donald R BS CE 6 ..••.•.. Ames 
Lloyd Elaine E H]l 2 ............ Ft Dodge 
Lloyd Joy J HEd 2 •..••••.. Mankato Minn 
Lloyd Peter E BA *VEd 6 Sl ...••. Sac City 
Lloyd Shirley J AA 2 •.••••••.••••• Ottumwa 
Loar Howar<l H V-12 SS ••. Wilsonville Nebr 
Loats LeRoy S •Ag S Sl •....•.... Titonka 
LoChfano Rocco V-12 SS .... Kansas City Mo 
Locbrie Bonnie M *Sci S Sl ......•. Osceola 
Lock Mary E HEc 1 ............... Hartley 
Lockwood Jean S HEc 1 .•...... Des Moines 
Lockwood Maxine J AA 2 .•..••. Des Moines 
Logan Mary L Nutr 4 SS ...... Bismarck ND 
Log Ii Richard E For 1 SS .....••••• Ankeny 
Loisel Mary M HEc 1 ..... West Point Nebr 
Long Anna M AA 3 ••....••••..•.. Monroe 
Long Dwight L V-12 SS ........ Des Moines 
Long Huntley F V-12 SS Webster Groves Mo 
Long Madeline M HEc 1 SS ...•.•.• Ottumwa 
Long Marll)'tl J Sci 1 .••.....•.. Des Moines 
Loogsdorff Ethel J HEd 2 SS ...... Maroa nt 
Loper P.hyllfs A *Diet 4 SS •... McCook Nebr 
Lord Marilyn I Diet 3 S2 ............ Sloan 
Lord Richard \V V-12 SS ........ Burlington 
Lorens Ann L HEc 1 ••.... Grand Lake Colo 
Lorenz Barbara A Diet 4 SS ..... Omaha Nebr 
Lorenz Charles M Engr 1 SS ......• Rockford 
Lotspeich LQy J Diet J ....... Alliance Nebr 
Lott Bruce E ChT 2 SS .............. Osage 
Louf ek Helen L Diet 2 ••.. Minneapolis Minn 
Love Gerald D Engr 1 ......•........ Albia 
Lovell James E VM 3 SS ...... Oak Park nt 
Lovell Marjorie ArchE 2 ....••... Chicago DI 
Lowe Clifford B AB MA Phys 6 .. Albert City 
Lowe Dorothr M Diet 3 ..... Texarkana Ark 
Lowenberg Vtncent A Engr 1 SS .. Donnellson 
Lown Jack A BA *IEd 6 SS ........ Waterloo 
Lowther Birk C VM 3 SS .. Harrisville WVa 
Lucas Jamts D Hist 3 SS ........... Nashua 
Lucas \re!'n.nette D HJ1 3 ........... Bedford 
Lucas ~alham E III V-12 SS ......••.. 
.................... Santa Monica Calif 
Luckhardt Gertrude K BA Zool 6 Scarsdale NY 
Ludeman Georgia R HJl 2 •••••• Mason City 
Ludlow Lucy Diet 2 ••••• Spanish Fork Utah 
Ludvigson Dean F VM 3 SS .......•.. Ames 
Luebbers. Helene M Sci 1 .......... Ft Docfite 
Lueder Mary R HEc 1. ........ Omaha Nebr 
Luedtke Richard P VM 4 SS ..... Antioch DI 
Lu(dnbuhl Christian B ChE 3 SS .• Des Moines 
Lukes Dorothy A TCb 3 ..•..•...•. Calmar 
Lumpkin Helen C HEd 4 ••.• Losantville Ind 
Lumpkin Lee W AH S ....••••••...• Ames 
Lund Dorothy ?.( HEd 3 ..........• Waterloo 
Lund Marjorie B HEd 2. . . . . .... Waterloo 
Lund Van Metre EE 4 SS .......•. Kingsley 
Lundahl Bernice L Sci 2 ............ Madrid 
Lundell Donald D For 1 ••....•...• Waterloo 
Lundgren Lillian E Zoo1 4 SS ...... Bronson 
Lundsgaard Warren L V-12 SS •• Ruskin Nebr 
Lundvall Richard L *VM 4 SS ••••• Boxholm 
Lush David A V-12 SS •••••••.••••••• Ames 
Lush Mary E ExpCk 3 .............. Ames 
Luth Robert C V-12 SS •••••••••• Chicago m 
Luther Dorothy F *BEd 2 SS .... Chicago DI 
Luther Dorothy J TC 2 •••••••• Hooper Nebr 
Lutt Evan E Hort. 4 .••••••.•• Niobrara Nebr 
Lydon Mary M Diet 4 SS •••••• St Louis Mo 
Lykke Joanne N HEc 1 ••••••••••• Elk Hom 
Lyle Dora J BEd 4 .............. Sparta DI 
Lynch James F Engr 1 SS ••••.••••• Ottumwa 
Lynch Robert H Sci l ......... Independence 
Lynch Roger A Engr 1 •••••••••. Des Moines 
Lynes William S Ag S ••••••••••••• Waverly 
Lynn Avis J Diet 2 •••••••••• Grundy Center 
Lyon Doris I AA 2 SS .............. Nevada 
Lyon Durward A AH 1. ............. Toledo 
Lyon Harriet M BEd 3 .............. Ames 
Lyon Howard H V-12 SS ••• ~ •••••••• Toledo 
Lyon Mar~aret A HJ1 2 •••••••• Duluth Minn 
Lyon Mar1orie C Chem 3 SS ••••••••• Boone 
Lytle Elizabeth A HEc 1 .•••.••• Sioux City 
McAndrews John F Jr V-12 SS •••••••• 
..................... . Sacramento Calif 
McAninch James B For 1 •••••••• Mount Ayr 
McArthur Raymond C V-12 SS ••••• Le Mars 
McAuslan Anna J *Diet 4 SS ..... Peoria DI 
McAuslan Mildred E Sci 2 SS •••••• Peoria DI 
McBay Dorothy 0 *AgEd S Sl •• Mexia Texas 
McBar, Willie E BS *TC 6S1 .••• Mexia Texas 
McBnde Clifford H ChT 1 .••.••..• Hampton 
McBride John K Engr 1 ••.•••••• Chicago DI 
McBumey Ray D BA VEd 6 ••••••••• Ames 
McCabe Alice J TC 3 •••••••••• Des Moines 
McCabe Marjorie A HEc 1 ..•.•• Des Moines 
l\kCain James S Hort 2 ••••••••• Chicago DI 
McCall James A V-12 SS •••....• Sioux City 
McCallum Robert E V-12 SS .• Cowles Nebr 
McCalman Donald V For 1 ... Park Ridge DI 
McCance Shirley J HEc 2 •••••••.•• Ames 
McCann Francis J VM 2 SS •••.•• Iowa City 
McCarl Barg B Jr ChE 2 •••••.• Davenport 
McCart AnnJS R HEc 1 •.••.... Eagle Grove 
McCarthy Margaret E BEd 2 ••..•• El_gin DI 
McCarty Mary G CD 3 •.•.•.•• Brookins SD 
McCaskey Harold M V-12 SS •.. Lander Wyo 
McCaughey Mildred M *HEq 2 SS ••••• 
........•••...•••••••••.•• Rock Rapids 
McCauslin Grace N BEd 3 ...•••• Ft Madison 
McCauslin James M ChE 2 ••••• Ft Madison 
McCaw Mal'fillerite R HEc · 1 ••••••• Clarence 
McCaw Phyttis J HEc 1 .••••••••. Aledo ID 
McClain Donald G V-12 SS .. McAlester Okla 
McClellan Elinor G *Diet 4 S2 .•••.. Sheldon 
McClinton Jose G V-12 SS ....•. St Louis Mo 
McClure Warren P V-12 SS •...•.•• Baden Pa 
l\IcCombs Ardath P HEc 1 ••..•• Des Moines 
McCone Allen C VM 4 SS ••••••.••• Manilla 
McCool Celia L *BEd 4 Sl ••••••••• Badey 
McCord Beverly 1 Diet 2 SS ..•• Omaha Nebr 
McCormack Wilham Engr 1 .•..•..• Atlantic 
McCormick Carol Diet 2 .....• Groton Mass 
McCormick Zoe M BS *FN 6 S2 Detroit Mich 
McCoy JoAnne Powers HM 3 S2 •. Oskaloosa 
McCoy Julianne HEd 3 .••••.••• Cedar Falls 
McCoy Margaret P *ChT 3 SS ••. Mason City 
McCoy Robert T AH S •••••••••••••• Ames 
McCoy Shirley R HEc 1 •.....•• Spirit Lake 
McCracken Donald D *VM 4 SS •••• Manilla 
McCracken Phyllis A HEc 1 .. New York NY 
McCrary Margaret H HEc 2 SS ••••••• 
..•....•......•••.•• Webster Groves Mo 
McCrary Nathan 0 Jr AgEd 1 •.• Shenandoah 
McCreedy Harry D Jr VM 4 SS •••• Fairfield 
McCuen Katherine J IM 2 SS .•.•• SlSQurney 
McCulley Lois A lIEc 1 ••••••••••• Winfield 
McCulloch Mary L Diet 4 St .•.. Eagle Grove 
McCullough Joyce A HEc 1 .•••• Bushnell ID 
McCurdy Caroline D AgEd S •••••• Ft Dodge 
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McDennfd Miles J VM • SS ••••• Chla189_ m 
McDermott Regis M V-12 •••••• Seattle Wash 
McDonald l:f::j C TC 2 .............. Ames 
McDonald orie F HEc 1 SS •• Tallulah La 
McDonald Tom R ArchE 2 •••••• Des Moines 
McDonnel ~oanne M Sci 1 ••••• Cedar Ra~lds 
McDowell ack D CE 2 SS .•..•••••• Harlan 
McDowell elba L *TC 5 S2 Little Rock Ark 
McEJhfnney Elsie Z BA MS *IM 6 St •• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . Duncan Okla 
McElhinney Helen A AA 2 •••••••••••. Ames 
McElligott Thomas P V-12 SS •••• Chicago DI 
McElroy Carol~ I Engr 1 .••••..•. Ottumwa 
McElroy Gwen L Sci S • ............. Boone 
McEnary David N V-12 •• Minneapolis Minn 
McFarland Mariellen FN 2 ...... Lincoln Nebr 
McGee Thomas D V-12 SS •••.•••••• Fayette 
McGilvray Audrey J Engr l ..... Des Moines 
McGilvray Sanna J Diet 3 SS .••• Des Moines 
McGlashan Kenneth W V-12 SS .• Homer Nebr 
McGoon Dorothy J HEd 4 .•....... Hampton 
McGregQr Dolores I *HEd 5 S2 McGregor ND 
McGuckin Mary L IM 4 ••••• Columbus Ohio 
McGuire Bettr. I HEc 1. ............ Perry 
McGuire Marilyn G HEc 1 ..•.....••. Ames 
McHale Robert E En gr I ........ Monmouth 
McHenry Joanne TC 4 ••..••.•••••• Denison 
McHenry William A Sci 1 .•.......• Denison 
Mcintosh Arthur l *VM 4 SS ....... Villisca 
Mcintosh Donna HEc 1 ..... Marble Minn 
Mcintyre Winnifred .R *CD S SI •••..• 
•••..•..•...• Winnipeg Manitoba Canada 
McJilton Ruth D IM 3 •••••.••• Omaha Nebr 
McKean Fem M TC 2 ..•••••••• Maple Hill 
McKee Gregory G V-12 SS ••••••••••• 
•......••.•..••••••• Webster Groves Mo 
McKee John W Engr I SS ........ Muscatine 
McKee l.loyd T V-12 SS ..•• Anacortes Wash 
McKee !-ogan A V-12 SS •••••• Kirkwood Mo 
McKee Ralph K Sci I ............ Dow City 
McKee Robert D V-12 SS ..•.••.••• Carlisle 
McKeegan James E V-12 SS •...•••.•• Doon 
McKeeg_an Margaret L BS FN 6 .•••••. Doon 
McKeighan Doris J HEc 1 •••••• Wilmette DI 
McKenna Donald J E11gr 1 ..•.••... Nemaha 
McKercher Robert A V-12 SS .... Sioux City 
McKibben Victoria{ IM 4 •.•••••.•••• Ames 
McKinney Norma Sci 1 .•..•••.••••• Coto 
McLaughlin Helen HEd 2 •...•• MontJcello 
McLau~lin Marjorie G Diet 3 •••• Marathon 
McLay Stanley J Engr I SS •• Janesville Wisc 
McLean Alice M HEd 2 ...... Marshalltown 
McLean Hugh A V-12 SS Salt Lake City Utah 
McManus Edward C *VM 4 SS •••.••. 
.••.••.••.•.•.•..•..••. Mcintosh Minn 
McMillan Mac H *VM 4 SS .... Estherville 
McMillan Mary L HEd 3 ...•. Stronghurst Iii 
McMinimee Howard A Engr 1 •....• Denison 
McNair Orange M DyH S S2 •• Jackson Miss 
McNamara Jean L Diet 3 ..•.••• Streator DI 
McNay Beverly ] HEc I ••..•••• Des Moines 
McNeely Harold E V-12 SS ••••• Wahoo Nebr 
McNeilly Ruth R BS *.CD 6 S2 ••••••• 
....................... Center Junction 
McNew Orville W V-12 SS .••••• Omaba Nebr 
M~own Annabel TC. 3 SS ........ Reel Oak 
M uown Marilyn !{ HEd 2 ...• Big Rock DI 
M Angus K V-12 SS ..•..•••• Mobile Ala 
McWhortcr Mary J HEc I SS ......... Burt 
McWillfams Jean HEc 1 •••...•• Bucklin Mo 
Maas L_yle D V-12 SS .•.•.•••••• Sioux City 
Mabee Dorothea M Diet 4 ••••••••.. Whitten 
MacAlpine David M BS MS *CE 6 SS .. Ames 
Macauley Charles M Jr V-12 SS Puente Calif 
MacBahi Merry E Math 3 SS Council Bluffs 
MacDonald Ruth E CD 2 .••.•••••. Ames 
McFartane Mary E TC 2 ........ Sioux City 
Machande Jean M HEc l. ...... Lost•Nation 
Macholan John R V-12 SS ••••.•• Crete Nebr 
Macken I>Onald R V-12 SS .••••• Casper Wyo 
Mackley Ruth E BS HE<t 6 • ••••• Minot ND 
MacLean Mary A Diet 2 ••••••• Wilmette m 
Madden Mary E CD 4 SS ........ Pierre SD 
Maddex Patricia A ExpCk 4 ••••• Shenandoah 
Maddox Robert N V-12 SS •• Fayetteville Ark 
Maddy Keith T VM 4 SS ••••••.•• Knoxville ' 
Madera Harry P V-12 SS •••••••••••• Traer 
MadiSon -Bernadine H Diet 4 Sl. •••• Newell 
Madsen Adelaide M Math 3 ••• Council Bluffs 
Madsen ~onald H ME 4 SS .••• Council Bluffs 
Madsen Florence M *HEd 4 St ••••••• 
.•••••••••••••••..••. Minneapolis Minn 
Madsen Luanne I HEc l. ...•..... Hampton 
Magalhaes Edson P AgEc 6 .......... . 
.................... Minas Gerais Brazil 
Magee Jean A AB Bot 6 ...•...•... Waterloo 
Magee Sara J AB Bot 6 ..••••....• Waterloo 
Magill Ida L Diet 2 .............. Fargo ND 
Magilton James H VM 3 SS ....... Rcickford 
Magnall Lawrence J VM 4 SS •••... Utica DI 
Magnusson Arthur B VM 4 SS Chisholm Minn 
Mahany Lois M HEd 2 .•.•••••. Sioux City 
l\Iahany Robert E V-12 SS ••.•..• Sioux City 
Mahler Delmar J Sci 1 •••.•••• Sterlin_g Nebr 
Mahlstadt Ercel E En_gr t •..•••••. Clarinda 
Maine Byron E V-12 SS •.•.•. Springfield Mo 
Maitland Robert H ChE 2 SS ••.•..••• Ames 
Major Alfred B V-12 SS ••••••••.. Ojai Calif 
Maki Geo~e 0 VM 2 SS •••••. Algoma Wisc 
Malcolm Bil!Y C V-12 SS ••...• Gasbland Mo 
Malinowski Casimir P V-12 SS ..•. Chiaigo Dl 
Malliet Richard· N Sd I ............. Kelley 
Mallory Maxine B AA 3 •••....••• Hampton 
Malmquist Winston A VM 4 SS ••••••• 
.. ............... Saint Croix Falls Wisc 
Malone Follie C BS *HEd 6 SS •.•••••• 
..................... . Normangee Texas 
Mangiamelf Elio F Engr 1 SS ••• Omaha Nebr 
Mann Barbara A IM 3 ..•....• Arlington Va 
Mann Mary L AA 2 ............... Chariton 
Mann Virginia R Diet 4 •.••••••••• Castana 
Manning Eileen P ~HEc 1 SS ••• Des Moines 
Manning Irma L *HEd S S2 ••••••. Jct Okla 
Manthey Elizabeth J Diet 4 .••• Eveleth Minn 
l\lar Beatriz C MS FN 6 Sl. ......... 
• . • • . • • . . . . • . . • • • • . San Jose Costa Rica 
Mar Francis BS FC 6 SS ............. Ames 
March William V-12 SS •.•.••.. Omaha Nebr 
Marek Dorothy A HEc I ..•.•.•••• Anamosa 
Marek Durward P VM 4 SS. , •.••• Anamosa 
Ma~olin Alvin R V-12 SS •..•.. Omaha Nebr 
Marmos Frances I AA 2 .....•.. Masoh City 
Markey Florence A Sci 2 ..•.•• Cedar Rapids 
Markey Mary E Sci 2 ....••..•• Cedar Rapids 
Markley Caroline C HEd 4 SS .••••••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • ?dinneapolis Minn 
Marks Robert J V-12 ......•• Milwaukee Wisc 
Markwalder Winston E *Sci 2 SS •••••• Boone 
Marousek Alice A Zool 4 Sl •••••••• Jefferson 
Marousek Miriam R HEc t •••••••• Jefferson 
Marquis Jean E AA 4 .••••••••. Evanston DI 
Mam RalJ>h E V-12 SS ........ Omaha Nebr 
Marshall Frederick J BS MS Chem 6 SS 
••••••......••••.•••••••• Detroit Mich 
Marshall Jack W Eogr 1 •••••• MIU'Sballtown 
Marshall Ruth E Sci S • •••••••••• Woodward 
Marshall Stanley E BS • AgEc 6 SI •.•• 
••.•.....•....•.•.•••• Laurenceville Va 
Marte Jack E AeroE 2 .••••••• ·-·~·Dubugl!C 
Martens Joyce M BA *CD 6 Sl •• Martensdale 
Martin Alice G *HEd S S2 .• New Providence 
Martin Carl J GenE 4 SS ........... Ames 
Martin Dorotli)" A HEc 1. ........... Qsage 
MartJn Elaine L Ee 4 SS .............. Ames 
Martin Frances M TC 3 •••••••• S~cer Nebr 
Martin Frances M IM 3 SS ••••••• Sioux City 
Martin George A Jr BS MS Chem 6 SS Ames 
MartJn Gery M E~gr 1. •.•••••••• Sioux Cfty 
Martin John E EE 4 SS ............. Ames 
MartJn Lois J HEd 3 .............. Renwlclt. 
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Martin Louis P DPO 1 •... Eagle Bridge NY 
Martin Margaret S Sci 1 ..•..•..•... Renwick 
Martin Renetta M BS *FN 6 SS .. Ma.son City 
Martin Walter T V-IZ SS .•. St Thomas ND 
Martin Winnie B *HEd 5 Sl Little York DI 
Martilta Vernon H VM 4 SS ...... Bryant SD 
Marx Dorothy J Diet 4 ••...... St Louis Mo 
Mason Correla N *HEd 5 SS .•...• Indianola 
Mason Monroe J •sci 5 SS .••........ Ames 
Massey Ramona J HEc 1 ........ Des Moines 
Massie Samuel P Jr BS MA *Chem 6 SS 
•.••••••.••••.•..... N Little Rock Ark 
Masson Roy N VM 3 SS .•...... Groton SD 
Massonette Arlene M HEd 4 .. Appleton Wisc 
Matelski Witold M V-12 SS ..... Chicago DI 
Mather Marjorie L TC 3 ........... Laurens 
Mathre Florence M HEc 1 ....... Ma.son City 
Matson Charles F Chem 4 SS .... Storm Lake 
Matson Randall E DyH 4 ........... Clarion 
Matthews Harriet L IM 4 Sl Strawberry Point 
Matthiesen Lillian D BS *HEd 6 SS Clinton 
Mattice Anna M TC 2 ..........•. Primghar 
Mattie Betty L Engr t .......... Davenport 
Mattox Wilham A V-12 SS Webster Groves Mo 
Mauch Kendall Sci t....... . . . . .Altoona 
Mauritson Phyllis J Diet 4 SS Moorhead Minn 
Mawdsley Roscoe Jr Hdsm ............ Burt 
Maxson Norman M V-t2 SS Long Beach Calif 
Maxson Priscilla CD 4 St ..... Bronxville NY 
Maxwell Earl E Sci 1 . . . . . . ... Galesburg III 
May Frank W V-t2 SS ..... Bonne Terre Mo 
May Margaret J HEq 2 . . ...... Lima Ohio 
l\fay Martha B HEd 2 . . ......... Rippey 
Mayer Robert L BS EE 6 ..... Shreveport J,.a 
Mayes Wilda L HEc t .......... Sioux City 
Mayne Ruth Y BS Bact 6 St New Orleans La 
Mayo Charles R AeroE 2. . .... Washington 
Mays Douglas J Engr t ............ Spencer 
Mead Philip R Arch E 2 SS. . . . Rh~es 
Meehan Frances L AB Bot 6 Kansas City Mo 
Meerdink Peter B *VM 4 SS. . . . . . . . . Hull 
l\leblhop Bonnijane G TC 3 ...... Storm Lake 
Meier Bernita C HEd 3 ........... Clarence 
Meier Donald R V-t2 ......... Morton Mills 
Meierhoff Betty M *HEd 4 Sl Alliance Nebr 
Meierhoff Dorothy J IM 4 St Holdrege Nebr 
l\leierkord Leonard A Jr GenE 2 SS .... 
....•.................... Cedar Rapids 
Meiersteln George W For 2 ...... Sioux City 
Melberg Merritt E BS IEd 6 ....... Norway 
l\felicher Earl B V-t2 SS ......... Kulm ND 
Mellen David L V-12 SS ....... Omaha Nebr 
Mellen Fl~d F Jr V-t2 SS ...•. Omaha Nebr 
l\lellerop Kenneth R V-12 SS .... Omaha Nebr 
Mellott Glenyce E IM 2 ......... Dixon III 
Melvin Horace W Jr AB AM Chem 6 .. 
.•....•.••.......... Newport News Va 
Mcnary Thomas 0 Engr t ...... Cedar Rapids 
Mendez Francisco AE 6 Mexico City Mexico 
Mendoza Antonio B FC 6 ........... . 
•........... San Salvador El Salvador CA 
Meneough Janeth A HEc 1 .......... Grimes 
Mengel Jaclt I ArchE 2 SS ....... Davenport 
Mengelhmt Stefan B Sci 1 •....•....• Ames 
Menghini Alfred G V-12 SS Rock Springs Wyo 
Menne John W Jr V-12 SS .......... . 
.•.•••.............. Webster Groves Mo 
Menning Harold E AgEd t ........ Hampton 
Menzel J obn H Sci I . . . . . . ...... Hazel ton 
Meranda Harriet L BS *HEd 6 SI .... 
•....•..••..••....•........ Trenton 1-fo 
Mercer Jean A HEq 3 ................ Fonda 
Meredith Joan HEc 1 •..•...... Des Moines 
Mericle Morris H V -12 SS .........•. Toledo 
Merkley Robert M *VM 4 SS ... Des Moines 
Mero Lorraine A BS MS TCb 6 SS .... 
•...••••........•...•. Grand Forks ND 
Merrick Dorothy H HEc 1 ....... Chicago DI 
Merrill D Jean HEq 2 ............... Ames 
Mem11 George FmOp 1 ..•..... Webster City 
Merrill Nancy J HEq 2 .... College Park Md 
Merrill William R Sci 1 ..••..•.••••. Ames 
Merritt Marcella M HEd 3 Sl ...... Norway 
Mershon Mary L HEc I .......• Rockford m 
Metcalf Beverly J HEd 4 SS .....•• Dickens 
Metz Jewel E HEc 1 ........ Sandusky Ohio 
Meyer Evon L HEd 2 ........••.• Latimer 
Meyer Irene P HEc 1 ..•.........•. Peterson 
Meyer Kenneth A V-12 .......... Davenport 
Meyer Mary J HEc 1 .............• Odebolt 
Meyer Milton G ME 2 SS ......... Rockwell 
Meyer Robert B Engr I •......... Mt Union 
Meyerhoff Kenneth G V-12 SS ... West Union 
Mich Dennis ] Engr 1 ...........•. Kingsley 
Michel Raymond A V-12 SS .•..... Red Oak 
Michels Catherine J Diet 2 .....• Washington 
Middents John H Jr *Ag 5 SI. ...... Kamrar 
Midgorden Ruth L HJI 3 SS .......... Ames 
Midlang_ Lorraine B HEc 1 ...••• Lake Mills 
Mikus Felix F BS MS Chem 6 SS ..... . 
........................ Yoakum Texas 
Miles Barbara J Diet 4 ....• Kansas City Mo 
Miles Bradley B FmOp 1 ...... Dallas Center 
Miles Rex A V-12 SS ......... Douglas Wyo 
Millard Janet A TC 2 ... Western Springs DI 
Miller Alice J HEc 1 ................ Ames 
Miller Allen D Math 4 SS ...... Omaha Nebr 
Miller Betty E Sci 2 ................. Ames 
Miller Billy G Sci 1 ..... •'11- ••••••••••• Adel 
Miiler Blanche R BS *HEd 6 SS ... Hampton 
Miller Cora F SB SM Foods 6 ........ Rudd 
Miller Dorothy M *HEc 1 SS ......... Ionia 
Miller Edith H *HEd 5 SI ...... Bakei Ore 
Miller Ellard 0 Sci 1. ............... Ames 
Miller Grace E *AA 4 Sl ...... Seattle Wash 
Miller Gwendolyn L CD 2 ............ Ames 
Miller Helen M • A§Ed 5 SI ...... Indianola 
Miller Irma K BA Bot 6 Sl. ........ Ames 
Miller James L V-12 ............... Titonka 
Miller John H AH I ............... Winfield 
Miller John W BM *VEd 6 SS ........ Ames 
Miller Laverne R Engr 1 ............ Marcus 
Miller Mabel I TC 2 S2 ....... Geneva Nebr 
Miller Madge BS MS Foods 6 Sl .... Fayette 
Miller Marguerite A Diet 2.: .. LaCrosse Wisc 
Miller Marilyn J HEc I .... Milwaukee Wisc 
Miller Melville H V-12 SS ..... Vermillion SD 
Miller Merlin J V-12 SS .....• Brighton Mich 
Miller Nancy J *HJI 4 Sl ...... Des Moines 
Miller Patricia G Hort 1 ... Long Beach Calif 
Miller Richard H V-12 SS ......... Plano DI ' 
Miller Robert E V-12 SS ............ .. 
.................... Webster Groves Mo 
Miller Wilhelmina B *HEd 2 S2 Hartley Ky 
Millett Merlin L Jr V-12 SS East Moline Ill 
Mills Cornelia M CD 4 SS ....• Webster City 
Mnls Mary L AA 2 .......•.... Bethany Mo 
Mills Rodney A V-12 SS ...... Woodburn Ore 
Minard Richard C Engr 1 SS .. Omaha Nebr 
Minear Patrick D Engr l .......• Muscatine 
Miner Robert H Engr 1 .•......... Waterloo 
Miranda Roberto M AH 6 ..• Washington DC 
Misel Rachael M HEd 3 ......•... Marengo 
Misner John D Engr 1 ..•.•••.... Lake View 
l\lissman Robert C EE 4 SS ••••..•.••• Britt 
Mitchell Alice L HEc 1 .....•.•. Chicago DI 
Mitchell Ellen M TC 3 Sl .......•..• Ames 
Mitchell Marilyn T HM 3 ........•... Ames 
Mitchell Macy E BA *FN 6 SS ...... Lacona 
Mitchell Phyllis E HEc 1 Western ~sran~ DI 
l\fittelsted Gale W *VM 4 SS .. Cb Minn 
Mitterling Margaret L CD 4 S1 Webster City 
Mi;ya Frank S Hort l .•.•.•••. Amache Colo 
Moberg Renne E HEQ 3 .. Detroit Lakes Minn 
Mohn Blanche M •AA 4 SS ••.• Cedar Rapids 
Mohr Aileen Y IM 4 ••...•..•.• Tilden Nebr 
Moller John R V-12 SS .............. Menlo 
Molloy Dixie N HEc l .••.••••••.••• Galva 
Molsberry Joyce E CD 3 ••••.••... Montrose 
Momont Phillip M V-12 SS Minneapolis Minn 
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Monfore Marilynn A TC 2 ••••.• Yankton SD 
Mongerson Joyce E HEc 1 •••.••..• Waterloo 
Monroe Betty I •AA 4 SS .•.....••••. Ames 
Montgomery Andrew H BS Chem 6 SS .• 
.......................... . Albion NY 
Montgomery Elizabeth G HEc 1 •••. Montour 
Montf)mery Myr&: C TC 3 •••.. Edinburg DI 
Moodie Marjorie H HJ1 2 •..•..••••.• 
•••••.•.....••.••• Arlington Heights DI 
Moody Dorothy R CD 4 SS ..••. Chicago DI 
Mooers Patrida J Diet 4 SS •...•.••.• 
• • • . .. . . . • . • • • . • • • . . Grand Ra1>ids Mich 
Moon Wanda B TC 3 Sl .. Independence Mo 
Mooney Charles J EE 4 SS •.•.... Bettendorf 
Moore Betty J Sci 2 ••.••...•.•...... Ames 
Moore Donal E VM 4 SS ......•... Cresco 
Moore Jean TC 4 ............ Charleston DI 
Moore Jean K BS CD 6 ............ .. 
••...•....•...•••• Estevan Sask Canada 
Moore Jeanne F CD 2 •... Grand Ra_pids Mich 
Moore Mary E Diet 2 ............. Chicago DI 
Moore Mary H *AA 5 S2 ...•• S[>ringfield Mo 
Moore Thomas T Jr AH 4 SS •. Charleston Ill 
Moore Tillman M BS MS *VEd 6 SS .. Ames 
Moore Tillman M Jr GenE 2 SS ...... Ames 
Moorman Theodore H V -12 SS .. Dayton Ohio 
Morales Ramirez G PoH S Heredia Costa Rica 
Moran Richard J Sci 1 ............... ~e 
Moran Robert 0 V-12 SS ... Frazeysburg Ohio 
Moreland Dorothy J BS *HEd 6 Sl Earlham 
Morey Darrell D BS MS FC 6 S2 ...•• 
....•................ Minneapolis Minn 
Morford Vilas J BSc MSc VEd 6 ....•. Ames 
Morgan Harold J VM 2 SS ....••....• Ames 
Morgan Paul E V-12 SS ..........••. Ames 
Marling Helen C HEc 1 .......•.... Osceola 
Morr Mary L BA MS Foods 6 ...... Dubuque 
Morrell Lois 'R H]l 2 ...... Chevy Chase Md 
Morris Frances R HEc 1 ........ Chicago DI 
Morris ] ames F Engr 1 .............. Ames 
Morrison Madeline AA 4 Sl ........ Peterson 
Morrison Virden H EE 2 SS ...... Wyanet Ill 
Morrissey Joseph E Hdsm ........... Valeria 
MorrissY James E Jr V-12 SS River Forest DI 
Morrow Robert M Engr 1 ••.....••. Oelwein 
Morse _Lyle E V-12 SS .............. RiJ>pey 
Morse Marilyn T HEd 3 ...•... Council Bluffs 
Mortimer Jack H DI 1 ........ Dallas Center 
Morton George R V-12 SS ......... Griswold 
Moseley Barbara J Diet 4 ..••..... Goldfield 
Moseley Glenn W V-12 SS ..•..... Goldfield 
Moseley Joan *HEc 1 SS ..•.•.•. Des Moines 
Moses Lorraine K Diet 3 Sl •.....•. Monona 
Molchan Harold L V-12 SS ...•.. St Louis Mo 
Mote Dorothy J BS *TC 6 Sl •... : •.. 
................... Oklahoma City Okla 
Motoike Sam M FmOp 1 .... Manzanar Calif 
Mott Richard E *VM 4 SS ..• Pasadena Calif 
Mott Robert E Engr 1. ............. Jewell 
Mouw William L ME ·2 ........ Sioux Center 
Mowbray Dale C VM 4 SS .... Fountain Colo 
Moyers Phyllis M Diet 2 ..•....•.• Wapello 
Mueller Dorothy M Sd 1 SS •....••.•• Ames 
Mueller Richard L Sd 1. ............ Ames 
Mueller Wheeler K Jr V-12 SS .. St Louis Mo 
Mullaley Robert C Engr 1 SS ••••••• Marion 
Mullenger Keith E EE 4 SS .•••.... Denison 
Mulry Mary L Diet 4 SS ...... Emmetsburg 
Mulvey Robert C Sci 1 .......•. Chicago DI 
Mun~er Max H ME 2 .....•...• Des Moines 
Munsen Helen D HEc 1 .....•.•.. Stoey City 
Munson John C V-12 SS ............ Clinton 
Munson Mary L TCh 3 S2 .... Wilson Kans 
Murphy Archibald J VM 4 SS .•... Bancroft 
Murphy Bill L AgEd 1 .....•••.. Bradd)'Ville 
Murray Dale 0 V-12 SS ....... Tacoma Wash 
Murray Francis A V-12 SS .•...• O'Neill Nebr 
Murray LaVem D Engr 1 •..•.•••• Kingsley 
Murray Robert W V-12 SS ..•..• Omaha Nebr 
Muscbott Charla J TC 2 .....•.. Chicago DI 
Myatt Glenn C FmOp 1 •••••••• Lost Nation 
Myer Kenneth H V-12 SS .••••. St Louis Mo 
Myers Alice V BA MA *VEd 6 S2 Des Moines 
Myers James L V-12 SS •••••••... Sioux City 
Myers Mary F Sci 1. ............... Ames 
Myers Robert R V-12 SS .•••••••••••• Afton 
Myneder Charles V-12 •••.•••••• Toledo Ohio 
Myrl and Cecelia J HEd 2 ...••...... Onawa 
Naert Robert E V-12 SS ....... St Louis Mo 
Nakatanl Kazuhisa K Engr 1 •••• Hunt Idaho 
Nanninga Juanita A HEd 3 Albuquerque NM 
Naranjo Guillermo GenAg 2 .•••••.••.• 
•••••.....•••.••.. Panama City Panama 
Nasgowitz Oa J CD 4 .....••• Detroit Mich 
Nash Donald H Engr 1 .••..•...••. Ankeny 
Naylor Dorothy L HEd 2 ........•• Stratford 
Neal Frederick C Ee 4 SS ........... . 
...•........ Bowmanville Ontario Canada 
Neblett Sterling R V-12 SS .•.••. Hopewell Va 
Neely Frank E AgEd S Sl ............ Leon 
Neely LaBlanche S BS *HEd 6 S2 •..•• 
•.•.•.•.........••.••.... Frankfort Ky 
Neeper Joe V V-12 .......... Houston Texas 
Neff Eleanor R CD 4 ............•• Beaman 
Neff Mil!]' ] HEc 1. .............. Beaman 
Neidigh James H En@' 1 ..•• Grand Junction 
Neill Barbara M BS CD 6 ...•. Randolph Vt 
Neiman Jane A HEc 1 .••. West Des Moines 
Nellis William M V-12 SS .. Nashwauk Minn 
Nelson Bernadine L Diet 4 ...•..• Centerville 
Nelson Bertha M BS Nutr 6 .... Guilford Mo 
Nelson Blaine L V -12 SS ...... Tacoma Wash 
Nelson Caroline E *Chem 4 SS ........ Ames 
Nelson Daniel J Sd 1 .....•.•••.••. Roland 
Nelson Dorothy A IM 2 .....•• Mlllard Nebr 
Nelson Dorothy M HEd 2 ..•••. Chica_go DI 
Nelson Elizabeth ] IM 4 ....•• Park Ridge Ill 
Nelson Ella S *Diet S S2 ....... Chicago_ DI 
Nelson Eugene F V-12 SS North Branch Minn 
Nelson John M VM 3 SS .•..•.•• DeKalb Ill 
Nelson l.ois S •sc1 S St .••...••...•• Ames 
Nelson Myron A Sci 2 ..... Albert Lea Minn 
Nelson Norman M *VM 4 SS •••• Tioga ND 
Nelson Robert C Engr 1 ..•..••• Oak Park DI 
Nelson Shirley M HEd 2 Sl •...••.•.• Ames 
Nelson Wallace L Engr 1 ......• Cedar Rapids 
Nesbitt Louis M V-12 SS .••...• Mt Pleasant 
Nessman lohn D V-12 SS .• Manistique Mich 
Neth Shirey J HEc 1. ............. Atlantic 
Neubauer Lois E CD 2 •...•••. Ma)'Wood DI 
Neudeck George-Ann HEc S ••••••• Ft Dodge 
Neumann Ario J VM 2 SS .......... Preston 
Neville Helen M *HEd 2 SS •••••• Laurens 
Newark Christine BS MA Ee 6 SS ••.•. 
•.•..•..•..•..•..••.•...• Lansing Mich 
Newbern George P III V-12 SS •.•• Hope Ark 
Newcom Mary B AA 4 .....••.. Orange Calif 
Newcomer Ralph E AeroE 3 ....... Moulton 
Neweomer Viola IM 3 ••.....••.•.• Grinnell 
Newell Helen HEc S ................. Ames 
Newhouse Virgil L Engr 1 SS .•.•..... Ames 
Newlin ] ane H HEd 2 .•.....••..••. Marion 
Newman Hazel H BS *HEd 6 SS .•..•. Ames 
Newsom Mary V TC 4 •••.•. Kansas City Mo 
Nihei Marie A *HEd S SJ ••••••••••• Ames 
Nichol Verna B BA HEd 6 Sl Toronto Canada 
Nichols Helen B Sci 2 SS .••...•.•.•• Ames 
Nichols J.ynn B Ee 4 ............... Ame.s 
Nichols Mary E HEc 1 ......•. Topeka Kans 
Nichols Robert T Sci 1 ..•........• Atlantic 
Nichols Shirl K HEc 2 .•.•.•... Cedar Rapids 
Nichols Vonne C HEc 1 .••.....•.•.. Aines 
Nicoll Esther P HEd 4 Sl .•.. Meclianicsvllle 
Nieburg Theresa L CD 4 SS ....•••••• Ames 
Nielsen Earl A V -12 SS ........ Omaha Nebr 
Nielsen Gordon E Zool 4 SJ •••••••• Monroe 
Nielsen Verner H BS DI 6 •••••••••.• Ames 
Nielsen Vincent W AgEd 3 •.••••.•• Castana 
Nielsen Wanda M Diet 4 •..•••••••••• Ames 
Nielsen Warren V V-12 SS •.••• Detroit Mich 
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Nelmefer Edward H V-12 SS •• Holbrook Nebr 
Niles Norma J HEc 1 ••••••• Missouri Valley 
Nilson Warren W V-12 SS ••• Marg~ette Nebr 
Nims Robert M •vM 4 SS .••••. H:vdro Okla 
Nisbloka Akira Engr 1. •.••••.•• Rlvers Ariz 
Noack Elir.abeth E Sci 1 ••....•• Des Moines 
Noall Maurine BS MS •Nutr 6 Sl ••••• 
••••••••••••••••••• Salt Lake City Utah 
Nobis John F BS Chem 6 SS •• St. Paul Minn 
Noble Joseph F V-12 SS.: . . Plattsmouth Nebr 
Noonan Michael E Engr 1 ••••••• Sioux City 
Nordaker Phyllis K TC 2 •. Calumet City D1 
Nordin June L *AA S SL ........... Ames 
Norman Esta. L CD 3 SI •••••..•••• Corydon 
Normington Marilyn J Diet 3 SS ....... 
.......•..•............ Milwaukee Wisc 
Norris Anna K HEc 1. •.••.•..••••••• Ames 
Norris Lovell C V-12 SS •••...•• Des Moines 
Norton Kathryn Diet 3 ...•..•.• Tucson Ariz 
Norton Robert A BS AE 6 .••••••••••• Ames 
Norton Robert E *VM 4 SS Maple ?lain Minn 
Norton Robert J V-12 SS •••• Lewiston Idaho 
Norton Virginia R ExpCk 2 .......... . 
•••••••••.•••••.•••• Lawrenceburg Tenn 
Norum Enoch B BS Soils 6 SS .. Winona Minn 
Norville Holmes S V-12 SS Rkhmond Hgts Mo 
Nowacki Walter L V-12 SS .•.. Whiting Ind 
Nowers Nelva J Diet 3 •••••. Waukesha Wisc 
Noyes Marilyn L Diet 2 •••••••• Chicago DI 
Nuessen Paul J •VM 4 SS ..••••• Quincy DI 
Nugent John W V-12 SS •••••.•. Des Moines 
Nuss Phyllis E AA 2 ••••••.••• Sutton Nebr 
Nutt William P FmOo 1 .........•..• Ames 
Nutty Charlotte A CD 2 .•••••••••••. Ames 
Nutt)' Jeanne M HEc 2 .............. Ames 
Nye JeSsle M Diet 3 ............. Milton Vt 
Nye William T V-12 SS Webster Groves Mo 
Nylin Florence I HEd 3 ....• Platteville Wisc 
Nystedt Norma M HEc I ........•. Elgin DI 
Oilkberg Eugene F BS MS Gen 6 SI ••.• 
•.......•............ . New Windsor DI 
Oatman John Jr ME 2 SS ••..•.. Storm Lake 
Oblinger Marjorie E AA 3 •..•..•. Chicago DI 
O'Brien Edward D ChE 3 SS .••• Des Moines 
O'Brien Marie E Zool 3 ••.•...•• Mason City 
O'Brien Maqr K HEc I.: ...... Newark Ohio 
O'Brien Munel J BA MA Bot 6 Brooklyn NY 
O'Brien Willlam D V-12 SS ..... Des Moines 
Ocana Bernardo Agron 2 SS ......••... 
•••••••••••...•... Panama City Panama 
Ocana Carmen M Diet 2 ••.•••.••.••. Ames 
O'Connell Patricia J Diet 4 SS ........ Boone 
O'Connor Donald L Engr 1 ....•.. Lake City 
O'Connor Jeanne T HJl 2 ••••••••• Ft Dodge 
O'Connor Lucille E Diet 4 ...•.• Omaha Ne6r 
O'Conor Anne M Diet 2 ..•....• Winnetka DI 
Oda Roy Engr 1 ............... Chicago DI 
'Odell Evelyn L HEc I .•......• Waterloo NY 
Odenbaugb Thomas D V-12 SS ...... Ottumwa 
O'Donnel Francis C •vM 4 SS .....••. Colo 
O'Donnel Gordon J BS •chem 6 SS .••. 
••••••••••.•..•••.....•.. Oakland Calif 
Oeblerking Gladys/ HEd 4 ••• Sergeant Bluff 
Oelscblaeger Lois Sci 1 ..•.••• Chicago DI 
Offenbecber E~gene R V-12 •••••• Chicago DI 
Ogilvie 1anet M HEd 2 •••••••• SandwiCh DI 
Ogus Shirley Sci S .................... Ames 
Okey Marian C BS •HEd 6 Sl ••. Des Moines 
Okland Marlowe D AH I .....••••... Kelley 
Olberding Lou Ella D IM 4 SS ••...• Carroll 
Ohlsen Charles B V-12 SS •••...•.. Sac City 
Oliver Arthur *Sci 1 55 ......... Des Moines 
Olmstead Margret E •BM S S2 ..•.... Elliott 
Olsan Doris P Diet 3 ................ Ames 
Olsen Marvin N BS Phys 6 •........... Ames 
Olsen Patricia M HEc I •.......•• Ellsworth 
Olseth l\I Charlotte HEd S ••.• St James Minn 
Olson Amel H V-12 SS ••••.••••• Story City 
Olson Bennie A EE 4 SS ..••..•.••••• Ames 
Olson Cleone R IM 2 ....•••.•. Grand Mound 
Olson Edward S *AgEd S SI. •••••• Hubbard 
Olson Frances I Diet 4 Sl. .... Rawlins Wyo 
Olson Lyle A *AgEd S SL ..... Farmington 
Olson Millicent B HEc 1 ..••••••••• W'umeld 
Olson Pauline G HEd 4 Sl ..••..• Rembrandt 
Olson Robert E ChT 4 SS .......... Superior 
Olson Roger J E11_gr I SS .•.••.••• Davenport 
Olson Verna J _,*Hort S SI .••••••• Bonaparte 
Omer Dana L For I .•••.••••••.• Spirit Lake 
Omvig Jay K AJu'on 2 ••••••••••••• Kanawha 
O'Neal Virginia A HEc I •••.•...•.••• Ames 
o:Ntjl Vir:g_ipla M Diet 4 SL ...... : •. Ames 
0 Neil William J V-12 SS ...... Chicago m 
Ongaro Francis X V-12 SS •• Long Island NY 
Onken Klass G VM 3 SS ... Worthington Minn 
Oppedal Ivan G V-12 SS .............. Tenil 
Orcutt Frances L Sci I ..••..•. Elmhurst ID 
Orloski Frank L V-12 SS ........ Trenton NJ 
Ormiston Howard L VM 3 SS .••.•• Malcolm 
Orr Delbert V V-12 SS ..••••••.• Des Moines 
Ortgies Gertrud Diet 4 SS ••.••.• Langworthy 
Ortmeyer Richard A Ee 4 .••••• Charles City 
Osborn Ervin V CE 2 .......... Bethany Mo 
Ose Enlow A V-12 SS ............ Blairsburg 
Osenbrug ~jorie M CD 4 SS .... Newell SD 
Ostendorf Philip J V-12 SS .•••• Dayton Ohio 
Ostrom Ruth E Diet 2 .•.•••••• LaG~e Dl 
Otagaki Kenneth K AH S •• Honolulu &wail 
Otopalik Mary J HEc 1 .............. Ames 
Ott James H Engr 1. ••••••••••••• Waterloo 
Oulman Gene H V-12 SS •.•••••• Mason City 
Overholt Donna J CD 2 •••••••••••••• Ames 
Overholt Mary C AA 2 •••••• Milwaukee Wisc 
Overholt Mary J Sci 1 ........ Lake Bluff DJ 
Overland Jasper M Agron 2 •••••••••• Jewell 
Owen Donald R V-12 SS ......... Centerville 
Owen Harold C * AgEd S SI .••• Rockwell City 
Owens James I Jr V-12 SS ••••• Mansfield Ark 
Packard Audrey ] Sci I ••.••••••• Clarksville 
Packer Raymond A BS DVM MS VH 6 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clemons 
Paden Barbara J TC 2 •••.•••• Sprinldield DI 
Paetz Carl G V-12 SS •••••••.•••• Muscatine 
Paetz Raymond J Engr I SS ••••.. Muscatine 
Page Jean A Diet 3 .••••••••••• Des Moines 
Pahde Donna M HEc l. ........... Manning 
Paige Mary E HEc 1 ............... Elkader 
Paine Frank R Engr l. .............. Ames 
Paisley James L GenE 3 SS •••••••• Dubuq~e 
Pallardy Cedric C V-12 SS •••• Normandy Mo 
Palmer Betty A HEc I ••••••• Superior W7.0 
Palmer Edward C Jr AH 3 ....... Sioux City 
Palmer ~ames R V-12 SS •••••• Kearne~ebr 
Palmer ohn A Engr 1. • • • • • • • • • • • • • on 
Palmer orval L ME 2 •••••••••••• Oakland 
Paltzer Clifford V-12 SS .............. Pella 
Panek Miles E V-12 .••••• New Prague Mbm 
Pappademos John N V-12 SS •••• St Louis Mo 
Parchman Richard D V-12 SS •• Lorenzo Texas 
Parker Arthur E Jr •sci 1 SS •••••••• Lamoni 
Parker Fred B BS IEd 6 SS Kansas City _Kans 
Parker Harry M Jr V-12 SS ..... Des Moines 
Parker Bubert L For I ••••••••••.••• Bussey 
Parmelee Carlton E BS MS DI 6 SS •••• 
· · .. · . · ................... Hopkins Mich 
Parrish Glifford R VM 4 SS •••••••••• Boone 
Parrish Patricia E *HEc S SI. ......... 
............ Winnipeg Manitoba Canada 
Parsons Cecil E V-12 SS •••••••••• Humboldt 
Parsons Margaret F *HEd 2 SS •••• Muscatine 
Parsons Mary R BS IM 6 .•.••• Council Bluffs 
Parsons Neil I Engr 1 ••••..•••• New London 
Partridge Margaret L Sci 1 ..•.•• Des Moines 
Pass Winifred V *HEc S SI •••••••••• Ames 
Pastene Aleunder J EE 2 SS •••••••••• 
•••••••.•...•.•..••• Webster Groves Mo 
Patek Theodore B VM 2 SS •. Kewaunee Wisc 
Pater Franklin G V-12 SS ••••••• Chicago DI 
Patino Benjamin AH 2 SS ............ . 
•....••...•....... Panama City Panama 
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Patrick Mary M HEc 1. •••••••••• Mapleton 
Patrick Walface L ChE 4 •••••• Webster City 
Patterson ~bn R ChE 4 SS ••••• Omaha Nebr 
Patterson Ohn W VM 2 SS ••••• Des Moines 
Patterson atricia P Bot 4 •••••••• Ottumwa 
Patterson Ruth J Sci 2 •••••••••••••• Boone 
Patterson Verda L HEd 2 •••••.•.• Marathon 
Paul William E Engr 1 ••••••. Marshalltown 
Pauli Helen D TC 2 •••••••••••• Des Moines 
Paulsen Abel E V-12 SS Salt Lake City Utah 
Paulsen Eileen. C HEc 1 .••••••• Bonesteel SD 
Paulsen Fred H V-12 SS •. Los Angeles Calif 
Paulsen LaVeme B EE 4 SS •••••• Davenport 
Paulson Gertrude L *Exp Ck 4 Sl •.•• Ames 
Paulson Vernon C VM 4 SS ••..•••••• Osage 
Paulu Irene H Ee 4 SS •••••••• Cedar Rapids 
Paustian Lorenz J Engr 1 •.•••.. Des Moines 
Pavlik Charles J ChE 4 SS ••••.• Omaha Nebr 
Pavlovec Nonna J HEc 1 ••.••• Ft Atkinson 
Payawal Soledad R. BS *Foods 6 Sl ••.• 
. • • • • • • . • • • . • . • • • . • • rGapan Philippines 
Payne Anne A *AA S Sl ••.•.• Aberdeen SD 
Payne Lawrence E V-12 SS .•••.• Enfield DJ 
Payne Loyal C DVM VPhys 6 SS ..... Ames 
Peach James H V-12 SS .••. Mitchellville Md 
Peak Frank A Sci 1. ............ St Charles 
Pearson Clarence M Agron S •. Whittler Calif 
Pearson sames E Agron 1 .•.... LaPorte City 
Pearson obn T Engr 1 •.....•• New Vir·ginia 
Pearson arian HEC 1. .............. Perry 
Peatson Virginia M *Diet 4 SS ..•.• Ankeny 
Peck Eleanor B HEc l~ ..•...•• Omaha Nebr 
Pedersen Anne M BS Nutr 6 Sl ...•.. Marcus 
Pedersen Elizabeth L Sci 2 ••••....••• Marcus 
Pederson Curtiss M DyH 1 ...•...... Hardy 
Peetz CbristJ1m J VM 4 SS ........... . 
• • • • • • • • • . • • . . . • . . • . San Francisco Calif 
Pep-am Glenn L V-12 SS ........... Carlisle 
Peisen George F Fm Op 3 .......•.... Eldora 
Pellegrino Frank G V-12 SS .•..• St Louis Mo 
Pelling Joan M AH 1 .•.••.••.• Wheaton DI 
Pelton Constance E For 2 •.. Philadelphia Pa 
Pence Elizabeth L Bact 3 SS Mound City Mo 
Pendergast Edward F AH 1 ....•. Sioux City 
Pendleton Mark Jr GenE 3 SS .••. Sioux City 
Penr,y Jessie M Diet 3 SS ..•.•. Erwin Tenn 
Perisho Mary *HEd S Sl ....••....• Parls DJ 
Perkins -Donald W EE 3 SS .•.• Warren Ohio 
Perkins Dorothy D Sci 2 S2 ..••.. Armstrong 
Perkins Lennoe M Diet 3 ..... ffighmore SD 
Perluck Gertrude R TC 3 Sl .•••••.••• 
• • • • • . • • • . . • ·~ .••.•. New York City NY 
Perotti Juliette M BA MS Math 6 ••..• 
• . • • • . . • . . • . . • . . • • • • New York City NY 
Perry Gladys L HEc 1 ....•... · .... Randalia 
Perry Jean L HEc 1. .......... St Louis Mo 
Person Mary N Diet 4 SS ••••.••••••• Ames 
Peters Theodore J En gr 1 •.••.. Bethesda Md 
Petersen Beverly J CD 4 Sl ••••.•••. Boone 
Petersen David K Engr l. •••••• Omaha Nebr 
Petersen Delores HEc 1 .••.•.....•. Oakland 
Petersen Mary ] CD 2 Sl. ••••••••.• Boone 
Petersen Myron L V-12 SS ...••• Omaha Nebr 
Petersen Robert L Engr 1 SS ........ Harlan 
Petersen Shirley A TC 3 •••••••••••• Oakland 
Peterson Albert E V-12 SS Webster Groves Mo 
Peterson Alice L HEd 4 SS Steamboat Rode 
Peterson Beverly G *TC S S2 •.•• Cadott Wisc 
Peterson Carl P VM 4 SS ............ Albia 
Peterson Carlyle W BS *CE 6 S2 ...... Ames 
Peterson Clifford W FmOp 1 •.... Mt Vernon 
Peterson Deene L AE 2 •.••......•• Waukon 
Peterson Donald C Sci 1 SS ...•.•••. Dayton 
Peterson George M ArchE 4 SS .••.•••• Ames 
Peterson Glenn W V-12 •.. San Leandro Calif 
Peterson I.rvin E *VM 4 SS ..••• Millard Nebr 
Peterson Ivan L FmOp I ••••••••••••. Ames 
.Peterson Jean S HEd 2 .............. Dayton 
Peterson John N Hort I ..•••••••••• Newton 
Peterson Loren G Sci l •••••••••••• Cherokee 
Peterson Maurice L BS MS FC 6 SS ••• Ames 
Peterson Mildred ] IM 3 ••.••.•.•• Ringsted 
Peterson Paul W V-12 SS •••••••• Siouz City 
Peterson Virginia C Sci 2 SS •••• Shell Rock 
Peterson Warren ] FmOo 1 •••••••••••• Olds 
Peterson William V V-12 SS ••• Waukegon Dl 
Pettit Lois L HEc 1 .•..•••••••• Mason City 
Petrich Anne E IM 3 ••.••••... Omaha Netir 
Petty Vinrinia L Diet 3 ••...... Glendale Mo 
Pfitzenmafer Raymond W V-12 SS ••••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bettendorf 
Pflueger Donald H DI 1 ..•.. Ortonville Minn 
Pflum John C V-12 SS .......... Chicago Dl 
Pf under Bem F Hort 2 •••••••••.•••• Ames 
Phelan Marion P CD 2 •••••••• Emmetsburg 
Phelps Audrey A HEd 4 ••••.•••. Manchester 
Phelps Charles E Engr 1 •..•••..•• Hastings 
Phelps Gene C VM 3 SS .••••••. Wells Minn 
Phelps Muriel K ChT 1 •..•• Garden City NY 
Philbrick Robert E *VM 4 SS •.••••••• 
•••••••••••..•.•..•••••. Arlington Calif 
Phillips Dorothy L HEc 1 ••.•.. Gilmore City 
Phillips George R V-12 •.•••••••• Tulsa Okla 
Phillips Helen B HEd 2 SS .••.. Pleasantville 
Phillips Helen K *AgEd S Sl •••.••• Keokuk 
Phillips Mary L HEc 1 .••••.•• Barnes Ci~ 
Phillips Mary M IM 3 ............ Varna DI 
Phillips Velma M HEc 1 •••••.... Rose Hill 
Philip Darlene M HEc l ••.••••••• Reinbeck 
Philson Mabel K AB MS *HM 6 SI •••• 
.......................... Racine Ohio 
Phipps Mary J TCh 2 •••••• Shaker Hts Ohio 
Pick Elmer H *VM 4 SS ••..••••••••• Alton 
Pickett Ellis B V -12 SS ...• Independence Mo 
Pickett Eugene L V-12 SS ... '-L,.. •••• • Mingo 
Pickett Louis L AB MS *VEd 6 Sf .... 
•.............•.•......•••• Mercer Mo 
Pickford Jeannette CD 2 •....••• Des Moines 
Pickus Arthur M Engr 1 Beverly Hflls Calif 
Pierce Richard N V-12 SS .. Loup City Nebr 
Pierce Willard C *IEd 5 SS ...•.•••••• Ames 
Pim Robert R AH 1 ..••....•••••••••• Lucas , 
Pimper Alois A Jr V-12 SS .••• Howells Nebr 
Pine Dorothy A HEd 3 SS ..•••••• Alburnett 
Pinfole Shirley M *HEc S SI ••••.•••• 
••..••...•... Winnipeg Manitoba Canada 
Pinnick Frederick E Engr 1 SS ••.••• Bussey 
Piper Ralph M V-12 SS .... Wenatchee Wash 
Pitstick Joanne Y HEd 2 Nebraska City Nebr 
Pixley Nelson S Jr V-12 SS •.• Pasadena Calif 
Plagge Gretchen I IM 4 ...•.••••.•••• Ames 
Platts Wylsie R V-12 .•....•••••• Paul Idaho 
Plummer Alfred D Sci 1 .•..•• New Hartford 
Plunkett Mary A AB MA Chem 6 SS •• 
••....•.......•••.•.• South Roanoke Va 
Poage Ruth E HEd 4 SS .••••••••..•.. Ames 
Pohren Leo M Engr 1 •.••••••••• Burlington 
Pointer Royce L EE 3 SS •...•.•••• Dubuque 
Polak Ernest H BA *Chem 6 SS •••••••• 
...................... . Forest Bllls·NY 
Polski James R V-12 SS ••• Kansas City Kans 
Pooley _Anna M ~ 3 ••.••• Sfouz Falls SD 
Poor Mary E Engr S .••.••.. Kansas City Mo 
Pope Edward P Scl 1 •••••••••• Marengo DI 
Pope Marguerite G Engr 1 •••••• Fer~ Mo 
Poritzky Siegbert B V-12 SS •• Kansas City Mo 
Porter Doroth_}'_E Diet 2 ............. Ames 
Porter J1U1e HEc I ••..•••••••••• Fort Dodge 
Porter Paul W GenE 2 •••••••••••••• CJlnton 
Porth Jean E liEq 2 .............. Sanborn 
Porto John R V-12 SS •••••.•••. Des Moines 
Posakony Kathleen M HEq 3 •••• Pocahontas 
Post Ardis L Diet 2 •••••••. Kimberly Idaho 
Postel Arthur E V-12 SS ••••••••• Davenport 
Potter James H Sci 1. ............... Algona 
Potter James W V-12 SS ........ Morrison DI 
Potter JoAnn T HEd 2 •••••••••• Geneseo m 
Potter John F V-12 SS •••••••••• Fort Docke 
Potts Jacctuelyn C Diet 2 ••••••• Galesburg JU 
Poulsen Helen S BS HEd 6 • • Palo Alto Callf 
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Poulsen Wanda 0 HEd 4 SS ...••••. Melcher 
Powell Albert E BS MS AE 6 SS Larimer Pa 
Powell William C Jr V-12 SS .•..••...• 
••• · ••••••••••••••... University City Mo 
Powers Robert T VM 3 SS ...•...... Lakota 
Prager Gordon W *VM 2 SS ..•. Elmhurst DJ 
Prall Phyllis M TC 2 .............. Carlisle 
Prange Otto C V-12 SS ..•.. New Douglas DI 
Prater Merle P V-12 SS ...•.•.• Webster Citr 
Pratt Dorothy M HEd 3 ........ Earlville Ill 
Pratt Harriet ] *IM 4 SS ..••.•...• Kingsley 
Pratt BOiis A BSE Soc 6 .•....•..•.•• Dana 
Pratt Jennette Diet 2 ••..•...... Decatur Dl 
Pratt Norma T IM 2 .••..•••.. Kirkwood Mo 
Preece John C AH 1. .•••.•• San Pedro Calif 
Prendergast Helen B Sci 1 .•.••••... Newton 
Preston Bonna B Diet 3 ...•.... Wayne Nebr 
Preston Carroll D V-12 SS ........... Lenox 
Preston William R Sci 1 ............ Carlisle 
Price Eleanor J HEc 1 ......... Portland Ore 
Price Harold D V-12 SS .... Kansas City Mo 
Price Harvey VM 3 SS ........... Ada Okla 
Price Vicky J HEc 1. ............. Jefferson 
Priester John D V-12 SS ......•.. Davenport 
Primus Pauline M Sci 1 ........... Cherokee 
Procopio Virginia M AA 4 ••••••• Des Moines 
Proctor Robert S V-12 SS .. Los Angeles Calif 
Pro~ger Betty E HEd 3 ............ Belmond 
Proffitt Jack M V-12 SS ........... Ottumwa 
Protnlck.i Walter A V-12 SS Schenectady NY 
Prottengeier Adeline M HEd 3 ...•.. Waverly 
Proudfit John C Engr 1 SS ......... Runnells 
Proudfoot Lillian R HEc 1 SS ....... Osceola 
Pryce Gertrude A HJI 2 ........... Clarinda 
Puckett Ferrell L *VM 4 SS .. Mt Vernon Ill 
Puckett Roberta B HEd 2 ............ Ames 
Puffer Barbara A HEd 2 ........ Clinton NY 
Puffett David G *Sci l SS ............ Ames 
Purdy John P V-12 SS ...... Tahlequah Okla 
Purinton Rindalee H HEc 1 .. Hammond Ind 
Pusch James L V-12 ........ Milwaukee Wisc 
Pyle Ruth Sci 5 • ..•••...•••....•...• Ames 
~
uaif e Fannie A *Sci 5 S2 ...........• Ionia 
ualley Gwendolyn H *HEd 5 Sl Hills Minn 
uick Harry L VM 4 SS .......... Dixon DI 
uiner Ruth A Diet 2 .......... Des Moines 
uinones Manuela Z BS HEd 6 S2 ..... 
....••.......•......... Rio Piedras PR 
Quist Margaret A Diet 3 Sl .......... Ames 
Raboum Gerald E Engr 1 .......... Newton 
Radeke Eugene W Engr 1 ...... Mitchellville 
Rader Mary E •AA 3 Sl. ....... Cowpll Mo 
Radics Paul F Jr V-12 SS .•.... Detroit Mich 
Radkins Andrew P V-12 ......... Chicago DI 
Raeder Barbara M HEd 3 .... Baltimore Md 
Ragan Ralph R V-12 SS ......• Ridgeway Mo 
RrutSdale Audrey I RSci 2 ............ Ames 
Rafnaldl Dorothea E Diet 4 SS Eveleth Minn 
Raisch William R V-12 SS ......... Waterloo 
Raisty Jean IIF:q 2 ......•..... Charles City 
Railes Homer GenE 4. . . . . . ... Des Moines 
Ralston Donald E EJ!.gr_ 5 SS ....•. Burlington 
Ralston Margaret C HJl 4 SS •••• Des Moines 
Ramsey Frank K VM 3 SS ••.• Sergeant Bluff 
Ramsey Joan Sci 1. •••••••.••• Rock Rapids 
Ramseyer Jacqueline R •en 4 S2 Oskaloosa 
Randa Mamette M HEd 4 Sl ........ Tipton 
Randall Helenray Diet 2 Sl Miles City Mont 
Randall John H *ChE 4 SS ........... Perry 
Randell Grace E *HEd 6 Sl ..... Keosauqua 
Randerson Flora B HEd 3 ......•••. Malvern 
Randolph Elizabeth B CD 2 ...••• Ithaca NY 
Ransby Lillian M *HEc 5 Sl ....•.... 
••••.•••••..• Win1!_fj>eg Manitoba Canada 
Ransom Geraldine L BEc 1 ....•••••.. Ionia 
Ransom Lowell N Sci 1 .............. Ionia 
~P Darwin L V-12 SS .•••.••.. Davenport 
R.f P.P.. Glennis L V-12 SS •••..•.. Northwood 
R.&Skin Morton CE 2 ••••••••.••• Sioux City 
Rasmussen Robert D AH 4 SS ...... Goldfield 
Rasul Mildred 0 IM 4 •••••••.• Flossmoor m 
Ratcliff Marthellen BS TC 6 SS. • • • • . • • . 
•••••••.•••••••.••••.•. Indianapolis Ind 
Rath Betty L •en 3 St .....••. Omaha Nebr 
Rathke Marcella L HEc 1 .•••... Storm Lake 
Raum Hans R For 3 ••...••.•.•• Toeterville 
Raun Alan R Sci 1. ............. Storm Late 
Raun Earle S Zool 3 .....••..•.. Storm Lake 
Rawson Albert C Jr V-12 ........ Des Moines 
Raymond Helen F Diet 4 ••••• Springfield Mo 
Ream Anna M *HEd S S2 .•••. Seattle Wash 
Reckert Robert D Engr 1 ••.•.. Norfolk Nebr 
'Redd William C Jr V-12 SS ...... Roxana DI 
Redfield Edna M •AA 3 SS ........ Woodbine 
Redington Gwendo!r!! A ChT 2 •. Des Moines 
Redling Anna L BEc 1. .............. Ames 
Reed Betty HEc 1. .................. Casex 
Reed Douglas A V-12 SS ...... Glendale Cahf 
Reed John A II V-12 SS •... Chevy Chase Md 
Reed Thomas J Sci 5 • ............... Ames 
Reese Amy L llEq 3 ..••.••.... Omaha Nebr 
Reese Barbara J AA 3 ....•..•.. Des Moines 
Reese Carolyn R. Diet 4 Shaker Heights Ohio 
Reese Hamit D BA Chem 6 SS ••• Provo Utah 
Reese LaVeme BS IM 6 .•.. Henderson Tens 
Reese Ralph L VM 4 SS .•..•• Glendale Calif 
Reeve Eleanor J HEd 4 •••.••••• CasJ?er Wyo 
Reeves Alta M BS *TC 6 SS ••.•• Chicago DI 
Reeves Jo Anne CD 3 ..•..... Baltimore Md 
Reeves Ralph V *AgEd 5 SL ......... Ames 
Reichstein Virginia M CD 3 .••.•... Fairfield 
Reid Charles F BA VEd 6 SS ..•...•.• Ames 
Reigh Robert J *VM 4 SS ...••.••. Joliet DI 
Reimers Muriel M HEc 1 ........••. Marcus 
Reina Carmen G HEd 5 SS B9gota Colombia 
Reinhardt William H Jr V-12 SS St Louis Mo 
Reinhart Virgil M *VM 4 SS •••••••. Carroll 
Reinholz Roberta R *TC 2 SS .••••••.• Ames 
ReinkinK Frances C HEd 3 ..••.••. Kingsley 
Rein ts David M V-12 SS ......•. Aplington 
Reiss Francis E BS MS FC 6 S2 .....• Vinton 
Reiter Harvey U BS *VEd 6 SS ...•••. Ames 
Remus Carol J HEc 1 .......... Evanston DI 
Renaud Doris J AA 3 ............... Aurelia 
Renner Marjone F ExpCk 4 .•••••••••• 
..................... Highland Park DI 
Requist Naurine L Diet 2 ....•..•.. Red Oak 
Resch Nita J HEc 1 .........• Rockwell City 
Reynolds Frances J Sci 1 .....•.• Des Moines 
Reynolds Leon R V-12 SS ........ Des Moines 
Reynolds Mary E *IM 4 Sl .....• Utica Ohio 
Reynolds Ruthe M ChT 1 .....•.• Muscatine 
Rhoads Cheree E Sci S • ..•••••••• Woodward 
Rhodes Doris A CD 2 ............ Ft Dodge 
Rice Carol L H]l 2 ............... Eden NY 
Rice John L Jr Engr 1 ......•... Mason City 
Rice M Jane Chem 4 ........ Rock Island Ill 
Rice Mary J AA 4 ................... Ames 
Rich Thomas R Engr 1 ....•....•••. Clinton 
Richard Clarence C Jr V-12 SS •• Bucyrus Ohio 
Richards Bettr J Diet 2 •....•••• Sp!rlt Lake 
Richards Manon A BS MS Bot 6 SS .•• 
••..••.•••••••....•.•.. Philadelphia P.a 
Richardson Glenn B V-12 .. Bellingham Wash 
Richman Robert A V-12 SS •••• St Louis Mo 
Richter Howard J V-12 SS .... Rockwell City 
Rickabaugh Susan ChT 1 .•.•••• Des Moines 
Rickard James A V-12 SS ••.. Kingsville Texas 
Rickert Marlynne D TC J ..•••..•• Reinbeck 
Ricketts Irvin W *IEd 5 Sl .•••.••.. Weldon 
Ricketts Ralph E V-12 SS ... Jacksonville Fla 
Riding James P V-12 SS ... Los Angeles Calif 
Riedesel Mildred BS FN 6 •••••••••••• Ames 
Riedinger Alan B Engr 1 ....••.• Maquoketa 
Reimenschneider Don E Sci 1 .••• State Center 
Rifein Rosalie N HJl 3 •••••••••• Des Moines 
R ey Geor;ge E VM 4 SS •••.•.••.. Daveneort 
RUey Phihp T V-12 SS ••••..••• Des Momes 
Ring James H *GenE 4 Sl .• Wauwatosa Wisc 
"Riiiggenberg Rovene R HEd 2 .• Rockwell City 
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Ringoen Jean l?d. 4 ............... RidJteway 
Riordan Robert E VM 2 SS ...•• Des Moines 
R_!ppey __ Hazel M *HEd 4 SS •.•••• Mondamio 
Riser Wayne H DVM VPath 6 SS Des Moines 
Risse John T V-12 SS ............... Eldora 
Risser James B V-12 SS ...... Bay City Mich 
Risser B.uby L HEc 1. ............. Bedford 
Ritchey Leslie M EE 2 .•••••••• Des Moines 
Rivett Kenneth H V-12 SS ...••• Lincoln Nebr 
Rix Elizabeth L HEc 1 •.••••.•••• Dave~port 
Roalsvig Peder L V-12 SS ..••.• Seattle Wash 
Robb Barbara J *Diet 4 SS •••• McCook Nebr 
Robbins Ma!}' A Diet 2 •••••••• Hurley NM 
Robel John H Engr 1 .•••.•••••• Des Moines 
Roberg Darlene A Nutr 2 Sl •..••••••• Ames 
Roberg Roger A Engr 1 .......•.....•• Ames 
Roberts Eanet E Diet 4 •..•••••• Whiting Ind 
Roberts ean S Sci s .................. Milo 
Roberts ester A V-12 SS •..•••.• Seaside Ore 
Robertson Blanche A *Diet 4 SS Denver Colo 
Robertson John F V-12 SS •...•.••••.. Eldora 
Robertson Maxine L HEc 1 •.•••• DeKalb DI 
Robertson Stanley D Engr 1 ••••••••• Stuart 
Robinson Catherine A HEc 1 Taylor Ridge DJ 
Robinson Ralph M BA VEd 6 •.••••.. ·.Ames 
Robinson Raymond K Hdsm .••.•.•.• Shelby 
Robinson William H V-12 SS New Castle Wyo 
Robson Warren A AH 1 SS ••....•. Scranton 
Rocke Beth TC 4 SS ..••••••. Pasadena Calif 
Rockey Mildred L HEc 1 •••.•.•• Des Moines 
Rodenbusch Harold L V-12 .....••. Benton DI 
Rodewald Shirley J BS *HEd 6 Sl Drake ND 
Rodibaugh James E V-12 SS .. South Bend Ind 
Rodichok Edward B V-12 SS Tower City Pa 
Rodriguez Juvenal E Agron 2 SS ....... 
••••••• •q.· ••••••••• Maracaibo Venezuela 
Roe Dorothy .L. Diet 3 .•.••. Pocatello Idaho 
Roesky Emilie Diet 3 ....... Coffeyville Kans 
Roewe Bertha BS *HEd 6 Sl ....... Laurens 
RogeJl Paul S V-12 SS •..... Kansas City Mo 
Rogers Glen A FmOp 1 .•....•••..• Percival 
Rogers Janet L HEc S ................ Boone 
Rogers Jean E TC 2 ...•.... IndianaP.olis Ind 
Rogers "R.oy C V-12 SS .. Arkansas City Kans 
Rogers Ruth B BS CD 6 .............. Tabor 
Rogers Thomas E V-12 SS .•.. Chehalis Wash 
RoS!les Robert R VM 2 SS .•. Lakefield Minn 
Rohlf Marvin E FmOp 1 ••......•.. Odebolt 
Rohn Richard B V-12 SS ••.....•.. Tr_oy Mo 
Rohwer Dorot~y A Sci 2 ....•....• Schleswig 
Roley LeRoy V V-12 ..•..•..... Kelso Wash 
Rolfs Shirley E HM 4 .............. Lawton 
Rollins Dean L CerE 3 SS ••.••.••• Quimby 
Romm Fannie B BS TC 6 Tuskegee Irist Ala 
Romm Harry J BS MS Bot 6 ......... . 
...••••..•...•...••.• Tuskegee Inst Ala 
Ronneberg Letha A TC 3 •• Western Springs Ill 
Roost John F ME 2 ............. Sioux City 
Rosas Hermel VM 2 SS Panama City Panama 
Rosen Arthur W Engr: 1 .•.••••••. Sioux City 
Rosen Milton V-12 SS ... University City Mo 
Rosenkoetter Ray F V-12 SS .. Black Jack Mo 
Ross Ann K BS Soc 6 ................. Ames 
Ross Hazel B *HEd 2 Sl •••••••••• Ottumwa 
Ross Roberta M TC 2 ••••.•••••• Shenandoah 
Rossi Arthur J V-12 SS ..••••.••.••••• 
••••••.....•..•. Corona Long Island NY 
Rossiter Ruth A HEc 1 .••.•••...•. Winfield 
Roth Elsie L Diet 2 ..•.•••••.•• Des Moines 
Rothacker Alfred A Engr 1 ••.•••••••• Ames 
, Rothacker Mary M TC 2 .•..••••••••. Ames 
Rottman Eli F Jr V-12 SS University City Mo 
Rouse Goldie F HEc 1. •••.•.....• Ayrshire 
Roush Corwin D V-12 SS ....... Dayton Ohio 
Roush William S V-12 SS ........ Des Moines 
Rovang John G AKEd 2 .............. Joice 
Rowat Marjorie L HEc 1 ••.••.•• Des Moines 
Rowe Ellen G Diet 4 SS •••••••••• Wellman 
Rowland Chester A Jr V-12 SS ........ . 
• . • . • . . . • • • . . . • . . . . • . • • Marysville Kans 
Rowland James R V-12 SS •.•••• Mt Pleasant 
Rowland May E BS Zool 6 SS Clarksdale Miss 
Rowland Morris W V-12 SS Marysville Kans 
Rowlands Sarah E Diet 4 SS •••• Casper Wyo 
Rowse Harriet Diet 4 •••••••••• Detroit Mich 
Royer Ruth L Sci 1 .............. Cherokee 
Rozeboom Ann R HEc 1 ..••••....••• Ames 
Ruby George M Engr 1 ••••••••••••• Rippey 
Ruckman Betty A AA 2 SS •••• Oak Park DI 
Rude Mary J HM 2 •••••••••• Marshalltown 
Rudloff Helen M Diet 4 SS Battle Creek Nebr 
Ruebel Arthur K *VM 4 SS ........ Barnum 
Ruffner William A V-12 SS •••• , .Decatur DI 
Ruge Margaret A Diet 2 .••••••• Fort Dodge 
Ruge Walter J Engi: 1 ••••••.... Fort Dodge 
Ruggles Chester W V-12 SS •••• Waltham Mass 
Ruhlandt Gerald K V-12 SS .... lackson Mich 
Rumph Margaret BS *HEd 6 S Murray Ky 
Runge Alice M BS Chem 6 •• Houghton Mich 
Runquist Alice A HEd 3 ..•.•••••• Lohrville 
Runquist Louise C HEc 1 •••.••••• Lohrville 
Runyan Jack K V-12 SS ..•...•• Des Moines 
Runyan Robert R Engr 1 SS ......... Colfax 
Russell Janet *HJl 4 Sl .••••• , •• Des Moines 
Russell Jeanne A HEq 2 ..••••••••• Grinnell 
Russell Lary M V-l2 SS ............. . 
................ Cleveland Heights Ohio 
Rust Bethel E HEd 4 Sl Worthington Minn 
Ruth Dorothy M HEq 4 .....••••.•.. Greene 
Rutherford Margaret J HEc 1 .••...•••• 
..•.......••....•...• Idaho Falls Idaho 
Rutter Warren] V-12 SS ..•••• Brighton Mich 
Rutz Norma D HEd 4 SS ............. Ames 
Ryan George T ChE 3 ...•••••.••• Dubuque 
Ryan James B ChE 2 SS ....... Omaha Nebr 
Ryan John P V-12 SS ......••...• Riverside 
Ryan Neil T *VM 4 SS .....•••.. Sioux City 
Ryberg Sylvia E Engr 1 .....••..•• Harcourt 
Ryder John D BEE MS EE 6 SS ...... Ames 
Ryken Hollis E Sci 2 ............... Ackley 
Ryken John M V-12 SS ............. Ackley 
Rystrom Doris V *HEd 4 Sl •.•.••. Waterloo 
Saari Natalie H BS HM 6 SS •. Soudan Minn 
Sabath Martin C V-12 SS .... Rock Island Ill 
Sachse Helen B A~I<;d S .... Montevideo Minn 
Saddler Lillian J BEd TC 6 SS ......... 
• . • • • . • • • . . • . . . • . • . . . . . Bloomin.ston DJ 
Sage Donald A For 1 SS •..... Glen Ellyn DI 
Saha Mildred A HEa 3 ............... Palo 
Salmeron Rodrigo A I>I 6 SS .•••••••.•• 
•.•...........••••.• Managua Nicaragua 
Salmon Bill R Engr 1 •••..••••••. Dunkerton 
Salmon Suzanne 0 Sci 2 ..••.••• Oak Park DI 
Salyers Thomas E Engr 1 .••••••..• Malvern 
Sampson Ella A *HEd S Sl ..••• Mt Pleasant 
Sampson Mildred G AA 4 SS .... Mt Pleasant 
Samuels Sherwood C Jr ChT 4 ..••.•••• 
..•••••••••..•....... Grand Island Nebr 
Samuelson Alice M Diet 4 Sl •..•••••• Boone 
Samuelson Jeanette K HEc 1 ••• Webster City 
Sanborn Lois M HEc 1. ............ Madrid 
Sandahl Craig W Engr 1 •••••••. Des Moines 
Sandberg Harry L BS *Math 6 SS. ; •••• 
.......................... . Omaha Nebr 
Sander Marilyn I HEc I ••..••••• Donnellson 
Sander Robert 0 VM 2 SS ..••..•••• Waukon 
Sanderson Dorothy M HEc 1 Milwaukee Wisc 
Sanqerson Miriam E HEc I .•• Stronghurst DI 
Sandy Dale L Sd 1 .................. Ames 
Sanford John R V-12 SS .•.••.••. Clifton NJ 
Sankot Fanny L HEc 1 ..... , ....... Lisbon 
Santamaria Rodolfo P Bot 4 Tacubaya Mexico 
Sarchet Betty I HEc 1 •.•.•••••••••• Algona 
Sarchet Letty A TC 2 ............... Algona 
Sargent Eloise G AA 2 .••••••••• Des Moines 
Sargent Robert E V-12 SS ••••••• Des Moines 
Sargent Warren B CE S ••••••••• Des Moines 
Saue Delores M Sci 1. ........... FA!SC) ND 
Sauer Robert W V-12 SS •• University City Mo 
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Sauerlender Mildred 0 HEc 1 ••.•..•••• 
•••••••••• Constant Sp~_gs Jamaica BWI 
Sauerlender Owen H Ee 3 SS •••••••••• 
•••••••••• Constant Sprin_ss Jamaica BWI 
Saunders Lucille G HEd 2 .• Congress Park ID 
Saupe Norma J Diet 3 .•••••..•••••• Sheldon 
SauVain Dona J AA 4 • ............... Ames 
Savage Marjorie L BS *HEd 6 SS •••••• 
........................ Mempbls Tenn 
Sawin Mll!'gU'et A BS *VEd 6 SS •••••• Union 
Sawmlller Ralph 0 V-12 SS •••. Delphos Ohio 
Sawyer Doris K IM 2 ...••••..... Winterset 
Sawyer Pl_iyllis J HEc 1 •.•••••••.. Winterset 
Scales E H AE 3 ............. Morning Sun 
Scales Theda L HEc 1 ••••.•••• Morning Sun 
Scanlan Raymond B V-12 SS .... Omaha Nebr 
Scarborough Eloise F *HEd S Sl .••••••• 
...................... Poplar Bluff Mo 
Scarborough Miriam J IM 4 Bay Village Ohio 
Sccloris Lois M TC 2 ••.•••..•• Lincoln Nebr 
Scell Donald E *VM 4 SS .....•• Des Moines 
SchabiUon George E Agron 1 ..... Dave11port 
Schaden Eugene L V-12 SS ..•. Detroit Mich 
Schaefer Ronald W Engr 1 .••..• Chicago ID 
Schafer Robert H V-12 SS ....•. Mandan ND 
Schafer Robert J V-12 SS •...•••• Chicago ID 
Schaffner LeRo}' W BS AgEc 6 .. Oberon ND 
Schakel Mark E AgEd 2 SS ........... Pella 
Schaldccker Bernice S Diet 4 SS Grafton Nebr 
Schaller Theodore L V-12 SS Whitewater Wisc 
Schaublin Beatrice M HEc 1 ..... Chicago DI 
Scheffel man Lovice J HEc 1 .•...•.. COrwith 
Scheible Robert M V-12 ••..•.. LaCrosse Wisc 
Schelldorf Kenneth \V V-12 SS ... Des Moines 
Schemmel Elizabeth ] HEd 2 ...•...••. 
. . • • . . • . • • • . • • • • • • • West Hibbing Minn 
Schenck Jerald U AE I ••••...•...•. AI~ona 
Schenk Robert P V-12 SS •••..... Sioux City 
Schiel Harold C *Engr I SS .•...• Manchester 
Schild Dolores C IM 4 •••••..... Chicago DI 
Schildbcrg John E AeroE 2 SS ...•• Greenfield 
Schindele William J V-12 SS Bremerton Wash 
Schipull Etha E Diet 3 SI ••.....•• Goldfield 
Schlass Corinne P Diet 3 SS .••.•••• Waverly 
Schlauderaff Clarence H VM 3 SS ....•• 
...•...................... Jordan Minn 
Schlensig Dorothy M Sci 2 .....•.... Laurens 
Schlick Alyce L *Sci 5 SS ..•..•• Shenandoah 
Schmidt Betty L HEc 1 .•.....•.. Sioux City 
Schmidt Duane D ChE 3 .......... Holstein 
Schmidt Elizabeth M Diet 4 Sl .. LaGrange DI 
Schmidt Joe L Sci 5 ............... Elkhart 
Schmidt Louis B Jr *Hort 4 Sl ••.•.•.• Ames 
Schmidt Mary F CD 2 .•••..•.. Riverside DI 
Schmitz Barbara B HM J •••••• Cedar Rapids 
Schmitz Bernard E Engr I •••.••.•. Kirkville 
Schneider Anita H AA 4 S 1 ...... Cedar Falls 
Schneiter Elizabeth J HEd 4 • ••••••••• 
...................... Grove City Minu 
Scbnfrring Dale L AH I SS •••••••• Sac City 
Schock John 0 Sd 1 ..•...•.••••. Donnellson 
Schoelennan Orva J HEd 2 ••••...•.. Everly 
Schoessler Alice M HEc I •• Park Rapids Minii 
Scholten Arlene J HEd 3 •••••••••••• Sheldon 
Schoof Verla R AA 3 SS •••••••••••• Waverly 
Schoon Henry G *Ag 5 SI. ......... George 
Schoonover Thomas K V-12 SS .••••••• 
................ Huntington Woods Mich 
Schory Robert A En~ 1. ..•....••.••. Ames 
Schrader Eleanor L AB MS *Bact 6 SI 
...................•..... Wellsville NY 
Schra(el Clarence E VM 3 SS ...•• Iowa City 
Schreiber Jeanie M *HEc 1 SS ..•••.•. Ames 
Schrimpf Edward W V-12 SS •..•••• Alton I!l 
Schroeder Eldon L V-12 SS ••.•••••••. Harris 
Schroeder Janice L HEc I •• Minneapolis Minn 
Schroeder Marymae S TC 2 •••• LaGrange DI 
Schroeder William F VM 2 SS •• Madison Wisc 
Schuck Mary E HEd 4 North Little Rock Ark 
Schuermeyer Margaret W Diet 3 Oak Park ID 
Schultz Moses R V-12 SS ••••••••• DavenpcITT 
Schultz Virginia L HEc I •••••• Evanston DI 
Schulz Helen L BS VEd 6 ............ Ames 
Schulz Robert J Engr I .•••.••• Rockwell City 
Schulze Wallace M ME 3 SS •••• Van Home 
Schwab Keith 0 V-12 SS ••.•.••• Sutton Nebr 
Schwab Richard L V-12 SS Kansas City Mo 
Schwabe Frederick P Engr 1 ••.••.• Dubugue 
Schwartz Jack E ChE 2 •••••••••• Siouz City 
Schwartz Kenneth E Sci l. .. Bloomfield Nebr 
Schwartz Paul H ChT l. ............ Boone 
Schwarz Robert M V-12 SS ..•• NormandY Mo 
Schwenk Henry C V-12 SS .••••. St Louf.s Mo 
Schwent Glennon V V-12 SS St Genevieve Mo 
Scott Dale H BS EE 6 ............... Ames 
Scott Daniel J V-12 SS ........ Kirkwood Mo 
Scott Ethelyn J HEc 1 ••..•••••• Fort Dodge 
Scott Evelyn M HEc I ..•.•••••• Fort Dodge 
Scott George J V-12 SS .••••••• Portland Ore 
Scott Gertrude D *Sci S 82 ••••••••••• Ames 
Scott t K HEc l. ............ Cambridge 
Scott oan IM 2 ••.•••.........••• Waterloo 
Scott therine AB MS HM 6 SS •.•••• 
....•.............•..•.... . Salem WV'a 
Scott Lyle Jr VM 4 SS .•..•.•••• Des Moines 
Scott Richard B Sci 2 ••••.•.••• Evanston DI 
Scott Robert E For l. .............. Marion 
Scott Walter A Jr Engr I ..••••• Chi~ ID 
Seaburg Elizabeth J CD -2 .••• Bronxville NY 
Sebo Joyce E Diet 2 ••.•••••• Madella Minn 
Secor Doris L HEc I •••..•.•..•. Keosauqua 
Secor Esther J HEQ 2 •••.•••...•. Melbourne 
Sedlacek Glen E *VM 4 SS ••• Fairview Mont 
Seefeld Roland C Hdsm .•••..•.....• Wesley 
Seehusen Marvin H V-12 •..•••••• Monilcello 
Seemann Annabelle C Zool 3 SS ••.• Woodward 
Seidel Harris F CE 4 SS ....••.. Catlu!y ND 
Seitz Katherine Bact 4 81 .•.•..•.•• Clinton 
Selander Robert J Engr I SS ...•.••• Denison 
Selk Alene L *IM S SS ....• Plymouth Nebr 
Selleck Gwendolyn D BS *TC 6 SI •••• Dows 
Selvig Rosemary D TC 3 •••.••. Bismarck ND 
Seneff Harold L Jr V-12 SS .• Marionville Mo 
Seneff William M V-12 -SS ••• Marionville Mo 
Serovy George K AeroE 2 ••.••• Cedar Rapids 
Setzepfandt Alvin 0 Jr VM 4 SS Tulsa Okla 
Severson Herbert N Hdsm •••••••••••• Ames 
Sevier Marilyn ~Ck 2 ••••••••• Liberty Mo 
Sewell Nila A BS *HEd 6 SI .• Parsons Kans 
Sexauer Doris J HEc 1 •.••.•••.•••• Ankeny 
Seyfert Marjorfe E HEd 4 •••••. I.Ost Nation 
Seymour Milford R *VM 4 SS Madelia Minn 
Seymour Ralph D AH 2 •.••••••• Fairfax Mo 
Shafer Zelma A *AA 2 SI. ••• Lakewood Ohio 
Shaff er Clarence F IEd 5 • ••••• Pilot Mound 
Shanda John M •AH 4 SS .......... Elberon 
Shaner Shirier M HEc 1 •.•.•••••• Sioux City 
Shank Naomi D HM 4 SS ..... Richmond Va 
Sharp Hubert 0 V-12 SS ......... Sioux City 
Sharpes William ] V-12 SS .• Toms River NJ 
Sharrah Bobbie S V-12 SS ••••••••••••• 
•...•••••.••••.••.••• North Platte Nebr 
Shaver Herbert G Ee 3 SS ••••••• State Center 
Shaw Jo L HEc l •••••••••••••• Shenandoah 
Shaw Mary L HEc l. .........•... Minburn 
Shaw Robert J II Engr 1 SS ••••• Des Moines 
Shaw Thomas C *Sci S SS ..••••• Des Moines 
Shawhan Fem E IM 3 .......... Lake Mills 
Shawler Betty A AA 2 ....••• Council. Bluffs 
Shea Stephen A V-12 SS ••• Los Angeles Calli 
Shearer Marilyn M HEc I ••••.•• • •••••• Peru 
Sheehan Mary R HEc l. ............. Ames 
Shehan Norris E V-12 SS .••••• Council Bluffs 
Shellito Nonna L !1J1 3 ••••••••••••• S~cer 
Shelton James H E~gr- I ••••••••• Des Moines 
Shepard Evelyn L TC 2 ............. Chariton 
Shepard Do F V-12 SS ........ Barrington DI 
Shepherd Melvin E EE 4 •••••••••• Melcher 
ShepJ>el Daniel V V-12 SS •••••• Chicago DI 
Sheifck Verlaine L HEq 2 SI •• Buftalo Center 
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Sherwood Charles H BS MS Hort 6 Waterloo 
Shields Marilyn A HEd J ....••••.• Red Oak 
Shiftet Clarence C V-12 SS Port Arthur Texas 
Shindel George P VM J SS ••••• Rushville ID 
Shipley Robert K V-12 SS .•• Vancouver Wash 
Sbfi>p Thelma C HEd 4 •••••••••••••. Ames 
Shogren Carol M Diet 4 .••••• Glen Ellyn ID 
Sholes James R V-12 SS .•.••• Cheyenne Wyo 
Short William F V-12 SS ••••• Ash Grove Mo 
Shortenhaus Naoqtl M HEd 4 SS ••....• 
•••••••••••••.•••••••••• Buffalo Cente.r 
Showman Ethel J HEd 3 Sl ..••.• Shellsburg 
Shreftler Jean Sci 2 •••.•••.••••• Des Moines 
Shreffter Mary Ee 4 SS ••••...••• Des Moines 
Shrode Robert R BS ·MS AH 6 SS ••••• 
• • • • • • . • • • • . . . • • • • • . • • . . Longmont Colo 
Shull Martha J HM 3 •.••.. Kansas City Mo 
Shurter Mary J Sci 1 ••••. : •.•• Omaha Nebr 
Sbwartz Alvin H V-12 SS .. New Bedford Mass 
Shy Mary J IM 3 .............. Carlisle Ark 
Siebens Arden E Engr 1 .••••••.••.. LeMars 
Sieg Beverly A TC J .••......•. Elmhurst ID 
Siegwart Gerald A ArchE J SS ..• Chicago ID 
Siemens John W Sci 1. ........... Gold.field 
Sievers Madorie E HEc 1 .••....•• Lohrville 
Siganos Stelfa H HEc I .......... Sioux Ci!l' 
Silbertrust Norman Jay V-12 •.••• Chicago DI 
Sllkman Grace M Diet 4 ••••• ApJ!leton Wisc 
Silletto Elizabeth A HEc l ...... Des Moines 
Silva Marcos E AgEc 4 Rio de Janeiro Brazil 
Simmons Jeannette J BS *Nu tr 6 SS .•.. 
.••••••.••••••.••..... West Des Moines 
Simmons Margaret E HEc l ........ Fairfield 
Simmons Ruth W *AA S S2 ......•. Waukon 
Simms Wheeler E BS MS *VEd 6 S2 .•• 
; •••••••..•••.••...•.... Langston Okla 
Simons Martha A Diet 4 .•...... Dayton Ohio 
Simpson George H Engr l ....... Des Moines 
Simpson Mildred A HEc 1 ....•.. Whittemore 
Simson Verne H V-12 SS ...... Norfolk Nebr 
Sindlinger William W Engr 1 ....•• Waterloo 
Singleton Imogene S BS HEd 6 Bryan Texas 
Sippel Joseph K Engr 1. ........... Schaller 
Sisson Wilham G V-12 SS .......... Zion ru 
Sizer Mary N Diet J •......... Mansfield DI 
SJurson Sanford J Sci 1. .............. Ames 
Skarshaug ~izabeth L Ag 5 ....•..••• Ames 
Skewes Arthur R Sci 2 ••. Union Grove Wisc 
SkUes Henry B Engr 1 ••••..••.. Rembrandt 
Skinner Jack W V-12 SS .. Minneapolis Minn 
Skotz Helen C HEc 1 •••.•••••• Omaha Nebr 
Skyrms James C V-12 SS ....•• Pittsburgh Pa 
SJaichert W"llliam M BS Math 6 ••• St Ansgar 
Slater Marion J HEd 4 ............... Ames 
Sledd Evelyn_ Diet 4 SS •.•.•• Kaniw City Mo 
SJeichter Edith M Diet 4 ..••••••. Riverside 
Slick Vindnfa M *CD 3 SS .....•. Woodward 
SJorby Efdora M HEc 1 .......... Minot ND 
SJosberg Harzy M BS PoB 6 SS .. Chicago. DI 
Sm.imiotls Theodore 1 V-12 SS ..• Sodus Mich 
Smith Alfred N Jr Phys 4 •••.• Glasgo~ Mont 
Smith Avis M Sci 1. ............. Marathon 
Smith Barbara J CD 2 SI ••••••• Des Moines 
Smith Barton W Sci 1 .••••••••••••• Clarence 
Smith Blair J V-IZ SS •••••..•••••• Fairfield 
Smith Catherine F •Dfet 3 SS .•••••• Waukee 
Smith Charlene M BEc 2 •••.•.•..•••• Ames 
Smith Corrine M HEd 4 ••••..••.. Dow City 
Smith David M V-12 SS •••••••••••• Clinton 
Smith Donald R ltngr 1 •••••..•• Des Moines 
Smith Eugene T AE 2 ••••• : ••••••• Clemens 
Smith Forest D V-12 SS ••.•••••••• Mcintire 
Smith Frances M HEQ 3 .............. Ames 
Smith Fred T V-12 SS ••••..•.. Cowley Wyo 
Smith Gear~ T V-12 SS •••••••• Omaha Nebr 
Smith Geraldine M BEc 1 ••••••••••• Marlon 
Smith Gordon B V-12 ••••• Minneapolis Minn 
Smith Harold L V-12 SS ••••••• Leaburg Ore 
Smith James K Engr 1 ••••••••••• Sioa City 
Smith Joan H HEC 1 ••••••••••• Chicago m 
Smith Joan L AA 3 SS ••••••.•• Charles City 
Smith Joanne M CD 2 •••••••• Coundl Bluff a 
Smith fohn P AB 1 •••••••••••••• Anamosa 
Smith oseph S V-12 •••••••••• Broo~YJ! NY 
Smith eslie C Math 4 •..•.•. Coundl Bluffs 
Smith Lolie BS MS •HM 6 Sl •• Marlin Texas 
Smith Marian Y TC 2 ••••••••• Maywood DI 
Smith Marjorie l Diet 2 •••••••••••••• Ames 
Smith Mar orie HEc 1 •••• Wauwatosa Wisc 
Smith Martha 1 IM 2 ••••.•••••..• Rose Hill 
Smith Mary J •HEc 1 SS •••••••••• Nash01 
Smith Mary S TCh 2 ................. Ames 
,Smith Merrill E AB IEd 6 •••••••••• Nevada 
Smith ~yron S Sci 1. ...••..•••••. Kanawha 
Smith Myrta V Diet 3 ..•••••. West Liberty 
Smith Raymond V-12 ...••••. Chehalis Wash 
Smith Rex S V-12 SS ....... Kansas City Mo 
Smith Richard P Engr 1 .•.••.••••• Rockwell 
Smith Robert A Engr 1 •••.••••••• Daven1>9rt 
Smith Robert A V-12 SS ..•....• Lorain Ohio 
Smith Robert K Engr 1 ••...... Marshalltown 
Smith Virginia M HEc 1. ......... Stratford 
Smith Vi~ia M Diet 4 .•...••.••• Elkader 
Smith William J EE 2 .......... St Louis Mo 
Smoak Maxine L AA 2 •••••••.• Lombard DI 
Smock Joyceann HEc 1 •••••. Sioux Falls SD 
Smothers Homer I AB *VEd 6 SS ••••• Ames 
Snelling Joan M AA 2 ••••••• Park Ridge Ill 
Snure Robert 0 V-12 SS ••• Los Angeles Calif 
Snyder E Bayne Jr BS FC 6 .•.•• Carlisle Pa 
Snyder Harlan C V-12 SS ••••••• Des Moines 
Snyder LUlian M CD 2 ••••••••• Omaha Nebr 
Snyder Marian D HEc l .......• Des Molnes 
Snyder Marian J GenE 3 SS ••.•• Des Moines 
Snyder Shirley CD 4 SS ••.•••••• Des Moines 
Snyder Van R Engr 1. ............. Atlantic 
Softley Darlene P CD 4 ..•.•. Fremont Nebr 
Sohn Robert L AeroE 2 SS •••••• Mason City 
SoJazzi Kathryn A AA 2 SS .••. Eveleth Minn 
SoJensten Vida R HE:g 3 SS •••. Tuckahoe NY 
SoJfronk Betty M AA 2 ••••.•••• Chicago DI 
Sollenberger Shirley M HEc 1 ••• Wheaton DI 
Sones Richard G Sci 1. ••••.••.•..• Hampton 
Sonneborn Jerre J Sci 1 •••••.•.• Des Moines 
Sonntag George T V-12 SS •••. Salt Lake C_ity 
Sopeland Robert L E!1Y 1 ••.•..•.•• Randall 
Sorauf John G V-12 SS ••••••••• Racine Wisc 
Sorensen Boyd B ~-~ 1 .•••.••.••.. S_pencer 
Sorensen Cora E HEd 4 ••••••••••. Ringsted 
Sorensen Dale A V-12 SS •••••• Deadwood SD 
Sorensen Severin B BA BS *AgEd 6 SI 
••••••••.•••••••••• Nebrasb City Nebr 
Sorg Miriam J Diet 2 SS •••••••••••• Sumner 
Soteropulos Gust S V-12 SS •••••••• Ottumwa 
Soukup Fabian F Engr 1. ••.••••• Ri4g~ 
Southard Lois E HEc 1 •••••••••••• Mirtelle 
Southworth Undine ExpCk 3 .•••. Des Moines 
Spalding George J En~ 1 ••••••• M~uoketa 
Spangler Charles E (fhT 1 •••••• Omaha Nebr 
Sparb Donald V Engr 1 ••....•• Des Moines 
Spearing Robert C VM 2 SS ••••••••• Maull' 
Spencer Lora L IM 4 SI. ••••••••• Galva W 
Sperry Dorothy M BA •Bot 6 SS •••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• Wallace- Nebr 
S~d David E •VM 4 SS •.• ShelbYville DI 
Spindler Albert B V-12 •••••••••••• G~ Ind 
Sponheim ~es M HEc 1 ••••••••• Mitchell 
Sponsler Joh.ii B · Engr 1 SS •••• ,. •• Humeston 
Spratt Frances M CD 4 SS ••••••••••• Ames 
Springer Dorothy H *Diet 4 SZ ••••••• 
•••••••••.•••••••••.••• Kansas City Mo 
Sproull Russell P V-12 SS •••••• St Louis Mo 
Spurrell Francis A VM 3 SS ••••• Amery Wisc 
§quires Donald 1 Sd 1 ••••••••••• ,.Janesville 
Sciuires 1tlarY E •Scf S SI ••••••••••••• Colo 
Stack Mary K ~Cit 2 •••••••• Cfrde Mont 
Stahl Mary E IM 4 ............ Cumbettand 
Stall Marjorie M HEc 1 ••••••••••••• Grimes 
Stanberty,ane E HEQ 4 ••• ••••• Ma~ ru 
Stanchfiel Sharon 1 BF.c 1 MinneapOUJ Mhm 
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Stanley Barbara A *Diet 4 SS ....•. Oskaloosa 
Staples John A Jr V-12 SS University City Mo 
Stapleton Betty M *TC 4 SS .• Fremont Nebr 
Starch Paul F VM 4 SS .••.•. Stoddard Wisc 
Stark Charles W En_gr _ l •••..•...•• Cherokee 
Stark Mary E BS *FN 6 S2 ..•.... Hampton 
Starkey Harold D A_g_ S ••..•••••••.••• Ames 
Starner Kathryn K HEd 4 SS ...... Hampton 
Staskus Eleanor *IM 2 SI ....•.•. Cicero DJ 
Staubus Henry L Engr 1 ••..•.••.... Murray 
Stauffer Virginia R BA *HEd 6 SS .... 
•.•...••...........••.... Cedar Rapids 
St Clair Lorenz E DVM MS VA 6 ••••. Ames 
Stebens Bertha F BA *HEd 6 Sl. .Mason City 
Steffensen Harry R Engr l ...... Forest City 
Stein Roberto MS CE 6 .....••••• Guatemala 
Steinback Jack E Sd 2 ......... Yankton SD 
Steinbauer Mary J Sci 2 ......•• Webster City 
Steinberg Alberta R HEd 4 .•.•••••••. Ames 
Steindler John J AE 1 SS New Rochelle NY 
Steinhauer Ramona L RSci J .. Council Bluffs 
Stelovich Frank J Engr l ...... Council Bluffs 
Stemme Marion A *IM S SS ...... Fargo ND 
Stempel Philip C V-12 SS ........ Burlington 
Steplienson James E AeroE J SS .....•. Ames 
Stephenson Leonard E V-12 SS ....... Soldier 
Stephenson -Wayne A Engr 1 ....•. Sigourn~y 
Sterett Richard M For 2 SS .... Villa Park Ill 
Stettler Charlene F HJI 2 ...... Belle Plaine 
Stevens Adrian J Engr 1 ......... Mason City 
Stevens Avanelle M Sci 1 ....... Fort Dodge 
Stevens Helen F HEc l ........ Garrison ND 
Stevens Wayne T V-12 SS ........ Sioux City 
Stevenson Betty L HEq 4 ....... Forest City 
Stevenson Munel R Sci 1. . ...•...... Ames 
Stevesson Helen A TC 2 ..........•. Malvern 
Stewart Barbara A Sci 2 ....... Marshalltown 
'Stewart Buelah E CD 4 SI ..... Washington 
Stewart Dorothy E Diet 4 ...•. Garrison ND 
Stewart Esther J *HEc 1 Sl ..... Washington 
Stewart Henrietta F HEc 1 ...... Washington 
Stewart Janet M Nutr 4 ......•. LaGrange Ill 
Stewart "Kathleen R •en S SI •.....••• 
• . . • • • . . . . . . . Winnipeg Manitoba Canada 
Stewart LaVerne W Engr 1 SS ••.. Des Moines 
Stewart Lois A Hist 4 SS ......•..•••• Ames 
Stewart Robert D Engr 1 SS ...•.•..... Webb 
Stewart Robert L V-12 SS ..... Lincoln Nebr 
Stewart Robert M V-12 SS ........... . 
................... Salt Lake City Utah 
Sticha Genevieve 0 HEc S SI .... Chicago DJ 
Stickles Barbara F Diet 2 . . .... Des Moines 
Stiles Frances S BS •en 6 Sl ......... Ames 
Stiles William B BS MS Math 6 ...•••• Ames 
Stilwell Jack E Engr 1 ....•..... Des Moines 
Stinson Donald C V-12 ....•.. San Jose Calif 
Stippich Robert E V-12 SS .... Wichita Kans 
StfSSer Verla D HEc 1 .......••.•. Speer Ill 
Stith Katherine V HM J ..•.. Kansas City Mo 
Stitt Loyd L BS Zool 6 S2 ...... Tempe Ariz 
Stitt Marydea AB VEd 6 SS .........• Ames 
Stock Erskin H VM 3 SS .......... Crescent 
Stockdale Maril}'D L CD 2 ••••••. Ap{>tington 
Stodgell Mary J ExpCk 2 .•.•.• Mom mg Sun 
Stoessel Francis T ChE 2 SS ••••••• Ottumwa 
Stoftot Dorothy A *HEc S SS •• Cedar Rapids 
Stokka Oscar R V-12 SS ......... Des Moines 
Stoltz Richard G V-12 SS .. Wilmington Ohio 
Stone Abigail M BS Math 6 .... Holyoke Mass 
Stone Charlotte A Diet J Sl .... Ferguson Mo 
Stone Margaret R *Diet 4 St ......... Bussey 
Stone Phyllis M ·en 4 Sl .......•.. Indianola 
Stone Rebecca J Sci 1 ..•.....•. Cedar Rapids 
Stoner Oscar E Ir V-12 SS ...•••• Tulsa Okla 
Stopher Champ S Jr V-12 SS •. Lexington Ky 
Stoppel Donald F Sci l ....•. Rochester Minn 
Storey Gene L HEd 2 ••..••....•• Oskaloosa 
Stoufer Lucy B ~ 3 ••••.••. Council Bluffs 
Stough Dycle J HEC 1 ••••••• Park Ridge ID 
Stout Lois J AA 2 51 •••••••• Kirkwooa Mo 
Stout Thomas M V-12 SS .... Ann Arbor Mich 
Stover Nancy A HEc 1. ........ Des Moines 
Stow Patricia A CD J ............•. Newton 
Strader Mavis R Sci 1 .........••• Marathon 
Strain Marilyn M Engr 1 ....••• Prairie City 
Strange Be J AA 2 ........•••••• Sioux City 
Stratman Cliarles E V-12 SS •• Tecumseh Nebr 
Stratton Edward M Engr 1 ......•• Davenport 
Straub Carol G Sci 1 .•...••....•.. Spencer 
Strauel Mildred T HEd 2 .....•..•..• Jesup 
Streit Philip N Engr 1. ............. Boone 
Stribe Phoebe A ExpCk 2 ... Milwaukee Wisc 
Strickland James A V-12 ..•••..• Eugene Ore 
Strickland John R V-12 SS ....•.... Waterloo 
Strickler Donald R Engr 1 •... Grundy Center 
Strifert Jacquetta J HEc 1 ....... Sioux City 
Striggles Theodore D ChE J SS .. Des Moines 
Stringer Marilyn A HEc 1 ...• Larchmont NY 
Strock Estella F *HEd J SS ..••.. Melbourne 
Strohbehn Alvin R *VM 4 SS .. Council Bluffs 
Strohmeier Dean P Sci 1 ......•... ~ac Ci!y 
Strom Harry F V-12 SS ......... Chicago Ill 
Strom Leland D V-12 SS ...... Madison Nebr 
Strutton Clark C ChE 2 SS ....•• Omaha Nebr 
Stuart Charlotte A IM 4 Sl .......• Dub!-t_que 
Stuckert Louise M HEc 1 .... Milwaukee Wisc 
Stucky Harry B V-12 SS ...•• Charlotte Mich 
Stulb Sarah C Diet 3 ......•.••. Augusta Ga 
Such Virginia L HEq 4 SS ......... Johnston 
Sullivan Beverly R Sci 2 ••..•••• Ea~.e Grove 
Sullivan Cora L Sci 1 ....... Knoxville Tenn 
Sullivan Rebecca HEq S SS ... Chickasha Okla 
Sullivan Richard A FmOp 1 ...... Summit NJ 
Sullivan Suzanne Sci 1 ........... Sioux Ci!y 
Sullivan William H *VM 1 SS .... Macomb Ill 
Sumerwell Jean L CD 2 .............. Ames 
Sumerwell William N Chem J ........•. 
...................... Albert L~a Minn 
Suter Jacquelyn J HEc 1 ....••. St Louis Mo 
Sutherland Eleanor R HEc 1 ....... Manning 
Sutherland Maxine R HEc I .......... Ames 
Sutherland William N Hdsm ........... Adel 
Svejcar Carl N V-12 SS ..... Crystal Lake DI 
Svenson Margaret A Diet J ..•.•.••.. Akron 
Svoboda Millicent L Chem 4 SS Cedar Rapids 
Sw~o Andrew W V-12 SS ...•. Covington La 
Swam Verna BEd HM 6 SS Garden Prairie Ill 
Swalve George H Jr •Ag 5 SI ...•... Holland 
Swanson Alma G Diet J .........••.•. Ogden 
Swanson Catherine L HEq 4 SI .... Orion DJ 
Swanson ~ar P BS MS *IEd 6 SS .... Alta 
Swanson Eugene K ChE 2 SS ........ Wesley 
Swanson Richard J *Sci 1 SS .... Des Moines 
Swartzendruver Carol E BS *HEd 6 Sl Rippey 
Swearingen Julia S *HEd S SS •.••..... Ames 
Swearingen l:velyn L HEc 1 ........ Winfield 
Swedlund Audre L ChT 2 ....•.. Harvey ND 
Sweeney Donnis E *VM 4 SS ..•.. Sioux City 
Sweet Homer C V-12 SS ........ Denver Colo 
Swift Cecil L Jr V-12 SS ........ Sedalia Mo 
Switzer Evelyn J HEc S ............ Nevada 
Switzer Phyllis HEc 1 ...........••. Ames 
Swoboda Marie Diet 4 ........ Omaha Nebr 
Swoyer Dean E Agron 1 •••....••••• Creston 
Sylvain Pierre G SH Bot 6 SS •.••••••• 
•••••••..•.....•.•• Port-au-Prince Haiti 
Sylwester Erhardt P BA MS Bot 6 ..... Ames 
Syverson Clifford L VM 4 SS .. Emmons Minn 
Su:zepaniak Frank J BS Chem 6 SS .... Ames 
Su:zepaniak Kathenne M BA Bot 6 Sl •• Ames 
Taff Marjory *IM 4 SS ••..•.•.••.•.• Ames 
Tait Murray M ChE 4 •....... Kankakee DJ 
Tammel Gayle A Diet 4 S2 ..•• Preston Minn 
Tanabe Tetsuro Sci 1 ......•• Pocatello Idaho 
Tanton Paul W V-12 SS .•.• Melrose Park DI 
Tappe William R V-12 SS .•..•. Detroit Mich 
Tatum Patricia A HEc 1 ..•••••• Des Moines 
Taylor Evelyn L HEd 4 St .••••••• Clarence 
Taylor Harriet M HEd 2 .• Glen Haven Wisc 
Taylor Ivan D V-12 SS ............ Hayfield 
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Taylor Marilyn A HEd 2 ......•. Chicago m 
Taylor W'tlliam A Engr I ........ Des Moines 
Teagarden Dorothy J HEo 2 .....•..• Jewell 
Teagarden Wallace W Gen£ 4 SS •...... 
• • . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grand Junction 
Teague Laurence 0 V-12 SS .... Kirkwood Mo 
Teich Paul J EE 4 SS .............•.. Ames 
Teich Wesley W EE 4 ............••.• Ames 
Teichman Don A V-12 SS Webster Groves Mo 
Teisdand Melbourne B VM 4 SS ..••. Randall 
Telieer Don L V-12 SS ........ Maplewood Mo 
Telleen Robert A Sci I ............•. Gowrie 
Temple Betty J HEd 2 ......... Buffalo Okla 
Terpstra William D Hdsm .........• Kellogg 
Terry Baker 0 V-12 SS .•....... Clayton Mo 
Tesdahl Richard E Hdsm ............ Clarion 
Teters James P Engr I ........ Bfllings Mont 
Tharp Mary A CD 3 .............. Ottumwa 
Thatcher Monette H *Sci S Sl ........ Ames 
Thayer Lois J Sci I. ................. Ames 
Thayer Mary J HEc 1. ............. Cresco 
Thede Ray H Engr I ............ Davenport 
Theobald Ralph F V-12 SS ........ Mapleton 
Thieleke Vernon A VM 4 SS ...... Kiel Wisc 
Thom Herbert C BS MS Math 6 .....•• Ames 
Thomas Cathryn C AA 2 ............ Ames 
Thomas Jessie 0 BS *CD 6 SS Winnfield La 
Thomas Mary E HEc 2 ......•••..... Ames 
Thomas Nancy E HEc 2 Webster Groves Mo 
Thomas Ruth G HEc I SS ........ Dow Ci!y 
Thomas Vera R *HEd S SS ..... Carthage III 
Thomason Dorothy L Sci I ............ Ames 
Thompson David W Engr I SS ....... Toledo 
Thompson Dona A Chem 3 .... Sioux Falls SD 
Thompson Elinor F BS *IM 6 SI Ithaca NY 
Thompson Elizabeth M HEd 3 SS ..... Ames 
Thompson George L V-t2 SS ... LaCrosse Mo 
Thompson Gerald L V-t2 SS .......... Rolfe 
Thompson Jean TC 3 ............ Clear Lake 
Thompson Marian / HEc t .... Monmouth DI 
Thompson Phyllis *HEc 5 St ..•.•.•• Ames 
Thompson Phyllis M IM 3 ......... Earlville 
Thompson Ramona C HEc 2 ........ Roland 
Thompson Robert Q ChT t ........ Anamosa 
Thompson Ruth M HEd 4 ...... Emmetsburg 
Thompson Samuel W II VM 3 SS Fayette Mo 
Thompson Sarane E Sci I ....... Des Moines 
Thompson Shirley N HEc t ........... . 
.................. Arlington Heights Ill 
Thompson Wayne M V-t2 SS ...... Sioux City 
Thompson William H BS MS AgEc 6 .. 
••.................... New London NH 
Thomsen Frederick T Jr V-t2 SS Charter Oak 
Thomson Patricia ] IM 3 .... Mankato Minn 
Thorbrogger Helen W ExpCk 4 Port Byron DI 
Thorngren John H MT&I I ........... Boone 
Thornton Betty J HEd 4 SI ........... Colo 
Thornton Clura R Diet 2 SS .......... Ames 
Thorpe Ruth J HEc t .............. AJgona 
Thrane Carl C EE 4 ..•....•.... Omaha Nebr 
Thurman Esther A HEd 4 ...... Cedar Rapids 
Tick Leo J V-t2 SS ....•..... New York NY 
Tidwell tfrias D Jr V-t2 SS Cleveland Tenn 
Tiernan Eugene A ChE 2 ••••••••••• Manson 
Tietz William G *VM 4 SS .••.•••••. Eldora 
Tiffany Monica A HEd 2 .......... Jefferson 
Tigert Marion A V-12 SS ...... Ardmore Okla 
Tiller Olav E AgEd S •.••.•.•.••...•• Ames 
Tillie John E *VM 2 SS ...•..... Muscatine 
Tinkham Fred R *ME 2 SS ..... Omaha Nebr 
Tinkham Mary L HEc t ........ Cameron DI 
Tinney James D V-12 SS ....... Portland Ore 
Tinsley Eleanor B AA 4 . •..••.. Des Moines 
Tjaden Phyllis A AA 2 ...... Sioux Falls SD 
Tjaden Priscilla B AeroE 2 SS Sioux Falls SD 
Tobey Frank E V-t2 SS ..•.• Lakewood Ohio 
Todd Dorothy R *HEq 4 SS .•.••••••• Ames 
Toenjes David A EE 3 SS ••.•...•.. Waterloo 
Tokheim Kathryn A HEd 3 .••..•.. lting_sted 
Tollefson Shirley ] HEq 3 52 •••••• Woodbine 
Tolley William G V·l2 ....... Ft Wayne Ind 
Tolman Leo BS *Chem 6 SS ...•••••• Ames 
Tolsdorf Lois J HEc 1 •••.••.•.••• Jefferson 
Tolsdorf Ruth I HEd 3 ......•..... Jefferson 
Tome Gino A *FC 6 SS ............. . 
...•......•...•. Buenos Aires Argentina 
Tonnesen Althea HEc I .....•. Virginia Minn 
Totman Lawrence E Agron I ..••.. Clare Ill 
Town Virginia C AA 2 ............... Ames 
Towne Helen P BS *CD 6 SI .... Milton Vt 
Townley Wilelta M HEd 4 S2 ... Fort Dodge 
Townsend Allen B BS ChE 6 SS ... Davenport 
Trafton l\lary L Chem 3 .......... Marathon 
Trainum Jean K Diet 4 SS ...........• 
. 
.................... Cape Girardeau Mo 
Travers William D V-12 SS .... New York NY 
Trayer Dorothy C *Sci S SS .....•.•.. Ames 
Treasure William W AeroE 3 SS Bethany Mo ~ 
Tremmel Elizabeth A HM 3 ...... Sigourney 
Trettenero Larry L V-t2 SS .•.. St James Mo 
Trey Harriet A HEc 1 ........ Marshalltown 
Trigg Harry D En_gr 1 SS ........•. Ottumwa 
Triller Mary E *Diet 4 SI ........ Dubuque 
Trimble Darlene L HEc 1 ..•.•••••••• Ames 
Tripses Dorot}iy A HEc 1 .... North English 
Trites David K V-12 SS .......• Des Moines 
Troeger Mary A HEc 1 ............ Clinton 
Trommler Kenneth H V-12 SS .. St Louis Mo 
Truax Ernest L V-t2 SS .... Scottsbluff Nebr 
Truesdell Merlyn R AE t ...... Central City 
Trumbo Charlene E BS CD 6 SS ... Chariton 
Trump Richard F BS *Zool 6 SI ...... Ames 
Trunecek William L Engr t SS . Cedar Rapicls 
Tucker Lydia C Sci 5 . . . . . . . . . Brooklyn NY 
Tuder Rachel A HEc I ........ Winnetka DI 
Tuggle Virginia Lee CD 2 ...... Gallatin Mo 
Tuller Elizabeth F BA MS Chem 6 SI .. 
.........•............ Royal Oak Mich 
Tumey Margaret L BS *HEd 6 St .....• 
.....•.................•.. Mt Pleasant 
Turbes Calvin C *VM 4 SS •.•.....•.. 
.....•.•........•.. Walnut Grove Minn 
Turkington Donald B V-12 SS .•..••. Nevada 
Turkington John M V-12 SS ........ Nevada 
Turner Dorothy H TC 3 ...••... Washington 
Turner Elizabeth A CD 2 ...........•. Ames 
Turner Elizabeth ] TC 4 SS ......•. Redfield 
Turner James A Engr I SS .•.... Pocahontas 
Turner Marian L Fm Op 1 .•........•. Ames 
Turrell Gordon L Hort 1 .... Milwaukee Wisc 
Tutt Margaret A HEc t .............. Perry 
Tuttle Catherin·e L Diet 4 ...... Urbana Ohio 
Tuttle Margaret I ExpCk 3 SS ...... Norway 
Twogood Helen L AA 3 Sl .•...•.....• Ames 
Tyler Willard D Engl' 1 ............ Newton 
Tyrrell Dwight L AH t .......•..• Belmond 
Uecke Mary J LA 3 .......••. Oshkosh Wbc 
Ueltz Dorothy J TC 3 •.•. Morris Plains NJ 
Uhl Edith C CD 4 .................. Ames 
Ubl George J GenE 4 ................ Ames 
Uhlig Hans For 4 . •....••••. Pf ttsfteld Mass 
Ulloa Jose M IEd 5 SS .•.•• Panama Panama 
Umlandt Sally A *HEc 1 SS ••••• Muscatine 
Unger Harold F ME 2 SS ••••••••. Rockford 
Untrauer Arthur P Engr 1 ••.••••...••• Colo 1 
Usera Jose V AH t .....•. Ponce Puerto Rico 
Utter Ann L RScl 3 SS ............... Ames 
Vais Andrew D Jr V-12 .. San Francisco Calif 
Vallarino Ricardo Sci 1 Panama City Panama 
VanBooven Floyd P V-t2 SS .. Rhineland Mo 
Vander Schaaf Howard C V-12 SS ...•. AJton 
Van Deventer Beverly E *Diet 4 St ..•. 
Van °Dyk~ 0 ii~rt;,~ .. V-iz' ss'.·.·.·.~~t11fe ~ 
Van Dyck Eleal)or C *Diet 4 SS Des Moines 
Van Evera Eunice ] CD 3 ....•.•. Davenport 
Van Fleet Georgeann Sci 1 ..••• Oak Part DI 
Vangness Marylou P Ee 3 ••••.• Omaha Nebr 
Van Hoomlssen lohn E V-12 SS Portland Ore 
Van Hom AJta *Sci 5 St North Loup Nebr 
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Van Housen Fred E *Sci l SS •• Hemet Calif 
Van Metre Dean F EnJa' 1 SS •••••• Clemons 
Van Sickle Harold G Jr btgr t SS Des Moines 
Vant Hof Alice *HEd 5 52 •••••••••••• Hull 
Van Vlack Helen F CD 2 ••..•••••••• Ames 
Van Vuren Virginia D TC J SS Kentfield Calif 
Vatcher Marjorie E Diet 2 San Gabriel Calif 
Vavrik Vivian J HEc J •••••••• Riverside DI 
Vega Mario 0 Agron 4 SS ..•••..••••• 
•••••••••••••••••• Panama City Panama 
Veline Bette J AA 2 •••••••••••••••• Eldora 
Veline Raymond A EE 5 • •••.••••••• Eldora 
Verna Jean H BS AH 6 Port.au-Prince Haiti 
Verplank Maurice S VM 4 SS ••••••.••• 
..•............... . New Richland Minn 
Verstegen Jean L HM 2 ••••••••• Sioux City 
Vestal Elizabeth A Diet 4 St ....•••••• Ames 
Vestal Grace T BS Ee 6 • •••••••••••••• Ames 
Vicencio Javier A *DyH 6 SS ••••••..• Ames 
Victor Barbara J HEc 1 ..••••.••. Iowa City 
Vfehw~ Henry E V-12 SS •..• E St Louis DI 
Villamil Fernando FC 6 •••.•.•••.••.• Ames 
Visser Joan HJI 2 ••••.•••••..••.•••• Bussey 
Vittitoe Harold E V-12 SS .•..•••• Mondamin 
Voelker Howard H DyH 4 •...•.•.• Postville 
Vogl Richard F ME 2 SS ...•.. Cedar Rapids 
Vogt Meredith R IM 4 SS ••.••••••• Algona 
Vohs Janice M HEd 2 ••••••••••• West Bend 
Volland Robert H Engr 1 ••..•.•. Sioux City 
Voltz Winifred Diet 3 ...••.• Ohio City Ohio 
Vondracek John E EE 4 SS .•... Cedar Rapids 
Von Seggem Robert D V-12 SS •.••..•• 
....••.•.••.•••.•••.•• West Point Nebr 
Wade Ethel M *Sci S Sl ....... Mercer Mo 
Wade Thomas F EE 2 SS .•..... Omaha Nebr 
Wade William F V-12 SS ••.•••• Des Moines 
W:idleigh CaJvin D V-12 SS ....•••. LuVerne 
Wadsley B<'ttY J BS *HEd 6 St ..•... Early 
Wagner David W V-12 SS .•.••. Laramie Wyo 
Wagner John E v.12 SS •...•.•. Mason City 
Wagner llaymond G AB *Ee 6 SS ••••• • 
..••..•••••••.•••••.•••. Jacksonville DI 
Wagner Rexford A V-12 SS •••.• Homer Nebr 
Wahl Leo D V-12 SS .••••••• Wilkinsburg Pa 
Wainright William W V-12 SS Houston Texas 
Waite Raymond Engr t ..•.•.•••. Camanche 
Walbaum Ruth A Diet 2 .. Detroit Lakes Minn 
WaJker Eloise F Sci 2 ......•. St Joseph Mp 
Walker Gene H AgEc 3 ......••.. Monticello 
Walker Keith L AgJJ 3 ....• PaJo Alto CaJif 
Walker Mary E AA 2 .•.•.•...•.••••• Ames 
Walker Ruth A HEc 1. .............. Ames 
WaJlacc Robert L En~ 1 SS ....•••••• Ames 
Wallace Shirley M Diet 3 •••• Glen Ellyn DI 
Wallace Virginia A IM 4 St ••.. Des Moines 
Waller Constance HEc 1. .New Brunswick NJ 
Walley Gerald A ChT 3 SS ..••••. Montrose 
Walling Mary E *Sci 1 SS ..•...••• Clarinda 
WaJter Donald L V-12 SS ..•••. Marshalltown 
Walter Geoffrey K GenE 3 ...... Mason City 
Walter Vernon E Sci t SS West Lafayette Ind 
Walther Elinore L Diet 3 St\ .Spokane Wash 
Walther Hans W Engr 1 ..••.••••• Plainfield 
Waltner Benjamin P AB BS *AgEd 6 St 
......•.....•............. Freeman SD 
W.alton Chloa L *HEd S St ••.••. Arcola DI 
Walton Norma l Sci t ..........•.... Ames 
Waltz Richard *AeroE 2 SS ..•• Lake City 
Wanaselja Oley V-t2 SS .•. Staten Island NY 
Wand John V VM 4 SS ..........•.•. Breda 
Ward :betty ] *IM 4 St .•.... Correctionville 
Ward Helen M PoH 3 .........• Des Moines 
Ward Mary ] BS Chem 6 SS .... Des Moines 
Ward Tommy L *Diet 2 SS Casa Grande Ariz 
Warden Laura A HEc t .•.•• Ballantine Mont 
Ware VilJo ] V-12 SS ..•....•. Cloquet Minn 
Waring Eleanor S BS Bact 6 SS .....•.• 
...................... West Des Moines 
Warner Meredith F V-12 SS ••••. Des Moines 
Warren Sue J Sci 2 •••••••••••••.•. Sheldon 
Washburn Bayard M V-12 SS ••• Racine Wisc 
Wass Lewis E BS *VEd 6 St •••••• Davenport 
Wasson Patricia K HEc S • ••••••••••• Ames 
Waterland Hannah M HEc 1 .• Springfield Pa 
Waterman Janis Bact 4 Sl .••••• Des Moines 
Waters Patricia A Sci 2 ••.•.•••••••• Carroll 
Watt Dean D BS Bact 6, •••. Pingree Idaho 
Watt Elizabeth A TC 4 •.•..•••• Storm Lake 
W:itts Harold L ChT J SS .•.••••.• Fairfield 
Watts Robert D V-12 SS ..•• Poplar Bluff Mo 
Wrutweiler James H V-12 SS .••••. Sioux City 
Way Paul E V-12 SS ..••... San Pedro Calif 
Wead Robert C *Sci S S2 ...•••••. Brighton 
Weatherwax Ardyce J Sci t ••••• Des Moines 
Weaver LaDonne H&t 2 •• West Frankford DI 
Webb E Jean AA 2 ..••••••••••••• Waterloo 
Webb Frank R ChE 2 •• Arkansas City Kans 
Weber Alfred E Chem 4 St •.••. Des Moines 
Weber Alvin F *VM 4 SS .•.. Hartford Wisc 
Weber Armin F Jr V-12 SS .... Menacma Wisc 
Weber Charles R BS MS *FC 6 Sl .• Pana DI 
Webster Charles H Agron t ...•..••. Elkader 
Webster Mary L HEc 1 ••...... Dallas Center 
Wedemeyer Mary T HEc 1 •..•......•• Adair 
Weekley WilJiam W ME 2 SS .•...• Ottumwa 
Weems Marilyn A HEd 2 ..•.....•. Paullina 
Wegµian Antoinette J HEc 1 ...•..•• Milford 
Wegner Phyllis E HEd 4 ...•....••..• Adair 
Wehde Ray C V-12 SS •••...••..••. Holstein 
Wehde Roy C V-12 SS ........••... Holstein 
Wehler Duane R *VM 4 SS ..•....... Everly 
Wehrli Robert E V-12 SS .•••..• Casper Wyo 
Weiblen Dorothy M HEd 3 ....... Miller SD 
\Veidlein Murval J *HEd S Sl •...• Wellman 
Weigandt Lloyd T Engr t ..•.....•. Clinton 
Weinberger Morris J V-12 SS Melrose Minn 
Weinhardt Mary J Sci 1 ....•••. Omaha Nebr 
Weis Norman D *AgEd S St. .• Mt Pleasant 
Weis Northa J HEc 1 ..••...••. Mt Pleasant 
Welch Albert B Engr 1 .•.. Kans;is City Mo 
Weld Vernon T Sci t ......••••••.. Goldfield 
Wellhouse James L Sci 1 ••....••..•••. Ames 
Wells Agnes E HEc t .•.•..••.. Chicago DJ 
Wells Florence L Sci S Sl ..•...•. Huron SD 
Wells Marion A V-12 SS ..•. CherryvaJe Kans 
\Veils Quinton R V-t2 SS •••. Kansas City Mo 
Wells Ruthellen Sci 2 ...••.••....•• Sheldon 
Wells Warren F Engr 1 •.....•••. Sioux City 
Welp Henry W Sci S ••••••••••.. Woodward 
Welp Lorene E Sci S ...•••••.•••• Woodward 
Welp Margery A TC 3 •.......... Ft Dodge 
Werner Lena L TC 3 ................ Gibson 
Wendel Roland K *Sci J S2 ...... Meserve)' 
Wentworth John H Hdsm .... Warrensburg Ill 
Weppler Helen M Diet 2 Webster Groves Mo 
Weppler Jean F HEd 4 Webster Groves Mo 
\Verden Jane E BS MS TC 6 ••••..•.• 
.............••.•..... Youngstown Ohio 
Werk Rebecca A HEc 1 ........ Charles City 
Werner Carol L AM 2 SS ........•. Dickens 
Werring Deane W VM 2 SS Springfield Minn 
Wertin Henry 1 V-12 SS ...... Wathena Kans 
Wesenberg John H Engr 1 .•••••• Daven{>Ort 
West Beverfy J AA 4 SS .••••••• Des Momes 
\Vest Marie D Sci 1. .•........•••.. Nevada 
West Mary L Il\f 2 ••••..•.••••••. Corydon 
West Vera Diet 3 ....••••....••. Kimballton 
Westbrook May BS *HEd 6 SS •• Omaha Nebr 
Westbrook Robert E ME 2 .... Council Bluffs 
Wcstcot Mary 1 HEd 2 ••••.•.•..••••• Ames 
Wcstenburg Wendell E Engr 1 ..••. Hepburn 
W estera Janet G HEc 1 ..... Sioux Falls SD 
Westerfiefd Mary I CD 4 SS .. New York NY 
Westervelt Hazel L Sci 1 ............• Ames 
Wester\'elt James W ME 3 SS ••.••.•.• Ames 
Westfall Audrey V HEc t ...• Sergeant Bluff 
W estlic Donna M HEd 3 • •••.••• Dunkerton 
Westlie Glendola M HEc J •.••••• Dunkerton 
\Vcstphfl Erika R Diet 3 ..•••• Maywood DI 
Wheaton James R Sci J •• East Rochester NY 
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Wheeler Frances E IM 4 SS •••• Appleton Wisc 
Whetstone Esther L BS HEd 6 SS •••• Casey 
Whipple Carl M AREd 1 ••••••..••• Batavia 
WhiSler Carol W ChT 1 •••••••••• Emerson 
Whitaker John R Sci 1 SS ••••••••••• Boone 
Whitaker Maurice C V-12 SS •. Columbus Nebr 
White Alan G BS MS Bact 6 SS •••••••• 
• • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . New York City NY 
White Beryl E HEd 2 ................ Rolfe 
White Betty C HEc 1. ............. Nevada 
White Betty F CD 4 St ..•• Springfield Va 
White Constance L Diet 4 SS ••.• Rockford DI 
White DwiRht L Hdsm ••.••.•.••••.•. Albia 
White Fran& G V-12 SS ••.•.•.• Omaha Nebr 
White Gerry F Sci 1 ............ Moline DI 
White Lawrence J FmOp 2 ...••• State Center 
White Martha E BS -TC 6 Sl •. Wooster Ohio 
White Mary F HEc 1 St .••••• Springfield Va 
White Mavis M TC 4 Sl ..•.•••••. "Scranton 
White Mildred A ME 2 .•.... Berkeley Calif 
White Philip L BS Chem 6 .. State College Pa 
White Wilham A ME 2 ••...••..•• Waterloo 
Whitfield George P EE 2 .............. Ames 
Whiting Flora E AA 5 Sl •..••.•• Mapleton 
Whitlow Mildred A BS Nutr 6 .. Bethesda Md 
Whitmer Helen L TC 3 •.•..•..••• Sioux City 
Whitnah Donald S V-12 SS ..... Omaha Nebr 
Whitney Josephine A HEc 1 ..•. West Union 
Whitson Bertha S BA Soc 6 .••...•. Indianola 
Whitson Mary A Sci I. ............... Ames 
Whittaker Gordon S V-12 SS ..•..• Cabool Mo 
Wichman Marjorie ) CD 2 .. White Plains NY 
Wiebrecht Ann Diet 4 ...... Wauwatosa Wisc 
Wiederrecht Helen L Sci 1 ....•.•.• Wapello 
Wieland Eugene T V-12 SS ...•.. Des Moines 
Wiele Lyndal E Engr 1 SS .....•.. Grandview 
Wiernsberger Doris M Diet 3 ......••. Boone 
Wierschem Naomi G HEc 1 ..... St Louis Mo 
Wievel Bernard F BE MS VEd 6 SS .•. 
. . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Platteville Wisc 
Wigton Veryl M HEc 1 ........ Des Moines 
Wilbur Shirley D HEc 1 .... Chamberlain SD 
Wilcox Richard L AE 3 SS ..•....•.••. Adel 
Wilde Lois A HEc 1 ............... Waterloo 
Wilhelm Loma ChT 1 ...............• Ames 
Wilke Warren E Engr 1 . . . . ... Omaha Nebr 
Wilkie Rose E CD 2 ............• Kanawha 
Wilkinson Ralph D V-12 SS .... Lebanon Ore 
Willems Edward R *V-12 SS .... St. Louis Mo 
Willemssen Calvin H *Ag 5 St .......• JeslJJ> 
Williams Dolores J RSd 3 .. Downers Grove Ill 
Williams Eudora A HEd 2 Sl ....... Sheldahl 
Williams Frances A HEq 2 .......•. Postville 
Williams Frank E Engr 1 .....•...•. Blencoe 
Williams Hugh C Sci 1 SS New Richland Minn 
Williams Jane L AA 3 ...•...•..••.• Grinnell 
Williams Luther P V-12 SS •••• Normandy Mo 
Williams Marpret A *HEd 5 Sl .... Bellevuf' 
Williams Manan L TC 4 .. Downers Grove DI 
Williams Mary A Chem 3 ....•••••. Troy NY 
Williams Mary J AA 4 SS •••••• Des Moines 
Williams Miriam P AB *HEd 6 SS Oskaloosa 
Williams Philip L V-12 SS Camden Point Mo 
Williams Roger H Jr ChE 2 SS •••••••• Ames 
Williams Roland Jr Engr 1. ••••••• Corwith 
Williamson Buel Jr *Engr 1 SS ••. Ottumwa 
Williamson Errol D ME 2 .•••••• Moline DI 
Williamson Ray E V-12 SS .... Lincoln Nebr 
Willis Marion E BS Zoot 6 ••••••••••• Ames 
Willis Noel W V-12 SS ..•. Central City Nebr 
Wills Rena F BS Foods 6 •••••••••••• Boon~ 
Willson Mavis L TC 4 SS •••• Floydada Texas 
Wilrns Elmer ] BS *VEd 6 Sl •••••• Perry DI 
Wilson Alberta BS *HEd 6 S2 Jeffersontown Ky 
Wilson Helen J HEc I ......... Dallas Center 
Wilson Helen M HEd 4 Sl ..••••• Decatur DI 
Wilson Ivon T Exr>Ck 4 S2 •.•••••••••• Ames 
Wilson James F BS Bact 6 SS Carbondale DI 
Wilson John F Sci 1, •........ Rockwell City 
Wilson Joyce L Ee 4 SS ........... Rockwell 
Wilson M~ I HEc 1. ••••....... Lake City 
Wilson Marian B Sci 1 ••...•.... Daveneort 
W'llson M~~rie E Sci 2 SS ...... Des Moines 
Wilson M e E CD 4 SS •••••• Mason City 
Wilson Rosemary HEc 1 •••••• Sioux Falls SD 
Wilson Russell H Sci l ......... Des Moines 
Wilson Wilbur 0 BS MS PoH 6 51 •... 
......................... Brookings SD 
Wilson William W V-12 SS ..... Detroit Mich 
Wilson Zoe M IM 3 SS ••••••••••••.• Boone 
Wilts James R V-12 SS .•••.•.••••• Waterloo 
Wimmer Ernest L BS MS *Chem 6 SS 
•....••••••.•••.•••.••••• Pittsburgh Pa 
Wimmer Jean A HEc 1 ..•••••.• Des Moines 
Winslow William H V-12 SS Philadelphia Pa 
Wise Alice C CD 4 •...••••••••• Utica Minn 
Wise Katherine M Sci l ........... Decorah 
Wiser Howard W V-12 SS •..•.•.. Nevada Mo 
Wishnuff Eugene 5 V-12 SS ..... St Louis Mo 
Witte David A V-12 SS ••.•.• Sioux Falls SD 
Wolf Barbara J HEc 1 .•.. Central City Nebr 
Wolf Fred K V-12 ••.•••.••• Cleveland Ohio 
Wolfe Richard P V-12 SS ••• New London Ohio 
Wolfe Ruth G HEd 3 •.....•. Farmington Mo 
Wolff Stella M *AA 5 Sl •••••.••••..• Ames 
Wolford Dorothy M IM 3 .•..... Shenandoah 
Wolford Margaret E *HEd 2 SS .• Clear Lake 
Wolfson Rudolph A V-12 SS .. Kansas City Mo 
Wollmershauser Charles L V-12 SS .•••• 
..........•....•••••.••. Maplewood Mo 
Wood Dora H BS *HEd 6 S2 ... Lincoln Nebr 
Wood James L ME 2 •.•..• Kansas City Mo 
Wood l>earl M TC 2 .••••••••. Worland Wyo 
Wood Ruth E CD 2 ................. Ames 
Woodburn Jean W BS IM 6 .... Maryva11e Mo 
Woodrow David M V-12 SS ......... Newton 
Woodrow Mary K HEd 3 .••••. Oak Park DI 
Woods Ella J *HEd 4 SS ..••• Waterman DI 
Woodward Barbara *HEc 2 SS ...... Erie Pa 
Woodward Richard H V-12 SS .... Sioux City 
Woolrich Jack K V-12 SS .•..•• Superior Wyo 
Wortman Helen M Diet 4 SI ••..•••••. Ames 
Wright Barbara A TC 2 ..••.•.•..• Paris DI 
Wright Charles J V-12 SS ...... Omaha Nebr 
Wright Dolores N Sci 1 ••.•....•••.•• Ames 
Wright Dorothy E HEc 1 ....•...•... Salix 
Wright Herbert ] Jr V-12 SS ... Omaha Nebr 
Wright Oral A Engr l ............ Shellsburg 
Wright Reed M V-12 ........•.. Ely Nevada 
Wright Richard C Engr 1 ....... Des Moines 
Wright Richard 0 V-12 SS .......•• Webster 
Wright Ruth N HEc 1 SS ....... Genoa Nebr 
Wrotlasky Julius 1 V-12 SS .• New York NY 
Wurtman MDdred L Diet 4 SS ...• Harvey DI 
Wykoff Matthew H VM J SS .....• Joliet DI 
Vada Masaru J Sci I ........... Denver Colo 
Yardley John F V-12 SS ..•.••• Kirkwood Mo 
Varnes Donald C EE 4 SS ••.•.... Spirit Lake 
Yeager Norma M HEc 1 ...•.•.•.• Winthrop 
Yearous Glenn M En gr l ............. Elgin 
Yetter Carol J Math 3 .••••••.•••• Decorah 
Yoder Janet TC 3 .•••••••••••••••• Ames 
Young Edward ] For 1 .......... Chicago DI 
Young Jauvanta M EE 2 SS •••••••••• 
................... Yellow Springs Ohio 
Young Norma K IM 2 .....••••.•••••• Ames 
Youngblade Gloria A HEd 3 .••.•. Sioux City 
Youngren Donald E V-12 SS ••••.••• Creston 
Yungclas Virginia M HEc l ..... Webster Ci~y 
Yurs Donna J HEc 1. ............ Elgin DI 
Zack Phyllis M ChT 1 ......... Des Moines 
Zack Rolyn J V-t2 SS .............. Allison 
Zaeske Robert G V-12 SS Highland Park Ill 
Zahn EKQn V V-12 .........••• Albany Calif 
Zalger Mildred L RSci 2 •...•.•••• Audubon 
Zanutto Anthony F ME 2 •••••••. Davenport 
Zarley Guy G V-12 SS ••••••••• Des Moines 
Zarley Rilla B Sci 1. ................. Ames 
Zarley Robert K Ensr I .....•.. Des Moines 
Zastrow Hugh W CbT 1 ••••••••••• Clarion 
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Zavoral Betty_ J HEc 1 ........ Glencoe Minn 
Zenn Ruby K *FN S 82 .....•.. Chicago Ill 
Zersen Gloria M HEc 1 .•....... Storm Lake 
Ziegler Evelyn L HEc 1 .•........ Volga SD 
Zieman Myra M HEd 2 SS ...•..•.... Royal 
Zimmerman Carolyn S •AA 3 52 ..•..• 
..•••...........•....... Chillicothe Mo 
Zimmerman Harry F EE 4 SS .. Madelia Minn 
Zimmerman Helen L HEc 1 .......... Amana 
Zimmerman Jack P V -12 SS .... Topeka Kans 
Zimmerman Josephine *HEc 2 SS Des Moines 
Zimmerman Ruth E IM 3 .•....•..... Ames 
Zimmerman Winifred H HJl 4 .•...•.• Rolfe 
Zink Frank M Engl' 1 SS .......... Plano DI 
Ziton Albert V-12 SS .......••.. Des Moines 
Zitzmann Warren T V-12 SS .......... . 
. .•..•.......... Ozone Park Queens NY 
Zivi Samuel M V-12 SS ..•...•.. Clayton Mo 
Zlomke Charles D V-12 SS ......... Ord Nebr 
Zmolek William G *AH 4 SS ........ Toledo 
Zosel Audrey P AH l. ........... Chicago Ill 
Summary of Enrollment by Grades 
1944-1945 
For students whose status changed within the period from July 1, 1944, to June 30, 1945, the latest classiftcation within the year is used as the basis 
for these enrollment statistics. 
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Airicultural Education .•••.•••... ..... .. 1 . .. 1 4 l 4 9 1 9 8 14 21 22 16 35 . .... . .... . .... 22 16 35 
Airicultaral Enginet!ring ..•••••.• 6 2 6 1 ... . . 1 2 1 2 3 3 5 1 5 ... .. ... 11 2 11 . .... ..... . .... 17 4 17 
Airicultural JoUlnaliam .......... ..... ... .. . . . . 1 . .... 1 2 . ... 2 .. . .... 3 . ... 3 . .... . .... . .... 8 •••.. 3 
Agron:rg······ .. ·•· ••..••.•... .. 4 2 4 1 1 7 3 7 8 1 8 1 1 2 21 .. 7 22 . .... ..... 21 7 22 
ADima1 usbandry .........••... 6 4 7 6 7 8 6 2 7 8 3 8 24 3 24 4 4 48 15 51 ..... . . . . . M 19 58 
Dairy Husbandry .•...•.•.•••... . . . . . 1 1 3 . .. 3 ... . . . . . . .... 2 2 1 . ... 1 1 1 1 7 1 7 ...•• . .... . .... 7 2 8 
Dairy Industry .................. 3 2 3 . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . ... 1 1 1 6 ..... 6 ..... ..... . .... 7 1 7 . .... . . . . . . .... 10 3 10 
DafrY Industry and Economics ..•. . . . . . ..... . . . . ... 1 1 ..... .. .. . .... . .... . .. .. .. . .... . . . ... . .... . .. 1 1 . .... . . . . . . .... ····· 1 1 Dairy Plant Operation ••••••••.•. ..... . .. . .. . . . ... . .... ..... . .... . .. . . .. . .... . . 3 . . .. 3 1 ... .. 1 4 . .... f ..... . .... . .... ' ..... ' FarmCrops ................ 13 8 15 ... ... .. ... . . . ..... ..... . ... '"32 . .... ..... . .... 18 8 15 Farm Operation.. . . .. . .. . .. . .... 1 1 1 1 . . ... 1 2 2 27 1 27 1 ..... 1 32 2 ..... . .... . .... 32 2 32 
Forestry .•••....•.............. ..... ... . . 3 ..... 3 6 1 5 f 9 3 9 18 2 18 1 . .... 1 36 6 36 . .... . .... . .... 86 6 88 
Genetics............... . . . . . 4 3 4 ..... . .... ... .. .. ... . . . . .. .. . .... ..... . . .. . .... . .... . .... ..... . . . . . 4 3 4 
General Agriculture ........... ... .. 1 .. . .. 1 . .. .. ... .. . .... 2 .. 2 . .. . . . .. ... .. . . . .. 3 . .... 3 . . ... . .... 3 •.••• 3 
General Farming ............ ..... . . .. . . .... ... . . ... . ... . .... ..... . ... . . .... ... . ..... . .. . .. . ... . .... ····· . ... 1 . .. 1 1 ••••• 1 lletdamen ..................... ..... . .... ····· . ... .. . . . ..... . .... ..... ····· . .... 17 ... 17 17 . .... 17 Horticulture ................... 1 .. 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 6 1 5 7 1 8 1 1 14 6 18 . .... ... .. ····· 15 8 19 Industrial Edpcation... . . . . ..... 6 7 11 .. . . . .. .. .. 2 1 2 . .. . . 2 g 10 4 10 ~ . .. .. .. . .... 10 17 28 t.ndacaW, Architecture . . ..... . . . .. . .. . . 3 1 3 . . ... 1 1 1 1 4 2 . . . .. . .... 4 2 5 
Poultry usbandry .............. 2 3 3 ..... . .. .. ... 1 . .... 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 . .... 1 5 1 6 ..... ..... . .... 7 4 8 
Poultry Industry. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 1 2 2 .... ..... . ... . . .... ..... . .. . . . .. . .. . .... ..... . ... . .... . .... . .... . .... . .... . .... . .... 1 2 2 
Solla •.••••.....••.......•.•.... 2 2 3 ..... ..... ..... . .... . .... . .. .. . .... ... . ... .. . .... . ... . .... . .... . .... . .... . .... . .... . .... . .. . .... 2 2 8 
VocationalEducatiou .....•..•••. 17 27 37 ..... ..... ... .. . .... . ... . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . .... ..... . .... ..... . .... . .... . .... ... . . . .. .. . .... 17 27 87 - -- - -------------------------------- - ---- - ·-- - ---Total .......................... 69 65 104 21 13 26 24 6 26 46 13 46 113 11 114 26 36 59 230 79 270 18 ..... 18 317 144 892 
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Electricil ~ng •••••.•••.•. 8 3 17 H 17 6 5 6 18 11 19 ····· ..... 2 2 43 30 ~ 
..... .... ..... 61 83 62 
~ • eel 1 l 2 276 62 280 2 1 2 278 64 278 64 28' DK naaingn •••••••••• ..... ..... . .... .. .. 
Gelieral~neering .•........... 6 3 7 8 6 9 9 6 9 ..... ..... ····· ..... ..... 23 14 .. . .... 23 H 26 Materials eetins and Inspection .. ..... . .... .. . 1 . .... l . . . 1 .•... 1 ..... . .. . .... 1 •••.• 1 =:f !f~~·M·~~ • t ••• 7 4 7 6 4 6 25 10 26 ····· . . . .. .. . . 1 1 38 18 39 . .... . .... . .... 38 18 39 1 1 1 . . . . . .... . .... . ... . ... . . .... . .... ..... . .... . ... ..... . .... . .... 1 1 1 
SPECIAL UR8F.8 
Coot and Baken School (Navy) .. ..... ····· ... ..... . .... . .... ..... .... ····· ..... ..... ... . . ..... . .... . .... ... .. . .... . ... . .... . .... ..... 25 86 ~ 25 85 85 Dieeel School (Naci) ....•....... ..... ..... . ... . .... ..... . .... ..... . .... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... . .... . .... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .... . .... . .... 839 1282 1958 839 1282 1m 
Electrical Bchool • avy) ...•..... ..... ..... .... . .... . .. ... . ... ... .. . .... ..... . ... ..... . ... . . .... . .. . ... . . . . ..... . .... . .... . .... 690 1616 1sM 690 1515 1615 Na'f7 V-5 .•••..•.•••••••••.... . . . . . ..... .. .. . .... ..... . .... .... ... . . .... ..... ..... . .... ····· ..... ····· . .... . ... . .. . "86S ..... 30 . .... 30 30 Na'f)'V-12 •.•.•.....••••••..•. ..... ..... .... . .... . .... . ... . ..... ..... . .... . ... . . . ····· ..... . .... ..... . .... ..... ..... 868 800 . ... . .... . ..... 868 800 868 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Total ..••••..••..•............. 24 15 27 57 47 66 47 35 48 108 56 113 284 63 289 7 2 7 ll37J 11003 11391 1564 2912 3588 2949 3930 6006 
1. Includes 868 Navy V-12 students not tabulated JJy dassa. 
2. Includes 800 Navy V-12 students not tabulated bY c1uses. 
Graduate Undergraduate Collegiate Students Non-Collegiate 
Graduate, 
Coll • te, 
College Students ::; 
Students Non-Collegiate Seniors Juniors Sophomores Freshmen Specials Total Studen' 
I II II ! J ! ! J J § - -6 a 6 6 6 6 5 .n 6 := := := := := ;g_ ;g_ § g Q, Q, g Q, g =' '5 6 '5 6 Q 
~ llO 
... 
:! l3 llO 
... 
llO ... ~ l3 llO } :! 
... 
:! 
... 
! ~ 
Q ... 
~ 
.8 
~ 
3 ... 
~ 
... j ~ j ~ :a 1! 
.. d d - i::: DIVISION OF A ~ 
... :a .. :a A :a ~ j :g ... ~ HOME ECONOMICS = & = ;:... & = & = =' & = -5 = 0 C3 0 C3 D C3 D C3 D C3 0 0 0 ~ D 0 ~ ·9 l3 r3 ·9 I r3 ·9 l3 r3 ·9 
.. r3 ·~ ... r3 ·~ ... r3 ·9 I ·9 l3 r3 ·9 i I 
0 Cl.I 
J 3 - m 3 - m 3 ~ 3 3 J 3 3 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 0 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ < < al f-4 < CIJ f-4 < t:fJ < al < al < al < < al 
_____________ ,_ ------------------------------------1-----
2 4 4 19 10 22 19 9 23 44 8 46 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 9 9 82 36 100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 84 31 95 ~ppljed Art . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
Child Deve1Q1>1Dellt. . . . . . .. ... 
Foods and Nutrition Unassigned. 
8 7 14 34 30 42 27 8 29 48 7 48 . . . • 4 4 109 49 123 . . . . . 117 56 137 
8 6 13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . . • 4 . . . . • • . .. • . . • . . 2 2 4 2 6 . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . 12 8 19 
Foods and Nutrition 
Dietetics. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . .. . . . 101 74 120 76 19 78 77 16 79 . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . 1 3 4 2&5 112 281 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2&5 112 281 
~ental Cookery. . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 6 16 9 2 9 11 2 13 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . 1 34 10 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 34 10 39 
FoOda.. • • • . • . . • • . • . • • . . . . . . . . 7 5 10 . . . . . • . . . "· . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . • 7 5 10 
Nutrition.... . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 14 11 18 9 7 11 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 H 10 U . . • . • . . • . . 28 21 34. 
Related Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. • . . . . 1 1 1 7 2 7 5 1 5 . . . 13 4 13 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 13 4 13 
Home Economics UnusiB!led . . . 1 1 1 .. . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 14 12 23 449 22 457 H 12 24 478 46 ~ . . . . . .. . • . . • . • 478 47 506 
Home Economics, major Techni-
cal Journalism... . . .. . . . .. . . . . . 4 3 6 6 3 7 14... H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 6 2'J .. . . • . ... • . • .. 24 6 rt 
Home Economics Education . . . . . . 6 6li 69 83 50 95 69 19 71 89 20 96 5 33 36 246 122 29~ . . • . • 262 187 367 
Home Mnllllgement... . . . . . . . . . . . 5 8 9 5 4 6 13 4 13 8 3 8 . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . 2 2 26 13 29 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 31 21 38 
HOUl!ehold &uipment . . . . . . . . . ·5 l 5 13 6 14 22 4 22 15 3 16 . . . • . . . . • . . . . 1 2 2 51 15 54 . .. . . . .. . . . • . . . 56 16 59 
Institution M"anelit. . . . . . . . • 6 4 9 37 19 42 25 3 26 31 6 32 . . . .. 1 5 5 94 33 104 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 37 113 
Textiles and Clo • . . . . . . . . .. . . 6 9 12 17 14 22 38 9 39 56 6 57 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 3 3 3 lH 32 121 . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • 120 41 133 
Textiles and Textile emistry . .. 1 1 1 3 2 3 2 1 2 4 . . 4 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 9 3 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 4 10 ____ ,_ -------------------------------__ ,_ --------- -
Total. .. • . .. • .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. • 68 122 165 340 226 401 315 85 327 422 85 447 449 22 457 27 75 93 1553 493 1725 .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . 1621 615 1890 
Graduate Undergraduate Collegiate Student.a Non-Collegiate 
Graduate, 
CnUeglate, 
College Student.a aDd 
Student.a Non-Collegiate 
Benion Juniors Sophomores Freshmen Bpeciala Total Studenta 
J .! I .! .! J J J • .! J 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 ;:::; ;:::; := := =a := := =a g, g, g, g g g g, cS cS cS cS cS cS 
~ I J ~ I J l 3 J l I J ~ I bO ~ I J l '1 J l I bO I J DIVISION OF ~ ~ 1 ~ l SCIENCE = ~ ~ ~ i = -5 = i 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 CJ 0 'i gs ·o J r!1 ·o I r!1 ·o j ~ ·e j 'i I ·~ j r!1 ·o 
.. r!1 ·9 I IP 1 J 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 J 3 1 3 < ~ < ~ < a> ~ < ~ < ~ < m ~ < ~ < ~ < C1J ~ 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Chemical Technol:p . . . . .... . .. .. ..... 3 2 4 8 4 9 6 2 6 19 2 19 . .... 36 10 38 . .... . .... . .... 36 10 38 
Science, Unassign .. .. ..... ... 6 ..... ..... . . . . . 1 1 1 65 17 67 186 43 207 24 22 " 216 83 319 . .... . .... 216 83 3~~ Bacteriology. . . . 9 11 3 2. 3 4 1 4 ..... ..... ..... . .... . . . . . ..... . .... ..... . .... 7 3 ~ . .... . . . . . 16 9 Botany. .. . . . . . . .. ... .. 17 9 19 2 .... 2 ..... ..... . .. . .... ... .. ..... . .... . .... . .... . ... 2 ..... . .... 19 g 21 
Chemistry ... ... . . 30 36 40 10 7 11 11 3 11 .. .. . ..... ..... ..... ..... . .... . . .. . .... 21 10 22 . .... 61 46 62 
Economics and Bocnology. . . ... . 10 6 13 10 6 10 8 2 8 ..... ..... ... .. .... . .... ····· . .... ····· 18 8 18 . .... ..... . .... 28 14 31 Geology . . ..... ... .. . .. .. . 2 1 2 ..... ... .. . .... . .. .. . .... . .... . . .. . . .... ..... 2 1 2 ....• . .... 2 l 2 
Economic History . .. .. . .... 2 2 2 6 2 6 ..... ... .. ..... . .. . .... ····· ..... ..... ····· 7 4 7 ..... . .... ..... 7 ' 7 Mathematica.. . . . 11 5 13 5 2 6 6 2 6 ..... . .... ..... ... .. ..... . .... . . . .. .. .. ..... 11 4 11 . .... 22 9 24 Music ..• .. ... . . . . . ... . . .... ..... ..... . .... ····· . .... ..... ..... ... .. ..... . .... ..... . .... ..... . .... . ... 124 63 142 124 63 142 Physics ... .. . ..... 4 1 li 3 2 3 1 ..... 1 ..... . .... ..... ..... ..... . .... ..... .. .. . .... 4 2 4 ..... . .... ..... 8 3 9 
Zoology .. .. ....... 10 8 H 6 8 8 11 6 12 ..... ... .. . .... . .... ..... ..... . .... ..... ····· 16 13 2(] ····· . .... . .... 26 21 34 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Total .. . .... . . . .. ..... .. 91 71 llli 43 31 48 61 21 69 71 19 73 204 46 226 24 22 " 399 138 45() 124 63 142 614 272 707 - - - -- - = - - - - - - - = - -DIVISION OF 
VETERINARY SCIENCE 
Veterinary Anatomy.. . .. . . . . ... 1 . 1 • r.,• . . . . . ····· ..... ..... . .... . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .... . ... . .... . . . .. . . . . . .. .. ... . . .... l ..... 1 Veterinary ~ene •........... 2 ..... 2 ..... . . . . . . .... .... ..... . ... .... . .... 2 ..... 2 
Veterinary "cine ............. ..... 59 115 115 37 36 37 21 24 24 l 6 6 l 1 119 180 182 ..... . .... 119 180 182 
Veterinary Pathology ............ 3 3 4 ..... . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . ····· . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . ~ .. . .... ..... . .... . .... ..... . .... ..... . .... . ... . .... . .... 3 3 ' - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - ,_ - - - - - - - - -Total ..... ... ....... 6 3 7 59 116 116 37 36 37 21 24 24 1 5 6 1 .. .. l 119 180 182 . . ... . ... 125 183 189 
SHORT COURSES 
l\lay 22, 1944 to May 21, 1945 
DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
Adult Education . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46 
Beekeepers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . SO 
Cattle Feeders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . SOO* 
Guidance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 S 
Hatchery Flock Inspection and Pullorum Testing................................ 76 
Horticultural Groups • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . • . . . 212 
4-H Girls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400 
Income Tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • • • • • • • . . . . . . . • . 129 
Seed Analysts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . • • • • . . • . . . . . • . • • 15 
Tax and Accounting .......................•.•••••......•••••••••..•.•..•••. 150 
Tractor School, No. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . . . . . . • • . 42 
No. 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . • 55 
Vocational Agriculture Teachers . . .....................••••.••..•.•......... 125 
Total.................................................................. 1875 
DIVISION OF ENGINEERING 
Airport Planning, State..................................................... 74 
Building Inspectors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . • • 93 
Fire School, State 
May 23-25, 1944 ...............................••••.•.•••.........•... 210 
May 15-17, 1945 ...................................................... 217 
R.E.A. ltleterrnen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • . • . • . . . • . • . 24 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 618 
DIVISION OF HOME ECONOMICS 
Farm and Home Week ................................................. by radio 
Home Economics Teachers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 300 
Total............................................................... 300 
Grand Total Enrollment for Short Courses..................................... 2793 
*Estimated. 
344 
ENGINEERING EXTENSION (OFF CAMPUS) 
~lay 22, 1944 to May 21, 1945 
Number of Enroll-
Engineering-Science-Management-War Training Courses; 
Classes ment 
Industrial Safety' Engineering ••.....••.•.••••••••••••••••.••.••••• , •••• 
Advanced Industrial Safety Engineering ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.••• 
Industrial Electronics ••.••••••.•...••.•.•••••••••••••.••••••••••• 
Industrial PersonneI Problems .•••••..•.••••••••••••••.•••••••••..•...•• 
Physical Metallura •.••.•..•..........••••••••••••.•••••••••••...••• 
Total Enrollment .......................•••••••••••........•.....• 
Extension Cliwes: 
Industrial Conference Methods .............•••....•••••••••••.••....•.• 
Supervision and Management ..............•.••••.••.•••.••••..•••..••• 
Aeronautical Engineering ............•....••.••.••••••••••••...•.••..• 
Fireman 'fiaining ................................................... . 
Rural Electric Safety and Job Training ................................ . 
Public Building Custodians ...•......•.........•••••••...•.•••..••....• 
Teachers of War Production Classes ..•........••••••••••...•••....•.•••• 
Teacher in Re~ar Program .....................••..•..•••.•......•• 
Corre51JOndence Students .....•......•...•..••••••.•••••••..•••••.••... 
Total Enrollment ......................•••••.•••••••••••••••.•..• 
Grand Total Enrollment ..................•..••••••••.••••..••...• 
NON-COLLEGIATE STUDENTS, 1944-1945 
4 
l 
1 
l 
1 
6 
35 
3 
15 
51 
8 
Academic Summer 
Agriculture 
Year Quarter 
General Farming . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Herdsman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 17 
Net Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • . . • • . 18 
Engineering 
Cooks and Bakers School (Navy)............................. 25 
Diesel School (Navy) ..........•••...•...•.•..••••••••••••• 839 
Electrical School (Navy). • . • • • • • • • • . . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 690 
Navy V-5 .•..........•...••..•...•..•••.••.•••••••••••••• 
Net Total .••..•.......••....•..•..........••••••••••••••• 1554 
Science 
Music (Non-Collegiate) . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 124 
Net Total . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • . • • • • • • • • • . • • 124 
Net Total Non-Collegiate Students .•...•..••••••••••••••••••••• 1696 
SUMMER QUARTER STUDENTS, 1944 
First Term ...•.............•........ · .•...•••••••••••••••••••••• 2130 
Second Term .....•.•.•..•...................•••••••••••••••••••• 1847 
Total •...............•.•..................•...••..•••••.•.. 
Duplicates (Both Terms) •...••...........•••••••.•••••••••••• 
Net Total ....•••..•••••.•..•••.......•••.••.•••••••.••.••.. 
Duplicates (Students attending academic yr. anchummer quarter) 
Net Total Summer Quarter ONLY •...•••..••••.•••••••• ~ ••••••••••• 
345 
85 
1282 
1515 
30 
2912 
63 
63 
2975 
3977 
1749 
2228 
1704 
74 
23 
22 
18 
32 
169 
77 
645 
58 
223 
517 
275 
77 
141 
20 
2033 
2202 
Net 
Total 
1 
17 
18 
85 
1958 
1515 
30 
3588 
142 
142 
3748 
524 
Summary of Degrees *Conferred 
1944-1945 
Total 
Including 
Year Year 
1944 1944 
1945 194S 
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES 1872·194S 
PRESENT CtJRJUCULA 
Aeronautical Engineering, 1942-1945 .•.•.....••...•.....•.........•.•••..• 
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, 1922-194S .................... . 
Agricultural Education, 1913-1945 ...................................... . 
Agricultural Engineering, 1910-1945 •...................................• 
Agricultural Journalism, 1922-1945 ..............•........•..••....•.•... 
AgronomyJ 190S-1945 .••.•.....•.............................•......... 
Animal .nusbandry, 1904-194S •......................................... 
Architectural Engineering, 1916-194S .................................•.. 
Ceramic Engineering, 1910-194S ....•..........•.....•...•.............. 
Chemical Engineering, 1910-1945 ....................................... . 
Chemical Technology, 1929-194S ....................................... . 
Civil Engineering, 1872-1945 .................•........•.............••. 
Dairy Industry, 1904-1945 ....•................•....................... 
Dairy Industry and Chemistry, 1932-194S ............................... . 
Dairy Industry and Economics, 1937-194S .............................. .. 
Electrical Engineering, 1892-194S .........................•...........•. 
Farm Operation, 1944-1945 ....•........................................ 
General Agriculture, 1937-194S ......................................... . 
General Engineering, 1927-194S .........•..............••........••..... 
Home Economics, 1907-194S ...........................•............... 
Horticulture and Forestry, 1904-194S ................................... . 
Industrial Education, 1922-194S ....................•.................... 
Landscape Architecture, 1921-l 94S ..................................... . 
Mechanical Engineering, 1872-1945 ..................................... . 
Mining Engineering, 1907-194S ..........................•.............. 
Science, 187S-194S ..................•....••........................... 
Veterinary Medicine, 1880-194S ........................................ . 
DISCONTINUED CURRICULA 
Agricultural Course, leading to degree of B.S., 1870-1880 ................. . 
Agricultural Course, leading to degree of B.S.A., 1883-1888 and 1894-1904 ... . 
Agricultural and Manual Training, leading to degree of B.S., 1922-1933 ....... . 
Agriculture and Science, 1929-1940 ...................•................... 
Agronomy Course, leading to degree of B.Ag., 1891-1898 ................... . 
General Science, 1932-1939 .......................................••.... 
General Science Course for Ladies, 1872-1880 and 1904 .................... . 
General and Domestic Science Course, leading to degree of B.L., 1887-1899 ... . 
General and Domestic Science Course, leading to degree of B.Ph., 1899-1900 .. . 
General and Domestic Science Course, leading to degree of B.S., 1901-1908 .... . 
Home Economics and Agriculture, leading to degree of B.S .. 1917-1930 ..•..... 
Ornamented Ceramics, leading to degree of B.S., 1932-1937 ................. . 
Science and Agricultural Course, leading to degree of B.S., 1889-1900 and 1909-
1914 ..............••...•.......••.•.•.•..••.•..••.•....•......... 
38 
301 
J96 
347 
83 
614 
1946 
331 
113 
8S6 
206 
1475 
484 
21 
37 
1672 
1 
18 
600 
5613 
746 
92 
182 
1396 
90 
20S9 
132S 
102 
86 
2S 
S4 
so 
113 
48 
93 
21 
78 
37 
s 
48 
Baccalaureate Degrees Conferred, 1872-l 94S ..•..........•................. 21,802 
HIGHER DEGREES 1872-194S 
Doctor of Philosophy . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 804 
Master of Landscape Architecture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . • 3 
:P.faster of Science . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 33S9 
(Discontinued 1906-Master of Philosophy, 7; Master of Domestic Economy, 2) 9 
Professional Degrees: 
In Engineering ................................................... . 
Master of Agriculture .......•....•..............•.....•.•.........• 
?.laster of Forestry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... ~ ... . 
Master of Landscape Architecture •......•........•••.•••.•••.••••••• 
Hono~o~~fT~culture ............................................. . 
Doctor of Engineering ............................................. . 
Doctor of Laws . . . . . . . . .............................•............ 
Doctor of Science ...............•.........•.....•....••.••••...•... 
(Discontinued 1908-Master of Philosophy, 6; Master of Science, 9) ........ . 
320 
SS 
12 
1 
3 
9 
s 
30 
15 
---
Higher Degrees Conferred, 1872-194S..................................... 4628 
All Degrees Conferred, 1872-194S ..........•...............•............. 26,430 
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12 
1 
0 
0 
0 
3 
9 
4 
0 
lS 
2 
29 
0 
0 
1 
71 
1 
l 
6 
277 
s 
1 
2 
63 
0 
33 
S9 
59S 
22 
so 
2 
1 
1 
76 
671 
Index 
A. A. U. W. Fellowship. • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • 75 
Achnlnbtratlon •••••••••••••••••••••••• 59 Oflicers of • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
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Description of Courses .•••.........••. 24 7 
Mechanics (See Tb. & Appl. Mechanics) •• 268 
Medicine, Veterinary 
Department of •...•...............•• 272 
Division of ......................... 138 
Preparation for •..........•.....•.... 136 
Restricted Enrollment ................ 139 
Memorial Union • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • 66 
Meteoroloq & Climatology .......... 134, 195 
Description of Courses (See Agronomy, 
GeolQSY, Physics) .....•.• 163, 225, 256 
Military Science and Tactics 
Advanced Course ••..•.•..•.......... 2 S 1 
Descri_ptlon of Courses ......•.•.. ,, .... 2 SO 
Mining EgineerinJ (See Chemical ana Min-
ing EDglneenng)-Curriculum ...... 116 
Desciie of Courses ................ lSJ 
Modern iU&ges 
Description of Courses ..••••••••••.••• 252 
Music 
Department of ••..............••..•. 253 
DeS<:ription of Courses ...........•..•. 253 
Private Lessons •••••.•..•....•.....• IS l 
Sclsool of (Affiliated) ................ 1S1 
Non-Collegiate Instruction 
Admission •••.••...•................ 101 
Program In Dairy Plant Operation.. .. .. 99 
Program for Dairy Plant Workers •••... 100 
Program In Geneial Farming ........... 100 
Progr&Dl for Herdsrnen ••.•••.•......•. 101 
Horilculture Program ................ 101 
J.>rogram for Poultry Workers ..••.•...• 102 
Fees and Expenses....... . . . . . . . . . . . . 71 
Non-Degree Programs In &lgfneerlns 
~~ • 1.~. ~.~~.i~~. ~ • ~~~~~~ .?~ 116 
Pro~ram for Industrial Chemical Tech· 
Dltlans •••••••••••• • ••••••••• • •••• 111 
Program ln Materials Testing & 1nspec. 
tfon for Construction ............... 118 
Nonresident Tuition • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 71 
Noyes, La Verne, Scholarship ............. 74 
Nursery Man8fcment (See Horticulture) •• 234 
Nutrition, Ma1or hr •••••.•• , ............. 124 
Obstetrics, Veterinary .•.••••••••••••••• 27 J 
Officers of Administration. • • • . . • • • • • • • • • 5 
Officers of Instruct.ion .•..••••••••••••• - • 7 
Pack Prize • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 80 
Pathology, Vet.erlnary •••••••••••••••••• 2r4 
Personnel Service •••.•••••••••••••••••• 62 
Pharmacology, Veterinary •.•••••••••.•• 275 
Phi Zeta ••.••••••••...•..•..••.•••••• t-58 
Physical Education for Men, Major In •••• US 
Description of Courses .••••••••••••••. 254 
Physical Education for Women 
Description of Courses •••••••••••••••• 255 
Ph}'Sics, Major in •••••••••..••••••••••• US 
Description of Courses ••••••.•.•.•••••• 256 
Physiology (See Zoology) ...•••......••• 284 
!:hysiologyJ. Veterinary •••••••.••••••••• 275 
rlanning \,;Ourse& •••••••••••••••••••••• I OZ 
Pomology C&e Horticulture) ••••••••.•••• 234 
Poultry Husbandry-Curriculum ..••••••• 99 
Poultry Workers, Program for ••••••..•••• 102 
PractiCal Work in Agriculture ••••.•.•••• 158 
Pre-Medical PrQgram .••••••.•••...•••• 136 
Pre-Veterinary Program •••••.•••.•••••• 136 
Private Music Lessons .••..•••••..••••.• 151 
Prizes, Agricultural . . . • • . • • • • . • . . . • . • • • 80 
Professional Degrees, Engineering ......••• 103 
Programs in Agi'iculture 
Dairy Plant Operation. • • . . .. .. .. .. .. . 99 
Dairy Plant Workers ....•.....•.••••• 100 
Farm ~ration . • • • • • • . . . . • • • • • . • • • • 90 
General Farming .......•....•••..••• JOO 
Herdsmen •••••..••...•••...•••..••• 101 
Horticulture ......••...•.••..••••••• 101 
Poultry Workers ..................... 102 
Programs in Engineering 
Drawing & Elementary DesfJJn .•.•••••• 116 
Industrial Chemical Technic1ans •••••••. 117 
Materials Testing & Inspection for Con· 
struction . . . . . . . • . • . • • . . . . • • . . • • • • l 18 
Pslchology 
Description of Courses ..............•• 2 59 
Pullman Loan Fund .................... 81 
§uak.er Oats Company Scholarship. . . . • • • • 80 uality Point! . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . • • • • • . 76 adio. Training in ..................... 262 
Description o( Courses (See Electrical 
Engineering. Speech, Technical Jour-
nalism) ................. 207, 11, 265 
Radio Station ........•.........•..•.•. 294 
Range Management (See Forestry) .••••• 217 
RauSch Prize ••.••.....•.•........•.••. 119 
Record, TraDJCript of .....•....•..••..•• 77 
Redstration Fee . . . . • . . . . . • • . • • . • • • • • • 71 
:Refunds • • . • . • • . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • . • • . • • 76 
Related Science, Major in .•..••••.•••.•. US 
Religious Education 
DescriptloD of Counes •••••••••••••••• 262 
Religious Leaders, Training for .••••••••• 102 
Relfilous Life at the College. . . . . • • • . • • • • 65 
Requirements fQI' Graduation. . . . . • • • . . • • 76 
Reserve Officers' Training Corps ..•••.•..• 250 
Residence Halls (See Baird and Room) ... 7J 
Restricted Enrollment, Veterfnary Medidne.139 
Room and Boa.rd. • • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • 73 
.Rural Soclology (See Economics and Sod· 
ol~) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 199 
Russian (See Modern Languages) ...... ..: .._.252 
Safety & Human Coa.servatlon (See :set· 
mce) ••••..•.. ~ ••..•••••••••••• 135, 263 
Scandinavian (See Modem Languqes) •••• 252 
350 INDEX 
Scbo!anhlps and Fellowships 
~cultUral • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 79 
Graduate ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 148 
Undergra.duate • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • 74 
School of Music •.•••.••••••••.••.••••• 151 
Science 
Buildings • . • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • 62 
Curricula ••..•••••••••••••••• 133 to 13 7 
D~ent of ••••••••••.•••••..•••• 263 
DeScrfptfon of Courses .••••••••••.•••• 263 
Division of •.••••••••••••••••••••••• 132 
ltonorary Societies ••••••••••••••••••• 132 
Majors •••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• 134 
Personnel Service •.•••••••••••••••••• 132 
Research •••.••.•••••••••.•••••••••• 291 
Sears, Roebuck Scholarship. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 79 
Senior College • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • 76 
Senior FelloWshlps •••••••••••••.•••••• 149 
Short Courses •••...•••••••.......••••• 288 
Sociology (See Economics and Sociology) •• 199 
Soils (See Agronomy) ••••••••••••••••••• 158 
Sororities • . • • . • • • . • . . . • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • 66 
Spanish (See Modem Languages) •••••••• 252 
Si>eclal Students, Admission. • • • • . • • • • • • • 70 
Speech (See English and Speech) •••••••• 211 
Clinic •••.•••••.••••••••••••.••• 77, 211 
Staff. Graduate Study ••••••••••.•..•.••• 150 
Standing of the College. • • . . • • . • • • . . . . . . • 60 
State Fair Board Scllolarshlps ..••...••.•• 80 
Stathtlcal Laboratory •••.•••••••••..... 292 
Statistics, MaJor In •••••••••.•••••• 135, 264 
Student Empfoyment • • . . . . • . • • . . • .. • • • 63 
Student Health Service. • . . . . • • . • • • . • • • • • 63 
Summer Quarter • • • . • • • . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • 61 
S~ry, Veterinary •..•...••••••••••.•• 277 
Teai:ber Placement ..•.•.•...••••••.•••. 279 
Teachers' Certificates •••••••••••• , ...•• 278 
Technical Journalism 
Curriculum In .t\grlcultural Journalism •• 85 
Description of COurses •............... 265 
Major Home Economics Curriculum .... 126 
Testing Bureau • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . 63 
Textiles and Clothing-Curriculum ••••••• 131 
Description of Courses ................ 266 
TbeoretlCal and Applied Mechanics ......• 2 68 
Theses 
Graduate .••.••........••...... 146, 147 
Training for Extension Service 
Asniculture •........•............... 102 
HOme Economics ...••.....•..•.....• 231 
Training for Rural Religious Leaders ...••• 102 
Transfer Students (See Advanced Standing) 70 
Transcript of Record. • • • • • . • . • • • • .. • • • • 77 
Tuition • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • 71 
Nonresident . • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • 70 
Utilization (See Forestry) •••••••••••.••. 217 
Vegetable Crops (See Horticulture) ...••. 23 t 
Veterinary Anatomy 
Description of Courses .•...•....•.•.•. 2 70 
Veterinary Hygiene 
Description of Courses .....•.•.••.•••• 271 
Veterinary Medicine 
B ulldlngs • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 62 
Curriculum ••..•...•••••.•.•..•••••• 140 
Department of .••.•••.••••••..•••••• 272 
Description of Courses .••.••••••.••• 272 
Division of ••••••••.•••••••.••••.••• 138 
Entrance Requirements •••••••••...••• 139 
ltonor Societies •••.•..••••••••.••••. 138 
Prizes ••••••••••••. .-••••.••••••••••• 138 
Readmission •••••••.•.•••••••••....• 140 
Restricted Enrollment .•••••••••.••••. 139 
Veterinary Obstetrics 
Description of Courses •••......••••••• 273 
Veterinary Pathol~ 
Description of Courses •••••••••••••••• 274 
Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology 
Description of courses ................ 27-5 
Veterinary Research .................... 276 
Staff • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 45 
Veterinary Surgery 
Description of Courses ••....•••••••.•. 277 
Visual Instruction Service .•.•••••••.•••• 2 94 
Vocational Education 
Curricula ••.•..•••..••••..••••••• 83, 96 
Description of Courses •.•.•••••••...•• 277 
Teacher 
Certification ••••••••••••••••••••.. 2 7 8 
Placement •.••••..••••••••.••••••• 2 79 
Walker Prize • • • . • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 80 
Ward System • . . • . • . • . • . . . • . • • . . . • . . . • 66 
Wildlife Mana_gement (See Forestry) ..••• 217 
Winter Short Courses (See Short Courgs) • 288 
Withdrawal from College ...•..••••.••••• 76 
WNAX Agricultural Scholarship .•..••.•• 80 
World War Veterans, Scholarships... . • . • • 74 
WOI •...•••.•.•..••••.••••.••••••... 294 
Writing Clinic ..•...........••..•.. 77, 211 
Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A .....••••••.••••• 65 
Zimmerman Memorial Prize ••••..••••.•• 81 
Zoology and Entomology, Major in .•...•. 135 
Description of Courses •.•••..•.•...•.. 284 
The A College 
'Dae Iowa State Collep of ~_and Mechanfe Arts conducts work iD 
Ive major fieldl: 
AGSUCULTOU 
EKcmnmmro 
HOME EcoNOJIICS 
SCimcz 
VnunrARY MEDICINE 
The Graduate College conducts research and instruction in all these fields. 
Pour-year and Ive-year collegiate curricula are offered In the diffetent divisions 
of the College. Non-degree programs are offered .in agrkulture and englneel'fng. 
Summer sessions Include graduate and collegiate work. Short courses are offered 
in the winter. 
ExtemloD CO!!fteS are conducted at various points throughout the state. 
Four special research institutes have been organized: the Agricultural and 
Engineering Experiment Stations, and the Veterinary and Industrial Science 
Researth 1mtft:1Jtea. 
Special announcement& of the different branches of the work are supplied, free 
of charge, on application. 
Addrm, TBE REGISTRAR, THE IOWA STATE COLLEGE, 
Ames, Iowa. 
